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Foreword

HE tremendous research and development effort that went into the
development of radar and related techniques during World War II
resulted not only in hundreds of radar sets for military (and some for
possible peacetime) use but also in a great body of information and new
techniques in the electronics and high-frequency fields. Because this
basic material may be of great value to science and engineering, it seemed
most important to publish it as soon as security permitted.
The Radiation Laboratory of MIT, which operated under the supervision of the National Defense Research Committee, undertook the great
The work described herein, however, is
task of preparing these volumes.

T
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the collective result of work done at many laboratories, Army, Navy,
university, and industrial, both in this country and in England, Canada,
and other Dominions.
The Radiation Laboratory, once its proposals were approved and
finances provided by the Office of Scientific Research and Development,
chose Louis h’. Rldenour as Editor-in-Chief to lead and direct the entire
project. An editorial staff was then selected of those best qualified for
this type of task. Finally the authors for the various volumes or chapters
or sections were chosen from among those experts who were intimately
familiar with the various fields, and who were able and willing to write
the summaries of them. This entire staff agreed to remain at work at
MIT for six months or more after the work of the Radiation Laboratory
was complete.
These volumes stand as a monument to this group.
These volumes serve as a memorial to the unnamed hundreds and
thousands of other scientists, engineers, and others who actually carried
on the research, development, and engineering work the results of which
are herein described.
There were so many involved in this work and they
worked so closely together even though often in widely separated laboratories that it is impossible to name or even to know those who contributed
to a particular idea or development.
Only certain ones who wrote reports
But to all those who contributed
or articles have even been mentioned.
in any way to this great cooperative development enterprise, both in this
country and in England, these volumes are dedicated.
L. A. DUBRIDGE.
vii

Preface
As far as the authors are aware,
HIS book is about radar beacons.
Because beacons
no other books on radar beacons have yet appeared.
constitute an important aspect of radar, an attempt will be made in this
book to give a comprehensive survey of the present state of the beacon art.
Beacons were, at first, a minor and neglected aspect of the radar art.
Their usefulness was recognized in nearly all laboratories working
on radar, but only after the design of the radar was well advanced.
Organized work on beacons at the Radiation Laboratory started only
when the laboratory was in its second year; a separate beacon division
was not organized until the summer of 1943. The influence of beacons
was slow in making itself felt; nevertheless, by the end of the war, it had
established itself firmly in the thinking of the designers of airborne and
ground radar equipment and was beginning to be accepted for ship radar.
This survey is divided into four parts. Part I, Chaps. 1 to 6, discusses the nature of beacons and the principles according to which
systems using beacons are designed.
Part II, which includes Chaps. 7
to 16, is concerned with the design of beacons.
Part III, Chaps. 17 to 19,
takes up the design of beacon interrogators and gives examples of complete systems using beacons.
Part IV, Chap. 20, covers the operation
of beacon systems in the field.
This volume represents a summary of the efforts of Division 7 of the
Radiation Laboratory, which was charged with work on radar beacons.
In an attempt to give a complete picture of the beacon art, however,
the authors have included much that did not originate at the Radiation
Laboratory.
The plan of the book was drawn up by an editorial board before the
personnel of the division was dispersed.
Many members of the division
were thus able to contribute to the book; and it could certainly never
have been written without the contributions of so large and representative a group of the members of the division.
Any omissions are due
either to inadvertence or to residual military security.
Full acknowledgment to everyone who contributed to this book is
impossible; apology must be made in advance for any omissions.
First
acknowledgment must go to L. A. Turner, who, as technical editor,
guided the manuscript from the beginning.
A special debt of gratitude
is due to B. V. Bowden of the British Air Commission, whose thorough

T
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PREFACE

acquaintsace with the subject and friendly interest in the manuscript
were of inestimable value. The authors wish to express their appreciation to J. FL Feldmeier, S. A. Goudsmit, D. E. Kerr, and F. F. Rleke for
their constructive comments and contributions to the manuscript, to the
RCA-Victor Company for permission to describe Shoran, and to Stuart W.
Seeley of that company for comments on its treatment.
Thanks are due to Constance R. Henderson, who, as production
assistant, shepherded the manuscript and figures through the mazes of
production; and to Nina M. Kropoff and Margaret Jordan for their
.sacretarial assistance.
Especial thanks are owed to Beka Doherty, to
whose editorial efforts is due what degree of literacy the book may possess,
and who aided immeasurably in its final organization and intelligibility.
A~~IIUR ROBERTS.
MASS.,
CAMBRIDQE,
May, 1946.
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BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

“They

also serve who only stand and wait.”

CHAPTER

1

THE USES OF BEACONS
BY L. A. TUBNER AND A. ROBERTS
THE NATURE OF RADAR BEACONS
1.1. The Echo and the Beacon.—As is well known, a radar set operates by sending out powerful pulses of radio waves and then receiving
the portions of the energy that are reflected back to it., The elapsed time
between the emission of a pulse and the return of an echo is a measure
of the distance to the reflecting target.
Further, by means of suitable
antenna systems, the radio energy is concentrated into narrow beams-in
somewhat the same way that light is concentrated into a beam by a
searchlight-so
that the echoes are received only when the radar set is
looking at the target. By proper coordination of the motion of the
antenna and the sweep of an intensity-modulated beam of electrons of a
cathode-ray tube, a plan view of the reflecting targets in the region of the
radar set is traced out for the use of the operator.
The simple radar set is entirely adequate for many purposes.
Often,
however, echoes are too weak to be observed, as are those from a small
airplane at a great distance, for example.
Under other circumstances,
strong echoes from numerous buildlngs, hills, or mountains mask weaker
echoes from targets of greater interest.
Furthermore, for the benefit of
aircraft carrying radar sets, it is sometimes desired to mark some particular place on the ground that gives no distinguishing echo. In all such
cases radar beacons find their use.
A radar beacon is a device that, upon reception of the original radar
pulses, triggers its own transmitter to give a strong reply of one or more
pulses independent of the possible radar echoes from the vicinity.
The
beacon, therefore, may be said to act as an amplifier of the echo. The
beacon transmitter need not be very powerful to be able to give a reply
much stronger than the echo from usual targets. Figure 1.1 shows the
appearance of beacon replies on a plan-position indicator (PPI).
1.2. What the Beacon Is and Does.—A radar beacon is a device that
is normally quiescent; it is passive. Without external stimulation, a radar
beacon does nothing of any interest whatever.
When a suitable pulsed
signal reaches it, however, the beacon is actuated—the standard terminology is “triggered”by the received signal, and emits a pulse
2
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The process by which aradarset

for triggering

the beacon

[SEC.1.2
transmits a signal

is known as “interrogation”;

the

—
FIG.I.I.—Beacon presentationon PPI and type B displays. Azimuthis read to the
centerof thereply,rangeto the nearestreplyarc.
communication link that is thus established is called the “interrogation link. ” Any device used to interrogate a beacon may be designated
as an ‘interrogator.”
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When the beacon is interrogated, it emits signals that are received by
the interrogator.
Theindependent communication linkthus established
is called the “response link”; the beacon is said to have “replied” or
In general, then, the operation of a
“responded” to the interrogation.
beacon system may bevisualized asshown in Fig. 1“2.
A ground beacon that is interrogated by suitable pulses from an
airborne interrogator has been chosen arbitrarily for an illustration.
Theinterrogator
in the aircraft emits suitable interrogation pulses that
reach the beacon receiving antenna.
These signals actuate the beacon
transmitter, which sends out a pulsed reply; the reply is then detected by

\

\

VJ

v
\intermgation
/.

-

\\

F1o. 1.2.—Theoperationof an airborne-interrogator–ground-beacon
system. When
the directionalbeam of the interrogatorsweepsover the beacon,omnidirectionalreplies
areemitted.
a receiver associated with the interrogator.
Although the response is
like an echo, it differs from one in several significant respects.
The
strength of the response is independent of theintensityof theinterrogating signal, provided only that theinterrogating signal exceeds a threshold
value of intensity.
The response frequency is independent of the
interrogation frequency, and in practice is usually different from it.
The response signal pulse may differ from the interrogation signal in form.
It may even consist of more than one pulse, the duration and spacing
of the pulses being arbitrary.
Finally, an unavoidable delay of a few
microseconds’ duration is introduced between the reception of the
interrogating signal and the emission of the reply. This delay is usually
a fixed amount for any particular beacon; the range of the beacon may be

THE
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determined accurately by taking the known value of the delay into
account.
1.3. Terminology.-Radar
beacons have been called, variously,
“beacons,”
“transponders,”
“responder
beacons,”
and “racons.”
There are no generally recognized differences of meaning among these
different terms.
A device used to interrogate a beacon is generally called an “interrogator. ” The interrogator- may be a radar set. It may be a device

W
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FIG.1.3.—Blockdiagramof a systemusinga radarbeacon.
designed especially to interrogate beacons; in this case it is called an
‘ ‘int errogat or-responsor. ” The British have designed auxiliary equipment to be used with radar sets that do not themselves interrogate
beacons.
Such an auxiliary equipment they call an “inquisitor.’”
The provision of a special character to the pulsed signals of either
the interrogation or the reply link is called “coding.”
A device that
sets up such a coded signal is called a “coder”; a device that deciphers
the code at the other end of the link is called a “decoder” (or, sometime5,
a “discriminator”).
1The most-used example of this type was named ‘‘ Lucero,” after a particularly
interestingsadist of the SpanishInquisition.
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1.4. Block Diagram of a Beacon System, —Figure 1.3shows a block
diagram of a system consisting of a beacon and a radar set used as an
interrogator.
Inthisdiagram
many of theimportant features of beaconsystem design are illustrated.
The complete cycle of operation starts with the generation of a trigger
pulse by the synchronizer in the radar set. This pulse initiates the
transmission of an interrogating signal by the radar set, and also starts the
The transmitted signal is
cathode-ray-tube
sweep on the indicator.
received by the beacon receiving antenna, which ~asses it to the beacon
receiver. The beacon receiver puts out a video signal to the decoder, if
there is one. The decoder examines the video signal to see if it conforms
to an acceptable code; if it does not, it is rejected.
If it is accepted, a
trigger pulse is passed to the blanking gate and to the coder. The blanking gate generates a pulse that prevents the coder from responding to any
further triggers for a time sufficient to permit the complete response
code to be generated.
This time is generally from about 50 to 150 psec.
The coded response signal is supplied to the modulator, which raises
it to a power level suitable for pulsing the transmitter and, in addition,
The transmitter, often controlled in freshapes the pulses properly.
quency by a stabilizing device, supplies r-f pulses to the transmitting
antenna.
The response of the beacon is received by the radar antenna, detected
by the receiver, and displayed on the indicator.
Some of the features in the system illustrated may be left out. The
overinterrogation control has the purpose of preventing transmitter
overload by lengthening the pulse supplied by the blanking gate when
the number of interrogations becomes too large. A frequency stabilizer
is not always required; neither are the coder and decoder.
The beacon
may employ a duplexer and use only one antenna instead of separate
antennas.
The interrogator may have separate transmitting and receiving
antennas. It may or may not have a coder to impart a special character
to the interrogating pulses, and it may or may not include a decoder
so that only suitably coded reply signals are displayed on the indicator.
The desirability and use of these and other optional features will be
discussed in succeeding chapters.
HOW BEACONS HAVE BEEN USED
The radar beacon was invented, to the best of our knowledge, in
1939 by a groupl at the Bawdsey Research Station of the Air Ministry.
It came into being in response to a military need, and its invention was not
1The group included F. C. Williams, R. H. A. Carter, D. H. Preiat,and R. W.
Taylor.
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During the war radar beacons were
made public for reasons of security.
used by the Germans and by the Japanese as well as by the Allies. It
is not known with certainty at present whether the enemy engineers
invented beacons independently or whether they learned of them from
the original British use. The former alternative seems more likely,
because the idea is not especially difficult to come by.
Certainly beacons
were invented independently in the United States. In any case, the
German beacons were found to differ significantly from the first British
beacons and to be superior in some respects.
Because the invention, in all these countries, was veiled by military
security, there were no prewar nonmilita~ uses of beacons.
A summary
of their past use, therefore, is restricted to military uses. This is merely
a historical accident.
There are many peacetime applications of beacons;
their past use for military purposes exclusively should not prevent the
exploration of more pacific applications.
1s6. IFF and GCI.—The initial purpose of beacons, the one that led
to their greatest numerical use by far, was for IFF (Identification of
Friend or Foe).
In the early part of the war, before the Allies had organized against
the German power that had pushed them off the Continent, their strategy
had to be primarily defensive.
The Royal Air Force was numerically
weak; fortunately it was superior to the Luftwaffe in quality.
The
function of the radar network ringing the British coast was to give warning of the approach of hostile aircraft.
A radar echo from an aircraft
carries no national insignia, however; it cannot reveal hostility.
The
decision to install radar beacons on all British aircraft—and later on all
Allied combat aircraft—was intended to permit the differentiation of
echoes into two sorts: friendly and hostile.
Knowledge of the nature of
approaching aircraft made it unnecessary to investigate all approaching
aircraft indiscriminately, and thus conserved the strength of the interceptor groups.
In addition, night fighters equipped with aircraft-interception (AI) radar were greatly aided in their task by being able to
disregard friendly airplanes and to concentrate on attacking hostile ones.
It was soon discovered that beacons on night fighters could be used for
offensive purposes.
Since the ground radar stations were able to spot
both enemy and friendly aircraft, they could give directions to friendly
night fighters to help them in their attacks against hostile bombers.
A technique for ground-controlled interception, GCI, was developed, in
which the IFF beacon played an essential role. The beacon in GCI was
not used solely for identification of an airplane as friend or foe, but also
for identification as a particular friend—in other words, for identification
of a particular night fighter. The IFF beacon was used for this purpose
throughout the defensive phase of the war. Later, with the advent of
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microwave ground-control stations, special beacons were developed for
all ground-control purposes including purposes other than interception.
Figure 1“4 shows how such control was carried out.
1“6. Ground Beacons
for Air Navigation.-The
antisubmarine
campaign, important throughout the war, was especially significant in its
early months.
British Coastal Command ASV (air-to-surface-vessel)
radar-equipped aircraft played an important part in the campaign.
To
assist these airplanes in homing to their bases and in making rendezvous
with Allied convoys, beacons were installed at bases and on ships. These
beacons served for both identification
and navigation.
Similarly,
beacons were used on the ground to assist radar-equipped night fighters
both in patrol and in homing to their bases.

FIG. 15.-The use of Rebecca-Eurekain paratroopoperations. Aircraftequipped
with Rebeccahomeon Eurekabeaconson the ground;minimumdispersionof the forces
on the groundis thusassured.
The recognized value of these beacons working with the low-frequency
AI and ASV radar led to the development of analogous beacons for use
with microwave AI and ASV.
This was the initial step in the development of microwave beacons in the United States, which was under way
in the Radiation Laboratory by the end of 1941.
By the end of the war a network of navigational beacons at both high
and low frequencies extended over all continents and constituted an
important aid to navigation of radar-equipped aircraft.
1.7. Lightweight
Ground Beacons for Tactical Uses.
RebeccaEureka.—The first, and easily the most important, tactical use of lightweight ground beacons was their employment in the Rebecca-Eureka
system.
This system included a series of airborne interrogator-responsors called “Rebecca”
and a series of ground beacons called “Eureka.”
Originally designed at I’elecommunications
Research Establishment,
(TRE), for British use, the Rebecca-Eureka system was later adopted by
the United States Army and used in many operations.
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In the most frequent use of the Rebecca-Eureka
system, Eureka
beacons were carried down to the ground by pathfinder groups of paraAirplanes carrying the main paratroopers and set up immediately.
troop force were equipped with Rebecca.
By homing on the Eureka
beacons, they were able to carry the paratroops to the correct dropping zones and to discharge them in well-concentrated
groups that
could be organized on the ground in a minimum of time (see Fig. 1.5).
Rebecca-Eureka
was used in this way in Sicily, Italy, Normandy,
southern France, in the Burma-China Theater, and elsewhere. After
initial operational difficulties were surmounted, the system became the
main reliance of Troop Carrier Command for such operations.

J, 1.6.—
FIC
-’Ihe 1L presentation. Azimuthdeterminations
are m
la ama>,s until the deflection to left and right are equal; th
ant>enr
ve( :tor is then Pointir
lg at the target.

hy rot sting two
Iterlna crossover

Other uses of Rebecca-Eureka suggested themselves.
The original
purpose of the system was to facilitate rendezvous with secret agents
operating behind enemy lines. Eurekas were supplied to partisan and
guerilla forces in northern Italy, France, and Yugoslavia.
Operated
behind enemy lines, they made possible the delivery of supplies and
personnel by aircraft, requiring previous agreement only on the general
area within which a rendezvous was to be effected.
The hand-operated
reply coding of the Eureka identified the particular beacon and provided
a valuable safeguard against enemy deception by use of captured
beacons.
The Rebecca-Eureka system operated near 200 Me/see and used lobe-
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switched antennae for azimuth determination and type L presentation
(see Fig. 1.6).
Lightw~ht
Microwave Ground Beacorw.-Llghtweight
ground beaconu
were developed at 10 cm and 3 cm for use with microwave airborne radar.
Of these the lo-cm beacons were used as paratroop beacons with the
SCR-717 as an interrogator (as Rebecca-Eureka was used), and also to
mark traffic lanes for units of the Troop Carrier Command in the Nor-

Fm. 1.7.—Targetdesignationby portablebeacons. A formationof aircraftled by an
aircraftequippedwith an interrogatingradarcan drop bombs on a point designatedby
oneor moreb0ac0n8somemilesaway. The beaconreplimshownhereareuncoded. The
properreleasepointis reachedwhenthe aircraftarein linewiththetwo beaconsandsome
distancebeyondthem.
mandy landings.
They were used also aa portable navigational beacons
at advanced air bases.
The lightweight 3-cm beacons that were in production at the end of the
war were intended for various purposes.
Among thwe were the
designation of targets to tactical bombers and to ships off shore, and
the establishment of precise coordinates (by the H-system, see Sec. 1010)
whereby the initial contingent of pathfinder paratroops might be dropped
accurately @ any desired location.
(See Figs. 1.7 and 1“8.)
1“8. Airborne Beacons.—Beacons
installed in aircraft were used
during the war for IFF and GCI, ae we have already noted.
Among the
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other uses found for airborne beacons were ground control for purposes
other than interception, and aircraft rendezvous.

(a)
Beacon

Lakes

(b)

Fm. 1.8.—The w of portable beaconsto designatedroppingzonce for paratroop
pathfinders. A “’cat.-mouce”course(a) or a Micrc-H hyperboliccource(b) can bc flown
(sacSec. 1.10). The beaconsarelocatedin friendlyterritory.
Air-to-air
interrogator
aircraft.

Rendazt~oua.— It is clear that an aircraft equipped with an
may home on a beacon either at an airpoti or in another
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In sea-search operations, when a search plane had located an object of
interest, such as a submarine or a convoy, it turned on its beacon, and
the beacon could then be used by other aircraft or by surface vessels for
homing.
Operations against the Axis supply line to North Africa were
carried on in this way. In the rendezvous of formations, a beacon in the
lead aircraft permits assembly of the formation with ease.
Close Control.—As the strategy of the war shifted from the defensive
to the offensive, the purpose of ground control of aircraft shifted away
Emphasis was placed on the control
from interception of enemy bombers.
of large formations of our own fighters and bombers.
The advent of
high-resolution microwave ground radar made it possible to get a complete picture of the deployment of hundreds or thousands of aircraft,
spread over an area of tens of thousands of square miles. Surveillance
and control of this situation was facilitated by IFF beacons, and later by
special microwave beacons designed for the special purpose of close
control.
Used with air-surveillance radar, the beacons permitted the identification of individual airplanes or formations.
With fire-control radar sets
provided with suitable instrumentation
(in particular, the SCR-584)
control for tactical bombing with high accuracy was achieved.
BO~ING

SYSTEMS

1.9. Oboe.—One important use of airborne beacons was in a system
called “Oboe” originally devised by TRE for precision bombmg.
In the
Oboe system, two special interrogator-responsors were located at precisely
Before the start of a mission, the
known locations on the ground.
distances between the ground stations and the target were computed
with great accuracy.
An aircraft carrying a beacon that would be
interrogated by the ground stations was then flown toward a target.
The system was so arranged that communication signals could be sent
over the beacon system.
These signals were used to instruct the pilot of
the aircraft as to the course to fly, and also to instruct the bombardier
as to when to drop his bombs.
The Oboe system is illustrated in
Fig. 1.9.
As used at night by the British, the beacons were installed in pathfinder aircraft-usually
Mosquitom-and
these airplames dropped flares
on the target. The main force of bombers then bombed these flares by
optical methods. When the U.S. Army’s Ninth Air Force adopted the
system, the pathfinder was the leader of a formation of Marauders
bombmg in daylight, and the formation dropped its bombs when the
leader dropped hia.
The tactical successes of Oboe were considerable; much of the bombing
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of the Ruhr in 1942 and 1943 was done with its aid. The story of these
successes is told in detail elsewhere and we cannot pursue it further here.
The system is noteworthy from a technical viewpoint in its utilization of
the range extension provided by beacons, of the phenomenal precision of
range measurement which is possible, and of the transmission of intelligence over the interrogation and response links.
Courses Possible. -In
the Oboe system as it was used, the course flown
by the aircraft is a circle. The center of the circle is at one of the ground
stations, called the “cat” station; the circle passes through the correct
point for releasing the bombs so that they will strike the target. This
Aircraft
carrying

w

beacon

~

Mouse range

Mouse station ‘
England
London
@
Cat station

o

Miles
L___&!?

The oboe system

Fm. 1.9.—TheOboe system. An aircraftcarryinga beaconfliesat constantrange
fromthe cat station,untifit reachesa predetermined
rangefrom the ‘‘ mouse” station.
Therangesareso determinedas to bringthe aircraftto the properreleasepoint for the
targetchosen.
point is defined by its range from the other station, called the “mouse”
station. Circular courses of this nature are called “cat-mouse”
courses.
They are not difficult for experienced pilots to fly, unless the radius is
less than about 20 to 40 miles.
1.10. H-systems.—As
everyone knows, the oboe is an ill wind that
no one blows good. 1 The relevance of this bit of musical folklore to the
Oboe bombing system lies in the fact that Oboe was operationally a difficult system and required virtuoso performances to achieve satisfactory results. The virtuosos were developed; the need for them was
regrettable.
1See, for example, S. Fine, “Anatole of park,” Decca
U.S. Patent 1625705/1702564.

C-91-4,

36.5S3,

CO32301,

THE
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A solution for many of the difficulties encountered in the Oboe system
In an
is to be found in its converse, which is called the “H-system.”
H-system, the aircraft carries an interrogator and measures precise
(See Fig.
ranges to two ground beaconsat accurately known locations.
1.10.)
Courses Possible. -In
an H-system, the crew of the aircraft has
control of the courses to be flown. With suitable instrumentation, a
variety of choice is possible.
Cat-mouse courses maybe flown, as in Oboe.
In addition, courses such that the difference of range to the two ground
beacons is constant may readily be flown; such a course is a hyperbola.

Mouse beacon
England
London
%

~

O.sseldorf

o

Miles

L_+!!

The H-system

FIG. I.IO.—TheH-system. This ie the converseof the Oboe system (Fig. 1.10). The
aircraftcarriesan interrogator,and thetwo groundstationsarebeacons.
With a suitable computer and instrumentation, arbitrary courses may
be flown. Such computers were designed but not used in combat.
Comparison of Oboe and H-systems.-The
major advantages of an Hsystem over an Oboe system are the following:
1. A very large number of aircraft can use the system at one time;
in Oboe, one airplane is directed at a time by one pair of ground
stations. 1
2. Each plane can, if desired, attack a different target; many more
targets are thus possible than with Oboe.
3. No communication to aircraft from ground stations, or between
ground stations, is required; much less organizational effort is thus
required to set up a mission.
I More complex Obos zyatemswhich permitted simultaneouscontrol of several
plawa were designedbut not put into operation.
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4. As noted above, a wider variety of choice of course to be flown
is possible.
5. In the case of aircraft carrying bombing radars, little auxiliary
equipment is required for beacon interrogation; the same aircraft,
therefore, can be used for either radar or H-bombing.
Oboe
requires more specialized aircraft.
Several different H-systems were used in the war. We will examine
these briefly.
“Gee-H.’ ‘—This British system was made by altering ground stations
of the Gee hyperbolic navigation system so that they operated as beacons.
Additional equipment was added to the aircraft Gee receiver to convert
it into a Gee-H beacon interrogator.
Both the RAF and the Eighth Air
Force used this system successfully during the last year of the war in
Europe.
Rebecca-H.—By
altering the airborne Rebecca indicator, provision
was made for displaying two beacon responses simultaneously on an
expanded delayed sweep. The standard Eureka beacons were used.
Installed in photo-reconnaissance aircraft of the RAF, Rebecca-H was
used to direct airplanes to locations at which reconnaissance photographs
were required.
Micro-H.—The 3-cm bombing radars AN/APS-15 and AN/APQ-13
were designed with beacon interrogation provisions and with expanded
delayed sweeps. They were thus readily adaptable to H-bombing.
The
Eighth Air Force used the AN/APS-15
(called “Mickey”
by the crews)
together with 3-cm beacons (sometimes called “Minnie”) for H-bombing
during the last nine months of the European war. This system was
Micro-H and Gee-H helped turn
known more formally as Micro-H.
the tide toward victory in the battle of the Ardennes (the ‘(Bulge “).
Shoran.—Probably the first of all H-bombing systems to be designed,
Shoran was also the best instrumented and the most precise. It was,
however, the last to be produced and used. It consisted of an interrogator-responsor and beacons especially and solely designed for H-bombing.
It was used with remarkable success by the Fifteenth Air Force in Italy
and the Ninth Air Force in Germany, and was nearly ready for use
against Japan when the war ended.
HOW BEACONS ARB USED
We have reviewed briefly the major uses to which beacons were put
during the war. Because beacons boast no peacetime history, an analysis of their wartime uses is the best guide to how they may be used in the
future. Such an analysis may be made from at least two points of view.
We can analyze beacon systems according to the functions they perform
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or according to the functions that need to be performed.
sis from each of these points of view is given below.

[SEC.1.11
A brief analy-

THE FUNCTIONSOF BEACONS
The data obtained from beacon replies differ somewhat from those
obtained from a radar echo. Replies from beacons, foronething,
convey
more information.
In the case of radar echo, the information obtained is entirely dependent upon the characteristics of the radar set and target. The range of
the echo is measured with a precision characteristic of the timing circuits
of the radar set. The azimuth is measured with a precision characteristic
of the azimuth-determining
equipment of the radar. Resolution in
range depends upon the pulse duration; and resolution in azimuth depends
on the antenna characteristics and the frequency used.
The beacon reply may be treated like an echo by the interrogator,
as faras range and azimuth determination are concerned.
If the beacon
reply is coded, however, it conveys information about the beacon.
It
may tell, for example, where the beacon is; in this case coordinate informationis transmitted.
It may identify itself by conveying identifying
information.
Finally, if the beacon system is properly designed and
used, it may communicate still other general information.
1.11. Coordinate Fixing.-Beacons
can be used to mark and identify
known positions on the ground so that an airplane can determine its
position with reference to them. The combination
of an airborne
interrogator with ground-based beacons thus constitutes an additional
aid to navigation, which is compared with other types in Sees. 1.18 to 1.22.
When a fix of ordy moderate accuracy (within about a mile or two)
is needed, the determination of the range and bearing of one beacon
suflices. Fortheutmost
accuracy-determinationof
position to within
100 ft-distances
to two beacons at known positions are measured
simultaneously
because range can readily be measured much more
accurately than bearing.
Systems of this latter type are useful in
applications
demanding
great accuracy.
These include bombing,
mapping by airplane photography, in which high accuracy of fix of the
camera is required, and similar applications.
It is necessary, of course,
that the beacon delay—the brief time required for it to reply—be made
constant and that allowance be made for it.
Obviously, the converse application can be made. The location of a
beacon-carrying aircraft can be determined accurately by one or more
ground stations at known positions.
As we have seen, some systems of
precision bombmg employed in the war used beacons in this way. In
principle, the beacon was superfluous because the radar echoes of the
aircraft might have sufficed. In practice, however, the beacons ensured
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reliable operation at long range and positive identification of the aircraft.
Shore beacons may be used with shipborne interrogators as lighthouses
are used. Observation of a single beacon determines a fix. The ship
gets not only the bearing, as it does from a lighthouse, but also the
range. Shipborne interrogator-shore beacon systems should be especially
useful under conditions of poor visibility.
Beacons have not been widely
used in this way so far, but the introduction of such a system is now
contemplated by the U.S. Coast Guard.
The coordinates of the interrogator may be determined whenever a
beacon is located at a known position and a fix is taken on it, and the
coordinates of a beacon may be determined when a fix is taken on it by a
stationary interrogator of known position.
When neither the interrogator nor the beacon is at a known location,
relative coordinates are still of value for homing. ,Thus, a naval aircraft
may home on an aircraft carrier without knowing its precise location
and, indeed, while its location is changing.
Similarly, aircraft may home
on a ground beacon without caring where it is, as in Rebecca-Eureka.
Since a series of fixes determines a course, it is possible to set a course
and navigate it by means of beacons.
It is easy to remain within a mile
of such a predetermined course, and even within a quarter of a mile
without too much trouble.
Greater precision requires some special
instrumentation,
such as an expanded sweep; with the aid of such
instrumentation, however, a ship or airplane can remain within 100 ft of a
predetermined course. By such methods, it is feasible to fly an aircraft
by instruments to an airport, to let down through an overcast, and to
emerge from it at an altitude of 100 ft, directly over the end of the
runway.
1.12. Identification.-An
airplane or ship equipped with a beacon of
particular characteristics is thereby marked and identified to some extent,
as we saw in previous discussion of IFF, the identification system used
most widely during the war. Because aircraft were often detected by
radar long before they could be seen, the problem was one of classifying
the radar-reply pips as belonging either to friendly or to hostile aircraft.
The radar sets were of many different types, operating over a wide range
of frequencies; each one, therefore, had to be provided with a separate
IFF interrogator-responsor working at one of the frequencies chosen for
the IFF system.
The interrogator was often synchronized with the
radar set so that the interrogating pulses went out together, and the
radar echoes and IFF replies arrived together and could be displayed on
the same indicator tube to give proper correlation in range. In order to
hinder the enemy in using captured transponders for deception, IFF
beacons were coded in various ways. A thorough presentation of the
They will not
special problems of IFF would require another volume.

.
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be treated further in this book, partly because many of them do not arise
in peacetime uses of radar or beacons, and partly because IFF has been
considered, oddly enough, as particularly sacred from the standpoint of
military security.
There is a peacetime problem of identification, however, that is
closely related to that of IFF.
It is the problem of identifying any
particular one of many radar echoes in the neighborhood of busy airports
when airplane traffic is being controlled through radar surveillance.
A beacon with enough complication of coding to give positive individual
identification of every aircraft seems to be needed.
Fortunately, the
problem is simpler than the IFF problem in one respect: It is not necessary
that all aircraft have their identifying beacons turned on at nearly all
times.
The identifying reply codes of fixed navigational beacons are assigned
by a central authority and published for the information of those who
use them. An aircraft navigator within range of such a beacon identifies
the beacon by means of its code, and thus can locate the aircraft with
respect to the beacon.
The code of a shipboard beacon identifies the
ship carrying it.
1.13. Communication.-By
its very nature the beacon system
involves the use of two nearly independent send-receive systems, as do
all two-way communication systems.
Furthermore, it is rather wasteful
of its portion of the electromagnetic spectrum in that the r-f bandwidth
required for satisfactory transmission of the simple pulses would permit
the superposition of intelligence-conveying
modulation.
The various
kinds of reply codes mentioned in Sec. 1.2 can be considered as communication of a rudimentary sort. So can interrogation codes that ensure
that the beacons will reply only when properly interrogated.
Coding of
both kinds and several more elaborate ways of using the beacon channels
for communication and remote control are discussed at length in succeeding chapters (Chaps. 5 and 11).
.
TYPES OF BEACON SYSTEMS
1.14. Air-to-surface
Systems.—A method of classification of radarbeacon systems that brings out some points of interest is according to the
location of the interrogator and of the beacon.
Thus, an air-to-surface
system is one in which an airborne interrogator works with a beacon
located on the surface of the earth.
The beacon in such a system may be used as a reference point for air
navigation, as we have already seen. If so, it usually has a receiver of
good sensitivity and a powerful transmitter so that it may be interrogated
and received by all aircraft out to horizon range. Beacons of this kind
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have been installed on shipboard to enable aircraft to home on vessels,
and other shipborne beacons have been used for identifying ships.
Light portable beacons with short ranges were used in the war to
give the locations of isolated forces such as paratroop pathfinders, guerilla
units, and secret agents.
Air-to-surface systems, then, are used mainly for navigation.
When
this navigation is of high precision, the system may be used for special
One of these is bombing.
The use of precision navigation as
purposes.
exemplified by bombing may be described in more general terms as the
delivery of cargo at a designated location.
The procedure is simplest
when the location is designated by placing a beacon there, but it is still
readily feasible when the beacons are elsewhere.
Another purpose of precision air navigation may be the making of a
map.
Extensive development of Shoran for the purpose of aerial photography was undertaken, and it is expected that excellent maps will be
prepared from pictures taken in this way.
One other application is for air-sea rescue. Lightweight beacons were
provided in life rafts for this purpose; in peacetime it appears that all
lifeboats should be so equipped.
1.15. Surface-to-sir
Systems.—The
principal use of surface-to-air
systems is to aid in the surveillance and control of large numbers of
aircraft, either from a fixed station on land or from a ship. This was one
of the most important uses of radar during the war. The system was
found to work better when the aircraft carried identifying beacons.
A
similar system including beacons might aid the control of civilian air
traffic, but there would be obvious problems of installation, reliable
maintenance, and correct operation of beacons in aircraft operated by
numerous companies.
Unsolved problems of controlling air traffic,
however, are already limiting the operation of civilian airlines. If a
radar-control system is to be used—and several such systems have already
been proposed—then beacons will undoubtedly have their place in it.
Surface-to-air systems can be used for precision navigation of aircraft
as are the air-to-surface systems described in Sec. 1.14. However, it is
possible to do very accurate navigation with only one ground station
This is because a ground
when the control is exercised from the ground.
station can obtain accurate azimuth information by means of conical
scanning or other methods of comparing signals that are used for firecontrol radar. Where only one ground station can be used conveniently,
a system of this type is advantageous.
The error is not independent of
range, however, as is the case with triangulation systems that measure
range only. The error in location introduced by an error in azimuth
increases with range; the precisiori at very long ranges is not so good as
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with a two-station system.
The error is about+ mile at 100 miles with
an SCR-584.
Certain surface-t~air
systems have been supplemented by automatic plotting boards that make a permanent and accurate record of
the aircraft course. In addition, they can be used to direct aircraft on
arbitrary courses with great precision and would be suitable for control
of aircraft near airports.
1.16. Air-to-air Systems.—The
principal use of air-to-air beacon
systems during the war was for rendezvous of aircraft.
When, for
example, a submarine had been sighted, an airplane could patrol the
adj scent region until it could be relieved or assisted. If it carried a
beacon, the airplane coming to take over the patrol could home on the
beacon and make contact w~th ease.

Gr8nd

station

(interrogator or
beacon)

/JQ5Re’ayp’ane
‘Course of relay plane

Course of relay plane

m

Aircraft beacon
or interrogator

- Relay plane

Gr~und station
(interrogator or beacon)

FIG, 1.11.—Beacon relay system. Interrogationsand responsesare relayed between
groundstationsand aircraft. The rangeof the systemmay be as greatas 700 miles.
It seems unlikely that a peacetime need for a system of this sort will
arise. One possible use, however, is for collision warning.
Relatively
simple equipment would make it possible for one airplane to have warning
of the proximity
of another beacon-carrying
airplane.
The same
apparatus might function both as beacon and as interrogator-responsor.
In this application however, the difficult problems of achieving universal
use of the equipment again would be encountered.
Relay Beacons.-The
maximum range of beacon systems is limited by
the radio horizon.
When one end of the system is on the surface of the
earth, the range is determined by the altitude of the aircraft at the other
end. At 30,000 ft the horizon range is about 250 miles. Air-to-air
systems have the longest horizon ranges; 500 miles may be obtained.
This property is of interest for relay systems.
In such systems the
effective range of an air-to-surface or surface-to-air system may be
tripled, if the interrogation and response are relayed by an aircraft
(see Fig. 1“11). In order to preserve the accuracy of ranges measured in
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such a system, either the courses of the relay aircraft must be restricted,
or computers that make suitable corrections must be used.
Asanalternative,
anair-to-air beacon system maybe used. In such
a system the range of an aircraft from two other aircraft is determined.
To- convert
such measurements
into
Awbornebeacon
ground coordinates, the position of the
two reference aircraft must be known at
all times. These positions maybe determined by an auxiliary radar or beacon
(5
system.
Such a system is illustrated in
Fig. 1“12.
A system of this type is of interest
Interrogator
Atrbornebeacon
because it makes possible precision navigation anywhere within approximately
500 miles of identifiable radar landmarks.
It does this at the expense of considerable complication, both of equipment and
FIG. 1.12.—Airborne-beacon
operational procedure.
navigationsystem. Theresponses
During the war several relay systems
of the airbornebeaconsmust convey informationas to theirinstanwere projected.
An Oboe relay system,
taneouslocations.
with an airborne relay, was actually used
successfully by the R-AF for at least one bombing operation in 1943.
1.17. Surface-to-surface
Systems.
Ground-to-ground iSysterns.-Beacons have been used in surveying.
With easily portable beacons and
special interrogators, it is simple to get accurate measurements of the
distances between widely separated points in fairly rough country.
In
this application it is necessary, however, to have a nearly clear line of
sight from the interrogator to the beacon.
At some lower frequencies,
the beacon will be interrogated and will give a reply, even though there
are sizable obstacles like hills in the direct line. The shortest distance of
travel of the radio waves, however, is not the true distance because they
have to travel around the obstacles.
Ground-t*ground
surveying systems are usually designed to give
measurements of range only, with precision of 5 to 10 yds. They are
usually short=range systems because of line-of-sight limitations.
The
equipment may be so designed that it can be used either as an interrogator-responsor or as a beacon by throwing a switch, or as both in
rapid alternation with automatic switching between the two functions.
Ship-to-shore
Systems.—The methods of precision navigation described above for aircraft may be applied to ship navigation.
No such
applications have yet been made, but they have been considered.
For
ship navigation off shore and in rivers, lakes, and harbors, systems can
readily be designed which are adequate to permit navigation in well-
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defined lanes. In fact, plotting-table techniques can be used to permit
continuous tracing of the position of the ship on a chart; they can even
be extended to make possible the automatic steering of a ship along a
predetermined course. Life on the Mississippi can now be made simpler
for the pilot, even though somewhat less picturesque.
COMPARISON OF BEACONS WITH OTHER NAVIGATIONAL AIDS
1018. Beacons
and Ordinary Navigation.-The
use of beacons,
especially with a radar indicator that gives a maplike presentation (plan

FIG, 1.13,—Four3-cm beaconsseen simultaneouslyon the PP1 of an AN/APS-10
radar. Range circlesare 20 milesapart. The beaconsare as follows: (a) Code 2-2-2;
Deer Island, Boston, Mass. (b) Code 2-1-1; South Weymouth,Mass. (c) Code 2-1;
Quonset,R.I. (d) Code 1-2-3; Fisher’sIsland, N,Y. From a compassreadingand the
rangeand azimuthdata obtainedfrom any one of thesebeacons,it may be dedw-edthat
the aircraftis 2 milesnorthof Woonsocket,R.I., and headedtowardLexington,Mass.
position indicator, PP1) is in some ways merely an extension of ordinary
nonradio navigation.
Because beacons can be seen at much greater
ranges than most landmarks can be seen visually, they give a much larger
area of certainty of fix. An airplane with any standard airborne radar
set can now fly the whole seaboard of the United States at an elevation of
5000 ft or more without ever being out of touch with one or more beacons.
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This means that drift may be measured fairly accurately and checked
frequently so that navigation becomes a nearly continuous process rather
than a repeated checking of dead-reckoning predictions.
Figure 1”13
shows a PPI photograph taken with an AN/APS-10 3-cm radar. Four
3-cm beacons are seen, at ranges between 30 and 50 miles. Each of these
is identified by its code; any one of them would fix the position of the
aircraft.
1.19. Beacons
and Radar
Pilotage.-Ordinary
radar without
beacons makes possible a similar type of pilotage if the terrain being
flown over has distinctive configurations that do not present any ambiThis fortunate condition, however, is
guities that hinder recognition.
not realized as often as is desirable; the addition of beacons to radar
equipment gives much greater certainty of fix.
The inclusion of beacon-interrogation
provisions in an airborne or
The
ship radar set is a simple matter and is generally inexpensive.
augmentation of navigational facilities thus afforded is likely to be an
excellent investment.
Few American airborne radar sets were built
during the war without such beacon-interrogating provisions.
In these
few cases, the special character of the radar sets made beacon operation
impossible or impractical.
(An example is the AN/APQ-7,
which has
beacon-interrogating provisions but is sometimes unable to use them
of the linear array antenna used.)
because of the peculiar “squint”
1.20. Beacons, Radio Ranges, and Radio Compasses.—In some ways
the radio range is the simplest type of radio aid to navigation.
The
equipment carried in the airplane is simple and so is its use by the pilot.
The information that it gives, however, is incomplete because it is merely
a line of position.
For adequate information, therefore, it has to be
supplemented by other aids. Furthermore, since it gives only one line
of flight, radio-range navigation does not permit any flexibility in choice
of course.
The radio compass can indicate only the bearing of the transmitter
being received.
When two or more such bearings can be determined in
rapid succession, a fairly accurate fix can be had, but this is not always
possible.
A fix is also obtained from one bearing taken while the airplane
is flying a radio-range course. Both of these procedures involve some
work with charts or computation.
An air-to-ground beacon-navigation system involves the use of more
complicated apparatus in the airplane, but, in compensation, every
reading of the range and bearing of an identifiable beacon gives a fix.
When a PPI or type B indicator is used, the information is presented
in a particularly simple and readily assimilable form. Furthermorej
complete flexibility in choice of course is possible.
Techniques have
been worked out for navigation of an arbitrary course by the aid of a
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beacon.
They are described in Radar Aids to Navigation,
Vol. 2,
Sec. 3“8, Radiation Laboratory Series.
1.21. Beacons and Loran.-In
the Loran system and the Gee system,
a moderately simple receiver-indicator is used in the plane. A reading
of the difference of the time of arrival of pulses from two synchronized
stations gives a location on a hyperbolic line of position.
A second reading made on pulses coming from a second pair of stations gives another
hyperbolic line of position.
The intersection of the two lines gives
the fix. The airplane must be equipped, in addition, with suitable
This system permits navigation over
charts giving Loran coordinates.
long stretches of water, far out of the range of any possible beacons.
Beacon-interrogating
equipment is more complicated in design but
simpler in use.
1022. Summary.-The
major characteristics of radar beacons, with
an analysis of their uses, are summarized below.
1. Radar beacons are useful at ranges that may be limited only by
the horizon.
For air-to-surface or surface-to-air systems, such
ranges depend on the aircraft altitude and are about 250 miles for
aircraft at 30,000 ft. For surface-to-surface systems, ranges are,
in general, considerably smaller.
2. At the frequencies used for beacons, no interference by atmospheric
disturbances is encountered.
3. Beacons permit navigation of aircraft along arbitrarily chosen
courses. A single observation on a beacon provides a fix. The
accuracy of fixes taken with beacons may be as precise as desired,
errors of less than 100 ft being readily possible.
4. Beacons permit ship navigation, within horizon range of land,
with similar precision.
5. Long-range navigation very far from land is not readily possible
at the frequencies used by beacons.
6. Beacons are excellent for homing.
They may be so used at airports or for the delivery of airborne cargo.
7. Aircraft, flying predetermined courses, can use radio aids requiring
less airborne equipment than is needed for interrogating beacons.
Aircraft that do not adhere to rigidly predetermined routes may
navigate arbitrary courses with ease by beacon methods.
8. Beacons installed in aircraft facilitate ground control by radar.
Beacon responses can be dkplayed without interference from
ground, sea, or cloud echoes, and convey much more information
than echoes. They may be used for identification.
9. With some limitations, beacon systems can be used for communication.
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THE REQUIREMENTS
OF SYSTEMS USING BEACONS:
RANGE CONSIDERATIONS
BY H. H. BAILEY AND A. ROBERTS
In this chapter and the four following chapters the principles upon
which the employment of radar beacons in pulsed systems is based will
be discussed.
These principles have been painfully evolved during the
war and it may well be that they are not as yet completely understood,
However, some fundamentals are
since the beacon art is still young.
clear; they will now be set forth.
Other points are controversial; an
attempt will be made to define them, even if they cannot be settled.
2.1. Statement of Requirements. -A
system that is to use beacons
is projected in response to a need or purpose, generally expressed in the
form of a statement of requirements for the system.
Explicit statement
of the requirements is always desirable, and, in fact, is usually essential
for proper design of the system.
A statement of requirements for a system using beacons should
specify the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Other uses of the interrogator, if any.
The reliable range and the degree of reliability desired.
The minimum range requirement, if any, and the coverage needed.
The expected density of beacons and interrogators.
The limitations of size, weight, power, etc.
The method of using the information obtained and the speed
with which it must be made available.
The type of position information wanted and the precision
required.
The amount of attention or maintenance available at the beacon.
The amount of information to be conveyed from beacon to
interrogator.
The amount of interference to be expected.
The need, if any, for transmission of data (for example, control
signals) over the interrogation and response links.

Succeeding
detail.

sections of this chapter will discuss these requirements

I Sees.2.1 to 2.3 by A. Roberts.
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2.2. First Principles of the Beacon A-t.-The
most fundamental of
all principles governing the design of beacons is this: A beacon cannot
properly be designed by itself, in isolation or in vacuo; the entire interrogating
and reply system must be considered as a single unit.
Self-evident as it may appear, this principle has been more often
violated than observed.
The exigencies of war have often resulted in
systems that a conscientious engineer must abhor for their disregard of
the simplest principles of efficiency or economy.
Such systems have
been made to work; often they have even worked satisfactorily in the
field. But in any future design, to be governed by ordinary engineering and economic practices, it is essential to start from the standpoint
that a beacon system has two ends that must be designed together for
optimum efficiency, economy, and utility.
Beacons can be designed or modified to be used with interrogating
equipment already in widespread use; likewise, interrogating equipment
can be designed or modified to be used with beacons already in widespread
use. Restrictions are likely to be encountered, however, which make the
task difficult and the result only partially satisfactory.
One of the first questions to ask before designing a system using
beacons is this: Will the interrogating equipment be used for radar
echoes as well as for beacon responses?
If the interrogating equipment is to be used for radar echoes as well
as for beacon responses there are two separate cases to consider: that in
which the radar function is primary and the beacon-interrogation function
secondary, and that in which the beacon function is primary and the radar
function secondary.
In the first case, the considerations determining
radar performance will, then, in many particulars take precedence over
beacon requirements (the choice of frequency, for instance).
Since
beacon requirements can be fulfilled more flexibly than radar requirements, a suitable beacon system can be designed for almost any contemplated radar system, after due consideration of requirements, cost, and
probable performance.
Beacon facilities cannot always be added, however, when the radar design has been tixed without regard for beacon
performance.
If the radar function is secondary to the beacon function of a system,
an interrogator-responsor can be so designed as to be useful as a radar,
It may, for example, be restrictbut its usefulness is likely to be limited.
ed to collision warning.
If the interrogator is to be used solely with beacons, beacon requirements only will need to be considered.
This fact, however, instead of
simplifying the problem may make it more difficult since a large number
possibilities is opened up.
It may happen that the beacon function is the more important, but
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a subsidiary radar function would be desirable if possible.
In this case
several alternate designs should be considered and a decision arrived at
after consideration of the various alternatives.
Two lesser principles govern the design of systems using beacons.
One
is that the use of microwaves jor systems employing nondirectional
or only
It will be seen
slightly directional antennas at both ends is uneconomical.
later that the power requirement for such systems increases as the inverse
square of the wavelength.
The second principle is that jor systems using nondirectional antennas
at one end and fixed antenna apertures at the other end, the power reqzu rements are to a jirst approximation
independent oj wavelength.
The beamwidth of the fixed aperture antenna will, of course, decrease directly
as the wavelength.
2.3. Characteristics of Beacon Systems.—The
characteristics of a
good beacon system designed for cathode-ray-tube display are
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Accurate range (as accurate as desired).
Accurate azimuth (as accurate as desired).
Presentation of many beacons simultaneously without confusion.
Narrow azimuth arcs, good azimuth resolution.
Good over-all resolution, hence good identification.
Complete coverage, even at low angles of elevation.
Map type of presentation.
Simple correlation of echo and beacon responses.
Adequate traffic capacity for both interrogation and response.
Fast reading of beacon codes.
Ability to space beacons closely.

Many of these characteristics are more readily attained with microwave
beacons than with lower-frequency systems.
Azimuth
Requirements
and Frequency Choice.-It
is rarely desirable
to use microwaves for systems used exclusively for beacon responses.
If the interrogator and beacon both use a nondirectional antenna, microIf the interrogator uses a
waves are, as has been stated, uneconomical.
directional beam, a suitable interrogator-responsor has all the properties
of a radar set and for maximum economy ought to be used as such in
This is true since
addition to being used for interrogation of beacons.
even low (8-kw) pulse powers are useful for microwave radar; lower
powers do not give proportionate reduction in size, weight, or power
consumption.
It may, of course, happen that requirements for extremely accurate
azimuth information will dictate the use of microwaves in a system
intended only for beacon use. Thus microwaves might well be used in
a ground interrogator for automatic tracking even if no radar use were
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cent emplated.
Such a set would nevertheless be useful as a radar set.
It may also be necessary to use microwaves when spectrum space is
not available at lower frequencies.
If fixes on a beacon are to be taken by range and azimuth, the superior
directional properties of microwaves suggest their use, especially if any
considerable degree of precision is required (about + 10 in azimuth or
better).
If fixes are to be taken by range measurements only, using two
or more beacons and triangulation methods, any frequency above about
30 Me/see is useful.
Good range and azimuth information can be obtained at lower frequencies as well as at microwave frequencies.
Azimuth accuracy of
plus or minus a few degrees can be obtained by lobe-switching techniques.
The chief characteristic difference between systems that use lobe switching for azimuth accuracy and systems that obtain the same accuracy by
using narrow beams is the much greater traffic capacity of the latter.
Identification
and Frequency Choice.—For purposes of identification,
microwaves are far superior to ultrahigh frequencies.
Only frequencies
that permit PPI presentation are capable of providing identification in
any but the simplest situations.
The problem of instantaneous identification of any one beacon from
thousands of others is still unsolved.
It is certainly soluble, however; it
is even possible that a solution will be attained within the next several
years. The problem is essentially one of display.
It is necessary that
numerous coded replies be observable simultaneously; thus reply codes
must not take much range on the PPI and must, at the same time, convey
the desired information in a form readily observable by the eye.
RANGE REQUIREMENTS
BY H. H. BAILEY
2.4. Maximum Reliable Range. -Range,
of course, refers to the
distance between the interrogating equipment and the beacon.
There
are both upper and lower limits to the range at which a system can
function properly.
A discussion of minimum useful range will be given
later.
More important and much more fundamental is the maximum range,
if this phrase is properly interpreted.
The greatest possible range obtainable with a system has little practical significance, since it can be affected
markedly by such things as performance of individual sets, temporary
atmospheric effects, and the skill of the operator.
A far more useful concept is that of maximum reliable range, or simply
the reliable range.
This is the greatest range that can ordinarily be
counted upon under practical conditions with average personnel operating
production equipment.
A precise definition of reliable range, from its
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very nature, cannot be given. However, excellent correlations between
experiment and theory have been obtained in the case of scanning radars
by considering as reliable that range at which a good radar operator can see
the beacon on three-jourths of the sweeps.
The reliable range of a complete system is a property that, more
than any other, depends inherently upon the characteristics of both sets
in the system.
Indeed, it is affected by a great many factors.
Furthermore, a given range can be obtained by many different designs. For
these reasons, it is not possible to treat the desired range as a design
parameter and then attempt to show how best to design a system having
that range. Rather, considerations of size, weight, cost, availability of
components, and other required functions, as applied to the two parts of
the system separately, must be adjusted to fit the overriding requirement
of range. Accordingly, the point of view adopted here will be to show
how the reliable range to be expected can be computed when all the
detailed characteristics of the interrogator and the beacon are known.
2.5. The Range Equation.-All
of the systems under consideration
make use of two distinct propagation links: the interrogation link and
the response link. It is clear that the controlling equations will be those
for one-way transmission applied to the two links separately (as differentiated from the round-trip formulas applicable to radar echoes).
Obviously, the reliable range of the system will be the lesser of the ranges
computed for the two links. The transmission equations for free-space
conditions may be derived as shown in the following paragraphs.
Consider an isotropic radiator emitting a total power P, watts.
The
power radiated in any direction is P,/4~ watts per steradian.
If the
radiator is replaced by an antenna with a gain (over isotropic) of g~ in
the desired direction, the power radiated in that direction is P~gT/4r.
If a receiving antenna with an effective cross section a is placed at a
distance R from the transmitter, it subtends a solid angle a/R2 steradians,
so that the power intercepted by such an antenna is P rg~a/4wR 2 watts.
In order to achieve symmetry and greater generality, a is expressed in
terms of the gain of the receiving antenna g.. 1 The needed relationship,
which is derived in Microwave Antenna
Theory and Design, Vol. 12,
Chap. 6, Radiation Laboratory Series, from a straightforward computation of the power pattern of the antenna, is that g. = 4ra/i2.
Thus
the power received is

It will be found convenient to use only the maximum gains G, and G.
of the transmitting and receiving antennas respectively, and to apply a
1For a Hertzianhalf-wave dipole, the gain is ~ and the equivalentarea 3xi/&.
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correction factor whenever the geometry of a situation is such that the
It will also be appropriate for the
full gain of an antenna is not utilized.
present purposes to solve the above equation for R2. The range equation
then becomes
(1)
Considerable care must be exercised to combine or modify suitably
the quantities that are directly measured or computed before inserting
them into this equation.
It is, therefore, necessary to rewrite the
equation, as applied to each link separately, in terms of readily measurable
quantities, including all losses. In order to do this, a rather complete
svstem of notation must be established:
Let R = reliable range as defined above, in any units.
power, in watts.
P=
maximum effective gain of an antenna over isotropic.
G=
transmission line loss, in decibels.
L=
M=
reduction from maximum gain to utilized gain, in decibels.
atmospheric absorption, in decibels.
A=
wavelength of rad]ation used, in same units as R.
h=
loss factor [see Eqs. (2) and (3) below].
K=
i subscript refers to interrogation link.
r subscript refers to response link.
T subscript refers to transmitting components.
R subscript refers to receiving components.
Primed quantities refer to the beacon.
Unprimed quantities refer to the interrogator.
Equation (1) now gives rise to two equations, as follows:
R! = (Xi/4~) 2(P&&~/PXi)

(2)

where
K, = antilog,,

(L, + Lj + M.

+ M: + Ai)/10

1

and
R; =

(A,/41r) 2(P;G;GJPJYJ

(3)

where
K, = antilog,,

(L; + L, + M; + MR + A,)/10.

I

Another useful formulation is the set of equations, Eqs. (4) and (5) below:
10 log,, Pi

= 10 kvglo ‘TGa~x~
(4T~i)2

–

(LT + MT + .4; + ~k

+ Li)-

(4)

This gives the power, in decibels below 1 watt, available at the input
terminals of the beacon receiver.
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(5)

This gives the power, in decibels below 1 watt, available at the input
terminals of the interrogator receiver.
Interpretation of the Quantities in the Range Equation.—The loss terms
require discussion.
The line losses, including duplexing losses if they
exist, are directly measurable and cause no difficulty.
ill’ is often zero,
since beacon antennas usually have their maximum gains close to the
horizontal and so make use of the full gains at maximum range. M is
arbitrarily taken as 3 db so that signals will be considwed reliable when
they occur over an arc equal to the half-power beamwidth of the antenna.
An experimental justification for this value of M is given later (Sec. 2.9).
The absorption A of the atmosphere is a function of wavelength,
pressure, and humidity as well as range, and the rate of absorption may
vary considerably along the path of the radiation (as when thunderstorms
are present).
Nevertheless it can usually be estimated with sufficient
precision and in most cases is actually negligible.
The interpretation of the power terms also needs some clarification.
The transmitted power refers to the pulse power as measured at the
transmitter itself. The received power refers to the eflectioe receiver
sensitivity.
In the beacon receiver, it has been found experimentally, as
discussed in Sec. 8.3, that a signal must have an amplitude at least 4 db
above rms noisel to produce consistent triggering of the succeeding circuits when the gain is set so that triggering on noise itself is negligible.
The sensitivity of a beacon receiver is therefore quoted in terms of the
reliable tripping level, and this quantity is P; directly, by definition.
P. is the power arriving at the radar receiver which produces a reliable
result. This is different, in general, from the advertised value of the
receiver sensitivityy; consequent y the advertised value must be corrected.
The incoming signal required, even by identical receivers, depends
markedly on the final result that is to be achieved.
Sets such as beacons
themselves, in which the signals actuate electrical or mechanical detecting
devices, respond to individual pulses and can be made to operate on
signals comparable to noise peaks or even less if the noise firing itself
is not harmful.
On the other hand, in sets that must average or integrate
the received signals for automatic tracking purposes, random triggering
is quite harmful.
Such sets may have to operate at signal-t~noise
ratios of about 10 or even higher. The exact value is a function of the
circuits involved and of the accuracy of tracking required.
The widest
application is to sets that provide a visual indication on some kind of
a cathode-ray tube, and these will be discussed at greater length.
1This figure appliesfor a square-lawreceiver. For a superheterodyne,the value
is 8 db.
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DISPLAY LOSSES
2.6. Losses in CRT Displays.—In
sets using CRT displays, the
desired final result is not achieved until an operator has noticed or turned
his attention to the presentation of a signal. Thus, two very complicated
sets of phenomena become involved—various characteristics of the CRT
screen and the physiology and psychology of a human observer.
This
extremely difficult subject has been investigateed in experiments
that are described in Threshold Signals, Vol. 24, Chaps. 7, 8, and 9,
Radiation Laboratory Series. Certain facts and relationships have
emerged which are very useful in deriving the corrections that must be
applied to measured values of receiver sensitivity before they can be
used in Eq. (2).
Minimum Discernible Signals.—The strength of a signal that can just
be discerned in noise varies inversely as the square root of the pulserepetition frequency, other things being equal. This is true for both
deflection-modulated and intensity-modulated
CRT displays.
Thus, if
under certain conditions a signal-to-noise ratio of 1 is necessary at 80 Cps,
a signal at 400 cps such that the signal-to-noise ratio is li<~
can still be
seen, the gain in sensitivityy being 3.5 db; 7 db of sensitivityy are gained
over the original if a rate of 2000 cps is used.
The same law holds even when the pips are not superimposed.
That
is, a signal that occurs on four times as many sweeps as a second signal
can be detected in noise when it has half the strength of the second signal,
even when the successive sweeps are displaced, as in B-scope or PPI
presentations.
It may be noted that the conditions for these two laws
become identical in A-scope presentation.
In fact, the two laws are but
different aspects of a fundamental relationship that has been derived by
G. E. Uhlenbeck’ from purely statistical arguments on the comparison
of a signal with the appropriate amount of noise.
Scanning Losses.—The importance of the second relationship lies in its
application to scanning.
Thus, a minimum detectable signal under
scanning conditions must be greater than the corresponding signal under
“searchlighting”
conditions by a factor that is the square root of the
ratio of the total angle scanned to the angle over which the signal is
actually seen (nominally, the horizontal beamwidth).
For example,
consider a receiver with a certain sensitivity as measured with a signal
generator under nonscanning conditions.
Used with an antenna that has
a beamwidth of 3° and scans through 150°, it will suffer an 8.5-db 10SS
(i.e., <~~)
in sensitivity.
This square-root scanning loss is actually
subject to the restriction that the scanning period be less than about
6 to 10 sec. However, the transition from the above law to no loss at all
1 Threddd Sigmd.s, Vol. 24, Chap. 7, Radiation Laboratory Series.
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(for extremely slow scanning rates) setsin gradually and begins to be
effective in reducing the scanning loss only on the large ground radars.
Puke Width.—One additional correction, usually small, is for pulse
width.
The beacon signals mayhave ingeneral a different, and usuallya
shorter, pulse width than those with which receiver sensitivity is ordinarily measured.
The importance of this difference depends, of course,
on the bandwidth of the receiver. The correction is most easily determined by a straightforward sensitivity measurement using signals with
the actual beacon pulse width.
The experimental curves of minimum discernible signal strength vs.
widthof theindication on the screen (see Fig. 2.1) are found to biconcave
upward with a broad minimum at
about lmm.
This result, at first
sight rather surprising is almost
independent of CRT focus or spot
size and seems to be related to the
resolving power of the eye. At
signal widths less than 1 mm—
that is, at slower sweep speeds—
Actual signal width on screen in mm
the familiar square-root law is
FIG.2.1.—Relativeintensityof minimum
discerniblesignals as a function of signal
approximately followed.
For exwidth on the CRT screen. (a) A-scope;
ample, a 0.5-psec pulse viewed
(b) B-scopeor PPI.
with a 100-mile sweep on a 5-in.
PPI tube is 0.025 mm wide, and the curve indicates that the effective
sensitivityy obtainable under these conditions is 4.8 db below the optimum
and 4.5 db below that measured on a 4-mile sweep (signal 0.6 mm wide).
Response Losses. —Even granted adequate power and sensitivity on
the interrogation link, 100 per cent response by the beacon is not assured.
This effect, unlike that for radar reflections in which there is a statistical
distribution of intensity of the reflected signal, involves the phenomenon
of missing responses.
It is produced because all beacons have a “blanking gate” that produces a “dead” time. Under conditions of interrogation of a beacon by a number of interrogators, the per cent response W
can, in principle, be computed. 1 Then, theoretically, P. should be
increased by the factor 1/ W}i, or the corresponding range decreased by
W%. Actually, beacons should be designed with sufficient traffic capacity
for a given application (a discussion of the parameters controlling this is
given in Chap. 6); thus, in practice, W will seldom assume values low
enough to cause a significant reduction in range. Thu effect will be
neglect ed in the remainder of the present section.
Z%e Of)seruer—.-Finally, there is the observer to consider.
Semitrained
personnel, who are usually depended upon in the use of specialized elecI See Chap. 6.
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tronic equipment, differ greatly in their skill and motivation.
Factors
like ambient noise and ambient light have an important effect on the
attentiveness required to achieve maximum performance.
The supply
of oxygen or lingering effects of the previous night’s diversion can alter
the degree of attention of which an operator is capable.
These variable
effects obviously cannot be evaluated quantitatively, but they do make it
advisable to provide a margin of 10 db or so more power or sensitivity
than would otherwise be indicated, when the additional cost, weight,
power, time, and so forth, are not prohibitive.
Summary.—To
ecapitulate, the value to be used in Eq. (2) for P.—
the eflective sensitivity for producing a desired result “reliably “-must
be obtained from the measured value of sensitivity by making appropriate allowances for probable conditions of use and the final result
desired. In particular, if a visual indication is to be presented to an
observer, corrections must be made according to known laws when the
conditions under which the quoted sensitivity was measured and the
actual conditions in the field differ in pulse width, scanning rate, or sweep
speed. If possible allowances must be made for the differences between
real observers and ideal observers.
Sometimes receivers are used for functions other than beacon reception,
such as radar reception.
Their sensitivities are often measured by maintenance personnel under almost optimum conditions (long pulse, high repetition rate, no scanning, fast sweep) so that optimistic values are quoted.
The corrections are therefore usually necessary, and they may be sizable.
2.7. Losses
in Other Displays.—Radar
information,
whether
obtained from echoes or from beacons, is ordinarily displayed on CRT
screens. However, this information can also be displayed in other ways.
The most important of these are probably the use of meters or the use
Rows of lights are used on
of motor-driven indicating mechanisms.
occasion; relays or other trigger devices also may be employed.
Such indicating devices are invariably operated by circuits that
detect the received pulse in the presence of noise. They do this by
comparing the signal plus noise to the noise alone. It is immediately
clear that such circuits are free from most of the defects of the human
observer using a cathode-ray tube, and are best compared to the expanded
A-scope presentation because of their ability to ignore irrelevant noise.
Accordingly, one expects the losses in such circuits to be low compared to
CRT losses, which is actually the case. As an example, a pulse-width
discriminator circuit that has been used in beacons will trip reliably when
the signal is 4 to 5 db above noise. For other circuits the margin may
be even less. This is to be compared with CRT display losses, which
may exceed 15 db; signals must, therefore, be 10 db or more above noise
to be reliable. When the general noise level is subject to short-term
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fluctuation, however, the human
observer may do better because
of his intelligent selection of the
intervals of time to be taken as
significant.
2.8. Video Stretching.-It
has
been seen that a presentation 10SS
is incurred if the length of the signal on the CRT sweep is different
from an optimum value of about
1 mm. Figure 2.1 shows the loss
quantitatively
as a function of
signal length. In many systems,
much of this loss can be avoided
by the use of an expedient known
as “video stretching. ”
If it were possible to lengthen
the beacon reply pulse to 3 to 5
psec, it is clear that on long sweeps
much of the loss could be avoided.
A 10-mile sweep on a 5-in. PPI is
about 60 mm long and covers 120
psec; a 0.5-psec pulse is then 0.25
mm long. On a 100-mile sweep
on the same tube it is only 0.025
mm long. The corresponding loss
compared to a l-mm signal is 5.5
db. If the pulse were 5 ~sec long
the loss would be 1.0 db; this is
an improvement of 4.5 db.
Now the use of 5-psec reply
pulses rather than a 0.5-psec pulse
would increase the beacon duty
ratio by a factor of 10; the decrease in traffic capacity would be
intolerably great in cases in which
the duty ratio is a limiting factor.
For microwave beacons this is
almost always true. The equivalent effect for strong signals can
be achieved by so arranging the
video circuits of the interrogator
receiver that incoming pulses are
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The stretching should be done in such a way that range
“stretched.”
accuracy is presemed; thus, the leading edge of the pulses should be
unaltered.
The rest of the pulse should be stretched out so that it
appears like a 2- to 3-psec pulse on the cathode-ray tube. Longer
stretching interferes with range code legibility.
Figures 2“2 and 2.3
show the effect of video stretching on code legibility.
It should be clearly understood that video stretching is effective in
increasing the reliable range, not the muxiutum range. It can only
eliminate or reduce the long sweep loss. It cannot change the maximum
range because it does not affect the ratio of signal to noise. In systems
working with signals very close to noise, video stretching will introduce
no improvement; with scanning microwave radar sets and average radar
operators, a very considerable improvement
is introduced.
Field
experience confirms this.
In systems using automatic range-tracking, or any signal detector
other than the cathode-ray tube, video stretching is unnecessary and
undesirable.
APPLYING THE RANGE EQUATION
2.9. Experimental Verification of Reliable Range.-In
order to design
a certain lightweight beacon so that it would just meet and not exceed
the requirements for performance, an extensive series of carefully controlled fllght tests was conducted by the beacon group of the Radiation
Laboratory.
An airborne scanning 3-cm radar was used to interrogate
an experimental 3-cm beacon; the effective power output and receiver
sensitivityy of the beacon could be adjusted at will over a fairly wide range
of values.
These experiments constitute an excellent test of the range
equation and all the corrections that must be applied to measured
They have verified the theory comvalues in the use of that equation.
pletely within the experimental error. Other isolated cases in which all
of the necessary data were available have also given similar checks, but
this particular series of tests is sufficiently significant to warrant noting
some of the results here.
The beacon contained a more powerful transmitter and a more sensitive receiver than necessary and was fitted with calibrated attenuators
in both lines, Thus, two things could be accomplished: By removing
the attenuation from one line, one link could be made very strong to
ensure that the observations of range would be affected by only one factor
at a time; by varying the other attenuator, a variable power output or
Under a variety of conditions, an
receiver sensitivity could be simulated.
experienced radar operator in the aircraft made runs approaching the
beacon and recorded, whenever possible, both a maximum and a “reliable” range on each run. The latter was, by definition, that range at
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which this particular operator could “see” the beacon on three-fourths
of the scans past the beacon.
His observations when testing the response
link are indicated in Fig. 2“4. It should be noted that the maximum
range data have a much greater spread than the reliable range figures—
an additional
reason for con150
sidering reliable ranges the more
&7lcm
significant.
“E w
The upper d ia go n a 1 line, ~a
5. 40
marked “uncorrected,” represents
.s

the theoretical
dependence
of
g ~.
range on output power with none &
of the required display corrections
10
40 60 100 201 4ooEGUllWJm
20
made to Eq. (2). In order to
Beacon
power
in watts
simplify
the
argument,
the
FIG. 2.4.—Experimentalverification of
the rangeequation,withdisplaycorrections.
attenuator readings are used to
(For details of the corrections,see text.)
adjust P,.
System corrections
The two lines are drawn with an inverse
include a measured loss in the square slope. The upper line represents
uncorrectedpredictedrange. The lowerline
beacon r-f transmission line up
showsthepredictedrangewiththecalculated
displaycorrectionof 13.0db. Data are for
to the antenna of 0.5 db, a neglithe responselink of a 3-cm airborne-radar–
gible radar r-f line loss, 3 db loss
ground-beaconsystem.
taken (arbitrarily) in M, atmospheric absorption “neglected; hence there was 3.5-db loss. Interference
nulls were minimized by flying high.
The lower line takes into account the CRT display corrections to
receiver sensitivity which are computed as follows.
The receiver sensitivity was measured by feeding in l-psec pulses at 500 cps and observing
the indication on an A-scope with a 4-in., 15-mile sweep. The flight
conditions, on the other hand, were 0.5-psec pulses at 400 cps viewed
on a B-scope using a 4-in., 100-mile sweep, with the radar’s 50-beam
scanning through 150°. The corrections are then: pulse width 0.2 db
(not measured in this case but computed from the known i-f bandwidth),
repetition rate 0.5 db (from Vu-O),
sweep speed 4.9 db (from
Fig. 2.1) for 0.27- and 0.04-mm signals (including the small difference
between A-scope and PPI or B-scope presentations), and scanning 7.4 db
(from 1500/50), for a total of 13.0 db. Note that every one of the
corrections is in the direction of reducing the effective sensitivity.
The correlation that Fig. 2.4 exhibits between the finally computed
ranges, after all known corrections have been made, and the experimental
observations based on an arbitrary three-fourths rule is better than could
be hoped for. The best straight line (of proper inverse square slope)
through the observed points is within 1 or 2 db of the theoretical curve,
and that difference is certainly less than the probable error in the absolute
values of the two r-f power measurements.
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Similar tests made under conditions in which the limiting was in the
interrogation link checked the theory equally well. For both links, the
mean of the maximum ranges differs from the average reliable range by
about 50 per cent, equivalent to 3 to 4 db. The value of 3 db which was
adopted for M, the radar antenna pattern loss, under reasonable but
rather arbitrary assumptions, can now be considered as justified by this
experimental determination of the difference between maximum and
reliable ranges.
201O. General Application to a System.—After ranges have been computed by Eqs. (2) and (3) for the interrogation and response links respectively, the smaller of the two is, of course, adopted as the reliable range
of the system.
The link with the smaller range is known as the “limiting link. ”
If the interrogation link limits, the response is comparatively strong.
This is advantageous, particularly for interrogators with a visual presIt is expensive, however, from
entation, as has just been explained.
the beacon point of view, since transmitter and modulator power are
expensive in terms of input power and hence in space and weight. If
the response link limits, more skill is required of the interrogator operator
in observing signals that are down in the noise.
Obviously, any appreciable unbalance between the two links is wasteful and should be avoided.
The condition for balance is easily obtained
from Eqs. (2) and (3), for, if the ranges are equal, the right-hand sides
of those equations are equal to each other. In many practical cases,
Xi = x,, the antenna gains are the same on both links, and, if there is no
large duplexer loss, even the K’s may be approximately equal.
In such
cases, the condition of balance reduces to the so-called “ power product
theorem, ”
P.P.

= P~P;.

(6)

Actually this relationship must be used with caution.
There is not only
the restriction that the K’s should be approximately equal, but also that
for P. the corrected radar receiver sensitivity must be used. It can
nevertheless be useful as a rough criterion in the early stages of design.
2.11. Minimum Range.-As
the range between an interrogator and
a beacon decreases, only the quantities R, 14, and M’ in Eqs. (2) change.
In general, two effects take place. At medium and fairly short ranges
the vertical angular relationships, and hence M and M’, change very
little; since R2 decreases manyfold, the strength of the received signal
on both links increases by many decibels.
At short ranges (a few miles)
in systems in which one of the sets is airborne, the losses in the M’s,
caused by operation down on the sides of the antenna patterns, become
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serious. They may even overcome the inverse square effect of the
range to produce a “cone of silence” directly over or under the beacon.
The predominating effect of the inverse square law in raising the
level of the received signal at decreased ranges has two serious consequences that must be considered in the design of a system.
First, the
beacon receiver must be capable of receiving very strong signals, 60 db
or more above minimum, without being blocked or otherwise rendered
insensitive for an appreciable period of time. This requirement cannot
be avoided; the interrogator-transmitter power might be varied appreciably, but such variation would not always be desirable because there
might be another beacon at maximum range in the same azimuth.
Similarly, the beacon receiver should not have its gain or sensitivity
varied for the analogous reason that there might be an interrogator
at maximum range trying to get responses at the same time.
Second, signals may be received over a very wide arc, even 360°,
because the Mfactor of the interrogator antenna can decrease as much
This amounts to
asl?zdecreases, andoperation will still be maintained.
reducing or even removing the azimuth information just when, for some
applications, it may be needed most of all. Various methods can be used
to minimize this effect. The operator may simply reduce his receiver
gain (thus increasing the required received power Pj) or change the
tilt of his antenna (thus decreasing M) when he wishes to concentrate
on a near-by beacon.
Either procedure, of course, sacrifices replies from
more distant beacons; this may or may not be serious.
It is also possible to install on the receiver an automatic variable gain
control, which markedly reduces the gain immediately following the
transmission of each pulse and then allows the gain to recover in such a
manner that near-by strong responses and weaker signals that arrive later
from more distant beacons can all cause satisfactory indications out to
maximum range. This procedure is relatively inexpensive and produces
excellent results. It is called “time-varied gain, ” TVG, and is described
at length in Microwave Receivers, Vol. 23, Chap. 9, Radiation Laboratory
Series.
The “cone of silence” phenomenon is controlled entirely by the two
antenna patterns and the range of tilt that are available.
Both patterns
ordinarily have very low gain in the vertical direction, since in both
cases primary emphasis is placed on the horizontal direction or on
moderate elevations or depressions.
It is, however, possible to design a
beacon antenna to overcome this effect (see Sec. 7.3).
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PROPAGATION EFFECTS
Interrogators and beacons do not operate in free space. It is now
Both interrogators and beacons are
time to consider this fact seriously.
close to a nearly spherical earth and are immersed in an atmosphere of
air that has pronounced and not always predictable effects on signals.
The signals are reflected or scattered from the earth, refracted and
absorbed by the atmosphere, reflected and refracted by boundaries
between significantly different portions of the atmosphere, and diffracted
Some of these effects will now be
by obstacles, including the horizon.
considered briefly.
3.1. Coherent Intetierence.-whenever
coherent waves from an
emitter reach a remote point by two or more paths, interference occurs.
This effect is well known for light waves,
0]2
and is the basis of methods of measuring
the wavelength of light.
b
The signal from a transmitter can
OireCt
ray
a
reach a receiver by two paths when the
@@
~d\e
path between them is unobstructed and
h2
h,
part of the transmitted signal reaches the
Earth
d
receiver after reflection by the earth.
F1o. 3.1.—Coherent interferencedueto reflectionfromthesur- When this effect takes place, the resultant
face of the earth (the Lloyd’s signal at the receiver may have a value
mirror phenomenon). (a) Interferencemaximum:phasedlfference widely different from what it would have
minimum: been had only one signal arrived.
= ni. (b) Interference
The
phasedifference= (n – 1)X. The
pattern propagationfactor ]Fl is reason is that the two signals are coherent,
plottedas a functionof altitudeat that is, related in phase. The amplitudes
a fixedrange.
of the two signals must therefore be
added vectorially; the resulting amplitude can be either greater or
smaller than the free-space value, as shown in Fig. 3.1. The variation
of amplitude gives rise to a series of “lobes,” each of which corresponds
to a maximum in the interference pattern.
In the simple case of a flat reflecting surface and radiation of equal
intensities on both paths, the effect can be described by the relation
IFI = II + petal = <1
42

+ p’ + 2pCOS a,

(1)
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where F = “pattern propagation factor, ” the ratio of the resultant
electric-field amplitude at the point in question to the value
it would have under free-space conditions,
p = magnitude of the reflection coefficient of the reflecting surface (for the particular angle of incidence, the frequency, and
the polarization of the incident radiation), and
a = phase difference between direct and reflected rays.
The phase difference a is composed of two parts—the phase change
on reflection, 4, and that due to the path difference AR between the
direct and reflected rays, which is
27rAR/x. Thus ‘IFI varies between
F
P
1 + p and 1 – p, as we can see from
a
Fig. 3.2.
1
Clearly, the effect is of greatest
consequence in the simple case in
*
which there is only one reflected
FIG.3,2.—Graphica1representation
ray, and p is nearly equal to 1; F or F as a function Of p and a. IF[
= II + peial.
accordingly varies between its limits
of O and 2. When p is much less than 1, IFIvaries only slightly about
a mean value of unity.
Since the power reaching the receiver depends on F’, it can be expressed
as
(2)
and may thus vary between zero and four times the free-space value.
In terms of decibels, the signal maybe as much as 6 db more intense, or
any number of decibels less intense, than the free-space value.
We have seen that the important term that determines just what the
intensity at a particular point will be is a, the phase difference between
the two paths, and that
~=@+T.

2TAR

(3)

For heights of receiver and transmitter h, and hz, the path difference
AR (neglecting terms in (h/R) 4 and higher powers) is, assuming a flat
earth,
(4)
Thus
(5)
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and
j(*+*)l

p

= 11 +pe

(6)

From Eqs. (2) and (6) the value of P. can now be calculated at
any point if the following quantities are known in addition to Wstem
parameters:
1. The phase change on reflection O. This depends on the nature
of the reflecting medium, the angle of incidence, the frequency, and
the polarization of the incident radiation. 1
2. The marmitude of the reflection coefficient A This depends, both
theoretically and experimentally, on the grazing angle of incidence,
the polarization of the incident radiation, the degree of irregularity
of the reflecting surface, and the electrical properties of that surface, The degree of irregularity, which determines the resemblance of the surface to a mirror, depends on the wavelength of
the radiation.
A surface that is smooth for radiation of l-m wavelength may be rough for 10-cm radiation.
This is of especial
importance in land reflections.
When the path difference AR is small, the angle 2rh,hJXR
may be
set equal to its sine and Eq. (6) may be rewritten for the case p = 1,
f$ = 180°,
IFI ~
Equation

2 sin

( )1
*

= 4*”

(2) now becomes
P,=

P,Gr.Gfi *

(7)

This equation applies to the region lying between the lowest interference lobe and the ray tangent to the earth. At microwave frequencies
the lowest lobe lies close to the tangent ray; in consequence, the region
in which the equation is valid is small. At lower frequencies the region
Since it is derived on the
is greater and accordingly more important.
assumption of a flat earth, it applies best for short ranges and low antenna
heights.2
It is of course possible to make all the foregoing considerations more
Directionality of the transmitter antenna may be taken into
rigorous.
account by weighting the amplitudes of direct and reflected rays by the
gain factors j(e,) and j(ez), where the 0’s are the respective angles that
1Propa@ion of Short Radio Waves, Vol. 13, Sec. 5.1, RadiationLaboratorySeries.
zThe validity of Eq. (7) is discussedin detail in Propagation of Short Radio Waues,
Vol. 13, Sees.2.13 and 2.15, Radiation Laboratory Series.
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the rays make with the axis of the beam.
The two rays do not arrive
The earth is spherical,
at the receiver from exactly the same direction.
not flat, and waves reflected from it diverge. All of these considerations
give rise to corrections that are small in most cases. 1
3.2. The Practical Effects of Interference.-At
microwave frequencies
(3000 Me/see and up), land reflections are generally considered to be
unimportant in producing a regular interference pattern since the surface
of the earth is rarely mirrorlike to the degree required for coherent
reflection of waves shorter than about 10 cm. Thus microwave early

-&J

FIG.3.3.—Thelobe structuredue to coherentreflectionfromsea water,as a function
of frequency. Contours of equal intensity ( -100 db relative to the intensity1 m
from the transmittingantenna)are shownfor 100, 200, and 3000 Me/see. The transmittingantennaheightis 30 ft and polarizationis vertical. Refractionis taken into
accountby aesuminga # earthradius. Notethegreatadvantageof microwavefrequencies
in providingcoverageat low anglesof elevation,nearthe horizon.
warning radar sets are designed to obtain full coverage without benefit of
reflection from the earth. Often only the lowest interference lobe is
observed.
It has been observed, however, that portable microwave
systems located at airports give pronounced interference patterns when
their antennas are low (about 4 or 5 ft). This occurs because for
such low antenna heights the reflection takes place close to the antenna
on the extremely flat surface of the airport.
Ground reflection coefficients of more than 0.6 have been observed for 9-cm radiation.
If the antenna heights are greater, and the reflections consequently
take place further away and over a larger, rougher area, the reflection
may often diminish to the point at which the nulls are negligible.
1See Propagation of Short Rudw Waua, Vol. 13, Sees.2.13, 5.2, and 5.3, Radiation
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Application
of Results.—One
would suppose that, if all quantities
were known, they could be substituted into the appropriate equations
andwould yield correct results. Thhiistrue to a degree. The procedure
is generally worth carrying out to find the theoretical norm.
The results
of such calculations are shown f or several representative cases in Figs. 3.3,
3.4, 3.5, and 3.6. It is of the greatest importance, however, to realize
that such results are to be used with discrimination.
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FIC. 3.6.—Fieldintensityas a functionof receiverheightin the diffractionregion
(in the absenceof “anomalous” propagation). Transmise.ion
is over sea water. The
transmitterheightis 30 ft, polarizationvertical. The valuesshownarefor a distanceof
100milesfrom the transmitter.
The skepticism implied is not due to any fault of the calculations, but
rather to the fact that the conditions of the problem refuse to remain
fixed. Neither the atmosphere nor the surface of the earth is constant
in its effect. The groun-d and its covering vegetation change their
reflecting properties with their moisture content, and both the ground
and the sea change their configurations with the wind. Observations of
power received at a fixed point well within the horizon range from a fixed
distant transmitter show that very wide fluctuations occur, 30 to 40 db
having been observed.
Our picture of the effects of interference, in so far as it concerns system
design, should then be about as follows.
Within the interference region,
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under standard refraction conditions, and over a not-too-rough earth, a
transmitter at any given height will give rise to a pattern of sharp lobes
because of the interference between direct and reflected rays. The height
of the maxima will be as much as 6 db above the free-space value, but
sharp and deep minima will exist; the intensity may drop almost to zero.
The spacing of these maxima and minima will decrease with decreasing
wavelength, with distance from the transmitter, and with increasing
height above the reflecting surface of either transmitter or receiver. The
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FIG. 3.7.—Graphical evaluation of the effect of interference nullsin the responselink
of a 9-cm airborne-radar-sround-beacon
system. The data are for an aircraftheightof
10,000ft, a beaconheightof 5 ft, and horizontalpolarization. Note the importanceof
thevalueof thereflectioncoefficientin determiningthenumberandwidthof theregionsin
which reBponsefailureoccurs. The interrogator(AN/APS-2) receiveris exceptionally
inwnsitivebecauseof highduplexinglosses.

reflection coefficient of the surface and the refractive index of the atmosphere may vary with time. Thus the depth of the minima and the height
of the maxima may fluctuate with time, and their locations may shift.
Furthermore, since the interrogation and reply frequencies of a beacon
system are seldom identical, the interference patterns for the two links
of a beacon system will be different.
If these two frequencies are nearly
the same, the respective minima will be close together.
The effect will
be that of widening the minima somewhat; for an aircraft flying radially
one link will fail first, then the other; after the aircraft passes through a
minimum, the second link to fail will be the second to recover.
With
wider frequency separation between the interrogating and reply links
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the separation of the minima will increase further until they are well
resolved, and separate failures of interrogation and reply will be observed.
The depth of the minima depends critically upon the reflection coefficient,
and thus on the smoothness of the earth and on the polarization and
glancing angle of the incident radiation.
Whether or not a given minimum will result in the complete loss of the signal is a question of the
power margin available and the depth of the null.
A graphical method of evaluating the effect of interference nulls and
maxima is shown in Figs. 3.7 and 3.8. These are plots of signal strength
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FIW3.8.—Thesameas Fig. 3.7, exceptthat the altitudeof the aircraftis 2000ft.
vs. range, for a fixed set of system values, for the response link of an
airborne-radar-pound-beacon
system.
3.3. Anomalous Propagation.-Having
discussed the effect of interference in the orthodox case, we must show how atmospheric conditions
may drastically alter the picture, especially in transmission over water.
In many cases the atmosphere is in a state in which its index of
refraction varies nearly linearly with altitude.
It can be shown that
propagation in such an atmosphere is equivalent to that in a homogeneous
atmosphere about an earth with a radius ka, where k is a constant and a
the actual radius. ~ The factor k is given by
1J. C. Schelling,C. R. Burrows,and E. B. Farrell,Proc. IRE, !41, 27 (1933).
C. R. Erglund, A. B. Crawford, and W. W. Mansford, Bell S@. T&. J., 14,
309 (1935)
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‘=(’+aw
where dn/dh is the gradient of the refractive index with respect to height
above the surface.
The use of a fictitious radius is permissible only when
the gradient is essentially constant and k is positive.
In temperate
climates, for altitudes up to several thousand feet, a good average value
for k is $. The value k = ~ is known as the standard value. When the
gradient of the index is not nearly linear with height, the concept of an
equivalent radius for the earth is no longer valid and the conventional
procedures given above for calculating F are no longer applicable.
It is not possible in this book to consider at any length departures
These matters are
of propagation from those of standard refraction.
fully discussed in Vol. 13 of this series, Chaps. 1, 2, and 4. A few recognized cases of this so-called ‘( anomalous” propagation, however, will be
pointed out.
1. The gradient of the index of refraction maybe lower than standard.
This may occur, for example, during the presence of certain types
of fog, such as that due to moist, warm air flowing over cold water.
In this case, abnormally short ranges may be encountered.
2. A pronounced maximum of the gradient near the ground (a sharp
decrease of the index of refraction in the first few hundred feet or
less of the atmosphere) results in a layer at the surface with a
higher index of refraction than that lying above it, and thus may
give rise to the phenomenon generally known as “trapping”
or
“ superrefraction. ” When such a layer or “duct” exists, radiation
starting out nearly parallel to the earth’s surface may be partially
confined to it; the layer, in effect, acts like a rather leaky waveguide. Extremely long ranges for ground returns may then be
obtained by ground and ship radar sets within the duct.
This
phenomenon may be caused by temperature inversion, sometimes
accompanied by a rapid decrease of water-vapor pressure with
height.
It occurs when offshore winds are warm and dry, or
during a sea breeze, or at night during rapid cooling of land masses,
and often in winter in polar regions, especially over land.
3. Trapping may also occur when the maximum of the gradient
occurs at some higher level. The trapping layer may or may not
be ground-based, and may be deeper than in the case described
above.
The depth affects the maximum wavelength that may be
trapped.
The conditions under which anomalous propagation occurs are due to
various meteorological factors, and it is the purpose of radar forecasting
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to study these factors with a view to predicting the occurrence of abnormal conditions.
At the moment, it is desirable to emphasize that the
tisual approximation of $ a for range calculations is merely a convenient
fiction founded on assumptions that are not always valid, and that the
existence of many other kinds of atmospheric condition must be taken
into account in considering the performance of systems using beacons.
304. Horizon Range.-We
have seen that, for standard refraction, the
effect of the atmosphere may be taken into account by assuming that
450
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upperscalesfor abscissaand ordinatesshouldbe readtogether;likewisethe lowerscales,
the earth has a radius # times its actual value, and by computing geometrical horizon ranges on this assumption.
When this is done (as in
Fig. 39) the horizon will be at a distance r from a point at height h
above a spherical earth given by
‘r = 1.22 dz

(8a)

where h is in feet and s-is in nautical miles; or by
(8b)

R=@
where R h in land miles and h in feet.
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The radio horizon distance between a point at height hl and another
at height h; is
r=

L22fi+l.22@i

(9)

The square root dependence emphasizes the importance of elevating the
antennas of ground beacons as much as possible.
Even 100 ft will add
12 nautical miles to the range of an aircraft interrogating a beacon.
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FIIJ.3.10.—Frequencyand signalstrengthin the diffractionregion. Intensitiesrelative to thnseat 1 m from the transmitterare plotted for four frequenciesas functions
of altitudeandrange. Notetheslowerdecreaeein intensitybeyondthehorizon,at lower
frequencies.
3.6. DMraction.-Ranges,
of course, are not sharply defined. The
intensity of the signal does not drop instantaneously as the horizon is
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crossed. Near the horizon, diffraction is important.
The principal
regions of signal coverage are the interference region (wnthin line of
sight), a transition region, and the diffraction region beyond the horizon.
We have already discussed the interference region. Signals in the diffraction region may be treated theoretically; Fig. 3“10 shows the importance
of frequency in determiningg the signal strength in this region. As might
be expected, the shorter the wavelength, the more rapidly the intensity
of the signal falls off in the diffraction region.
The effect of diffraction extends into the region within the horizon, as
optical theory predicts.
In this transition region, theoretical treatment
is difficult.
A suitable compromise is usually made by joining smoothly
the solution for the interference region with that for the diffraction region
(see, for example, Fig. 3.7, Sec. 3.2).’
Because the intensity of the signal falls off approximately exponentially in the diffraction region, increase in power to increase the range
beyond the radar horizon is unprofitable.
At 3 cm, for example, 4 db is
required for each mile of additional range. This is the reason for calling
microwave “quasi-optical.”
On the other hand, atmospheric effects may, by increasing the apparent radius of the earth, or by trapping, occasionally lead to high signal
strengths in the diffraction region and to anomalously long ranges. A 10cm ground beacon has been seen at over 300 miles by an aircraft at 5000 ft.
A 20@ Mc/sec beacon has been seen at 1500 miles by an aircraft at 5000 ft.
In general these effects are much too unreliable for practical use; they
should be kept in mind, however, because they occasionally lead to
observations on second or third sweeps of the indicator which may be
misinterpreted by observers as echoes or beacons in unlikely locations.
3.6. Atmospheric Absorption and Scattering.
Absorption. —Electromagnetic radiation is subject to absorption by any substance through
which it passes. The frequencies at which absorption occurs are characteristic of the substance.
In the optical range, they furnish a means
of identifying substances.
Frequencies below about 10,000 Me/see are not appreciably absorbed
in the atmosphere.
Two components of the atmosphere, however, do
absorb the higher microwave frequencies: oxygen and water vapor.
An absorption curve for oxygen and water vapor is shown in Fig. 3.11.
The total absorption by the atmosphere is the combination of these two.
The amount of the absorption depends on the position of the path
through the atmosphere (which determines the oxygen pressure) and on
the vapor pressure and distribution of water vapor along the path. It
should be noted that a path tangential to the earth and extending from
1See aleo PropWatiOn oj Shod Radio Waves, VOL13, Sec, 2.15, RadiationLaboratory Series.
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sea level through the entire atmosphere is equivalent i. mfy 125 nautical
miles of atmosphere at sea level, as far as oxygen absorption at frequencies
off resonance is concerned.
At frequencies above 15,000 Me/see, absorption begins to play a
more and more important role. Absorption differs from other rangelimiting factors importantly because it is exponential.
The inversesquare law results in a 10-db decrease in intensity between 1 and 10 miles,
30
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FIG.3.11.—Atmosphericattenuationdue to oxygenand watervapor, at frequencies
above 10,000Me/see (wavelengthsbelow3 cm). The attenuationdue to watervaporis
usuallyassumedproportionalto its concentration;this is probablytrue in the rangeof
concentrationsencounteredin the atmosphere. NOTE:Solidpart of eachcurvehas been
measuredexperimentally. Dashedpartsof curvesarebasedon theory. Dotted curveis
sumof oxygen and water-vaporcurves.
and again between 10 and 100 miles. An attenuation of 0.5 db per mile,
however, will lose only 4.5 db between 1 and 10 miles, but will lose
45 db between 10 and 100 miles. Correspondingly, in this example, a
&db increase in transmitter power would double the range in the absence
of attenuation, for example, from 100 to 200 miles. With 0.5 db attenuation per mile, however, it would add only something under 12 miles of
range. The limit thus imposed is almost insurmountable since any
large increase in range would require prohibitive increases in power.
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Long ranges at frequencies at which appreciable absorption is present
are therefore impractically expensive in power; short ranges suffer considerably less. High frequencies may thus be used for short-range
systems even when they would be impractical for long-range systems.
At frequencies up to 30,000 to 40,000 Me/see, the attenuation due to
the oxygen absorption that has its maximum at 50,000 Mc/seo is not
very great. However, the water-vapor absorption near 25,000 Me/see
is important for frequencies above about 18,000 Me/see.
Because the
water-vapor content of the atmosphere is variable, system performance in this region will depend markedly on the atmospheric conditions
and become poorer when the vapor pressure is higher. Unfortunately,
the need for good performance is greatest when the conditions are least
favorable-in
bad weather.
Because of atmospheric absorption, frequencies above about 15,000
Me/see are not ordinarily useful for horizon-range navigational aids,
though for short ranges the limit on frequency can be extended somewhat
further.
Rainstorms.—In
addition to absorption by water in the vapor
state, attenuation of signals may occur because of water droplets in the
atmosphere.
It is well known that storms and storm clouds are readily observed
by microwave radar sets. This property is often useful to pilots for
avoiding storm areas. The existence of such storm echoes testifies to the
reflection and scattering of microwaves by certain types of cloud.
Ordinary clouds consist of extremely minute water droplets that have little
effect on signals. The size of droplets that affects signal propagation
depends upon the ratio of droplet size to wavelength.
In storm clouds
the droplets are large enough to give observable reflections.
Such reflection and scattering of radiation necessarily results in
attenuation of the signal traversing the cloud.
When the attenuation
reaches sufficiently high values, radar “shadows” are cast by the cloud,
and no echoes from regions behind the cloud are observed.
As we have noted, the effect increases with decreasing wavelength.
At 10 cm, cloud shadows are observed only during storms like tropical
thundershowers that contain very large drops of water. At 3 cm, somewhat less severe disturbances may produce shadows.
At 1 cm, even
moderate rainstorms have serious effects.
The actual amount of attenuation caused by such storms is not,
ordinarily, very great. It must be remembered that radar shadows
from clouds are due to attenuation in two-way transmission.
In beacon
Experience has
systems we are concerned with one-way transmission.
shown that beacon operation either at 10 cm or at 3 cm is almost never
The existence of attenuation due to
seriously affected by storms.
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storms is, however, one more reason for providing a comfortable margin
of power in microwave beacons desigrwl for reliable long-range operation.
3.7. Polarization.-The
polarization used for a system employing
If the system is one in which the
beacons depends on several factors.
interrogators are used also as radar sets, the considerations that govern
the choice of polarization for the radar use will be paramount.
As far
as the beacon use is concerned, airborne-radar-ground-beacon
or airhome-radar-shipbeacon
systems will operate satisfactorily with either
horizontally or vertically polarized radiation.
Over water, the nulls will
be less pronounced if vertical polarization is used. For ground and ship
beacons, the shorter the wavelength and the higher the beacon antenna
Beacons that must operinstallation, the less does polarization matter.
ate with both vertically and horizontally polarized interrogating radars
may use circularly polarized antennas, with an antenna loss of 3 db in
both links of the system.
In microwave ground and ship radar sets, vertical polarization is
usually used to minimize interference effects, and horizontal polarization to enhance them; airborne microwave beacons work well enough
with both.
However, at 10 cm, the smallest antennas for airborne
beacons can be made with vertical polarization; they consist of quarterwave dipoles mounted on the skin of the aircraft.
Automatic
Tracking.-The
conical scan of automatic-tracking sets is
sometimes achieved by rotating a suitably designed dipole feed so that
the plane of polarization rotates continually.
Plan*polarized receiving
antennas for beacons will then receive an amount of power proportional
to the square of the cosine of the angle between the plane of polarization
The same
of the incident radiation and the plane of the beacon antenna.
will be true on the reply link. Accordingly, the beacon will not be
interrogated throughout the entire 360° of rotation of the dipole, but
through a smaller angle that depends on the available power. Likewise,
the reply signal will be a maximum at points on the cycle 180° apart in
phase and zero at some intermediate points.
As a consequence, such a
system can supply good data either for elevation or for azimuth tracking,
but not for both at the same time. Which it will be depends upon the
plane in which the beam is offset when the polarizations of the antennas
of the radar set and beacon are the same.
To obtain good tracking in both azimuth and elevation, a system must
be used in which the amplitude of the received signal depends only upon
the orientation of the scanning beam.
In a beacon system this is important only for the response link since the beacon response does not vary
with the illumination as a radar signal does, but is either present or
absent.
This dependence can be achieved in two ways. Either circular
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polarization can be used for the beacon antennas, or the conical scan
can be achieved with a fixed plane of polarization, for example, with an
antenna feed nutated around the axis of the paraboloid.
Difficulty will
be encountered with circularly polarized beacon antennas if the antenna
feed of the paraboloid has side lobes of improper polarization since error
signals at right angles to the proper direction will then be generated and
the tracking will be lost. In practice this has been difficult to correct.
Furthermore, the resultant polarization of signals returned by a plane
polarized beacon transmitting antenna mounted on an aircraft is not
unique, and is unpredictable.
Reply signals are generally elliptically
polarized, and the constants of the ellipse are different for every aspect
of the aircraft.
Accordingly, attempts to radiate circularly polarized
signals from an airborne beacon are not likely to be successful.
COVERAGE CONSIDERATIONS
The coverage of a radar system or of a beacon system refers to the
shape and volume of the space in which useful signals are obtained.
The extent of the coverage depends upon the range of the system and
upon the antenna patterns.
The required coverage is ordinarily one
of the fundamental parameters determining the design of the system.
In systems used both for radar echoes and for beacon replies, the
requirement for beacon replies is usually that the beacon coverage be at
least coextensive with the radar coverage, and greater if possible.
Unless
the beacon coverage is at least the same as the radar coverage, there will
be regions in which radar signals will not be accompanied by beacon
signals. Since one of the chief advantages of using beacons is their
extension of the range, it is most often desirable to have beacon coverage
greater than radar coverage.
The shape of the coverage volume is largely determined by the
antenna patterns of interrogator and beacon antennas.
We will consider
various types of antenna and the problems arising in connection with
them.
3.8. General Considerations.-The
coverage of a radar set is determined by the antenna pattern.
It determines the illumination of the
target and the amount of the reflected signal received.
Thus, the twoway or signal pattern is the square of the one-way or illumination pattern.
The signal pattern is, therefore, sharper and narrower than that for the
one-way illumination.
For the beacon coverage to equal or exceed the
radar coverage, the receiver sensitivity and receiving antenna pattern of
the beacon must be adequate to trigger a response that will return at
least as much energy to the interrogator receiver as would a target of
appropriate size at the same place.
This requirement is to be fulfilled
at maximum radar range. It cannot possibly be fulfilled at all ranges
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because the radar return varies as the inverse fourth power of the distance, and the beacon return varies as the inverse square. There will,
accordingly, always be a certain range beyond which the beacon return
exceeds the radar echo and within which the reverse is true.
The importance of this consideration depends upon the display
method used. It is of little consequence if beacon returns and radar
returns are not displayed simultaneously since in this case the radar
and beacon signals are, by definition, under independent control.
When
the returns are displayed simultaneously, however, independent control
is of great importance for getting satisfactory display.
The use of
independent receivers and independent video-limit levels is clearly
indicated. 1
Further requirements must be imposed upon the beacon antenna
pattenis.
The patterns of the receiving and transmitting antennas of
the beacon must be such that when the beacon is within the coverage
volume it will at all times receive enough energy for triggering and return
enough for adequate display.
In general, then, the patterns of the
beacon antennas must be less directional than those of radar antennas.
3.9. Airborne Interrogator-Surface
Beacon.—The coverage volume
of an airborne radar set depends upon the altitude of the aircraft.
Both
maximum and minimum ranges of
objects on the ground will vary
with altitude.
Depending upon
the type of antenna used, there
will be a cone of greater or lesser
vertex angle under the aircraft,
in which the signal intensity will
be very low.
(See Fig. 3.12.)
When the radar antenna is designed for uniform ground return
(cosecant-squared
antenna) this
cone
is
small.
When
the radar
m
FIG.3.12.—The“ coneof silence” (a) for an fails to trigger a ground beacon
airborneradarset; (b) for a groundbeacon.
within this cone, a so-called
“cone of silence” exists for the radar set. A ground beacon also
has a cone of silence directly above it, unless special care is taken
to illuminate this region. The combination of patterns of radar and
beacon often results in no signal being received by an airborne radar
close to a ground beacon.
The difficulty of eliminating the region
of silence, which naturally increases in diameter with the altitude,
becomes so severe at high altitudes that most of the energy of the beacon
Accordwould have to be directed upward to insure complete coverage.

&Jj24+

1See, in this connection, Chap. 17, Sec. 17.3.
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ingly, the attempt is usually given up and a compromise by which the
cone of silence is kept reasonably small is worked out. In practice, the
cone of silence above a beacon is of little navigational significance since
there is no directionality in azimuth vertically above the beacon.
Only
at low altitudes is it likely to be important to know that one is directly
over a beacon and we have seen that response can usually be maintained
at low altitudes.
Shipborne
Beacons. -To
maintain good operation of shipboard
beacons, the effect of the shifting of the antenna pattern that results from
the motion of the ship must be counteracted.
This can be done in either
of two ways: At the expense of antenna gain, the elevation width of the
pattern can be made so broad that roll and pitch do not exceed the vertical
beamwidth, or the beacon antennas may be stabilized vertically by a
gyrostabilizer.
3s10. Ground Radar-Airborne
Beacons.—Good angular coverage of
most of the sky can be obtained with ground radar. The airborne
beacon antenna must accordingly be omnidirectional, with a fairly broad
vertical beam to take into account the banking of the aircraft.
At microwave frequencies, difficulty arises because it is impractical,
if not impossible, to install omnidirectional airborne antennas that will
not be shielded from the ground radar during maneuvers of the aircraft.
Good coverage is thus limited to the intervals in which aircraft are not
executing maneuvers that result in shielding the antenna on the aircraft
from the radar on the ground.
In practice this problem is not serious
because the identity of the beacon return is unmistakable and the beacon
is picked up again as soon as the maneuver is over. The worst case of
this type occurs with automatic-tracking radar sets, in which tracking
will be thrown off and must be locked on again after the signal returns.
In antenna installations for airborne beacons, reflections and diffraction from the surfaces of the aircraft are important in determining the
over-all antenna pattern.
Accordingly, every actual installation must
be tested carefully since theoretical patterns are too hopelessly complicated to permit evaluation.
3.11. Example of Range Calculations.-A
sample calculation of range
will show how all the factors influencing range may be taken into account.
Suppose an airborne radar of light weight has been desi~ed, together
with a suitable ground beacon, as a general-purpose navigational aid.
Given the characteristics of the two sets, range may be calculated.
The pertinent characteristics for this calculation are set forth in
Table 3.1.
To evaluate the effect of coherent interference, it will be convenient
first to calculate the power available at the input terminals of the beacon
receiver at a range of 1 n“autical mile. For this purpose, the range equa-
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TmLE 3.1.—CEARACTERISTICS
OFA 3-CMAIRBORNE
RADARANDA GROUND
BEACON

I
Frequency:interrogation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Frequency: response.........,..
......
Pulsepower (kw). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Antennagain (max). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Beamwidth(half power). . . . . . . . . . . . .
Scan. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Antennarotation speed,rpm. . . . .
Pulaelength,peec. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I

Radar

9330-9420 Me/see
...
. .......
P= = 8.0

GT=GR =700
5“ (azimuth)
360°
20
2.5 (beacon)

Beacon

. . . . ,,
9310 Me/see
~P; = 0.3

G;=
12°

G:=1o
(elevation)

... ..,,

...,,.

.. .

0.5 (3, with video~ stretching)

.. .
100 miles
5-in. PPI
.
. .,, ,.,
510-13 (min.detect P: = 1.10-9
(triggering)
able signal)
L; = 0.5 db
LE = 5 db max.
It-f line loee (receiving). . . . . . . . . . . .
‘L; = 0,5
R-f line 10SC(transmitting),db.. . . . . . . . . . LT = 0.5
Sweep (max). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Display. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Receiveraemitivity, watts. . . . . . . . . . . . .

tion in the form of Eq. (4), Sec. 2.5 is used.

This equation reads

It gives the power available in decibels below 1 watt.
We assume that MT, the pattern loss of the interrogator transmitting
antenna, is 3 db because we demand triggering between half-power
points; we also assume that ML, the pattern loss of the beacon receiving
antenna, is zero at long range and that atmospheric absorption Ai may be
neglected.
All other relevant quantities are given in Table 3.1. Substituting them in the above equation, with Ri taken as 1 nautical mile,
we find that
10 log,, Pj = –44.
The power available at the input terminals of the beacon receiver at a
range of 1 mile is then 44 dbw.
A curve showing the received power for freespace conditions can now
be drawn, as shown in Fig. 3“13; it shows the inverse square drop. It
intersects the beacon-triggering level, which is at 89.5 dbw, at a range
of 185 miles. This is the free-space range for interrogation.
A similar calculation is now made for the response link. For this
link, the relevant equation is Eq. (5), Sec. 2.5, which reads
10 loglo Pn = 10 loglo ‘~flfi;

r

– (LL + M;+

A,+

MB + L/).
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We assume that M\ is zero, A, is zero, and ME is 3 db.

For R, equal to
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1 nautical mile, this gives
10 log,, P. = –62.5.
The power at the input terminals of the interrogator receiver is thus
62.5 dbw.
We have not yet taken into account display losses. The
receiver sensitivity quoted, 5 X 10– 13watt, is for a minimum detectable
signal on the PPI.
40
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FIG.3.13.—Graphicalevsfuationof the rangeof the interrogation link of an airborneradar-ground-hsacon
system.
The location, depth, and width of the first two interference
nulls are shownfor a beaconheightof 25 ft, a radarheightof 10,000ft, sea-waterreflection,

andhorizontsfpolarisation.

This must be corrected for losses as follows:
Scanning losa’(5°/3600)H
.......................
Long-sweep 10SX.,2from Fig. 2“1, Sec. 2.6 . . . . . . . . . .

9.0
2.0

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11. Odb
The receiver sensitivity useful for reliable beacon signals is then
tor123db below lwatt, corrected
112 db below 1 watt, –5 X I&’swat
for lldb
losses. This yields a calculated fre~space range for response
of 300 miles (see Fig. 3.14).
Thesystem is not quite balanced.
Theresponse link has4db
more
power margin than the interrogation link; it is 4 db stronger.
In general,
I The scanniagperiod is so short (3 see) that this expressionmay be usedwithout
correction.
~The pulselengthon the sweepis 3 xc
SOmm/100 mile . 12psscper mile -0.15
mm. Note that withoutvidso-stretchingthe +*c beacon pulsewould be 0.025 mm
long, and the loss would then be 5 db (comparedwith optimum conditions).
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a slight unbalance in this direction is a good thing: when the beacon
signal appears, it appears strongly, and less fatigue and strain are necessarY to pick it Up at long range. The range of the system will depend
less on the skill of the radar operator than it would if the system were
unbalanced in the opposite sense.
The effect of nulls resulting from reflections over water can now be
evaluated.
In Fig. 3.13 the first two interference maxima and minima
have been sketched in for a beacon 25 ft high, a radar set at 10,000 ft,
and horizontal polarization.
The nulls are narrow but deep. At the
beacon-triggering
level the farthest (and widest) null is less than 2
miles wide. For general navigational purposes such nulls aye of little
Neither pickup of the beacon at long
importance since they are narrow.
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Rangein nauticalmiles
FIG. 3.14.—Graphicalevaluationof the rangeof the responselink. The effectsof
interferencearenot shownfor thislink; theyareevaluatedin thesameway as thatshown
for Fig. 3.13.

range nor ordinary navigation with respect to it are seriously affected by
failure to see the beacon for a half-dozen scans, more or less.
The great increase in power level necessary to override the nulls completely at long range can also be evaluated from such diagrams.
More
than 20 db would be required in our case; for interrogation this might
mean 10 db more in transmitted power and 10 db more sensitivity in the
beacon receiver. The advantage of vertical polarization is likewise evident (see Figs. 3.4 and 3.5).
The peculiar advantages of microwaves are also evident.
The fraction of time spent in nulls is about the same for all frequencies, for systems of equal range. At microwave frequencies the nulls are narrow and
closely spaced; at lower frequencies they would be wider and farther
apart. At 30 cm, the null under our conditions would be 10 to 20 miles
wide, and thus of considerably greater navigational significance, especially over water.

CHAPTER
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CONSIDERATIONS

BY A. ROBERTS
The choice of the frequencies for a beacon system is dictated by a
variety of considerations.
The primary question iswhether thesystern
If it is, the
istobeused
forradar echoes as well as for beacon responses.
considerations that determine the radar frequency are likely to be paraIf the frequency thus determined is compatible with the condimount.
tions governing beacon-frequency
choice, the radar set can be used
to trigger the beacons and to receive their responses. If not, separate interrogator-responsors with a common display system should be
considered.
GENERAL CONSIDEMTIONS IN THE CHOICE OF FREQUENCY
4.1. omnidirectional

Systems.

Free-space

Systems.-Let

us calcu-

]ate the power P; received by an omnidirectional beacon antenna of
gain G’, from an interrogator of power PT, with an omnidirectional
antenna of gain G. Using the notation of Sec. 22, and assuming freespace conditions,
(1)
Solving for R,
(2)
For antennas of fixed gain at both ends of the system (for example,
antennas omnidirectional in azimuth with a tixed vertical beamwidth), the
range is proportional to the wavelength.
Accordingly, systems in which
range only is desired should use long wavelengths, not microwaves.
Ovm-water Systems.-An
exception to this conclusion occurs in the
use of ship-tdip
or ship-to-shore systems, which may operate all or
most of the time in the region below the first interference lobe described
by Eq. (7), Sec. 3“1,
(3)
Solving for R,
R = (h,h,)%

P&&;
~
E

()
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For such systems, the range is independent of wavelength when
omnidirectional antennas of fixed gain (for example, dipoles) are used.
The choice of frequency is then to a first approximation immaterial as
long as the frequency is not chosen so high that the system no longer
operates intheregion
described byEq. (3).
The implications of Eq. (4) for ship-to-shore beacon systems are quite
important.
In the first place, the range follows an inverse fourth-power
law rather than the inverse-square law. Second, it places great emphasis
on the heights hl and hz of the two ends of the system; doubling either
height results in a fourfold increase in received power. Third, the
received power is independent of wavelength for transmission between
antennas of fixed gain. This is in marked distinction to the free-space
equation [Eq. (2)] where the power received is proportional to wavlength for transmission between antennas of fixed gain. In ship-to-shore
beacon systems, for example, transmission between dipoles gives results
Omnidirectional ship-to-ship and shipindependent of the wavelength.
to-shore beacon systems may profitably employ considerably higher
frequencies than systems in which the range is governed by Eq. (2).
Exampf.es.-An
example of an omnidirectional range-only system is
one in which a nondirectional airborne interrogator is used with nondirectional ground beacons as a range-only auxiliary to radio ranges and
landing systems in which fixed aircraft courses determined by other
means are being followed.
Another example is special equipment for
determining position accurately by means of precision range measurements on two or more beacons at known locations (triangulation systems).
Still another would be nondirectional survey beacons for measuring the
In such systems, the provision of
distance between points on the ground.
means for identifying the beacons is important to prevent confusion.
A pplications.—llange-only
systems are obviously inferior for identification purposes and particularly for identification of aircraft.
Correlation with radar reflections is difficult or impossible except when tra5c
density is very small.
Omnidirectional systems should be low-power or short-range or both;
otherwise, useless interrogating signals will fill large volumes of space.
Omnidirectional systems that do not, in fact, have to receive signals from
widely different directions are uneconomical.
The emission of signals
into regions where they are not needed is wasteful and produces unwarranted interference.
4s2. Directional Interrogation, Omnidirectional Response.
Free Space.
Conaider now an omnidirectional beacon being interrogated by an
interrogator with a directional antenna of fixed aperture A.
What is the
dependence of range on wavelength?l
1Identicalconsiderationswill apply to a systemwith omnidirectionalinterrogation
and a directionalreply.
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We have from Eq. (1), neglecting losses, for free-space conditions,
P; = PTG’G%2
—
.
(47rR)’
But now
G = 4irkA
~’
with k = 0.6 to 0.7, and A the area of the transmitting radiator.

(5)
Thus
(6)

which is independent of the wavelength but proportional to the linear
dimensions of the transmitting radiator.
This has been shown for the
interrogating link only; it is obviously true as well for the response link.
Accordingly, when a directional interrogator and an omnidirectional
beacon are to be employed, the range of the system is to a jkst approzirnation independent of wavelength.
Since the aperture A is fixed, GX2will remain constant, G increasing as
X2decreases. The beamwidth of the interrogator antenna thus decreases
linearly with the wavelength, and shorter wavelengths will result in
sharper beams and better azimuth resolution.
Since the range of the system is independent of wavelength, and since
antenna aperture is one of the limiting factors in airborne-radar design,
the beacon places no limitation on the choice of frequency for airborne
radar, to a first approximation.
Other considerations, however, do enter.
These are the maintenance of the required receiver sensitivity and power
output for the frequency required; the difficulties of using very sharp
beams in aircraft, which roll, pitch, and yaw; the scanning losses introduced by narrow beams; and the maintenance of a sufficiently narrow
frequency “ scatter band.”
The attenuation by the atmosphere of frequencies above 15,000 Me/see must also be considered.
This approximate independence of wavelength is one of the considerations that make the use of radar sets as interrogators for beacons
attractive.
It results in maximum economy of equipment, in the automatic provision of beacon information as accurate as the radar information, and in extremely simple and direct correlation of beacon and
radar information.
Ouer Water.-Ship-to-ship
and ship-to-shore systems operating in the
region below the tirst interference lobe, again, are exceptions to the conclusion that the range of the system is independent of wavelength.
Equation (4) now shows that for a system with an antenna of fixed aperture at one end and an antenna of fixed gain at the other, the range is
proportional to the square root of the frequency.
For such systeme, the
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highest practical frequency should be chosen; this gives not only the
maximum range but also the best azimuth resolution.
The highest practical frequency will be determined by the values of h, and hl likely to be
encountered, by the range requirements, by considerations of atmospheric absorption, and by practical considerations such as availability of
suitable equipment.
4.3. Interrogators as Radar Sets.—One problem still remains. Suppose it is desired to design a beacon system to give both range and azimuth information, to operate independently of any radar system.
How
shall its frequency be determined?
Before answering this question, let us first note the following.
A
system with good azimuth resolution will be able to function as a radar
set with results similar in precision to those obtained by the use of
beacons.
It is then pertinent to ask what the radar range of such an
interrogator will be and how it will compare with the beacon range.
Before we attempt a quantitative solution to this question, we can first
make some qualitative observations.
Clearly, if the beacon is less sensitive and emits less power, the interrogator must be more powerful and
have a more sensitive receiver; the performance of the interrogator as a
radar set will be better.
Thus, if low-performance beacons (that is, those
with low sensitivity and low power output) must be used for reasons of
economy of weight or for any other reasons, the interrogator must have
better potential radar performance than it would if the beacon could be
more sensitive and emit more power. Likewise, the greater the required
beacon range and the greater the safety margin of excess signal required,
the more powerful the interrogator must be. It is evident that systems
that are required to have a large margin of safety at horizon range at all
altitudes are likely to have good radar performance.
This fact is relevant
particularly for the design of systems for precision navigation.
The
quantitative treatment will show that for representative values of the system parameters, the radar range of microwave interrogators is about onetenth to two-tenths of the beacon range.
The quantitative treatment is based on the range equation.
We
assume for convenience a balanced system with equal interrogation and
response ranges. For radar, the received (reflected) signal at the range
R,, from a target of cross section u, will be P,, givenl by
(7)
For beacon operation at the range Rb, the power received from the beacon
is (in the notation of Chap. 2)
1Radu? SystemEngineerhg, Vol. 1, Sec. 2.4, Eq. (4a), Radiation Laboratory
i%riss.
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(8)

At the same range R, = R, = R; then, from Eqs. (5), (7), and (8)
Pb =

F,

P~G~h~R’
P~kAu

=

P;G;4TR2
Pr.Gu

“

(9)

This equation gives the ratio of beacon signal to radar signal at any
range R. This ratio will be unity (that is, equal signals) at the critical
range Rmit when
P.Gu = P~G~”&R:ti,
or
(lo)
The maximum radar range of the beacon interrogator is given by that
range R, at which the return echo is equal to the minimum useful power
P~. This is given by the relationl
(11)
whence
(12)

R, =

For the range of the system for beacon responses, we have, for the
interrogating link, from Eq. (2)
R, =

[P*]””

(13)

The ratio of radar to beacon range is then
R,

—.
Rb

PTuG2x’[(4m)2Pj]’
{ (47r) P.(P,GGjA2)2

>4
4TUP:
= ( PRh2 . P,G: ) “

‘i
1

(14)

For a balanced system the power-product theorem [Eq. (6) Sec. 2.1O]
gives us PRPT = P~P~; then, if G; = G; = G’,
(15)
The ratio increases with decreasing wavelengths as k-~fi. Furthermore, for a balanced system, the ratio depends only on the properties of
1 Radar System Engineering, Vol. 1, Sec. 2.3, Eq. (3b), Radiation Laboratory
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the beacon except for the obvious dependence on u. It is greateat for
small beacons (low power, low sensitivity).
Unless the system is balanced, Eq. (14) should be used rather than Eq. (15); otherwise the value
of P; to be used in Eq. (15) should be the one that woufd make the
system balance.
Examphs.—For
a typical airborn+beacon-ground-radar
system,
with the values u = 106 cm2, Pj = 5 X l&8 watt, PT = 5 X 104 watts,
P, = 5 X Itilz watt, h = 10 cm, G’ = 1, G = 108, Eq. (14) gives

The range for radar echoes will be, from Eq. (12),
R, = 23 km.
This predicts a beacon range of 23/0.12
From Eq. (13)

= 200 km.

Let us verify this.

In airborne-interrogator-ground-beacon
systems,
shorter wavelengths and larger values of u for ground reflections will tend to compensate for the higher values of G’ and for smaller values of PVP;.
A
typical case might, for example, have u = 5 X 107 cmz, P: = 5 X lbg
watt, PT = 1 X 104 watts, PB = 5 X lblz watt, A = 3.2 cm, G’ = 10,
G = 10$. Equation (14) now gives
Rr
~ = (3 x lo-4)~~ = 0.13.
The radar range will be, from Eq. (12)
R, = (5 . 10’’)}i

= 47 km.

The beacon range should be 47/0.13
(13)
~b

=

~

()

47

1017 %

= 360 km.

We get from Eq.

= 350 km.

These examples demonstrate the principle that highly directional
interrogator systems are in general useful as radar systems and should
be designed as such,
Choice of Frequency. -We
may now answer the question raised above
as to wavelength dependence in systems that are to give good azimuth
information but are intended for beacon operation only,
If it should be
decided not to use the system for reflections, the governing equation is
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Eq. (6); then the wavelength should be the longest that will give the
required resolution with an antenna of maximum permissible area A.
We have seen that such a design is uneconomical for airborne use and of
doubtful value for ground use.
We see that, as would be expected, interrogator-responsors are progressively more useful as radar sets, as the beacon-transmitter power and
receiver-sensitivity decrease, and as A decreases; for horizon- or greaterrange beacon systems they are at least respectable as radar systems.
Thus for good angular resolution, which implies high gain, radar interrogators ought to be used. One implication of this is that systems using
crystal-video beacon receivers should, in general, have radar interrogators;
the converse is that systems for beacon use alone should have superhetirodyne beacon receivers. The most appropriate system of this
nature, and the most flexible too, will be one in which the beacon transmitter power and receiver sensitivity are identical with the power and
In such a system the same equipment
sensitivity of the interrogator.
can often be used both as a beacon and as an interrogator by means of
suitable switching circuits.
We may conclude also that a system for accurate range and bearing
This applies to all ground and
should usually have a radar interrogator.
ship installations working with airborne beacons, all the more because
the latter should, in general, be lightweight and thus low-power.
Alrbome low-power interrogators, for range only, should not be microwave;
airborne interrogators with narrow beams should indeed be radar sets.
Even in the special case of long-range airborne interrogators for range
only, it appears wise to consider the alternative use of radar interrogation.
Here the improved radar performance, the mtilmizing of interference by
using narrow beams, and the navigational facilities afforded by radar
may make the choice preferable.
In view of the amount of computing
equipment needed for triangulation and the development of lightweight,
low-drag, microwave scanning antennas and mounts, the microwave
alternative in this case may be preferable to an uhf system.
SYSTEM CONSIDEWTIONS IN THE CHOICE OF FREQUENCY
4.4. Ground or Ship Beacons.-Ground
or ship beacons can be
designed for any useful portion of the radio spectrum.
Their size, complexity, and cost are a function of many variables, including frequency.
In a ground beacon for aircraft navigation, the maximum range is
horizon-limited if enough power and sensitivity are available.
This is
technically feasible for reasonably wide frequency bands at all useful
frequencies.
The horizon range at a given altitude varies somewhat with
frequency above 100 Me/see, but only slightly (see Fig. 3“9).

“
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Since ground-beacon antennas til
generally be nondirectional in
azimuth, the useful gain in the vertical plane will be limited by the
minimum beamwidth and the beam shape necessary for good coverage at
all altitudes.
ln shipboard antennas, the gain will be limited by roll
and pitch—unless the antenna is stabilized, in which case the situation is
Theantenna cross section will
identical with that for ground beacons.
decrease with increasing frequency after the minimum beamwidth has
been reached.
Maintenance of the same range then requires more
receiver sensitivity in the beacon or more received power per unit area
from the interrogator.
4.6. Airborne Beacons.—We can apply the same considerations to
airborne beacons.
Here, however, considerations of aircraft motion lead
us to the conclusion that in order to permit banking to occur without
loss of the signal, the beamwidth of the beacon antenna must not be less
than some fixed angle that is about 45°. As with ground antennas, a
maximum constant antenna gain is required. Again the range is to a first
approximation independent of wavelength for a fixed beacon-antenna gain
and a fixed size of the antenna of the ground radar.
With airborne beacons, however, another consideration enters. The
problem of mounting an omnidirectional antenna on an aircraft in such
a way as to provide good coverage at all azimuths becomes progressively
more difficult as the frequency increases. At 200 Me/see, omnidirectional
quarter-wave dipoles will provide such coverage with relative ease. At
1000 Me/see, the problem is more difficult, but soluble.
At 3000 Me/see,
the task is still more difficult.
Solutions can be found, in many cases,
only by designing special antennas for a particular aircraft.
The problem has not been attempted at 3 cm as yet.
The reason for the difficulty is, of course, the increasing ratio of aircraft dimensions to wavelength as the frequency increases. The larger
the ratio becomes, the greater becomes the likelihood of occurrence of
deep nulls resulting from interference between waves that have traversed
paths differing by large fractions of a wavelength.
This consideration
militates against the choice of wavelengths of less than 10 cm for airborne
beacons.
4.6. Crossband-beacon
Systems.—In
the type of beacon system
usually referred to as ‘‘ crossband, ” the interrogation and reply links are
on widely different frequencies; in general, separate transmitting and
receiving- antennas are used at “each–end o~ the system.
For thi~ case
the range equation takes the form
~, = >
PTGTG~ ‘+
a
2T () P;
‘
~ = ~, P~G~G~ ‘s
r
21r () P,
‘

(16)
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where the subscripts for z and r refer to the interrogation and response
links respectively.
The power product theorem in the form of Eq. (6),
Sec. 2“10, is clearly inapplicable even for a balanced system.
We may
rewrite it in the form
(17)
Since the beacon antennas are omnidirectional, cannot have high
gain, and should have identical coverage, considerations of economy of
Economy of interrogabeacon size would clearly dictate that A, > xi.
tor-transmitter power dictates a large value of G./G.; it also favors
A, > h.
A crossband system with X, > Xi thus yields the maximum economy
of equipment in the interrogation and beacon sets. Let us now consider
the operational characteristics of such a system.
Crossband Systems m“th L > hi.—A crossband system with a higher
frequency for the interrogation link than for the response link has these
characteristics:
1. The angular width of the beacon arc on the display screen is controlled by the interrogating link. It is the angle over which the
signal from the interrogateor will trigger the beacon during a scan.
This follows from the fact that GT will undoubtedly exceed G,
(for equal effective areas G~/G, N X~/A~).
2. The angular width of the reply will vary with range in the usual
way—that is, as determined by the pattern of the interrogator
transmitting antenna—and side-lobe triggering will occur at close
ranges.
3. In contrast to the control possible with high-gain receiving antennas, reducing the gain of the receiver in the interrogator will not
eliminate the side lobes unless GR = GT.
4. Accordingly,
arc-width control cannot be achieved except by
auxiliary means. These include reducing interrogator-transmitter power and varying the interrogation-code parameters to
reduce the effective beacon-receiver sensitivity.
5. The angular resolution over the largest fraction of the range will,
however, be much better than it would be if X, were used for both
links.
6. Somewhat better continuity of response from an airborne beacon
may be achieved, perhaps, in a crossband system than in a microwave system.
As we have seen in Sec. 4.5, it is more difficult to
achieve a satisfactory
coverage pattern for the transmitting
antenna of an airborne beacon if the transmission is at microwave
frequencies than if it is at lower frequencies.
This is of importance
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only in the reply link; for interrogation the systems are identical
and can both be improved to any desired degree of excellence by
studding the aircraft with as many receiving antennas as may be
desired. To avoid interference effects each must have its own
crystal-video receiver; the outputs of these must all reconnected
together.
We see that a simple crossband system of this type offers economy of
For
construction as compared with straight microwave construction.
azimuth information it is superior to nondirectional systems, and probably superior to lobe-switched directional systems; but it is not equal in
performance to complete microwave systems.
Systems of this kind have been used when beacon facilities were to be
added to a microwave radar system and it was not feasible to add microwave beacons to aircraft already equipped with lower-frequency beacons.
The adaptation was made by adding lightweight-microwave receivers of
the crystal-video type and special uhf transmitters to the beacons, which
supplied the needed power. The improvisational nature of the system
If the entire system had
is evident; this did not detract from its utility.
been designed from the beginning, a complete microwave system might
have been used.
There are, however, certain advantages to crossband beacons which
may recommend their use even in systems engineered from the beginning.
They can be somewhat lighter than an all-microwave beacon, at least with
current design techniques.
Although this difference is not large and can
be expected to decrease, it is still important.
More significant, however, is the possibility of providing a system
capable of working with a much greater variety of interrogating equipA standardized
ment than is possible with any single-band system.
reply frequency, which all interrogators would be equipped to receive,
could be used with an interrogation band as wide as one would like-up
to several thousand megacycles per second or even more, assuming this to
be desirable.
Crossband Systems with h; > k,.—Because of their less directional
interrogation, crossband systems with ~ > i, would give unwarranted
triggering of beacons not being used. However, the more directional
response link would permit display of signals with narrow arcs at all
ranges. If both links are microwavefor
example, lo-cm interrogation,
3-cm response-the
objection of nondirectional interrogation dkappears,
The beacon
and excellent azimuth discrimination can be attained.
transmitter may possibly be somewhat bigger than at 10 cm (for technical
reasons only, the power-output requirement being identical), and the
approximate comparisons would be with systems using 10 or 3 cm on both
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links. A system of this type is probably less economical in requirements
for transmitted power than the inverse system.
4“7. Sweeping-frequency
Systems.-Systems
have been used in
which both the beacon receiver and transmitter were swept back and
forth synchronously across a band of frequencies.
Others have been
used in which the interrogator receiver alone swept a band of frequencies
(for example, AN/APS-4).
Such systems introduce scanning losses; in addition, depending upon
the constants involved, they may restrict operation.
One of the sweeping
beacons referred to above swept a 30-Mc/sec band once every ~ sec
with a receiver whose r-f passband was about 3 or 4 Me/see wide.
Such a system is clearly useless with a scanning radar; the probability
that the beacon will be tuned to the correct frequency at the instant the
radar happens to be looking at it is too remote. Very fast (electronic)
sweeping would avoid this, but would not avoid the scanning loss.
The swept receiver of the interrogator mentioned above was intended
to obviate the need for AFC of the local oscillator at a fixed frequency.
It did, but at the expenditure of a considerable scanning loss since it
scanned 16 to 30 Me/see with a 2-Me/see bandwidth.
The scanning loss in frequency sweeping is analogous to that resulting
from scanning in space, hence its name. Its value is determined by the
loss in the limiting link. For a sweep of a transmitter through a fr~
quency band of width W, which is being received by a receiver of bandThe
width r (at the signal level used), the loss is fractionally (r/W)’.
same equation will hold for the sweep of a receiver of bandwidth r (at
the signal level actually used) through a band of width W.
For the
sweeping beacon mentioned above, the loss is (&)}f = 0.32 = 5 db. For
the sweeping interrogator receiver, the loss is (&)}f = 0.26 = 6 db.
FREQUENCY ASSIGNMENTS
4.8. General Considerations.-Once
the frequency region or band to
be used has been decided upon, the method of allocating specific fr~
quencies must be considered.
Frequency assignments of beacons are
contingent upon the use for which the system is intended.
It was found
very early that it was desirable for the frequency of the beacon return
to be different from that of the interrogator.
This permits the signal to
be distinguished from ground returns by detuning.
Almost all beacon
return signals have been off frequency (as referred to the interrogation
frequency).
Stated very generally, the problem is to discover how the beacon signal
can be made to appear in a readily distinguishable manner to different
interrogators.
The solution is that off-frequency response must be used,
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not only to separate beacm replies from ground returns, but also for
another reason.
Experience has shown that with high-resolution radar sets it is desirable to be able to view the radar picture and the beacon returns both
separately and together.
Such analysis and correlation are best facilitated by the use of off-frequency response,
Reply-jrequency
Coding.—If beacon replies are to be ofl frequency, the
simplest arrangement is to have all beacons reply on the same frequency,
which is then standard for all radar sets. It may happen, however, that
it is desired to obtain more data from the beacon return than are conDivision of beacons into a
veniently transmitted by the reply coding.
few classes may then be desirable, either for the sake of more rapid recognition of the response or because the number of codes available in the
reply coding is inadequate.
In this case, reply-frequency coding may
offer a solution.
An example of the use of reply-frequency coding arose in the operations during the land war in Europe in 1944–1945.
Both the Eighth and
Ninth Ah Forces had ground-radar surveillance sets, with which they
followed the movements of both their own and hostile planes. Both air
forces had a limited supply of airborne beacons operating with their
ground-radar sets. Since the functions of Eighth and Ninth Air Force
aircraft were very different, it seemed desirable to be able to distinguish
readily between them. The number of pulse reply codes available in the
airborne beacons was small—most of them were preliminary models with
no reply coding.
Other beacons provided seven reply codes.
In view
of the importance of distinguishing the aircraft of one air force from those
of the other, and the relati~ e lack of interest in definite identification of
planes of the other air force, it was decided to use different reply frequencies for the two sets of beacons.
The decision for or against the use of coding by a change of reply
frequency depends on the answers to the following questions:
1. Is it desired on occasion to remove from the screen all aircraft
responses except those of one of a limited number of classes?
2. Is it better to use frequency coding for this than other methods of
reply coding?
3. Is it feasible to use frequency coding of the beacon reply rather
than other methods of reply coding?
4. Does the reply coding have a function other than identification?
It is easier to change the number or spacing of reply pulses than to
change the reply frequency.
Only when the pulse coding of the reply
has a function in addition to identification should frequency coding be
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Reply-frequency
coding might also be used in airborne
necessary.
beacons to indicate altitude and identity, or, in ground beacons, to indicate location and weather data.
It seems desirable to restrict coding, if possible, to pulse characteristics
and spacing rather than to use frequency, both for simplicity of design
and for economical use of the limited spectrum space. Reply coding is
discussed in detail in Chap. 5.
4.9. Frequency Channels for Single-band Microwave Systems.—For
microwave beacons designed to operate with microwave-radar sets of one
type only or of several types in the same frequency band, the pattern of
frequency allocation is simple. A fixed band is assigned to the radar
sets. This band is determined by two major factors—the likelihood of
interference between radar sets, and the technical difficulties of maintaining a narrow band.
It is often desirable to restrict the band of frequencies to a region
having a width of only ~ or 1 per cent. This is economical of spectrum
space, a consideration that has not been important at microwave frequencies in the past but is likely to become more important in the future.
Restricting the band usually permits simplification or improvement of the
design of the beacon, and thus lighter weight or greater sensitivity.
Too narrow a restriction of frequency is undesirable because it might
increase unduly the likelihood of interference between radar sets. This
interference appears in the form of unsynchronized signals, “hash” or
“fruit,” on the radar screen. It is particularly evident when many radar
sets are operating near each other, as in naval formations.
Design of the
radar receivers to have low sensitivity outside of the desired pass band
and a judicious spreading of frequency in the radar sets are mitigating
procedures.
A factor that in the past has determined the minimum band required
for a radar set is the frequency spread of the fixed-tuned magnetrons used.
Such magnetrons, when tuned to a nominal frequency by cold resonance
methods before sealing off, exhibit a spread of 15 to 60 Me/see, or even
more, after being sealed off. This factor is no longer limiting, since
tunable magnetrons that can be tuned to a spot frequency at will have
now been developed.
Accordingly, in systems in which radar sets are
fairly well separated in space, narrow frequency bands and even spotfrequency operation are now technically possible.
Allowance must be made, in defining the frequency band, for a shift
ing of frequency of magnetrons which often occurs in operation.
SUCI
a shift may be due to variation of the reactance presented by the output
circuit to the magnetron, to heating, aging, power-supply variations,
and so on. All of these can be minimized by proper design of the radar
set, as they have had to be in beacons to get proper operation at a fixed
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frequency.
To obtain maximum output and simplicity, however, such
frequency shifts are often tolerated.
Some of these causes of change in frequency give rise to variations
proportional to the frequency, whereas other shifts are independent of
frequency.
The r-f bandwidth necessary for proper pulse reproduction
in the beacon receiver is independent of frequency, and the absolute
width of the band required to minimize interference is likewise independent of frequency since it depends only on the radar density.
On the other
hand, ‘‘ pulling” of the magnetron, and frequency drifts due to heating,
aging, and power-supply variations are all more or less proportional to the
frequency.
Which of these two sets of factors is the determining one depends upon
For high frequencies and low traffic densities, the frecircumstances.
quency-dependent variables will determine the minimum bandwidth.
At
10,000 Me/see an over-all bandwidth of less than 15 to 20 Me/see would
be dMicult to maintain in the field using current techniques; by applying
frequency-stabilization
procedures it could probably be cut to about 6 to
10 Me/see.
At higher traffic densities at any frequency, the requirement
for interference-free operation will dictate a minimum bandwidth of
about 20 Me/see.
It will be understood that more precise figures must
be estimated from the detailed constants and behavior of the system.
The band for interrogator operation having been determined, the
response should be located at a safe disttmce outaide the band on a clear
channel (that is, one not used for any other purpose).
A reasonable
distance appears to be from 5 to 20 Me/see,
Some bands and beacon
frequencies used in the past are listed in Table 4.1.
TABLE 4.1.—MICROWAVE

BANDS USED FOR

BEACONSYSTEMS

System

~dar band, Me/see

Beacon-response
frequency, Me/see

Auborne radar-groundbeacon.. . . . .
Airborneradar-groundbeacon. . . . . . . . .
Groundradar-airbornebeacon, . . . . . . . . .

3267-3333
9330-9420
271W2900

3256
9310
2907

These bands, especially the first two, are wider than would be required
now. Each of them could now be reduced by a factor of 2. The groundradar band was made wide to handle high traffic density.
4.10. Fmed4annel
Operation.-Fmed-channel
operation is useful
when exclusive channels are required, when traffic density ia low, when
considerable
excess powe~d
thus high-sensitivity
narrow-band
receivers-are
needed for utmost reliabilityy, whenever narrow-band
mcsivers are used in beacons, and in nondirectional, low-frequency bea-
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cons. In the past, systems for automatic ground control of aircraft have
fallen into this category wherever the control was exercised from the
ground by the interrogator signal itself. Control by radk-telephone
instructions to the pilot can be carried out by independent means when
scanning radar setsare used. Automatic control byway of theinterrogation signal generally requires a searchlighting interrogator.
The separation and distribution of such channels depend upon the
selectivity of the interrogator and beacon receivers and upon their imagrejection characteristics.
Receivers used in systems of this nature should
have sharp slopes to their bandpass characteristics and as good image
rejection as possible.
Channel separation will also depend upon frequency stability.
Maximum economy of spectrum space will be achieved by the use of
interrogation coding in addition to frequency channeling.
Unless such
coding is used, two interrogators on the same frequency may on occasion
TAHLE4.2.—FIXED-CHANNEL
BEACON
SYSTEMS

System

Interrgation
channels,
!hannele,
Me/Bee
Me/see

Characteristics

1. Rebecca-Eureka;airborneinterrogator,
groundbeacon

A 209
B 214
C 219
D 224
E 229

2. Oboe, Mark II,
ground interrogator, airborne beacon

A 3150
B 3195
C 3240

3. CCB-ground interrogators (SCR584),airbornebeacon (AN/APN-19

2890
2830
2770
2710

2907

All beacon responses were on the
samechannel. Selectivity
y between
interrogationchannelewasachieved
with a filter cavity (Q-5CN))in the
antenna of the crystal-viden receiver of the beacon

4, CCB with interro
gation coding
(double-pulse
type), airborne
beaeon(AN/APN
19A)

2890
2830
2770
2710

2907

Four double-pulse interrogation
codeswere availablefor each interrogationchannel,making a total of
16 channels

209
214
219
224
229

Only cross-channeloperation used;
e.g., interrogationon A, response
on B, C, D, or E. Beacon-receiver
selectivity inadequate for channel
separation used—7 db down at
5 Mc/eec off frequency

A 3135 Only AA, BB, CC used. Tbe
B 318JI beacon receiver had an intermediate frequency of 15 Mc /see
C 3225
and a bandwidth of 10 Me/see
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trigger the same beacon, even if they have directional antennas.
In some
control systems this will not matter; in others it will be detrimental.
For example, if the beacon traffic-capacity is too low to handle simultaneous interrogation by two such interrogators and still maintain a
satisfactory percentage of response, or if the repetition rates of the two
interrogators are crystal-controlled and hence practically identical, the
control may be jeopardized by such interference because of beacon
Interrogation “jitter” or int arrogation coding will take care
“stealing.”
of this situation.
The characteristics of several fixed-channel systems used in the past
are given in Table 4.2.
In Systems 3 and 4, the AN/APN-19
beacon used could be adjusted
for wideband operation so that any signal in the 2700- to 2900-Mc/sec
band would trigger it. This adjustment was used when it was desired to
respond to all scanning radars for purposes of general surveillance.
A
switch permitted operation with narrow-band reception by introducing
a cavity filter in the receiver antenna line. This was used to exclude all
interrogations except those on one of the four frequency channels above.
In addition, the AN/APN-19A
introduced into the circuit, when desired,
a double-pulse decoder, permitting simultaneous use of any of four
doubl~pulse channels on any of four frequencies.
This gave a total of
16 interferenc~free channels.
System No. 1 is an example of poor design, in that the frequency
channels are too close for the selectivityy available. 1 For good channel
separation, signals in adjacent charnels should be many decibels down as
This gives a readily computed ratio
compared with the desired channel.
of triggering range between two adj scent channels.
The proposed use of
the system will determine what factor is actually necessary.
Horizonrange systems with some excess power will require ratios of 200 or more
in range between desired and off-frequency channels (46 db) if operation
at all ranges is required.
Systems to work only at long range, or within
a restricted spread of range, may be designed with less adjacent channel
rejection.
System No. 1 also suflers from several other flaws: The identity of
interrogating and reply frequencies rules out some channels because of
the occurrence of radar echoes when the two frequencies are the same.
Beacons on different channels may trigger each other since the receiver
frequency of one beacon maybe the transmitter frequency of an adjacent
beacon.
“ Ring-around” (continuous mutual triggering) may even occur
I In practice, the system worked satisfactorily in the field, but fewer channels
were availablethan would have been available if adequateselectivityhad been provided The designersof the system were,of course,weLfawareof its faults when it
was designed; this was a case in which the exigenciesof war took precedenceover
engineeringjudgment.
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in such systems, provided the frequencies are reciprocal and the dead
time of the beacon short. 1 If one beacon triggers another, the reply of
the second beacon may break through in the receiver of the interrogator
that tripped the first beacon.
When this happens, an undesired response
from the second beacon will appear, at an incorrect range that is necessarily greater than the true range.
In System No. 2 these faults do not appear. Provided the localoscillator frequencies of the beacon receivers are identical with the bmcontransmitter frequencies, image interference will be absent.
On the other
hand, the system is rather prodigal of spectrum space. A proper choice
of intermediate frequency is helpful here. The channel separation in this
system is large because of image rejection difficulties resulting from the
bandwidth of 10-Mc/sec of the beacon receiver.
Had a 30-Mc/sec intermediate frequency been used, five channels could have occupied the
same spectrum space, as shown in Table 4.3.
TABLE 4.3,—REVISED

CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT FOR OBOE

Interrogation,Me/see
3160
3180
3200
3220
3240

MARKII

Response, Me/see
3150
3170
3190
3210
3230

Any intermediate frequency greater than 25 Me/see (one-fourth the
frequency band available plus one-fourth the receiver bandwidth) will
permit a choice of local-oscillator frequency which makes the image frequency fall outside the band.
In System No. 1, an intermediate frequency greater than about 6 Me/see would be adequate.2
4.11. Adjacent-channel
Selectivity and Pulse Shape.—To achieve
satisfactory operation with fixed channels, it is not sufficient for the beacon and interrogateor receivers merely to have adequate r-f selectivityy.
In addition, the spectrum of the radiated pulses from each transmitter
must contain insufficient power on adjacent channels to interfere with
normal operation.
Thus in the system just described in Table 4.3 it is
necessary for satisfactory operation that signals transmitted 20 Me/see
ofi the frequency in use should not trigger the beacon.
Now, if the adjacentichannel selectivity is to be, for example, 40 db,
a signal on a channel adjacent to the one in use would have to be 40 db
stronger than a signal on the correct channel before triggering would
occur. But if there are components of such off-frequency transmissions
in the received-band intensity with more than —40 db relative to the
I The dead time was too long for this to occur in the Eurekabeacon.
2The receiversused in most Eureka beacons were superregenerativebecause of
weightand space limitations,
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intensity at the main frequency, it will be impossible to achieve the
required selectivity.
It is well known that a square pulse of amplitude E, duration d, on a
frequency f,, can be analyzed by means of a Fourier integral.
The
analysis showsl that the amplitude at any frequency f will be given by
(18)
Either a voltage or a current pulse may be analyzed in this way.
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FIG.4.1.—(a) A rectangularpulse. (b) Its frequency

epectrum.
(c) The A-mope appearance of such a puhe received off frequency.

power at any frequency f will be proportional to the square of the amplitude:
sin* r(.f – jc)d
P($) = constant “ E2d2 ,m(f _ jO)d]2 “
(19)
These relations are shown in Fig. 4.1.
TABLE4.4.—PowERRADIATED

ON FIiEQUENCY f RELATIVE TO POWEII RADIATED AT j,
Expressed

Pulse
length,
pssc

0.5
1.0
2.0

I

in db

f – f,, Me/see
5

10

20

30

50

db
– 12
– 18
– 24

db
– 18
– 24
–30

db
–24
–30
– 36

db
–27.5
–33.5
-39.5

db
– 32
–38
–44

1%e, for example, E. A. Guillemin, CommtmieationNetworks,Vol. 2, Wiley,
New York, 1935, p. 463.
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Let us see what the numerical values of the power radiated off frequency are. Table 4.4 gives some representative values for the maxima
nearest the frequency deviation given.
It is clear that channel selectivity of 40 db is difficult to achieve if
square pulses are used for transmission.
There are two ways of attacking this problem.
One is to change the
pulse shape in such a way that the off-frequent y interference is reduced.
For example, a rounded pulse with the shape of a Gauss error curve
(E = E,e-””) has a spectrum with the same shape (with a change of
scale), which falls off much more rapidly than the sinz Z/Z2 curve of Eq.
(19). Thus, a pulse of this shape has much less power at remote frequencies than a square pulse does. The other way is to discriminate
against the “spikes” produced by off-frequency components [Fig. 4“1(c)]
by a suitable circuit in the receiver (for example, an integrator).
This is
equivalent to narrowing the video bandwidth of the receiver.
It is certainly more desirable to prevent the radiation of unwanted
signals than to devise methods for minimizing their interference after
they reach the receiver. Thus, changing the pulse shape in such a way
as to eliminate or drastically reduce off-frequency components is preferable to changing the receiver.
The required change in pulse shape is of interest. Any rounding otf
of the steep edges of the pulse will be of value. This may be achieved in
the modulator by various means. In fact, most microwave magnetrons
will not perform properly with too sharp a rise of applied voltage; thus
rise times (from 10 to 90 per cent voltage) of the applied pulse
from the modulator seldom are less than 0.1 psec when magnetron
transmitters are used.
An even better way of minimizing the radiation of off-frequency components is to insert a tuned circuit of suitable pass band in the antenna
line of the transmitter.
For example, a transmission cavity with a bandwidth of 5 Me/see between half-power points will give the following
attenuation off frequency, if the cavity is correctly matched to the line
in both directions:
Mc/eec off frequency
5
10
23
20
50

Attenuation,db
7
12
18
22
26

The loss of power in such a cavity at the resonant frequency is given by
loss in db = 10 loglo ~. ~ ~=.

(20)
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Thus, at 3000 Me/see, the loaded Q, Q., would be ~”+ = 600; if the
unloaded Q, Q., were 3000, the loss in the cavity would be 10 log10 %$%,
or 1 db.
The use of a cavity filter in this way can be thought of as providing
automatically just that degree of rounding off of the r-f pulse that is
required to give the desired result. 1 The obvious complication of another
tuning adjustment is introduced.
The pulse cannot, of course, be too drastically modified without
prejudicing the precision with which range is determined or pulse width
defined.
1At frequenciesoff resonance,the cavity will, of course, presenta reactive load
to the transmitter. The problems that this entails are discussedunder the subject
of stabilizersin Chap. 12.
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INTERROGATION CODING
The use of interrogation coding implies the introduction into the
interrogator of equipment capable of producing some special characteristic in the interrogating signal, and the introduction into the beacon
of equipment capable of recognizing such a characteristic.
A beacon
system so equipped discriminates against signals not possessing the
required characteristic.
The beacon is provided with a lock for which
the correct interrogation code constitutes a key.
5.1. Functions of Interrogation Coding.-The
purposes of introducing
interrogation coding into a beacon system may be any or all of the
following:
1. To restrict interrogation of the beacon to a class of radar sets. An
example of such restriction is the prevention of interrogation of
ground beacons by airborne search-radar sets not interested in
seeing them. Such restriction decreases the load on the beacon
and increases its effective traffic-handling capacity.
2. To restrict interrogation of the beacon to a particular radar set.
Thus, automatic-tracking sets using conical scan may sometimes
require that for good tracking no other sets trigger the beacon.
3. To reduce random triggering, as, for example, that due to ignition
noise or other interference.
4. To convey information to the interrogating radar set. If several
different interrogating signals are available for beacon interrogation, successive trials will determine which of these will trigger the
beacon.
The setting of the beacon to respond to this particular
Dissignal may then convey information to the radar operator.
advantages of this use are obvious.
In many circumstances no special restriction need be placed on the
character of the interrogating signal other than that it fall within a
particular frequency region.
6.2. Signal Characteristics.-The
beacon may utilize any of the
characteristics of the interrogating signal to make its decision as to
83
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whether or not to resspond.
characteristics include
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

In addition

[SEC. 5.3

to adequate intensity,

these

Frequency (or frequencies).
Number of pulses per interrogating signal.
Pulse spacing.
Pulse shape (including pulse duration).
Signal repetition frequency.

In practice, all of these have been used. The choice must depend on
circumstances.
A decoding device should not lead to an unintentional decrease of
traffic capacity,
This implies that it should not introduce additional
“dead” time into the system.
Otherwise the presence of numerous signals of extraneous origin, which do not form the proper code pattern, will
tend to paralyze the system for an appreciable fraction of the time.
6.3. Types of Decoders: Trigger and Storage.—Pulse decoders may
be classified into two general types: trigger devices and storage devices.

3ignal
in

Pulse

1

shaper

Coincidence
amplifier

3

l.J--+-0

2

v

1 ~

Mulbvibrator
2
—
gate
generator

3~
f6)

(a)

FIG. 5.1.—(a) Double-pulse decoder using multivibrator delay. @) Waveforms at
numberedpoint~of (a).
In a trigger device, the various elements of the interrogating signal initiate
a sequence of events which is carried out regardless of anything that may
happen in the meantime.
In a storage device, the circuit “remembers”
what has happened, and acts accordingly.
As an example of a trigger device, consider a double-pulse decoder
(see Fig. 5.1) which, upon receipt of a pulse, initiates a square pulse of
tidth equal to the code spacing.
The end of the square pulse generates
an artificial pulse, which is fed into a coincidence circuit.
If the second
pulse of the code now arrives tit just the right instant, it will combine with
the artificial pulse in the coincidence circuit to give an output signal.
In such a circuit, every random incoming signal will trigger the multivibrator.
Thus, a random pulse coming just before the arrival of a
properly coded pair will prevent a response to the true code. This
happens because the multivibrator circuit, being a trigger device, “ shuts
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its eyes” after the receipt of the first pulse for the time of operation of
the gate.
Let us now contrast this with the behavior of a storage device.
As an
example of a storage device, let us consider a circuit in which the multivibrator of Fig. 5“1 has been replaced by a delay line, which delays the
original signal for a time equal to the code spacing before applying it to
the coincidence circuit.
The delay line is a storage circuit, since it will
store, for an interval, in proper order, all incoming pulses of whatever
With this type of circuit, an interfering pulse occurring just
spacing.
before the true code will not prevent a response to the proper code. I
It will be seen that storage devices are superior to trigger devices
because they do not “close their eyes” but remain alert. Furthermore,
in the examples given, a regular train of closely spaced pulses could
effectively paralyze the trigger decoder; no matter what spacing they
had, they would not affect the storage decoder.
CODING PARAMETERSAND RANDOM INTERROGATION
5.4. Frequency.—The use of frequency as a coding parameter depends
largely upon the number, character, and importance of extraneous signals.
To begin with, any receiver defines a limited frequency range for interrogating signals under all conditions of operation.
Multiple frequencies can be used in obtaining coded interrogation
signals. Beacons have been constructed which require simultaneous, or
nearly simultaneous, reception of signals on two frequencies for a response
to be emitted.
Usually two receivers and a coincidence circuit are
employed for this purpose.
Probability considerations show here that if the fraction of time during
which signals arrive on frequency F I is fl, and the fraction of time during
which signals arrive on frequency FZ is j~, then the fraction of time j
during which signals will be received simultaneously by chance on both
frequencies is
f = f1f2,
provided that the signals on both frequencies are independent of each
other.’
For example, if f, = 0.01 and fj = 0.05, j = 0.0005.
In general,
for n frequencies, j = flfz . . . j..
In considerations such as these the independence of the signals on one
frequency from those on the other is important.
If some signals are
crystal-controlled in pulse-repetition frequency on both frequencies, they
1This is not always strictly true; wide pulsesmay causetroublesomeinterference
even in storage-typedecodersif they overlap any pulsein the code.
z Ignition noise has a very broad spectrum, and signals on widely different frequenciesdue to ignitionnoise are thereforenot independent.
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are not independent in time. Less rigorous control of the repetition rate
makes for a closer approach toward true randomness.
The number of random coincidences per unit time is of more significance.
If the average pulse length is ,1 on frequency FI and 72 on frequency Ft, the number of pulses per unit time is NI = fl/rl on Fl, and
N, = j,/,,
on F,.
The number of coincidences per unit time is then
determined by the dkh-ibution in time off.
A coincidence will occur in the instances in which the beginning of
one of the NI pulses on F1 is followed within time r I by a pulse on Ft, or
when a pulse on F2 is followed within rz by a pulse on F1. The number of
such events per unit time is
N = N,N,(,,

+ .,).

(1)

Each of the two terms represents the frequency of occurrence of these two
possibilities.
The time ~1 + ,2 is a natural or inherent resolving time
that depends solely on the widths of the pulses.
The validity of Eq. (1) is subject to the restriction that both N,,, and
NZ,Z are small compared with unity.
To extend our example, if N, = 104
see–l, TI = 10–6 see, Nz = 104 see-l, and TZ = 5.10-s see, Eq. (1) gives
N = 600 see-l.
We see from this how much coincidence tectilques
can reduce random interrogation on frequencies on which there is a great
deal of traffic.
Resolving Time.—We have not considered the effect of finite resolving
time of the coincidence circuit.
If this is long compared with the pulse
widths involved, the resolving time T is greater than rl + rt, and the
number of coincidences per unit time will be given by the formula
N = 2N1N2r.

(2)

Using the numerical data of the previous example, with , = 5“10–s see,
we get from Eq. (2) N = 1000 see– 1, as against 600 see–l calculated from
Eq. (1). Usually the resolving time can be made equal to or less than
the pulse width.
A more rigorous treatment is possible but of doubtful value in practical
cases. The orders of magnitude are correctly indicated by the equation
given.
Effect of Deluy.-The
entire treatment above has been based on the
assumption that the pulses on the two (or more) frequencies used actually
overlapped in time.
It is clear that none of the above considerations will
be altered if a delay is inserted in the output of one receiver, and a corresponding interval between the pulses is required to give an apparent
coincidence at the receiver outputs. 1
I It must be rememberedthat our treatment is for mndorrLpulses only. Nonrandom interference,such as ignition noise, may give different results. Delayed
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5.6. Number of Pulses, Pulse Spacing.-The
use of multiple interrogating pulses on the same frequency is another way of excluding unwanted
interrogations.
This method places some obvious requirements on the
Multiple pulses can be
modulator and transmitter of the interrogator.
Timing circuits in
electronically decoded by a decoder in the beacon.
the radar set must be triggered by the last pulse, the one which elicits
the response of the beacon.
This method is often more economical of equipment than the use of
It is
multiple-radio frequencies, and involves fewer antenna problems.
also economical of r-f spectrum space, since several pulse channels can
occupy the same r-f channel.
The problem of random interrogation here takes the form: Given a
system requiring, for triggering, n pulses with intervening spaces S1,
S2, . . . s._l, what is the likelihood that signals from different radar sets
will duplicate the correct triggering arrangement by chance?
We first assume that all interfering pulses from different radar sets
are independent.
This is not strictly true because pulses come from
timing circuits and are related by the recurrence interval.
If we choose
the shortest recurrence interval as our unit of time, the interfering pulses
In what follows, then, we are speakmay be regarded as nearly random.
intervals.
It is further
ing of events occurring over 500- to 1000-~sec
assumed that the entire sequence of coding pulses is emitted in a time
that is less than the chosen interval.
Double Pulses: Storage Decoders.—We
take first the simplest case,
in which two pulses must be separated by an interval between tland tzto
trigger the beacon.
We assume that the decoder is of the storage type
in which a pulse occurring between two pulses making up the selected
interval, or just before the first one, does not interfere with the decoding
action.
We now ask what is the number a per unit time of random interrogations if an average of N pulses per unit time are received?
If tz is much
less than unit time, this is given by the interval law expression
a

=

~[1 —

e–N(HI)],

(3)

This depends only on the difference tz– t,and not on the magnitude
of t,. Thus the value of code spacing is irrelevant.
If N(t2 – t,) <<1, as is usually the case, then
a = Iw(t,

– t,).

(4)

coincidencebetween pulses at two differentfrequenciescan, however,give improvement wherenone at all would be had with simple coincidenceof such pulses.
I Derived from the Poisson distribution; see, for example, E. Marsden and
T. Barratt,Proc. Phys. Sot. 29, 367 (1911) and 24, 50 (1911).
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We see that the number of random triggers per unit time is comparable
to that obtained from random pulses on two frequencies.
In fact, for
N = 104 see-l and rz – T1 = 2“10_a see, a = 200 see-l.
Double Pulses:
Trigger Decoders. -We
now consider decoders in
which an interfering pulse arriving just before a coded gain will prevent
Trigger decoders are of this type.
If the interval during
a response.
which an extraneous pulse can prevent a response is to, the number of
responses per unit time to random interrogations will be given by
a = N[l —

(5)

@(~e~l)]e-Nlm.

This expression differs from Eq. (3) by the factor .@’”, the probability
that no pulse arrives during the interval h.
It must be noted in this connection that although a storage decoder
will respond to all correctly spaced pairs (in principle) the trigger decoder
will respond only to the fraction e–N’Oof them.
Multiple Pulses. —Equations governing more complex codes containing more than one interval are readily derived from Eq. (3). For a code
the second from tato
which contains two intervals, the first from tl to tz,
t~,we obtain for the number of random interrogations of a storage decoder,
a = N [1 — e–N{’’–j]j] [1 – e–N(;’–f’j] = N3(tz – tJ(tJ

– .tJ,

(6)

since the coincidences are independent, and so on for more intervals.
Multiple-pulse coding is thus as good as coincident multiple-frequency
interrogation for reducing random triggering in this general case.
Similar development of Eq. (5) gives for trigger decoders the equation
a = Ne&J~O[l— e-N(~&~lJ][l— e-lf(~,-h)]

(7)

for two consecutive intervals.
6.6. Pulse-width Coding.-Pulse-width
coding has been widely used
for airborne radar sets interrogating ground beacons.
It is easy to produce a wider pulse in almost any modulator, and pulse width is easy to
decode.
Consequently this type of coding has met with considerable
favor.
Pulse-width decoders introduce no dead time.
A standard system now in use requires that search pulses from airborne radar sets be shorter than 1 ~sec or longer than 5 psec. Beaconinterrogating pulses must be between 2 and 4 psec long. This system
allows both short and long pulses for search, but it preserves a distinguishable beacon interrogating pulse. Pulse-width coding can be combined
with other forms of coding as desired.
5.7. Other Interrogation Coding Systems.—Additional
tumblers can
be added to the lock on a beacon as desired.
It is possible to require
that incoming signals have the correct pulse-repetition frequency before
a response will be given. Such a pulse-repetition frequency-selection
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circuit generally follows other circuits that have already excluded signals
other than those of proper spacing and proper radio frequency.
OTHER

INTERROGATION

CODING

CONSIDERATIONS

6.8. Slow Interrogation Coding.-We
have been considering what
may well be called “fast” interrogation coding, in which each interrogation signal is itself coded.
Obviously “slow” interrogation coding is
likewise possible.
In such a system, the beacon would reply only to
interrogation pulses within some time interval t, which might be as long
as a few seconds, and which would follow the transmission of a series of
keyed pulses conforming to a specified, predetermined code such as a
Morse letter. The code would take a time of the order of 1 sec to
transmit.
Such methods have been used in automatic distress-signal
systems.
The disadvantages of systems that take a long time to operate and
that unlock the beacon for a long period of time are obvious.
Such
systems are useless with narrow-beam scanning radar sets.
609. Limitations
on Interrogation
Coding.-Codes
may become
garbled in various ways in transmission.
This must be considered when
reliable operation under all circumstances is a prime necessity.
If a signal can arrive at a beacon over two paths differing in length
by more than the length of a pulse, a double pulse will be received.
This
must be considered in double-pulse systems in which the interval is to be
short.
If the path difference is less than the pulse width, the pulse may be
Such stretching can be a serious annoyance in pulse“stretched.”
width coding.
Proper siting and suitable receiver design are both
remedies for this difficulty.
REPLY CODING
501O. Reply Coding Parameters.—For reply coding, the characteristicsof the return signal must be arranged so as to convey information in a
We have at our
useful form. Let us consider these characteristics.
disposal
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Frequency of each pulse.
Number of pulses per reply.
Duration and shape of each pulse.
Spacing between pulses.
Relative amplitude of pulses.

These variables have almost all been used in existing systems.
Because the reply frequency is capable of practically infinite variation,
its use as a coding parameter places certain obvious requirements on the
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receiver used to detect it. The number of pulses per reply has been from
one to six. The duration of reply pulses has been varied over a hundredfold range; it is capable of conveying much information.
Pulse shape
(other than pulse width) has not been used; it requires careful design and
Pulse spacing is a widely used variable
somewhat elaborate equipment.
and an easy one to control in transmission and reception.
Relative
amplitude is an inefficient parameter from a signal-to-noise standpoint.
DISPLAY

CONSIDERATIONS

5.11. Cathode-ray Tube Display s.—The type of coding used, of
course, depends on the display.
De$ection-modulated
Displays. —With deflection-modulated
displays
(for example, types A and L) and nonscanning beams, all the possibilities
mentioned can be used. In practice, changing the pulse duration by
Morse code has proved satisfactory in many applications.
This is usually
interpret ed by eye; it is, therefore, called ‘‘ slow” coding, since only a few
Morse characters—usually about 10 to 20-are transmitted per minute.
This is generally adequate for identification.
Electronic reading of such
characters is, of course, feasible.
For example, it is possible to turn the
slow code into an audible Morse signal.
Intensity-modulated
Displays. —With intensity-modulated,
persistent,
map-type displays and narrow beams, a series of spaced pulses is universally used. This type of coding is called “ fast” coding or “ pip”
coding.
Spaces generally run between 5 and 40 psec. For this type of
display, amplitude modulation is not very practical.
Pulse-width variation can be used, but cannot be varied in time except at a rate either slow
or fast compared with the scanning rate. With accurate measurement
of the interval between pips, much information can be conveyed.
For
visual interpretation only, it is found that two spacings, ‘‘ short” and
“long,” are all that can be used safely unless expanded displays and
calibrated time scales are available.
Azimuth “ Chopping.’’—It is sometimes possible to introduce a kind of
This can best be applied in those cases
azimuth coding on PPI displays.
in which signals occupy an appreciable angle (10° or more) on the tube.
Azimuth coding is best accomplished by interrupting the interrogation at
a frequency suitable for “ chopping” the arc into small segments with
clearly visible spaces between them. Such a display, which is not,
strictly speaking, a form of response coding, is quite distinctive and
readily recognizable.
When the interrogating signal is the radar signal itself, azimuth coding
is not always feasible.
If no special interrogation code is used, the
chopping can be accomplished by suitable interruption of the response
signal. If an interrogation code is used, it can be accomplished by having
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only a suitable fraction of pulses transmitted with the correct code for
interrogating the beacon.
When a separate interrogator-responsor
is
used in conjunction with a radar set, the interrogator trigger can be
interrupted.
Interruption of the interrogation is preferable to artificial chopping of
the response because it is more economical of beacon traffic capacity.
Also, interruption at the interrogating end is preferable to interruption
This is true both for the sake of
at the beacon end of the system.
economy of transmitted signals and because a fixed rate of interruption
might not be suitable for all the different radar sets that would interrogate
the beacon.
With suitable electronic instrumentation
for decoding
replies, all the possibilities mentioned can be used.
One difficulty encountered with azimuth chopping is that any clutter
on the screen which is interrupted by the chopping will tend to take on the
appearance of coded signals. When heavy clutter is likely to be encountered, it is important not to interrupt it by the chopping method used.
Such interruption of “fruit” cannot be avoided.
Azimuth chopping is
thus undesirable when many beacon responses are present.
5.12. Range Coding and PPI “Clutter?’—One
of the drawbacks of
range or pip coding is that it takes up a considerable amount of spate on
the display.
Six-pip codes from ground beacons take as much as 10
miles of range, and could take more if it were not for the fact that the
longer codes that are possible with six pips are not often used. If many
beacons are to be viewed simultaneously on a PPI, overlapping and
“clutter” may assume serious proportions.
Two problems which arise in connection with PPI clutter must be
carefully distinguished.
One is the problem of distinguishing beacon
signals—that is, of discerning the existence of separate responses appearThe other is the question of
ing as coded groups from different beacons.
legibility-the
problem of providing codes that can be readily identified
by eye.
Distinguishability
.—In a co,nplex situation, when many beacons are
present, overlapping of codes can become serious. Experiments have
shown that beacons spaced i~~azimuth by less than the beamwidth of the
radar, or in range by less than the over-all code length when in the same
azimuth, cannot be distinguished easily.
For a 3-cm airborne radar, this may mean that the ground beacons
should be separated by perhaps 3 to 5° in azimuth, and by 10 miles in
range when at the same azimuth.
The 5° az separation is important at long range. At 115 miles, this requires a separation of 10 miles
between beacons for good resolution.
Ordinarily beacons for aid to longrange navigation are not spaced as close as 10 miles. However, even
when there is confusion, the greatest course error that can occur is the
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beamwidth of the radar—in this case, 5°. Furthermore, the confusion
will disappear and the course could be corrected when the aircraft comes
nearer the beacons.
For a ground radar with a 10 beam, azimuth confusion occurs if beacons are separated by less than 2 miles at a range of 115
miles. We may conclude that clutter is of little significance for navigational beacons.
Airborne beacons that happen to be at nearly the same azimuth are
unlikely to remain so. Clearly, azimuth confusion is of less consequence
than range confusion in general. This emphasizes the importance of
using coding methods that do not take up too much range.
Legibility .—Increasing the number of distinguishable pulse spacings
and utilizing other methods of reply coding will tend to reduce the number
of pips required for the code, and thus to reduce the length of the code.
Any such coding methods, however, result in codes that are not as readily
identified by eye on compressed sweeps. They can be identified on
expanded sweeps by eye, or decoded electronically independently of the
display.
Decoders that generate artificial signals can furnish no solution
to the problem of putting a very large number of codes on the display
because, if this were possible, the satisfactory reply codes could be
emitted” by the beacons.
We see then that for easy legibility on compressed sweeps a comproThe
mise between number of codes and density of beacons is necessary.
merit of the compromise is greater, the greater the number of possible
codes per mile of range. No extensive experiments have been conducted
to determine the number of codes legible by eye as a function of sweep
Experiments that have been performed have been concerned
expansion.
mainly with distinguishability and have shown that beacons separated in
angle by the beamwidth are readily resolved at all ranges, and beacons
at the same azimuth are confused only when the codes overlap.
Number of Distinguishable
Beacons. —These facts allow us to write an
expression for the maximum number of distinguishable beacons on a PPI
or B-scope.
Let
O = angle covered by scan (360° for PPI),
B = arc width (equal to the nominal interrogator azimuth beamwidth),
1 = sweep length in miles, and
c = code length in miles.
The maximum number of distinguishable beacons N will then be’
(8)
1 It is assumed that means are
range, such as time-variedgain.

provided

to keep the arc width independentof
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As an example, for a 100-mile PPI sweep, an arc width of 5°, and a
maximum code length of 10 miles, N = 720. For a sweep of 200 miles,
an arc width of 1°, and a code length of 2 miles, N = 36,000.
The foregoing calculation is, of course, unduly optimistic, because it is
based on extremely unrealistic assumptions concerning the distribution
of the airborne beacons in space. The maximum number we have
defined is not a practical working figure, because the relative motion of
radar and beacons continually changes the configuration and a symmetric distribution is never achieved.
However, the numbers are so
large that even if we say that one-twentieth of the maximum is the
largest figure that is safe operationally, the number of distinguishable
beacons in the two cases will be 36 and 1800.
In the latter case, the problem of legibility then becomes one of obtaining a number of codes not exceeding 2 miles in length, of such a nature
that at least 1800 different codes are distinguishable.
As has already
been intimated, no adequate experimental data on this subject exist.
The possibility of achieving adequate legibility on PPI tubes certainly
depends on the sweep expansion—the number of miles per inch. If we
assume that the eye can distinguish readily distances differing by about 1
mm, a sweep expansion corresponding to 1 ~sec/mm (2.5 miles per inch)
would permit visual distinction between pulse lengths and pulse spacings
differing by 1 ~sec. A 12-in. PPI would then contain a 15-mile sweep,
which seems adequate for dense traffic, such as that at an airport.
6.13. Distinguishability of Beacon from Radar Signals.-Whenever
both radar and beacon signals are displayed simultaneously on a single
cathode-ray tube, it is desirable to be able to distinguish one type of signal from the other at a glance.
Any special characteristic of either
signal which assists in doing this is valuable.
Although the various kinds of coding we have discussed aid in making
this distinction, other means are available and should be used whenever
possible.
These include the use of “two-tone”
presentation and the use
of different colors for the two kinds of signal—” t we-color” presentation.
Two-tone presentation depends on the use of different intensity levels
for two kinds of signal. By using different video limit levels for the
beacon and radar signals, the maximum intensity of the beacon signals
can be made significantly greater than the maximum intensity of the
radar signal. This simple method is effective because beacon signals are
usually strong and can be made to limit easily. Good contrast is readily
achieved.
The system clearly will not work well for weak (not limited)
signals.
TWO-CO1OTpresentation is much more spectacular, considerably more
difficult, and extremely effective.
It is achieved by using two display
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tubes giving different colors, one for each type of signal, and combining
the two displays by optical methods.
5.14. Coding by Amplitude Modulation.-The
amplitude modulation
of received radar or beacon signals can be detected readily by appropriate
Cathode-ray tubes are not suitable
circuits in the interrogator receiver.
indicators if the pulse is displayed directly on the screen, because the eye
is unable to follow rapid fluctuations in intensity or amplitude though it
may perceive that they are present.
Audio presentation of the modulation is possible.
A very ingenious
method that has been used involves applying the audio modulation to a
set of tuned reeds which cover the portion of the audio spectrum desired,
and noting which of the reeds are set into vibration.
This is a visual
display of the audio spectrum of the modulation.
By this means it has
been shown that most radar echoes contain amx-eciable modulation.
The echoes from aircraft, for example, are modula~~d by the motion of the
propellers, and the percentage of modulation is high. If the number of
blades in the propeller is known, it is, in fact, readily possible to deduce
the speed of revolution of the engine.
Beacon replies may be subject to similar modulation in certain cases.
The reply from an airborne beacon may be modulated by the propeller
More important,
if the propeller blades can intercept the radiation.
however, is the possibility of deliberate modulation of the beacon reply.
It will be seen that maximum effectiveness of amplitude modulation
Data of this type are
of the reply will occur in searchlighting systems.
not suitable for transmission by scanning systems.
Experiments have shown that modulation of beacon replies well over
50 per cent can be achieved.
The modulation frequency then constitutes
a parameter which is, in principle, continuously variable from zero to the
maximum and which can be superposed upon the pulse-repetition frequency as a carrier. Furthermore, the harmonic content can also be
varied at will. The amount of information transmissible in this way is,
as shown in Sec. 5.18, the amount that can be carried in a channel having
a width that is half the pulse-repetition frequency.
It is usually easier to modulate a beacon transmitter in frequency than
in amplitude, but more space in the spectrum is needed. An amplitudemodulation receiver of bandwidth less than twice the frequency deviation
To obtain the
will receive a modulated simml from such a transmission.
best results, however, an auxiliary detector of frequency modulation to
follow the i-f stages of the receiver should be used.
NUMRER OF REPLY CODES
6.15. General Considerations.-The
number of different codes needed
depends upon the purpose of the beacon system.
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The number of navigational ground beacons seen at one time need
rarely, if ever, exceed two or three for entirely adequate navigation,
They should be spaced 30 to 100 miles apart. If allowance is made for
repetition of identifying codes after a suitable distance, 50 seems an adequate number of codes. Two to six pips with either narrow or wide
spacings are enough to provide this number.
The transmission of other information over the ground beacons must
then be by means of coding of frequency, pulse duration, or amplitude. Special means must be provided for the interpretation of any of
these. It is, of course, possible to transmit to the aircraft a great deal
more information than is at present conveyed by the beacon-reply code.
With deflection-modulated displays, fewer beacons can be interpreted
at one time than on a PPI, but the number is always sufficient for
navigation.
With airborne beacons, it maybe desired to obtain a great amount of
data from the reply. These may include
1. The identification of the aircraft carrying the beacon—as to class
or even serial number.
2. The altitude of the aircraft which is more readily determined in the
aircraft than from the ground, and which is of importance for
traffic control.
3. Information of miscellaneous type--distress
signals, requests for
information, or any other standardized and uniform data.
As this shows, airborne beacons may need to return more data than do
ground beacons, and may thus require more complex coding.
On the
other hand, they need also to be simpler, smaller, and lighter. This dual
requirement imposes a burden on the ingenuity of the designer.
Up to the present, the spacing between pips in microwave beacon
responses has been used for visual identification only, generally on long
sweeps. Only short and long spaces were used, centered at 15 and 35
psec, respectively.
There seems to be no objection to using spaces
accurately adjusted to one of 10 values between about 10 and 30 or 5 and
25 psec, each representing one digit. Four such digits would give 10,000
possible codes that could be electronically decoded and setup on counters.
Such a code would identify an aircraft by serial number.
The obvious
limitation on this procedure is confusion caused by the overlapping of
codes from different aircraft.
Other information, such as altitude, can use either another space or
another variable.
Since altitude information ought to be transmitted in
such a way that aircraft changing altitude could be classified at two levels
when in an overlap region, the use of a continuous variable is indicated.
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Frequency, code-space, and pulse width are all available, although use of
any one of them involves difficulty.
5.16. Pip-coding. -In pip coders generating range-coded signals, the
number of possible codes varies exponentially with the number of different
code spaces.
If there are p code pips and n distinguishable values of code spacing,
the number NP of different codes with p pips is
N, = @--l.
In addition, all codes with fewer pips are possible.
possible codes, then, is

The total number of

N=
DP=2”’-’
P

(9)

k=l

To get large numbers of codes it is necessary to provide a large number
of pips, since the number of pips appears as the exponent in the expression
for the number of codes.
In the im~ortant case that p = 6, n = 2 (long
and short code spaces only), N =

~

2k–1 = 63.

Thus, the number of codes incr~as~s exponentially with the number of
pips. The amount of coding equipment required to generate the codes
increases only linearly, or even somewhat more slowly, however, because
each additional pip adds one more pip generator and spacing control.
Consequently, when it is not certain that the number of codes required
will remain small, a small saving in coder design is very expensive in the
number of possible codes and may be false economy.
The above arguments apply to any coding or decoding system in which
circuit elements contribute digits in a code. Each digit represents an
exponential increase in the number of codes, and a Linearor slower increase
in the circuit complexity.
6.17. Combined Pulse-width and Pulse-spacing Coding.-A
coder
utilizing both pulse spacing and pulse width as coding parameters has a
large number of possible codes. A thre~pulse coder has five variables—
as many as a six-pip coder using pulse spacing only. The number of
possible codes is not usually so great, however.
If there are p pulses, there are p – 1 spaces, and 2p – 1 total variables. If each variable may take on n values, the number of possible
combinations is n2~l.
If, in addition, the number of pulses can be any
number from one to p, the total number of possible codes is

2 .
P

N=

~zk-l

k-l

(lo)
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number for the pulse :sg
~k–l,

coder with 2p pulses, which was shown in Eq. (9) above to be

z

k=l

A more general expression for the case in which the pulse width may
take on any one of m values and the pulse spacing may take on any one
of s values is of interest. If there are p pulses and p – 1 spaces, they
The total number
may be arranged in mp . SFl different combinations.
of codes possible by varying the number of pulses from one to p is now
P
mksk–l.

N=

(11)

z

k=l

Forp=2,
Forp=3,
Forp=4,

m=3,
m=3,
m=3,

s=5,
s=5,
s=5,

N=
N=
N=

48,
723,
10,848.

DATA TRANSMISSION AND COMMUNICATION
An interrogator-beacon system has many of the properties of a communication system.
In fact, each link of the beacon system can be said
to be a communication
system.
The very names given to the links—
interrogation and response---imply communication of intelligence.
Up to the present only that amount of communication which is
It is now
included in interrogation or reply coding has been considered.
our purpose to consider how many and what kinds of additional data may
be transmitted over the links of a beacon-interrogator system.
5.18. Channel Width and Data-handling
Capacity.-A
familiar
theorem of communication statesl that the amount of inf ormation which
can be transmitted over a communication channel is independent of the
carrier frequency and proportional to the absolute frequency width of
the channel and to the duration of the signal. The highest modulation
frequency which can be transmitted is half the width of the r-f channel. Z
Thus, a broadcast station requires an r-f channel width of at least 20
kc/see to transmit the audie frequency spectrum up to 10 kc/see, and the
width is independent of its carrier frequency.
A broadcast receiver,
correspondingly, will require a 20-kc/sec r-f pass band and a 10-kc/sec
audio pass band to receive the modulation properly.
We have seen that the r-f channels used for beacon systems are wide.
Interrogator receivers for beacon signals are seldom less than 2 Me/see
wide, and beacon receivers are often several hundred megacycles per
A more relevant characteristic is, of course,
second wide in r-f coverage.
the video bandwidth.
This is usually 1 Me/see or more, in the interroga1Hartley’s theorem; R. V. L. Hartley, Proc. I. R.E. 11, 34 (1923).
aSpecialprocedureslike single-side-bandmodulationare negIectedhere.
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The video band-width of a beacon receiver may be several
tor receiver.
megacycles per second, or, in light-weight systems, it may be only a few
hundred kilocycles per second.
These channels are wide enough to allow a considerable amount of
intelligence to be transmitted.
They cannot be narrowed without
sacrificing the essential purposes of the system; for example, accurate
range data require sharp leading edges on pulses in both links of the system and, thus, the ability to receive frequencies of the order of the
reciprocal of the pulse rise time. A flat pulse with a rise time of 0.1 psec
requires a video pass band of 2 Me/see or more for reasonable reproduction. The narrow video bandwidth of lightweight beacons is used at the
expense of range accuracy.
Continuous-wave
and Pulse Modulation. —Complete utilization of the
capacity for data transmission of a channel requires continuous-wave
operation.
The channel is not completely utilized unless data are continuously transmitted to the fullest possible extent. The use of pulses
immediately imposes a severe restriction on the usable bandwidth of the
channel.
The use of pulses may be regarded as the superposition upon
a carrier frequency of a modulation envelope which has zero amplitude
most of the time, and a large amplitude during the pulse intervals.
For
such a case the effective width of the channel, from the standpoint of
data transmission, is decreased by the duty ratio of the pulses. This
decrease greatly modifies the possibilities for transmission of data, since
a 2-Me/see r-f channel, which for c-w transmission could handle a modulation band 1 Me/see wide, will handle only 1 kc/see of modulation if the
duty ratio is ~.
Of course, many such low-duty-ratio pulse systems
can be accommodated on the same r-f channel if means of distinguishing them are provided at the receiver; this has been done in one
beacon system.
The relation between r-f bandwidth and the amount of modulation
carried by - -“1”0 =“”+-- ‘O
(12)
where j =
m=
w.
p=

r-f channel required, in cycles per second,
width of modulation band required, in cycles per second,
average pulse width, in seconds, and
pulse repetition frequency, in cycles per second.
Prf-lim~tation.-In
a radar or beacon system the pulse-repetition
frequency depends upon the maximum range R of the system and is
limited by the velocity of light c, according to the relation
(13)
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If a higher pulserepetition frequency is used, replies will arrive back at
the receiver after a second interrogating pulse has been transmitted; and
confusion in range will ensue. A system to work to 186 miles range
must, therefore, have a pulse-repetition frequency less than 500 cps; a
further factor of 20 per cent or so is usually allowed in order to permit the
indicator sweep circuits to recover.
This limitation of p is important because p cannot be made high
enough to allow the pulse-repetition frequency to be used as a carrier
frequency for speech modulation except for the shortest distances or in
cases in which, not all transmitted pulses are used for rz.nging. To carry
speech modulation, p must be about 4000 cps or more. The introduction of speech modulation is possible with relatively simple techniques
of frequency or phase modulation (for examples, see Chap. 11).
From Eq. (12), we see that to transmit speech information, the audio
spectrum of which is generally taken as the range from 200 to 2000 cps, a
duty ratio of at least 0.0018 is required with a 2-Me/see r-f channel.
Few radar sets or beacon interrogators have as high a duty ratio as this.
Smaller duty ratios can be used if wider r-f channels are used. A 2-Ksec
pulse, with a pulse-repetition frequency of 400 cps, theoretically can
transmit speech information on an r-f channel which is 4.5 Me/see wide;
in practice this would probably be difficult.
Data less complex than
speech modulation naturally require smaller bandwidths.
6.19. Data Transmission over Systems Using Beacons.—The above
considerations are entirely general; they will be applied briefly to radar
and beacon systems.
In the first place, systems designed to obtain good
general radar performance are inherently unsuited for communication
purposes.
Good radar search performance is achieved by the use of
narrow beams and scanning antennas. Accordingly, the communication
links between such a radar and a beacon exist only when the beacon is
being triggered and received, or while the antenna is pointing at the beacon, usually only a small part of the time. As a result, the useful communication-channel
width is decreased from what it would be for a
searchlighting radar by a factor equal to the ratio of the scanning angle
to the beamwidth; this factor may be as high as 360. Voice communication over such systems is impossible for all practical purposes.
Extremely
wide r-f channels would be needed and rather esoteric techniques would
have to be developed—first to store information, and then to cram it all
into the short periods of communication.
Even the transmission of much simpler data, like Morse coding, is
difficult to achieve with systems using scanning antennas.
No attempt
at communication other than interrogation and reply coding has been
made for such systems.
In consequence, nonscanning- or searchlightingradar sets are of most interest as far as communication is concerned.
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Interrogation and Response Lin.ks.-Communication
on the interrogation link of a beacon system is, in principle, straightforward.
It need
not interfere with the beacon function unless a very large amount of data
is transmitted.
The essential requirements are means for suitable modulation of the transmitted signal and for demodulating the signals in
The property of the transorder to detect the transmitted intelligence.
mitted signal used to trigger the beacon may be independent of the
This allows the repetitioncharacteristics used for data transmission.
rate restrictions imposed by the velocity of light to be disregarded for
data-transmission
purposes.
Thus, a beacon with pulse-width discrimination would reply only to those pulses of the correct width, but
other, auxiliary, pulses could be used for communication (see Chap. 11).
The response link presents a different problem, because beacon
replies are not sent out at will but only in response to interrogating pulses.
The carrier pulses for the transmission of intelligence are, therefore, not
under complete control at the beacon; and the problem of transmitting
Clearly, the difficulty is greatest
intelligence becomes more difficult.
when many interrogators are triggering the beacon.
Thus, omnidirectional interrogator-beacon systems are not so satisfactory for tw~way
communication purposes as are directional searcblighting systems.
Of
dkectional searchlighting systems, the most satisfactory for communication purposes will be those in which provision is made to prevent all but
one interrogator from using the beacon at a time.
Data Transmission
and Coding. —Ordinary interrogation and reply
coding cliffer from the dai ‘i transmission we have considered above in
that the intelligence they convey is not contained in the signal but is
prearranged, like a cipher. The range code 2-2-2 means “this is a beacon
at Deer Island, Mass., located at latitude 42°21’01.8”
north, longitude
70°57’32.8”
west, “ in precisely the same fashion as the cable address
“ Nareco” means “ National Research Council, 2101 Constitution AVI+
Such abbreviations are extremely valuable,
nue, Washington, D. C.”
but it is essential to realize that their “meaning” is not contained in the
transmitted signal.
PRECISE DATA
5s20. The Use of Precise Positional Data.-The
most fundamental
data obtained from a beacon are its range and azimuth.
One of the
special features of radar beacons, as compared with other navigational
aids, is the extraordinary precision of these data. The proper utilization
of such data requires special thought.
It is readily possible to measure range to a beacon with a relative
precision of 10 to 20 yd, at all ranges up to 250 miles. This precision
1The abeolute precision may be only 20 to 40 yd. The reason for thie is the
variationof signalpith and of signalvelocity due to changesin atmosphericpropaga-
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can be achieved on any radio frequency used for beacons; it is accomplished by means of quartz crystal-controlled ranging units.
By means of the techniques developed for fire-control radar, azimuths
may be measured to 1 rnil or better.
This corresponds to an azimuth
error of ~
of the range, or 0.25 miles at 250 miles.
There are thus two techniques available for very accurate navigation.
The more accurate technique makes use of range measurements from two
points on the ground at accurately known locations; two such measure
The other method uses
ments made simultaneously determine position.
precisely mwmured range and azimuth from one point accurately located
on the ground.
Ordinary PPI displays do not permit one to take advantage of this
In order to use the precise data, special displays are required.
precision.
These may be sweeps expanded sufficiently to allow the leading edge of
the pulse to be distinguished, or they may be special ranging circuits.
An expansion of at least 1 in. per mile is desirable.
This obviously
requires a method of delaying the beginning of the sweep by an amount
that is accurately known.
With a suitably expanded display, relative motions of 5 yd can be
detected readily by comparison with a range mark. Automatic rangetracking circuits have been developed which will indicate range, or range
minus a fixed quantity, on a meter. Such circuits can also be made to
measure radial velocity, by means of differentiation of the range with
respect to time. Position can be plotted on a map on an automatic
plotting board with high precision to give a permanent record.
6.21. System Delays.—Whenever
the maximum possible range precision is to be achieved, it is especially important to be able to correct
Beacon
accurately for the delays inevitable in the circuits of the system.
and interrogator delays are considered in turn below.
Beacon Delay .-The delay in a beacon is inherently inconstant because
the beacon is a triggered device with a variable-amplitude trigger. It
always contains a circuit (generally a blocking oscillator or multivibrator)
somewhere which gives a response only when the input signal is above a
certain voltage level, This circuit is usually the one triggered by either
the receiver output or, if there is a discriminator, by the discriminator
output.
Such circuits are always regenerative and have an initial feedback gain that depends upon the input signal level. They also have a
finite bandwidth.
Accordingly, near the threshold, there will be a region
of trigger amplitude in which the delay—that is, the time required for
the output signal to reach its full value-depends
upon the signal strength.
tion and in atmosphericindexof refraction. The latteris moreimportant,depending
mainly on changesin water.vapor pressure.
/
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With proper precautions, this variation in delay can be reduced to a
small value.
Noise fluctuations superposed on the signal, however, will
tend to widen the threshold region. The only way to avoid this difficulty
is to sacrifice sensitivity by demanding a higher signal-to-noise ratio for
triggering.
Over-all variations in delay of not over 0.1 psec (17 yd in
range) can be achieved without undue sacrifice of sensitivity.
This value
can be achieved for signals that trigger the beacon at 5 db above noise.
Smaller variations may require more signal relative to noise.
Aside from inherent variations of this sort, other beacon delays should
be kept to a minimum.
The pulse-width discriminator introduces an
Too
unavoidable delay, but this can be maintained relatively constant.
narrow a video pass band in the receiver is bad both for over-all delay
and for variation delay.
Chapter 16 deals with this subject at greater
length.
It should also be remembered that some present-day aircraft, and
most ships, are so large that the difference in range between the location
of the beacon antennas and the point at which radar reflection occurs
may be appreciable.
Thus, ranges being measured to the beacon antenna
may differ appreciably from radar ranges, and may be more accurate.
InterTogatoT Delay .—The trigger pulses used in the interrogation part
Delays due to them
of the circuit are usually of constant amplitude.
are therefore fixed and are normally compensated for.
There are, however, other sources of variation of delay.
Variations
of signal strength in the interrogator receiver can give a shift in apparent
range. In addition, in systems using interrogator-responsors in association with radar equipment, delays may be introduced if the antennas of
the two systems are separated physically.
A displacement of 100 ft
between the antennas will give a range difference of 0.2 psec, which will
be added when the antennas point in one direction and subtracted when
they point in the opposite direction, and will take on intermediate values
at intermediate angles.
6.22. Methods for Using Data of High Precision. —High-precision
range measurements are made for one of two reasons. Either the location of a moving vehicle, usually an aircraft, is being determined with
respect to a good map, or a map is being made.
In either case, an understanding of the nature of maps and of geodesy
is important for proper utilization of accurate positional data. This
It will suffice to point out that largesubject is outside of our province.
scale maps, with a scale of about 1 mile per inch (for example, 1:25,000 or
1:50,000) are required for full utilization of precise data. Such maps
should have inscribed upon them coordinates suitable for the measurements being made. In the case of range measurements from two ground
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stations, these will be lines of constant range from the stations (circles, if
the earth were spherical and the maps undistorted).
Sometimes even such maps are not sufficient.
Instrumentation can
be devised which will permit the navigator and pilot to follow a predetermined course. The use of plotting boards, with the desired course
drawn on a map, and servomechanisms designed to steer the ship or
aircraft to follow the desired course, is feasible, although complex.
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TRAFFIC CONSIDERATIONS
An important operational property of any system using beacons is its
traffic capacity.
By this term is meant both the number of interrogators
to which a beacon can respond ad~uately
and the density of beacons
which an interrogator can trigger with satisfactory results. The problem may be viewed as one of determining both the traffic capacity of the
interrogation link and the traffic capacity of the response link of the
There are several kinds of limitations which affect these two
system.
problems under different circumstances.
In this chapter these effects
will be described briefly.
6.1. Saturation of the Interrogation Lmk.-The
limitation of possible
traffic by overinterrogation comes about through a reduction in the
response which the beacon will give as the number of interrogators is
increased.
The response is defined as the ratio of the number of
responses by the beacon to the number of interrogating signals which
have sufficient power to trigger the beacon.
The reason that beacons
do not give 100 per cent response and that the response diminishes
significantly with increasing numbers of interrogators is the fundamental
one that beacons are provided with a blanking gate, or “dead”
time,
during which an interrogating signal will elicit no response.
Also, the
To put
allowable duty ratio of beacon transmitters is finite and sma!l.
it simply, the chance that a given interrogating signal will arrive at the
beacon during a dead time caused by another interrogator increases as
the number of interrogators increases.
It should be clear from Sec. 2.6 that, when the response link limits the
range, any reduction in the number of response signals will entail a
reduction in maximum range, according to a fourth-root law. Reduction of the response to 80 per cent has a negligible effect on the attainable
range, but a 50 per cent response results in a 16 per cent loss in range.
Even when saturated signals can be received at horizon ranges, there
is still a limitation inherent in the finite number of pulses that are received
1 Sees. 6.1 and 6.2 by H. H. Bailey.
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per scan; a reasonable limit in these cases might be 20 per cent response.
Per cent response is not ordinarily included in calculations of reliable
range since, as will be shown, with a proper (and practicable) design the
traffic that is required to produce an appreciable range reduction is larger
than is commordy attained.
The above arguments apply to any type of interrogator whether on
the ground, aboard ship, or in the air, and in particular to any scanning
radars operating with any kind of beacon.
A somewhat different
phenomenon, beacon “stealing,” becomes important in the special case
of airborne or other mobile beacons being tracked by searchlighting
ground or shipborne radar sets. It is of particular importance if the
radar pulse-repetition frequencies are high and very close together, if,
for example, they are crystal-controlled.
Only two radars may be
involved in such a case; but, if one of them “steals” a beacon away from
the other, it will continue to prevent the original set from receiving
signals from the beacon until their two repetition rates have run through
the necessary fraction of one period of the beat that corresponds to the
difference between the two pulse-repetition frequencies.
This interval
may be long enough_for the first set to lose its target completely.
The
chance of this happening is good, granted an approximate intersection
of the beams, if the beacon dead time is comparable to the radar repetition period.
This situation is so serious that, if a high geographical concentration of such sets is contemplated, either the system should employ
some kind of interrogation coding or a suitable “jitter” should be introduced into the pulse-repetition frequency.
The latter expedient has
been used in several beacon systems.
6.2. Beacon Density.-The
parameter of the system that is most
important in determining the permissible density of beacons is the aziThe
muth resolution of the interrogator (as discussed in Sec. 5 12).
actual distance between beacons may be so small that one beacon might
The delay inherent in all beacons, however,
be able to trigger another.
ensures that any such second-hand trigger will arrive after the beacon
has already received the original interrogating signal. The spurious
trigger, therefore, arrives during a dead time and has no effect.
A possible exception occurs when there is a long line of closely spaced
beacons, of which only those at one end are triggered by the radar. In
this case the rest of the string ]vill transmit at successively later times.
This condition is not easily achievecl, as ~veshall see in Sec. 6.9, because
beacons do not ordinarily ha~e a large range for mutual tripping,
It is,
furthermore, an unstable arrangement that would be unsatisfactory
operationally.
An ultimate minimum separation would be that distance
at which beacons could burn out each others’ receiving crystals.
These
effects, however, are seldom the limiting ones.
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6.3. Saturation of the Response Link. maturation
of the response
link is approached when the number of beacon replies appearing on the
display becomes large enough to spoil it. The controlling factors in
such saturation are the decrease of distinguishability and legibility of the
display.
The character of the display depends strongly upon the nature of the
interrogator.
Narrow beamwidths and fast sweeps add considerably to
the traffic capacity of the response link. Thus, a system which is
saturated for one interrogator may be satisfactory for another and might
even be satisfactory for the same one if a faster sweep speed could be used.
The dependence of response saturation on the azimuth beamwidth
The narrower the beamwidth, the fewer
of the interrogator is obvious.
the beacons that are triggered at one time and the more that can be
distinguished on the scope.
The dependence on sweep speed is likewise
clear. The smaller the area displayed on the scope, the fewer the number of signals that will appear upon it.
Both these considerations are relevant to an evaluation of the importance of unsynchronized replies or “fruit.”
These are replies of the
beacons being viewed to other interrogators.
They are unsynchronized
because the pulse-repetition frequencies of different interrogators are
usually unsynchronized and their effect is to add to clutter on the display.
Whether or not saturation of the response link occurs will depend on the
number of beacons simultaneously viewed and the number of interrogations to which they are replying.
The latter, in turn, depends upon the
traffic capacity of the interrogation link. It is only when many beacons
capable of a high duty ratio are displayed m“multaneously that saturation of
the response is likely to occur.
When saturation of the response link takes place, two general methods
of improvement, other than improvement of the interrogator, are possible. One of these is gating; this is applicable only when the beaconcarrying target gives a radar echo and the radar and beacon signals are
being received simultaneously.
Each radar return is made to generate a
short gate so that only beacon signals falling within the gate and therefore associated with the particular radar signal are allowed to appear on
the screen. Aside from its limitation to ground-radar–airborne-beacon
systems, this method suffers from the drawback that the beacon range is
restricted to the radar range. No improvement in range by use of
beacons is possible.
A better method is that known as “video integration. ” In this
method, all the replies received after one pulse is emitted are stored, either
on an uncoated cathode-ray tube face or in a supersonic delay line. They
are then compared with the signals following the next pulse, in much the
1By A. Roberts.
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same way as that used for moving-target indication, 1but with a significant
difference.
In moving target indication, replies from alternate sweeps
are subtracted from each other so that constant redies disarmear.
In
..
video integration, successive replies are added and then applied to a
biased tube in such a waythat pulses present onasingle sw&p produce
The resolution of the system
no output; only constant replies appear.
is made sufficiently low that successive pulses from a target overlap even
though the target moves between sweeps; only random unsynchronized
pulses disappear.
This effectively removes the fruit from the screen,
and, in principle at least, can even improve the signal-to-noise performance of the system.
Video integration becomes impractical when the
beacon response insignificantly less than 100 percent.
Saturation of theresponse link occurs relatively infrequently, but it
ismore likely to occur with nonscanning interrogators.
Most microwave
beacons saturate on the interrogation link before response saturation
occurs; hence this trouble is more likely to be encountered with lowerfrequency sets.
In the case of tracking radars, a different approach must be used.
Resolving power as such loses its significance, but the beacons must be
separated enough to permit the radar to lock on the desired beacon easily
and then to stay locked on without interruption until a desired objective
is accomplished.
In general, this constitutes a rather severe restriction
on the permissible number of beacons within range, the actual numbers
again being determined more by the radar than by the beacon design.
6.4. Overinterrogation Control.2—Because a beacon can receive more
interrogation than it can respond to safely, and because of limitations in
power dksipation in the transmitter, modulator, or other circuits, some
kind of overinterrogation control is required. A dead time of suitable
duration following each response will prevent overinterrogation.
It will
be seen later that this is unfavorable for high-percentage response at
traffic levels below the permissible maximum.
It is often advisable to incorporate special circuits into the beacon to
achieve overinterrogation control by limiting the response to some predetermined safe value.
The question arises as to how this control is to
be exercised.
There are two major possibilities-control
by reducing the
receiver sensitivity and control by increasing the dead time. The former
method will discriminate against weak interrogation signals; the latter
will reduce the response to all signals impartially.
The choice of the method to be used depends on the purpose of the
beacon system.
All microwave beacons for navigational purposes have
used the second method.
It is important for distant interrogators to
.1 Radar System Er@rwering, Vol. 1, Chap. 16; Vol. 2, Sec. 7.9, of thie series.
ZBy H. H. Bailey.
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receive a response, and the amount of traffic would have to be phenomIt is
enally high before any great reduction in range would occur.
experimentally true that under conditions of maximum interrogation the
range of the large microwave ground beacons is not greatly reduced.
On the other hand, for airborne beacons used for air traffic control,
reduction of receiver sensitivity is the preferable method.
It is better
for the effective range of the beacon to be reduced than to deprive all
interrogators of an adequate response; and for control purposes the
nearest inter.rogators must be given the preference.
THE

PROBABILITY

OF

BEACON

RESPONSE

BY H. H. BAILEY

return
6.5. Statistical Analysis of the Probability of Response.-We
now to the primary effect which limits the traffic capacity of beacons,
that is, the reduction in W. the nrobabilitv of resDonse or ner cent
response, with increasing n, the number of interrogators.
With a knowlA
edge of both W and n, the duty ratio of the beacon is also known.
statistical analysis will be given using as a parameter r, the ratio of the
beacon dead time to the nominal interrogator repetition period.
The validity of statistical averages must be examined in every applic&
tion by considering the ratio of the time required for a random reshuilling
of the relative phase of the repetition periods of several interrogators to
the integration or “ memo~”
time of the display screen plus the observer
(about 8 see). We must also consider the number of pulses per thermal
time constant of the dissipation-limiting components, and the number of
interrogations per scan. In beacons that have been designed to date, the
constants are such that observable fluctuations are superimposed on the
computed averages; these fluctuations do not detract from the usefulness
of the statistical results.
Preliminary
Consideration.s.-A
simple but incorrect approach to a
specific formulation of a relationship between W, n, and r is to state
algebraically that the probability of notgetting a response is equal to the
fraction of the time that is occupied by all the dead tiiee.
That is,
l–w
= WnT, or
..
(1)
w = (1 ; n,)”
This formula cannot be correct’ since it gives values of W less than unity
even when n = 1. More generally, it errs in allowing all of the dead
times, including the one started by any given interrogation, to affect the
1This equationis, however,strictly correctfor predictingthe responseof a circuit
with a dead time r to randominterrogations,the aueragenumber of which per unit
time k n.
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probability that the same interrogation will obtain a response. A better
approximation is to say that, given n – 1 interrogators, the chance that
an nth interrogator does not get a response is equal to the fraction of the
time occupied by the n – 1 dead times. That is, 1 – W = W(n – 1)7,
or

w=

(2)

[1 + (: – 1)7]”

This formula goes too far in correcting the error of Eq. (l), as will be
However, it is a useful approximation since it gives
shown presently.
more accurate results than Eq. (1) for very small values of n, and it has
the same correct asymptotic behavior.
Calculation of the Response for Light Tra$c.—An exact expression for
W can be obtained through a careful analysis of the addition of the nth
interrogating signal to a sequence containing n — 1 signals. Assuming,
for simplicity, that the various interrogators are using the same nominal
pulse-repetition frequency, the number of dead times already existing
is Wn–l(rz — 1), where W= indicates the value of W that obtains under
conditions of simultaneous interrogation by z interrogators.
Therefore
the probability that the nth interrogation does not elicit a response is
Win-l (n – 1),.
But the nth interrogator is just one of n interrogators,
all of which have the same a priori chance of receiving responses. That
is, the probabilityy just computed for the nth interrogator is the probability of failure of response to any one of the n, or 1 — W..
In symbols, then, 1 – W. = Wn-,(n – 1)., with the result that we
have the recursion formula
W.+, = 1 –

(3)

nTW..

Given the condition that W, = 1, Eq. (3) defines W for all integral
.
values of n.
The solution of Eq, (3) is the polynomial
W.+l = 1 – n, + n(n – 1)72 +

. . . + n!(–,)”

(n~ <

1).

(4)

This expression is valid only for n, < 1. The reason for this is the
breakdown of the assumption of the periodicity of the beacon response at
the nominal radar pulse-repetition frequency.
This breakdown will occur
as soon as all the intervals between arriving signals can become less than
the dead time. It is then no longer true that the dead times cover
The pattern of the response is not obvious;
just the period (n – 1) W.-W.
the addition of an nth interrogating pulse may rearrange the response
pattern to many other pulses, and the effects of dead times just at the
end of a repetition period will change the pattern of the response in the
next repetition period.
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Calculation ojthe Response jor Heavy Trajic.’-Whennr
> 1 an exact
formula seems difficult to derive. The following derivation approaches
the right result for large values of nr, and gives results which are somewhat too large for smaller values of nT. It is therefore conservative to
The formula is
use this expression to estimate the loading of the beacon.
(m > 1).

W.=:[l–(l–T)”]

(5)

The derivation is as follows.
Divide the repetition period into equal
spaces of length ,. Let there be s such spaces; s = 1/,.
We now apply
reasoning similar to that used above, but applied to “dead” and “ open”
spaces instead of to interrogations.
Consider n interrogations and let
there be on the average r. dead spaces. Now add the (n + 1)th interrogation. There is a chance r./s that this added interrogation falls in a dead
space, and that the number of dead spaces remains r.. There is, on the
other hand, a chance (s — rm)/s that the added interrogation fails in an
open space and that the number of dead spaces is rn + 1. The average
number of dead spaces for (n + 1) interrogations is therefore

or
r.+l = 1 + (1 — T)rn.
Now rm+, is the number of responses or (n + 1) W.+,,
(n + l)W.+,

= 1 + (1 – 7)nWn,

which yields Eq. (5) above.
We have thus obtained equations characterizing
to sustained interrogation at low [Eq. (4)] and at
densities.
An empirical approximation that is satisfactory
can be obtained from inspection of Eqs. (1) and

w=

[1 +

(’?31–
~)T]”

giving
(6)

the beacon response
high [Eq. (5)] traffic
at all traffic densities
(2) by writing
(7)

This formula gives values which always lie between those of Eqs. (1)
and (2). It approaches Eq. (2), as it should, for low values of n and
converges for all values of n. The results are just distinguishable from
values computed from the exact Eq. (3) in practical cases for which the
computations have been carried out, but the errors may be considerably
This calculationwas made by S. A. Goudsmit.
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larger when the dead time is very large (T 2 0.5).
Equation (7) can be
written as a quadratic in W and solved for W, or it can be solved for n
and put into a form that is much more convenient for computation,
namely,
~=l–w
~+w.
6.6. The Effect of Duty-ratio Limitation. -In
practice, the duty
ratio of a beacon is limited, usually by the maximum thermal dissipation
in one or more components.
When the maximum duty ratio has been
attained, the response must thereafter decrease inversely as the number
of interrogations.
If the allowable duty ratio is less than that imposed
by the dead time alone, some type of duty-ratio limitation is called for.
As an example, dead time might be increased during periods of heavy
traffic.
In Fig. 6.1 the beacon response W is plotted against the number n
of searchlighting interrogators, for various values or r. Equation (3) is
used up to rzT= 1, and Eq. (7) is used for higher values of rw. The actual
response of a beacon to a number of interrogators is found by following
out the full line for the proper value of 7 until the limiting duty-ratio
The duty-ratio contours are plotted
contour (in dotted lines) is reached.
in terms of m, the number of interrogators required to give the maximum
allowable duty ratio (assuming uniformly spaced interrogations).
If the
duty ratio is limited in the beacon, the duty-ratio contour must be followed from here on, to obtain the response. If it is not, the beacon will
be overloaded, but the response will be greater.
It is clear that use of a short dead time and electronic duty-ratio
limitation will provide a much more satisfactory response than use of
the dead time which by itself would limit the duty ratio to the required
value. Application of Fig. 6“1 shows, for an example picked at random,
that a beacon which must be protected against a duty ratio greater than
that due to five searcldighting interrogators will give much better service
under light to medium interrogation with duty-ratio limitation and a r
of 0.05 than it could with the very high 7 of 0.30 (or possibly 0.25) that
Nothing is lost or
would be required without duty-ratio limitation.
sacrificed under very heavy interrogation.
All the above considerations are directly applicable to nonscanning,
that is, to searchlighting interrogators.
It is also worth noting, in view of the importance of keeping the
dead time short, that it is wise to use a time constant in the overinterrogation control circuit which is roughly the same as the thermal time constant
Thus the dead
of the dissipation-limiting
component of the beacon.
time will be only as long as it needs to be to protect the beacon.
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6.7. Scanning.-It
remains to superpose on these results the effects
of scanning.
This can be done only very roughly and with the help of
The complete solution to the problem of
several arbitrary assumptions.
the random occurrence of related series of events is extremely difficult
and complicated.
However, correct orders ofmagnitude for the number
N of scanning radars that are “equivalent to” (that is, which obtain
the same response and load the beacon as much as) n searchlighting sets
can be arrived at as follows.
Let us define a scanning factor 6’ as the ratio of the total angle scanned
to the angle throughout which a beacon is triggered.
Then, for averages
over long enough periods of time, N is obviously equal to Sn. But with
the limited number of pulses that can ordinarily be received per scan
past a beacon, such a simple result can be very misleading.
The quantities that are most meaningful are the maximum duty ratio and the
minimum per cent response to interrogations; hence the nature of the
fluctuations from the long-term statistical averages must be examined.
We assume that the scanning period is divided into S’ equal intervals
and that the interrogations from any one radar occur entirely within one
It is then a matter of straightfo~ward
or another of these intervals.
computation to find the probability that any desired number of interrogations occurs within a particular interval. 1 The situation is like that
of N balls falling at random into ASslots, and the problem is to compute
the chance that just b balls fall into one particular slot. We further
assume, quite conservatively, that the largest 1 per cent of the fluctuations can be ignored; in other words, the response of the beacon will fall
below the value we calculate only 1 per cent of the time. The computation must then be extended to find the number ~ such that the sum of
the above probabilities for 1 ~ b s n is 99 per cent. The analogous
problem with the balls is to add up the chances for b = 1, 2, 3, . . .
until the tot al probabilityy is O.99; then the last value of b to be used is n.
The result, expressed in our notation, and also in the more usual
binomial form (where p = 1/S), is obtained when

z

“ N!(S

–

l)iv-b

(N – b)!b!~

b=l

‘

=

2

C#Pb(l – p)N-b = 99

per cent,

b=l

which defines N as a function of n for any value of 8. The calculations
can be carried out by means of the normal probability integral for most
values of n, and for small values of n the binomial coefficients can be
computed directly.
Any value from 1 up to about 1000 can be taken
1 Precisely the same result is obtained if one assumes
at rsndom instead of all within one of the S intervals.

that interrogations
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by S, but the results for two fairly typical values, S’ = 25 and 75, are
indicated in the bottom scales of Fig. 6.1.
It must be emphasized that the scanning results are only approximate
because of the arbitrary selection of 1 per cent as the fraction of the
fluctuations to be ignored; there is also a difficulty in assigning a value of
S to any real situation because the effective beamwidth is a function of
range for each interrogator.
The values of n can be depended upon; the
values of N may be in error by 30 to 50 per cent or even more, depending
on many circumstances, and should be used only as an aid in estimating
the real traffic capacity of beacons.
The point made near the beginning of this section, that the traffic
required to limit performance significantly can be made quite large, can
be demonstrated very easily with the aid of Fig. 6.1. A typical set of
values for the beacon, parameters might be 7 = 0.10, maximum duty
ratio corresponding to 3.3 searchlighting interrogateors. Using those
curves, it is seen that some 25 sector-scanning (S = 25) radars or at
least 60 medium-resolution 3600-scanning (S = 75) radars can interrogate
such a beacon simultaneously with negligible loss of performance (80 per
cent response).
The corresponding numbers are 70 and 200 to obtain
our arbitrary limit of 50 per cent response, and the numbers get up to
125 and 350 before the range is reduced by a quarter (W = 32 per cent).
Strictly speaking, the calculations above apply best at long ranges,
where S remains reasonably constant.
It is of great importance to
remember that at short ranges, where 30 db or more of excess power is
available for interrogation, the directional properties of the interrogation
may vanish completely, and that side-lobe triggering will occur at
slightly greater ranges. Under such conditions it is extremely difficult to evaluate the exact amount of traffic that can be handled.
The
equations and curves given can be used as a guide, however, under all
circumstances.
INTERFERING

SIGNALS
BY A.

IN BEACON

SYSTEMS

ROBERTS

Like all other radio systems, beacon systems are subject to various
forms of interference from unwanted radio signals. We may now consider the types of interference which are encountered, the way in which
they affect beacon systems, and the measures that may be taken to
counteract their effects.
6-8. Extraneous Interference. -Interfering
signals arising outside thd
system may be due either to natural causes or to man-made sources of
radiation.
The natural sources of electromagnetic radiation in the
spectrum are electrical discharges, such as lightning and corona, and
thermal and spectral radiation from atoms and molecules.
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Throughout most of the radio spectrum used for beacon systems,
Electrical disneither of these sources of interference is important.
charges—lightning, static, precipitation static, St. Elmo’s fire (corona),
and such phenomena—have
rather broad frequency spectra, almost
In addition, the line-of-sight propaentirely located below 100 Me/see.
gation characteristics of high radio frequencies result in the absence of
interference from sources beyond the horizon; thus, distant thunderstorms
or similar high-power disturbances do not have the long-range effects
which they exercise at lower frequencies.
From the viewpoint of thermal or black-body radiation, or of characteristic spectrum lines, the radio spectrum lies in the very far infrared.
It now extends so far, however, that, at frequencies above 10,000 Me/see,
definite thermal and spectral effects of the atmosphere are observable in
absorption.
The radiation spectrum of any heated body—for example, the sun—
Most
extends in theory to infinitely low and infinitely high frequencies.
of the energy of the sun’s radiation is in and near the visible spectrum,
However, it is possible
and little energy is radiated at radio frequencies.
to detect the radiation emitted by the sun in the 30,000-Mc/sec
region
by radio methods, that is, with an antenna and a receiver. The radiation
in the l-cm region from a lighted match is likewise detectable at close
It
range. The intensity of all such radiation is, however, very feeble.
requires a fair amount of experimental skill to detect it and with ordinary
radar or beacon systems no perceptible interference from thermal radiation is to be expected.
The difficulties encountered from atmospheric absorption at ~requencies about 15,000 Me/see have already been mentioned.
These
result from the selective absorption by constituents of the atmosphere
of radiations having the same frequency as characteristic resonances of
It might be feared that radiation
atoms or molecules in the atmosphere.
Such
of these same frequencies could be a source of radio interference.
interference is not observed; theoretical considerations show that its
intensity is such as to render it practically unobservable.
Man-made
Inter ference.-A
radar or beacon receiver may pick up
interfering signals by way of the antenna, in the i-f stages (of a superheterodyne receiver), in the video stages, or by way of the power supply.
Pickup in i-f and video stages and from the power supply can be avoided
Antenna pickup is, however, unavoidby suitable filtering and shielding.
able, if the interfering signals are similar to the signals used in the system
being considered.
Interference caused by radiation from other radar sets or beacons
entering the antenna is minimized by improved r-f selectivity and by
antenna directivity.
Keeping the r-f pass band as narrow as the system

\
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Antenna
requirements will allow cuts the interference to a minimum.
directivity cuts down signals at the system frequencies which come from
directions other than those desired. The effect of antenna chrectivity
is measured by the ratio of the gain in the desired direction to the gain in
the direction of the interfering signal; factors of hundreds or thousands
are readily attained.
Since microwave systems usually possess antennas
of higher gain than lower frequency systems, they have an advantage
in this respect.
6.9. Intetierence within the Beacon System.
Mutual Triggering.—
Beacon systems are subject to several characteristic types of interference
or malfunction, most of which can be eliminated by suitable design.
Mutual triggering of beacons, or “ ring-around,” occurs when beacons
are close enough to each other to trigger one another continuously.
The
range for mutual triggering is ordinarily very much smaller than the
interrogation range in microwave systems because of the low gain of
beacon transmitting antennas as compared to microwave interrogator
antennas.
With high-powered sensitive beacons working with only
slight directional interrogators this problem can become more serious.
The ratio of the range for mutual triggering of beacons to the interrogation range is, from the range equation, I
(8)
We have explicitly included ~i, i,, and the terms G; ,,k, GAi~,,p; int,
and P; triato emphasize that a suitably designed beacon should require
very much more power P; ,ri~to trigger on A, than the amount P; i.t
required on ~i, and that the gain G; im~of the beacon-receiving antenna
in the direction of the interrogator may be different from the gain G~ *,K
in the direction of the triggering beacon.
Mutual triggering is usually prevented by the dead time, the interval
Thus even
of insensitivityy of the beacon for a time t after it is triggered.
if a beacon A should be triggered by a signal, and in replying should set
off a beacon B, the reply from B cannot trigger A, starting a continuous
ring-around, unless the time taken for the last reply pip from B to reach
A is greater than t,measured from the instant A was first interrogated.
An example will help to make this clear. Suppose A has a dead time
t equal to 150 ysec and a code whose last pip is emitted 90 psec after
triggering.
Suppose B has the same dead time t and a code whose last
pip is emitted 120 psec after triggering.
Let the time for a signal to
travel from A to B and return be 2thB. Then, if the first reply by A to
an incoming signal triggers B, the last code pip from B will arrive back
] See Ch%p.2, Sec. 25.
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at .4 after 120+2tAB ~sec. If B started the cycle, the last code pip
would return to B after W + 2tAB WX.
If 2tAB is more than 30 psec,
corresponding to a distance of about.3 statute miles, then A can start a
continuous ring-around (see Fig. 6.2a).
If 2t~B is more than 60 psec, a
trigger from Bean also start a continuous ring-around (see Fig. 6.2 b).
Rhg-around may occur even with a single beacon, if echoes from the
‘t.)
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FIG. 62.-Mutua1
triggering of beacons (see text for explanation).
(a) Muiual
triggering of two beacons A and B, initiated by A. The beacons are about 3 miles apart.
(b) Mutual triggering of two beacons A and B, initiated by B. The beacons are about
6 miles apart.

surroundings return after the dead time is over. This is an infrequent
occurrence.
We see that short over-all code lengths and long dead times increase
the minimum range within which ring-around is impossible.
Duty-ratio
limitation, which increases the dead time under conditions of high traffic
density, will not stop ring-around unless the permissible duty ratio is
exceeded, in which case the dead time may be increased sufficiently to
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stop the triggering cycle.
However, it will not prevent it from starting
again. Long dead times are, as we have seen, very undesirable from the
standpoint of traffic capacity.
Interrogation coding of any kind greatly reduces ring-around if the
beacon replies are coded differently from the interrogation.
Thus, in a
ground beacon responding only to interrogating pulses over 2 psec long,
the pulse-width coding will prevent interrogation by another beacon
since the beacon reply pulses are only 0.5 psec long. The interrogation
.
coding effectwely increases Pj trig by 60 db or more.
To summarize, the maximum range of mutual triggering can be
minimized by decreasing the ratio P: ti,/P~ ,ti by means of good r-f
selectivity between k and 1,, and by interrogation coding.
The minimum
range for mutual triggering can be increased by increasing the dead time.
The prevention of mutual triggering without undue sacrifice of t:affic
capacity then calls for keeping the dead time short, but it still calls for
making the maximum
range, as derived from Eq. (8), less than the
minimum range, determined by the considerations of Fig. 6“2.
6.10. Spurious Responses.—We
have seen from Fig. 6.2 that if two
beacons are located sufficiently close for one to trigger the other, continuous ring-around can be prevented by a sufficiently long dead time.
However, the triggering of the second beacon by the first one may not
go unnoticed at the interrogator which sets off the cycle by triggering
the first beacon.
When the response of the second beacon is visible to
the interrogator, the second beacon will appear at greater range, and
This situation arises only when the
possibly at an incorrect azimuth.
interrogator for some reason triggers only the first beacon and not the
second one. A direct path to the second beacon will always be shorter
than the indirect path via the first one; thus if the second beacon replies
to the direct interrogation it will be dead when the indirect interrogating
pulse arrives (provided that the path difference is not so long that the
time required to traverse it exceeds the dead time).
Such failure of
direct interrogation may occur, for example, if a hill is in the way. Since
the conditions which prevent the interrogator from triggering the second
beacon are likely to prevent it from seeing the spurious reply, this difficulty is rare.
Spurious responses can also appear if two interrogators have exactly
the same pulse-repetition frequency.
In this case the response to interrogator A will be synchronized on the scope of interrogator 1?, at an
entirely random range depending upon the geometry of the situation and
the phase of the signal. The slightest difference in pulse-repetition
frequency will prevent thk.
6.11. Unsynchronized Signals.-One
type of interference which is
difficult to eliminate, but which gives little trouble in general, is the
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appearance on the interrogator scope of unsynchronized signals. These
have been discussed in Sec. 6.3. They are unmistakably different from
a synchronized reply.
They may even be useful if the response link is
much stronger than the interrogation link; the azimuth of a beacon being
interrogated by others can then be determined by the appearance of
unsynchronized signals when the beacon is beyond the range for getting
a synchronized reply.
6.12. PoweI Considerations in the Avoidance of Interference.-The
power product theorem (Sec. 2.10) states that for systems with similar
interrogation and reply frequencies and similar transmitting and receiving
antenna gains
PTP, = P~P~.
A given interrogation range can be obtained with a high-power interrogator and an insensitive beacon receiver, or with a low-power interrogator
and a more sensitive beacon receiver. Similar considerations apply to
the response link.
From the standpoint of avoiding interference, it is clearly desirable
to use high-power, insensitive interrogators, high-gain antennas, and
The use of insensitive receivers reduces
high-power, insensitive beacons.
the range of interfering signals of any given power level. Freedom from
interference can be bought at the price of large interrogators and large
beacons.
ENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS
BY

A.

ROBERTS

6.13. Physical Limitations and Design Economy.—The use contemplated for a beacon often will impose limitations on the possible size,
weight packaging, and power consumption, in addition to setting performance requirements.
There are always limits to the minimum construction which will provide the performance required, and the task of
the design engineer often is to push these limits as far as he can.
Although it is impossible to define such limits in detail in this general
discussion, it will be valuable to indicate the compromises in design that
involve the least sacrifice of performance for the greatest reduction in
physical characteristics.
Factors tending to increase beacon size and weight are increases in
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pulse power output.
Duty ratio.
Receiver sensitivity.
Number of reply codes.
Number and type of interrogation codes.
Built-in monitoring and test features.
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Power Output. —Decrease of modulator power output to about 2 to
5 kw pulse power is a common method of decreasing size and weight.
In larger beacons, the modulator and associated power supply occupy an
increasing fraction of the total size because size and weight go up sharply
with increasing voltage.
In one case, decreasing the pulse power output
of a hard-tube modulator from 150 to 25 kw reduced the size of the
modulator and associated power supply from 250 to 50 lb.
Since this decrease in power is about 8 db, it becomes apparent that
improvement of the receiver of the interrogator may result in over-all
economy of design.
Thus, for economical design, reduction of duplexing
losses to a reasonable value is essential. This has not always been
achieved in the past.
When the modulator has been made as small as one of the other
components, little is gained by further reduction in power output, since
other factors are now controlling in over-all size.
The duty ratio of the transmitter determines the average power
requirement of the modulator and its power supply; high duty ratios
will increase weight, but a decrease below about 0.25 per cent gives little
gain with high-power transmitters, and even larger values cost little in
low-power sets.
Receioer.-Superheterodyne
receivers are much more sensitive than
crystal-video receivers.
The lightest and most compact superheterodynes
are comparable in size to the largest broadband crystal-video sets. For
minimum size, the crystal-video receiver has not been surpassed; models
the size of a cigarette case have been made.
lnten-ogation Coding. —Pulse-width
discrimination
imposes severe
requirements on the beacon receiver, which must give faithful pulse-shape
reproduction
for successful discrimination.
Discrimination
between
1- and 2-usec pulses demands a video bandwidth of at least 1 Me/see and
the use of a method for achieving wide frequency coverage without
This rules out the use of very low
sacrificing fidelity of reproduction.
intermediate frequencies.
For the ultimate in light weight or portability,
pulse-width discrimination must be sacrificed.
Pulse-spacing discrimination involves no such receiver restrictions,
however, and may be used in lightweight and airborne equipment.
Because low-power transmitters are, in general, capable of higher duty
ratios than high-power transmitters, it is often feasible, in low-power
beacons, to omit discrimination entirely and allow the interrogation of
the beacon by all radar sets in the frequency band.
Response Coding.—We
have seen in Sec. 5.16 that the amount of
equipment required for pip generation increases only as the logarithm
of the number of codes possible, or even more slowly.
Accordingly, it
may represent false economy to keep the number of response codes small
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by reducing the size of the coder, if the system is capable of using many
codes.
Monitors.—For minimum size, monitoring and test features must be
sacrificed; built-in signal generators, video amplifiers, and cathode-ray
tube circuits are the first to go. Minor features—such as test points for
observing voltages and waveforms, standard frequency cavities, audio
amplifiers, meters, and so on—can often be retained.
General.—In considering over-all design it must be taken into account
that for a given (low) pulse power output, uhf transmitters may be
As the frequency
somewhat lighter than microwave transmitters.
increases, radiationless design becomes more and more imperative for
triode transmitters; completely enclosed cavities which have more
weight and bulk than transmission-line oscillators are required.
Microwave magnetrons need magnets of appreciable bulk and weight.
This advantage of uhf transmitters is probably a temporary one
In principle, one can expect
which will change as techniques improve.
that microwave transmitters, with smaller resonant circuits, will eventuall y require as little or less weight and volume than lower frequency
This is already true at pulse power
transmitters of comparable output.
levels of 5 kw and upl.
6.14. Need for Attendance.
Ground Beacons. —When a beacon is
operating properly there is usually nothing for the beacon operator to do.
The beacon attendant, if any, is more properly called a maintenance man
than an operator.
His function is to keep the beacon in adjustment.
The operation of the beacon is essentially automatic.
In the design of the beacon those features which require occasional
adjustment for proper operation must be considered in the light of the
Experience has shown that
amount of attention the beacon will receive.
well-designed beacons on all frequencies can operate with very little
attention indeed.
Cases of satisfactory operation for 1000 hours with
no attention at all are on record.
The features which determine how much attention will be required
are the following.
1. Life of components.
2. Stability of receiver adjustment.
3. Need for changing codes.
4. Stability of decoder or discriminator adjustment.
5. Stability of frequency of the transmitter.
6. Weatherproofing.
7. Independence of prime power fluctuations.
1In 1945 an experimental3-cm magnetron (BLI-50) with a pulse power output
of 50 watts and weightof less than 1 lb includingthe magnethad been designedand
wasin process of redesignfor production.
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The mean life of the beacon between breakdowns will be determined
by the component life. Good engineering practice will dictate the design
and choice of suitable components.
The stability of receiver adjustment will depend upon the type of
receiver used; the crystal-video receiver is probably the least troublesome.
In superheterodynes, local-oscillator frequency stability is a consideration
of importance.
Automatic frequency control is desirable for unattended
operation.
Circuits can be devised for changing codes by remote control.
The transmitter frequency is usually the most troublesome of all
parameters to maintain; good design is of the utmost importance.
With
AFC, however, operation without attendance becomes feasible.
Even
with cavity stabilization alone, the frequency can be maintained within
suitable limits.
The bandwidth of the radar receiver used for beacon
signals determines how much stability is required.
Weatherproofing is an obvious necessity for proper operation.
This
applies particularly to antennas and r-f transmission lines. Independence from fluctuations in line voltage, and the like, is desirable for
unattended operation and implies the use of well-stabilized power
supplies.
Airborne
Beacons. -Operators
are not usually assigned to airborne
beacons.
Any adjustment required, such as change of code, either will
be made by a crew member who has other duties or will be performed
automatically.
The applicable design considerations are similar to those for ground
beacons.
Servicing and adjustment will be performed on the ground;
the interval between servicing need not be as long as it is for ground
beacons.
The conditions of operation—temperature,
pressure, and so
on—will vary more widely than on the ground, and power sources may
be less constant and reliable.
Beacons designed for operation without continuous attendance often
incorporate remote monitors and alarms. Thus, the interrogation of the
beacon can be monitored by audio means from a distance, and a qualitative idea can be obtained of how well the beacon is operating.
Remote
alarms can give warning of power failure, blown fuses, open relays, or
other failures.
Permanent records of beacon operation are likewise possible.
Recording milliammeters or watt-hour meters can give a record of the time and
intensity of interrogation.
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In the following chapters the components of beacons and their
Most of the compointegration into complete beacons are described.
nents are described from the point of view of the system’s engineer rather
than from the viewpoint of the component designer. Although this
treatment results in what may appear to be a disproportionate emphasis
on certain components, it is adopted in order to avoid duplication of
detailed descriptions given in other volumes of the Radiation Laboratory
Series. References are given to such descriptions.
It is intended that
enough material be included in all cases to give a coherent, self-sufficient
treatment.
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BEACON ANTENNAS’
Because beacons do not have to scan and usually must have wideband
receivers, it is often easier to provide them with two separate antennas
than to design a broadband duplexing circuit to use with a single antenna.
Because the received power is much smaller than the transmitted power,
the power-handling capacities of the two are different.
Their required
bandwidths are also, in general, different.
In the following paragraphs,
requirements common to all types of beacon antenna are discussed.
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
The parameters that must be considered in the design of any beacon
antenna are pattern, gain, frequency, and polarization.
Because a
beacon must necessarily operate in conjunction with an interrogator,
these parameters for its antennas are determined largely by the system
requirements.
Other factors that must be considered are power-handling
The way in which each of these
capacity and case of construction.
factors affects the design is discussed in the following sections.
7.1. Gain.-Antenna
gain is a measure of the concentration of
power radiated in a particular direction.
Since there is a fixed amount
of power to be divided over all space, it is evident that high gain is always
obtained at the expense of angular coverage.
one of the basic problems
of beacon-antenna design is to make the best compromise between gain
and coverage.
In general, the beacon antenna must be omnidirectional
in azimuth to allow interrogation and reply in all directions.
As a result
the maximum gain is relatively small compared with that of a parabolic
reflector, which concentrates the radiated power in azimuth as well as
elevation.
The maximum value of gain that is of practical use increases somewhat with frequency.
At the lower frequencies the maximum attainable
gain for a practical antenna may be limited by its physical size. Thus,
a 100-Mc/sec beacon antenna of gain 10 would be 15 m high. At rnicro1By E. R. Gaerttnerand S. E. Golian, with contributionsfrom C. L. Longmire.
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wave frequencies maximum gain is limited not so much by physical size
as by the required coverage.
Values of maximum gain greater than
about 20 usually give coverage in elevation that is inadequate for use
with airborne interrogators.
The gain requirements for various types
of beacon installation are discussed in Sec. 7.6.
Frequency.—In general, a beacon is required to receive over the band
of frequencies available to the interrogator-transmitter,
and to reply on
one or more selected frequencies.
This means that the receiving antenna
should be matched over the whole required operating band.
The
antenna for the transmitter needs to be matched only for the beacon reply
frequencies.
In practice, it is often advisable to make the bandwidth of
antennas reasonably wide and to use auxiliary devices, such as tuned r-f
filters, for any r-f selectivity that may be necessary.
7.2. Antenna Patterns.-The
antenna pattern is a three-dimensional
plot of the relative power radiated in all directions.
The “free-space”
pattern is determined theoretically by the nature of the radiator.
In
practice,
however,
the
pattern
is
affected
Half-qower
point
I
Hon:ontal
by reflection, interference, diffraction,
refraction, and absorption of the radiated
power. The actual pattern depends on
the beacon site. It is assumed in the
>ti~ of,evol”,,~n
(vertical)
following paragraphs, for the sake of disFIG. 7.1.—A cross section in the
cussion, that the beacon site is ideal—
vertical
plane of the radiation
that is, that the free-space patterns are
pattern most commonly
used in
The
ground-beacon
antennas.
approximately realized.
complete pattern is the figure of
The pattern most commonly used is
revolution obtained by rotating the
fieure shown about the vertical
the one shown in Fig. 7.1. It is a figure
a~k.
The figure is a polar plot of
of revolution about a vertical axis through
radiated power vs. angle. Side
lobes are omitted.
the beacon antenna; consequently, it is
The elevation pattern is determined by the
omnidirectional in azimuth.
vertical half-power width, which is usually given in terms of the angle
e enclosed by two vectors drawn to the half-power points as shown in
Fig. 7.1.
7.3. Coverage.—By
coverage is meant that region in space within
which the beacon can be interrogated and the interrogator can receive a
response. It is clear that the coverage depends on the patterns of both
beacon and interrogator antennas, as well as on other parameters, of
which the most important are transmitter power and receiver sensitivity.
The way in which the coverage is influenced by the patterns of the
interrogator and the beacon is illustrated in Fig. 7.2.
F@me 7.2a illustrates the relationship between an airborne interrogator and a ground beacon at long range. Because of the large distance
between the two, the maximum gain of each antenna is effective.
With
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sufficient transmitter power and receiver sensitivity in each link, the
maximum range may then be limited by the horizon only.
The relationship between interrogator and beacon at short range is
shown in Fig. 7.2b.
It is clear that for an aircraft flying toward the
beacon at a constant altitude, a point is eventually reached at which the
product of the gains measured along the line joining the two becomes too
small to give the interrogator a response. The point at which this happens
depends, of course, on the altitude, the tilt of the interrogator beam, and
other parameters of the beacon and radar. It can be calculated from
Aircratt

_——-

&

h

\
Beacon
(a)
Aircraft

Bea~on

(b)
FIG. 7.2.—The relationship between the antenna patterns o{ an airborne interrogator
and a ground beacon.
The curvature of the earth is not shown.
The maximum gains
are effective at long range, but the useful gain diminishes at shorter ranges.

the range formulal if all factors are known.
The region within which
the interrogator can no longer receive a response because of failure of
one or both of the links is called the (‘ cone of silence. ”
In Fig. 7.3 is shown a plot of the relative power received by the beacon
or the interrogator as a function of range and altitude for a number of
It is assumed that both
values of tilt of the interrogator antenna.
antenna patterns are like those shown in Fig. 7-2.
If the maximum gain of the beacon antenna is in the horizontal
direction, and the pattern is symmetrical, as it usually is, half the power
of the beacon will be radiated downward.
Much of the power of a
ground beacon will be wasted unless the beacon is at an unusually high
In order to improve the
elevation, with a sky line free of obstructions.
1See Chap. 2, Sec. 2.5 of this volume.
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coverage by directing more of the radiated power into the sky, the beam
may be tilted upward slightly.
The surface of revolution described by
the vector denoting maximum gain is then no longer a plane but an
inverted cone of half angle somewhat less than 90°. N’ot much tilt can
be permitted, since maximum gain is still desirable in directions close to

—

—
7
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I—
—
.1-—
—

—

—

4

b

..

8 10
20
40
60 80 100
Slant range from interrogator to beacon in miles

200

FI~. 7.3.—The strength of the signal received by a ground beacon from an airborne
interrogator under various conditions.
It is assumed that the airborne interrogator
antenna has an elevation half-power width of 6“, and that the beacon receiving antenna
has a half-power width of 10°, with the axis of the beam horizontal.
(a) Inverse square
signaf dependence.
(b) Received signal for interrogator altitude 0.6 miles, O“ tilt of beam.
(c) Interrogator altitude 2.4 miles, antenna directed at beacon.
This shows the effect
of the beacon antenna elevation pattern.
(d) Interrogator altitude 2.4 miles, antenna
tilt 3° below horizontal.
(e) Interrogator altitude 2,4 miles, antenna tilt OO.

horizontal.
A suitable compromise seems to be a tilt of about onequarter the beamwidth; this reduces the gain at the horizon about 1 db
(see Fig. 7.4).
Overheud Coverage.-If
coverage above a ground beacon is a prime
objective, it can be approximated by using a cosecant-squared pattern
for the interrogator antenna and an isotropic pattern for the beacon
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antenna, as illustrated in Fig. 7.5, In a cosecant-squared pattern, the
gain within the antenna lobe is proportional to the square of the cosecant
of the angle o measured from the horizontal plane through the aircraft.
With this arrangement, both antennas have appreciable gain near the
vertical direction.
This system provides not only overhead coverage
Airborne interrogator

~ Vertical axis

i41==$&
I

Horizontal
FIG. 7,4.—Antenna pattern with axis
of the beam elevated above the horizon by
one-fourth the beamwidth.

Seacon
FIG. 7.5.—Overhead
coverage with
isotropic pattern of the beacon antenna
and cosecant-squared
pattern
of the
interrogator rmtenna.

but also a strength of reply that is nearly independent of range. This
is evident from the following consideration: for a constant beaconantenna gain G’, an interrogator gain G proportional to CSCZ0, and a
constant altitude h, the factor G’G/Rz appearing in the range equation is
independent of the slant range R, because CSCZ8 = RZ/hZ.
A disadvantage of this type of
beacon antenna is that the gain at
low angles may be too small to give
satisfactory range. It is possible,
——— .
however, to make an antenna with
a pattern that is effectively a combi-+
nation to give both range and coverFIQ. 7.6. —Antenn~
pattern
of a
age overhead as ‘shown in Fig. 7.6.
ground beacon that combines the standThe gain at low angles for such a ard pattern with overhead coverage.
Maximumgain at low angles has been
pattern
is, of course, less than that
decreasedto provideoverheadcoverage.
of the standard pattern because
considerable power is used in its isotropic portion.
For example, if the
low-angle gain in the standard pattern is 10, then for added overhead
coverage of gain 1 the low-angle gain is reduced to about 5.
BEACON

ANTENNA

The design of antennas varies
of frequencies from 100 to 30,000
of a half-wave dipole varies from
graphs, the design of a number

DESIGN

greatly with frequency over the range
Me/see.
Over this range, the length
150 to 0.5 cm. In the following paraof antennas for different microwave
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frequency ranges is discussed.
The discussion will be limited to antennas
that are omnidirectional in azimuth. 1
7.4. Microwave Antemas.
Ten-centimeter Antennas.—In the neighborhood of 3000 Me/see, the basic element used for a horizontally polarized
omnidirectional antenna consists of three dipoles mounted in a circle as
khown in Fig. 7.7. It is often called a “ tripole.”
This combination

FIG. 7.7.—” Tripole”
(horizontally polarized) linear-array antenna for use at 3000
Mc/8ec.
Note phase reversal of alternate elements.
(a) Tripole element.
(b) Exciting
screw.

gives an azimuth pattern uniform to within 3 db in power.
When
several of these elements are combined, the resultant pattern is considerably more uniform.
The dipoles are excited by means of pins that
extend into the coaxial line. The gain for a single element is about ~
in the plane of the dipoles.
Higher gains can be obtained by stacking
the elements coaxially to form a linear array as shown in Fig. 7.8. In
] For a complete discussionsee Microwave Ankrma Theory
Chap. 9, Radiation Laboratory Series.

and Design, Vol. 12,
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the linear array, the elements are spaced one-half wavelength apart
along the coaxial line, and they are caused to radiate in phase by revers-

r

.-

-1

FIG. 7.9.
FI~. 78.
FIG. 7.8.—Horizontallypolarized,coaxiallyfed, “ tripole” linear-arrayantennafOr
10-cmbeacon,completewithpressure-tighthousing. It includestwo 10-elementarrww,
one for transmittingand one for receiving. (a) Receiving antenna. (~) Isolating
antennainput. (e) Receitiw
diaphragm. (c) Trmsmittingantenna. (d) Transmitting
antennaoutput.
FIG. 7.9.—Horizontallypolarized,coaxidly fed, linear-array,“leaky Pim” antenna
for 3-cm use. The pressure-tight
housing(similarto thatshownin Fig. 7.8) is not shown.
Thereare two 10-elementarrays,one for transmittingand one for receiving. Note the
phase reversalof alternateelements.(a) Receiving array. (b) Radiating slOt. (c)
Exciting screws.

(d) Transmitting

array.

The pattern of such an array is
ing the phase of alternate elements.
similar to that shown in Fig. 7“1.
Three-centimeter Antennas. -At
about 10,000 Me/see
and above,
dipole elements usually are not used because of their small size. At
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these frequencies a more convenient radiator is the so-called “leaky pipe”
(slotted coaxial line or waveguide) shown in Fig. 7.9. It consists of a
series of narrow slots in the wall of the transmission line with pins extending into the transmission line adj scent to the slots for extracting power.
The slots are cut parallel to the r-f line and are about one-half wavelength
long. It can be shown that such a slot behaves like an electric dipole
rotated 90°. A ring of slots in a plane perpendicular to the transmission
line (four slots in Fig. 7.9) is analogous to the three-dipole 10-cm element
discussed above.
A 3-cm linear array consists of a series of such rings
with their centers separated by one-half the wavelength in the transmission line, with phase reversal on alternate elements.
all types of linear array considered here
Gain and Bearnwidth.-For
the maximum gain G is approximately equal to the number of half
wavelengths contained in the length of the array.
Thus

(1)
where d is the length of the array and x is the wavelength measured in
.-. —q
air. The beamwidth
E) at half
~--rw-:,”-—
power
is
given
approximately
by the
L~
equation
~
ek
(2)
sin — = —
2
2d
m
1
The relation between gain and beamwidth is therefore
G

=S CSC ;.

(3)

The gain and beamwidth for a
given number of elements depend on
whether the feed is a coaxial line or
a circular waveguide.
This is true
Transmitting antenna. (b) “Receiving
because the spacing of the elements
antenna.
is determined by the wavelength
inside the r-f line, which is greater in wavegmide than in coaxial line.
Hence, for a given ‘number of ~ements, a wave-Wide array is longer than a
coaxial-line array. Equations (1) and (2) are always applicable.
In a vertically polarized array suitable for microwave frequencies, the
elements radiate parallel to the feed. At 3000 Me/see the radiator is a
cylinder.
Because the radiator is symmetrical about the vertical axis, a
pattern is formed which is omnidirectional in azimuth.
Arrays are con-

%c.
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strucbd of the cylindrical elements in the manner described above.
AII
example is shown in Fig. ‘7”10. Vertically polarized beacon antennaa for
use at 3 cm have not been designed.
Antennas for Overhead Coverage.-In
addition to the arrays discussed
above, which, in general, give patterns of the type shown in Fig. 7.1 or
Fig. 7.4, arrays can be made to shape the beam into other types of pattern. Pat terns suitable for overhead coverage, for example, can be made
in this way by adjusting the separation of two or more adj scent elements
in the linear array to less than one-half wavelength, thus adding some
Patterns with uniform
“end fire” radiation to the standard pattern.
gain between about 20 and 70° from the vertical direction have been
obtained in this manner.
The decrease in low-angle gain will, of course,
depend upon the percentage of the power used in overhead coverage.
7.6. Constructional Features.-Dual
antenna systems may be made
by mounting the receiving array directly above the transmitting array.
This arrangement is necessary for high-power systems to prevent coupling
between the transmitting antenna and the receiving antenna that would
damage the receiver crystal.
The upper antenna may be fed by a line
that passes in front of the lower antenna.
The effect of this line on the
lower antenna can be minimized by placing the line at an angle to its axis
and at some distance from it.
To eliminate the external transmission line that feeds the upper
antenna, double coaxially fed antennas may be used. Examples of such
antennas for 3-cm and 10-cm operation are shown in Figs. 7,8 and 7.9.
In this construction, the lower antenna is fed by a coaxial line which uses,
for its inner conductor, the outer conductor of the coaxial line feeding the
upper antenna.
Because of its simple shape, thk type of antenna is useful in airborne and portable installations.
In both types of construction, however, precaution must be taken to prevent coupling of the
transmitting and receiving antennas.
Power-handling Capabilities.—The power-handling capability of any
antenna is limited by voltage breakdown.
For the 10-cm three-dipole
radiator, the voltage breakdown occurs between the probes and the inner
conductor.
For the 3-cm leaky pipe, the breakdown occurs across the
slots. Obviously trouble from breakdown may be expected to be greater
for short arrays, in which the power per element is greatest.
The measured value of breakdown power for a two-element, leaky-pipe, circular
waveguide array is about 50 kw. A single tripole element with its probes
0.5 mm from the center conductor will not break down at 10 kw.
7,6. Beacon-antenna
Requirements
and the Nature of Beacon
Installations.-The
design of a beacon antenna depends on the installation for which it is intended, whether for a permanent, portable, or airborne installation.
If the beacon is a permanent ground or shipborne
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installation, physical size and weight of the antenna are secondary to
reliability.
But if the beacon is to be highly portable, antenna size and
weight become important.
An antenna designed for extreme portability
must be built of the lightest possible material.
If the beacon is to be
airborne, the antenna must be lightweight and also streamlined to reduce
aerodynamic drag. Problems peculiar to permanent, portable, and
airborne installations, respectively, are considered in the following
paragraphs.
Ground InstaUations.—Permanent
ground installations are usually
put on hills, tall buildings, and the like, to get the least departure from
free-space conditions.
The gain may be as large as is consistent with the
desired coverage.
A small beamwidth is no handicap because the
antenna can be vertically aligned as accurately as desired.
Portable Beacon Installations.—The site for a portable beacon cannot
always be selected with much care. It may be in fields, in woods, and in
Further,
other areas where naturaL obstructions
are encountered.
because of the haste with which most portable installations are made, the
antenna may not be accurately aligned vertically.
For these reasons, it
may be desirable to use antennas of lower gain than those used for the
In portable installations, the antenna
permanent ground installations.
shape is more important than it is in a ground installation.
In microwave beacons requiring two separate antennas, coaxially fed antennas of
the type shown in Figs. 7“8 and 7.9 are the most serviceable.
Ship Installations.—A ground antenna can be kept vertical, but a
shipborne antenna, unless vertically stabilized, pitches and rolls with the
ship. If the antenna beam is narrow, the consequent motion of the
pattern may interfere seriously with consistent beacon operation.
Two
alternatives suggest themselves: vertical stabilization of the antenna or
large antenna beamwidth.
Since a beamwidth of 30° or more is needed
to counteract the motion of the ship, a serious loss in gain may result.
Thk loss in gain is particularly unfortunate at microwave frequencies,
because of the large transmission-line losses likely to be present in most
ship installations; the shlpborne beacon and its antenna often must be
widely separated.
For example, the antenna may be mounted on the
mast and the beacon be installed below deck. Accordingly, if the system
is one with small margins of power, gyrostabilization
of shipboard
antennas is advisable when possible.
Airborne Installations.—The motion of an aircraft in flight makes it
Furthermore,
more difficult to get proper coverage by an antenna.
obvious aerodynamic requirements and the possibility of screening by
portions of the aircraft increase the difficulty.
Ideal coverage l~ould be
such that satisfactory operation with the interrogator could be obtained
to maximum range irrespective of the aspect of the aircraft.
Thus, an
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ideal condition calls for either a spherical pattern or limitation of the
aspects for which the system is required to operate.
Although free-space conditions can be realized to a fair degree in most
ground installations, this is generally not true for aircraft because the
antenna is necessarily mounted near the skin of the aircraft, which is
usually metal.
As a result, the antenna pattern is usually affected by
interference between the radiation from the antenna and from its image
in the skin. The resulting pattern must usually be determined by
measurement, although it can be computed in some instances.
Although it has been found desirable to place the antenna some distance from the skin of the aircraft to reduce such interference effects and
to get clear of obstructions, it is difficult to do this without either greatly
increasing the aerod~amic
drag or sacrificing the mechanical strength
Nevertheless, some installations have been
of the antenna support.
made on aircraft fuselages with supports allowing the antenna to be
placed some 6 to 10 in. from the aircraft skin. An installation of this
type makes the beacon pattern less dependent on the configuration of the
particular aircraft in question (see Sec. 20.8 of this volume).
Duplexed antennas, double coaxially fed antennas, and separate
receiving and transmitting antennas are all used in aircraft installations.
The duplexed system is preferred because of its small size. It is useful
at ultrahigh frequencies, but has had limited use at microwave frequencies
because of the relatively high transmitter power currently required for
broadband microwave duplexed systems.
Double coaxial feed permits
one antenna to be mounted directly above the other; such a combination
is often small and easily streamlined.
If separate antennas are used, they must be mounted in such a way
as to give a minimum of screening, and far enough apart to ensure that
the transmitted power will not damage the receiver crystal.
The minimum required separation d can be conservatively calculated from the
range equation, assuming that the burnout power of the crystal is known.
The equation is

where A, is the wavelength, Pi is the transmitter power in peak watts,
G! and G~ are the gains of the transmitting and receiving antennas,
respectively, and P~ is the pulse power in watts at the receiving antenna
terminals required to damage the receiver crystal.
The r-f line losses
have not been specifically included, but they must, of course, be taken
into account.
For example, with X, = 10 cm, Gj = G~ = #, Pi = 100
watts, P~ = 1 watt, and negligible r-f line losses, the separation should
be at least 30 cm.
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COMPONENTS FOR R-F TRANSMISSION
In the following sections some of the r-f components which lie between
the transmitter-receiver and the antenna will be discussed very briefly.
They include transmission lines, duplexers, r-f filters, and certain r-f
accessories.
Certain other r-f components, namely, superheterodyne
mixers, crystal detect ors for video receivers, and magnetron stabilizers
will be discussed in connection with the appropriate receiver and transmitter components.
Others, such as transitions, joints, couplings,
waveguide bends, twists, and so on, will not be discussed at all; they are
not peculiarly related to the beacon art. 1
7.7. Transmission Lines.’-Over
the range of frequencies from 100
to 30,000 Me/see the choice of a suitable transmission line3 varies considerably.
At microwave frequencies, the useful transmission lines are
coaxial lines and waveguides.
At lower frequencies, coaxial lines and
two-wire lines are used.
Transmission
at 3 Cm.—At 3 cm, r-f power is usually transmitted
through air-filled rectangular waveguides.
Two sizes are in use: 1 by
+ in. by 0.05@in. wall, and 1+ by ~ in. by 0.064-in. wall (outside dimenThe larger guide is used in installations requiring very long lines
sions).
such as ship installations and permanent ground installations because the
attenuation
of r-f power is less in the larger guide than in the smaller
guide. ‘I’he main advantages of the small guide are its size and its weight,
which is about one-half as much per unit length as for the larger size.
At 3 cm, air-filled coaxial line is used only in short lengths because of
its high attenuation.
Solid dielectric transmission lines are, in general,
ruled out at 3 cm because of prohibitive r-f losses. In Table 7.1 the
attenuation per meter for copper waveguide and coaxial line is given.
For other metals the attenuation is proportional to the square root of
TABLE 71.-ATTENUATION

BY TRANSMISSION LINES AT

Type of line
~in. airdielectric coaxial line (copper).
lx~in.
waveguide (copper). . . . . .
Iixiin.
waveguide (copper)..

3.2 CM
Loss in db per
meter at 20°C
0.23
.. 0.117
O 072

the resistivity.
Special materials, such as silver-plated molded plastics,
can also be used when very light weight is a requirement, and in sections
An air-filled rubberof guide that must provide thermal insulation.
1 A complete

description

oj Microwave Circuits, Vol.

of microwave r-f components
is to be found in Principles
8, and Microu,ave Transmission Circuits, Vol. 9, of

this series.
2By E. R. Gaerttner,W. A. Dowries,and T. S. Saad.
3 Transmissionlines are discussedin detail in Microwcwe Transmission Circuits,
Vol. 9, Radiation Laboratory Series.
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covered flexible waveguide is also used where a flexible link in the r-f lino
is desired, as between a shock-mounted receiver or transmitter and the
line to the antenna.
It may also be used to allow for the thermal expansion and contraction of solid lines.
Transmission at 10 Cm.—At 10 cm, r-f power is transmitted through
either air-filled waveguide or coaxial lines. The size of the waveguide is
1$ by 3 in. by 0.08-in. wall. Waveguide is less universally used than it
is at 3 cm; it is used principally in applications in which very long lines or
Air-filled coaxial line is generally used at
high pulse power are required.
10 cm. The standard 50-ohm air-filled coaxial line has an outsid~
diameter of & in. and a stub-supported inner conductor.
It has an
Solid dielectric-filled
attenuation
greater than that of waveguide.
coaxial line in the form of flexible cables is also used at 10 cm. Although
lossy, it can be used for short lines. Flexible cable finds its main use in
highly portable or airborne beacons in which the line lengths do not
exceed about 6 to 10 ft. It may also be used where a short flexible link
in a line is necessary, for example, between a shock-mounted airborne
beacon and its antenna.
In Table 7.2 the attenuation for waveguide and
some types of coaxial line is given.
TABLE 72.-ATTENUATWN
Type

BY ‘l%ANSMISSION LINES AT 10 CM
Loss in db per
of line
meter at 20”C

l+ X3in.
waveguide
(copper) . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.0199
l; in. stub-supported
coaxial (copper). . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . 0.038
: in. stub-supported
coaxial (copper), RG-44/U.
. . . . . . . . . 0.075
Polyethylene-filled
Polyethylene-filled

coaxial
coaxial

cable,
cable,

RG-17/U.
RG-9/U.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.328
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.558

Transmission
at Lower Frequencies.—At
lower frequencies, dielectricfilled flexible cables of the RG-9/U or RG-58/U type are generally used.
Their use at longer wavelengths is permissible even for long transmission
lines because the r-f losses decrease markedly with wavelength.
Pressurizing. —Moisture, in the form of vapor, has little effect on r-f
If considerable changes in temperature take place, howtransmission.
ever, moisture may condense as dew inside the transmission line. Water
has a very high dielectric constant and is Iossy. Condensed water in a
transmission line is disastrous to system performance.
Accordingly, it is essential that steps be taken to exclude water from
all air-dielectric transmission lines used in field inst allations. This is
accomplished by pressurizing the lines. The entire transmission-line
system is made gastight by suitable design. The line is then kept filled
with dry air at a pressure slightly above atmospheric, so that moist
atmospheric air is excluded.
If slight leaks are present, the pressure of
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dry air can be maintained by occasional pumping.
In permanent installations, automatic pumps and desiccators are convenient for this purpose.
DUPLEXERS

BY E. R.

GAERTTNER AND W. A. DOWNES

is a device that makes possible the use of a single antenna
and transmission line for both receiving and transmitting purposes.
It
must also, of course, prevent the receiver from being damaged by the
A good duplexer must transmit almost all the transmitter
transmitter.
power toward the antenna and almost all the received power from the
antenna to the receiver. 1
It is evident that a radar duplexer must contain nonlinear elements,
since it must behave differently at high power levels (transmitting condition) than at low power levels (receiving condition).
These nonlinear
elements must be so situated in the circuit as to introduce impedance
They may conchanges appropriate to effect the desired power transfer.
Diodes have been used, as has the nonsist of gas-filled switch tubes.
linear grid-cathode input impedance of the first receiver tube.
7.8. General Considerations.-Most
microwave duplexers depend for
their operation on the use of gas-filled switch tubes.
These are tubes
filled with a suitable gas mixture at a low pressure; they contain electrodes
between which a discharge can be maintained, if sufficient voltage is
applied.
In a duplexer, one or more such tubes are placed in the r-f
circuit in such a way as to ensure that
A duplexer

1. When the transmitter is operating, the receiver is disconnected and
all (or almost all) the transmitted power is directed to the antenna.
2. When the transmitter is inoperative, the receiver is connected to
the antenna and the transmitter is disconnected so that all (or
almost all) the received power enters the receiver.
These switching actions are obtained by the impedance changes provided by the firing of the gas-filled tubes when the transmitter is turned
on. Switch tubes that protect the receiver are called “ TR tubes,” and
those used to disconnect the transmitter are commonly called “ ATR
tubes. ”
An essential part of the duplexing arrangement is the use of sections
of transmission line as transformers.
Figure 7.11 shows the principle of
the usual microwave duplexer, drawn for convenience as a two-wire
transmission line.
1Duplexersare discussedin detail in MicrvwaoeDuplezers, Vol.
Series.

Laboratory

14, Radiation
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1. Transmitting condition: Both TR and ATR tubes fire. Both
present short circuits A/4 from transmission line, and thus have
little effect. NO power goes to receiver; almost all goes toward the
antenna.
2. Receiving condition: Both TR and ATR tubes quiescent, unfired.
The ATR line presents a short circuit at the end of a X/2 line, thus
a short circuit at junction a. This short circuit appears at the
receiver-line junction b, h/4 away as an open circuit.
No received
power is then transmitted down the line toward the transmitter;
all goes toward the receiver.
In the usual microwave duplexer, somewhat different r-f elements are
used. The most conspicuous difference is that the TR and ATR tubes
are usually in resonant cavities.
A
-. —
4

A
7

Transmdter
A
T
FIG. 7.11 .—The

equivalent

two-wire transmission-line

To antenna
circuit

of the usual microwave

duplexer.

The ATR tube is sometimes omitted; this is possible if the line length
from the receiver T-junction b to the transmitter can be adjusted so that
the transmitter presents a high impedance at the junction when “ cold, ”
that is, not transmitting.
This requires individual adjustment of lengths
of lines for each transmitting tube if the cold impedance of the tube is not
uniform enough to allow the use of a standard length of line. In the past,
some types of magnetron have been sufficient y uniform; others have not.
At lower frequencies duplexing has been accomplished both by gasfilled switch tubes and by the use of grid current in the first receiver stage
without gas-filled tubes.
The second method is possible when the
receiver uses a tube (not a crystal) as its first stage, and the average
transmitter power is not large enough to damage this tube by the amount
of grid current drawn. The latter restriction usually means that not
more than a few watts average power can be duplexed in this way.
7.9. Radar and Beacon Duplexers.—In the usual radar duplexer, the
TR tube is located in a resonant cavity, the loaded Q of which is usually
150 to 300. Thk acts as a broadly tuned r-f filter in receiving; it is not
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nearly broad enough, howeveq for use in most microwave beacons, where
a 1 to 2 per cent frequency band must be transmitted.
For beacon use,
cavities with much lower Q are required.
Such duplexing systems have
Figure 7.12
now been designed for both 3-cm and 10-cm operation.
shows a 3-cm beacon duplexer.

—.-.

-1
..— .“..

(a) Connection to antenna.
(b) ConnecFIG. 7.1 2.—Broadband 3-cn~ beacon duplexer.
(c) TR tube.
(d) ATR switch.
(e) Connection to transn nitter.
tion to receiver.

At 10 cm either a combination of TR and ATR tubes or a special
form of triode duplexer may be used. Figure 7.13 illustrates a 10-cm
duplexer.
These broadband duplexers have certain disadvantages that restrict
their use at present to high-power beacons.
First, a minimum transmitter pulse power of 4000 watts at 3 cm and 10,000 watts at 10 cm is
required to fire the 1ow-Q gas-~led TR tube. 1 Second, there is a loss in
] So far, no attempts have been made to lower thesepower requirementsby using
an auxiliaryfiring pulse.
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received power amounting to about 2 db at the edge of the scatter bands.
This loss, although small from the standpoint of range performance,
nevertheless may be the deciding factor in choosing between the use of a
duplexer or separate antennas.
7.10. Duplexing without Gas-filled Tubes.—When the input circuit
goes to the grid of a tube, duplexing may be accomplished by using the
change of input impedance when grid current flows. Since the trans-

Fm. 7. 13.—Broadband
lo-cm beacon duplexer.
(a) Connection
(b) ATR switch.
(c) Connection
N‘ote use of two ATR ~witches.
T ‘R switch.
(e) Connection to antenna line.
(f) ATR switch.

tO tr~n~mit ier.
to receiver.
(d)

mitter and receiver are connected to the same antenna, enough of the
transmitted signal arrives at the receiver to cause grid current to flow
in the first input stage; as a result, there is a change in the receiver input
impedance during the transmitting period.
At the transmitter, there is
a change in the internal impedance of the transmitting tubes as the signal
is sent out. These two changes in impedance are made use of in the
following duplexing schemes.
Ten-centimeter Triode Duplexer-mixer. -Some
triodes, such as the2C40
lighthouse tube, may be used to durdex l@cm beacons.
In this aPPhcatiOK

1~~
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the tube is used instead of a crystal as the mixer for a superheterodyne
In one type of 10-cm duplexer-mixer, the tube is mounted in
receiver.’
the center of a flat radial cavity as shown in Fig. 7.14. Coaxial-line conDuplexing is accomnections are made to the antenna and transmitter.
During
the
transmitting
period, the
plished in the following manner.
triode grid draws current, and, therefore, its grid-cathode impedance is
low. The low impedance is converted to a high impedance at the
T-junction by placing the cathode an odd number of quarter wavelengths
from the T-junction.
During the receiving period, the relatively high
impedance of the inactive magnetron transmitter is transformed to a high
impedance at the T-junction by making the distance between the two an
Transmitter

T p.mct)on

t
To antenna

2C40
~+

Radial cavity
F
L.O.

FIG. 7.14.—Ten-cm
during the transmitting
at the T-junction.

Advantage is taken of grid current flowing
duplexer-mixer.
period to present a high impedance to the transmitter signal

integral number of half wavelengths.
This distance may be fixed, or, if
necessary, adjusted with a phase shifter. The loss in received power does
not exceed 2 db anywhere within the 66-Me/see band, and the loss in
transmitted power is about 1 db.
Ultrahigh-frequency
Duplezer-s.-A
simple form of fixed-tuned
duplexer, employed in an airborne transponder, is shown in Fig. 7.15a.
It consists of a x/4 section of coaxial cable connecting the transmitter and
receiver. The transmitter is a push-pull pair of 6C4 tubes in a selfexcited oscillator circuit, and it delivers a pulse output power of approximately 25 watts.
The receiver is a special form of superregenerative
detector using a type 9002 triode.
The transmitter coupling loop is adjusted to deliver maximum power
output.
Inasmuch as weight and space requirements are strict, no
attempt is made to convert the balanced transmitter and receiver lines
to unbalanced lines before duplexing.
] The performanceof the tube as a mixer is discussedin SeC.8.15.
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In Fig. 715b is shown the approximate equivalent circuit for the
transmitting condition, where all tuned circuits are resonant at the same
frequency, and T~ = the transmitter tank, Td = the X/4 transformer,
R. = antenna load, and TR = the receiver tank. The components to
the right of R. present a high impedance and absorb little power.
Figure 7-15c is the approximate equivalent circuit for the receiving
condition.
The transmitter has a high impedance and absorbs little
power. No data are available on the losses in this duplexing system; the
u-l
,

Transmitter

Recewer
h-:+

~

-“

.
[
Coupling loop

ikia+
Transmitter

—
-

(a)

D
Tt

(b)

‘d

T,

$xElL3 D
Td

Tt

Tr

(c)

(a) Schematic circuit.
(b) Equivalent
FIG. 7.15.—Equivalent
circuits of a uhf duplexer.
circuit when transmitting.
(c) Equivalent circuit when receiving.

losses are, however, small when transmitting and not serious when
receiving.
Duplezing un”thR-f Filter Protection. -In
case the receiver and the
transmitter operate at different frequencies, duplexing can be accomplished without the use of nonlinear elements in the circuit.
It is sometimes possible to duplex the system by placing an r-f bandpass tilter
between the receiver and the junction of the receiver and the transmitter
line. The success of such a system depends upon the frequency separation of the transmitter and receiver, and the required band coverage of
receiver frequency, a narrow bandpass
the receiver. For a “spot”
filter can be used successfully if the transmitter and receiver frequencies
are widely separated.
For the common case of wideband coverage, the
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design characteristics of a suitable r-f filter are difficult to meet. At 10
cm, for instance, the filter must pass a 2 per cent band without appreciable loss in received signal over the band and reject the transmitter frequency that lies only 0.3 per cent from the edge of the band. when r-f
filter duplexing is used, 10SSof the received signal into the transmitter
line is prevented by placing the transmitter at such a distance from the
junction of the lines that a high impedance is presented by the transmitter
line to the junction.
OTHER

R-F

COMPONENTS

Radio-frequency
Filters. I—In this section we consider the use
of r-f components to achieve a desired degree of selectivity.
Used in this
way, they may be classified as
filters. As filters, in turn, they
may be classified as low-pass,
high-pass, or bandpass, or, sinlilarly, as rejection filters.z
Bandpass
Filters. —Bandpass
filters are used to restrict the
signals that reach the receiver to
those occurring within a specified
band of frequencies.
This may
be necessary to protect receiver
crystals from near-by high-power
radars operating at frequencies
other than beacon frequencies or
to prevent unnecessary triggering
by signals outside the beacon
band.
Single-tuned
Filter.—In
Fig.
7.16 is shown a single-tuned 10cm filter that is used for frequency
channeling in the AN/APN’-l 9
beacon described in Sec. 4.10. It
is a silver-plated coaxial resonat or.
FIG, 716.-Single-tuned
10-cm r-f filter.
The length of the invar center
The insertion loss and selectivity may bc
varied by rotating the coupling loops.
conductor is approximately three7.11.

fourths the resonant wavelength.
By adjusting its length, the cavity
is tunable from 9.o to 11.2 cm. The loaded Q is 450 to 650 for an
insertion loss at the band center of 1 db, and 700 to 1000 for a loss of
1By E. R. Gaerttnerand W. A. Dowries.
z A complete discussionis to be found in Mzcrowaue7’ransnlissLonCtrcu?Ls,Vol. 9,
Chaps. 9 and 10, Radiation Laboratory Series.
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FILTERS

2 to 3 db. The band center is stable to w-ithin 1 Me/see for a 100°(~
change in ambient temperature.
Double-tuned
Bandpass Filters.—A
double-tuned filter is. in general,
preferable to a single-tuned filter because its response can be flat over a
wide range of frequencies.
Such filters can be made by coupling two
resonant circuits tuned to slightly different frequencies. 1
At 3 cm such coupled cavities are conveniently made from sections of
waveguide used as cavities.
At 10 cm two cavities like that shown in
Fig. 7.16 may be coupled by means of a short section of transmission line.
The advantages to be secured by the use of a double-tuned circuit are
better off-frequency rejection and a wider pass band with less critical
tuning.
On the other hand, the insertion loss is approximately doubled
and the alignment of the filter is more complicated.
Coupled-mode
Filter. —Another type of filter uses a “two-in-one”
cavity, shown in Fig. 7.17. The normal TEl, O-mode in the rectangular
wave
guide
applies power into the cylindrical cavity through a #-in. diameter circular window, exciting the domiA
nant Z’11,,,-mode.
The electric vector in the
E-lines
c
.
cavity is excited parallel to the electric vector
A mode transin the incoming waveguide.
t
-,:‘“ B
former consisting of a screw C, inserted at
))f
Input
~
135” to the axis of the entrant waveguide,
excites a !!’El,l-mode with the electric vector
--*
perpendicular to the original electric vector in
output
the cavity.
The power from this induced
9
mode is then applied to the rectangular waveFIG. 7.17.—Ten-cm
coupledguide

perpendicular

to

the

original

guide.

mode filter cavity.

The single cavity acts as two coupled resonant cavities.
The set screws
A and B are used to vary the frequencies of the respective modes in order
to allow for differing input and output impedances.
The pass band may
be made nearly flat for a frequency range of 45 Nlc)sec at 3000 Me/see
with an insertion loss of about 1 db.
High-pass Filters.—A short section of rectangular guide of proper
width can be used as a high-frequency high-pass filter. For wavelengths
x < 2a, where a is the guide dimension perpendicular to the electric vector
in the TEO,l-mode, the attenuation in copper guide is shown in Fig. 7.18.
It is seen to be low and relatively constant for 2a/A >1.1.
For
h > 2a, the attenuation is very large; it is plotted in Fig. 7.19 in decibels
per wavelength of guide. For example, a 6-in. length of guide for which
a = 1.95 in., b = 0.870 in., has an attenuation of 0.01 db at x = 9 cm
1Mtbmwwe. Transmission Circuih, Vol. 9, Chaps. 9 and 10, Radiation Laboratory
series.
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and 28 db at 10.5 cm. The filter section may be inserted in either a
coaxial or a waveguide line by means of suitable couplings.
Cutoff filters of this type are useful to keep interfering signals from
enterina a beacon receiver, provided
that the interfering wavelengths are
.
at least 10 per cent longer than
10
the operating wavelength of the
8
beacon.
This difference is norH
%6
mally necessary because the filter
%4
must be matched to the regular
z
>
transmission line over the beacon
2
receiver band and the filter react0
1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.92.0
ance changes rapidly with wave2a/K
length near the cutoff wavelength,
FIG. 71 S.—Attenuation
in rectangular
i = 2a.
guide.
Function
z plotted against 2a/X.
a = guide
width.
b = guide
height.
X
Band-rejection Filters.–-If it is
= wavelength
(free space).
Values of z
desired to keep interfering signals
are for copper guide, TEo, mode, and for a
ratio a/b = 2.24.
The attenuation is
of a single frequency, or a narrow
~ = 0.112
band, from entering the receiver
~
db/foot.
of a beacon, a band-rejection filter
is needed. A fairly closely coupled resonant cavity inserted so that its
iris is in the broad face of a rectangular guide will offer a high impedance
The loaded Q should be made as low as possible to
at resonance.
minimize transmission losses subject to the requirement that the filter
reactance be small at the beacon receiver band.

X/2a
FIG. 7, 19.—Attenuation
in d ecibels per wavelength in rectangular guide beyond
X = wavelength.
a = width of guide.
T-Eo, mode.

cutoff.

Another type of band-rejection filter has been designed to attenuate
3-cm radiation in a 10-cm dielectric-filled coaxial transmission line. This
is a section of line into which “chokes “-which
are essentially resonant
elements tuned to the unwanted frequency—are inserted. These are so
spaced as to present either a short circuit (in parallel) or an open circuit
(in series) for the undesired frequency, and to have little or no effect at
the desired frequency.
Relative attenuations of 10 to 15 db are readily
attained.
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7.12. Radio-frequency
Accessories. ‘—In this section a few of the
available r-f devices which have been of particular use in beacon design
will be discussed briefly.
Directional
Couplers.—i% directional coupler may be used in a microwave beacon to extract a small amount of power from the transmission
line for the purpose of measuring either the transmitted po~ver or the
frequency.
It may also be used to inject a small amount of power into
the receiving line for the purpose of monitoring the receiver. A directional coupler performs these functions without introducing an appreciable loss into the receiving or transmitting lines. It is superior to a fixed

1
–Three-cm r-f switch.
With plungers in positions shown, (c) and (e) are
FIG. 7 .20.With plunger (a) in and plunger (b) out (c) and (d)
con .nected and (d) is disconnected.
are tonne cted and (e) is disconnected.

probe extending into the line because it gives a constant coupling independent of the standing-wave ratio in the line. This is true because it
rejects the reflected wave—hence its alternative name, “wave select or. ”
Each directional coupler has a fixed coupling determined by its design,
and a suitable value for this coupling must be chosen for each application.
In beacon receivers, directional couplers are used to couple the signal
from the test set into the incoming r-f line in order to monitor the sensitivity, bandwidth, and pulse-width discrimination.
One advantage of
the directional coupler over the r-f probe in such uses is that the signal
from the test set is directed to the receiver and only a negligible portion
is allowed to go toward the antenna.
I By J. J. G. McCue, E. R. Gaerttner,and W. A. Dowries.
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Dummy Loads. -In high-power beacons, dummy loads are used both
as a replacement for the antenna during testing and as a component part
in the transmitter-stabilizing tuner. Dummy loads at 10 cm are available both in +-in. coaxial line and in waveguide.
For 3-cm beacons,
dummy loads are made of waveguide with a stepped polyiron insert. A
dummy load must present a good match over a suitable frequency band
and must be capable of dissipating the required amount of power.
At low powers (less than 1 watt average), a dummy load may consist
of a dissipative platinized glass attenuator in a line terminated by a short
circuit.
Radio-frequency
Switches.—Radio-frequency
switches are used when
it is necessary to be able to switch r-f power quickly from one transmission line to another.
In 3-cm beacons, they are convenient for connecting
stand-by beacons to the antennas.
A 3-cm switch is shown in Fig. 720.
At 10 cm, a multiposition r-f switch for coaxial line has proved useful
in some applications.
It was used in an airborne beacon, for example, to
switch the antenna from one of two receiver inputs to the other; in this
application it saved the use of an additional antenna on the aircraft.
Phase S’hijters.-Phase
shifters are used in beacons whenever it is
necessary to adjust the effective r-f line length. For this reason they
are often called “ line stretchers. ”
In waveguide a phase shifter that utilizes a k/2 section of dielectric
that can be moved in the H-plane has been used. This unit does not
change the physical length of the line, but it changes the wavelength by
effectively varying the dielectric constant.
In +-in. coaxial line a “trombone”
phase shifter which physically
lengthens the line is available.
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8.1. Introduction. ~Thefunction
ofabeacon receiver isto detect the
pulse-modulated r-f carrier received from an interrogator and amplify the
demodulated signal to a useful output level. Beacon receivers differ
from radar receivers in several respects. Usually they need not be as
sensitive as radar receivers. They must often cover a wide frequency
band. Their output need not necessarily provide as good pulse reproduction but simply a response suitable for tripping a trigger circuit,
without excessive delay orvariation, of delay.
Because receiver characteristics change markedly over the range from
100 to 30,000 Me/see, it isnecessary todivide thecarrier frequencies into
two regions. The r-f characteristics of ordinary grid-controlled tubes
are such that they are no longer useful as r-f amplifiers above about 1500
Mc/sec.2
The figure depends on the particular tube in question; furtherOur treatment
more, the criteria of usefulness are somewhat vague.
will be divided in accordance with the frequency.
The classification is
based on the use or absence of r-f amplifiers.
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
BY E, R. GAER’rTNER
8.2. Types of Beacon Receiver.—The
types of receiver which are
important in beacon applications are the superheterodyne (see Fig. 8.1),
In uhf
crystal video, tuned radio frequency, and superregenerative.
superheterodynes, r-f amplifiers may be used. In the microwave region,
The crystal-video receiver consists
none are as yet entirely suitable.
of a detector and a video amplifier, the last two components in Fig. 8.1.
The trf receiver combines an r-f amplifier with a crystal-video receiver—
components 1, 4, and 5 in Fig. 8.1. The superregenerative receiver
1By E. R. Gaerttner.
2It is, @f course,true that any tube that oscillatesat a frequency.f must amplify
this frequency; otherwise it could not supply its losses and maintain oscillation.
Radio-frequencyamplificationby klystrons, magnetrons,and other tubes at microwavefrequenciesis possibleand has been accomplishedin the laboratory,thoughnot
appliedin the field. The signal-to-noiseratio is sometimespoor even when tbe gain
is appreciable.
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combines in one tube a special form of r-f amplifier and detector, and it
usually has a video amplifier.
The last two types of receiver cannot be
used when r-f amplification is impractical. 1
The fundamental properties which must be considered in the design
of any beacon receiver are sensitivity, selectivity or frequency response,
and fidelity.
8.3. Sensitivity.-Beacon
receiver sensitivity is conveniently defined
as the least r-f power which will produce a signal sufficient to trip a trigger
circuit an arbitrary fraction of the time, usually taken to be 90 per cent.
Since the maximum attainable sensitivity is needed for many applications, it is often necessary to work with signals near the noise level. All
beacon circuits following the receiver which have so far been developed
6
Antenna

Local
oscillator

!

4
Detector

)

R-f
amplifier

Mixer

l-f
amplifier

1

z

3

5
Video
amplifier

I

FIG. 8. I.—The essential components of a superheterod yne receiver.
At microwave
frequencies, the r-f amplifier is omitted.
In a crystal-video receiver, components 1, 2, 3,
and 6 are omitted; in a TRF receiver, component 2, 3, and 6 are omitted.

require a signal-to-noise ratio greater than 1. For example, it has been
found from experience that for tripping a 2-Ksec pulse-width discriminator
reliably, a signal 8 db above the root-mean-square value of the noise is
required.z There will, of course, still be some random tripping on noise
at this level. The amount depends on the statistical distribution of the
noise peaks and on the frequency spectrum of the noise. The effect of
the latter depends upon the frequency response of the circuit that is
triggered by the receiver output.
Because of these factors, it is obvious
that a numerical value for random noise tripping at the 8-db level, or at
any other level, will not apply to all cases. If minimal noise tripping is
essential, then an additional loss in sensitivity must be accepted.
The sensitivity required for a given application depends on the system
parameters and signal attenuation.
A detailed account of these factors
I Microwave superregenerativereceiverscan be reasonably satisfactory; microwave trf receiversare not.
2Signals8 db abovenoisearecommonlycalled” tangential” because,onan A-scope,
the noiee superposedon the signal is roughly tangential to noise. Unsatisfactory
as this criterionmay appear,it is justifiedby customand permitssurprisinglyaccurate
reproduction.

I

!
I

I

I
\
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isgivenin Part I. Inmost cases, thepower that will beavailabletotnp
the beacon at maximum range will lie between 10–7 and 10-12 watt.
The type of receiver to be used for a particular application depends on
many factors.
The choice is dictated first of all by the sensitivity
requirements for a given range performance.
The maximum sensitivities in microwave beacon receivers (with
bandwidths of 1 Me/see or more), can be obtained with the superheterodyne.
They vary from 10-9 to better than 10-12 watt.
The crystal-video receiver, depending as it does on a square-law
detector, is inherently much less sensitive to weak signals than a superheterodyne.
Crystal-video receivers have sensitivities near 10–8 watt.
It is evident that a good superheterodyne receiver can give many times
the range performance of a good crystal-video receiver.
In a beacon system using a crystal-video beacon receiver, the range
is not independent of the average power as it is to a first approximation
when superheterodynes are used. The integrated pulse power detectable
by a superheterodyne is roughly constant; if the peak power is doubled
and the duration halved, doubling the bandwidth of the superheterodyne
receiver will again give nearly the same signal-t~noise ratio. With a
crystal-video receiver this is not true, since the output power will be
doubled by making the same changes. Thus, in systems using crystalvideo receivers, range performance can be increased without increasing
the average transmitted power, by increasing the peak power and shortening the pulse in proportion.
Higher sensitivities can be obtained at lower frequencies; tuned-radiofrequency or superheterodyne receivers can have a sensitivityy of 10-’3
watt or better.
The sensitivity of superregenerative beacon receivers
runs from about 10–7 to 10–11watt.
To achieve maximum sensitivity the gain of a beacon receiver must
be sufficiently high to produce about 5 to 10 volts of noise at the output
of the amplifier, since the following circuits in the beacon are found to
work best for signals of about this amplitude.
8.4. Frequency Coverage.—Frequency
coverage in a beacon receiver
is defined as the range of frequencies over which the receiver gives a
triggering signal for a signal power greater than a specified minimum.
In
other words, it is the frequency range over which the beacon receiver
satisfies the sensitivity requirements discussed in the preceding section.
A narrow-coverage
(high-selectivity)
beacon receiver is one that
responds to a single carrier-frequency channel or a narrow band of frequencies. It has a bandwidth comparable to the reciprocal of the pulse
width (width of the region of the spectrum in which most of the energy
of the pulses is found).
Fortunately, it is not often necessary to strive
for the maximum attainable sensitivity, as one must with a radar receiver.
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Even in these-called “narrow-coverageb eacon receiver,”it is generally
desirable to increase the bandwidth somewhat, although some sensitivity
may have to be sacrificed, to allow for variations of the interrogateor frequency resulting from thermal changes, and so on.
A wide-coverage beacon receiver, on the other hand, is one which
responds to a band of carrier frequencies which is very large compared
with that needed for any one set of the pulse signals. Receivers that
have very wide coverage are required because of the large scatter bands
used by microwave radars. For several reasons, chief among which
were the necessity of avoiding mutual interference between radars, the
lack of tunable magnetrons, and the manufacturing tolerances of fixedtuned magnetrons, 66 Me/see were allocated at 3300 Me/see and 110
Me/see at 9375 Me/see.
A beacon must have a receiver broad enough
to cover one of these bands, if it is to respond to all radars in it.
8.5. Fidelity .-The
fidelity of a beacon receiver is a measure of its
ability to reproduce the envelope of the pulse at the output of the video
amplifier,
To do this, the pass band of the amplifier must be comparable
to the spread of the important frequency components of the pulse. For
a video amplifier, this means that to reproduce a rise time of ~ Ysec, a pass
band of a/r Me/see is needed, where a is about 0.35.
When nothing more than triggering of the beacon is required, faithful
reproduction of the pulses is unnecessary.
One important requirement,
in these cases, is that the leading edge of the pulse be steep enough to
trigger the following circuits with as little time delay as possible, in order
to keep the range error small.
Delay .—The magnitude of the time delay depends on the frequency
response of the amplifiers, both i-f and video, and on the signal strength.
Intermediate-frequency
amplifiers, which in beacon receivers usually
have a wide pass band, cause very little delay. Video amplifiers, on the
other hand, may cause appreciable time delay if the pass band is too
small. The time delay varies inversely with the video bandwidth and
its value for a given bandwidth depends on the signal strength.
Thus,
for 2-Ksec signals slightly above the tangential level required for reliable
triggering, the delay is negligible for a video pass band of 2 Me/see and is
equal to the pulse width (2 psec) for a pass band of about 200 kc/see.
For
increasing signal strength the delay for the narrow pass band decreases
somewhat.
Discrimination. —When
information is to be derived from the pulse
shape, however, as in pulse-width discrimination, the pulse must be
reproduced with high fidelity so that the discriminator following the
receiver can distinguish between pulses of different widths.
The problem here is how to design a receiver that will preserve the pulse width
over a wide dynamic range of signal strength, that is, one that will not
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unduly stretch the pulse for r-f signal strengths as much as 80 or 90 db
above the minimum detectable level.
Superheterodyne receivers generally preserve the pulse width better
than crystal-video receivers do. First, the mixer in a superheterodyne is
linear, and the crystal detector in acrystal-video receiver issquare]aw;
for a variation ofndbin
r-fpower, there isavariation
of2ndb in signal
powerin stages followingthe detector in the crystal-video receiver, and
ndbinthe
superheterodyne.
Second, alargepart of thegainin a superheterodyne is in the i-f amplifier, which has good overload characteristics
—that is, its recovery time is short in comparison with the duration
of the pulse. Ontbeother hand, because ofitsgreater sensitivity, better
overload characteristics are required to get pulse-width discrimination
at short ranges. For example, assume sensitivities of 100 and 80 dbw,
for the superheterodyne and crystal-video receivers respectively, and
assume that discrimination is required to within iln mile of the beacon.
If the signal received by the beacon at this range is 20 dbw, discrimination
over a dynamic range of 80 db is required for the superheterodyne, and
over a 60-db range for the video receiver measured at the antenna terminals, or 120 db at the first amplifier grid. Discrimination is readily
obtained over the required dynamic range with a superheterodyne; it can
be obtained, but with difficulty, in a practical crystal-video receiver.
NARROW-COVERAGE RECEIVERS
8.6. Superregenerative Receivers.-The
superregenerative receiver
is useful in beacon applications only when coverage of a moderately
narrow band is desired. Most of the applications have been at lower
frequencies, so the practical examples are taken from this region. Possible uses and limitations in the microwave region will also be discussed.’
The components of a superregenerative receiver are shown in the
block diagram, Fig. 8.2. They consist of a superregenerative amplifier
and detector, a quench oscillator, a quench filter, a video amplifier and
(optionally) automatic gain control, AGC.
The amplifier and detector,
in conjunction with the quench oscillator, amplify and detect the r-f
signal. The quench filter is a low-pass filter that prevents the quench
.4utomatic gain control stabilizes the
frequencies from being amplified.
r-f gain of the receiver.
The receiver has some characteristics that make it desirable whenever
The
small size and weight and moderately high sensitivityy are required.
outstanding characteristic

of the receiver is the high r-f gain of 50 db or

1 Sees. 8.6 to 8.9 by E. R. Gaerttner.
z For a completediscussionof superregenerative
receiversseQMicrowcweReceivers

Vol. 23, Chap. 217, RadiationLaboratory Series,
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more which can be obtained in one stage. Consequently, a receiver may
consist of as few as three tubes: a detector, a quench oscillator, and a
video amplifier. Its sensitivity is greater than that of a crystal-video
receiver.
The superregenerative receiver can be used as a combination receiver
and transmitter.
It can be so used because the receiving tube, to be
effective as a superregenerative amplifier, necessarily oscillates at the
carrier frequency; consequently, it can be made to transmit on nearly
the same frequency.
The superregenerative receiver is limited in use, however, in that it is
not well suited to applications in which accurate range information is
desired. This is because the time
delay between the leading edge of
Quench
the
r-f pulse and the output video
oscillator
pulse depends on the time of arrival of the r-f pulse relative to
t
the phase of the quench, and also
Super.
on the r-f signal strength.
Quench
regenerative
falter
amplifier and
Perhaps the greatest disaddetector
vantage of the receiver is the
+
instability of r-f gain, which is
t
- —--4--.-,
I
caused by changes in tube characI
)
Video
~
AGC
~+
in r-f loading
teristics,
variations
1
amplifier
1
by the antenna, and fluctuation in
I---------supply

FI~. 8.2,—Block
diagram of a superregenerative receiver.
Automatic gain control is optional.
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Theory of Operation.—It
is well known that a tube connected so as to
have sufficient regenerative feedback to produce self-sustained oscillation
is also a sensitive receiver. The greatest sensitivityy is obtained when the
detector circuit is just able to sustain oscillations.
Almost any oscillator,
whether a triode, a velocit y-modu] ated tube, or a magnetron, 1 can in
principle be used as such a detector.
In the superregenerative detector,
the oscillations are not allowed to build Up to a self-sustained state of
constant amplitude, but are periodically quenched at a rate that is 10w
compared with the normal oscillation frequency.
The oscillations will
then build up exponentially during the quench cycle; they are initiated
1An early Japanese radar set at 10 cm used a
receiver,

superregenerative

magnetron
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either by noise or by external signals. Two types of operation result,
depending on when the oscillations are quenched.
In the first, the
quench action is applied before the oscillations build up to a saturation
amplitude; in the second, the quench action is applied after the oscillations build up to a saturation amplitude.
In the former, the rectified
output is proportional to the r-f signal power; amplitude discrimination
between signals and noise, therefore, is possible.
In the latter, saturation
amplitude is obtained independent of the signal strength, and the duration of the signal is proportional to the logarithm of the input power.
After the output signal passes through the low-pass filter, its amplitude
is proportional to the logarithm of the input signal.
Senw”titity.-Assuming
sufficient r-f and video gain to bring the noise
level to about 10 volts, the ultimate sensitivity depends upon the noise
voltage generated at the input of the receiver. The noise factor is Klgher
than that of a superheterodyne of comparable bandwidth.
For example,
the noise factor of an experimental 10-cm receiver using a 2C40 triode is
about 30 db. The noise factor of a typical 150-Mc/sec superregenerative
receiver with a bandwidth of 4 Me/see is 25 db. Thus, as far as sensitivity is concerned, the superregenerative receiver is often intermediate
bet ween the crystal-video receiver and the superheterodyne.
Quench Frequency .—The quench frequency is a small fraction of the
carrier frequency.
In practice it has been found that it should be about
twice the modulation frequency.
Thus, for a 2-psec pulse, a minimum
quench frequency of about 1 Me/see is required; for a 5-psec pulse, 400
kc/see, and so on. One reason for having a quench frequency higher than
the modulation frequency, aside from the requirements of pulse reproduction, is that such a frequency can be filtered from the video amplifier by
placing a low-pass filter between the detector and the amplifier.
Two factors determine the upper limit of the quench frequency.
One
is the point at which the gain is greatly reduced because the oscillations
fail to build up sufficiently.
This occurs for frequencies about equal to
the r-f bandwidth.
The other factor is the storage of energy in the
antenna system, including the transmission line. If a long line is used,
difficulty is encountered with any but perfectly matched lines, because
power from the oscillation that was started in the previous quench cycle
may be reflected back and forth and enough may remain when the quench
Antenna mismatches
cycle starts to interfere with proper operation.
can likewise, by means of the “long-line” effect (see Sec. 13.9) prevent the
receiver from operating at all at some frequencies.
In pulse detection, it follows from the frequency limitations that the
period of the quench voltage should be less than the pulse duration.
This
inevitably leads to an unwanted time delay, however, which varies from
zero up to the quench period,
In addition, if the pulse duration extends
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over a number of quench periods, a series of signals that are separated in
time by the quench period will be formed; the quench filter will tend to
recombine them.
Frequency Coverage.—The r-f coverage of the superregenerative
receiver is equal to the bandwidth of the superregenerative amplifier.
It
depends on a number of parameters, the most important of which are the
transconductance (gJ of the tube, the total shunt capacity of the resonant
circuit, the strength of the input signal, and the waveform of the quench
voltage.
Sine-wave quench is almost universally used. A square-wave
quench causes the oscillations to rise most rapidly and consequently gives
the greatest bandwidth of any waveform (and also the poorest off-frequency rejection).
For a g~ of 5000 pmho and a shunt capacity of 20
ppf the approximate bandwidth at half amplitude for a square-wave
quench is 5 Me/see.
For other values of g~ and capacity, the corresponding bandwidth can be scaled roughly to this example, according to the
usual relation bandwidth = constant X gJc.
A measured value
for a beacon at 150 Me/see using
a 2C22 tube is 4 Me/see.
An example of a conventional
superregenerative receiver with a
Quench
sine-wave quench oscillator is
oscillator
shown in Fig. 8.3. The entire re1.6C4
ceiver consists of three tubes: a
~lG.
8.3.—Uhf supeu egenerative
resuperregenerative
detector,
a
ceiver.
It can be tuned from 660 to 720
Mc/ser.
The quench
frequency
is 625
quench oscillator, and one stage
Me/see.
of video amplification.
The sensitivity is 87 dbw and the frequency coverage for weak signals is 6 Me/see.
The detector can be tuned to any frequency in the band 660 to 720
Me/see.
The quench frequency is 625 kc/see.
“ Single-cycle”
Quenching.—In
applications in which it is intended
that the superregenerative detector be insensitive except at a predetermined time, it is possible to use a “ single-cycle” quench initiated by an
external source. This type of operation has been used for coincident
interrogation by pulses on t!vo different carrier frequencies, as, for
example, a microwave channel at 3000 Me/see and a uhf channel at
200 Me/see, the latter being detected by a superregenerator.
The microwave pulse, after being received and amplified, initiates a square pulse
that activates the superregenerative detector of the uhf receiver, thus
rendering it receptive to z nearly simlllt:meous uhf pulse. The microwave pulse alone is ineffective because the superregenerative receiver
receives no signal, and the Ilhf pulse alone is ineffective bccallsc the
superregenerative detector is not wmsitizeti,
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In Fig. 8.4 is shown a block diagram of a coincident interrogation
receiver using a single-cycle-quench uhf receiver. It consists of three
tubes: a superregenerative detector, one stage of video amplification,
and a quench generator. The quench is a square wave initiated by a
]0-cm receiver in the manner described in the preceding paragraph, Thesensitivity is87dbw
and the frequency coverage is 2
Me/see. 1
8.7. Superheterodyne ReceivL
sway
ers.—Superheterodyne
receivers
are characterized by high sensiQuench
generator
tivity and the possibilities of high
Trigger
17F8
selectivity.
The high sensitivity
signal
-ii
is inherent in the type of detection
FIG. S4-.k
single-cycle superregenerative receiver.
It operates in coincidence
used; high selectivity is possible
with a 10-cm receiver which supplies a
because the frequency coverage,
trigger to a square-wave quench-pulse genif one assumes astablelocaloscilerator for each 10-cnl pulse received, thereby
sensitizing the superregenerative
detector
lator, is determined at the relafor a short time.
The sensitivity is S7 dbw
‘,ivelv low intermediate freauenc.y.
and the band coverage is 2 Me/see.
The
Wid~band coverage is likewise po~- detector can be tuned to any carrier frequency in the band 205 to 215 Me/see.
sible. In all other types of receivers, the frequency coverage is determined primarily by r-f components.
For convenience, the discussion of narrow-coverage superheterodyne
receivers is divided into two parts: (1) microwave receivers, which do
not employ r-f amplifiers, and (2) lower-frequency receivers which, in
general, do employ r-f amplifiers.
Microwave Receivers.—The sensitivity (for signal equal to noise) of
an ordinary commercial superheterodyne radar receiver is about 120 to
130 dbw for an i-f bandwidth of 1 Me/see.
Because of this high sensitivity, the superheterodyne is universally used in radar sets.
The frequency coverage required for operation on a single fixed
channel is determined by the frequency stability of the interrogator
transmitter and the beacon-receiver local oscillator, and by the bandwidth necessary to pass the video pulse satisfactorily.
To achieve
maximum stability AFC should be applied to both the interrogator
transmitter and the beacon local oscillator.
R-f Ampli$em.—In the uhf region it i~, in general, advantageous to
add an r-f amplifier to the superheterodyne receiver. This is possible,
I For a detaileddiscussionof thecircuits,see Jf icrovmveReceivers, Vol. 23, Chap.21,
RadiationLaboratory Series.
z For a completediscussion,seeMicrowaveReceivers, Vol. 23,RadiationLaboratory
Series.
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at present, for frequencies less than about 1500 Me/see.
There is, of
course, no sharp line of demarcation since the use of an r-f amplifier
depends upon getting tubes with suitable r-f characteristics.
- A sup&het&ody~e
receiver, in conjunction with an r-f amplifier,
aff orals a means of obtaining the ultimate sensitivityy with good selectivityy.
The sensitivity depends on a number of factors, especially the noise
factors of the mixer and i-f amplifier and the noise factor and gain of
the r-f amplifier.
It is, of course, clear that the noise factor of the r-f
amplifier must be appreciably less than that of the mixer and i-f amplifier
combined, if the ultimate sensitivity of the receiver is to be increased by
adding an r-f amplifier.
Moreover, considerable r-f gain is needed.
If the noise factor of the r-f amplifier is F’*, its gain (in power) g,, and
the noise factor of the mixer and i-f amplifier combined is Fz, the noise
factor F,z of the receiver using the r-f amplifier isl
F,*=

Fl+—

F,–1
91

(1)
“

As an example, suppose an r-f amplifier 2 Me/see wide has a noise
factor of 3 (5 db) and a power gain of 20 (13 db).
If the noise factor of
the mixer and i-f amplifier is 10 (10 db), the noise factor of the receiver
using the r-f amplifier will be 3 + ~% = 3.5, or 5.4 db. The improvement
is then 4.6 db.
The selectivity curve of the receiver is the product of the selectivity
curves of the r-f and i-f amplifiers.
Since i-f bandwidth can be made
small, the problem of getting high selectivity is simple, as compared with
the same problem in the trf receiver, for example.
It is clear from the sensitivity and selectivity characteristics that this
type of receiver iinds its best use in highly selective systems.
Its complexity does not recommend it for use in systems in which low sensitivity
and poor selectivity are acceptable.
8.8. Crystal-video Receiver with R-f Filter.-Although
a crystalvideo receiver is inherently a wide-coverage receiver, its frequency coverage can nevertheless be narrowed by inserting a bandpass filter in the r-f
line between the antenna and the crystal detector.
This system is
simpler than the narrow-coverage superheterodyne and is equally—or,
perhaps, even mor~table
in frequency.
A good filter should not
introduce more than a 1- or 2-db loss in sensitivity.
The limitation of this system is the low sensitivity of the crystalvideo receiver, which is currently 75 to 85 dbw in the microwave region.
Nevertheless, it has a number of applications.
A typical example is one in which a high-power microwave ground
radar is used for surveillance and control of aircraft equipped with bea1See, for example, Vacuum Tube Amplifiers, Vol. 18, Chaps. 13, 14, and 15,
Radiation Laboratory Series.
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cons. Since the pulse power and antenna gain of such a ground system
are large, the beacon sensitivity may be low, even for long-range performance.
It can readily be shown that the required sensitivity for
reliable operation up to 200 miles with the usual 10-cm ground-control
radar is approximately 60 dbw, a value readily obtainable with a crystalvideo receiver.
8.9. TRF Receiver.—The
combination of an r-f amplifier with a
crystal-video receiver constitutes what is called a “tuned radio-frequency
receiver. ” The use of this type of receiver is naturally restricted to
frequencies at which r-f amplifiers are practical. I
The sensitivity of a trf receiver maybe made comparable to that of a
superheterodyne if r-f amplifiers with suitable noise factor and gain are
available for the frequency range considered.
For example, the noise
power of an r-f amplifier at a few hundred megacycles per see, of 5-Me/
sec bandwidth and 10-db noise factor, may be, say, 37 db less than the
noise power (not the triggering level) of a good crystal-video receiver,
R.f Input
202218 Me/see

R-f
amplifier
2.6AK5’s

Detector
lt’i28
crystaI

Video
output

l;lG. S5.-A
200-Mc/sec
TRF receiver.
It has a sensitivity of 130 dbw and an r-f
bandwidth of 3 Me/see.
The r-f amplifier has 30 db gain. The video amplifier ia 0.6
Me/see wide and has 116 db gain.

which is about 10-s watt. For the minimum detectable power to be
substantially equal to the noise power of the r-f amplifier, the r-f gain
should be sufficient for the amplified r-f noise to exceed the video noise by
about 10 db. For this to be true, the r-f gain must be 47 db. For largeT
bandwidths and higher noise factors the required gain is, of course, less.
The frequency coverage is limited by the r-f response of the amplifier.
On the one hand, high selectivity cannot be achieved because narrowband, high-gain r-f amplifiers are unstable.
On the other hand, coverage
comparable to that of a crystal-video receiver cannot be obtained.
Consequently, for covering a band of frequencies this type of receiver is
intermediate between the crystal-video and the superheterodyne.
The design of a tunable multistage r-f amplifier at high frequencies
is relatively easy if each stage is tuned independently.
It becomes difficult if the tuning must be accomplished with a single knob and the
several stages must, therefore, track.
The application most suitable for this type of receiver is one in which
high sensitivity and narrow coverage (but not high selectivity of the sort
Economy in tubes
obtainable with a superheterodyne) are required.
and power is possible with most of the receiver gain in the video amplifier.
I For a further discussion see MicrowaveReceivers,
Laboratory

Series.
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The receiver does not have the difficulty with image response experienced
with the superheterodyne.
In Fig. 8.5issho\vn ablockdia~am
of thetrfreceiver
llsedin ashipborne beacon.
The entire recei\'er consists oft~vostages ofr-f, a crystal
detector, andthree stages of video amplification.
Thenoisepoweris130
dbw.
Ther-famplifier
hasaband~~tidth of3Mc/sec,
30dbr-fgain,
and
it can be slug-tuned to a particular carrier frequency within the range
202 to 208 Mc/sec.l
8.10. Radio-frequency
Channeling.’-We
have seen in Sec. 5.14,
that one of the simplest kinds of interrogation coding that can be applied
to a beacon system is the use of several different radio frequencies for
interrogateion. This implies that the beacon will be equipped with a
narrow-coverage receiver capable of sufficient selectivity to receive any
one of these channels and to reject the others. The receiver must also
be capable of being switched readily from one channel to another.
The various receivers that have been discussed are all capable of fulfilling such requirements; they must, nonetheless, be considered carefully
during the design of the receiver. The over-all system design will
dictate the amount of adjacent-channel selectivity required and the
necessary ease of switching.
Adjacent-channel
Selectivity.-This
may be defined as the quantity
Pc/P~, expressed in decibels, where Pa is the amount of received power, of
frequency corresponding to channel a, which is required to trigger a
beacon tuned to the adjacent channel b, and which is capable of being
triggered by an amount of received power l’b in channel b.
In a superheterodyne receiver, this quantity can be made very large
One must take care that the
indeed; 4(J db or more is readily attained.
intermediate frequency—or channel separation—is so chosen that the
adj scent channel does not fall near the image frequent y of a superheterodyne without good image rejection.
In superheterodynes using
r-f amplifiers this is easier to accomplish.
In trf receivers, the adjacent-channel selectivity will depend entirely
upon the selectivity and number of the r-f amplifier stages. High selectivity is likely to involve difficulty in switching from one channel to
another.
In a crystal-video receiver with an r-f iilter, the r-f selectivity is
deterrnined entirely by the filter; a filter with suitable properties can be
chosen.
The r-f selectivity of the standard sine-wave quenched superregenerative receiver is good; it corresponds to that of an i-f amplifier with an
infinite number of stages. (See Microwave Receivers, Vol. 23, Chap. 21.)
I For a detaileddiscussionof the circuitsseeMicwuxweZim”vers,Vol. 23, Chap.5,
Radiation Laboratory 8eries.
~By E. R. Gaerttnerand G. P. Wachtell.
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channel Switching.-The
process of tuning the receiver from one
frequency to another varies in complexity with the type of receiver being
used. In the crystal-video receiver with an r-f filter and in the superIn a microwave
regenerator, only one component needs to be tuned.
superheterodyne, only one receiver component, the local oscillator, needs
to betuned iftheother
r-f components have sufficient bandwidth.
Ina
uhf superheterodyne, the r-f amplifier and mixer as well may need to be
The
tuned.
In the trf receiver the r-f amplifier needs to be tuned.
tuning in the last twocases is apt to be time-consuming.
WIDE-COVERAGE RECEIVERS: SUPEREETERODYNES
The following discussion of wide-coverage receivers is restricted to
microwave receivers, because the problem of wide frequency coverage
has so far arisen only in the microwave region.
In the microwave region, r-f amplifiers are not available.
Furthermore, the mixer is generally a crystal instead of a tube because the noise
factors of crystals are considerably lower. There are exceptions; some
triodes, for instance the 2C40 lighthouse tube, are moderately satisfactory upto 3000 Me/see.
A mixer made with this tube is discussed
in Sec. 8.15.
A superheterodyne receiver is used in applications requiring greater
receiver sensitivity than can be obtained with the simpler crystal-video
receiver. The use of superheterodynes is necessary whenever maximum
range performance is a requirement.
8.11. General Considerations.
Echo Suppression.’—In
pulse-width
discrimination it is necessary for the receiver to preserve the pulse shape
well enough for the discriminator to distinguish between l-psec search
pulses and 2-psec beacon-interrogation
pulses. Thki requirement, of
course, imposes certain restrictions on the fidelity of the receiver, especially the pulse stretching due to poor overload characteristics of the
video amplifier.
In addition, however, there is the possibility that the effective pulse
length may be increased by r-f echoes from near-by objects.
Thus, a
l-psec pulse and its echo from a near-by hill or building may be superimposed; if the echo lags the direct pulse by 1 ~sec, an effective 2-~sec
signal is received.
The dhect signal is usually stronger than the echo;
however, the combination may still be amplified sufficiently to activate
the discriminator.
Consequently, some provision for suppressing the
echoes must be made in the amplifier if good pulse-width discrimination
is desired, especially in a sensitive receiver like the superheterodyne.
11%
~ By

E. R. Gaerther.
J. H. Tinlot and E. R. Gaerttner.
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Because the echoes necessarily occur after the main signal and are of
lesser amplitude, the problem resolves itself into desensitizing the
amplifier for the period of time in which undesired echoes are expected. L
Methods
of Covering Microwave
Bands. —Frequency
coverage is
usually limited by the bandwidth of the i-f stages because the bandwidth
of the mixer and r-f components is, in general, much larger. With
conventional methods of coupling i-f stages, the bandwidths are relatively
narrow-usually
less than 8 or 10 Me/see; consequently, to cover the
microwave beacon bands, a number of special methods have had to be
used. Three methods that have been successfully applied to superheterodynes are the following.
1. Single-frequent y local oscillator with wideband i-f amplifier.
2. Square-wave-modulated
(switched-frequency)
local oscillator.
3. Frequency modulation of local oscillator.
To keep the problem concrete, it should be remembered that the
frequency coverages required of 10-cm and 3-cm beacon receivers are
The methods for achieving wide fre66 and 110 Me/see, respectively.
quency coverage are all designed to provide coverage of 70 Me/see or
more.
8.12. Wideband I-f Receiver.’—The
wideband i-f amplifier is a
natural extension of the narrow-band i-f amplifier to give wide coverage
in one sideband.
To accomplish
L,O. frequency
3341McAec
this, the conventional i-f interImage-frequency
side band
I.f side band
stage coupling methods are re/
6.76 Me/see
6.76Mclsec
placed by another type known as
Unused coverage
“shunt-series
peaking. ” Essen3417 tiallY, the shunt-series peaking
3335 3347
3265
Frequency in Me/see

FIG.S.6.—Coverageof the 10-cm band
from 3267to 3333 Mc/see with a widebmd
i-f receiver.
The required coverage is crosshatched.
Coverage
is accomplished
by
making the pass band of the i-f amplifier
greater than the width of the scatter band

circuit is a video circuit that may
be designed to give a pass band
extending from zero cps to a
maximum

frequency

determined

by the filter constants and the
and by adjusting the local-oscillatorfre- shunt capacities of the tubes.
quency so that all portionsof the band are
covered. The image-frequency sicfebmrl In order to prevent the i-f pass
providesundesiredcoverage.
band from overlapping the pass
band of the video amplifier, suitable low-frequency rejection filters are
These filters may be in the cathodes of the i-f tubes (resultintroduced.
ing in selective degeneration) or they may be added to the interstage
coupling filter, or both.
1For a detailed discussion of the “echo-suppression” circuit as applied tO i-f
amplifierssee MicrowaueReceivers,Vol. 23, Chap. 19, Radiation Laboratory Series.
An application of this type of circuit is given below in Ssc. 813.
ZSees.8.12 to S,15by E, R, Gaerttner.
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In a receiver designed to cover the 66-Me/see band at 10 cm, the i-f
amplifier must have a pass band of at least 66 Me/see.
The i-f amplifier
shown in the following example has a pass band extending from 6 to
76 Me/see.
The method of covering the band with this amplifier is
illustrated in Fig. 8.6. The imagefrequency band, also shown in Fig.
86, lies outside the desired fre~About
quency coverage and is not used.
---_
----5db
It may even be a source of inter- G,
fering signals.
In principle it is desirable for
1 ,
the frequency response of the i-f
6
7;
amplifier to be perfectly flat; actuFrequency in Me/see
ally the curve is like that shown in
FIG. S.7.—Frequency
response of a
6- to 76-M c/see i-f amplifier using shuntFig. 8.7. The variation of 4 to 6 db
series peaking.
in gain over the band is not obj ectionable if the sensitivity is adequate at all frequencies.
At the lowest
point, the triggering sensitivity is greater than 100 dbw.
High fidelity, necessary for pulse-width discrimination, is obtained
by using a video amplifier with a bandwidth of about 2 Me/see.
This
is possible in this type of receiver because of the relatively high frequency

—-_------~Ira

R-f
input

Mixer
1N21 B crystal

l-f amplifier
9 stages-6AK5
pass band: 6 to —
76 ~C/S
gain 76 db

2nd detector
I-6AL5 diode -

V!deo amplifier
2-6AC7S
pass band: —
0-1.7 Me/see
Video
output
gain 45 db

FIG. S.S.—The wide band i-f receiver used in AN/CPN-l
7. This receiver covers the
band 3265 to 3335 Me/see with a minimum sensitivity of 100 dbw.
The band ceverage is
stabilized by AFC of the local oscillator.

of cutoff at the lower limit of the i-f pass band (6 Me/see in the example).
Thus ample bandwidth is allowed in the video without overlapping into
the i-f pass band.
The ultimate limit of the band coverage that can be achieved by this
method is determined by the greatest width of the i-f pass band that can
be achieved.
With the best tubes (6AK5) and circuits now available this
is about 100 Me/see.
F@re
8.8 shows a block diagram of such a receiver used in the
AN/CPN-17,
a high-power lo-cm beacon for ground and shipborne
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installations.
Thespecifications
call foraminimur
nscnsitivityof about
No severe restrictions arc
$)5 db~v and pulse-width discrimination.
placed on size, weight, or poww consumption.
Some features of this
receiver are AFC of the local oscillator and duplexing; AF’C is discussed
in Sec. 8.16, and duplexing in Sec. 7.9.
8.13. Square-wave-modulated
Local Oscillator.—This
method is
used when the band to be co~’ered is larger than the maximum practical
i-f bandwidth, and both high sensitivity and high fidelity are necessary.
The wideband i-f receiver is thus ruled out
The method of coverage is
given in Fig. 89.

(a)

9430

9320
l-f side band 8-48 Me/see

l-f side band 8-48 Me/see
(b)

19312

‘3’2;

~f,eqg:,360

Frequency
Me/see

Frequency
Me/see

Mc,s:p;

1
I
(c)
1
1

(d)

9312

93421
II
II

I

9342 9352 F,

I

I

193821 ~F,
193981
I
I LO freqdency ~60
OverlaD
I
.- reklons

9382 F2 9398 9408

9438 I
Me/see

~

Frequency
Mclsec

9438

Frequency
Me/see
FIG. S9.-The
method of covering the 9320- to 9430-M c/sec band by means of a superheterod yne receiver with an i-f pass band of S to 4S Mc /see and a square-wave-modulated
local oscillator.
(a) The required coverage, 9320 to 9430 Me/see.
(b) The pattern of the
band covered with the LO frequency 9360 Mc /sec.
(c) The pattern of the band covered
with the LO frequency 9390 Mc /sec.
(d) The sum of (b) and (c)—the total coverage.
All parts of the band, except for regions of overlap (cross-hatched) are covered half the time.
The switch frequency for the local oscillator is 200 cps.
9368

The frequency coverage of the receiver is 126 Me/see, although the
actual bandwidth of the i-f amplifier is only 40 Me/see.
The i-f stages
use shunt-series coupling with a pass band extending from 8 to 48 Mc/scc.
By using the image-frequency bands, therefore, signals can be received
with frequencies either 8 to 48 Me/see above or 8 to 48 Me/see below the
local-oscillator frequency.
Thus, a band of frequencies 96 Me/see wide,
with a 16-Mc/sec gap in the middle, is covered.
To fill in the gap and
widen the over-all band coverage, the frequency of the local-oscillator
tube is switched one-half the time to a frequency 30 Me/see away.
The
four bands thus cover a total of 126 Me/see.
The two bands covered
by having the local oscillator at one frequency overlap the two bands
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covered with the local oscillator at the other frequency.
The overlap
regions, as shown in the illustration, are 10, 14, and 10 Me/see wide,
respectively.
If the frequency of a received signal lies in one of these
overlap regions, the signal will get through the receiver all the time. If
the signal frequency is within the band but does not lie in one of the
overlaps, the signal will get through the receiver only half the time.
This alternation of intervals of sensitivity and insensitivityy is the major
disadvantage of the square-wave-modulated
local oscillator as a means
of achieving wide coverage.
By using the image-frequency baqds, a
maximum of four times the i-f coverage can be achieved; but the receiver
will then be sensitive to any one frequency no more than half the time.

If amplifier
8 stages-6AC7
pass band 8
to 48 Me/see
gain 70 db

—

Video ampllfler
1/~.6SN7 and
2.6AC7.pass band:
0.1.7 Me/see

2nd detector
‘fz 6SN7
diode-connected

Video
output

I
I

t

I

—
R.f
input

Mixer
IN23 A crystal

—
9360
Mclsec

9%0

Local
oscillator
723 A18

—

L.O. switch

200

1‘/2.6SN7

Cps
square

wave

Mck.ec
8. 10.—Superheterodyne receiverusing image-frequency
responseand

Fm.
a squarewave-modulated
local oscillatorto achievewide coverage. The coverageis obtainedin
the mannershownin Fig. S.9.
The 50 per cent response introduces a scanning loss of 1.5 db in the
response link, as pointed out in Sec. 2“6. In order to lessen the effect
of the switching, the i-f pass band is usually extended toward the localoscillator frequency to increase the region of overlap, as in the example
given. The switching rate is made somewhat less than one-half the
minimum repetition rate of the interrogating signals, or about 150 to
200 cps. High fidelity, necessary for pulse-width discrimination, is
obtained by using a video amplifier with a bandwidth of about 2 Me/see.
Figure 8.10 shows a block diagram of such a recei~’er used in the
AN/CPN-6,
a high-power 3-cm beacon designed for ground and shipboard use. The specifications call for a minimum sensitivity of 90 dbw
The actual sensitivity runs between
and pulse-width discrimination.
100 and 110 dbw.
No severe limitations are placed on size, weight, or
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power consumption.
One feature of the i-f amplifier is echo suppression,
discussed above in Sec. 8.11.
8.14. Sine-wave Frequency-modulated
Local Oscillator.-This
type
of receiver is used in applications in which greater sensitivity than can
be attained with a crystal-video receiver is required, but pulse-width
It provides the widest coverage of all
discrimination is not required.
superheterodyne methods.
In the wideband i-f receiver discussed above, the frequency coverage
It is clear that if the i-f amplifier
is determined by the i-f pass band.
could be made to amplify frequencies from zero to f, then the total band
coverage would be 2j because the two adjacent sidebands could be
employed as shown in Fig. 8.11.
In practice, of course, it is not possible to extend the i-f pass band to
zero frequency.
Thus a “hole” in the response curve will appear at the
2 kk/sec

2 Mclsec

9314
Mcfsec

-j=40

2 Mclsec

_7r

-1 r

Me/see

F,

‘1 r

+f=40 Me/see

LO. frequency 9375 Me/see

9436
Me/see

FIG. 8.11 .—Coverage of the 9320- to 9430-M c/see band by a superheterodyne receiver
Local-oscillator
frequencies of 9335, 9375,
using a frequency-modulated
local oscillator.
and 9415 Me/see are produced by modulating a local oscillator on 9375 Me/see with a
40-Mc/sec sine wave.
The i-f pass band extends from 1 to 21 Me/see.
The 2-Me/see
the local-oscillator frequencies over 4 Me/see with a
“holes”
are filled by “ wobbling”
small amount of power-line frequencv f-m.

local-oscillator frequency, the width of the hole being twice the lowIf the frequency width of the hole
frequency cutoff of the i-f pass band.
is made less than the frequency-spectrum-width
of the received pulse,
a pulse that is centered on the hole is still amplified although with reduced
gain and considerable distortion.
The coverage of such a receiver is, of course, limited by the maximum
If greater frequency coverage
frequency response of the i-f amplifier.
than can be attained in this way is desired, it can be had by providing
To understand the principle of such a
additional local oscillators.
receiver, assume that three local oscillators, separated by 40 Me/see,
furnish power to the same crystal mixer. If the i-f pass band extends
from 1 Me/see to 21 Me/see, the r-f coverage would then be as indicated
in Fig. 8.11. It is clear that 122 Me/see is covered all the time (except
for the three 2-Me/see gaps) by a receiver using an i-f amplifier of about
To fill
one-sixth this total bandwidth, with some overlapping of bands.
in the 2-Me/see gaps, a small amount of audio-frequency FM (total
deviation 4 Me/see) is applied to the local oscillators.
This is obtained
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by applying a small *C voltage, derived from the power line, to the
reflector.
The beats between the local oscillators lie at multiples of
40 Me/see, outside the i-f pass band.
In the sine-wave frequency-modulated
receiver the three localoscillator frequencies are obtained from a single tube by frequencymodulating a velocity-modulated
local oscillator.
This is accomplished
by the application of a sine-wave voltage to the reflector.
It is well
known that, if an oscillator of frequency F is frequency-modulated by a
sine-wave of frequency .f~, discrete frequencies F + njm among others
will appear simultaneously in the output (n is a positive integer).
Consequently, to provide for the local oscillators shown in Fig. 8“11, 40-Mc/
The number and relative amplisec frequency modulation is required.

R-f
input

Mixer
1N23B

—

crystal

I.f amplifier
6 .stages6AK5
pass band:
1 to 21
Me/see

9333.7
9373.7 Me/see
9413.7 }

2nd detector
+7FS
diodeconnected

Video
ampllfier
+ -7F8
pass band:
0.0.3 Me/see

Video
outPut

?2 Me/see
I

WB

Fm. 8. 12.—Block

of a superheterodyne receiver using a sine-wavefrequencymodulatedlocal oscillatoras shownin Fig. 8.11.

diagram

tudes of frequencies appearing depend upon the frequency deviation
used. In practice these parameters depend upon the characteristics of
the local oscillator tube.
The video pass band is made very narrow (less than 0.3 Mc in the example, Fig. 8.12) to avoid overlapping into the i-f pass band; consequently 2psec beacon interrogation pulses are distorted so badly that pulse-width
However, a signal suitable for triggering
dkcrimination is impossible.
the succeeding beacon circuits is produced.
Figure 8.17 shows a block diagram of a complete receiver using localoscillator frequency modulation.
Figure 8.13 is a photograph of such a
receiver used in AN/UPN-3,
a portable 3-cm beacon.
The specifications call for a minimum sensitivity of 90 dbw and no pulse-width
discrimination.
Emphasis is placed on light weight, low power consumption, and ease of adjustment.
A complete circuit diagram of the receiver
and an analysis are given in Microwave Receivers, Vol. 23, Chap. 19.
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This type of receiver provides the widest coverage for a given i-f
bandwidth.
In the example given, and in actual practice, only three
local-oscillator frequencies are used. Actually, because of the characteristics of f-m
sidebands, other virtual local oscillators are
present at f80 Me/see from the center frequency, others at f 120 Me/see, and so on,
with less and less power. In the receiver
described, enough local-oscillator power is
present so that two additional 40-Mc/secwide regions exist, one on either side of the
main frequency-coverage
band;
receiver
sensitivity in these is down only 10 to 15
db as compared with the central region.
Increasing the coverage by actually providing more local oscillators is no doubt
feasible.
This would reduce the sensitivity
somewhat by increasing the crystal current
in the mixer above the optimum, but the
reduction would not be great.
It is possible to create the sideband
power needed for virtual local oscillators by
applying the modulating voltage to the crystal mixer rather than to the local oscillator.
By such methods, higher modulating frequencies can be used than can successfully
be applied to local-oscillator tubes.
If the i-f amplifier has a pass band from
1 to 100 Me/see, one local oscillator frequency-modulated
at 200 .Mc/sec (if this
were feasible) would give a coverage of 600
—
.. A Me/see by the methods already used. If
8,13 .—Lightweight,
FIG,
three such modulated LO’s were used, a
low-power receiver strip using
coverage
of 1800 Me/see could be obtained.
freauen
cv-modulated
local
.
.
&cillator, designed for the portThese coverages are sufficiently great to
able 3-cm beacon, AN/lJF’N-3.
require reexamination of the selectivity of
(a) Leads to power terminals.
(b)40-Mc/sec
oscillator.
(c) I-f
r-f components.
input.
(d) I-f amplifiers.
(e)
Crystal
Mixers.—The
8.15. Mixers.
Second
detector.
U) Video
Multi
vibrator
amplifier.
(47)
mixerl in a superheterodyne receiver is the
(output trigger).
component in which the r-f signal is mixed
with the local-oscillator frequency to produce the intermediate frequency.
1For a complete discussionof mixers see MicrowaveReceivers, Vol. 23, Chap. 2,
Radiation Laboratory Smies.
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At 10,000 Me/see and higher frequencies, it may consist of a section of
waveguide suitable for the frequency range considered, with a crystal
mounted across the guide. At lower frequencies the mixer may consist
of a Bection of coaxial line. In either case, the line must be properly
terminated to prevent r-f loss. This requires a tuning adjustment if
maximum power sensitivity is desired for all crystals of a given type,
With a fixed-tuned adjustment, up to 1 db in sensitivity may be lost
with some crystals.
The mixer must also be sufficiently broadband to
cover the frequency band used. This requirement is, in general, easy
to meet.
Mixer Crystals.—Two
quantities which are measures of the performance of a mixer crystal 1 are the conversion loss and output noise
ratio (noise temperature).
The output noise ratio indicates how much
more noise is generated by the crystal than by an equivalent resistance
at the same temperature.
Numerical values for a number of crystals in
common use are given in Table 8.1.
TABLE 8.1. —CHARACTEIUSTICS OF NfIXER
Balld,

Crystal
1N21
1N21A
....... .......
1N21B1
1N23
1N23A . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1N23B)

I[ax.

conversion

cm

db

10

8.5
7.5

CRYSTALS
10ss,

Output

6.0
10.0

3

8.0
6.5

noise ratio,
max.
4.0
3.0
2.0
3.0
2.0
20

Tube Mixers in the Microwave Region. —Some triodes may be used
as mixers in wide-coverage 10-cm superheterodynes.
At fir~t sight it
appears that a tube mixer with its high noise factor (about 10 db more
than a crystal) would give an unwarranted loss in sensitivity over what
might be obtained with a crystal mixer. However, the noise factor of a
wideband i-f amplifier may be high, perhaps as much as 10 db. Thus,
with a crystal mixer, the noise level might be primarily that of the i-f
amplifier.
Consequently, there is little loss in sensitivity with a tube
mixer as long as its noise factor is not much greater than that of the i-f
amplifier.
Moreover, triodes give conversion gain (10 db in one 10-cm
experimental model), thus overbalancing i-f noise and requiring less gain
in the i-f stages than would be required for a crystal mixer.
From Eq. (1), Sec. 87, we can see just what loss in performance may
be expected in a representative case. Suppose we have a crystal mixer
1Jfixer
I,aboratory

crystals
Series.

are discussed

ill detail

in Cr~stat Rectifiers,

Vol~ 15, Radiation
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with again glof~ (conversion loss 6db) andanoutput
noise ratio of 2.0.
Its noise factor Fl is then 4.2 or 8. Suppose the noise factor Fz of the
wideband i-f amplifier is 10 (lOdb).
The noise factor of the receiver is
lo–l
then 8 +~
=44 = 16.5 db.
If we nowzsubstitute for the crystal mixer a tube mixer whose noise
factor is 100 (20 db), but which has a conversion gain g,, of 10, the noise
lo–l
factor of the receiver will be 100 + ~
= 101 = 20 db. Thus the
tube mixer reduces the performance by only 3.5 db in this case.
A lo-cm mixer cavity using the 2C40 lighthouse tube is described in
Sec. 7.10. The noise factor of such a mixer is about 100 with 20 mw of
Because of the tight coupling and electron
local-oscillator excitation.
loading the Q is about 10, assuring adequate coverage of the 66-Me/see
band.
One useful characteristic of the triode mixer is that antenna duplexing
can be combined with mixing in the same component, as we have seen
in Sec. 7.10.
8.16. Receiver AFC.1—Automatic frequent y control 2 is desirable in a
beacon superheterodyne receiver to assure that the receiver covers the
specified band of frequencies at all times. In the superheterodyne
receiver, which in the majority of cases covers the required frequency
band without much excess coverage, the need for AFC arises from changes
in frequency of the local oscillator resulting from thermal drifts, aging,
line-voltage changes, and so on. The function of an AFC circuit is to
prevent drift of the local oscillator.
Although drift can be minimized by
careful construe Lion of the receiver, AFC eliminates not only the possibility of its passing unnoticed but also the necessity for manual control of
the tuning—an important point in assuring ease and reliability of
operation.
The Phase Discriminator. —Like all automatic control systems, AFC
systems depend for their operation on the generation of an error signal.
In a beacon receiver, it is required that the local oscillator be tuned to be
With microwaves, this
as close as possible to a specified frequency.
standard frequency can be set most easily by means of a fixed resonant
cavity (see Fig. 8.14).
The error signal required for AFC may be
obtained by modulating the frequency of either the local oscillator or the
cavity.
The error signal thus obtained should not only indicate deviation from the correct frequency but also the sign of the deviation.
Since
it,is much simpler to produce the desired modulation of the local oscillator
t By J, H. Tinlot and E. R. Gaerttner.
2A complete descriptionof receiverAFC is given in MicrowaveReceivers, Vol. 23,
Chap. 30, Radiation Laboratory Series.
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than it is to modulate the frequency of the standard cavity, only the
former means will be discussed.
The phase discriminator circuit to be described provides a control
signal that acts only when the oscillator is tuned to a frequency slightly
lower than that of the cavity.
If the oscillator is tuned higher than the
cavity frequency, no control (or error) signal will result; other means of
correcting such a deviation are provided.
A means of detecting on which side of the cavity frequency the
oscillator is tuned is provided by sine-wave frequency modulation of the
oscillator.
Suppose the frequency of the oscillator to be momentarily
slightly higher than that of the cavity, and suppose that a little frequency
modulation is applied to the local oscillator.
The signal appearing at the
output of the cavity crystal will be a superposition of a rectified d-c
To mixer

&----do

FIG. S14.-Block

diagram of receiver AFC circuit.

voltage and an a-c component, because the oscillator is tuned to a frequency corresponding to a sloping portion of the cavity response curve.
If the local oscillator is at a, frequency slightly lower than that of the
cavity, the same situation results, but with the important exception that
the a-c component will now be exactly 180° out of phase. It is the difference in phase between the modulating voltage and the a-c component
of the error si~al that is used to determine whether the oscillator is tuned
higher or lower than cavity frequency.
Gas-jiiled-tube
Control
Circuit.—One
widely used control circuit
employs two 2D21 gas-filled tubes.
If we neglect for the moment the
action of the first tube, the second”, or search, tube causes the local oscillator to change in frequency at a slow rate from higher to lower frequencies. A further slight frequency modulation is effected by a superimposed
60-cps voltage.
A sawtooth oscillation is produced at the plate of the
gas-filled tube with a frequency of about 3 cps. When it is applied to
the local-oscillator reflector through an isolation circuit, the local-oscillator frequency also varies along a sawtooth path. Thus, the local-oscillator
frequency searches for the cavity frequency.
The amplified output of the crystal detector of the reference cavity is
applied to the control grid of the first gas-filled tube, and a 96-volt, 60-cps
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signal is applied between its screen grid and cathode.
When the local
oscillator is tuned far from the cavity frequency or is even slightly above
the proper frequency, the tube remains nonconducting and does not
affect the sawtooth oscillation of the search tube in any way. When the
local oscillator is tuned slightly below the cavity frequency as a result of
the search of the second tube, both the control grid and the screen grid are
driven positive in phase and cause the tube to conduct.
Small sawtooth
oscillations with a frequency of 20 cps are produced at its plate and used
to counteract the sawtooth action of the search tube.
The result is
that the local-oscillator frequency hunts around the cavity frequency.
This type of circuit, using a reference cavity of Q = 1000, will stabilize
the frequency of a 2K28 10-cm local oscillator to t 0.5 Me/see.
WIDE-COVERAGE RECEIVERS: CRYSTAL-VIDEO RECEIVERS
BY
8.17.
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Receiver.—In
a crystal-video receiver,
the r-f pulse passes from the antenna line through a matching transformer
to the crystal detector.
The rectified pulse appearing across the output
terminals of the crystal detector is then amplified by the video amplifier.
The ultimate sensitivity depends upon the r-f match, the crystal, and the
coupling into the amplifier.
Because of the low detection efficiency of
the crystal, the r-f circuit and the ~’ideo circuits are, in effect, decoupled.
Crystal Holders. -At
10 cm, the crystal is mounted at the end of a
coaxial line with a suitable choke system for bringing out the video pulse.
Matching transformers, either tunable or fixed-tuned, are used to match
the r-f line to the crystal.
Examples of 10-cm holders are shown in
Fig. 815.
At 3 cm, the detector crystal is mounted either at the end of a coaxial
line or across a waveguide.
An example of a tunable 3-cm holder for
1N30 crystals is shown in Fig. 816.
A commonly used fixed-tuned
coaxial holder matches over 50 per cent of all 1N31 crystals to within 1 db
loss over the 110 Me/see band.
Frequency
Coverage.—The wideband coverage of the crystal-video
receiver can be attributed largely to the inherent insensitivity of crystals
Components

of a crystal-video
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to changes of frequency; it is limited only by the frequency sensitivity of
the r-f components.
The r-f crystal circuit, consisting of the holder
and the crystal, can, in general, be represented by a 1ow-Q resonant cir-

Fm. 8.15.—Ten-centimeter
output.

Cuit.
because

At

crystal holders.
(a) Tunable. (1) tuner; (2) r-f input; (3) video
(b) Fixed-tuned.
(1) fixed tuning stub; (2) r-f input; (3) video output.

10 cm

of the

it has a Q of 5 to 10.

large

r-f transformation

the tungsten-silicon contact.
of course, from the frequency

At

3 cm

ratios

the

required

Q is somewhat
by

the

larger

capacity

of

The limits of frequency coverage result,
sensitivity of these matching structures.
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Sen.siti@.-Let
us now consider the crystal and its coupling into the
video amplifier.
Aside from the r-f loss, it is this part of the receiver
which determines its ultimate sensitivity.1

FIG-. S.16,—Tunable
3-cm crystal holder.
(a) Tuner.
(b) Cap, removable
replacement.
(c) R-f input,
(d) Video output connector.

for crystal

The process of rectification, that is, the conversion of r-f power into
d-c power, is customarily described by the equation
P
a = -—,
b
where P is the r-f power, i is the current into a short circuit, and b is the
constant of rectification in watts per ampere and is of the order of magnitude of unity.
The crystal can now be regarded as a current source
shunted by its video resistance and the combined capacitance of the r-f
circuit and the first amplifier tube, as shown in Fig. 8.17. Disregarding
the effect of the capacitance on transient signals, the signal voltage
appearing on the grid of the first tube is therefore
e=R–.

P
b

(2)

1A complete analysie of crystal detection is given in Crystal Recti&rs, Vol. 15,
Radiation Laboratory Series.
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This signal appearing on the grid of the first amplifier tube must, of
course, compete with the thermal (Johnson) noise, which originates
mainly in the crystal, and the shot and partition
noise of the first amplifier tube.
If RA is the
equivalent noise-generating resistance of the first
stage (approximately 1200 ohms) and R is the m
FIG, S.17,—Equ1ravideo resistance of the crystal, then the rootlent circuit for a crystal
detector.
mean-square noise voltage n generated in these
resistances in series is
n = ~4kTB(R

+ RA).

(3)

T is the absolute temperature, k is the Boltzmann constant, 1.38 X 10-23
joule/degree, and B is the video bandwidth.
The resistance R can
vary from a few thousand ohms to about 20,000 ohms (see Table 8.2)
and RA is about 1200 ohms.
The ratio of Eqs. (2) and (3) gives the signal-to-noise ratio,
(4)
The bracketed quantity (with RA takenas 1200 ohms) is largely characteristic of the crystal and is defined as the video crystal’s “ figure of
merit” (F). It is seen that for a given receiver bandwidth and specified
signal-to-noise-ratio the receiver sensitivity varies inversely as the figure
of merit. Values of receiver sensitivity as a function of figure of merit and
receiver bandwidth are given in Fig. 8.18.
It is noteworthy that the minimum detectable power varies directly
as the square root of the video bandwidth.
This means, in general, that
increased receiver sensitivity is obtained at the expense of fidelity.
It is also worth remarking that, for a given value of b, the higher
figures of merit are obtained for higher values of the video impedance R.
The range of values of video impedance that can be tolerated in any particular application depends upon the fidelity required of the receiver and
especially upon whether or not pulse stretching will be objectionable.
High-impedance crystals result in a longer time constant at the first grid
and, therefore, in longer discharge times of the grid capacity.
In
receivers designed for pulse-width discrimination, low-impedance cryatak
must be used.
One effect of changing the video impedance of the crystal is to change
the absolute noise level. Crystals with equal figures of merit but diiTerent video impedances will have equal signal-to-noise performance but
different noise levels. Allowance must be made for this in video amplifier design; a gain control may be necessary.
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Cr@al Burnout.—In
some systems the r-f power input can reach
large values and the crystal must be able to withstand high pulse powers
without damage.
It can happen that a ground beacon operating close
to a high-powered radar installation will receive signals of 1 watt r-f
pulse power. Some approximate numerical values of burnout power are
given in Table 8.2.

FIG. 8.1 S.—Sensitivity
of crystal-video receiver (signal power = noise power) as a
function of video bandwidtb for values of tbe crystal figure of merit shown on the curves.
These values are higher than those reslized in beacon receivers, where a margin of 4 db or
more is required for triggering.

Vide*cr@al
f$peci@ations.-The
specifications of figure of merit (F)
and video impedance for a number of commonly used video crystals are
summarized in Table 8.2. The values are for an ambient temperature of
XI to 25°c.
TABLE 8.2.—CHARACTERISTICS
I
)

Crystal

Band, cm

1N27
IN30
1N31
1N32

10
3
3
10

OF VIDEO CRYSTAL DETECTORS
I
I

Figureof merit, Video impedance,
ohms
minimum
Ml
55
55
100

4000 (max)
7000-21,000
0000-23,000
5000-20,000

Burnout,
peak watts —.
2.5
1
0.5
2.5
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Low-temperature
Performance of Video Crystals. —l’he theory of the
rectification process in a crystal leads one to expect that its properties
will vary radically with temperature; this is verified experimentally.
At
low temperatures, the video impedance R becomes very large, and the
rectification constant b increases. This tends to maintain the figure of
merit constant, but the noise level of the crystal changes with the video
impedance.
Thus, a set that has been adjusted to trigger perhaps once a
second on noise at 20°C may trigger continuously at – 10”C.
There is no solution for this within the crystal; it is an inherent property of the device.
The practical solution may lie in adjusting the gain
as the temperature varies, if the change in video impedance is not otherwise harmful.
Alternatively, the temperature range of the crystal may
be suitably restricted by temperature control of the crystal holder. The
The degree of control required
latter alternative is generally preferable.
is not great. It is sufficient to keep the temperature of the crystal from
dropping below O“C.
8.18. Video-amplifier
Design—The
amplifier for a crystal-video
receiver 1must have high gain and also must handle large dynamic ranges
for incoming signals.
Furthermore, for some applications, high fidelity
is required.
Gain.—To obtain maximum sensitivity the amplifier should have
gain enough to bring pulses just above the noise level up to an amplitude
of about 10 volts, sufficient for triggering the succeeding beacon circuits.
If one assumes an impedance of the source of 3000 ohms, a l-Me/see
bandwidth, and a 3-db noise factor, the noise voltage input at room
temperature is 10 ~v. To obtain an output of 10 volts, a gain of about
120 db is required.
The gain required will be different for other bandwidths, output levels, and source impedances, but the order of magnitude
will remain the same.
A consequence of high video gain is trouble with microphonics, which
are not usually annoying in the low-gain video amplifier of a superheterodyne receiver.
Since microphonics are due to mechanical vibrations of the tube
elements, their spectrum lies largely within the audio-frequency range.
‘They can, therefore, be eliminated or much reduced in intensity by
reducing the gain at these relatively low frequencies.
Unfortunately,
this cannot always be done without interfering with the fidelity required
to give the good reproduction of the pulse shape required for pulse-width
discrimination.
A compromise
must, therefore, be made between
excessive microphonics and high fidelity, by introducing a suitable lowfrequency rejection circuit into the video amplifier.
1For a detailed discussion,see Vacuum Tube Ampli@rs, Vcl. 18, and Microwave
Vol. 23, Radiation Laboratory Series.
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Dynamic Range oj R-f Signal Strength.—The
overload properties of
the amplifier must be good because of the wide range of r-f signal strength
encountered.
For example, the r-f power received by the antenna can
vary from the minimum detectable value of about 10–8 watt up to 1
watt for a near-by interrogator.
Special care must be taken, therefore,
to prevent blocking of the amplifier by strong signals for any considerable
period of time.
Pulse stretching occurs with the stronger input signals. For an
amplifier intended for use with a pulse-width discriminator, it can happen
that strong l-psec pulses are stretched to 2-Psec pulses in the receiver
These, of course, get through the discriminator adjusted to
circuits.
accept 2-psec pulses. By choosing video crystals of low impedance and
by careful amplifier design, it has been possible to exclude l-psec r-f
pulses that have an r-f pulse power 60 db above the minimum detectable
level for a 2-psec pulse.
Crystal-video receivers may be classified in many ways, depending
upon their applications.
For the sake of illustration, they may be
classified as follows: Klgh-fidelity receivers and low power-drain receivers.
High fidelity is a prerequisite for a receiver suitable for pulse-width
discrimination, and low power drain is a prerequisite for a receiver to be
used in a lightweight beacon.
These two properties are not independent,
for, in general, to get a large bandwidth, large plate currents (and small
plate load resistors) must be used to obtain adequate gain; this in turn
calls for high power drain. Examples of a receiver designed primarily
for high fidelity, and one designed primarily for minimum power consumption, are given below.
High-~elity
Receiver.—.4
high-fidelity
receiver is used in the
AN/CPN-8
beacon, a medium-power 10-cm beacon for ground installations.
The specifications call for a minimum triggering sensitivity
of 74 dbw and pulse-width discrimination.
The components consist of a 1N27 crystal in a tunable 10-cm holder,
and a six-stage resistance-coupled amplifier, using three 6AC7 tubes in
the stages where the control grid is driven negative and three 6AG7
tubes in the stages where the grid is driven positive.
The characteristics of the amplifier are the following: gain 120 db,
discrimination 50 db, recovery time 25 psec, bandwidth 1.7 Me/see.
Aside from amplifier design, stretching is avoided by using low-impedance
crystals, less than 4000 ohms. To shape the pulse properly, the video
pass band extends down to 100 kc/see.
The gain is still sufficient at
audio frequencies to result in some microphonics.
These can be overcome for the most part by shock-mounting the first amplifier tube.
The
recovery characteristic permits the receiver to pass a weak 2-psec pulse
25 psec after receiving a strong l-psec pulse.
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Receiver with Low Power Drain. —Such a receiver is used in the
a portable 3-cm beacon.
Two basic design parameters
AN/UPN-4,
are lightweight and low drain, because the equipment is battery-operated,
The specifications call for a minimum triggering sensitivity of 77 dbw
and no pulse-width discrimination.
The components consist of a 1N31 crystal mounted in a 3-cm holder,
and a five-stage resistance-coupled amplifier using 3A5 miniature dual
triodes.
The characteristics of the amplifier are: gain 120 db, bandwidth
250 kc/see, and recovery time 150 psec. The gain in the audio range is
too small for microphonics to give trouble.
Multiple overshoots are

.

FIG. S19.-A

.

10-cm crystal-video receiver using SD-834 tubes.
(a) R-f filter.
holder.
(c) Crystal holder.
Photo is two-thirds actual size.

(b)Tube

produced and are “ gated” out by the trigger circuit that follows the
receiver. The total power drain is 3.2 watts of plate power and 0.9
watt of filament power.
Figure 819 shows a small receiver using SD-834 tubes; it is slightly
larger than a cigar@te case.
Miscellaneous
Properties. —Other characteristics of receivers must be
considered for certain applications, as, for instance, operation from
28-volt d-c aircraft supplies, special output circuits, two-channel interrogation, and so on. Noteworthy also are types of amplifier coupling
other than resistance coupling, such as inductance coupling and direct
coupling.
For further discussion, see Vacuum Tube Amplifiers, Vol. 18,
Chap. 4, and Microwave Receivers, Vol. 23, Chap, 20, of this series.
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It is frequently desirable to use coded interrogation in a beaconinterrogator system to allow the beacon to ignore ordinary radar search
signals and concentrate on answering interrogators that desire to “see”
it. Interrogation coding is not used in some lightweight, low-power
beacons, however, because the decoding circuit adds to the weight and to
the power requirements.
It also places more stringent requirements on
the receiver; this is especially true in pulse-width coding.
The signal characteristics most often used for interrogation coding
are radio frequency, pulse width, pulse-repetition frequency, and pulse
spacing in multiple-pulse codes.
Radio-frequency decoding is introduced
quite naturally by using a receiver with a limited bandwidth.
Methods
of decoding other types of codes are discussed at length in the following
sections.
Coded interrogation has uses other than the identification of interrogators desiring to interrogate beacons.
One such use, for example, is in
remote control of equipment located at the beacon.
A discussion of
methods for its use in this way is to be found in Chap. 11.
PULSE-WIDTH DISCRIMINATORS
BY C. L. LONGMIRE
In considering methods of interrogation coding to be used by airborne radar sets, it was early decided that pulse-width coding was the
Early microwave radars used search
simplest and most economical.
pulses of l-psec duration or less; it was natural, therefore, to choose
2-~sec pulses as the standard beacon-interrogation signal. The beacon
discriminator then had to reject signals of less than 1.9-Psec duration (to
allow a margin of safety).
Later, when microwave radars with 5-Ysec
search pulses were designed, the discriminators had to be designed to
reject signals longer than about 4.5-Psec as well.
There are two basic circuit types that can be used in pulse-width disOne may be called the
crimination; each may have several variations.
‘ ‘integrat or” type and the other the i‘dela y-line” type.
9.1. Integrator Discrimina tors.-1n the integrator type of circuit, the
received signal is converted into a sawtooth voltage, of constant slope
1s0
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for all signals greater than the threshold level, and with a duration equal
to that of the signal. Obviously, the maximum amplitude of the mwtooth voltage is then directly proportional to the duration of the signal.
The sawtooth wave is applied to biased amplifiers arranged to give an
output trigger when the peak of the sawtooth voltage is within the proper
limits.
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FIG.9 1.—(a) An integrator-type discriminator rej ecting short pulses. The minimum
V~—input diode.
puke width accepted is determined by a potentiometer adjustment.
R,—potentiometer
for adjustment of minimum
V-integrator.
V6—biased amplifier.
pulse width accepted.
(b) Waveforms at numbered points.
Discriminator
to Reject Short Pulses.—An
example of an integratortype discriminator desi~ed to reject short pulses only is shown in Fig.
9“1. Waveforms are sketched for several points.
The signal from the
receiver is negative and limits at 20 to 40 volts.
On the end of the signal
there is apt to be a positive “ overshoot” of short duration, and the baseline is cluttered with noise, 6 to 10 volts peak to peak.
The signal is first passed through a diode to remove the positive overshoot. If thk were not done, the overshoot would cause grid current to
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flow in the integrator tube that follows; this current would produce an
additional voltage drop across the coupling condenser, which would persist for some time after the positive overshoot ended.
The resulting
shift in integrator grid voltage would be greatly amplified in the integrator
plate circuit, and the sawtooth waveform for a following signal would
start from a different voltage level, causing a shift in the minimum
acceptable pulse width.
The diode also removes the positive part of the
noise and, by virtue of a small bias built up on the coupling condenser by
rectification of noise, some of the negative part.
The signal, still negative, but with the overshoot and some noise
removed, is then applied to the grid of the integrator tube.
The grid

t
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Operating point

i
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operation
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(U) EP -

(c)

k
‘b
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___
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FIQ. 92.-Characteristics
of peqtode and triode integrators.
In (a) and (b) are shown
the plate characteristics of pentodes and triodes for various values of grid bias; in (c) and
(d) are shown the corresponding integrator waveforms.
In (c) and (d) the full lines show
the operation with 2-~sec signals and the dotted lines with 0.75 -Wsec signals,

return resistance must be fairly low because it must discharge the stray
capacitance at the end of a signal when the diode does not conduct.
The
integrator is a sharp cutoff pentode normally at zero bias, the plate circuit of which consists of a parallel resistance-capacitance
circuit with
a time constant of about 5 psec, including the effect of stray capacitance.
When the negative signal is applied to the grid, plate current becomes
zero for all signals above the threshold level, and the plate voltage rises
with an exponential waveform that is approximately linear for the first
2 or 3 Met. At the end of the signal, plate current resumes, and the
plate-circuit capacitance is discharged rapidly to the original voltage
level. Quick return of the plate voltage is desirable, because it reduces
additive effects for closely spaced signals and thereby reduces plate-voltage fluctuations resulting from noise.
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To achieve a quick return, the plat~circuit capacitance should be
The
small and the tube should be capable of drawing large currents.
minimum capacitance is the stray capacitance, but this should not be
used alone as it may vary from set to set.
It is usually possible to obtain larger currents for low plate voltages by
using pentodes rather than triodes with the same cutoff voltage [see Fig.
9“2 (a) and (b)]. Another advantage of the pentode is the removal of
some baseline noise by virtue of the coincidence of several grid-voltage
curves at the operating point.
A third advantage is that signals weaker
than the threshold level do not have so great an effect as in a triode circuit [see (c) and (d) of Fig. 9.2]. Weak short signals (noise) are “ amplifi~” more in the triode circuit.
Noise on the integrator plate results in
“time jitter” and broadens the dkcrimination.
The sawtooth voltage is applied to the grid of the biased amplifier,
the bias of which is adjusted so that, when the signal is longer than the
minimum acceptable signal, the tube conducts and delivers a trigger to
the blocking oscillator, which is normally biased off. The discriminator
output trigger is obtained from the plate circuit of the blocking oscillator.
The recovery time of the blocking oscillator is kept small by using a bias
Quick recovery in all discriminator
network with a small time constant.
circuits is essential to maintaining a constant level of discrimination.
It is clear that the delay in this discriminator is constant, barring
threshold effects, with respect to changes in signal width and amplitude.
Threshold effects are discussed below (Sec. 9.6).
The actual delay from
leading edge of signal to leading edge of output trigger is about 2.5 psec
when the circuit is adjusted to discriminate at 1.9 psec. Of the total
delay, 1.9 psec is unavoidable, because it is impossible to tell whether a
signal is 1.9 ~ec long or longer without allowing the signal to continue for
at least that length of time. The remainder of the delay is due to the
blocking oscillator.
Discriminator to Reject Short and Long Pulses.—The integrator principle can also be used for rejection of long signals. Figure 9.3 shows an
example of a “trailing edge” type of discriminator, so called because the
output trigger is initiated by the end of the signal.
It is evident that, for
the discriminator to accept only signals between 2 and 5 ~sec in duration,
there must be a delay of at least the duration of the signal in question.
In Fig. 9.3, the diode and integrator stages are identical with those of
the circuit just discussed.
Following the integrator is a biased cathode
follower with a differentiating network in the plate circuit.
If the sawtooth output of the integrator is large enough to drive the cathode follower to conduction, the differentiating network generates a rather sharp
positive trigger at the end of the signal. The bias on the cathode follower
is so adjusted that for a signal 1.9 psec long this trigger is just large enough
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to initiate regeneration in the blocking oscillator, which then produces the
output trigger.
The cathode circuit of the cathode follower reproduces that part of the
sawtooth input which is above the conduction level and passes it on to
the grid of the biased amplifier.
The bias of this tube is adjusted so that
signals longer than 4.5 psec cause conduction; the negative waveform
generated in the plate circuit then cancels the positive trigger, which
comes from the differentiating network at the end of the signal, and the
blocking oscillator is not driven into the regenerative region.
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FIG. 93.-An
integrator-discriminator
which accepts only pulses between 2 and 5 ~sec
long.
V,—diode;
V-integrator;
Vm-differentiator
and cathode follower; Vab—biased
amplifier; Vi—blocking
oscillator; R~—adj ustment for minimum pulse width accepted;
Rz—adj ustment for pulse-width interval accepted.

There are doubtless many possible variations of the integrator type of
pulse-width discriminator.
The examples given are discriminators that
have been used in beacon circuits and have proved satisfactory.
9.2. Delay-line Discriminators.-Unlike
the integrator type of discriminator, which may be said first to convert pulse width functionally
into pulse amplitude and then to discriminate on the basis of pulse amplitude, the delay-line discriminator actually discriminates on the basis of
pulse width.
The principle used, in general, is to compare the time
duration of the signal with a fixed standard time interval obtained from a
delay line or other delay device.
Discriminator
to Reject Short Pulses. —Figure 9.4 shows an example of a
delay-line discriminator for rejection of short pulses. The purpose of the
diode is, as in the integrator discriminator, to remove positive overshoots
and to eliminate a substantial portion of the receiver noise. The next
stage is a limiter that saturates at about 4 volts; signals below this level
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am &regarded.
The delay line is matched in impedance at the input end
and open-circuited at the other. A voltage step applied at the input at a
given instant travels down the line, is reflected, appears at the input 1.6
psec later, and adds to the initial voltage step. NO further reflections
occur because of the impedance match.
If a I-Ksec signal is applied, the waveform at the amplifier grid is as
shown in Fig. 9“4. The bias of the amplifier tube is large enough so that
+250 V<

6SL7

0,01

0.8P s.I?C

Neg.
signal in

-105V
(a)

1-~sec signal

2-A sec signal

FIG. 9.4.—(a) A delay-line discriminator which rejects short pulses (less than 1.6 psec
in this case).
The minimum pulse width accepted is determined mainly by the delay
line. l’—diode;
VU- limlter; Vz.—biased amplifier; Vz~—blocking oscillator.
(b) Waveforms at numbered points in (a), for both I-wsec signals (which are rejected) and 2-psec
signals (which are accepted).

this waveform does not cause conduction (the waveform is of constant
amplitude for all limited signals).
However, if a 2 -~sec signal is applied,
the initial pulse and the reflected pulse overlap in time at the amplifier
grid, which is driven twice as far positive as before.
The amplifier then
conducts and triggers the blocking oscillator, which delivers the output
trigger.
The delay in this discriminator must be longer than the time required
for a signal to travel down the line and back.
The total delay from
leading edge of signal to leading edge of output trigger is about 2.5 psec,
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including the time required by the blocking oscillator.
Barring threshold
effects, the delay is constant for changes in signal length md amplitude.
Discriminator
to Reject Long and Short Pulses.—Figure 9.5 shows an
example of a delay-line discriminator designed to reject short and long
pulses. No input diode is shown, although a diode may be necessary
if considerable noise and large overshoots exist. The first stage shown,
the limiter, should saturate on all usable signals. The delay line coupled
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FIC. 95.-(a)
A delay-line discriminator which accepts only pulses between 1.7 and
3.5 psec wide, The acceptance interval is 2 X 1.3 psec + 2 X 0.45 psec.
V,.—limiter;
V,~—buff er-inverter;
V~a—coincidence amplifier; V**—blocking oscillator.
(b) Waveforms at numbered points for 1-, 2-, and 5-psec pulses. p-Pulse reflected by 1.3-psec line.

to the plate of the limiter is short-circuited at its output end and matched
in impedance at its input end by R1. The plate resistance of the limiter
tube should be much greater than RI so that there will be a good match
whether the tube is conducting or not. Typical waveforms are shown
in Fig. 9.5b.
The short-circuited delay line transforms every voltage
step into a rectangular voltage pulse of the same sign and 0.9 ~sec long.
Each signal is therefore converted into two rectangular pulses, a positive one starting with the leading edge of the signal, and a negative
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one starting with the trailing edge of the signal. The buffer-inverter
inverts these (and therefore must be able to pass both positive and
negative pulses) and passes them into the 1.3-ysec delay line. The
pulses travel down this line, are reflected with opposite sign, and appear
again at the input 2.6 psec later. Further reflections do not occur
because Rz, Ra, R,, and the buffer-inverter plate resistance in parallel
are chosen to match the line impedance.
Therefore, at the grid of the
coincidence amplifier there are four successive O.9-psec rectangular
@w,
the
first
and last of which are negative whereas the intervening
two are positive.
The bias of the coincidence amplifier is such that
neither of the positive pulses alone will cause conduction; but if the two
positive pulses overlap in time, the grid of the coincidence amplifier is
driven twice as far in the positive direction as before; the coincidence
The two
amplifier then conducts and triggers the blocking oscillator.
positive pulses overIap enough to cause triggering for signals between
1.9 psec and 3.3 psec long. This allows a 0.2-psec overlap as the minimum amount to cause triggering.
In Fig. 9.5, the limiter and buffer-inverter are shown as triodes.
In
some cases, it may be necessary to use pentodes to preserve pulse shape
and still have sufficient gain. Delay lines that have good frequency
characteristics should be used because less sharp discrimination results
from rounding off the edges of pulses.
The delay in this discriminator, barring threshold effects, is constant
at slightly more than 2.6 ~sec for signals between 1.9 psec and 2.6 psec
long. For signals between 2.6 psec and 3.3 psec long, the delay is
slightly greater than the duration of the signal.
There are many other variations of the delay-line type of circuit.
Different types of coincidence circuits and different arrangements of
delay lines can be used. The circuits described have the advantage of
being fairly economical with respect to delay lines, because pulses are
run down and back to get the same delay with half the usual amount of
line.
9.3. Comparison of Integrator and Delay-line Discriminators.-It
is an experimental result that the integrator type of discriminator can
be adjusted to give a sensitivity about 3 db better than the delay-line
type for the same amount of noise firing. The integrator type can be
set to accept tangential signals (see Sec. 8.3) without triggering appreciably on noise alone, but the delay-line type, if set to accept the same
signal, triggers excessively on noise. The advantage is inherent in the
integration.
In the delay-line type, a high, narrow noise “spike” may
appear at the coincidence tube at just the right time to coincide with a
l-psec signal and cause an output pulse. In the integrator type the
same kind of spike would, at worst, only make a l-~sec signal look a little
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longer. In other words, the video bandwidth of the integrator is narrower than that of the delay-line type; noise is comespondingly diminished.
The integrator type is more easily adjustable over a wide range than
is the delay-line type.
On the other hand, it is necessary to adjust the
integrator type but not the delay-line type, which may be factory-set
at the proper value.
Delay lines at present are fairly bulky and usually present a special
problem to a manufacturer.
The integrator type uses, in general, no
more tubes than the delay-line type.
In integrator-type discriminators that must reject signals longer
than beacon-interrogation pulses, weak, long signals may cause triggering.
If the integrator tube is not cut off, the sawtooth voltage has a smaller
slope and may not reach the amplitude necessary to cause rejection.
For still weaker signals, the sawtooth voltage does not even reach the
amplitude corresponding to a 2-psec signal. It is apparent that the range of
signal amplitude in which erratic triggering results is proportional to the acceptance interval of the discriminator (see
Fig. 9.6). If the acceptance interval is
from 2 to 3 psecj the ratio of maximum(a)
to-minimum signal amplitude for erratic
FIG. 9.6.—The effect of weak,
triggering is :,—l. 8 db for the square-law
long pulses in a discriminator decrystal-video receiver and 3.6 db for the
signed to reject long pulses. If the
discriminator
accepts pulses besuperheterodyne receiver. Noise would
tween 2 and 3 Msec long, weak
increase each of these values slightly,
5-~sec pulses which do not saturate
the integrator
grid may be acpossibly to 3 and 5 db, respectively. N’ow,
cepted.
(a) Acceptance interval in
5 db corresponds to a factor of 1.8 in
signal length.
(b) Acceptance interval in amplitude.
(c) Saturated
range, according to the inverse square law.
sign 81.
Thus, in the worst case, all long-pulse
search radars of a given type between 100 and 180 miles from the beacon
might trigger a beacon with a superheterodyne receiver of the appropriate
sensitivityy.
Obviously, the seriousness of the defect depends upon the use of the
long-pulse search radars and the sensitivity of the receiver. The latter
is unlikely to have just the critical value to cause failure of satisfactory
discrimination at horizon range, The defect can be removed, at the
expense of adding tubes, by adding an amplitude discriminator that will
not allow the pulse-width discriminator to trigger the coder unless the
input signal is large enough to cut off the integrator.
Circuits of this
kind are described in the following section.
From these considerations, it is apparent that the delay-line type of
pulse-width discriminator should be used when noise is small compared
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wit h the minimum signal and a system that requires no adjustment is
desired. The integrator type has more to offer, on the other hand, for
adjustabilityy, ease of manufacture, and sensitivityy.
9s4. Delay Considerations.-When
it is desired to range on a
beacon with great accuracy (to about 20 yds, for example), delay in the
beacon cannot be neglected.
It is easy to compensate for the beacon
delay in the range calculations, provided the value of the beacon delay is
known. This implies that the beacon delay (and therefore the discriminator delay) must be maintained constant to + 0.1 psec over reasonably
long periods of time for the above range accuracy to be attainable.
Delay
accuracy to + 0.1 psec except for weak signals can be had with either
type of discriminator, although the integrator type may, perhaps,
require more frequent checking.
Many factors tend to cause variations in discriminator delay.
Corrections for some of these, like tube aging and replacement of tubes or
components, can be made during periodic checks by adjustment of the
over-all delay.
Delay variations due to other causes, such as changes
in interrogation-pulse width and amplitude, receiver noise, voltage-supply
variations, and temperature variations, must be minimized by suitable
circuit design.
When serious delay variations are caused by temperature changes,
they can usually be eliminated by using capacitors with the correct
temperature coefficient in the delay network of the discriminator.
For
instance, if increasing temperature causes the resistance in the plate
circuit of the integrator tube to increase, the time constant of the RCcircuit can still be maintained constant by using a capacitor with a negative temperature coefficient of the correct magnitude.
The effects of supply-voltage variations are usually made negligible
by using a regulated supply.
There are, however, methods of compensation for voltage variation.
One is to let a bias voltage change in such a
way as to counteract the effect of change of plate voltage.
Noise spikes add to or subtract from the signal, when signals close
to noise are used. The leading edge then appears earlier or later than
it should.
The only successful method of removing this kind of time
jitter is to increase the ratio of signal to noise.
Other methods proposed are based on the idea of averaging out the
noise by viewing several pulse-repetition cycles at once; they require a
knowledge of the repetition rate of the interrogating signal. Systems of
this type using supersonic delay lines or storage tubes have been developed. Since several scanning radars with different pulse-repetition
frequencies are often interrogating a single beacon, which must answer
each radar, pulse for pulse, this idea does not seem practical for
beacons.
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EfTect of Signal Length.—Changes of discriminator delay with signal
length are of two types: threshold variations, which occur when the
signal is barely long enough to trigger the discriminator, and inherent
variations, which are fundamental in the method of discriminating.
The final stages of all the discriminators shown in the two preceding
sections are regenerative trigger circuits, which, for practical purposes,
have the property of putting out either a full-sized pulse or nothing,
depending on the size of the trigger from the preceding stage. Now, if
the signal length is varied continuously across the threshold value, the size
of the trigger to the trigger circuit changes continuously from a value too
The action of regensmall to a value sufficient to initiate regeneration.
erative circuits is not instantaneous, because of the retarding effects of
The action is
shunt capacitance and (in this case) leakage inductance.
an accelerating change somewhat of the form Act/’; larger triggers may be
considered as resulting in larger values of the constant A.
As a result,
the output pulse rises to saturation in a shorter time than for smaller
triggers. As A approaches zero (correspondh-ig to the threshold), the
rise time, and therefore the discriminator delay, may increase without
limit. Actually, we have oversimplified, for the regenerative circuit has
a minimum frequency for which the gain of the circuit is greater than
unitY, so that,, whatever waveform results, the voltage must return to
the initial value within a half period of this minimum frequency.
The question “ Why not use a high-gain amplifier instead of a regenerative circuit ?“ might be asked. The answer is that usually somewhere
in the beacon there is a trigger circuit; wherever the first one is, there the
Even if high-gain amplifiers are used,
same variation in delay will occur.
delay variations at threshold will still occur.
For the blocking oscillators used, the maximum shift of output trigger
In the circuit of Fig. 9.1, Sec.
at the threshold is about a microsecond.
9.1, the region of pulse width over which objectionable threshold variations occur is about 0.2 psec. This region can be reduced in size by using
more gain before the blocking oscillator; it is usually sufficient, however,
when constant delay is desired, to set the discriminator slightly lower
than normal so that 2-Psec pulses will be clear of the threshold region.
The discriminator shown in Fig. 9.3, Sec. 9.1, has inherent delay variations with signal length because the output trigger is initiated by the end
of the signal. This type of discriminator is not suitable for accurate
ranging, unless special precautions are taken to prevent stretching of the
signal in the receiver. The discriminators of Figs. 9.1 and 9.4 have
delays inherently independent of signal length. The circuit of Fig. 9.5,
Sec. 9.2, haa a delay inherently independent of signal length for signals
between 1.9 and 2.6 ~ec.
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9.5. Constant-delay Discriminator for both Long and Short Pulses.—
A discriminator of the integrator type to reject short and long pulses can
be designed to have a delay inherently independent of signal length; a
suggested block diagram is shown in Fig. 9.7. The biased amplifier forms
a negative rectangular pulse from the portion of the sawtooth voltage
that comes 2 psec after the beginning.
Thk rectangular pulse travels
down a l-ysec delay line which is terminated in a small condenser that
short-circuits only the high frequencies in the pulse, The reflected wave,
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FIG. 9 7.—(a) An integrator type of discriminator with constant delay, which accepts
1.8. to 3.s-@ec pulses but rejects shorter and longer pulses.
C is a short circuit for high
frequencies.
V,—biased amplifier; V-amplifier.
(b) Waveforms at numbered points
for 2- and 5-psec signals.
R—reflected pulse.

which is absorbed at the input end, is shown by itself in Fig. 9.7; a short
positive trigger occurs at the input end 4 psec after the beginning of the
signal. If the signal is still present, the positive trigger is canceled by
the negative pulse still present at the plate of the biased amplifier.
If the
signal has ended at 4 ~sec, the positive trigger drives the coincidence tube
to conduction; this tube in turn triggers the blocking oscillator.
The
output trigger always comes at slightly after 4 psec. In this circuit,
special precaution must be taken to maintain the d-c level at the biased
amplifier grid, because grid current flows regularly; either d-c coupling
from the integrator or d-c restoring can be used. The bias on the biased
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amplifier determines the lower level of acceptance, and the delay line
fixes the interval of acceptance.
9.6. Effect of Signal Amplitude.-The
discriminator delay varies
considerably for signal amplitude below some particular level. Signals
that do not cut off the integrator tube cause sawtooth waveforms of a
lesser slope than normal, andthebiased
amplifier isturned on at a later
time. The delay-line type of discriminator also has this defect; waveforms below the limiting value at the coincidence tube cause a smaller
trigger to the blocking oscillator, which therefore triggers with greater
delay. For weak signals, the delay is likely to be as much as a microsecond greater than normal.
Ordinarily this weak-signal error is not objectionable.
When a radar
is scanning, the first and last beacon responses of each scan are the only
ones likely to be in error, because for these the interrogation pulses are
near the threshold.
The intervening responses can be ranged on by an
operator without objectionable inaccuracy.
If automatic-tracking circuits having “velocity memory “I are used, however, an inaccuracy of the
last pulse during a scan may affect the remembered velocity seriously;
this results in “jumpy”
range data. The error depends upon the number of pulses per scan and the constants of the memory circuit.
It may be desired, therefore, to take steps to ensure that the beacon
delay is correct even for weak signals, if the beacon responds to them at
all. This can be assured by suppressing all responses for which the delay
is not correct.
(These threshold variations in delay have nothing to do
with noise; there is nothing to gain by increasing the ratio of signal to
noise. )
Figure 9.8 shows a block diagram of a discriminator that corrects for
weak-signal variations.
The method used is to place an amplitude discriminator that triggers only on signals above a given amplitude level in
parallel with an ordinary discriminator having constant delay for all
signals above the same amplitude level. A coincidence circuit is then
used to give an output only when both discriminators fire. Note that
the amplitude discriminator itself must contain a regenerative circuit, so
that its output waveform will also be subject to delay variations for
signals that barely trigger it. Therefore, its output waveform must be
“flat” over the entire interval within which the trigger from the pulsewidth discriminator may arrive. A flat-topped waveform is obtained
by using a rectangular pulse generator—the current waveform from a
For the weakest signal accepted, the
blocking oscillator, for instance.
rectangular pulse must reach its maximum before the trigger from the
puls~width discriminator.
The signal is differentiated before triggering
] Circuits that store in a resistance-capacitancenetwork a voltage proportional
to the rate of changeof rangeare said to possess“velocity memory.”
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the rectangular-pulse generator in order to reduce delay variations of the
rectangular pulse.
9.7. General Characteristics of Pulse-width Discrimination. -The
circuits that have been described can discriminate perfectly bet ween 1and 2-psec signals, and between 2- and 5-Psec signals. One might suppose, then, that the problem of pulse-width discrimination is completely
solved.
Such is not the case, however, for there are tendencies in the
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FIG. 9+3-(a)
A discriminator in which the over-all delay A is independent of signal
strength.
The amplitude discriminator prevents responses of incorrect delay.
(b) waveformB at numbered points. In waveform (4), the amplitude-discriminator
pulse may
move between the limits indicated by the full and dotted lines with varying signal strength.

beacon-interrogator system for the interrogator pulse to be increased in
length before arriving at the discriminator.
This stretching arises from
two major sources: receiver pulse-stretching and echo-stretching.
Receiver Pulse-stretching. -Receiver
pulse-stretching is mainly the
result of overloading in the video stages of the receiver, combined with
resistance-capacitance distortion, as shown in Fig. 9“9. In typical ~lghfidelity crystal-video receivers, increasing the r-f power by 60 db above
the threshold value increases the receiver-output signal width by about
1 ysec. Such a receiver is said to possess 60 db of discrimination between
1- and 2-wwc signals. In superheterodyne receivers, when the number
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of video stages is only one or two, the stretching for a 60-db increase in
r-f power is normally less than 0.25 psec, and this is not objectionable.
Stretch-amplitude

Compensation.—The

discrimination can be improved a few decibels by using the increase in signal amplitude to cancel the stretching associated with
the increase in amplitude.
Unless changes
are made in the receiver, it is possible to
cancel only the stretching that occurs between tangential and limiting signals at the
(a)
receiver output.
For the crystal-video receiver, this improves the discrimination by
about 12 db (or a factor of 4 in range).
\
A modification to introduce stretch-am- –--—–.—+. - i---plitude compensation into the integrator
type of discriminator is shown in Fig. 9.10.
cutoff
@!\
1,
In the diagram, C is a blocking condenser,
itand R is chosen so that a negative signal that
is just limited at the receiver output sub(b)
tracts from the sawtooth amplitude an
‘FIG. 9.9.—The
origin of
amount equivalent to the stretching between
pulse stretching
in a video
tangential and limiting signals. It is then
amplifier.
(a) RC-coupled amplifier.
(b) Waveforms at numnecessary, when adjusting the discriminateor,
bered points.
to check the acceptance of 2-psec signals at
both tangential and limiting levels.
By taking a signal from an early stage in the receiver, where there are
more decibels between tangential and limiting signals, a greater improve-
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FIG. 9. 10.—An RC feedback circuit which
dhinishes
pulse stretching in an integrator
discriminator
bv ‘‘ stretch-amplitude
compensation.”
Vl:diode;
Vx--iutegrator.

FIG. 9.1 I.—The
origiu of echostretching.
(a) Dkect signal.
(b) Re-

flectedsignal. (c) Receiveroutput.

ment in discrimination is theoretically possible.
It is technically difficult
to do this, however. without causing oscillations.
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Echo Stretching.—Echo stretching results when signals reach the
beacon antenna by both direct and reflected paths. The reflected signal
necessarily arrives slightly later than the direct signal. The receiver may
limit even on the reflected signal, however, so that the receiver output
signal is as long as the direct and the reflected signal combined.
(See
Fig. 9.11.)
It is obvious that nothing can be done in the discriminator to remedy
this situation.
Echo stretching is discussed in Sees. 8.11 and 201.
OTHER TYPES OF DECODER
9.8. Double-pulse
Decoders.l
General Considerations. -In
doublepulse coding the interrogator transmits two pulses a few microseconds
apart; normally it would transmit just one pulse. Circuits at the beacon
cause it to respond if the separation of the pulses is correct for that
beacon.
Thus, different beacons can have different interrogation codes.
The problem of double-pulse decoding can be treated with varying
emphasis on security, by which we mean freedom from response to incorrect interrogation codes. The simplest and least secure method is for
the beacon to accept signals that exist at any two instants separated by a
given amount of time At; here a single pulse longer than At might cause
triggering.
A more complex method is for the beacon to accept only
pairs of pulses, the leading edges of which differ by an amount At, and
which, in addition, do not have other pulses between them. z Another
method is for the beacon to accept any two pulses the leading edges of
which are separated by an amount At; in this case a series of closely
spaced narrow pulses might cause triggering.
This last method is perhaps the best for general use, and it alone will be described here.
The usual method of decoding is to delay the first pulse by an amount
equal to the correct value for interrogation; a coincidence detector then
gives out a trigger if the second pulse coincides in time with the delayed
first pulse. Two methods of obtaining a delay have been considered:
multivibrators and delay lines. Multivibrators have a dead time after
each signal triggers them; this type of circuit, therefore, has a definite
maximum working rate. Delay lines do not have this defect, and they
have the advantage of being less subject to unwanted variations.
For
these two reasons they have found favor.
However, in some systems ~
which there are few interfering signals (signals not intended to interrogate
the beacon), the maximum working rate limitation of multivibrators does
not become objectionable.
The general question of the relative virtues
I By C. L. Longmireand G. P. Wachtell.
aA circuit which prevents a responsewhen sn interveningpulse is present is
sometimescalled a ‘‘ wonter.”
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of trigger and storage devices, which is pertinent to this argument, has
already been discussed in Chap. 5.
Another factor that must be considered is the amount of delay
required.
Electronic delay linesat present are practical only for delays
up to about 10 psec, whereas the multivibrator is best suited for delays
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FIG. 9,12.—(a) Double-pulse decoder using delay lines. Thedelay line hasan imped.
ante of 650 ohms and a total delay, with the switches open, of 2.5 psec.
Vl~—bu5er;
Va—b&edamplifier;
Vm-blocking
oscillator.
(b) Waveforms at numbered points in (a).
R, and R, are the fist and second reflections of the initial pulse as they appear at the
input terminals of the delay line.

greater than 5~sec.
Forcode intervals longer than 10psec, the advantages of storage devices can be preserved by using supersonic delay limes.
DeZuy-line Type.—One form of double-pulse decoder that has been
used successfully is shown in Fig. 9.12. The circuit shown can be made
to accept pulses with any one of four values of pulse separation.
The
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acceptable pulse separation is changed by changing the position of the
short circuit on the delay line.
The input signal is cleared of noise, shaped, and limited.
The resultant pulses are then applied to the grid of the buffer. The 6rst pulse is
inverted by the buffer and fed into the delay line as a negative pulse.
(The biased amplifier does not conduct.)
This pulse travels down the
line, is reflected with a change of sign, and returns to the input of the line
as a positive pulse. The impedance shunting the input of the line
T-r-. r-,
;--,
is much higher than the impedance
of the line; the pulse is, therefore,
E
?
reflected again, this time without a
change of sign. The pulse then
FIG. 9.13.—The response of the delay
makes another trip down the line line in Fig. 9.12 to a single pulse of amplitude E. The attenuation of the delay line
and back, finally returning as a for two round trips is a.
negative pulse. If another pulse is
applied to the grid at the same instant that thk negative pulse reaches
the plate of the buffer, the two pulses combine at the plate of the buffer.
The resultant pulse is large enough to drive the biased amplifier to
conduction and to trigger the blocking oscillator.
Each pulse is reflected several times in the line. Figure 9.13 shows
the response of the line to a single pulse.
If it were not for attenuation, all of the reflected pulses would be
twice as large as the initial pulse fed into the line, because the impedance
shunting the input terminals of the line is much greater than the characteristic impedance of the line. Obviously, some attenuation is desirable
so that coincidences with reflections other than the first negative one
will not drive the biased amplifier to conduction.
To get the greatest
range of safety for the bias on the biased amplifier, it is necessary to
choose the attenuation so as to give the greatest possible difference in
Matheamplitude between the first and second negative reflections.
matically, if a is the attenuation for two round trips on the line, it is
necessary to maximize the expression 2Ea — 2Ea2. This is done by
making a equal to +; then, the first negative reflection is equal in amplitude to the initial pulse. The resistors associated with each shortcircuiting switch are chosen to give the correct amount of attenuation.
Noise and threshold effects in this circuit are similar to those in the delayline type of pulse-width discriminator, because the circuits are similar.
The second pulse in a double-pulse signal is usually the rangereference pulse of the interrogator; it is, therefore, better to time the
decoder output trigger from this pulse rather than from the first. To do
this it is necessary to choose the length of the line so that the second pulse
of the signal arrives at the plate of the buffer slightly after the first nega.-l
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tive reflection; it is then the second pulse that actually drives the biased
amplifier to conduction.
Multivibrator Type.—Because
both multivibrator
and delay-line
decoders operate on the same general principles, the multivibrator type
will not be discussed at great length. A block diagram of this type of
discriminator is shown in Fig. 9“14. The first step is to remove noise and
shape the signal as in the preceding section; in some systems, however,
this may not be necessary.
The first signal then triggers a biased multivibrator which produces a rectangular pulse of duration equal to the
acceptable separation of signals. The trigger to the multivibrator passes
through a diode in order to isolate the multivibrator when it is triggered,
so that the second pulse will not interfere with the production of the
IQ
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Fm. 9.14.—Double-w&edecoder using multivibratordelay. (a) Block diagram. (b)
Waveforms

at numbered points.

trailing edge of the multivibrator pulse. The trailing edge is differentiated and shaped to look like the shaped signal; the two are then applied
to the coincidence tube, which produces an output trigger when the secom 1
As S0011
signal coincides with the delayed trigger from the multivibrator.
as the multivibrator recovers, the circuit is ready to accept another pair
of pulses. It is thus important to keep the recovery time small. If the
correct spacing of pulses is fairly long, the multivibrator may waste
much time on single signals. Since the maximum triggering rate is the
reciprocal of the code interval, many correctly coded signals may go
unanswered.
Operation is improved if several multivibrators are used
in cascade to provide the code interval.
Each one contributes only a
fraction of the total delay, with the result that the maximum triggering
rate is the reciprocal of the delay contributed by each multivibrat or.
Care should be taken to use rnultivibrators for which the delay does not
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vary with repetition rate. A decoder in which multivibrators are used in
cascade is considerably more complicated than a delay-line decoder.
9.9. Multiple-pulse Decoders. ~Themethods
of double-pulse decoding can be extended to apply to any number of pulses. The remarks
made in Sec. 9.8 regarding the degrees of security of various methods of
decoding apply equally well in this situation.
Only the method described
in detail in Sec. 9 .8—accepting pulses the leading edges of which are
separated by the correct intervals—will be treated here. The basic
method, when used for multiple-pulse decoding, may be divided into two
slightly different methods, according to whether delay lines or multivibrators are used.
Two-by-two Coincidence.-The
first might be called the method of
two-by-two coincidence.
In this method, the first pulse is delayed by

input
9. 15.—Four-pulse
decoder, using two-by-two coincidence.
Vm,, V~., and Vzb are
coincidence stages for tbe first, second, and third pair of pulses, respectively.
The delay
lines L,, L,, and L, determine the acceptable code intervals.
FIG.

the correct amount for the first code space; if the second pulse coincides
with the delayed first pulse, the second pulse is passed and delayed by the
correct amount for the second code space, and so on. Each coincidence
is only a double coincidence.
A skeleton diagram of this type of circuit
is shown in Fig. 9.15.
The signal at the input is negative and limited.
It consists of four
shaped pulses, of width D psec, with noise suppressed, coming from a lowimpedance source. The signals are fed directly to the cathodes of all the
coincidence tubes; this in itself, however, is not enough to drive the tubes
to conduction.
The first pulse is also applied to the input of the line L,,
which is matched at its input end, short-circuited at its output end, and
has a tap at D ~sec from the input end. The negative first pulse travels
down the line and is reflected as a positive pulse, gets back to the tap at
the instant the second pulse is supposed to occur, and passes on to the
input end of the line where it is absorbed.
If the second pulse does occur
when it is supposed to, coincidence occurs in the first tube and a negative
1Sees.9.9 and 9.10 by C. L. Longmire.
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pulse coincident with the second pulse of the signal is started into the
second line Lz. The action is now repeated in this line; if the third pulse
occurs at the right time, coincidence is achieved in the second tube, and
so on. If all pulses have the right spacing, the last coincidence tube gives
out a trigger. If, on the other hand, coincidence does not occur at any
stage, the remaining stages do not act at all. The short section of line D
is necessary to prevent the reflected pulse from being canceled by the
pulse with which it is supposed to coincide.
Codes may be changed by using plug-in delay lines or by using
switches or relays to short-circuit the lines at various points.
A large
number of codes is possible: if there are three code spaces, and if each
may have, for instance, any of five values, the total number of possible
codes is 53 or 125.
B+

K

Trigger
out

Limited, T.
shaped
negative
signal input
FIG. 9. 16.—Four-pulse

.-c

$?
decoder, multiple coincidence.

If the code spacings are so large as to make electronic delay lines
impracticable, multivibrators or supersonic delay lines may be used to
obtain the delays.
Multiple
Coincidence.-The
second method of multiple-pulse discrimination might be called the method of multiple coincidence.
In this
method, each pulse is delayed long enough to make it coincide with the
last pulse. A multiple-coincidence
circuit is then used to produce a
trigger only if all the delayed pulses coincide with the last pulse.
A skeleton diagram of this type of circuit is shown in Fig. 9.16. The
negative input pulses, which must be limited and shaped, pass down the
line and are absorbed in the resistance at the output end. L,, L,, and L,
have delays equal to the proper first, second, and third pulse spacings
respectively.
If the signal has the right pulse spacings, then all of the
grids will be driven negative together at the same time, and an output
trigger will result. If all of the grids are not driven negative at the same
time, however, there will be no appreciable output trigger. In this circuit the attenuation in the delay lines is cumulative; amplifiers may be
needed, therefore, if the total delay required is fairly large. This method
is best suited for short intervals.
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The delay of both types of multiple-pulse circuits described in this
section is such that the output trigger is timed with the last pulse of the
interrogating signal.
Coincidence Decoding. -Coincidence
decoding is a form of multiplepulse decoding in which all pulses arrive at the same instant.
The pulses
must be received separately on different receivers. When received, they
are applied to a coincidence circuit.
It is usually necessary to suppress
noise and to limit and shape the signals before they reach the coincidence
tube. 1
9.10. Pulse-repetition-frequency
Discriminators.-It
may be desired
to accept only those pulses that arrive at the beacon with a certain
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FIG. 9.17.—Simple pulse-repetition-frequency
discriminator for beacons receiving only
one interrogating signal.
(a) Block diagram, and (b) waveforms at numbered points,
showing how the discriminator locks on a signal of the correct pulse-repetition frequency.

repetition frequency.
An obvious method for doing this is to delay each
pulse by an amount equal to the correct repetition interval and to accept
it if it coincides with the next pulse. Repetition intervals are usually
so long as to prohibit the use of electronic delay lines. Other delay
systems, therefore, must be used. Supersonic delay lines are admirably
suited to this purpose.
Another method suitable for beacons designed to receive only one
interrogating signal involves the use of multivibrators.
Since the delay
circuit must work for each pulse of the desired signal, and the required
delay is equal to the time between signals, at least two multivibrators in
cascade must be used to obtain the total delay and allow each one time
1For a thorough discussion of coincidence circuits refer to li’aoejorms,Vol. 19,
Chap. 10, Radiation Laboratory Series,
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Figure 9.17 shows a block diagram -” a system using two
to recover.
multivibrators to select one set of received signal~.
Suppose that a signal passed by the gated amplifier triggers the first
delay multivibrator.
When approximately half the desired repetition
interval has elapsed, the first multivibrator triggers the second.
This,
in turn, triggers the short gate immediately before the next signal should
occur. The short gate turns on the amplifier.
If the next signal does
occur at the proper time, it turns the amplifier off momentarily, thus
triggering the first multivibrator again, and the cycle repeats. A coincidence circuit accepts a signal if it succeeds in passing through the gated
amplifier.
If the signal does not occur within the short gate, the end of the gate
turns the amplifier off again. Thk action triggers the first multivibrator
again, and the cycle repeats itself. Obviously, if signals do not fall
within the short gate, the circuit runs freely at a frequency slightly lower
than that of the desired interrogating signal. Therefore, if a signal with
the correct repetition frequency is present, the phasing of the signal with
respect to the short gate will change continuously until the signal falls
within the gate. If the difference between the free-running frequency
and a triggering frequency is, for example, 10 cps, then the circuit should
lock on a signal within ~ sec.
To prevent locking-in on signals with repetition frequencies other than
those desired, the length of the short gate is made such that two successive
pulses with an incorrect repetition frequent y would not fall within it.
Because the desired pulse usually comes very close to the beginning of the
short gate, the probability that an undesired signal will cut in even once
is small. If a system including several of these circuits, each receiving
a different pulse-repetition frequency, is planned, it is well to use a set of
pulse-repetition frequencies no two of which have low common multiples.
This type of interrogation coding is not suited to scanning narrowbeam systems because of the long time necessary for locking-in.
If the
short gate is widened to increase the “searching” rate, the band of pulserepetition frequencies that can lock in increases; consequently distinguishable frequencies must be farther apart.
Instead of two multivibrators to provide delay, several multivibrators
may be used in cascade, each contributing a small amount to the total
delay.
If the final output trigger coincides with the next signal, an output trigger is obtained.
Such a circuit has the advantage of being able
to work on several recurring signals at once. If many interfering signals
are present, however, the y steal responses from signals with the correct
repetition frequency; greater per cent response can then be obtained by
increasing the number of multivibrators, and thereby decreasing the dead
time.
This circuit requires less time for a signal to break in than does
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that described above, except when interference is heavy.
The delay
multivibrator should be designed to have a fast recovery, so that the
delay will be independent of the working rate. The complication
required is such that the alternative method, which is the logical result
of carrying this procedure to the limit, should be used in most cases; we
refer, of course, to the use of a storage method, using supersonic delay
lines.
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purposes, such as communication,
data
transmission, and remote control, arediscussed in Chap. 11.
10.1. General Considerations.-One
of themost useful attributes ofa
beacon is that it can identify itself. In air navigation, the operator of an
airborne interrogator must know the geographical location of a beacon
so that the data he obtains from it will have a reference point; the beacon
must therefore locate the reference point by identifying itself. Conversely, if a ground interrogator is controlling one of several beaconcarrying aircraft, the operator must be able to single out on his scope the
particular aircraft he desires to control; the airborne beacon in which
he is interested must be able to make itself distinguishable from beacons
carried by other aircraft in the vicinity.
In short, it is important that
beacons have “names” just as people have names.
A beacon can identify itself only by its response. A. beacon that does
not respond is of no more value in identifying its particular location than
“no beacon” would be; codes that interrupt the response of the beacon
are, therefore, undesirable.
The mere presence of a response is highly
identifying, regardless of its form, because it indicates that the beacon
was able to respond to the particular form of interrogating signal used,
A beacon is partially identified by coded interrogation, which was discussed in the preceding chapter from a different standpoint.
The beacon
decoder was there regarded as a circuit to establish the identity of the
interrogator from which signals come, instead of as a means of identifying
the beacon.
Interrogation coding as a means of identification has the
disadvantage that many—all but one, usually—of the reply codes consist
of no response.
In response coding, just as in interrogation coding, significance can
be attached to several characteristics of the signal. The radio frequency
of the response almost always identifies the beacon to some extent. The
principle involved is obvious so that nothing further need be said of this
type of coding.
Codes based on variation of pulse amplitude usually are not useful
because they involve a reduction in the range of the system.
Further204
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more, variations in the strength of various signals received by the interrogator would necessitate afairly complex automatic-gain-control
system
to prevent limiting of the beacon signal in the interrogator receiver. A
third disadvantage of amplitude codkg is that the best source of bighpower microwaves-the
magnetron-is
not at present capable of reliable
amplitude modulation.
The repetition rate of the beacon response cannot be varied in the
same way as that of an interrogator because the beacon depends upon the
interrogator for its repetition rate. By causing the beacon not to respond
to all signals, however, the response rate can be made to equal submultiple of the interrogation rate. For instance, a particular beacon might
be identified by the property of answering only every third interrogation
from a given interrogator.
It would be easy to make a beacon respond in
this way if only one interrogator were triggering it, but it would be more
difficult if several interrogators were triggering it at the same time.
The pulse width of the reply is usually available for coding.
Because
it is desirable to keep the pulse width short to save power, it becomes
necessary to use fine gradations of pulse width in order to obtain an
appreciable number of codes. An expanded sweep is then necessary for
interpreting the code visually.
For easy visual interpretation, pulsewidth response coding is less desirable than multiple-pulse coding.
If
the decoding or interpretation is done by circuits, however, this is no
longer true. For pulse-width coding, the interrogator-receiver must be
designed carefully to avoid stretching the signal.
A multiple-pulse code has three identifying features: number of pulses,
spacings of pulses, and pulse widths.
Codes of varying complexity can
be constructed by using these three features.
The simplest type is one
in which number of pulses only is significant, and all spacings and pulse
widths are the same. The most complex is one in which the number of
pulses, each code space, and each pulse width are assigned one of a large
set of values.
Use of this method yields many identifiable codes.
(See
Sec. 5.17.)
A system of medium complexity that has found considerable
use allows each space to be either “long” (35 psec) or “ short” (15 psec),
varies the number of pulses from two to six, and makes all pulses the same
width (0.5 psec).
Fine gradations of spacing and pulse width can be decoded better by
circuits than by visual interpretation because a code that is to be interpreted visually must have features that are resolvable on the interrogator
scope. The spacings given in the preceding paragraph were chosen to
make a code just resolvable on a 100-mile sweep on a 5-in. PPI.
From
the size of the required spacings, it is plain why significance was attached
to spacing but not to pulse width.
If the interrogator has an expanded
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sweep that can be started at any range, however, shorter codea involving
pulse width are feasible for visual interpretation.
10.2. Single-pulse
Response Coders.
Pulse-unWh
Coders.-In
all
pulse modulators, a circuit element Iixesthe duration of the transmitted
pulse,l whether puls~width coding istobeused
or not. Thus, allmodulators contain some of the essential elements for pulse-width coding.
The simplest type of pulse-width coding is that in which the beacon
responds with one of a given group of pulse widths.
As it may be desirable to change the code (or pulse width) of a beacon from time to time,
the circuit that fixes the pulse width should be equipped with a multiposition switch that has a position for each pulse width.
In lin*controlled blocking oscillators and thyratron puls~forrning circuits, the
multiposition switch controls the length of the delay line. Multivibrators, which are often used to fix the pulse width when fairly long pulses
(greater than 2 or 3 psec) are used, are easily controlled by varying a
voltage or a resistance.
In all cases, the tolerance of the various pulse
widths must be less than the minimum difference in pulse widths for
different codes.
Another method of pulse-width coding is that of varying the pulse
width in time according to a definite plan. For visual interpretation,
the pulse width may be alternated between long and short values, the
ratio of these values being 2 or 3 to 1. The pulse width may be “ modulated” automatically in the desired manner by a motor-driven cam or
coding wheel. Obviously, the decoding time in such a system is a matter
of several seconds and even longer if there are many complex codes.
This method is, therefore, not suited to scanning interrogators.
Morsecode characters are universally used in practice.
Because of the long time necessary to transmit all the elements of a
code, pulse-width coding is often called “slow” coding.
It is possible, by obvious means, to present the code visually, in the
form of a blinking light, or aurally, as ordinary radio code signals.
MULTIPLE-RESPONSE PULSE CODERS
A multiple-pulse coder usually consists of three parts: a blanking gate,
trigger delay stages, and a collecting and amplifying circuit.z
The trigger delay stages actually form the code, one pulse at a time; the
last step is to collect and combine the individual pulses and perform the
necessary shaping.
The collecting methods depend somewhat upon
the method of obtaining the delay; they vary for different types of delay
stage and will be discussed in connection with each.
1See Chap. 12.
z For a complete discussion of the circuits used for generating the waveforms
used in responsecodes, see Waveforms,Vol. 19, Radiation Laboratory Series.
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10.3. Blanking Gate.—The blanking gate is used to prevent extraneous signals from interfering while the coder is forming a code. The
term “blanking gate” has been used to denote both the circuit and the
waveform that it produces.
Sometimes the last stage of the component
preceding the coder may act as the blanking-gate generator; in some
instances of low working rate a blanking gate may not be necessary,
because of the small probability of
interference.
Duty-ratio limita\
tion is often secured by varying
@
the duration of the blanking gate. 1
The blanking-gate
generator
usually consists of a multivibrator
that produces a rectangular waveform longer than the code, and
has as short a recovery time as is ~eg,~,,~ge,
Positwe
(a)
possible practically; therefore the
in
bias
probability of occurrence of abv
normal gate lengths is small. 2
@

The multivibrator is put into the
circuit so that the incoming trig“*
ger sets it off, and the leading
edge of its waveform is then used
in turn to trigger the first delay
Qstage. Care must be taken in the
design to avoid the possibility of
@~
(b)
firing the first delay stage on the
FIG.
10.1.—(a)
Blankinggate
generator
input t r i g g e r even when the
with diode input. (~) Waveformsat nurn.
multivibrator does not fire; this
bered points of (a). !l-rejected trigger
pufse.
might happen, for example, if the
multivibrator has been triggered just previously.
One simple method that guarantees correct action is to pass the input
trigger through a diode that is biased off as soon as the gate fies.
(See
Fig. 10.1.) In this circuit the triode V, is normally on and VI normally
off, and the voltage across the diode Vs is practically zero. The first
incoming negative trigger is passed by the diode and triggers the multivibrator.
The plate of the diode is pulled far negative with respect to
the cathode during the rectangular multivibrator waveform, so that
additional input triggers do not get through the diode.
If it were not for
the diode, additional triggers would be passed on to the first delay stage.
The product RIG’ determines the gate length, other parameters being
1See Sec. 6.4,
z Abnormal gate lengths
pletely recovered.

occur if a multivibrator is triggeredbefore it has com-
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fixed. The product ( Rz + RJ C determines the recovery time, independent of R1. It is therefore well to use a large value of RI and a small
value of C to obtain both the proper gate length and quick recovery.
10.4. Coders for Equally Spaced Pulses.-Two
methods have been
used to generate a given number of equally spaced pulses for each input
trigger. A skeleton diagram of one method is shown in Fig. 10.2. In this
circuit the blocking oscillator VZ is normally biased off. The incoming
B+

I

,

L1

I

q

Positive
trigger

I
J

B+

(a)

I
1

FIG. 10.2.—(a) Blocking oscillator for generating equally spaced pulses.
line for controlling pulse width.
L-delay
line for controlling pulse spacing.
in LZ is one-fourth the pulse spacing.
(b) Waveforms at numbered points.

L1—delay
The delay

trigger is amplified by VI and triggers the blocking oscillator V*, which
regenerates and produces a pulse the length of which is determined by the
delay line LI in the grid circuit. A negative pulse is fed into the delay
line Lz connected to the plate of the blocking-oscillator tube.
The negative pulse travels down the line, is reflected with a reversal of sign at the
short circuit, and travels back to the plate where the impedance presented
is essentially that of an open circuit.
The pulse is therefore reflected
without a change in sign. It then makes another trip down the line and
back, coming back as a negative pulse this time. This negative pulse
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triggers the blocking oscillator again, andtheaction
isrepeated.
Aftera
time that depends on the size of the cathode condenser, the cathode voltage rises to a point at which the doubly reflected pulse is not large enough
to initiate regeneration.
The reflections then die out in the plate line,
and the cathode voltage returns exponentially to its normal value.
Meanwhile, the proper number of properly shaped pulses have been
delivered to the load, which may be a power amplifier to drive the
transmitter.

- B+
R

/
a
~

a

qb
=‘c

‘c
I

Q
Variable positive
bias

Neg. bias
(a)

“JLJuJ——
(b)

Fxm1O.3.—(C)Gated
Vw,—multivibrator;
points in (a).

blocking oscillator for generating equally spaced pulses.
V,o,
V-diode;
Vw-blocking
oscillator.
(b) Waveforms at numbered

The slow return of the cathode voltage is detrimental in that closely
spaced additional input triggers are apt to get responses that contain
fewer pulses than the correct code. A less economical coding method
that does not have this disadvantage is to generate a gate of the proper
length and to allow a blocking oscillator to run freely during the gate. A
circuit of this type is shown in Fig. 10.3.
In this circuit, the incoming trigger fires a multivibrator Vl, V2, which
produces a positive gate the length of which is controlled by the variable
positive bkis. The diode 1’, normally conducts and so causes the blocking oscillator V, to be cut off. The leading edge of the gate triggers the
blocking oscillator, which regenerates with the result that the grid is left
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with a large negative voltage.
This voltage rises exponentially toward
the plate-supply voltage with the time-constant RC; it now passes its
normal level because the diode cathode voltage has been raised by the
gate. Thus the grid enters the conducting region and the blocking
oscillator fires again. This action is repeated until the gate ends and no
longer allows the blocking-oscillator grid to enter the conducting region.
The number of pips can be changed by changing the gate length.
The
multivibrator should have a short recovery time.
It is evident that the above circuits do not require pip-collecting circuits, although shaping and power amplification may sometimes be
required.
PULSE-SPACING CODERS
10.6. Delay-line Delay Stages.-When
the spacings are small, less
than about 10 psec, delay lines can be used to obtain the code. Figure

C&
signal in

(a)

(b)
Fm. 10.4.-(a) Three-pulsedelay-line coder. Delay of L, = half of first code spaca
Defay of LZ = half of second code space. (b) Waveformsat numberedpointuof (.).
10”4 shows a skeleton circuit.
Each of the tubes is normally biased to
cutoff.
The incoming positive trigger turns on the first amplifier, which
starts a negative pulse into the first delay line; this pulse is reflected and
reappears as a positive puke at the input terminals, where it is absorbed.
The reflected positive pulse turns on the second amplifier, and so on. A
common resistor in the cathode circuits of all the tubes collects the pips
forming the code. These pips may be amplified and shaped if necessary.
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Each code space can be varied by changing the position of the short
circuit in the delay line corresponding to that space.
The circuit described above has two advantages: it uses each line to
get twice the normal delay, and the amplifiers counteract the effects of
attenuation in the lines. These advantages over the simplest type of
circuit, consisting of one long line with taps to take off the pulse with
various delays, are well worth the additional complications.
10.6. Multivibrator Delay Stages. -Cascaded
biased multivibrators
may be used economically to obtain the delays necessary for pip coding
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FIG. 1O,.5—TWO
types of multivibrators used in pip coders.
(a) Grid-plate-coupled
type.
T,—trigger to collecting line; Trtrigger
to next stage.
(b) Waveforms at numT-trigger
to collecting line; T,—trigger
bered points in (a).
(c) Cathode-coupled type.
to next stage.
(d) Waveforms at numbered points in (c). NOTE: In both circuits capacitances are in flpf. Values are such that the delay with .S open is 12 psec; with S closed
it is 40 psec.

for a wide range of code spaces—from 2 or 3 ~sec up. In this type of
circuit, each multivibrator except the first is triggered by the trailing
edge of the rectangular wave produced by the preceding multivibrator.
The first multivibrator is triggered by the leading edge of the blanking
gate. Small triggers are produced by differentiating the trailing edge
of the rectangular wave produced by each multivibrator, and the leading
edge of the first rectangular wave; these are collected, amplified, and
shaped.
Two general types of multivibrator have been used: the plate-gridcoupled type and the cathode-coupled type.
Both are shown in Fig.
10.5. In the plate-grid-coupled type the delay is changed by switching
in additional capacitance between the normally on plate and the nor-
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really off grid. The circuit shown gives a spacing of about ~ ~sec with
Ca out and 40 psec with Ca in. The sizes of c, and C7Zare such that C,

I

controls the length of the short space, and CL controls the length of the
long space; a trimmer capacitor across each of these makes long and short
spaces adjustable separately.
In multivibrators of the cathode-coupled type, the spacing is increased
by switching out a portion of the cathode resistance.
Errors in any circuit component except RI have proportionate effects on the short and
long spaces so that adjustment of the potentiometer tends to correct both
short and long spaces, although not equally well.
B+
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+
2nd multi
vibrator
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+
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3rd multi.
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+
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FIG. 10.6.—collecting
network for cathode-coupled
multivibrator
coders.
(a) Block
diagram, showing collecting stage.
(b) Waveforms at numbered points in (a).

For the particular circuits shown, multivibrators of the plate-gridcoupled type require much less plate current than those of the cathodecoupled type, although this need not be a general rule.
Figure 10.6 shows how the pips may be collected in a circuit using the
cathode-coupled multivibrators of Fig. 10.5. The condensers couple to
the first or second plate (in Fig. 10”6), according to their position relative
to the block representing each multivibrator.
Two collecting lines are
necessary to avoid canceling of simultaneous positive and negative
triggers. The trigger on one line is positive when the trigger on the other
line is negative; as a result, either one or the other of the biased amplifiers
is driven to conduction.
The output pulses of the double amplifier are
usually amplified, inverted, and passed through a cathode follower to
give a low output impedance.
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In collecting pips from a multivibrator of the plate-grid-coupled type,
advantage may be taken of the almost triangular waveform at the second
plate.
On differentiation, this waveform gives only a small positive
trigger at the leading edge and a considerably larger negative trigger at
the trailing edge; this allows collecting of all triggers on one line, as is
shown in Fig. 10.7, because the negative triggers override the positive
ones.
In the multivibrator
circuits shown, the spacing is controlled by
means of switches.
Continuous electronic control of the spacing may be
desired in some instances.
For this purpose, control of the voltage of the
normally-off grid in the cathode-coupled
multivibrator gives approximately linear control of the spacing.
B+

@
a)
—

0

+
1St
stage

*
--.-—
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3rd
stage
(a)

+-

~~
:

IIxzII

(b)

FIQ, 10.7.—collecting
network for grid-plate-coupled
multivibrator
coder.
(a) Block
diagram.
(b) Waveforms at numbered points in (a). Note the use of a single collecting line.

The number of pips can be reduced simply by biasing off or removing
plate voltage or ground from the later delay stages.
10.7. Overshoot Delay Stsges.-A
delay circuit of the overshoot
type uses a single triode section to obtain each delay and is based on the
formation of overshoots by differentiation.
Figure 10.8 shows a skeleton diagram of two stages.
In this circuit the tubes are normally at zero bias, and the resistor RI
is much larger than the zero%as resistance of the tube; consequently
very little voltage drop appears across the tube. Assume that the current
in VI is shut off for a period T1. The waveform at the plate of VI is
then as shown, the time constant of the rise of the pulse being R,C.
The
grid resistance of Vz is much smaller than RI and is neglected.
Since
R,C is somewhat less than the shortest desired delay, the maximum
amplitude of this pulse is relatively independent of T1. During TI the
grid voltage of V* does not rise much because of the low grid resistance.
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But at the end of T,, the grid of Vz is swung negative far beyond cutoiT.
However, the grid voltage immediately starts to rise exponentially
toward the plate-supply voltage at a rate determked mainly by C, R,,
Ray and the zer~bias resistance of VI but stops and remains at zero.
Thus, plate current in V, is turned off for a period TZ immediately
following... T,.- The magnitude of TZ is independent of T, but can be
changed by short-circuiting Rs. At
the plate of VZ, another positive
rectangular p u 1s e is developed,
which can be used for driving the
next stage.
The amount of delay per stage
Q
can also be varied by changing the
voltage to which the grid resistance
is returned, instead of changing the
.—
resistance itself. This method is
(DIJ
advantageous when the code spaces
must be controlled from a distance
through cables; it is not subject to
the distortion of a high-impedance
waveform by the capacitance of the
cables.
It is evident that in a circuit of
this type the first delay stage cannot
be triggered in the usual manner.
(b)
A negative rectangular trigger pulse
Fm. 1O,8.—(G) Two stages of an overshoot delay circuit. (b) Waveformsat
is required.
Such a waveform can
nurnheredpointe of (a). Note that the
be
obtained
from
the blanking gate
input trigger controls the first emce.
S ohangeathe code spacevalue.
which usually precedes the delay
stages.
Tubes with low zero-bias resistance and with high g~ are required;
otherwise the waveform degenerates from stage to stage. Thk type of
circuit is better when the number of stages in succession is small, because
trouble results from the small positive part of waveform 3 when the
amplification is large. Three stages of 7F8 tubes work well to give a
four-pip code.
Pip CoUsction.-An
attempt to collect in the same manner as for
multivibrators will fail because the extra loading is injurious to the waveform at each stage. However, the method shown in Fig. 10.9 has been
used auccesefully,
Here the first and third positive rectangular waves
are applied to the grids of a double amplifier through the networks consisting of RI, R,, and C. The high resistors R, and R2 do not load the
plates of the delay stages; C is small and is added to prevent degeneration
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of the waveform.
Across the primary of the transformer T1 there isa
trigger, positive or negative, at the beginning and at the end of each
delay.
Two secondaries of TI are connected so that one or the other of
the blocking-oscillator grids is brought into the conducting region regardless of the sign of the trigger across the primary of TI.
When regeneration begins in one tube of the blocking oscillator, it soon spreads to the
other tube, so that both tubes contribute to the pulse. The recovery
time of the bias network for the blocking oscillator is less than the mini- ;:;..
mum spacing of the code pips.
( ‘).,

1. .2

Rffl~

c

M

~ _~

Cutofl:

aLtoff
bias

J

@’~

~.a

(b)
V,L,,Vza, V~~—delay stages; V~~,
FIG. 10.9.—(a)
Pip collecting in overshoot coder.
(b)Wave forma at numbered points
V~~—coOecting stages; Vd~, Vw-bloc king oscillator.
of (a).
NOTE: All tubes are 7F8.
With 1?, = 470K, R, = 270K, R, = 56K, C = 47 ppf,
short spaces are 12 psec.

The overshoot type of coder is a little more economical than the
There are, however, as mentioned above, limitations
multivibrator type.
on the possible number of code pips, and particular tube types are
required.
10.8. Blocking-oscillator Delay Stagea.-Blocking
oscillators can be
(See Fig. 10”10.)
used economically to form the basis of delay stages.
In this circuit a positive trigger is required for the first stage. The constants of the grid circuit of VI should be chosen with due consideration
for the circuit supplying the initial trigger. The blocking oscillator V,
is normally biased off, When fired by the initial trigger, it draws a short,
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heavy current pulse that charges Cs in the plate circuit.
The current
pulse flowing through Rh produces the first pip.
As soon as the pulse is over, the resonant circuit composed of Ca and
The value of RZ is chosen to give
the 85-roh choke starts to oscillate.
the correct amount of damping.
The second biased-off blocking oscilla-

‘ C3

mh

- +300

~o.oo3

‘.0.003

85

:;

+ 0005

.0005

a

@

C*
@

7
a

c,

Positive
trigger in

RI

-?~

---

—- P

~
1

V2a
-

-Bias

---

~2
56 k

&
-Bias

V2~

output
trigger
R3

&

56 k

50

@

-Bias

(a)

(b)
FI~, 10. 10.—Three-pip
blocking oscillator coder.
(a) Circuit diagram.
Tubes are
all 7F8.
(b) Waveforms at numbered points in (a). Note that no special collecting
circuit is required, average current is low, a minimum of tubes is used, and the output
voltage is large and from a low impedance source.

tor Vz fires on the positive rise of this waveform.
The grid circuit of VZ
does not recover fast enough to fire twice.
The resonant circuit in the plate of V, then oscillates in the same manner as the first stage and fires Vs, which does not require a resonant circuit because it produces the last pip.
The spacing between the positive output pips may easily be changed
by switching the values of the condensers in the plate tank circuit and
by adjusting the bias of the blocking-oscillator grids. With the con-
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stants shown, the bias values may be adjusted to give spacing of about
45 Psec.
All tubes are normally nonconThe circuit has several advantages.
ducting and the average plate current drawn is very low even for high
working rates—less than 2 ma for 4 pips at 2000 responses per second.
Only one triode is required per pip, and the collecting requires no special
The output consists of sharp triggers from a low-impedance
circuit.
source.
OTHER TYPES OF CODER
1009. Miscellaneous Pip Coders.
CRT-Pip Generators.-An interesting method has been proposed for generating pip codes by means of a
special tube. The method has not been used in beacons but has been
The beam of a
used for similar purposes in other pulse equipment.
cathode-ray tube is deflected by a linear sweep circuit that is triggered
by the input signal. The tube face has a number of evenly spaced electrodes so placed that the beam is swept across them. 1 The electrodes
are grounded through a common resistor, across which there appears a
trigger each time the beam strikes an electrode.
These triggers may be
amplified and shaped to form a pip code. The spacings may be changed
by changing the sweep voltage and by selection of appropriate electrodes.
Linear Sweep Delays.—A method similar to the one just described,
but which has not been thoroughly developed, is one in which one linear
The voltage sweep is
voltage rise is used as the source of all the delays.
triggered by the input trigger, and pulses are generated at the instants
when the voltage passes certain preset levels.
The voltage-level-selecting circuit is the main problem.
Unless each
pip can be obtained with one triode, or less, the circuit is not economical.
An arrangement using neon bulbs could be used, each bulb breaking down
at a different value of the sawtooth voltage; but it has been found that
bulbs available at present do not break down at the same voltage on
every sweep. Standard “ pickoff” schemes involve at least a double
triode.
Low-power
Coders.—Low power drain is often of prime importance
as, for example, in battery-operated
beacons.
Power is consumed
mainly for two uses: filament supply and plate supply.
Considerable
power can be saved by choosing tubes with low filament-power requirements, although such tubes frequently do not have other desirable
characteristics.
Some circuits require fewer tubes and less plate power than others;
the blocking-oscillator type described above in Fig. 10.10 is best from this
1 A general discussion of such
Radiation Laboratory Series.

devices

is

given in Waveforms, Vol. 19, Chap. 3,
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standpoint.
The tubes shown in Fig. 10”10 do not have lowdrain
filaments; lowdrain tubes would have to be substituted to make a lowpower coder. The tube type chosen should have a sharp and uniform
grid-cutoff characteristic to insure stability of the blocking oscillators.
In the past, no low-drain tubes with the necessary sharp cutoff have been
available.
Large variations in cutoff characteristics from tube to tube
make it difficult to adjust the bias to a value such that no tubes oscillate
spontaneously, and all tubes operate on the input trigger. Both 3A5

T
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------------

-----w,

~—~

%7
Qn_i-

(b)
FIG.

10,11 .—(a)

V-pulser

Two-pulsecombinedcoder-pulserfor a low-powertransmitter. V,,

Vw-delay
stage. La and LZ control the first and second pulse widths
EC controls the spacing between pulses.
(b) Waveforms at numbered

StagWI;

respectively.
points of (a).

and 3B7 tubes have been used; neither type is completely satisfactory.
Sacrifices must often be made in the total number of codes and in performance to get lower drain.
10.10. Coder-pulser Combinations.-Usually
the code is generated
in more or less “rough” form in the coder and passed on to the pulser for
power amplification and pulse shaping.
Special circuits in which the
tube generating the code delivers enough power with the proper waveform for modulation can be designed, however, at least for simple codes
and low-power transmitters.
Such circuits may permit a considerable
saving of tubes, space, and power.
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For puls-width
coding it is merely necessary to use the pulse-width
determining circuit element with a tube that will supply the necessary
power. This is, in fact, usually done, making coder and pulser indistinguishable.
A familiar method is the use of a thyratron to discharge a
delay line of variable length. 1
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1
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~

,

J

(b)
FIG. 10.12.—(a) Combined pulse-width and pulse-spacing coder.
L~—delay line that
determines first pulse width; L*—delay line that determines first space; ,Z—delay line
that determines second pulse width; L~—delay line that determines second space; L ~—delay
line that determines third pulse width.
Switches control the delay-line constants.
(b)
Waveforms at numbered points in (a).

Figure 10.11 shows a combined coder-pulser for multiple-pulse codes,
using 2D21 th yrat rons to generate the pulses. The delay is obtained by
differentiation of the “step” waveform resulting from discharge of the
line associated \vith the first pulse. The delay lines determine the width
of the pulse. More stages can be added to give more than two pulses.
10.11. Combined Pulse-width
and Pulse-spacing
Coders.—If
the
interrogator sweep is fast enough to resolve differences in pulse width,
1See Chap, 12.
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multiple-pulse codes using both pulse spacing and pulse width can be
used. For the same number of pulses, a code of this type has one more
than twice as many variables as a pulse-spacing code, and the number of
possible codes is gre?ter than the square of the number of a pulse-spacing
code. Figure 10.12 is an example of a circuit readily permitting control
of both pulse width and pulse spacing.
In order to conserve power and miniiize display space, pulse widths
and pulse spacings wilf usually be short—a few microseconds at most;
delay-line circuits will probably, therefore, be preferable to multivibrators. In Fig. 10.12 each pulse is generated by a line-controlled blocklng
oscillator.
A rectangular voltage pulse occurs across a resistor in the
plate circuit; this rectangular pulse is differentiated, giving a positive
trigger at the end of the voltage pulse. The positive trigger is passed
through a delay line of length adjusted to give the correct spacing, and
then triggers the next stage. The output pulses are already collected,
and come from a low-impedance source. In amplifying, care should be
taken to preserve pulse width and spacing.
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11.1. Beacon
Communication
Systems. -In
previous chapters,
beacons have been considered from the standpoint of their use as navigational devices.
In this chapter, methods by which the interrogator-beacon system can be used as a pulse-communication
system are
discussed.
The use of such methods is limited to systems in which beaNo communication methods have as yet
con interrogation is continuous.
been devised for systems in which the interrogator scans and the beacon
is interrogated intermittently.
Bandwidth requirements discussed in Sec. 5“18 must be met before
voice-communication
systems can be built.
A pulse system has a bandwidth adequate for voice communication
only if its pulse-repetition
frequency is high or if each pulse contains more than one element of
information.
It is legitimate to question the advantage of adding complications to a
beacon system in order to provide an auxiliary communication system.
There are reasons for doing SO. For example, very often the saving in
power and weight over another communication system makes the use of a
beacon-communication
system desirable.
The weight added to the
beacon may be only that of a code-sending key, or, if equipment making
complex modulation possible is added, it may amount to 10 or 20 lb.
Considerable security may be provided.
A distinct advantage is that
the interrogator operator can communicate with the operator of any
particular beacon he is interrogating.
Another advantage of a beacon-communication
system is the possibility of getting a high signal-to-noise ratio. The power margin available
in a beacon system may be large compared with that available in a
pulse-communication
system, especially when radar sets are used as
interrogators.
It is true, however, that the traffic capacity of a beacon may be
reduced while it is being used as part of a communication system.
Not
only will it be unable to answer as many interrogations as it could other1 By

M. D. 0’Day.
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wise, but the communication replies may cause the type of clutter called
It is, therefore, not often desirable that a fixed long-range
“fruit.”
navigational ground beacon be used for communication that requires
high repetition rates, because such a beacon may have to respond to the
routine interrogations of a large number of aircraft.
Many applications in which beacons are used, however, do not utilize
their maximum traffic capacity; this is often true in many uses of airborne
beacons and portable ground beacons.
A communication system may
be of advantage i~ connection with such beacons in definitely identifying
the beacon operator and permitting moderately secure communication
between him and the interrogator operator.
Even when security is not
important, it can be advantageous to be sure that one is talking to an
operator associated with a specific target on the interrogator scope.
COMMUNICATION METHODS NOT INVOLVING SPEECH TRANSMISSION
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pulsers. It is not often feasible in interrogators using resonant charging
of pulse-forming networks in the pulser.
11.3. Space Modulation.— A method of communication from interrogator to beacon is illustrated in Fig. 11“1. In this method, 2n pulses
are sent out per second, but with
a spacing somewhat as illustrated
n
n
n
as in (b) of Fig. 11.1. The whole
i-:Tfi
/
;
array of pulses may be considered (b)~
n
n n
n
1
Ill
II
as the superposition of two sets of
regularly spaced pulses of n per
second each, the pulse interval
being T Z= l/n, but with the two
sets displaced relatively by a time,
Time in ;erms of the fundamental perio~ T sec
in general, different from half of
FIG. 1l.1.—Spac&modulation
beacon comthis interval.
Each of the partial
munication.
(a) .4 series of unmodulated
sets of pulses may be represented
pulses with a pulse-repetition frequency of ~.
by a Fourier series having terms
corresponding to frequencies of O, (h)A series of modulated pulses similar to (;)
but with alternate pulses delayed by an
By use of a suitn, 2n, 3n, etc.
amount ~ sec.
(c) Second harmonic comable filter the component of freponent of series of pulses in (b) (tone frequency 2n can be isolated.
Each
quency).
(d) A series of pulses similar to (b)
but with alternate Dulses srmce-modul ated
of the two sets of interlaced pulses
5-T 13T “21T
will contribute a component oscilabout the positions ~, —!
—1 etc.
Ss
lation of the same amplitude at
this frequency, the resultant depending on the relative phases. A displacement in time of the two sets of pulses by an amount At corresponds
to a phase displacement at frequency 2n of

,=)!=+T’-I

\

n

4rAt
Z=&=T”

T

When the sets of pulses are symmetrically interlaced to give a regularly
spaced set of pulses as in (a) of Fig. 11.1, At equals T/2 and the phase
displacement is 27r. The two partial oscillations are then in phase and
give a maximum resultant.
When the spacing is 3T/4, as in (f)) of
Fig. 11l(b), the phase difference is 37rand the two oscillations are just
Obviously the general
out of phase and cancel to give a zero resultant.
expression for the square of the resultant is given by R2 = 2 — 2 cos
47rAt/T, which oscillates between 4 and O. Its value as a function of
At is shown in Fig. 11.2.
If alternate pulses are moved slowly from position T/2 to position
3T/4 [as in (b) and (d) of Fig. 11.1], the intensity of the tone of frequency
2n is gradually decreased to zero, according to the curve in Fig. 11.2.
By abruptly shifting the alternate pulse position between T/2 and 3T/4,
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therefore, the tone 2/T can be keyed on or off without changing the
average working rate of the transmitter.
Now if, instead of varying between the extreme positions 2’/2 and
3 T/4, the pulse is moved between two positions closer to the center pulse
position at 5T/8, as in (b) and (c) of Fig. 113, alternate intervals of

:4
~
g
al

52
.-

0
g
;O1E
2

~

~

g

~
4

P;Le position8in terms of T
FIG. 11.2.—Tone-amplitud~pulse-position
relationship.
As the position of alternate
3T
T
pulses in Fig. 11.1 (d) varies from position ~ to position ~, the square of the amplitude
of the second harmonic varies according to the curve shown.

FIG. 11.3.—Phase-shift–tone
relationship with square-wave modulation.
Dots and
dashes relative to background tone are shown for four different modulations.
The pulses
are shown modulated with square waves of ~~ sec duration spaced }4 sec in the center part
of the diagram and with the reverse timing in the lower section.

higher and lower intensity tone will result; and the higher intensity
portions may be heard as dots or dashes as the case maybe (see Fig. 11.3).
If the amplitude of the pulse-position modulation decreases to zero (no
movement of the pulse from its center position) a steady tone of half the
maximum intensity is heard as in (d) of Fig. 11.3.
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Course information for aircraft maybe transmitted by this method.
A series of dashes may indicate that the airplane is to the le~t of the course,
a series of dots may mean to the right of the course, and a steady tone
may mean on course. Like other methods for interpretation by an
operator, this method can be used for continuous relative control; that is,
instead of transmitting only the commands “left” or “right,” an indication of “how far left” or “how far right” can be given. The amplitude
of the dots or dashes relative to the background tone is then an indication
The aural
of how far to the left or right of course the airplane is flying.
indications of this system are similar to aural indications received from

E

(D)-

~

~..

.~...

Fm. 11.4.—Continuous modulation of pulse position. A double-output multi vibrator
is connected to a center-tapped variable resistor with an adjustable arm. As the arm is
moved from position (.4) through (B), (C), and (D) to (E) the voltages at the arm are
These voltages when
indicated by the waveforms -73A,EB, Ec, ED, and EE, respectively.
fed to a voltag+sensitive
delay circuit may be used to obtain space modulation of pulses.
the widely used A—N radi~beacon navigation system, and may, in fact,
be identical with them.
Space modulation of this type was used for
communication in the Oboe beacon bombing system (see Chap. 1).
With this method of modulation there is no variation at the modulation
frequency of the average transmitted power.
The pulse position can be modulated in the way described above by
manual control of the timing of alternate pulses through a voltagesensitive delay circuit, as shown in Fig. 11.4. More often, the modulation
For instance, the waveforms (a)
is applied automatically by a circuit.
and (e) of Fig. 11.4 can be applied to a double-triode mixer, the output
voltage of which depends on the biases of the triode grids. The bias
voltages may be obtained from the output of a double-gate range-errorindicating circuit. 1
1For a discussionof such circuits,see Wmwjomn-s,
Vol. 19, Chap. 14,and Electronic
Tires Measurements, Vol. 20, Radiation Laboratory Ssries.
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11.4. Pulse-width Modulation.-Code
letters can be sent and received
by having the modulating signals vary the duration of the transmitted
pulses if a pulse-width discriminator is followed by an audio amplifier at
the receiver output.
The receiver must, of course, be one that preserves
the relative width of narrow and wide pulses.
By modulating the pulse width around an intermediate value in the
manner shown for space modulation in Fig. 1101, continuous relative
control commands can be transmitted.
For this purpose, the output
voltage of the pulse-width discriminator in the receiver should be proportional to the pulse width over the region of modulation.
This sort
of modulation does produce a variation of the average transmitter power
at the modulation frequency.
METHODS

OF INTERPRETATION

BY AN

OPERATOR

11s5. Visual Methods.-If
an interrogator is searchlighting a beacon,
the beacon reply is steadily visible on the interrogator scope.
Now, if
the beacon is keyed on and ofl according to some code, the code can be
The code may
interpreted readily by an operator at the interrogator.
be simple, as an A—N code to give left-right directions, or it may be the
Morse code, enabling the transmission of complex data.
The keying of
the beacon may be manual or automatic.
For this method to operate
satisfactorily, the beacon response must be steady.
It is possible and, indeed, preferable to produce a code by keying
the width of the response pulse from one value to another.
Because
the pulses are usually short, a delayed fast sweep is often required at the
receiving station for visual interpretation.
The system must preserve
the relative width of pulses.
11.6. Aural Methods.-In
a system in which the beacon replies off
frequency, the beacon response normally appears on the interrogatorreceiver display without radar ground echoes.
The initial interrogator
pulse can also be gated out. Then, if an audio amplifier and speaker are
connected to the output of the interrogator-receiver the pulse-repetition
frequency ~ will be heard only when a beacon responds.
Keying the
beacon on and off would then be a method of transrnitting code. If more
than one beacon responds, the audio-amplifier input can be range-gated
so that beacons at different ranges can be distinguished.
If it is desired not to take the beacon completely off the air while
keying, the response-repetition rate can be keyed by interrupting the
beacon response at a low rate f, s j/2 when the key is pressed. The
audio amplifier at the interrogator may then have a low-pass filter to
pass f, but not f; the audio output then appears to be keyed on and
off. Rejection off removes the initial pulse and ground echoes. Alter-
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natively, the width of the reply pulses can be changed and a pulse-width
discriminator inserted in the audio channel.
METHODS

FOR AUTOMATIC

INTERPRETATION

I107. Pulse-repetition-frequency
Systems.—Signals
in the form of
pulses with a modulated repetition frequency can be interpreted automatically by filtering out all except the fundamental frequency component of the received pulses. The fundamental frequency component
is then applied to a frequency discriminator. 1 The output voltage can be
amplified and applied directly to the cent rolled element, or it can be
applied through a servomechanism.
11.8. Pulse-width Systems.—Circuits for automatically interpreting
coding signals based on pulse width have been described in Sees. 9.1 to 9.7.
The same basic principles can be used for automatic interpretation of
control signals using pulse width.
One method is to convert the signals
into sawtooth voltages (the peak amplitude of which is therefore proportional to the duration); to rectify and filter the sawtooth voltage,
obtaining a d-c voltage proportional to signal width; and to apply this
voltage to the controlled element either directly or through a servomechanism.
Interference from unwanted signals may be prevented by
using some additional form of coding—for instance, by having the control
signals transmitted at a repetition frequency which differs from that of
interfering signals and using a pulse-repetition-frequency
discriminator.
11.9. Multiple-pulse
Systems.—We
have already considered (in
Sec. 9.9) circuits for interpreting multiple-pulse identification signals
automatically.
Multiple-pulse signals can also be used in transmission
If a signal contains N
of control signals for automatic interpretation.
pulses, there are N – 1 spaces and each can be used to control a parameter. The method of measuring the pulse spacings is similar to that
described in Sec. 9.10 for measuring the interval between recurring pulses.
The first pulse starts a first linear sweep; the second pulse causes a
first capacitor to be charged to the voltage of the first linear sweep at
that instant, and so on. The capacitor voltages are then used directly
or through mechanisms.
It is necessary to sort out the pulses in the order
of their arnvaI and to apply each at a different point; this is done by
means of gated amplifiers switched on by pulses associated with each
linear sweep. The first pulse may be identified from interfering signals
by using some form of code-for
instance, a pulse-width or a doublepulse code.z
1Cwcuits that respond to particular pulse-repetitionratea have been diecusaed
in Sec. 9.10 of thw volume.
z For a description of complete multipl~pulee systems see JVaueferrn-s,
Vol. 19,
Vol. 20, Chap. 10, RadiationLaboratory
Chap. 10,and Electronic Time Meaaurermmte,
Series.
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Use of each code space allows control of a parameter over a limited
range, but a parameter o can be controlled over an unlimited range if
both sin 0 and cos 8 are transmitted, each by a different code space.
However, unless special precautions are taken, there will be an ambiguity
in d of 2nr, where n is any integer.
In multiple-pulse systems, all pulses need not be transmitted on the
same radio frequency.
Greater privacy and automatic separation result
from using separate frequencies.
SPEECH TRANSMISSION ON BEACON SYSTEMS
1101O. Pulsed Voice Systems.’—As was pointed out previously, it is
necessary to add special equipment to both interrogator and beacon to
allow voice communication in the interrogator-beacon system.
It was shown in Sec. 5.18 that channels wide enough for voice communication may be obtained even with low pulse-repetition frequencies,
if a sufficiently wide r-f bandwidth is used. In such systems more than
one element of information must be transmitted by each pulse. Systems
of this nature are clearly more difficult to design than systems in which
only one element of information is transmitted by each pulse; as far as we
are aware no such system has yet been proposed.
Our discussion will be
limited, therefore, to systems in which the pulse-repetition frequency is
used as the carrier frequency for the voice modulation, and in which the
pulse-repetition
frequency, consequently,
is 4000 cps or more. It
is possible, however, to send some pulses on one frequency and the
remainder on another, and to distinguish between the replies to the
pulses. If this is done, a lower pulse-repetition frequency may be used
for the beacon range and azimuth data, and only replies to the lower
pulse-repetition frequency displayed on the cathode-ray tube.
The
severe restrictions on range resulting from high pulse-repetition frequencies can thus be removed.
It is well known that a set of uniformly spaced pulses having a pulserepetition frequency FO can be represented or replaced by a Fourier
series of terms involving frequencies of O (the d-c term), FO, 2F0, 3F0, etc.
When the amplitude of the pulses is modulated at a frequency F~, each
of the original frequencies NFO in the expression for the unmodulated
pulses is replaced by a triplet of frequencies NFo – F~, NFo, NFo + F~,
as with ordinary amplitude modulation of continuous waves.
This is
not surprising since the component terms of the Fourier expansion are
More careful examination shows that when the modulating
continuous.
envelope is considered actually to modify the shape of the top of the
pukes the two sideband frequencies NFO – F. and NFO + F- w-ill be of
equal amplitude.
When, however, the pukes are assumed to be rec1SeICs.
11.10and 11011by M. D. O’Day.
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tangular with heights corresponding to the position of their centers on
the curve of modulation, thesidebands ~vill,ingeneral, not beofprecisely
equal amplitude.
The relative amplitudes will then be given by the
familiar expression sin T7F/mrF where F is the actual frequency and r is
the duration of the pulse. These points are discussed more fully in
Appendix A.
A characteristic of pulse modulation that tends to limit its usefulness
is an ambiguity with respect to the frequency of the modulation.
If
regularly spaced rectangular pulses having a pulse-repetition frequency
F, are modulated in amplitude with a frequency F~, the resulting set of
pulses is entirely indistinguishable
from other sets of modulated pulses
where the modulation frequencies are NFo + Ffi, N taking different
integral values.
These equivalent modulations must, of course, have the
appropriate values of amplitude and phase. To see that this is true,
consider a set of rectangular pulses centered at times O, l/Fo, 2/FO,
3/FO
. with their heights given by the expression
A = .4,[1 + p COS(2mFJ + 0)1,
in which A Ois the average height of the pulses, F~ is the frequency of
modulation, p is a fraction expressing the percentage of modulation, and
~ is a phase factor put in for the sake of generality.
The values of the cosine term for the successive pulses are
Cos 4,
Cos (2TFm/F0 + .$),
cos (47rFJF0 + ~), etc.
If now, for example, we substitute NFO –F~ in place of F~ and take
the phase to be – 4, the successive values will be
Cos
Cos

[

2u(NF0 – F.)
Fo

(–4)

=

Cos @

-’I=42”(N-R)-’I
‘Cos[-(%+”)l=
cost++,
)
-’1=4’”(4)-’1
‘Cos[-(%+’)l=
cost++’)
+

Cos

[

4r (NFo – F.)
Fo

etc.

Comparison of this set of values of the cosine term with the former set
shows that they are identical.
Thus, there is a modulation of frequency
NFo – F~ that gives a set of pulses identical with those given by modulation at frequency F~. The same argument is obviously applicable for
all the frequencies of modulation given by NFo + F~.
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The practical consequence is that the modulation frequencies used
with pulses should be limited to values less than half the pulse-repetition
Fe/2
frequency, since any modulation frequency F~ that lies between
and Fiz can give an apparent modulation at F’iz— F~ which will be less
than Fo/2 by the same amount that Fn is greater than FO/2. Similarly
the receivers for modulated pulses should contain filters to eliminate
modulation frequencies greater than FO/2. Thus, if voice frequencies up
to 2000 cps are to be used for modulation, the pulse-repetition frequency
must exceed 4000 cps.
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11.11. Types of Modulation. -Perhaps
the simplest type of modulation which can be employed is frequency modulation of the pulserepetition frequency.
When thk method is used, the beacon is equipped
with an f-m discriminator which converts frequency modulation into
amplitude modulation.
The system is then restricted to the use of one
interrogator at a time for each beacon.
Other types of modulation which can be employed are double-pulse
modulation, in which the spacing between a pair of pulses is used as the
parameter to be modulated, pulse-width modulation, and pulseamplitude
modulation.
In general, such modulation is detected by transforming it
to amplitude-modulated
pulses so that most of the important relationships can be brought out by consideration of amplitude modulation
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REBECCA-EUREKA”

Figure 11.5 chows a block diagram of a two-way beacon speech-communication system.
11012. “Talking Rebecca-Eureka.” ~The simplest voice-communication beacon system that has been worked out, and the only one that
seems to have been used in the field, is that employed in the “talking
Rebecca-Eureka”
system.
The Rebecca-Eureka system has been discussed in Sees. 1.7 and 4“10; it consists of an airborne interrogator with
lobe switching for azimuth determination and a very light portable
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ground beacon with an omnidirectional
antenna.
No interrogation
coding is used, and response coding is by manual pulse-width keying.
The useful range of the system is short and the interrogation is
essentially continuous.
As a result, it has proved possible to introduce
two-way voice communication into the system without impairing the
performance of the beacon except by the inevitable reduction in traffic
capacity consequent on its use as part of a communication system.
F@re
11.6 shows a block diagram of the talking Rebecca-Eureka.
When a Rebecca-Eureka system is +0 be used for voice communication,
the pulse-repetition frequency of the il,terrogator is increased to about
5000 cps; the range of the system is thus limited to about 15 miles.
i By A. Roberta.
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Responses from more distant beacons appear on incorrect sweeps.
Ambiguities in range may be resolved by momentarily changing the
pulse-repetition frequency.
Modulation is introduced in the interrogation link by frequency-modulating the pulse-repetition frequency.
The
beacon is equipped with a discriminator tuned to the mean pulse-repetition frequency; its output is an aud~o signal corresponding to the voice
modulation.
In the response link, modulation is accomplished by varying the pulse
width of the response.
No range error or variation is thus introduced into
the normal beacon response, which appears as before on the interrogator
scope.
The interrogator receiver is equipped with an integrating circuit
which converts the pulse-width modulation into an amplitud~modulated
audio output.
Range-gating of the beacon response is used both to reduce
n+
n+
ignition and other interference and to
RM
RM
Fm. 11.7.—Doubls-pukc moduselect the correct beacon response.
Iation. The position of the modu11.13. Double-pulse
Modulation.~
lation pulse M varies periodically
with respect to the reference
An easy method of modulation is to send
pulse R
out paired pulses, as shown in Fig. 11.7.
One pulse acts as a reference pulse, and the second pulse is called the
modulation pulse. It is not necessary that these pulses be sent on the
same carrier frequency; the reference pulse may be that of a radar, and
the modulation pulse may be produced by an interrogator associated
with it. 2
VOICE-MODULATION SYSTEMS
BY M. D. O’DAY AND

TO WORK WITH RADARS
R. A. MINZNER

The following hypothetical paired-pulse communication system has
been suggested for use in conjunction with ground radar.
The reference
Although the modulation pulse can
pulse is that of the ground radar.
be on any carrier frequency, there are certain advantages in having this
frequency low enough to make omnidirectional antennas effective.
The
system is most useful when operated with a ground-interrogator–airborne-beacon system; it might also be used with airborne interrogators
working with portable ground beacons.
1 By M. D. O’Day.
2 It may be possible to combine various types of modulation to form a more
secure communication system and also to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.
One
method might be to combine, in the audio part of the receiver, modulation envelopes
sent both by pulse-repetition frequency modulation and double-pulse modulation.
Circuits would be introduced which would not respond to any signals except those
which are present at the same time and in the same phase with both types of
modulation.
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The system will be illustrated by two examples:
1. A short-range interrogator with a high pulse-repetition frequency.
2. Other radars with pulse-repetition frequencies too low for voice
communication.
11.14. Communication with a Radar of Very High Pulse-repetition
Frequency.—Let us assume that we have a radar with a pulse-repetition
frequency in excess of 4000 cps. Associated with it is an interrogator
which transmits a modulation pulse shortly after each radar pulse. The
delay time of the modulation pulse can be varied with respect to the
reference pulses. At the receiving end, the time between the reference
pulse and the modulation pulse is integrated and converted into an audio
signal.
A considerable degree of security can be provided by the use of separate frequencies for the two pulses. Suppose the reference pulse has a
random “jitter” which is several times greater than the total excursion
of the modulation pulse with respect to the reference pulse. At the
beacon end, then, it would be necessary to receive the reference pulses
in order to decode the information, because the random jitter of the
reference pulse with respect to any fixed repetition period would correspond to a high noise level.
A second feature of this system is its ability to reject random pulses
that may cause interference.
Suppose that the excursion of the modulation pulse around its average value is only 20 per cent of the spacing
between the two pulses. Decoder circuits which will not recognize any
pulses that do not have a spacing corresponding to this range can then
be used.
The beacon transmitter and modulator are somewhat simpler.
It is
unnecessary to transmit the reference pulses back to the interrogator
since they are already available there. The beacon replies are varied
periodically in range around an average value which is somewhat greater
than the range of the equipment as measured by the radar. The range
measurement is corrected for the delay in the beacon reply. The
demodulation at the interrogator is similar to that at the beacon.
Rangegating is used to select the correct beacon response for the input to the
audio channel.
The operational procedure at the interrogator is simple.
The
operator searchlights the beacon and obtains the beacon reply on the
indicator.
He then adjusts a range gate which brackets the beacon
reply (see Fig. 11.8).
The system is then ready for operation.
The
interrogator operator can talk to the beacon operator and he will receive
only replies which are at the same range as the beacon.
Azimuth
resolution depends upon the interrogator beamwidth.
As a consequence,
there is usually no ambiguity as to which target is talklng to him.
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This feature of the system has two advantages; it identifies the conversation as originating from a particular target, and it eliminates a great
deal of interference and noise. Only interference which enters the range
gate is received.
The identification of a particular signal as corresponding to that of a selected target on the radar indicator can be of great
advantage in ground control of aircraft flying under conditions of poor
visibility.
Figure 11.9 shows a block diagram of an experimental beacon used
in a communication system of this type.
The beacon is interrogated
simultaneous y by a 10-cm radar and a 500-Mc/sec interrogator-responDouble-pulse modulation is used
ser. It replies at about 500 Me/see.
in both interrogation and reply links.
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11 .8. —Operation
of range-gated beacon communication
system.
(a), (b) The
(.) The range gate triggers the
operator brackets the beacon reply with a range gate.
sawtooth gate on which rides the pulse l!!f. The fraction of .!4 above the clipping level
NOTE: This will work
changes as it changes its position with respect to the range gate.
with self-synchronous systems since the range gate is initiated by the main radar pulse.
FIG.

11.15. Voice Communication
with Low-repetition-rate
Radars.—
.
Because powerful radars do not have high repetition rates, the system
just described is greatly restricted in its use. It has little advantage
It is not difficult to modify
over the simpler talking Rebecca-Eureka.
it for use with low-repetition-rate radars, however, retaining most of its
advantages.
Modification
can be accomplished readily because the
intelligence does not have to be contained in the reference pulse but may
be largely in the modulation pulse. It is necessary then to transmit
several modulation pulses corresponding to each reference pulse. If there
is a random jitter in the radarz these trains of pulses will jitter with the
reference pulses. The system is illustrated in Fig. 11.10. For simplicity,
we have taken a case in which four modulation pulses are required for
each radar pulse. In the beacon, each reference pulse sets up several
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FIG. 11.9.—(a) Block diagram of an experimental coincident crossband voice communication
beacon.
Double-pulse modulation ia used in
(b) Waveformsat
numbered points.
(1) Received double-pulse interrogation on500Mc/sec.
(2) Received
botb interrogation and reply links.
interrogation on l@cm—a single pulse coincident with the first pulse of the 500-Mc/sec
pair.
(3) Coincidence stage output trigger for beacon
range reply pulse.
(4) Sawtooth voltage sweep used for demodulation of 500-Mc/sec.
interrogation.
(5) Modulation detector output waveform.
The amount of the modulation pulse above the clipping level varies with the pulse spacing.
(6) Reply pulse pair, generated by the pulse generntor.
Thepulse spacing varies with the applied audio voltage.
(7) Beacon reply at 500 Me/see.
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gates (four in Fig. 11010 instead of one).
The circuits are necessarily
more complicated than in the first system described; some adjustment
must be available to accommodate radars of differing repetition rates.
In other respects, however, the system acts just as in the case in which
the radar has a high recurrence rate.
It is to be noted, however, that in order to keep replies to the modulation pulses from showing on the indicator, some type of response coding
should be used to differentiate them from the beacon reply to the radar
pulses. Such response coding may be pulse-width codhg, or by reply
on a different frequency.
If a different frequency is used, the beacon
must have two transmitters, and the interrogator-beacon
system has
been complicated to the extent of adding an additional transmitter and

(b)

(d)~

FIG.
11. 10.—(a)
Modification
of the
double-pulse
modulation
system
to work
with
low-repetition-rate
radars.
In
this
case the reference puke R sets UP a number
of modulation
pulses equally
spaced in the
time interval
between
pulses, each of which
varies separately
with respect to its reference pulse.
(b) Sawtooth
sweeps
by the reference
puke and used
the modulation.

generated
to decode

FIG.

11,11 .—Beacon

pulse

communica-

tion system with modulation,
using a radar
of
low
pulse-repetition
frequency.
(a)
Radar
reference
pulses.
(b)
Modulation
pulses.
(.)
Beacon
replies,
The
first of
(d) Display
each quartet of pukes is wider.
on radar indicator;
puls+width
tion has removed
the auxiliary
tion pulses.

discriminacommunica-

receiver at each end of the system.
If pulse-width coding is used, replies
to the radar pulses alone can be allowed to appear on the display, and the
demodulation of all the beacon reply signals can be carried out as in the
previous example.
Figure 11.11 shows a pulse diagram of such a system.
11016. Use of More Complex Modulation Envelopes.—In
the preceding sections systems using only the characteristics of simple rectangular pulses—amplitude,
duration, and spacing—have been described.
It is theoretically possible to pack an almost unlimited amount of
information into a puls~for
instance, by having the r-f amplitude or
frequency envelope take on very complicated forms.
One practical
limitation is in the bandwidth required; another is that high-power
magnetrons do not readily permit amplitude or frequency modulation.
The transmission of data more complex than any described above, however, is possible.
For instance, one line of a television transmission
may be regarded as a pulse which contains data expressing the value c‘
a function at every point on a line of finite length.
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MODULATORS
BY P. A. DE PAOLO, J. J. G. MCCUE, K. R. MORE, AND J. C. REED
12.1. General Considerations. -The
beacon modulator is essentially
Its funca device for supplying a voltage pulse to a transmitting tube.
tion, therefore, is the same as that of a radar modulator and it has much
the same general design. It differs from the radar modulator, however,
in three important respects:
1. When range coding is used, the interval between pulses may be
only about 10 psec, or even less in some cases.
2. Usually there is no fixed repetition rate; the duty ratio fluctuates
with time.
3. All pulses emitted by the transmitting tube must have the same
frequent y; the voltage pulse delivered by the modulator must
remain constant in spite of variations in duty ratio and line
voltage.
The small interval between pulses may make it difficult to use gasflled tubes as switches.
The time required for recombination of the
ions in a gas-filled tube is of the order of 50 ~sec or more. Furthermore,
a gas-filled tube must be used in conjunction with a pulse-forming network which cannot be recharged very quickly.
It will be shown below
that these difficulties do not entirely exclude gas-filled tubes from use in
beacon modulators, but they do account for the fact that the modulator
for a range-coded beacon usually consists of a hard-tube switch driven
by a blocking oscillator.
The greatest differences between beacon and radar modulators arise
from the need for frequency stability in a beacon.
The two principal
causes of frequency instability are spontaneous frequency shifting in
magnetrons and dependence of transmitter frequency on modulator
output
Spontaneous frequency shifting (often incorrectly called “ moding”
or “double moding”) is a discontinuous change in the output power and
frequency of a magnetron when there is no intentional change in the
pulse applied to the magnetron.
The magnetron oscillates at one fre
1By J. J. G. McCue and P. A. de Paolo.
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vented by making the time of rise of the voltage pulse applied to the
magnetron sufficiently large—for example, 0.2 psec (see Sees. 13.3 and
13.4)—and can be inhibited by running the magnetron at a carefully
chosen operating point.
If possible, the transmitting tube should be so operated as to have a
low “pushing figure” —that is, changes in the current pulse in the transmitter should cause only a slight change in the frequency of the r-f output.
Once the tube has been chosen, preventing it from being “ pushed”
away from its assigned frequency is essentially a matter of regulation,
The modulator and power supply should be designed so that the pulse
applied to the transmitting tube does not vary ~vith line voltage or duty
ratio or from pulse to pulse in a code group.
The pulse applied by the modulator to the transmitting tube may be
formed in the coder and amplified and shaped by the modulator itself.
The advantages of this method are that the coder design need concern
itself only with the spacing of the code pips, without regard to their
shape, and that it avoids the difficulty of maintaining the shape of short
pulses passing through several stages of amplification.
In either case,
the pulse may be formed in one of the ways described below.
PULSE-FORMING CIRCUITS
BY J. J. G.

MCCUE

AND

P.

A.

DE PAOLO

The principal circuits used for pulse formation in beacons are multivibrators, line-controlled blocking oscillators, and pulse-forming networks
used in conjunction with gas-filled tubes.
HARD-TUBE

PULSE-FORMING

CIRCUITS

12.2.
MultiVibrators.-The
use of multivibrators for pulse formation
is discussed in Waveforms, Vol. 19, Chap. 5, Radiation Laboratory Series.
It is enough to note here that if a multivibrator is to generate short
rectangular pulses, the time constants of the circuit and also the interelectrode capacitances of the vacuum tubes must be kept small, and that
tubes with high mutual conductance give steeply rising pulses. Figure
12.2 shows a circuit that has been used to produce short pulses of adjustable length.
The chief advantages of multivibrators for rectangular pulse formation are

1.
2.
3.
4.

Very flat-topped pulses are obtainable.
No transformer is needed.
Long pulses are easily obtained.
Low peak currents permit continuous operation with very shofi
intervals between pulses.
5. Adjustable pulse length is easily obtained.
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Their disadvantages are low pulse-power output combined with high
average power input.
The multivibrator can be made to give rectangular pulses as short as
1 ~sec. For pulses less than 10 psec long, however, a blocking oscillator
is usually preferable to a m~dtivibrator because of its superior efficiency.
375V

●

:4k

::1.0

Flu.

12.2. —Multivibrator
and cathode follower for 1- to 10ll+sec pulses. The
length is controlled by varying the 100-pf condenser and the 1-M resistor.
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that may be very Klgh. For example,
9
25-kw pulses, 1 psec long, are obtainable from a 3E29 tube in a circuit that
functions on a 100-volt trigger obtain>C,. I
Positive
f“%
able from a 6SN7 cathode follower.
Such a circuit can, of course, be used
FIQ. 12.3.—Series-triggered
line-conto drive a transmitting tube; but
trolled blocking oscillator.
operation that is less critical, especially
with regard to the load impedance, can be obtained by using a low-power
blocking oscillator to drive a switch tube, which in turn drives the transmitting tube.
The theory of the blocking oscillator is discussed in Pulse Generator,
Vol. 5, Sec. 14.2, and in Waveforms, Vol. 19, Chap. 6 of this series. In
brief, the blocking-oscillator
grid potential is raised above cutoff by a
trigger puise and regeneration drives the grid further positive.
The
plate current rises rapidly at first and the plate voltage drops.
Then, if
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the circuit satisfies certain conditions we will not discuss here, the operating point of the tube changes in such a way as to maintain a constant
Meanwhile, the curvoltage in the output winding of the transformer.
rent in the grid circuit charges the delay line. After a time depending
on the characteristics of the delay line, the voltage across the terminals
of the delay line changes abruptly and causes a sharp drop in the grid
potential.
The corresponding drop in plate current drives the grid
The charge on the delay line leaks
beyond cutoff by regenerative action.
off through the grid resistor, and the circuit is ready to be triggered again.
The time required for the grid potential to return, after the pulse, to a
value such that the trigger pulse can set off a new pulse, is called the
“recovery time. ” It is a particularly
important parameter in beacon modulators because it sets a lower limit on
the spacing between pips in a range
~riwer
code. The recovery time of a block~
ing oscillator depends on the nature
of the trigger pulse and on the grid
bias; it also depends on the grid
resistor and the capacitance of the FIG. 12.4.—Parallel-triggered lin+condelay
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of the trigger source and the grid-cathode
impedance of the tube. For this reason, it is well to use in the blocking
oscillator a tube having a low amplification factor.
Such a tube will
require a small ratio (for example, l-to-l) of primary turns to feedback
secondary turns in the transformer.
This implies a high impedance for
the feedback winding and therefore a high impedance for the delay line.
It might be inferred that a trigger source with high internal impedance
is desirable.
This is not true, however, because a high-impedance trigger
source would limit the grid current, and thereby limit the output power
and impair the rectangular shape of the pulse. A cathode follower makes
a good trigger source.
When the impedance of the trigger source is high, the circuit shown
in Fig. 12.4 may be used. Here the grid current does not pass through
the trigger source.
The chief advantages of the blocking oscillator are that it draws
current only during the pulse and that it generates a high voltage in a
in series

with

the

impedance
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low-impedance output.
It is therefore a very efficient pulse generator
compared with a multivibrator.
For pulses less than 10 psec long, it has
few disadvantages in modulation applications; the top of the pulse can be
made nearly flat, and the possible inconvenience arising from the need for
a transformer and delay line is outweighed by the high power level of the
output .
LINE-TYPE

PULSE-FORMING

CIRCUITS

12.4. Pulse-forming
Networks and Switch Tubes.—The
line-type
pulse-forming circuit, widely used in radar modulators, consists of a
pulse-forming network like a lumped-constant transmission line, a lowimpedance switch to discharge the network into the load, and means for
recharging the network.
In a beacon, the switch must be triggered by
the coder output; the switch is therefore a gas-filled tube. An appropriate circuit is shown in Fig. 12.5. Here the charging circuit is simply
the power supply and the resistor R. which, during the charging process,
limits the current in the tube to a value that prevents maintenance of the
discharge in the gas.
When the switch tube is fired, its resistance is so low that the charged
network is connected across a
~ load that consists mainly of the
~ primary of the pulse transformer.
If the characteristic impedance of
the network matches the impedante of the load, the network dis‘w:”
Bias =
HV =
charges completely into the load,
FIG. 12.5.—Pulse-forming
network and gasproducing an approximately recfilled switch-tube modulator.
tangular pulse the duration of
which is determined by the design of the network.
The magnitude of
the voltage pulse across the primary of the transformer is half of the
supply voltage minus the voltage drop in the gas-filled tube.
If the pulse-forming network in Fig. 12.5 is a lumped-constant transmission line as shown, then it will usually consist of from two to five sections, the inductance and capacitance of which are first computed from
the desired characteristic impedance and pulse duration, and then altered
empirically to give a suitable pulse shape across the transformer secondary. In general, the larger the number of sections, the flatter the pulse.
Other forms of network are sometimes used. 1
Resistance Charging. —When the network has discharged into the load,
the resistor R. limits the current in the switch tube to such a low value
I The designerwill find detailed informationon pulse-formingnetworksin Pulse
Generators,Vol. 5, Chap. 6, Radiation Laboratory Series. Gas-filled switch tubes
are discussedin Chap. 8 of the same volume.
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that the ions recombine, and the tube ceases to conduct after a time that
depends on the circuit and on the nature of the gas in the tube; it is of the
order of 10 to 100 psec. The pulse-forming network then charges
through the resistance R..
Since R. is ordinarily large compared with the
characteristic impedance of the network, the charging is very nearly
exponential, with a time constant equal to R. times the total capacitance
C~ of the network.
The blanking gate preceding the modulator should
be of such length that the switch tube will not be triggered again until the
After a time 4RCC’,%.
has elapsed, the net,network is sufficiently charged.
work will be charged to 98 per cent of the supply voltage.
Recharging
can be hastened by placing an inductance in series with RC; the effect is
shown in Fig. 12.6.
A recently suggested method for
eliminating the “ dead” time due to
exponential recharging is described in
Pulse Generators, Vol. 5, Chap. 11,
Radiation
Laboratory
Series. The
network is first charged through the
load when one switch tube is conducting, then discharged through the load
FIG. 12.6.—Resistanceand inductance-resistance
charging.
(a) Resi,twhile another s~~itch tube conducts.
ante-charging
characteristic,
(b)
By using two primaries in the transInductance-resistance
charging characteristic.
!7’-recombination
time of gas
former, output pulses that all have
ions in switch tube.
the same polarity can be obtained.
The interval between pulses can be as small as the recombination time of
the tubes.
When the spacing of the pulses has to be less than the recombination
time of a gas-filled tube, a separate pulse-forming network and switch
tube can be used for each pulse, all of the network-switch combinations
being connected in parallel across the load. In this way, a closely spaced
code group can be transmitted. I Such a circuit was briefly described in
Sec. 10.10.
12.5. Other Charging Methods.
D-c Resonance Charging. —Energy
dissipation in the resistor R. reduces the efficiency of the line-type pulseforming circuit.
In interrogators, or in beacons designed to operate at
fixed repetition rates, resistance charging of the pulse-forming network
can be replaced by more efficient methods.
These methods depend on
substituting for the charging resist or R, an inductance L,, which combines
1A circuit of this sort is discussedin detail in PulseGenerators,Vol. 5, Chap. 11,
Radiation Laboratory Series,which also describesa circuit for getting still smaller
spacing between pulses by means of an open-endeddelay line used in conjunction
with a single switch and pulse-formingnetwork.
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with the capacitance
CN of the network to form a resonant circuit whose
That is, L= is
natural frequency is half the pulse repetition frequency.
chosen so that T 4L.C~ = TRYwhere TE is the interval between pulses.
Because of damping, the first surge of current in the capacitor charges
it to a little less than twice the supply voltage EB, that is, to about 1.9EB.
The switch tube is triggered at this time, and the network discharges a
pulse of about 0.95EB into the switch tube and transformer; then the
cycle is repeated.
The voltage across
the pulse-forming network is shown
as a function of time in Fig. 12.7
where the dotted line shows the oscillations that would occur if the switch
tube were not fired. In the figure,
the pulse duration is exaggerated to
FIG. 12.7.—D-c resonance charging.
The dotted line shows the damped
show the voltage step in the disoscillation which would occur if the
charge. The
recombination
time,
switch tube were not fired at the peak
of the charging cycle.
however, is not shown in the tkure
because, although it is usually longer than the pulse duration, it is us{ally
too short to be noticeable on the scale of the figure when resonance
charging is used.
This charging method avoids most of the loss inherent in charging
through a resistance and also permits the use of a lower power-supply
voltage.
It has the disadvantage of requiring a change in the inductance
when the network capacitance C.Vis altered to change the pulse duration,
This disadvantage
or when the interval TR between pulses is changed.
can be eliminated by placing a “hold-off”
diode in series with the inductance L., so that the network cannot
~$ 2%
discharge through the inductance.
Another reason for using a hold-off
~$
diode is that it permits the use of a
$ ~ ‘U
s m a 1le r inductance.
The hold-off~~
1
diode arrangement might be applied
g
0
lime—
to a beacon operating at an irregular
FIG. 128.-D-c
straight-line charging.
rate; this has not been attempted.
Stra+hkliw
Charging. -An
alternative method for inductance charging, which permits a change in the repetition rate, is that known as
In this method a charging inductance about
“straight-line charging.”
four or more times as large as that required for resonance charging is used.
The mathematical analysis is somewhat involved,l but physically it is
clear that the large inductance tends to keep constant the current in the
charging circuit, and therefore the voltage across the net work will change
at a nearly constant rate. The network voltage as a function of time,
1&e Pulse Generators, VOL5, Chap. 9, of thw esries.
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after a steady state has been reached, is shown in Fig. 12”8. The fundw
mental difference between d-c resonance charging and straight-line charging is that in straight-line charging the current in the charging inductance
is not zero when the network begins to recharge. Straight-line charging
permits switching from one repetition rate to another.
It has not, however, been used in beacons.
Because of the steep slope of the charging
curve at the instant of firing, straight-line charging is undesirable when
the repetition frequency is subject to short-time fluctuations.
In such
cases, d-c resonance charging, perhaps with a diode, is indicated.
A-c Resonunce Charging.—The pulse-forming network can be charged
through an inductance connected directly to the power transformer,
provided the power-supply frequency is constant and bears an integral
relationship to the repetition frequency.
This is called “a-c resonance
charging”; it has been used successfully on certain large fixed radar
installations, where the alternating current for charging is obtained from
a generator run by a synchronous motor.
It is discussed at some length
in Pulse Generators, Vol. 5, Chap. 9, Radiation Laboratory Series.
It
has not been used in beacons.
12.6. Summary.-The
advantage of a line-type pulse-forming circuit
is its large output power with simple circuit design. Its disadvantages
are that it produces rather poorly shaped pulses and that it will not function at high repetition rates nor even, in some cases, at variable rates.
Furthermore, it introduces a delay that may be as large as 1 ~sec, which
is subject to change when the gas-filled tube is changed.
The circuit
has the further disadvantage that a 10 per cent change in supply voltage
causes a change in output power of about 20 per cent, because the power
output is proportional to the square of the supply voltage.
PULSE FORMATION IN MODULATORS
The blocking oscillator and the line-type pulser, which are the pulse
generators usually employed in beacon modulators, can either generate
the pulse at the power level required by the transmitter or they can generate low-power pulses that drive the grid of a hard-tube switch.
In the
interests of simplicity and efficiency, the pulse-forming network is usually
operated at a high power level, and its output pulse is applied to the
transmitting tube through a pulse transformer.
On the other hand, the
blocking oscillator is almost always used at a low power level and made to
drive a hard-tube switch.
There is reason to believe that blocking
oscillators operating at high power levels would be practical for some
applications.
Present beacon modulators are therefore divisible into two categories:
1. The “line type” modulator, consisting of a puls-forming
and a gas-filled switch.

network
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2. The ‘(hard-tube”
modulator, consisting
driving the grid of a hard-tube switch.

of a blocking

oscillator

12.7. The Line-type Modulator. -Since
the line-type modulator is
simply a pulse-forming circuit designed to drive the transmitting tube,
the basic principles involved in its design have already been discussed
The application of these principles will be clarified by an
above.
example.
Suppose that amodulator isrequired fora beacon subject to
random interrogation, that no coding is required, and that the modulator
is to have the following characteristics:
Pulse power output = 1000 watts into 1000 ohms.
Pulse duration = 1 psec.
Duty ratio = 0.1 per cent.
Power-supply voltage = 360 volts.
The random interrogation of the beacon makes resistance charging
imperative.
A duty ratio of 0.1 per cent can be achieved with a blanking gate of 1000 psec, which may not be long enough to permit the use of
resistance charging.
We shall therefore compute the characteristics of a
suitable network, and then check to insure that it will recharge in 1000
~sec. The circuit is shown in Fig. 125 (Sec. 12.4).
The efficiency of the output transformer must first be reckoned with.
A well-designed transformer of the type needed here will have an efficiency
of about 85 per cent; the effect of the losses will be to increase the primary
current by about 10 per cent and to shorten the pulse in the load by
about 5 per cent.
Although no adequate pulse specifications on the 2D21 gas-filled
tube exist at present, it is the only tube available now which might be
suitable for a circuit of this kind. Its suitability can be verified only
by experiment.
During the pulse, the voltage drop across the switch tube is about
Therefore the pulse current, allowing
30 volts, regardless of the current.
for transformer efficiency, is

1’ = l.l

1000 watts
(150-30) volts

= ‘“2 amp”

The 2D21 tube has been found to handle 10-amp pulses satisfactorily,
so the choice of this tube still looks reasonable.
The average current at
the full duty ratio of 0.1 per cent is 9.2 ma, which is well within the 2D21
rating of 100 ma. Let Z, be the impedance presented by the primary
of the transformer, and recall that the transformer reduces the power of
the pulse by 10 per cent. Then
18ecs.

12,7 and 12.8 by

J. J. G. McCue and P. A. de Paolo.
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1.10.1000,

whence

2, = 13.0

ohms.

Since the drop of 30 volts in the switch tube carrying 9.2 amp makes
the tube have an effective impedance of 3.3 ohms, the pulse-forming
network discharging into the transformer primary and switch tube in
series will match its load if its characteristic impedance ZN is
Z,q = 13.0 + 3.3 = 16.3

ohms.

The inductance L and capacitance C of each section of the network can
be computed from the relationships

and
~.2n~,
where r is the pulse length and n is the number of sections in the network.
Choosing n = 3, which is reasonable, and letting r = 1.05 ~sec to allow
for pulse shortening by the transformer, we have
L = 2.8 ph,
c = 0.010 pf,
CN = 0.030 /.If.
The transformer must transform the 1000-ohm load on the secondary
to a primary impedance of 13.0 ohms; the required transformer stepup
ratio is therefore (1000/13 ))fi, or 8.8 to 1.
The minimum value of R. which is required to quench the discharge
in the switch tube can be computed from the supply voltage and the
minimum current required to maintain the discharge.
For the 2D21,
this current is about 40 ma, hence, at a minimum,
E,

‘“z=

300
—
= 7500
0.040

ohms,

If the time required to recharge the pulse-forming network through this
resistor is taken as 4R,C’N, then the recharging time is 4.7500 “ 0.030, or
900 psec. Allowing 100 psec for recombination in the switch tube, we
need a total of 1000 psec between pulses. This is just the gate length
required to limit the duty ratio to 0.1 per cent. Therefore we are operating on the fringes of feasibility; it would be well to place some inductance
in series with R. to ensure quenching and hasten recharging.
The efficiency of the modulator can be estimated as follows: The pulseforming network puts 150-volt pulses into its load, of which 20 per cent
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appears across the switch tube and 80 per cent across the transformer
The efficiency of the transformer is 85 per cent. Therefore
primary.
the efficiency with which energy stored in the network is transferred to
the 1000-ohm load is 0.80.0.85,
or 68 per cent.1 But only 50 per cent
of the energy taken from the voltage source can be stored in the network
if resistance charging is used; the rest is dissipated by the resistor R..
This consideration reduces the efficiency to 34 per cent. A further loss
is incurred through heating of the resistor during the recombination
period. This loss will vary from tube to tube; experience indicates that
it may amount, on the average, to about 30 per cent of the power used to
charge the network.
When this loss is taken into account, the efficiency
is about 25 per cent. The load draws 1 watt at full duty ratio.
The
network circuit therefore draws about 4 watts from the high-voltage
supply.
The heater of the 2D21 requires another 4 watts.
The over-all
efficiency is therefore something like 12 per cent.
A more conservative design could be obtained if the power-supply
voltage EB could be raised to 400 volts; for this case, the constants
become
Pulse current. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..6.5 amp
Networkimpedance, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..31 ohms
Inductance per section. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . 5.4ph
Capacitanceper section. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. O.0056pf
Chargingresistor(minimum). . . . . . .
...
. . . . 10,000ohms
Chargingtime (minimum). . . . . . . . . .
..
. . . . 700paec
Transformerratio. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..lto. ..lto
6.2
This circuit has several advantages over the one designed for 300-volt
operation.
The pulse current in the 2D21 is smaller, satisfactory design
of network and transformer is easier, and quenching can be ensured
by making the charging resistor larger than the minimum value. The
improvement in efficiency is trivial.
It would be misleading to leave the subject of line-type modulators
without noting that the design of pulse-forming networks is an art as
well as a science. The calculated values of the network constants serve
simply as a point of departure; the final values must be reached empirically.
Much helpful practical and theoretical information is to be
found in Pulse Generators, Vol. 5, Chap. 6 of this series.
12.8. Hard-tube Modulators.-The
hard-tube modulator consists of
a pulse-generating circuit followed by an amplifier for raising the power
level of the pulse. The pulse-generating circuit is almost always a
blocking oscillator.
The use of an amplifier has certain advantages: it
can flatten the top of the pulse, and it makes the pulse shape relatively
independent of changes in the load.
I This computation neglectsenergy lossesin the capacitive part of the load.
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Although the ampliiier is of the ordinary Class C type, it is convenient
to regard the amplifier tube merely aa an electronic switch connected in
series with the transmitting tube and a source of high voltage. 1 The
switch has an appreciable inherent impedance; therefore, part of the
supply voltage appears across the transmitting tube and the rest appears
across the switch. Figure 12”9 shows a block diagram of a hard-tube
modulator.
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varying
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increases

that
as the

voltage across it increases. The
t
first approach is adopted in triode
switching, the second in tetrode From Switch
driver
tube
T2
--switching.
T1
Triode
Switching
.—F@me
3
II
12.10 shows a triodt+switching
,Ia
Bias
High
The triode is normally
circuit.
voltage
_
cut off by its grid bias. When
T3 ~
the blocking oscillator driver (of
t A-c i
FIG. 12.10 .—Triode switching and transwhich TI is a part) fires, a posicoupling.
Note bifilar transformer
tive pulse is impressed on the grid former
winding which permits heating of the transmitter
cathode
from
a current source near
of the triode, which becomes conground potential.
ducting and permits a current
pulse to pass through TZ A negative voltage pulse is therefore impressed
on the cathode of the magnetron transmitter.
The secondary of the
transformer Tt is a bifilar winding that permits the magnetron cathode
to be heated by a grounded transformer T~. The transformer 2’2 is a,
stepup transformer which permits the use of a power supply, HV, the
voltage of which is less than the operating voltage of the magnetron.
The supply voltage should be kept as small as practical, since it must be
1A discussionof hard-tubeswitchesis given in Pulse Generators, Vol. 5, Chap, 3,
RadiationLaboratory Series.
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regulated to prevent it from varying with line voltage or with duty ratio.
Since such regulation is difficult and expensive, triode switching is almost
Except for very low voltage transnever used in beacon modulators.
mitting tubes, tetrode switching is much more convenient.
Tetrode Switching.-The
difference between triode and tetrode
switch tubes lies in their plate current–plat~voltage
characteristics, of
which typical examples are shown in Fig. 12.11.
Suppose that a triode switch is operating properly and then the high
voltage increases. The current-voltage characteristic curve of a magnetron is such that a large change in current results from a small change
in voltage.
An appreciable part of the increase in supply voltage,
therefore, will appear across the triode, moving its operating point from
.4 to B. The current in the triode and in the magnetron will experience
considerable increase; the result will be a change in frequency of the
magnetron r-f output.
Suppose, on the other hand, that a tetrode is used as a switch tube.
Almost all of the increase in supply voltage will appear across the switch
tube, moving the operating point from
A‘ to B’. It is clear that the current
in the switch tube and in the magnet
B
tron will change very little; the trans~
.fi\&e
mitter will stay on frequency.
As
5
~
A
long as the operating point of the
~
~
T~tlOCk B’ ‘
tetrode stays on the flat part of the
A’
n
characteristic, changes in supply voltage will have no appreciable effect on
./
the magnetron current. The high
voltage supply, therefore, need not be
Platevoltage —
FIG. 12.11.—Triode and tetrode posi- well regulated.
It is sufficient to
tive-gridcharacteristics.
regulate the screen voltage, which is
easy because the voltage is low and the current small. A modulator
using this type of switching is sometimes called a “constant-current
modulator. ”
An important aspect of operation on the flat part of the tetrode
characteristic is that the current in the tube depends upon the grid drive.
The pulse from the driver must therefore be shaped better than would be
necessary with a tetrode operating on the steep part of the characteristic
curve.
The output current is approximately independent of variations
in the high voltage, but it can be adjusted by adjusting the screen voltage
or the drive on the control grid. The output power does vary somewhat
with supply voltage but, since the current is nearly constant and most of
the change in voltage appears across the switch tube, a 10 per cent change
in supply voltage may cause as little as 5 per cent change in output power.

*
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12.9. Output Coupling Cfrcuits.~The
tetrode can be coupled to the
magnetron through a pulse transformer, as in Fig. 12.10, or the directcoupled arrangement of Fig. 12.12 can be used. 2 Here the switch
connects the magnetron in series with a capacitor C charged to an
appropriate high voltage.
The capacitor is made large enough so that it
is only slightly discharged by each pulse; between pulses it is recharged
by the power supply through the
resistors RI and Rz. The inductance L. is made large enough so
that the current in it does not
build up to a very large value
during the pulse; therefore, most
R,
of the pulse current goes through
the magnetron.
Furthermore,
High
From
—
Vol‘age
the current in L, tends to remain
driver
--constant even after the switch
tube is cut off; thk results in the
]l\
T
rapid discharge of the distributed
+
capacitance C. associated with the
FIG. 12.12 .—Tetrode switching with direct
coupling.
The pulse energy is stored in C,
circuit and thus the trailing edge
which recharges between pulses through RI,
of the pulse is steep. The value
R2,and L.. T, is a low-capacity transformer.
of L, must be made large enough
to present a high impedance to the pulse but small enough to give a
sufficiently steep trailing edge. The resistor Rz is adjusted to damp
critically the oscillations induced in LC and C.,
The secondary of transformer T*, which supplies the heater current
for the magnetron, must have a very low capacitance to ground because
this capacitance is in parallel with the magnetron.
It must also be
insulated to withstand the voltage across the magnetron.
A pulse transformer maybe desirable to permit the use of a low powersupply voltage, but it lowers the impedance into which the modulator
works and therefore may lower the efficiency.
Maximum power transfer,
which is frequently more important than maximum efficiency, is obtained
by matching the load impedance to the internal impedance of the switchA constant-current modulator usually requires a transtube circuit.
former ratio near 1 to 1, and this ratio is therefore approximated with
direct coupling.
When the modulator and transmitter are far apart, it is desirable to
connect the modulator to a stepdown transformer that works into a lowimpedance line, with the transmitter connected to the other end of the

F-1

~1---_
31111-P‘!’

LBy J. J. G. McCue, P. A. de Paolo, K. R. More, and J, C. Reed.
2The designof output circuitsis treatedin considerabledetailin Pdse Gener,rto,,
s,
Vol. 5, Chap. 2, of this series.
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Here the modulator works into a
line through a stepup transformer.
high impedance, but the efficiency suffers nevertheless because a loss of
5 to 10 per cent is incurred in each of the two transformers.
The choice
of output circuit should, in general, be governed by the consideration
that direct coupling is more efficient than transformer coupling and
causes less distortion of the pulse.
Trwde Tramitter.-In
the foregoing paragraphs of thk section it
has been assumed that the transmitting tube is a magnetron.
The same
considerations apply to pulsing the plates of triode oscillators except that
in thk instance the need for a positive pulse makes transformer coupling
mandatory unless a cathodefollower
arrangement of the switch tube is
used; also, the starting time of the oscillations may be longer than for
magnetrons.
If the triode oscillator is operating near its low-voltage
limit, the starting time of the oscillations may be several tenths of a
microsecond.
This effect can be allowed for by making the drive pulse
longer than the desired r-f pulse or by reducing the starting time through
an increase in the pulse voltage.
Tube Choice.-The
choice of a switch-tube is inseparably connected
with the power-supply voltage and determines the choice of output circuit. The family of plate-current-plate-voltage
curves for various
control-grid and screen-grid potentials constitutes the crucial information
about the switch tube.
It is clearly desirable that the sharp bend in the
characteristic curve occur at a low plate voltage and that the slope of
the curve for higher plate voltages be small.
It is also desirable that
the ratio of plate current to control-grid current be high, in order that the
control grid may be driven by a blocking oscillator of moderate size. The
tube must pass the desired plate current for reasonable values of the voltages of the control grid and screen grid. Care should be taken to
choose a tube with a plate well enough insulated to withstand the full
voltage of the power supply.
At present the number of tube types
suitable for any given application is limited.
Table 12.1 lists some of the switch tubes, together with suitable
drivers, that have been used successfully in beacon modulators.
TARLE 12.1.—HARD

Switch
tube

Blockingoscillator
tube

TWO6C4’S
3D21A
715C
807
Two 715C’S 3E29

SWITCH TUZES AND

DRIVERS

Load
current,
amp

Load
voltage,
kv

supply
voltage,
kv

1.0
3.0
10

2.5
4.5
10.5

2.5
6.7
15

Ratio of
coupling
ltol.5
Direct
Direct
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12.10. The Blocking+scillator
Driver. ~The
current required by
the control grid of the switch tube furnishes a guide to the type of tube
required in the blocking-oscillator driver stage of the modulator, but the
choice of this tube type cannot at present be based on computation.
On the basis of Table 12.1 and such other information of this kind as
may be obtainable, an experimental modulator should be constructed,
and a few trials made, to iind a suitable blocking-oscillator tube.
The
output obtained from a given tube can be varied over rather wide limits
by adjusting the plate voltage.
By experimenting with different block-
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FIG. 12. 13.—A typical hard-tube mod ulator, delivering about 2-kw pulses.
7F8—
blocking-oscillator
driver; 3D21A—tetrode
switch tube; T—low-capacit y transformer;
M—magnetron transmitter (2J41) ; J—monitoring point; 11~-adj ustable regulated supply,
about 350 volts; E7--3.5 kv, unregulated.

ing-oscillator transformers and different line impedances, the designer
can shape the pulse on the grid of the switch tube in such a way as to
produce a satisfactory current pulse in the transmitter tube.
Large
leakage inductance in the blocking-oscillator transformer causes a pulse
with a long rise time and a rising top. The rising top may compensate
for a “droop”
introduced in the output transformer, and a moderately
long rise time may be desirable in order to eliminate a peak at the beginning of the current pulse or in order to eliminate spontaneous frequencyshifting. It is sometimes advisable, therefore, to put 10 to 250 ph in
1Sees. 12.10and 12.11by J. J. G. McCue and P. A. de Paolo.
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series with the transformer primary in order to increase the effective
leakage inductance.
The added inductance may be critically damped
with a shunting resistance.
If the blocking oscillator uses two tubes in
parallel, resistances of about 20 ohms may be placed in series with the
individual grids and plates to prevent parasitic oscillations and to equalize
the powers contributed by the two tubes.
Oscillations set up in the
transformer can be damped out by placing resistors in parallel with one
or more of the windings.
Too large a grid bias will prevent triggering of the blocking oscillator,
but too small a bias will permit the oscillator to fire without being triggered. The bias should be set near the middle of the range which gives
satisfactory operation.
Since the pulse duration is slightly dependent on
bias, precise adjustment of pulse duration can be made by carefully
selecting the bias.
After the circuit constants have been chosen, the modulator should
be tested to ensure that the modulator output does not vary appreciably
A typical
with duty ratio, with the code employed, or with line voltage.
circuit of a complete hard-tube modulator is shown in Fig. 12.13.
Eficiency.-The
efficiency of a tetrode modulator cannot be estimated
easily. In fact, one of the chief advantages of the tetrode modulator is
that its efficiency changes automatically when the supply voltage changes.
Nevertheless, the factors influencing efficiency can be considered qualitatively and rough quantitative estimates can be made.
The high impedance of the hard-tube switch is its principal characteristic. When maximum transfer of power is more desirable than maximum efficiency, the load impedance should be matched to the tube
impedance, to get an efficiency in the output circuit of 50 per cent. When
high efficiency is desired, the load impedance should exceed the switch
Direct coupling is clearly desirable.
impedance by as much as possible.
In a direct-coupled modulator, the efficiency of capacitor discharge into
the load is likely to be near 70 per cent with present tubes.
(Knowledge
of the load impedance, the characteristic curves of the switch tube, and
the impedance of the charging circuit permits the efficiency to be calculated in each instance.)
The efficiency of charging the storage capacitor is hard to estimate, but it is much higher than the value of 50 per
cent which characterizes resistance-charging in a line-type modulator
because the storage capacitor loses only a small fraction of its charge
during the pulse.
The foregoing considerations tend to favor the hard-tube modulator,
as compared with the line-type modulator.
Nevertheless, when the
power expended in heating the cathodes of the switch tube and blocking
oscillator, and the power dissipated by the switch-tube screen and the
blocking-oscillator plate are taken into account, it is found that the hard-
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tube modulator has about the same efficiency as a line-type modulator
that uses resistance charging.
12.11. Comparison of Line-@e
and Hard-tube Modulators.—The
only general rule to guide the designer in his choice of modulator is that
the choice must depend on a detailed analysis of the requirements the
modulator must meet. The bases for the choice can be summarized
as follows:
I. Advantages of the Line-type Modulator
A. It is small and light
B. It uses a simple circuit
C.. It operates from relatively low voltage
D. It has relatively high efficiency when resistance charging can
be avoided
II. Disadvantages of the Line-type Modulator
A. In its simple form, it requires a long time between pulses
B. It introduces a delay which maybe as long as 1 psec and may
change when the switch tube is changed
C. Its output power depends on supply voltage
D. It is not very tolerant of changes in load impedance
E. The top of the output pulse is not very flat
F. In high-power circuits the pulse width is not easy to change
G. It becomes complex for multiple-pulse codes
III. Advantages of the Hard-tube Modulator
A. It will function at high and variable repetition rates
B. It introduces only a small delay
c. Its output power is nearly independent of supply voltage over
a considerable range, provided the proper part of the tetrode
characteristic is used
D. It is flexible as to load impedance
E. The top of the output pulse can be made very nearly flat
F. The pulse width is easily changed
G. It is well suited to multiple-pulse codes
IV. Disadvantages of the Hard-tube Modulator
A. It is bulkler and heavier than a line-type modulator with the
same output power
B. It uses a relatively complex circuit
C. It requires a high supply voltage and one or more auxiliary
voltages
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13s1. General Considerations. -The
beacon transmitters to be discussed below cover the frequency range from about 100 to 30,000 Me/see.
The types of tube and circuit used depend on the frequency.
For frequencies from 100 to about 3000 Me/see, specially designed triodes and
suitable external circuits, can be used. Magnetrons are used for frequencies from about 2000 Me/see to 30,000 Me/see or more. When
cavity magnetrons are used, the oscillating circuits are contained within
the tube. Both magnetrons and triodes are used in the 3000-Mc/sec
region. The choice is usually determined by availability, power requirements, and restrictions of weight and size on the beacon.
Requirements for transmitted pulse power are generally lower for a
beacon system than for a radar system because only one-way transmission is used. The pulse-power output required varies with the frequency
The ranges of pulse power that
used and with the type of interrogator.
have been used are 3 to 10,000 watts at 100 to 300 Me/see, 15 to 5000
watts at 500 to 1200 Me/see, 50 watts to 20 kw at 3000 Me/see, and 300
watts to 40 kw at 10,000 Me/see.
The wide variations are due to
variations in the receiver sensitivity, antenna gains, and displays of the
interrogators, as well as in the required range. Large ground or ship
radars with high antenna gains and sensitive receivers can pick up replies
from relatively low-power distant beacons.
On the other hand, airborne
radars with small antennas and perhaps less sensitive receivers require
a larger power output from beacons if the replies are to be received
properly.
WMe the pulse power for a beacon transmitter is relatively low, the
average power is greater in relation to the pulse power than for a radar set
because of the high interrogation rates possible and the use of a multiplepulse reply code.
Duty ratios as high as 1 per cent or more are used,
compared with the usual radar duty ratios of 0.1 per cent or less.
The requirements for frequency stability are more stringent for
beacons than they are for radars because beacons usually must use fixed
reply frequencim.
Since many interrogator receivers have bandwidths
of 2 Me/see or less, beacon transmitters must often be on the correct freI Sees. 13.1 to 13.10by K. R. More and P. A. de Paolo.
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quency to within ~ 1 Me/see.
It is often difficult to attain this degree
of stability in view of the frequencies used and the wide range of interrogation rates possible.
Change of frequency with duty ratio, power supply
voltage,
r-f load, and ambient temperature must be kept to a minimum.
The use of a fixed reply frequency also makes it necessary that the
beacon transmitter be tunable, to some extent.
Tuning sometimes is
done over a range only great enough to tune any tube of a given type to
the desired frequency; when more than one fixed frequency must be
available, however, tuning over a fairly wide range is required.
The important general properties of magnetrons and various special
beacon requirements and applications are discussed. briefly in this
chapter.
Discussions of triode tubes and oscillator circuits used in
beacons follow in Chap. 14.
13.2. Performance Charts and Rieke Diagrams.-The
performance
of a magnetron may be described in terms of seven variables: magnetic
field, applied voltage, input current, wavelength, power output, load
resistance, and load reactance.
The last two are frequently referred to
as “the load,” and are determined by the r-f line and load coupled to the
output of the tube.
Data on magnetron performance are conveniently presented graphiPerformance
cally by means of performance charts and Rieke diagrams.
charb are obtained by fixing the load, varying the magnetic field and
voltage, and measuring the resulting values of input current, wavelength,
and power output.
The data can then be presented graphically as performance charts by plotting the pulse voltage as ordinate against the
pulse current as abscissa.
The magnetic field, power output, efficiency,
and wavelength are marked for each point for which data are taken.
Contours of constant magnetic field, constant power, constant efficiency,
and constant wavelength are drawn. A typical performance chart is
given in Fig. 13.1. The principal region of poor performance is indicated on the chart. The regions of poor performance frequently are
those in which the tube shows more than one frequency of oscillation.
Performance charts are convenient for choosing the most suitable
operating values of voltage, current, and magnetic field for a given magnetron in order to obtain a desired power output from a given magnetron.
They are also usefuI in making the choice of magnetron to be used for a
given purpose, considering the power output desired and the pulse voltage
and current that can be made available to drive the tube.
The data for Rieke diagrams are taken by varying the load while
keeping the magnetic field and input current constant.
The wavelength,
power output, voltage standing-wave ratio in the line, and the position
1The subject of magnetrons is taken up in detail in Microwavs Magnetron,
Vol. 6, Radiation Laboratory Series.
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of a minimum of the standing wave asreferred to the output coupling are
The values of the phase and amplitude of the standing wave
measured.
represent the load, since the standing wave is determined by the impedThe data are plotted on
ance that the line presents to the magnetron.
circle diagrams as illustrated in Fig. 13“2. The power standing-wave

Pulsecurrent in amperes
FIG. 13. 1.—A typical magnetronperformancechart. The

family of par~el straight
lines indicatesthe operatingpoint,sas a function of magneticfiel& contours joining
points of equal e5ciency,
power output, and frequency are drawn in. The principal
region of unsatisfactory operation, as evidenced hy a poor spectrum, is the area to the
left of the steep diagonal line which starts at 8 kv, 5 amp.
operation iS with a matched
load.

ratio (r2) is plotted as the radial coordinate.
The angular coordkate is
computed from the position of the standing-wave minimum measured
from an arbitrary reference point.
It is expressed in degrees, with onehalf wavelength equal to 360°. The angular coordinate increases as the
minimum moves away from the load. Contours of constant frequency,
constant power, constant voltage, and constant efficiency may be drawn.
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For any system, the choice of the operating point is a compromise.
The region of maximum power output frequently occurs near the region
of frequency instability and high standing-wave ratio. In such a case a
point of lower power and reasonable frequency stability must be chosen.
00

900

270°

-,

\\Lib--L+’

G ///

180°
FIQ.13.2.—Rieke

The radial coordinate is the reflection
diagram of a 2J41 magnetron.
coefficient of the load (actually values of power standing-wave-ratio
are shown).
The
angular coordinate is the position of a minimum in the standing-wave pattern with respect
The full lines are contours of frequency shift in
to the magnetron output coupling.
Me/see, as referred to the matched-load frequency.
Dotted lines show contours of conThe input current, pulse-repetition frequency, and pulse length are fixed.
stant efficiency.

13.3. Frequency Stability.-The
frequency at which a given magnetron oscillates depends upon the operating conditions and specifically
upon the load, magnetic field, and tube current. Because of the thermal
expansion of the resonant cavities of the anode, the frequency also
depends upon the ambient temperature and upon the average power
dissipated in the tube. For a lo-cm magnetron with a copper anode the
frequency decreases about 0.06 Me/see per ‘C rise in the temperature of
the block, and about 0.18 Me/see per ‘C for a 3-cm tube.
Methods of
increasing the frequency stability to the degree required for beacon
operation will be discussed below.
“Pulling Figure” and “Pushing Figure.’’-The
“pulling figure” of a
magnetron is detied as the maximum change in frequency which occurs
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when the load is varied in such away as to maintain a voltage standingwave ratio of 1.5 while varying the phase over arangeof
360°. Pulling
figures of available 3-cm magnetrons range from 6 to 15 Me/see and from
4 to 10 Me/see for 10-cm magnetrons.
The frequency shift, or pulling, as the load changes, may be very
serious in system operations because r-f loads are subject to accidental
variations.
Pulling, however, can be used as a means of tuning over a
narrow range by controlled changes in the load, as will be discussed.
The ‘‘ pushing figure” is defined as the frequent y change for a current
change of 1 amp when the magnetic field and load are held constant.
This is of importance in determining the degree of regulation of the
m~ulator
and power SUpply, with respect to changes in input voltage
and duty ratio, needed to obtain a given desired frequency stability.
Pushing figures vary not only from one type of tube to another, but
also with the operating point for any given tube.
In choosing the operating point, the pushing figure and the probable current variation to be
expected from the power supply must be kept in mind. A typical pushing figure for a typical 10-cm 12-kv magnetron in its normal operating
region is 3 Me/see per amp. With many types of tubes operating as
recommended, pushing figures are negligible.
Mode Changes.—The types of frequency instability discussed above
give rise to shifts in frequency amounting to a fraction of a per cent. In
addition, there is the possibility that the magnetron may change its
frequencyaometimes
erratically-by
10 per cent or more by changing
The mode-selection properties of magnetrons vary
its mode oj oscillation.
with the type of the tube and also depend upon the operating conditions.
Mode changes may set both upper and lower limits to the current at which
operation is satisfactory, but these limits often may be altered by changing the internal resistance of the modulator and the rate at which its
output voltage rises at the beginning of the pulse.
Spectrum.—The spectrum of a magnetron gives a measure of the frequency distribution of the emitted energy.
It can be plotted graphically
The theoretical distribution, which has
as intensity versus frequency.
the form sin2z/z2 in power for a rectangular pulse, is shown in Fig. 4“1,
Sec. 4.11. The distance between the first minima in Me/see is 2/t, where
t is the pulse duration in microseconds.
The spectrum of a good magne
tron approaches that theoretically expected, though the relative intensities of the secondary maxima frequently exceed the theoretical values.
Certain conditions that lead to a poor spectrum should be avoided.
One is operation near regions in which unwanted frequencies occur. Some
defective tubes show additional regions of bad spectrum for certain values
of voltage and surrent. Poor puke shape can give rise to a broadened
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spectrum if the tube is operating in a region in which the frequency
changes rapidly wit h current.
13.4. Magnetron Input Requirements. -It
has been mentioned previously that mode selection is influenced by the rate at which the voltage
applied to the magnetron rises at the beginning of the pulse; in addition,
the tendency of the magnetron to spark may be enhanced if the voltage
rises too rapidly.
The sparking may shorten the life of the tube or cause
the frequency of the magnetron to drift during the life of the tube through
the deposition of material on parts of the oscillator structure.
Both sparking and mod~hanging
are connected with the facts that a
finite time is required for oscillations to build up in the magnetron, and
that the buildup can continue only as long as the applied voltage remains
within a rather narrow range. If oscillations do not build up completely
and thus cause the magnetron to draw current sufficient to load the modulator, the voltage applied to the magnetron may reach abnormally high
values, particularly if the modulator is of a type which normally operates
with a large internal voltage drop. At the higher voltage, the magnetron
may start oscillating in some undesired mode or it may spark.
Trouble of this kind can be minimized by the use of inductance to
limit the rapid rise in the current, and by the use of a capacitor that is
charged from the pulse voltage supply through a resistor in order to reduce
the rate of rise of the voltage. 1
Sparking difficulties are less likely to occur with hard-tube modulators because of their different regulating properties.
The voltage rises
only a small amount above the operating value during the starting
interval.
Not all magnetrons have the same starting interval.
Some types
begin to oscillate at low power before the voltage reaches the operating
The startvalue, with the power rising rapidly as the voltage increases.
ing interval varies as the operating conditions are changed, even for a
given tube.
Even if sparking does not occur, too rapid a rise in the voltage pulse
may result in a gradual drift of the frequency of oscillation, usually to
lower values, accompanied by a tube life too short for satisfactory performance.
This can be avoided by reducing the rate of rise of the voltage
pulse, particularly near the top of the pulse. These phenomena are
apparently associated with rapid deterioration of the cathode that may
result from excessive evaporation of the cathode coating.
Good cathodes
do not show this trouble to any extent, although many inferior cathodes
have been used in production tubes in the past.
1Thesemagnetron-modulatorinteractionsaretakenup in moredetailin Microwwe
Vol. 6, Chap. 8, Radiation Laboratory Series,
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SPECIAL BEACON MAGNETRON REQUIREMENTS
We have seen that magnetrons for beacon service must satisfy certain
requirements not encountered in ordinary radar sets. In most cases the
power output required is less than that required of magnetrons for radar
For airborne beacons,
use, because beacons use one-way transmission.
Beacon transmitters frequently
weight is also an important factor.
work at high duty ratios because beacons use multiple-pulse reply codes
and must respond to high interrogation rates. The common beacon
practice of having a standard fixed reply frequency places more stringent
requirements on tunability and frequency stability than for radar sets.
13.5. Coded Operation.-When
a magnetron is used as a beacon
transmitter, it maybe called upon to transmit a series of r-f pulses which
The commonly used code spacings vary
are relatively closely spaced.
from about 10 to 45 psec. The use of multiple-pulse codes brings up two
problems in connection with magnetron performance.
First is the duty
ratio, which may be as high as 0.6 per cent for a six-pulse code with
0.5-psec pulses and an interrogation rate of 2000 CPS. The design of the
magnetron must take into account the duty ratio and the pulse power at
Also, the changes in duty ratio resultwhich the tube will be operated.
ing from changes in interrogation rate, as mentioned above, may result
in a change in the frequency of the transmitted r-f power. When this is
excessive, steps must be taken to reduce the shift.
The second problem arising because of coded operation is that of the
equality of the pulse power emitted during the different pulses of the code.
Experiments with present beacon magnetrons have shown that the pulse
power outputs are equal, for the pulse spacings used, provided the pulse
current drawn by the tube is not too great. When the current is increased
beyond a certain value, the power output of the last pulse of a six-pulse
code maY be 10 to 20 per cent below that of the first pulse. In view of
the relatively low power output required of a beacon transmitter, it is
usually possible to operate at currents low enough for satisfactory
performance.
13.6. Tuning.-The
use of fixed-frequency transmission in beacon
services makes it necessary to provide some means of tuning the magnetron to the desired frequency.
Two methods of tuning are available.
The other is the use of controlled
One is the use of a tunable magnetron.
variations of the magnetron load to pull the frequency to the desired
value.
Whenever frequency stabilization of the magnetron is desirable,
which is almost invariably the case, tunable magnetrons are preferable
to fixed-tuned magnetrons.
The attainable stabilization is better if the
stabilizing device does not have to pull the magnetron frequency as well
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as stabilhe it. In the past fixed-tuned magnetrons have been used in
beacons largely because tunable tubes were not available.
Tunable Magnetrons.—One method used for tuning magnetrons
involves changes in the internal resonant circuits of the magnetron by a
mechanism that can be controlled externally.
Another method involves
the use of a tunable cavity coupled to the magnetron cavity, the two
A third method involves
cavities forming a common evacuated system.
the use of electronic tuning.
Some of the mechanisms demanded by
these methods, however, add appreciably to the size and weight of the
tube, which may be a drawback in lightweight beacon systems.
Mechanical Tuning.-The
tuning range available with mechanical
tuningl is limited by the drop in power output at the ends of the tuning
range, and in some cases by mode trouble.
In general, tunable magnetrons now available have a usable tuning range of 5 to 10 per cent of the
center frequency.
With this amount of tuning, the power output at the
ends of the tuning range will be 10 to 20 per cent below the maximum
power output near the center of the range. Some tubes give a tuning
range up to 12 per cent, with a drop of power of about 50 per cent.
A tuning range of 1 to 2 per cent is adequate for fixed-frequency
beacon operation.
Such a tuning range is readily achieved by a simple
mechanism which introduces capacity loading of the resonant cavities in
the end space.
Electronic Tuning.—As
in the case of mechanical tuning, electronic
tuningz may be applied to the resonant circuits of the magnetron or to an
iris-coupled cavity which forms part of the magnetron vacuum chamber.
Either a controlled beam of electrons is passed axially along one of the
slots of the magnetron or the beam is passed along the axis of the cavit y.
At present, electronic tuning is in an experimental stage. No tubes
that use it are yet available.
Should electronically tuned magnetrons
become available for beacon use, very accurate automatic frequency
control will become readily possible.
13.7. Fixed-tuned Magnetrons.-Methods
of tuning fixed-tuned
magnetrons depend on the changes of the operating frequency of a magnetron with changes in the impedance of the output load, as discussed
in Sec. 13.3. Controlled changes in load impedance thus can be used to
tune the magnetron.
Frequency variations of a fraction of 1 per cent
are possible by this method.
Although this is not a wide tuning range,
it is sufficient for many beacon services if the tubes chosen have matchedload frequencies close to the desired beacon frequency.
I Mechanical tuning is discussed at length in Microwave Magnetrons, Vol. 6, Chap.
14, Radiation Laboratory Series.
zElectronic tuning is discussed in detail in Microwaue Magnetrons, Vol. 6,
Chap, 15, Radiation Laboratory Series.
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Stub Tuners.—A single-stub tuner correctly placed along the transmission line provides a convenient means of varying the load impedance.
With this method, tuning is accomplished by one adjustment.
The
power-output variations are not excessive.
Double-stub or double-slug
tuners are not convenient in actual use because thev recmire two adiustments, each of ~~hich influences both
the frequency and power output.
The use of the single-stub tuner is
adequate when frequency stabilization
is not required.
The impedance presented to the
magnetron by a properly located variable stub and a matched line is represented by points on the heavy solid
circle in the Rieke diagram shown in
Fig. 133.
Tuning the stub moves the
operating point around the circle,
with a corresponding
frequency
FIG. 13.3. —Rieke diagram showing
change. Stable operation and smooth
the operation of a tuning stub.
The
tuning are obtained for points far
frequency
contours are labeled with
respect to the beacon frequency.
The
away from the region of greatest
matched-load
frequency of the magnefrequency sensitivity, the frequency
tron is about –6 Me/see referred to the
beacon frequency.
The dotted lines
which is the point toward
“sink,”
are power-output contours.
The heavy
which
the
frequency
contours
circles represent the effect of tuning the
stub; the full heavy circle is for a
converge.
properly located stub, and the heavy
If the stub is not properly located
dotted circle for an improperly located
stub,
When
the stub is properly
the impedance is represented by points
located at the frequency sink, maximum
on a circle like the heavy dotted one.
tuning effect is obtained.
The operating point is the intersection of the
In such a case the range of tuning for
heavy circle with the contour of zero
stable operation is less than for a
frequency shift.
properly located stub. The location
is not critical, however, and a suitably chosen average position is
possible for tube types that show a reasonable degree of uniformity.
The 10-cm tubes now available often exhibit sufficient uniformity; 3-cm
tubes do not.
The correct position for the stub can be determined by constructing
The point toward which the frea Rleke diagram for the magnetron.
quency contours converge corresponds to a minimum in the standingwave pattern at a particular position along the line. The stub should be
connected at such a point.
For best operation, a position as close to the
magnetron as possible should be chosen. A second method is to make
The stub should be
cold impedance measurements on the magnetron.
placed at a position of a standing-wave minimum for wavelengths well
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off resonance.
For tubes with nonuniform characteristics, the correct
position must be determined for each tube, either by the user or by the
manufacturer.
Cavity Tun.ers.-A tunable cavity correctly placed along the transmission line provides another method for varying the load impedance.
The use of a cavity having a loaded Q greater than that of the magnetron
A more
also provides a considerable degree of frequency stabilization.
complete discussion of the stabilizing tuner is given in Sec. 13.10.
13s8. Frequency Modulation.-In
some cases it is desirable to introduce frequency modulation of the beacon reply frequency.
This has
been done when the frequency stability was inadequate to insure reception, and stabilization techniques were not yet developed.
It may still
be desirable as a coding parameter, as described in Chap. 5. However,
frequency modulation is undesirable as a substitute for adequate stability
It is no longer necessary techbecause of the display losses involved.
nically since adequate stabilization techniques are now available.
The frequency of either fixed-tuned or tunable magnetrons may be
swept over a narrow band by the addition of a variable reactance in the
line. This can be done in principle, for example, by driving the plunger
of a stub tuner with a reciprocating motion.
The use of a rotating
resonant ringl in the transmission line is more satisfactory and can be
done quite simply in the case of a waveguide system by placing the ring
across the guide. For a coaxial transmission line, a short waveguide
section containing the resonant ring can be iris-coupled to the line, as a
stub.
This waveguide stub should be located in the place that is best
for the single-stub tuner.
With present designs it is not convenient to sweep the frequency of a
tunable magnetron of the mechanical type by periodic driving of the
tuning mechanism.
It is, of course, quite easy to sweep the frequency
of an electronically tuned tube by means of the electronic controls.
13.9. Long-line Effect.-In
many beacon installations the line from
the transmitting tube to the antenna necessarily has considerable length.
The effects of mismatches of the line and antenna on the frequency of
oscillation of the magnetron may be serious when the transmission line is
long.2
When a magnetron is used with a long transmission line the tuning
may become irregular, or even discontinuous if the mismatch is serious.
Such irregular tuning is illustrated in Fig. 13.4 where the frequency of
oscillation under operating conditions is plotted against the frequency
which would be obtained for the corresponding tuning setting if the load
1Details of the theory and design of resonant rings are given in Wawgtiide
I{andbook, Vol. 10, Chap. 6. Radiation Laboratory Series.

? Discussedfurther in MicmwaueMagnetrons,Vol. 6, Chap. 7 of this series.
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were perfectly
matched.
Thetuning in Fig. 13’4b is discontinuous.
In
Fig. 13.4a it is continuous, butthere are regions of very rapid change of
frequency and poor spectrum.
The effect of an unmatched line ontunable magnetrons isshown asa function of line length, degree of mismatch,
and pulling figure in Fig. 13”5. From this figure the effect of any given
mismatch may be determined.
The interval 1 between breaks in the
tuning curve is given by the equation

~ = 150A
LA, ‘

(1)

where 1 is in megacycles per second, A and A. are, respectively, the freespace and transmission-line wavelength, and L the line length in meters.

/
Frequency when coupled to
matched
(a)

load

_

Frequency when coupled to _
matched

load

(b)

FIG. 134.-The
long-line effect.
The tuning of a magnetron coupled to a long line not
perfectly matched may be irregular, as in (a), or even discontinuous, as in (b). (a) Tuning
curve when magnetron is coupled to a long line with a slight degree of mismatch.
(b)
Tuning curve when a magnetron is coupled to a long line with a greater degree of mismatch.
The degree of mismatch necessary to produce discontinuous
tuning and the fraction
J/I of the tuning range which is missing are given in Fig. 135.
If the tuning is discontinuous, a phase-shifter can be used to assure that the operating frequency may be
obtained.

If there are no actual breaks in the tuning curve, as in Fig. 13.4, 1 gives
the extent of a tuning cycle.
It is clearly preferable to operate to the
left of the curve for W = O, so that tuning will be continuous.
When a
long line is used, it is advisable to incorporate in it a phase shifter, so
that the effective line length may be varied.
If the desired frequency of
operation falls in a break in the tuning curve or in a region of rapid change
when no breaks occur, a change of the line length that need be no more
than a fraction of a half wavelength will move the point of operation to
the flat part of the curve.
When the svstem operates on the flat part of
the curve, the long line, acting in somewhat the same way as a stabilizer,
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prevents frequency changes.
This type of stabilization is not
desirable because of its relative unmanageability.
One of the serious aspects of the long-line effect is its variation
temperature.
The thermal expansion of a long transmission line
the normal temperature changes encountered in most climates is
enough to change the effective line length an appreciable fraction
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FIG. 135.-The
magnitude of the long-line effect.
The magnitude of the reflection
coefficient of the load II(I and the voltage standing-wave ratio r are plotted against the
function ‘~.

Curves are shown for various values of the degree of discontinuous

tuning

W. L is the line length in meters; lo is the transmission-line wavelength, X the free-space
wavelength in the same units; F is the pulling figure of the magnetron in Me/see.
W is
defined as the ratio J/I, where J is the width of the break in the tuning curve in
Me/see, and I = 150 A/LAr is the interval between breaks in the tuning curve (see Fig.
13.4) in Me/see.
The mismatch is assumed to occur at the end of the transmission line.

wavelength.
This expansion may pull the magnetron far off its assigned
frequency.
There is no cure for this difficulty.
It must be avoided by careful
matching of the r-f load, and, if necessary, by controlled phase-shifting
as the temperature changes.
1301O. Magnetron Stabilization. —Although it is near]y always necessary to keep the transmitted frequencies of beacons as close as possible
to their assigned values, it is difficult to achieve the stability desired when
a magnetron is used as a transmitting tube, for several reasons. A change
of duty ratio causes a change in temperature of the magnetron and,
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therefore, a change in physical dimensions.
Shifts in ambient temperature also cause changes in magnetron temperature and changes in the
length of the line between the magnetron and the antenna.
Poor regulation in the transmitter power supply and aging of the modulator tubes
cause variations in magnetron pulse current, and, therefore, in frequency.
Temperature. —When a magnetron is delivering 100 watts of average
r-f power with an efficiency of 20 to 40 per cent, about 150 to 400 watts
At zero duty ratio this power
of power are dissipated in the magnetron.
is not present, which means that as the duty ratio varies large shifts of
temperature and hence of frequency can occur.
In a 3-cm magnetron, a

FIG. 136.-A
3.cm cavity ,qtabilixing tuner.
The stabilizing cavity (a) and associated
matched load (b) are mounted on a sliding section (c) whose position is read from a scale on
the fixed section (d). The 3-cm 2J48 magnetrons with which this tuner is used require
individual adjustment of the slider setting.
The tuning adjustment (e) tunes the cavity
and the magnetron.

change of 500C in the temperature of the copper anode results in a frequency shift of about 9 Me/see; in a 10-cm magnetron about one-third this
shift occurs. Thermostating is used to minimize temperature changes.
The magnetron is kept at some temperature above the maximum operating temperature it would attain if no external heating were used. A
cartridge-type heater is often used to keep the magnetron hot during
periods of low duty ratio, and a blower to prevent excessive rises in temperature as the beacon is interrogated.
Control within 5°C is adequate
at 3 cm.
The Stabilizing Tuner.—It is possible to reduce the effect of all three
general causes of magnetron frequency instability by coupling a tunable
resonant cavity to the magnetron output.
This cavity has the dual
purpose of tuning the magnetron and stabilizing its frequency.
The
cavity, together with an associated dummy load, is called a stabilizing
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tunerl and is equivalent to a parallel-tuned circuit and resistance connected in series across the r-f Iine. When a stabilizing tuner is coupled
at the correct distance from the magnetron, it exerts an appreciable frequency-stabilizing
effect. The ratio of frequency change without a
stabilizing cavity to frequency change with a stabilizing cavity is walled
the stabilization factor.
Stabilizing tuners with stabilization factors
from 3 to 10 or more, depending upon the tube used, have been built.
It is necessary that the cavity used in the tuner be compensated for tem-

F‘It. 13,7.—A 10-cm stabilizing tuner, In contrast to the 3-cm tuner, there is no sliding
arm. The waveguide stabilizing cavity is fixed in pomtion, since the 2J59 magnetrorm
(a) Waveguide cavity.
(b) Matched
used with this tuner have uniform characteristics,
load.
(c) Tuning adjustment,

perature changes; otherwise it will contribute to temperature-induced
frequency instabilityy by pulling the magnetron off frequency.
Photographs of 3-cm and 10-cm stabilizing tuners that have been used
in beacons are shown in Figs. 13.6 and 13.7, respectively.
It will be noted
that the cavity of the 3-cm tuner is mounted on a side arm that is adjustable by means of the sliding section, but that in the lo-cm tuner the position of the waveguide cavity is fixed. In either case, the cavity should be
coupled to the line at a minimum of the standing-wave pattern, as in the
case of the single-stub tuner. Fixed positions are possible for tube types
] The theory and design of stabilizing
Vol. 6, chap, 16, Radiation
Laboratory

tuners is discussed
Series.

in Mici-owaue Magnetrons,
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that show asufficient degree ofutiforfity,
asisthecase
with the lo-cm
tubes (2J59)used with thestabilizer shown in Fig. 13.7. The3-cm tubes
(2J48)used with thestabilizer shown in Fig. 13.6 donot show sufficient
uniformity to permit the use of fixed positions.
The correct setting of the
sliding section is stamped on each tube by the manufacturer.
Some data obtained with a thermostated tube and the stabilizing
tuner shown in Fig. 13.6, are of interest.
A change in duty ratio from
0.06 to 0.24 per cent causes a frequency shift of about 1.75 Me/see.
Normally the beacon transmitter would be tuned at a duty ratio midway
between the minimum and maximum limits, so that the shift in frequency
5 -8
54 -a6
5
s
~
S
,g 3 -004
_s
_=
.n
;2

/

/’

/

\ ,/
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A .
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‘
9270
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Stabilizing
factor

.

9290
9300 9310
9320
Frequency in Me/see

9330

0
9340

FIG. 13. S.—The stabilizing factor, pulling figure, and pulse power output of a 2J48
3-cm magnetron with a stabilizing tuner, as a function of frequency.
The matched-load
frequency (MLF) is 9312 Me/see.

would be centered about the correct frequent y.
the performance.

Figure 13.8 summarizes

AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL, AFC
BY R. DICKINSON, K. R. MORE, P. A.

DE PAOLO,

AND J.

C.

REED

The requirement of microwave beacons for frequency stability makes
some kind of automatic control of transmitter frequency necessary if a
very high degree of stability is to be attained under all conditions of
operation.
Because some radar receivers have bandwidths less than
2 Me/see, the transmitting frequency of a beacon working with such sets
ought to be held to within ~ 1 Me/see of the assigned frequency under
all operating conditions.
The stabilizing tuner described in Sec. 13.10 is
not quite adequate for thk degree of stability.
An AFC system can
control the frequency to + 0.5 Me/see or better at 3 cm. Under heavy
transient loads, the beacon-transmitter frequency may shift as much as
2 Me/see when using no AFC; under the same conditions, if AFC is used,
the frequency shift will be less than 0.5 Me/see.
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The systems to be described achieve frequency control by means of a
servomechanism operated by an error voltage developed when the magnetron drifts away from the desired frequency.
An AFC system consists
of a discriminator that produces an error voltage when the transmitter
is off frequency, an amplifier, and a servomechanism that operates from
The servomechanism drives a
the information given by the amplifier.
tuner that brings the magnetron back to the desired frequency.
A
servomechanism is used rather than an electrical control, because available magnetrons cannot be tuned suitably by electrical means.
The methods for automatic control of frequency of beacon transmitters differ from those used with c-w oscillators for several reasons.
First, because mechanical tuning is required, the time constant of the
Second, the system must
control system is necessarilyy increased.
operate with pulses. If crystal detectors are used, the danger of crystal
damage limits the pulse power which can be applied to the crystal.
More important, the r-f information is no longer continuous, but consists
of an amplitude-modulated series of pulses. Finally, the pulse-repetition
frequency of beacons is not constant.
The amount of information available is variable, and may be zero for long periods of time. All these
factors must be taken into account in the design.
13.11. AFC Discriminators.-Discriminat
ors for AFC of beacon
transmitters at microwave frequencies differ from those customary at
lower frequencies because oscillators
Error voltage
in this region are not stable enough
Useful
to be relied upon as frequency
control
standards.
The most accurate systems at the present time use a resonant cavity as a reference standard
Frequency
and approach the degree of stability
that can be expected from the cavity.
The error voltage obtained from
the discriminator must show when
the magnetron is off frequency and
in which direction (see Fig. 13.9).
FIG. 13.9. —Discrirninator
characteristic.
The discriminator
error voltage
A simple high-Q transmission cavity
changes sign as the frequency
passes
with a crystal-rectifier output is not
through j.a at resonance.
a suitable discriminator.
It tells
when the oscillator is off freuuencv,
The
. . but not in which direction.
systems to be described below each use a reference cavity, but additional
means are provided to supply the necessary error information.
Modulated-cuvity Single-crystal Discriminator.—In
the modulatedcavity discriminator, the frequency of a reference cavity is varied by a
diaphragm driven like that in an earphone.
The cavity is modulated

I
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over the range of frequency over which the transmitter is to be controlled
by applying a low-frequency (60 to 400 cps) voltage to the coil that drives
the diaphragm.
A small portion of the transmitter output is coupled
to the reference cavity and detected by a crystal detector coupled to the
cavity.
If the transmitter is tuned to the mean frequency of the reference
cavity, the crystal will detect resonance twice for every complete cycle
of the modulation applied to the reference cavity.
Comparison of the phase of the crystal output with the phase of the
modulating voltage shows that the fundamental of the modulating
frequency in the crystal output will change in phase by 180° as the transmitter frequency shifts from one side of the mean frequency of the reference cavity to the other. The even harmonics do not change in phase
under the same conditions.
Discrimination is achieved by filtering out
all but the first harmonic of the modulation frequency from the crystal
output and by comparing the phase of this voltage to the phase of the
voltage applied to the modulator of the reference cavity.
The amount of first harmonic present, and thus the amount of useful
information available, is affected by the pulse width of the transmitter
and the number of pulses present. The effective pulse width can be
increased by allowing the pulse to charge through a low impedance a
At low
condenser that has to discharge through a high impedance.
repetition rates there are few pulses, and thus few data from which to
extract the first harmonic; this may cause an objectionable phase ‘‘ flutter. ” Experience shows that, with sufficient pulse broadening, the phase
flutter is not objectionable if the repetition rate is at least three times the
modulating frequency.
Since the pulse-repetition frequencies of interrogators usually exceed 200 cps, 60-cps modulation is satisfactory.
The modulated-cavity
system gives trouble when used in a beacon
with a receiver that has a square-wave-modulated
local oscillator.
Signals received over most of the band are modulated at the switching
frequency, which is about 150 to 200 cps. Beats between the pulserepetition frequency and the switching frequency may introduce lowfrequency components which interfere with proper operation.
Because
of these difficulties, the two-crystal standing-wave discriminator has met
with greater favor.
Two-crystal Standing-wave Discriminator.-The
two-crystall methods
of discrimination operate on the principle that a cavity presents a capacitive susceptance above the resonant frequency, and an inductive susceptance below resonance.
To make use of this fact, a portion of the r-f
1Anothertype of twe-crystal system, not discussedfurther here, uses a magic T
A comprehensive
treatment of the magic T as an r-f discriminaas a discriminator.
tor is given in !l’eclmigue
Laboratory
Series.

of Microwave

Measwernents,

Vol.

11, Chap.

2, Radiation
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energy is taken from the transmitter output through a directional coupler
into a section of waveguide terminated by a sealed reference cavity of the
desired frequency.
When this is done, the standing waves set up in the
waveguide by the reference cavity termination will change in phase and
amplitude as the transmitting frequency shifts from one side of the
resonant frequency of the cavity to the other.
Two pickup crystals are located in this waveguide.
One is placed
an odd number of eighth wavelengths from the equivalent cavity position,
the other is spaced an odd number of quarter wavelengths from the first
crystal. The two crystals will accordingly be at maxima of the standingwave pattern opposite in phase when
the frequency
corresponds to the
cavity resonance.
At frequencies off
resonance, the output of one crystal
will exceed that of the other, the
difference will change sign as the frequency passed through resonance, so
that the discriminator characteristic
of Fig. 13.9 will be obtained.
The
standing-wave patterns are shown in
Fig. 13.10.
Initial balance of the crystal outputs when the reference cavity is at
,
1 1
(d)
resonance is secured by gain controls
FIG.. 13. 10.—Standing-wave
patterns
in the amplifier stages so that zero
in two-crystal standing-wave
discrimid-c voltage is derived from balanced
nators.
(a) Position of crystals with
respect to resonant cavity.
(b) Standdiode detectors.
The balance is de(t)
ing-wave
pattern
at resonance.
stroyed by a shift of the frequency to
Standing-wave pattern off resonance in
one direction.
(d) Standing-wave patone side of resonance and the d-c outtern off resonance
in the opposite
put-control
voltage increases posidirection.
tively in one channel and negatively
in the other. A shift of freque-ncy to- the other side of resonance produces
a d-c control voltage with reversed polarity.
The discrimination characteristic is thus obtained by taking the difference of the two rectified output
voltages.
The loaded Q of the cavity controls the slope of the discrimiruitor
characteristics of Fig. 13.9. The useful range of control is the frequency
range over which the characteristic is nearly straight.
High-Q cavities
will give sharp slopes and better frequency control at the expense of a
smaller useful range of control.
The loaded Q of the cavity may be
adjusted to give the desired width of frequency range covered between
discriminator points either side of center frequency.
Most sensitive
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control of frequency will occur when the cavity is matched to the characteristic impedance of the line.
13.12. AFCAmpMers.—The
purpose of the AFCamplifier is to take
error information from the discriminator and amplify it enough to actuate
the motor driving the frequency-changing mechanism.
The features of
amplifiers of special importance for AFC of beacons will be discussed in
this section.
Error information comes from the discriminator in the form of pulses.
The amplifier must retain the amplitude information of the pulses; it is
also desirable to stretch the pulses in order to increase the average current.
Pulses are stretched by charging a condenser through a low resistance by
To antenna

2-phase

“-

‘~r
Driver

Amplifier
and

Low pass

phaser

115V

Driving

,,

*

Modulated

coil

60 CYCS.
“
FIG. 13.11.—Block

Pulse
amplifier

filter

diagram of modulated-cavity

‘z

reference
cavity

method of AFC.

means of a tube and letting it discharge through a high resistance before
the next pulse arrives.
One problem that must be solved in servomechanism systems of this
When a
kind is that of “hunting,”
or overcorrection by the motor.
correction has been completed and the motor switched off, the motor
coasts through the position corresponding to the correct frequency and
tunes the system off frequency in the opposite direction.
An error voltage of opposite sign is immediately created and the motor reverses
its direction.
This cycle continues and causes the system to hunt. 1
Although the hunting can be eliminated by reducing the amplifier gain,
the sensitivity is also reduced.
Automatic gain control is a satisfactory
solution; it has the advantage of not affecting weak signals seriously.
Amplifier for the Modulated-cuvit y Discriminator.—The
error information from the modulated-cavity
type of discriminator is the phase shift
and change of amplitude in the first harmonic of the modulation of the
I The thsory of servomechanismsof this type is treated in detail in Tiwory oj
Servomechanisms, Vol. 25, Chap. 4, Radiation Laboratory Series.
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reference cavity.
The amplifier uses this information to control the
grids of a double triode which, in turn, supplies excitation for one phase
of a two-phase a-c motor.
The amplifier circuit consists of a stage of pulse amplification followed
by a low-pass filter, which passes only the first harmonic of the modulating
frequency.
Three stages of resistance-coupled amplification
increase
the level of this signal before it is applied to the grids of the driver which
governs the direction of rotation of the motor.
A gain control in the
final amplifier stage, and AGC in earlier stages, are used to control hunting. Ablockdiagram
isshown in Fig. 13.11.
Discriminator.—A
block
Ampli$er jor Two-crystal LJtanding-wave
diagram isshown in Fig. 13.12. The two-crystal discriminator has two
D-c tuning
motor

—

St:bi;:p

Magnetron

I
1

I
—

Amplifier

Directional
coupler

To
antenna

I

output
control
stage

I
—

Amplifier

FIG. 13.12 .—Block

diagram oftwo-crystal

AFC.

separate voltage outputs.
One output voltage increases while the other
decreases when the transmitter shifts away from the frequency of the
reference cavity.
The amplifier therefore has two channels of typical
audio-frequency design, combining resistance and transformer coupling
between stages. Diode rectifiers convert the amplified pulsed information to d-c control voltages.
The diodes are balanced for zero output at
the beacon frequent y by adjusting the gain. Sufficient amplification is
available to permit the crystals to work at very low level, a total of 70 db
attenuation being used between the r-f pickup and the crystal input.
It
is not found necessary to change crystals nor to make other adjustments
in the system over long periods of continuous operation.
Automatic gain control is applied by taking a portion of the d-c voltage
develoWd across the diode load resistor as a bias for the input to the
first stage of the twin amplifier triode tube.
The negative voltage
developed in the diode rectifier of one channel is used as a bias in the input
circuit of the first amplifier stage of the other channel to reduce the posi-
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signals

are thereby prevented from overdriving the motor; weak signals arc
affected only slightly.
Apotentiometer, aspartof thediode load resistor,
is used for final adjustments.
13.13. AFC Servomechanisms.
Modulated
Cavity
System.—The
servomechanism for the modulated cavity can best be described by
analyzing the simplified circuit of the driver and its effect upon the frequency-correcting
motor.
The motor used in this system is of the
The direction of rotation can
twe-phase “squirrel-cage”
induction type.
be reversed by retarding or advancing the
115v60cI)s phase of the current in either field winding
F1 Cl
by 180°. A method of accomplishing this
is shown in Fig. 13.13. In this figure FI
q
and Fz are the two field windings of the
motor.
The two capacitors Cl and C,
Fz Cz
setthe phases of the fields approximately
90° apart. The combination of the inductance of Fz and the capacitor C, resoInput from

nates
-—-

---

at

approximately

the

supply

the frequency
amplifier
distortion
due to the rectifying effects of
6SN7
8
the tubes, resulting in practically pure
=
FIG. 13.13.—Driver circuit for twofirst-harmonic current through F,. The
phase servo motor.
phase of this current depends upon which
tube conducts more. If the phase of the signal applied to the grids is 90°
out of phase with the voltage applied to the plates, the resultant field
averaged over one cycle is zero.
Two-crystal Standing-wave System.—The most satisfactory servomechanism for the two-crystal standing-wave AFC system uses a small
d-c motor, the field windings of which are excited by the plate currents
of a twin-triode driver. The motor is designed with two field windings
that can be used separately to govern its direction of rotation.
By placing one field winding in the plate circuit of one triode unit and the other
field winding in the plate circuit of the other tnode unit, direct control of
the motor in response to signals on the grids of the twin-triode tube is
obtained.
The armature is excited by a constant current.
In the twmcrystal standing-wave AFC system, a d-c error voltage is
developed at the grids of a twin-triode control tube in the final stage when
the frequency is off resormnce. There is no net error voltage when the
beacon is on frequency, and therefore no signal voltage at the grids of the
control tube. As soon as the frequency shifts, however, one or the other
of the grids is driven positive and the corresponding plate current of that
section causes the motor to rotate in such a direction that the system is
frequency

and

thus

reduces
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A 6SL7 tube is suitable for this
retuned to the correct frequency.
application.
Considerable degeneration is provided by a resistor in the
common cathode return.
Limit switches or other preventive methods must be used to keep the
motor from driving the tuning mechanism too far should the AFC lose
control.
The arrangement used in the servomechanism consists of a
gear drive that moves the tuning plunger into or out of the cavity to correct for frequency changes. Reversing switches are actuated by the
plunger at the limits of its travel. The reference cavity is designed to
give a correction range of 12 Me/see on either side of the center frequency.
Should the correction go beyond these limits, the drive continues until
“pull-in ‘‘ is again established on the return movement.
This is accomplished by placing the plunger at the correct distance in the cavity during
the initial adjustments on beacon frequency and making the limits of the
movement such as to cover the tuning range desired. The reduction-gear
box is designed to give a tuning rate of about 2 hlc/sec2, which is satisfactory for all operational requirements.
AFC with Short Interrogations. —When a single scanning radar interrogates a beacon at long range, the beacon may not be interrogated for”a
long enough period to permit the AFC system to make a full correction.
A device called “ Yehudi” has been designed to overcome this difficulty.
Yehudi begins its cycle of operation immediately after the first interrogation. The first interrogation closes a relay in the AFC unit. A set of
contacts on this relay then causes a relay in Yehudi to close and to hold
itself closed even after the AFC relay opens. The relay in Yehudi starts
TABLE 13.1 ,—.4FC

PEIiFORMA~CE DATA
\

Frequency

I

shift, hIc/sec

Time for shift and
correction,

sec

I

PRF change
200
200
200
200

+
+
-+
+

400
600
800
1000

No AFC
9310.0
9310,0
9310.0
9310,0

+ 9309.0
+ 9309.0
+ 9308.3
-9308.0

I
9310.0
9310.0
9310.0
9310.0

AFC on
+9309.8+9310.0
+9309.5-9310.0
+ 9309.3 +9310.0
+9309,3+9310.0

No AFC

AFC on

40
30
30
28

2
1
1
1

a l-rpm motor which closes a pair of contacts for about 3 sec. Closing
these contacts sets off a 400-cps blocking oscillator which trips the
beacon at this rate for 3 see, after which the oscillator stops. The motor
continues to turn for another 57 see, after which it automatically opens
the relay, thus turning itself off. Yehudi is now set to repeat its cycle
if the beacon is again interrogated.
The 3-see steady interrogation is
sufficient to pull the beacon to correct frequency.
Yehudi thus tunes
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the beacon when it is interrogated and maintains silence when no one is
using the beacon.
Perjormunce
Data. —Typical performance data on a 3-cm ground
beacon, showing comparisons between the operation of the beacon
without AFC and with a two-crystal standing-wave AFC system, are presented in Table 13.1. The magnetron was thermostatically temperaturecontrolled.
It was tuned by a stabilizing tuner. The data are for a code
of six pips, each of 0.5-psec duration, the beacon being triggered by a
signal from a 3-cm test set. The beacon was manually tuned to the
correct frequency, 9310.0 Me/see, at a 200-cps repetition rate.
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PROPERTIES OF TRIODE OSCILLATORS
BY P. A.

DE PAOLO

14.1. General Considerations. -Triode
oscillators have been used in
beacon transmitters at frequencies up to 3300 Me/see.
Triodes suitable
for use at higher frequencies are not currently available, nor are suitable
magnetrons available at the lower frequencies.
Magnetrons are available for radar use at frequencies below 3000 Me/see, but they have not
been used in beacons until now (1945).
A tnode oscillator is somewhat more flexible than a magnetron in
several respects.
For example, a tnode may be made to perform satisfactorily over a plate-voltage range of 5 to 1 or more (except when
transit-time limitations intervene), without any circuit complications;
this cannot be accomplished readily with a magnetron.
A given triode
may be made to oscillate over a very wide range of frequencies by the
proper choice of the external circuit.
On the other hand, a magnetron is
designed for a given frequency range and the tunable magnetrons now
available can be operated only over a narrow range ( f 5 to 10 per cent)
of frequencies around the design center.
Magnetrons, in general, are more expensive to build than low-power
triodes, 1 when the two are compared on a power basis. Although this
may not be true for high-power units, no comparison can be made because
high-power triodes have not been built for use in the regions in which
magnetrons are used.
In recent years, magnetrons have been improved rapidly because
radar applications required very high pulse power. This concentration
on magnetrons has resulted in a relative lack of attention to the development of triodes for use in the uhf and microwave regions.
At the present time few transmitter tubes having a power output
above 5 kw are available for beacon use in the frequency range from 500
to 3000 Me/see.
Development of such tubes is required in order to fill
1A more correct comparisonis, perhaps,the cost of the magnetronwith the cost
of the triode and its associatedoscillator circuit; however, in replacements,only the
triodeis replaced.
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the need for beacons having power outputs above 5kwin the uhf range
above 500 Me/see.
One of the most promising tubes available for this
frequency range is the 2C39 (“oil can”) tube. Even this tube, however,
when used in a push-pull circuit, is limited to a maximum power output
of about 10 kw. Furthermore, since it is difficult to utilize push-pull
operation in cavity circuits, even this power is probably difficult to
achieve above 1000 Me/see.
Attention should be given to the development of small magnetrons for beacon use in this region.
It is well known that special precautions must be taken in the design
of tubes and circuits for uhf and microwave use because lead length and
transit time become important factors at these frequencies.
The problem
of heat dissipation also requires special attention because the tube elements are small.
14.2. Basic Circuits.—The triode transmitters used in beacons can
be classified as follows:
1. Lumped-constant transmitters.
2. Parallel-line transmitters.
3. Coaxial-line transmitters.
4. Cavity transmitters.
5. Special (combinations of above).
Triode transmitters using lumped constants in the tank circuit are
conventional and have been used as pulsed-beacon transmitters, either
I’rinciples that must be observed
single+mded or in push-pull circuits.
in designing this type of circuit for pulsed operation will be discussed in
Sec. 14.8.
Parallel-line Oscillators. —Parallel-line oscillators in which the lumped
inductors and capacitors used in the resonant circuits are replaced by
parallel transmission lines have been used in beacon systems.
The
parallel lines may Le looked upon as having small distributed elements of
inductance and capacitance which function in combination like the
normal ‘( tank” circuit.
The lines are referred to as bein g one-quarter, one-half, three-quarters,
etc., of a \vavelength long because their lengths approach these dimensions when the lead length and tube interelectrode capacitances are small.
In some cases, however, the tube capacitances are large, with the result
that the actual length of quarter-wave lines may be only a fraction of a
quarter wave.
Depending on the tube used and other circuit conditions, the oscillator tube may be placed either at the end of quarter-wave lines or at the
center of half-wave lines. The choice depends largely on the frequency
range of operation of a given tube.
For example, suppose it is desired to
operate a certain tube as a parallel-line oscillator near its upper frequency
limit. The use of quarter-wave lines would require that the lines be very
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short; however, if the tube were placed at the center of half-wave lines,
the effective line length would be increased.
Thus it may be said that,
if the frequency is low, the length of the line will be quite long and
quarter-wave lines should be used. However, as the frequency increases
and the quarter-wave lines become inconveniently short, it is advisable
to use either half-wave lines or coaxial lines, assuming that a suitable
tuning method is used.
Parallel-line oscillators are tuned by changing the length of the lines,
by capacitance or, rarely, by inductance tuning.
The former method is
the most desirable.
The length of the lines may be changed readily in
push-pull circuits; this change is more difficult to accomplish in singleended circuits.
Capacitance loading at the high-impedance end of the
lines is readily accomplished in either case. The tuning capacitor should
Inductance
have very low losses and excellent mechanical stabdity.
tuning is accomplished by introducing a movable loop that decreases the
inductance by acting as a short-circuited secondary.
Coaxial-line Z’ransmitters.-Some transmitters use coaxial lines rather
than parallel lines for the resonant elements.
This has some advantages
when tubes like the lighthouse tube (2C40, 2C43) which lend themselves
readily to coaxial-line construction are used. Another advantage of
coaxial-line circuits is that contact fingers rather than flexible leads are
used to connect the tube in the circuit.
Such contact !ingers, in general,
have larger area and lower inductance; the upper limit of the operating
frequency will be increased, therefore, with the same interelectrode
capacitance.
Coaxial-line circuits-are, in general, self-shielding and thus
relatively free from radiation losses. This is important when space is
limited, since shielding is usually necessary, except at the lowest freFor a given tuning range, power output, and circuit effiquencies.
ciency, coaxial-line oscillators will occupy less space than parallel-line
transmitters.
Tuning is accomplished as with parallel lines by changing the length
of the resonant line or by capacitance loading at the high-voltage end
of the line. Inductance tuning is not convenient.
Tuning by changing
the line length of quarter-wave coaxial oscillators is not difficult to
accomplish; it is rather difficult, however, with half-wave lines.
Cavity Oscillators.—Oscillators that use cavities as resonant elements
are referred to as ‘{cavity oscillators. ” A quarter-wave coaxial-line
oscillator used at ultrahigh frequencies is, in a sense, a cavity oscillator.
Cavity oscillators take many forms but, in general, can be divided into
two type~, the reentrant and nonreentrant cavity.’
1 For a discussion of reentrant and nonreentrant
Klystrons ond Micrv-mwe Triodes, Vol. 7, Chaps. 7

cavities

the reader is referred to

and 8, of this series.
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The cavity resonator has high Q, high shunt impedauce, and high
efficiency.
Cavities are often used at ultrahigh and microwave freThey may be used at lower frequencies for beacon transmitters.
quencies, but the cavities then become so large that designers often
prefer parallel-line or coaxial-line oscillators.
The size of the cavity
at low frequencies can be reduced by “folding”;
the r-f energy is then
caused to travel over large surfaces by dividing the cavity into compartments. This has the same effect as increasing the size of the cavity.
At frequencies above about 500 Me/see, the designer must use coaxial
lines or cavities for tnode transmitters, since the elements of other types
of circuit become so small at higher frequencies that they are impractical.
More important, at ultrahigh frequencies and microwave frequencies the
circuit elements themselves may well become efficient radiators; the
-v
“Hairpin” coupling loop
I

Plate lines

To modulatoi’

FIW 14. I.—Miniature
beacon transmitter at 200 Me/see using parallel lines in the
plate circuit and lumped constants in the grid circuits.
NOTE: inductance tuning by
rotating a closed loop in the plate circuit.

circuit may radiate all of the energy it can supply without any connection
to an antenna circuit if enclosed electrical circuits are not used. Conversely, at these high frequencies, the oscillator is sensitive to other
components within its radiation field. Shielding is thus an important
consideration; cavities are self-shielding.
If the designer uses holes and
slots in the cavity for ventilation, adjustment, etc., care must be taken
to locate and orient them suitably, for they can become effective radiators
at ultrahigh and microwave frequencies.
Combinations of parallel lines and lumped-constant circuits have been
used as resonant elements in beacon transmitters.
For example, in
Fig. 14.1 is shown a push-pull transmitter using parallel lines in the plate
circuit and lumped constants in the grid circuit.
The cathode and
filament circuits are isolated by means of r-f chokes. This combination
was used for saving space, and in general this is probably the only reason
for the use of such a combination.
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Other combinations of lines, cavities, and lumped constants can be
used in the same oscillator circuit.
14.3. Frequency Range and Limitations.-The
basic transmitters
discussed in the previous section have fairly detite frequency limitations
and are used onfy over certain frequency ranges for reasons of size,
efficiency, and simplicity.
There are certain limitations that apply in greater or lesser degree to
all the types of oscillators discussed.
One of these is the plate voltage,
Tubes designed for uhf and microwave
whether it is d-c or pulse voltage.
operation have small elements closely spaced to reduce transit-time
effects. These small spacings limit the plate voltage that may be used
and consequently limit the output power. This limitation becomes more
and more serious as the operating frequency is increased.
A second limitation that confronts the designer, and becomes increasingly serious St higher frequencies, is tube dissipation.
As was pointed
out above, the elements in high-frequency triodes are small and therefore
limited as to the power that they can dissipate.
Another limitation that may cause trouble for plate-pulsed oscillators
is a low L/C ratio in the plate circuit.
The capacitance of the tuned circuit is in shunt with the pulse circuit.
When this capacitance is large,
input pulses having short rise-and-fall times will suffer deterioration.
Design characteristics that will correct some of the limitations above
conflict with steps taken to correct others. For example, when the tube
designer cuts down the element spacing in order to decrease transittime limitations, the voltage that may be applied to the tube will be
decreased.
The circuit designer should select a transmitting tube that will deliver
the desired power near its maximum voltage rating, with all other factors
considered.
In so doing, several desirable conditions are achieved.
First, the tube selected will have the minimum size and heater drain for
the application.
Second, since the tube is operated with nearly maximum
plate voltage, transit-time effects will be minimized.
Often these conditions cannot bc met, particularly at the higher frequencies, because the
design may fall in a region in which a tube even approximately suitable
for the application is unavailable.
Lumped-constant
Transmitters. —Transmitters
using lumped constants have been used in beacon systems up to frequencies in the region
of 200 Me/see.
The practical limit is currently in the region of 300
Me/see, and depends on the stability desired and on the tuning range
the transmitters are to cover. The efficiency of this type of transmitter
may be very poor at Iigher frequencies; extra precautions must, therefore, be taken in the selection of low-loss insulation for the support of the
resonant elements.
Changes in the physical dimensions of the inductance
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and capacitance elements due to temperature changes may shift the
operating frequency over a wide range.
Parallel-1ine Tran.?rnitters.-paralle1-line transmitters have been used
in beacons over the frequency range from 150 to 500 Me/see.
These are
The upper limit
not the frequency limits for this type of construction.
is determined by the triode used, by the tuning range desired, and by
radiation losses. In general, it is desirable to keep most of the frequencydetermining elements exterrml to the tube. The lowest frequency at
which lines are used, in general, depends on the space that can be assigned
to the beacon transmitter.
Coaxial-line Transmitters. -Coaxial
lines may be used at somewhat
higher frequencies than parallel lines for three reasons: (1) tubes well
adapted to coaxial-line construction generally have small lead lengths;
(2) coaxial-line construction, in contrast to parallel-line construction,
involves no flexible leads; (3) radiation losses are largely eliminated.
Coaxial lines as resonant elements have been used at frequencies up to
1000 Me/see.
The upper limit again depends on the tube used; for tubes
currently available, the upper limit is probably in the region of 1200
Me/see.
The lower limit depends on the space that the designer can
devote to the transmitter.
While coaxial lines have been used close to
1000 Me/see, it is probably safe to say that effective use in this region is
the exception and not the rule, and that cavities are more stable, more
efficient, and probably more satisfactory at these frequencies.
Cavity Transmitters.—The cavity-type oscillator has been used as a
beacon transmitter at frequencies up to 3300 Me/see.
Again the limiting
factor is not the cavity but the triodes available for use at these freAt the present time, the lighthouse tube (2C40 and 2C49) is
quencies.
the only type of triode that has been used in the field as a beacon transmitter at these high frequencies. 1 It must be remembered that the triode
transmitters used at 3000 Me/see are usually low-power units—from
50 to 2000 watts pulse power-and
that the magnetron is usually used
for higher-power outputs.
14.4. Delay and Impedance.
puke-delay Characteristics. —when triode
oscillators are pulsed with rectangular pulses, the transmitted r-f pulse is
delayed with respect to the modulator pulse. The magnitude of this
delay varies with the type of oscillator used and with the rise time of the
modulating pulse, as well as with the type of pulsing used. In general,
the delay between modulator and r-f pulse is undesirable, and every effort
is made to keep this delay to a minimum.
The factors affecting this delay are the rise time of the modulating
I However, a new tube that appears to be satisfactory in the region of 3000 ~1 c /se{,
has been developed.
This is the Sylvania
type SB-846B.
Whether or not the
SB-846B

can be used at frequencies

above

3000 Me/see

bas yet to he determined.
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pulse, energy storage in the oscillator, the type of pulsing used (grid-,
plate-, or cathode-pulsing),
and the magnitude of the puke voltage.
In the design of triode transmitters it is difficult, and in most cases
impossible, to predict just what the delay will be. The designer can
observe certain rules, however, which will simplify his problem and avoid
unreasonable pulse delays. Long time constants in the grid circuit of
the transmitter should be avoided.
The use of degenerative circuits in
the cathode of the transmitter should be avoided; they result in delayed
If the transmitter resonant circuit stores
pulses and lowered efficiency.
much energy, one can expect to get pulse delays. This is especially true
if the modulating pulse has a long rise time. In general, however, even
though the resonant circuits by themselves may have a high Q, when the
oscillator tubes are added and an antenna load is coupled tightly into
the transmitter, the resultant loaded Q will be considerably less than the
unloaded circuit Q.
Other things being equal, the designer should try to use as high voltage
as possible on the transmitting tube, especially if the tubes used are
operating near the limit set by the transit time.
Impedance-matching .-In order to obtain maximum power from the
r-f oscillator it is important to match the output impedance and, usually,
the input impedance as well. The input impedance of the transmitter
is often, though not always, matched to the output impedance of the
modulator.
More important for maximum power output’ the output
impedance of the oscillator should match the load impedance.
Input
impedance matching is especially necessary when a gas-filled tube modulator is used to plate-pulse the transmitter.
When the transmitter
impedance is different from the modulator impedance, the pulse will
suffer reflection, and the main pukw may be followed by a second undesirable pulse. Should the transmitter impedance be lower than that of
the modulator, the voltage at the r-f oscillator will be low and the power
put out may decrease.
It is difficult to estimate the impedance of an oscillator intended for
pulse operation unless the designer has had previous experience with the
circuit or has data available as to the impedance of the tube as an oscillator. The pulse impedance increases as the plate voltage on the tube is
decreased. This is not a linear relationship; the impedance varies as
some power of the plate voltage, in the region that the cathode emission is
not limited.
The factors that influence oscillator impedance for a given
tube are plate voltage and grid-circuit impedance.
In general, most of
the triode transmitters used in beacon applications have an impedance
somewhere between 500 and 4000 ohms.
1It

may sometimes

frequency

stabiIity,

etc.

be desirnhle to sacrifice power by mismatch

to achieve

greater
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Once a model of the oscillator is constructed, the input impedance
may be determined by the substitution method.
The proper operating
voltage is applied to the oscillator from a source of variable pulse voltage.
This voltage is observed with a synchroscope and a suitable voltage
divider.
The oscillator is then replaced with a variable noninductive
resistor, and its value adjusted until the same pulse voltage is observed.
This value of resistance equals the oscillator impedance.
When more
accurate results are desired, the pulse current may be measured by observing the voltage drop across a resistor in series with the oscillator supply
voltage.
The pulse supply voltage is also observed.
From these two
quantities the oscillator impedance may be computed.
The impedance
will vary as various oscillator tubes are substituted in the circuit.
A
spread between maximum and minimum impedance of about *20 per
cent for most triodes of a given type is to be expected.
TYPES

OF MODULATION

FOR TRIODE

6
t

OSCILLATORS

The triode transmitter may be modulated by means of plate pulsing,
grid pulsing, or cathode pulsing; combinations of these three methods
are also possible.
The type of modulation selected depends almost entirely upon the
For example, when accurate range
requirements placed on the beacon.
information is needed, plate or cathode pulsing should be used to keep
the delay time to a minimum constant value.
On the other hand, if the
beacon must be very light and a gas-filled tube modulator cannot be used,
grid pulsing may have to be employed at the expense of extreme range
Grid pulsing should not be used, however, if the beacon is to
accuracy.
be coded and the time between pulses is comparable to the pulse width.
In general, one may say that if the delay time is to be kept to a minimum and the amount of driving power is no limitation, plate pulsing
should be used. If the driving power must be kept to a minimum with
low plate voltage, and delay time is not important, then grid pulsing will
be the favored method.
Cathode pulsing may be used when the available driving power is limited, but the delay time is to be kept within the
Detailed discussion of the various
limits obtainable with plate pulsing.
methods follows.
14.5. Plate Pulsing.—Plate
pulsing, which is most widely used in
beacon systems, has several advantages over other pulsing methods.
One is that the delay time usually can be held to a minimum.
Once
the circuit has been designed to operate under a given set of conditions,
the delay time will not vary with normal changes in plate voltage,
heater voltage, and temperature, nor with the use of different tubes in
the circuit.
This, of course, is very desirable when precise range informa-
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tion is important because, if the delay is known and fixed, it can be readily
accounted for in the associated circuits.
In the case of plate pulsing, no steady voltage is used on the oscillator.
The transmitter is caused to oscillate by the application to the plate of a
rectangular pulse of sufficient amplitude to give the desired power output
and of such a width and shape that it will give the desired r-f pulse.

2C26.A’S5

Anten;;e:upling

Grid lines

RFC
RFC
RFC
modulator
T
1000$2

(a)

i

II
1!
envelope
FIG. 14.2.—Circuit

(b)
diagram and typical waveforms for a push-pull triode transmitter
200 Me/see, suitable for plate pulsing.

at

Another advantage of plate pulsing over other methods is that a lower
d-c supply voltage may be required for the same power output since the
puke transformer may have a stepup ratio.
Designers have also found
that tubes can operate at higher plate voltages when they are platepulsed than when they are grid-pulsed.
For example, the 2C26A is rated
at 3500 volts maximum on the plate of the tube for plate-pulsed conditions,
but it is rated at only 2500 volts maximum for grid-pulsed conditions.
Plate pulsing is very satisfactory when the beacon is to be coded
because the transmitter circuit recovers very rapidly after the pulse is
over.
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In Fig. 14”2 is shown a platr-pulsed triodc transmitter.
It will be
noted that no d-c voltages are used.
14.6. Grid Pulsing.—Grid pulsing differs from platepulsingint hat a
The grid
constant d-c potential is applied to the plate of the oscillator.
bias is generally fixed andapplied to the grid circuit, although cathode
bias has beenused.
The biasisfixed atavalue such thatthe transmitter
tube will not oscillate during the quiescent period. The modulating
pulse drives the grid of the oscillator tube or tubes into the region in which
the tube oscillates.
Untuned
coupling loop
+

B+ -.

RFC

2C26.A

4

k

40.00005

w?

1,
II

II
II
A

@}
FIG. 14.3.—Circuit

diagram (a) and wave{orms

(b) for grid-pulsed oscillator.

The bias level is determined by the d-c voltage applied to the plate of
the tube, and the bias is made high enough so that any tube placed in the
circuit will not oscillate unless the proper modulation pulse is applied to
the grid. For any given plate voltage, the power developed by a gridpuleed oscillator will increase as the grid drive is increased.
The limits
are reached when the grid drive reaches a point at which sparking occurs
between grid and cathode, when the drive is increased to the point at
which the maximum grid dissipation of the tubes is reached, or when the
peak cathode emission becomes the limiting factor.
Grid pulsing is often used when a single-puke reply code is to be
transmitted and the d-c voltage necassary to give the required power
By using grid pulsing, the
is low (under 1200 volts or thereabouts).
modulator is made very simple since the power that the modulator has
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to deliver to the grid of the oscillator is small compared with the power
that the modulator would have to deliver to the plate were the transmitter
plate-pulsed.
Grid pulsing, however, has disadvantages.
One is the variable delay
between the applied modulator pulse and the r-f pulse. This delay time
varies with grid bias, grid drive, plate voltage, tube characteristics, and
with antenna loading.
It is designated as t, in Fig. 14.3, which shows the
circuit diagram and waveforms for a grid-pulsed oscillator.
By observing a few rules, designers can keep the delay variation to a
minimum.
The modulating pulse should have a fast rise time and the
time constant of the grid circuit should be as short as possible so that the
leadlng edge of the modulating pulse will not deteriorate.
Grid bias is
more desirable than cathode bias, not only to reduce pulse delay, but also
It is desirable to regulate the gridto eliminate cathode degeneration.
bias supply voltage.
In general, grid pulsing with techniques now in use appears less desirWhen either of these is used, the
able than plate or cathode pulsing.
grid can be tied to r-f ground and much trouble avoided.
Furthermore,
experience tends to indicate that plate-pulsed tubes have longer life,
although no thorough study has been made of tube life under various
The currently accepted explanation for the discrepancy in
conditions.
tube life is that the plate pulses used are short; accordingly, ions formed
by ionization of residual gas in the tube do not move far in the short
period of the pulse. In consequence, arc-over and sparking within the
tube do not often get started, and do not cause permanent damage even
if they do start. With grid pulsing, on the other hand, any transient
that causes the tube to arc over will result in dissipation of damaging
amounts of energy in the tube because of the steady d-c plate voltage.
14.7. Cathode Pulsing. -In
Fig. 14.4 are shown a circuit and waveforms for a transmitter using cathode pulsing with a fixed d-c voltage on
the plate of the oscillator.
The capacitor used in the plate supply is
large enough to ensure that the power-supply impedance will be very low
during the pulse interval.
In this circuit, the grid is tied directly to the
r-f ground and the bias is applied in the cathode circuit.
Enough bias is
used to insure that the tubes are practically biased to cutoff during the
quiescent period.
The negative modulating puke is applied to the cathode circuit by means of a pulse transformer.
During the pulse interval,
the cathode is driven negative with respect to the bias level and the
transmitter is caused to oscillate actively for the pulse interval.
As with
grid pulsing, power output from the oscillator will increase with increase
in the drive voltage.
When cathode pulsing is used, the delay between
the modulating puke and the r-f pulse is comparable to the delays caused
by plate pulsing.
This delay is usually small, and fairly constant over
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It does not vary much
wide ranges of plate voltage and bias voltage.
from tube to tube.
Several precautions must be taken to achieve good design. Since the
winding capacitance of the filament transformer is in shunt with the
secondary of the pulse transformer, it must be kept low if pulses with a
fast rise are supplied by the modulator.
When cathode-type tubes are
used, this is not so important, for the cathode-heater capacitance will
usually be small.
Unless the heater winding is allowed to “float,”
however, the designer must make sure that the cathode bias required to
Eimac 15!?s
or
RCA 826s

Antenna coupling lines

Grid lines
1
----x
=

--.--------transformer

‘Tuning bar

‘
/ {

-----

---------Cathode lines

I

+Bias

jllE

Modulator
output

Cathode pulse voltage

~’

~
FIG. 14.4.—Circuit

diagram

and typical waveforms
oscillator.

for a 170.Mc/sec

cathode-pulsed

cut off the oscillator does not exceed the maximum rated heater-cathode
potential.
The designer must also make sure that the pulse impedance in the
cathode circuit of the oscillator is ke~t to a minimum.
This means that
the pulse transformer must have a low-impedance secondary winding
and that a large bypass capacitor must be used in the bias supply.
As
the cathode is driven more and more negative with respect to the bias
level, the impedance of the cathode circuit decreases. This means that
for high power output from the transmitter, corresponding to a high
driving voltage from the modulator, the modulator is required to supply a
considerable amount of power to the cathode circuit of the transmitter

,
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Combination
Pulsing.—A
combination of plate and cathode pulsing
has been used in several portable beacons inorder torealize the desired
In general, combination puking is
power at a low d-c supply voltage.
not desirable because it adds complications to the system and, except in
rare instances as mentioned above, has no particular advantages.
Comparison oj Pulsing Methods.—In general, when space and power
are available, plate pulsing is preferable to the other methods, since it is
the easiest to handle.
Grid pulsing may be considered when the modulator must be simple and the plate voltage necessary for the desired power
output is low. When the modulator can supply some power, but not
enough to accomplish plate pulsing, and a constant delay time is desired,
cathode pulsing should be considered.
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Figure 14.5 is a photograph of a push-pull transmitter using tuned
lines in the plate circuit, and untuned grid and cathode circuits.
This
transmitter was designed for operation in the region of 200 Me/see and
may be tuned over a 5 per cent band.
A wider band of frequencies
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FIG. 14 .5. —Photograph
of a complete 200-Mc/sec
beacon transmitter and its component parts.
The circuit of this transmitter is shown in Fig. 14.2.
(a) Frequency indicator
(Veeder-Root
counter).
(b) Antenna tuning control.
(c) Frequency control.
(d) Insulating supports.
(e) Ventilation grille.
(f) Output connection.
(g) Grid-circuit assembly.
(h) Tuning knob and tuning mechanism (immlated).
(i) Movable shorting bar.
(j) Plate
lines.
(k) Ground strap.
(2) Antenna coupling lines.
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could be covered by lengthening the lead screw actuating the shortcircuiting bar. This oscillator was designed for plate pulsing.
It
supplies 2.5 to 3 kw of pulse power when a plate voltage of 3000 to 3500
volts is used. The power output is essentially constant over the band
when the transmitter is feeding a matched load. The plate-power
efficiency is about 20 per cent and could be increased by increasing tbe
antenna coupling.
This, however, would make the system more sensitive
to changes in line voltage and standing-wave ratio of the load. The
frequency stability of this oscillator is + 0.13 Me/see for plate-voltage
variation of ~ 10 per cent and temperature variations from —40”C to

+40°c.
Figure 14”2, Sec. 14.5, shows the circuit diagram for the transmitter
shown in Fig. 14.9. It will be noted that this oscillator utilizes quarterwave lines in the plate circuit, and untuned lines in the grid circuit.
Radio-frequency chokes are used to isolate the cathode and heater from
the common r-f ground. The length of grid lines was chosen to give the
desired grid excitation, and the size of the lines is such that the resonant
frequency of the grid circuit is far removed from the frequency of operation of the oscillator.
This is important for, if the resonant frequency
of the grid circuit falls within the operating range of the oscillator, frequency instability may be encountered, with the transmitter tending to
oscillate in an unloaded mode.
When space is available, it is desirable to use lines to tune the grid,
plate, and cathode.
Space limitations prevented this for the design
under discussion, so it was elected to tune the plate circuit and isolate the
cathode and heater circuits by means of low-loss r-f chokes.
The r-f energy is coupled out of the circuit by means of quarter-wave
capacity-tuned lines. The oscillator output circuit is matched to the
transmission system by tapping the lines so that the oscillator output
impedance is equal to the impedance of the transmission system.
14.10. Coaxial-line Oscillators.-The
coaxial line can be either onequarter wave long or one-half wave long, depending on space requirements, the tube used, and the complexity of the tuning mechanism.
A
quarter-wave coaxial-line oscillator can be designed to have a very simple
tuning mechanism, but the isolating capacitor between the center
conductor and the tube presents a difficult mechanical problem.
On the
other hand, in the case of a half-wave oscillator, no blocking capacitor is
required, but the tuning mechanism may become more complicated.
The 500-Mc/sec Oscillator. -In Figs. 14.6 and 7.14 is shown a half-wave
coaxial-line oscillator using an Eimac 15E tube. It is pla~pulsed
and
intended for operation in the region of 500 Me/see.
The pulse voltage
is fed to the center conductor of the line at a point having approximately
sero r-f potential and no blocking capacitor is necessary.
An r-f choke
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is used at the point where the pulse voltage is applied so that no r-f
This choke is necessary
energy is fed back into the pulse circuits.
because the oscillator tunes over a band of frequencies, and tuning is
accomplished by increasing or decreasing the length of the center conductor.
This means that the pulse tap can be at zero r-f potential for
one frequency only an{llvill beunbalanced forany other frequency.
The
filament circuit is bypassed bysmall built-in mica capacitors.
ordinary
capacitors cannot be used at these frequencies because of lead inductance.
~
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FIG. 14.6.—Diagram

of a half-wave

coaxial line oscillator at 500 Me/see.

This oscillator can be pulsed at voltages from 6 to 10 kv and will
deliver up to 5 kw of pulse power. Its efficiency at the higher voltages
is about 30 per cent. The r-f energy may be coupled out either by a
capacity probe or by a small coupling loop.
The method used will
depend on the load and the power variation that can be tolerated over
the frequency band.
The 700-Mc/sec Osm”llator.—l?igures 148 and 149 show a photograph
and circuit diagram of a miniature half-wave coaxial-line oscillator designed for operation in the region of 700 Me/see.
It is unusual in that it
is used as both transmitter and receiver in a small beacon.
During the
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reception period it is a superregenerative receiver; during the transmission period it is a plate-pulsed half-wave coaxial-line oscillator.
The

1----

““_.—

-—

-~

FIG. 14.7.—Photograph

of the half-wave coaxial-line 500~Mc/sec
oscillator shown
schematically in Fig. 14.6.
(a) Tube 15E.
(b) R-f output connector,
(c) Outer conductor.
(d) High-voltage
bushing for modulation voltage.
(e) Filament connection.
(j) Built-in mica capacitmw

Capacity

T
1
TO 6,3v

i.

!
To modulator

FIG. 14. S.—,M]niature half-wave i-oaxlal o,rillator

for “Iw,at, on at 700 Me/see.

tube used is a 6F4 which has double leads for the grid and plate elements
to reduce lead inductance,
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Tuning is accomplished by changing the capacitance at the open end
of the coaxial line. The photograph shows the effect of lead inductance
and interelectrode capacitance of the tube on the physical length of the
inner conductor of the line. The tuning mechanism on this circuit provides for tuning over about a 10 per cent band.

----FIG. 14.9.—Photograph
of a miniature half-wave coaxial-line 700-Mc/sec
oscillator.
The circuit diagram is given in Fig. 14,8.
(a) Outer conductor.
(b) Antenna connector.
connector.
(d) 6F4
tube.
(e) Plate
choke.
(J) Capacity
probe.
(g)
(c) Heater
Antenna connector.
(h) Probe-adjusting
screw.
(i) Micrometer
tuning control.
(j)
Tuning
capacitor.
(k) Plate lead connection.
(1) Grid
connection.
(m) Cathode
connection.

Another unusual feature of this circuit is that connection clips and
isolating chokes are soldered directly to the tube lead extensions; they are
supplied as a part of the tube and are replaced with it.
As a transmitter, this circuit delivers a 0.75-psec 15-watt pulse. The
plate pulse voltage applied to the circuit as a transmitter is about 600
volts.
Power is taken from the oscillator by means of a capacity probe
coupled to the open end of the line (see Fig. 14.9).
Micrometer adjust-
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ment of the coupling is obtained by means of a screw at the end of the
probe. As a receiver, this circuit has a sensitivity of 2 X 10-9 watt for
triggering.
Even though different voltages are applied to the plate of
the tube during transmission and reception, the frequencies of transmission and reception differ by less than 2 Me/see.
They can be made
very nearly the same by careful adjustments, especially of the cathode
impedance.
14s11. Cavity Oscillators at 700 and 1000 Me/sec.—It
was pointed
out in Sec. 14.3 that, while circuits like coaxial lines may be used at ultrahigh frequencies, the cavity is especially suited for these frequencies.
Two examples of cavity oscillators used at ultrahigh frequencies are
given below. Like the miniature half-wave coaxial oscillator mentioned
above, both of these cavity oscillw
B+
w
tors are used as superregenerative
RFC
receivers during the reception period
and as plate-tuned cavity oscillators
,/
during the transmission period. Both

7cavity oscillators are provided with
a coaree frequency adjustment so that
they may be tuned to the center of
—
the proper band.
In addition, a
FIG. 14. 10.—Equivalent
circuit for
motor-driven
variable capacitor is the 700-Mc/sec cavity oscillatorshown
provided.
It sweeps the beacon fre‘n ‘igs” 14’11and 14”12”
quency through a band so that the beacon may respond to interrogations
on different frequencies in the band.
The 700-Mc/sec Oscillator.—The
cavity oscillator shown in Figs. 14.10,
14.11, and 14.12 is designed for operation in the region of 700 Me/see.
It uses the 2C40 lighthouse tube and is pulsed in the plate and cathode
circuits.
The center conductor of the cavity is at the same r-f potential
as the plate of the tube. A blocking capacitor is provided so that the
d-c supply will not be short-circuited.
Grid excitation is obtained by
means of two inductive loops tapped in at the cathode end of the cavity.
The cathode is connected directly to the cavity by a built-in bypass
capacitor in the 2C40. The r-f energy is coupled out by means of an
inductive, untuned coupling loop placed in the cavity at the plate end.
Coarse frequency settings are made by sliding the cathode end of the
cavity in or out until it is approximately on frequency.
The final adjustment is made by moving the rotor of the tuning capacitor with respect
to the stator, which is fastened to the plate rod.
The frequency is then
swept by driving the rotor of the capacitor with a motor.
The coarse tuning covers about a 25 per cent band; the fine tuning
covers a 10 per cent band.
The frequency of the oscillator is swept over
a 6 per cent band.
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The pulse power output of this oscillator is about 50 watts when plate
and cathode are pulsed simultaneously.
The circuit shown was so
arranged that there were 400 volts on the plate and, in addition, a pulse
voltage of +1200 d-c volts during the puke interval.
The transmitting
efficiency could be improved by using it as a transmitter only. The
receiver functions, however, were favored in the design of this circuit.
The frequency stability is better than f 0.5 Me/see for plate voltage

FIG. 1411.-Photograph
of a cavity oscillator for use at 700 Me/see.
The equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 14.10 and a cross section in Fig. 1412.
(a) Grid lead.
(b)
Antenna
connector.
(c) Plate lead terminal.
(d) Frequency
sweeping mechanism.
(.) Fixed plate of the tuning capacitor.
(-f) 2C40 plate connectors.
(u) plate caPacitOr.
(h) Inductive coupling loop.
(i) Grid-feedback loop.
(j) Contact fingers.
(~) Sliding
section.

variations of f 10 per cent and temperature variations from —40° to
+ 60”C.
The difference between the transmitted and received frequency
is less than 1 Me/see.
As a superregenerative receiver this unit has a
sensitivity of 2 X 10–g watt for beacon triggering.
The 1000-Mc/sec Oscillator.—The cavity oscillator shown in Figs. 14”13,
14.14, and 14.15 is intended for operation in the region of 1000 Me/see.
It is designed around the small 2C40 lighthouse tube. This cavity may
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be referred to as a “grid-plate cavity,” and is similar to a tuned-plate–
tuned-grid circuit.
In this case, the grid is connected to the cavity for

\

2C-40

17-%l\

acitor)

-

lighthouse
tube
FIG. 14. 12.—Cross-sectional view of a 700-Mc \sec cavity oscillator.
The equivalent circuit
diagram and photograph of this oscillator are shown in Figs. 1410 and 1411, respectively.

radio frequency, but not for direct current, since quench voltage is
applied to the grid during the reception period. The inner conductor is
insulated from the outside shell of the
cavity and is connected to the plate.
Excitation is obtained by means of
cathode fingers, which excite a second
cavity. The r-f energy is taken from
the cathode cavity by means of an in4
ductive loop.
The oscillator is tuned
FIG. 14.13.—Equivalent circuit
by means of a capacitor on the end of for the 1000 .Wcisec-cavityoscillator
shownin Figs. 14.14and 14.15.
the plate line. The rough frequency
adjustment is by means of a slotted rotor plate, which is moved longitudinally so as to give a larger or smaller effective plate area. The fine
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frequency adjustment is made by means of a screw acaembly that also
increases or decreases the plate area.
This beacon, like that just described, was designed to sweep a band
of frequencies.
The sweeping of the frequency band is accomplished by
means of a motor drive on the variable capacitor mentioned above.
As a transmitter, this oscillator delivers about 70 watts of pulse
power to the antenna, with an efficiency of about 40 per cent. The

FIG. 14. 14.—Photograph
of a cavity oscillator for use at 1000 Me/see.
The equivalent
(b)
circuit is shown in Fig. 14.13
and the cross section in Fig. 14.15.
(u) Grid lead.
Antenna
connector.
(c) Center-conductor
supporting
screws.
(d) Frequency-sweeping
(j) Plate choke.
(g) Bypass
capacitor.
mechanism.
(e) Rotor of the tuning capacitor.
(h) Stator of tuning
capacitor.
(i) Cathode
fingers.
cowling looP. (k)
(j) Inductive
Antenna
connector.
(1) Cathode
cavity.

circuit was arranged so that there were 400 volts d-c on the plate and, in
The
addition, a pulse voltage of +1200 volts during the pulse interval.
center frequency could be set anywhere in a 25 per cent band, about which
the motor-driven capacitor swept the frequency over a 5 per cent band.
The frequency stability is better than f 0.5 Me/see for plate voltage
variations of + 10 per cent and temperature variations from —40° to
+60”C.
The difference between the transmitted and the received freqwmr. i&lP.%%t~m 1.MJ-Jwr.. AS JLmup-r~~m=ratk=. CW&ver this unit
has a sensitivity of 2 X 10-’ watt.
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FrG. 14.15.—Cross-sectional
view of a 1000-Mc/sec
cavity oscillator.
The equiva.
lent circuit diagram and photograph of this oscillator are shown in Figs. 14.13 and 14.14
respectively.

MICROWAVE TRIODE OSCILLATORS
14.12. Microwave Cavities and Tubes. l—A cavity oscillator for use
with triode tubes in the microwave region near 10 cm may have a cavity
for the grid-plate region, a second cavity for the grid-cathode region, and
a method for providing feedback between the two. If the cavities are
separate, the feedback may be supplied by the cathode-plate or gridplate capacitance of the tube, by coupling loops or probes, or by a
In the case of a
matched transmission line coupling the t}ro cavities.
reentrant cavity, there is no clear distinction between the cavities and
the feedback.
The microwave cavity oscillators to be discussed are versions of the
reentrant cavity.
The exact form of the cavity depends somewhat on
the design of the tube used. There are two types of reentrant cavities
in general use. one uses a tuned plate line coupled to a coaxial grid line.
1 Sees. 14.12 to 14.15 by K. R. More, J. C. Reed, and P. A. de Paolo.
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The other type uses a tuned cathode line and a coaxial grid line. In
Crosseach case the two coaxial lines are built into the same cavity
sectional diagrams of the two cavity types are shown in Figs. 4.16 and

.

r

Tuning
screw

Grid cylinder
r Capacity choke

I

output

FIG. 14. 16.—Cross section of a 10-cm plate-tuned reentrant cavity oscillator, using
a 2C40 lighthouse tube.
This oscillator will cover the range from 2700 to 3300 Mc /see
with different grid cylinders.
y Main cavity

FI~, 14. 17.—Cross section of cathode-tuned

reentrant cavity.

14.17. The choice of cavity type depends on the tube to be used. The
plate-tuned type of cavity is convenient for use with triodes of the lighthouse type, such as the 2C40 and 2C43. Cathode-tuned cavities, on thr
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other hand, are convenient for use with tubes like the 2C36 and SB-846B.
This discussion of microwave cavity oscillators is divided into three
parts. The first takes up the tube design considerations made necessary
by beacon requirements.
The second discusses the cavity design and
operational “characteristics for the plate-tuned reentrant cavities used
with lighthouse tubes. The third part takes up the cathode-tuned
reentrant cavity.
14.13. Tube Requirements.—The
two main requirements placed on
microwave. oscillator tubes used as transmitters in radar beacons are
frequency stability and the ability to give the desired power. Frequency
stability is important because a beacon is expected to reply on a given
frequency under all conditions of interrogation.
The low power-output
requirement—usually 50 to 150 watts pulse power-makes
impossible
the use of some tubes that are satisfactory at higher pulse powers.
Higher pulse powers at microwave frequencies are usually obtained from
magnetrons.
Three important causes of frequency change are changes in interChanges in interrogateion rat e, heater voltage, and input-pulse voltage.
rogation rate cannot be controlled because they depend on the repetition
rate of the interrogator and on the number of radar sets interrogating
the beacon.
Changes in input voltages sometimes can be reduced by
regulators, but it is frequently impossible to hold voltages to better than
f 5 per cent. These fluctuations lead to changes in the temperatures of
the various tube elements.
The consequent expansions and contractions
change the interelectrode capacitances and thus the operating frequency.
The effort to reduce frequency drifts affects the designs of both tube
and cavity.
Both tube and cavity are designed to provide good thermal
contact between the plate of the tube and the plate connector of the
cavity.
This is more difficult in the case of the plate-tuned cavity and
lighthouse tube, in which the plate rod makes a sliding contact with the
tube plate cap, than it is with the cathode-tuned cavity and tubes like
the 2C36 which have a plate flange convenient for fixed contact.
The design of the grid structure is also influenced by stability requirements. Lighthouse tubes now use stretched or “taut” grids to prevent
buckling of the grids when the temperature rises. Data on the attainable
degree of frequency stability are given in Sec. 14”15, since the designs of
both tube and cavity influence frequency stability.
The power-output requirements and the fact that efficiencies of 15
per cent or greater are desirable place limits on the range of power inputs
to be used. Such limits may be given roughly as 300 to 1000 watts.
Since these cavity oscillators have circuit impedances of 1000 to 2000
ohms, the pulse voltages required are about 500 to 1400 volts.
Experience shows that the 2C43, the only lighthouse tnode that
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specifications
for pulsed operation, will not operate satisfactorily
below about 1800 volts. The effect of a gradual reduction in voltage is
a gradual increase in the starting time of the tube, until the starting
time exceeds the width of the voltage pulse. It is therefore necessary to
use voltages high enough to keep the starting time small—preferably less
than 0.1 psec. Most 2C40 tubes operate very well at pulse voltages of
800 or higher. The 2C40 is not designed for pulsed operation, however,
A new lighthouse tube, the
and some tubes give poor performance.
2C49, for low-power pulsed operation, was in process of development
in 1945.
Tubes of the 2C36 type work well in a cathode-tuned cavity with
input voltages as low as 600 volts.
The operating frequency is relatively
independent of heater voltage.
carries
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but such a change involves partial
disassembly of the plate-tuning mechanism.
Frequency .—The frequency at which such a cavity oscillates is determined mainly by the length of the grid cylinder and the setting of the
plate rod. The former is the more important.
The frequency is affected
only slightly by the position of the terminating choke. As an example,
the cavity illustrated in Fig. 14.18, using a 2C40 tube, may be tuned over
a range of about 1 cm in the lo-cm region by adjusting the plate rod, for
any given grid-cylinder length. On the other hand, for a given plate-rod
adjustment, change n grid cylinder length from 0.96 to 1.12 in. will
change the wavelength from about 9 to 10 cm. Longer wavelengths can
be achieved by the use of even longer grid cylinders and cavities.
For
beacon service at a specific frequency, the grid cylinder length is chosen
to give that frequency when the plate rod is set to the center of its range
of motion and a tube of average plate-grid capacity is used. Tubes of
other capacities are tuned to frequency by adjusting the plate rod.
Chokes.—Two types of terminating choke are illustrated in Figs.
14.16, 14.18, and 14.19. The first figure shows a quarter-wave capacitance choke making no contact with the outer conductor.
The second
and third figures show a choke making a sliding contact with the outer
conductor; it serves as a capacity quarter-wave choke at the plate
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rod. A polystyrene or polyglas sleeve insulates the plunger from the
plate rod. This type of choke has two disadvantages common to all
systems involving adjustable contacts: wearing of the contacts and arcing if they are poor. Chokes of both kinds can be clamped at different
places along the plate rod to provide for the setting of the choke for
optimum power output for each grid cylinder length used. For a system

I

FIG. 14.18.—Exploded
view of 2C40 cavity oscillator at 2900 Me/see.
(a) Fine-tuning
(c) Plate choke.
(d) Plate-tuning
plunger.
(e)
control.
(b) Coarse-tuning
control.
(k) Fine-tuning
~r,d ~yl,ndercontrol.
(In ~,ac$,l
(-f) JAN-2C40.
(g)
Capacitive r-f pickup probe
clamp.
Coarse-tuning control.
(i) JAN-2C40.
(j) Tube socket.
.
(1) Stop.
(m) Limit pin.

designed for a narrow frequency range only, however, chokes of the
capacity type are generally soldered to the plate rod to eliminate sliding
contacts.
More elaborate chokes lead to improved performance, by reduction
of leakage and the effect of reflections at the end of the cavity.
The
chokes discussed above have attenuations of about 15 db over the 9- to
1l-cm band. Attenuation as small as this permits enough leakage power
to escape to cause interference with beacon receivers that are mounted
Furthermore, power reflected back
in the same box as the transmitter.
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into the cavity impairs the oscillator performance for certain critical
distances from the choke to the open end of the cavity.
Both troubles
can be reduced when necessary by the use of a polyiron termination.1
In the design of more elaborate chokes, it is necessary to keep the capacitancefrom theplate rodtoground
toareasonably
low figure. Otherwise
the capacitance will load the modulator heavily, and the voltage pulse
will be distorted as a result. In spite of the disadvantages of the chokes
shown in Figs. 14”16 and 14.18, they are used widely in pulsed transmitters because of their simplicity.
Fine tuning–h

nn

-M

74

t!

)’-

-

Grid

Fxm 14,19.—Cross section of a plate-tuned reentrant cavity oscillator, using a 2C40
lighthouse tube.
Note that the plate choke makes a sliding contact with the outer conDimensions given are for operation at frequencies between 2700 and 3000 Mcjsec.
ductor.

Output Coupling.—The size of the output probe button influences the
maximum power output attainable and the ease of adjusting the probe
In general, a large probe gives greater
to give maximum power output.
power output and a broader power maximum than a small probe. A
probe diameter of 0.25 to 0.31 in. is satisfactory for the cavity shown in
Figs. 14.18 and 14.19. The larger diameter broadens the maximum of
the power vs. probe-position curve but does not raise it.
Grid Connection.—The grid contacts are insulated from the cavity
shell. This permits operation with a grounded grid or with a bias resistor
between grid and ground.
These cavities give satisfactory performance
when one grid contact only is used; however, the use of three contacts
symmetrically located around the outer tube of the cavity is advisable
1%,

e.g., Tezhnigue of Micmwaee Meuaurementa, Vol. 11, Chap. 12, Radiation

Laboratory Swiss.
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for both mechanical and electrical reasons. Vibration may result in poor
contact if one contact only is used and the increase in power output,
gained by using a grid resistor is greater with three contacts than with
one.
The output probe and grid contacts lie in a plane perpendicular to
the axis of the cavity.
The location of this plane is determined experimentally; it should be one that gives suppression of oscillations at
unwanted lower frequencies.
Construction.—The materials used in cavity construction may be
chosen to compensate for the frequency shifts that accompany changes
One such method is the use
in the temperature of the tube and cavity.
of a steel outer shell to reduce the over-all cavity expansion and of a
plate rod having a high coefficient of expansion to compensate for the
expansion of the tube and the outer shell. The plate contacts must be
made of spring material, like beryllium copper or phosphor bronze, in
A section of duraluminum for
order to provide a good sliding contact.
the outer end of the plate rod increases the expansion.
The insulating materials used for mounting the plate rod and insulating the choke from it must not distort under pressure at the highest
temperatures likely to be reached during the operation of the beacon,
High-quality linen-base bakelite is satisfactory for the tuning arm.
Polyglas-D molded to theplate rodinsulates the choke. Polystyrene or
copolystyrene sleeves are not satisfactory because the distortions to
which they are subject even at ordinary operating temperatures result
in frequency shifts of the order of 3 Me/see.
14.15. Operational Characteristics. -The
position of the terminating
choke has an important effect on the operation of the lighthouse-tube
reentrant cavity oscillator.
Power output, input current, optimum output probe position, andwavelength areplotted in Fig. 14.20 as functions
of the distance d of the choke from the end of the plate rod, under conditions

of

constant

position.
held

within

These

input
curves

reasonably

voltage,
show
close

that
limits

grid-cylinder
the
to

length,
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keep

the

of

the

power

and
choke
output

plate-rod
must
near

be
the

value.
Furthermore,
since the input
current
increases
with d,
is advisable to keep o! slightly below the value giving maximum power
output. This is particularly true if a line-type pulse generator is used
to supply the power. The low impedances associated with large values
of d load the generator excessively, and a lower pulse voltage results,
As has already been mentioned, too low a voltage may result in poor
performance of the tube.
The frequency of oscillation of any tube in a given cavity is determined by the grid-to-plate capacitance.
This effect is shown in Fig.
14”21. The over-all scatter of wavelength in this particular cavity due
maximum

it
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FIG. 14.20.—The effect of plate-choke position on wavelength, pulse-power output,
input current. and outimum Drobe distance. in the 10-cm reentrant cavitv oscillator.
Data are for the average of sevwal 2C43tube8.

to the permissible variation in C’gpis about 0.5 cm. This reduces the
usable band of wavelengths from the 1.l-cm range provided by the plate
tuning to a usable range of-0.6 cm, for
tubes whose grid-plate capacitances
differ most from the mean value.
The additional scatter due to cavity
tolerances reduces the usable range
of wavelengths
for a given gridcylinder length and choke position to
about 0.5 cm. The use of an extension on the plate cap extends the
tuning range.
F1o. 14.21 .—Wrwelength as a funcThe performance
chart of Fig.
tion of grid-plate
capacitance
for s
14.22 shows the behavior of a typical
fixed setting P of the plate rod (as shown
in Fig. 14.14).
Data
are
for 2C43
reentrant oavit y oscillator.
Contours
tubes in the same cavity, under identical
of
constant
grid-bias
resistance
and
operating conditions.
of constant power output are drawn
on a current vs. plate-voltage diagram.
The use of grid-bias resistors
of approximately 50 to 150 ohms ia useful as a means of increasing the
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Values as high as 500 ohms impair performance at the
limit of operation.
The m~nner in which the output power varies with the position of the
output probe depends on the position of the choke and on the adjustment
of the plate rod. The power may fall off from a maximum for the probe
touching the grid cylinder, as shown in Fig. 14.23b, or it may drop to a
minimum and rise to another maximum before falling off, as in Fig.
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performance chart of 10 2C43 tubes in a plate-tuned reentrant cavity
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illustrate operational characteristics are
tube, even though this tube is used only
More
needed for lightweight beacons.
the 2C43 tube, however, than for the
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Data

available

for

1415
other

tubes used in beacons agree in general behavior with data on the characteristics of the 2C43. Voltages, currents, and power figures, of course,
are lower for the 2C40. Some data on power output and efficiency for
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FIG. 14.23.—Power output vs. position of output probe for the plate-tuned
reentrant
shown in Fig. 1414,
Curves are for two dlfierent settings of plate, choke, and plate

cavity

rod.
2C40
tubcw used in cavities of the type sho!vn in Fig. 14.18 are given
in Table 14.1.

‘rABLE14.l. —lYAVELE~GTH,
INPUTPULSEVOLTAGE,
PULSECURRENT,
I~FUTPOWER,
FOR Two 2~40 TUBES*
OUTPUT
Pow~E A~~ EFF1CIEXCY,
Ep

A

(volts)

I= (amp)

Pi

(watts)

?0

(watts)

Eff
(per cent)
12

9.85
10.24
10.90

987
940
917

0.57
0.58
0.61

560
535
560

65
115
113

21
20

A

9.85
10 24
10 90

1078
1036
987

0.62
0.63
0.65

670
650
640

97
199
183

15
31
29

B

9.81
10.23
10.97

910
889
855

0.57
0.62
0.63

520
550
540

122
155
148

23
28
27

B

9.81
10.23
10.97

994
980
932

0.63
0.64
0.66

625

164
204
184

26
33
30

625
615

* Wavelengths are for the low limit, middle, and high limit of the tuning range obte.inedby plate-rod
adjustments. Data are for C.WO
aetting6 of input pulse.

Frequency Nulrilz2y.-The
change in frequency of a 2C40 I&cm
oscillator, resulting from a change in filament voltage from 6.3 to 6.9
volts, is from 0.5 to 3.0 Me/see, averaging about 2.o Me/see.
The change
resulting from a pulse-repetition-frequency
change from 500 to 2000 cps
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is about

1 Me/see, varying from 0.3 to 1.5 Me/see.
The frequency
change accompanying an input voltage change of 100 volts is about 1
Me/see.
Accordingly, it is desirable to stabilize the heater current and
the applied pulse voltage for maximum frequency stability.
grid
14.16. Cathode-tuned Reentrant Cavities. 1 Cavity Design.-The
element of the cathode-tuned reentrant cavity is decisive in determining
the oscillator frequency.
Changing the position of the terminating
choke will shift the frequency less than 1 per cent and the efficiency will
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FIG. 14.24.—Cathode-tuned
reentrant cavity 10-cm oscillator using the SB-846B
triode. A diagram is given in Fig. 14.17.
(a) Transmission line.
(b) SB-S46B tube.
(c) Insulated plate connection.
(d) Grid-ground connection.
(e) Cathode choke.
(f)
Heater connection.
[a)
.- Micrometer tuning control. (h) Tube-retainer DIUK. (i)Grid
sleeve. (j) Plate flange.
(k) Output conne~tor.
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cathode-cavity terminating choke will also tune the grid element.
If
this system is used, a 10 per cent tuning range can be realized, with a
difference of power output over the tuning range of less than 20 per cent.
The terminating choke does not make contact with either the inner
It obtains its mechanical support by
conductor or the outer conductor.
The
sliding on a polystyrene sleeve that surrounds the inner conductor.
position of the choke is controlled by means of a screw adjustment.

Filament wits, cutve A
lCOQ
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3m
Repet,tjon rate In CPS, curw

3004C05006C07C0
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Plate pulse voltage, cuwe C

14.25.—The
frequency-stability
characteristics of the oscillator of Figs. 1417
I.lG.
and 14.24.
(a) Frequency vs. repetition rate, with filament-voltage constant at 6.3 volts
and plate pulse at 800 volts.
(b)Frequency vs. filament voltage, with pulse-repetition
frequency constant at 800 CPSand plate pulse at 800 volts.
(c) Frequency vs. pulse plate
voltage, with filament-voltage
constant at 6.3 volts and pulse-repetition frequency at
800 CPS.

Operating Characteristics.-The
efficiency of the SB-846B tube is 15
per cent or better over the tuning range 3100 to 2900 Me/see when used
in the cavity shown in Fig. 14.24. At El = 6.3 volts, the rated heater
voltage, and EP = 800 volts, the efficiencies of 10 sample tubes were
between 20 and 28 per cent. At Et = 5.8 volts, E, = 800 volts the
efficiencies of the same tubes were between 17 and 27 per cent. The
pulse power output was approximately 100 watts. The excellent frequency stability of the oscillator is shown in Fig. 14.25.
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Radar beacons have, in general, the same power-supply requirements
as other complex electronic equipment that must be reliable: a suitable
primary power source and suitable heater, plate, and bias power supplies
for electron tubes.
In addition, a few special power-supply problems are
met in beacons.
These arise from the use of magnetrons, planar triodes,
and velocity-modulated
tubes, and from the need for a high order
of frequency stability of those tubes used as self-excited oscillators.
Only points of special interest to beacon designers will be discussed in
this chapter.
General theory and design data on power supplies are well
covered in generally available texts, handbooks, and periodicals.
Beacon Power-supply
Requirements.—The particular requirements of
beacon power supplies, in addition to the basic requirements of long life
and a high degree of reliability, are listed below.
1. Good voltage regulation over a wide range of loads, primary supply
voltage, and temperature.
2. Power-control circuits suitable for automatic, unattended operation of beacons used as continuous-duty navigation aids.
3. Both high no-load efficiency and high full-load efficiency, because
of the intermittent nature of the load.
4. Freedom both from self-generation of noise and from pickup of
extraneous electrical noise that would trigger the beacon because
of the limited duty ratio of the beacon.
Primary
Power Sources and Power Supplies. —Primary sources of
electric power of three types have been used for radar beacons: (1) commercial a-c power; (2) the alternator driven by a gasoline engine; and (3)
the storage battery, used either alone or with a generator or other charger
connected to it.
Three types of power supply are used widely in beacons.
Beacons
designed to operate from a-c power lines use single-phase rectifier supplies.
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Beacons
intended for portable ground operation often use a storage
battery to feed a vibrator supply.
Some battery operated ground beacons are supplied from dynamotors.
Almost all airborne beacons have a
dynamotor with a carbon-pile primary voltage-regulator.
A few airborne beacons operate from variable-frequency constant-voltage alternators, driven either by the engine or by a d-c motor.
15.1. Prime Power Sources.
Commercial A-c Power Lines. —Because
even the largest beacon yet made requires no more than 2 kva, singlephase alternating current has been used exclusively in a-c operated
beacons.
Recently designed large beacons can be operated either at
115 or at 230 volts + 7 per cent, at 50 to 70 cps; smaller beacons, at 115
or 230 volts f 10 per cent, 50 to 2400 cps.
In some early beacons, an a-c voltage regulator was needed even on
well-regulated power lines. The resonant type of constant-voltage
transformer was used. This type of regulator is satisfactory provided
certain factors are taken into account.
The first is that these transformers usually have a large third-harmonic component in their output
voltage.
This means that the high-voltage supplies, if designed for a
pure sine wave, may not deliver enough voltage.
Second, these regulators are frequency sensitive and, therefore, unsuitable except for constantfrequency lines. Third, they usually employ electrolytic capacitors and
therefore may not be satisfactory over a wide range of temperatures.
It
is preferable to make the entire beacon capable of accommodating the
expected variations of line voltage by using regulated power supplies and
constant-current modulators (see Sec. 12,8).
Engine-driven
A lternators.—Small alternators driven by gasoline
engines are widely used for operating a-c beacons and battery chargers
in locations where a-c power is not available.
Except in the large sizes
(5 kw and up), these power supplies often suffer from relatively poor
voltage regulation and from the need of frequent removal of carbon from
the engine. Furthermore, the small engines are often unreliable.
Therefore, for a-c beacons that must maintain continuous operation, a dual
installation is necessary.
For such beacons, engine generators like the Army PE-214B (see Fig.
15. 1) may be used successfully.
The PE-214B weighs 50 lb and produces
300 va at 115 volts, 60 cps. This unit comprises a single-cylinder, twocycle gasoline engine, direct-coupled to a permanent-magnet alternator.
Since it uses a voltage-controlled throttle rather than a speed governor,
the regulation is satisfactory.
Inasmuch as power supplies can be made insensitive to variations of
frequency, a voltage-regulated variable-frequency alternator coupled to
the engine of an aircraft provides an excellent prime power source for
Audio-frequency
alternating current
airborne electronic equipment.
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FIG. 15.1.—A lightweight 10.cm a-c–operated beacon
driven alternator prime power source.
(a) Antenna,
PE214B engine-driven alternator.
I
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to be the best primary electric power’ for reliability, light weight,
freedom from radio interference, and the like.
Dry-cell and Stor~e-cell Batteries.—Because of their relatively poor
regulation, failure at low temperatures, and poor storage properties, dry
Except for the British lightweight
cells have not been used for beacons.
220-Mc/sec Eureka beacon, alkaline storage cells have not been used
widely in beacons because of their poor low-temperature capacity, unfavorable discharge-curve shape, and unavailability during the war.
Instead, the lead-acid type of cell, readily available in several “spillproof” forms, with a relatively flat discharge curve, was generally used.
For applications in which the battery can be kept sufficiently warm,
however, the alkaline battery is advantageous because of its high capacity
and ruggedness.
The batteries used for beacons have varied from a single 2-volt cell
to the 28-volt battery system used in military aircraft.
Several beacons
were equipped with auxiliary battery chargers, both for charging batteries
and for “floating” the batteries for continuous operation of the beacon
when prime a-c power was available.
Such chargers generally consist of
a transformer for operation from 115 to 230 volts, 50 to 2400 cps, with a
tapped secondary for supplying a dry-disk rectifier of the selenium type. 2,3
Wind-driven battery-charging generators are useful auxiliaries in remote
permanent stations.
15.2. Alternating-current Power Supplies.-High-performance
power
supplies of this type are the most flexible, simple, and reliable of all those
used in beacons.
Among them four classes can be distinguished: highvoltage supplies for magnetron modulators; medium-voltage supplies for
grid-pulsed oscillators, modulator drivers, and so on; low-voltage supplies
for receivers, coders, and so on; and low-voltage grid bias supplies.
Medium, low-voltage, and bias supplies are often combined into multipleoutput units. Examples will be described in Sees. 15.8 and 15”9.
High-voltage Supplies .—The high-voltage a-c power packs for magnetron modulators fall in the range 15 kv at 40 ma to 3 kv at 5 ma,
As was shown in
according to the type of modulator and magnetron.
Sec. 12.8, a magnetron with a triode switch-tube requires very good
regulation of the power-supply voltage to maintain the required frequency

appears

1For these reasons, the illIT Radiation Laboratory developedseveralversions
of small engine-drivenhigh-frequencyalternatorsfor lightweight radar and beacon
eauiument.
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stabllit y. Triode switch-tubes are no longer used for magnetron transmitters in beacons; tetrodes are used exclusively because no regulation
of the high-voltage supply is required.
Medium-voltage
Supplies.—Medium-voltage
a-c power supplies for
drivers, for the screens of constant-current tetrode modulators, and for
grid-pulsed oscillators fall within the range 500 to 1500 volts, 5 to 25 ma.
For modulator drivers, the voltage need not be electronically regulated
because a driver stage can be designed to deliver a small excess of modulator-grid drive at the lowest expected plate voltage.
Higher plate voltage
is accommodated by driving the modulator grid positive through a series
grid resistor.
Both for grid-pulsed oscillators and for the screen grids of constantcurrent modulators, however, it is essential to have good electronic
regulation.
In drivers for constant-current modulators, it is common to
use the supply voltage of the driver with an electronic regulator for
supplying the screen voltage of the modulator.
This voltage must be
adjust able in order to control the current level of the constant-current
modulator.
Low-voltage Supplies. —Low-voltage a-c supplies for receivers, coders,
and gas-filled tube modulators are those in the range from 100 to 400
volts and 10 to 200 ma. These supplies are always regulated either with
a hard-tube or gas-filled-tube regulator, except when used for certain noncritical stages of receivers.
Because of the filtering action of these
regulators, only a small value of filter capacitance is necessary.
It
is not difficult to reduce ripple to 0.05 volt without the use of electrolytic
Mineral-oil-filled condensers are pref(high-capacity) filter condensers.
erable to those filled with the relatively temperature-sensitive polar
dielectric fluids.
An electronically regulated power supply, because of its very low
generator impedance, is well suited to supplying two different loads which
might interact through a common coupling.
For example, a receiver and
a coder have to be powered from separate supplies, or at least from separate filters, unless regulation is used.
Bias Supplies. —Negative bias supplies for a-c beacons differ little
from low-voltage supplies, except that the load current is small. For
circuits that draw varying grid current, a low-impedance bias source is
necessary to prevent “grid-leak”
action.
Unless integral multiples of
the voltages available from VR tubes can be used, it is necessary to use
a hard-tube regulator which can be adjusted to the desired voltage for
this type of bias load.
It is usually possible to use either no regulation
For simplicity it is
or VR-tube regulation for beacon bias supplies.
sometimes desirable to have a dual low-voltage and bias supply by using
a single transformer-rectifier to feed a VR-tube voltage divider with the
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desired point grounded.
Alternatively, separate rectifiers can be fed
from the same transformer voltage.
Rectifiers.-All
high-voltage a-c beacon supplies have used vacuumtube rectifiers. Vapor rectifiers have not been used because of their poor
High-voltage, low-current selenium rectitemperature characteristics.
fiers, developed during the war, have proved satisfactory in vibrator
supplies (see Sec. 15”3).
Because of the relatively large currents sometimes required from lowvoltage supplies, it is desirable to use efficient rectifiers. Gas-filled diodes
and selenium dry-disk rectifiers now appear to be satisfactory.
The
gas-filled rectifiers eliminate the temperature problem, but generate r-f
noise that is difficult to filter. For this reason, the noise-free, temperature-insensitive, selenium dry-disk rectifier will probably be preferred.
Tmnsjorrners.—Transformers for beacon use are usually hermetically
sealed in metal containers; they are reliable but large and heavy.
For
transformers of small sizes, the new plastic-coating methods will probably cut down size and weight effectively wit bout sacrificing the waterproof construction.
Such transformers, when properly made, give good
service.
15.3. Vibrator Power Packs. —Only a few special aspects of a-c power
supplies were touched on in Sec. 15.2 because a-c supplies have been
rather fully discussed in previously published literature.
This is not
true for vibrator power supplies (discussed, in Sec. 12.7 of Components
Handbook, Vol. 17, Radiation Laboratory Series). Few authentic data
on vibrator power supplies have been published in the United States
because, to paraphrase an excellent British report, 1 vibrator manufacturers keep to themselves whatever scientific or empirical approaches to
the design of associated circuits they have been able to develop.
For small battery-operated
beacons requiring high voltages, the
Directvibrator type of supply is now preferred to rotating machinery.
current generators for high voltage are hard to build to a reasonable
size because of the difficulties of commutation at high voltage.
An a-c
machine to supply an ordinary transformer-rectifier power supply has
inherent advantages, but no a-c machines small enough for lightweight
beacons are available.
For the po]ver levels now possible from vibrators,
vibrator supplies are always superior to rotating machinery in efficiency
and weight.
Field experience has shown, furthermore, that hermetically
sealed vibrators, in eluding those of the synchronous rectifying type, are
thoroughly reliable.
There is not much difference between dynamotor and vibrator
supplies in the amount of radio interference they cause. The dynamotor
] E. H, Niblett, Vibrators and Vib7atory Convertw Techniques in America,
Research and Development
Establishment,
Report 862, hlay 1943.
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may appear to be simpler, but it can cause increased interference at high
altitudes or as the brushes and commutator wear. In any case, the
operation of a beacon from a single low-voltage battery requires very
careful elimination of noise. (See Chap. 16.)
Vibrator supplies for beacons, like a-c operated supplies, fall into four
classes: high-, medium-, and low-voltage plate supplies and negative
bias supplies.’
High-voltage vibrator supplies, forlo\v-po\ver magnetron
modulators, grid-pulsed oscillators, and so on, usually fall in the range
1000 volts at 6ma to 3000 voltsat 4 ma. Forthese high voltages, the
synchronous rectifier is not usable. Vacuum, gas-filled diode, or selenium, rectifiers are necessary. The gas-filled diode and the selenium
dry-disk rectifier have the great advantage that it is not necessary to
heat rectifier filaments with power taken through the vibrator and
transformer.
Miniature vacuum rectifiers, gas-filled rectifiers, and VR tubes, which
have become available recently, should simplify the design of small
vibrator supplies. z With vibrator supplies, the additional radio interference caused by gas-filled rectifiers is negligible.
The new gas-filled
tubes, therefore, may have some advantages of weight, size, efficiency,
and reliability over selenium rectifiers for this type of service.
It is sometimes possible to combine both low- and high-voltage
supplies by using a synchronous-rectifier supply for the low voltage and
having a separate transformer winding and rectifier for the high voltage.
For all but the smallest beacons, however, the sum of the power requirements of the two supplies exceeds the permissible load on vibrators
current] y available.
For reasons of power economy, high-voltage supplies for batteryoperated beacons ordinarily are not regulated.
Either constant-current
modulators are used or the variations in performance that result from
poor regulation are tolerated.
Medium-voltage vibrator supplies are used for the screen grids of
low-power constant-current modulators and for the plates of drivers,
blocking oscillators, and so on. The voltages required range from 300
to 500 volts at 10 ma or less. Because these voltages are too high for
synchronous rectifiers, selenium, gas-filled, or vacuum rectifiers have
been used. When regulation is required, VR tubes are customarily used.
Tubes of small sise and low filament power, suitable for electronic
regulation, are not available.
In a battery-operated vibrator supply, the range of input voltage is
usually large. It can extend from 10.5 to 12.5 volts for a 12-volt leadacid battery, a range of 20 per cent. This means that, because both VR
1Examples are given in Sec. 15.10.
z See Cotnponeats
Handbook, Vol. 17, Chap. 16, Rdation Laboratory Series.
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tubes and electronic regulators dissipate power, and because long battery
life is desired, every effort should be made to design voltage-compensating
This has been accomplished for
circuits that do not require regulation.
most receivers and for a few other circuits by allowing the bias voltage
to increase negatively in proportion to an increase in plate voltage.
Critical circuits such as discriminators, range coders, and constant-current
modulators, however, require regulation for the plate, screen, and bias
voltages.
Since these medium voltages are not used for high-gain circuits like
beacon receivers, the filtering of ripple is not critical.
Oil-filled condensers of relatively low capacitance, plus resistance, or resistance and
VR tubes are sufficient.
Low-voltage vibrator supplies supply voltages in the region near 250
volts at 50 ma. This region is that of the common supply for automobile
radios; it makes use of the self-synchronous rectifier type of vibrator.
In
beacons, these supplies can be used for noncritical circuits in receivers,
and so on, and are not regulated.
The use of these supplies in beacons
presents no new problems except that removal of radio noise may have
to be more complete than in such an application as automobile radio.
Electrolytic capacitors are practically essential for vibrator supplies to be
used with beacon receivers.
Vibrator bias supplies usually are of low power and low voltage, such
as 100 volts and 10 ma. They are often combined with either the high-,
This is done either by adding a separate
medium-, or low-voltage supply.
transformer and a secondary rectifier, by using a center-grounded voltage
divider, or by using reversed rectifiers on a medium voltage secondary.
When a synchronous rectifier is used, a separate bias winding is necessary.
16.4. Dynamotor Supplies.-Because
of the difficulty of commutating
high voltage in machines of size commensurate with the power required
for battery-operated radar beacons, only beacons that can operate on
less than about 500 volts direct current use dynamotors.
This means
that, even for low-power beacons, only low-impedance modulators with
stepup pulse transformers can be used with dynamotors.
The usual dynamotor supply is designed to work at 12 or 24 volts
and to make use of a series carbon-pile regulator which delivers 19.5 volts
from a 24-volt supply.1 These regulated dynamotors have now attained
good performance under the conditions of altitude, temperature, and
vibration encountered in military aircraft. Although, in the past,
dynamotors have been preferred over vibrators for beacons, because they
were thought to be more reliable and accessible to inspection, the sealed
vibrator now competes successfully with the dynamotor for batteryI A typical airborne-beacondynamotorsupply is describedin detail in Sec. 15.11.
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operated beacons in applications in which more than 500 volts are
required.
The problem of eliminating radio noise caused by brush-sparking in
dynamotors is almost as difficult as that encountered in vibrators.
It
is discussed in Chap. 16.
15s5. Fdament Supplies.-Filament
supplies do not offer any great
problems in beacons.
Magnetrons are usually pulsed negatively on the
cathode.
The filament transformer, therefore, must have adequate
insulation to withstand the high-voltage pulse and very low capacitance
to ground.
Such special transformers are not difficult to design. When
puke transformers are to be used to drive magnetrons, the filament power
can be obtained from the ground end of the secondary through a bifilar
secondary winding, thereby allowing the use of an ordinary filament
transformer.
Some magnetrons require that the cathode heater be turned off at
high duty ratios, the cathode being heated by electrons that return to it.
In beacons, the duty ratio varies; a relay in series with the magnetron
anode current may be used to turn the filament oil at high duty ratios.
More satisfactory results can be obtained with saturable core reactors or
filament transformers.
Planar triode oscillators at high frequencies change in frequency with
change of heater voltage so that regulation is required.
In batteryoperated beacons, either no regulation is provided or the carbon pile
that regulates the dynamotor is used. Beacons operating on alternating
current use a constant-current ballast tube of the iron-filament type.
Because of variations in commercial tube heaters and ballast tubes, it is
usually necessary for optimum regulation to include two adjustable
resistors in the circuit. Such a ballast-tube regulator is described in Sec.
15.9 as a part of the lightweight a-c beacon power supply.
15.6. Miscellaneous Power Supplies.-A
number of types of power
supply that might be used in beacons will be discussed below, although
they have not been used widely until now (1946).
A power supply using a small rotary converter and rectifier for
stepping up d-c voltage was used in some German military beacons, but
no attempts to develop this type of supply are known to have been made
in the United States. Although airborne beacons are often supplied by
converters giving alternating current at high audio frequencies, small
converters have not been built into airborne beacons as part of each
battery-operated power supply.
This type of power supply appears to
involve a roundabout power conversion compared to that of the dynamotor or the vibrator, but it has some advantages for small d-c-operated
beacons because it combines the reliability of the dynamotor with the
flexibility and reliabdity of the a-c power supply.
In addition, it is
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flexible as to input voltage.
A simple exohange of a plug-in converter
allows a different battery voltage to be used, and because the powersupply unit can also operate from a-c sources, a-c–d-c operation is
possible.
Vacuum-tube oscillator supplies have been considered for low-power
requirements.
Because of the simplicity and light weight of the highvoltage transformer needed, such power supplies are especially useful
when high voltages at very small currents are required. This type of
supply has not been used, however, because the high-voltage requirements
of small beacons are at a lower impedance range than would justify its
use. It appears unlikely that such tube-type inverters can ever compete
with vibrators at supply voltages as low as 26 volts because the tube
drop is such a large fraction of the available voltage.
For higher supply
voltages, however, tube inverters can be reasonably efficient and fairly
reliable.
15.7. Power-control Circuits. -Beacon
power-control circuits perform
the following functions: overload protection, preheating of cathodes,
indication of trouble by alarms, conservation of power between interrogations, and automatic restoration of power following overload or
failure of prime power.
Overload Protection.—The simplest and most commonly used overload
protection is the fuse. For simple beacons, only fuses are used for
protection.
In more complex beacons, circuit breakers backed up by
fuses are preferred.
Fuses or thermal circuit breakers are always used
in the prime-power lines. In more complex beacons, each power supply
has its own primary fuses; the critical circuits, such as the transmitter,
have overload relays.
Overload relays are necessary because of the occasional internal
spark-over that will occur in pulsed vacuum tubes. The overload relay
disconnects the high-voltage supply to extinguish the arc. The usual
rapid-acting overload relay is made to reclose the high voltage after a
second or less. In the simplest beacons, thk overload relay merely
If the proper size fuse is
continues to reclose if there is a short circuit.
placed in the high-voltage supply primary, the fuse will be heated a little
more on each overload cycle and will blow after about a dozen successive
reclosings.
A slow-release slug-type overload relay of this kind is shown
in the power supply of the a-c lightweight beacon described in Sec. 15”9
(Fig. 15.7).
In more complicated beacons, like the large ground and shipboard
beacon described in Sec. 15.8, an overload integrator is more suitable
than a fuse. It may be a thermal circuit breaker to which heat is applied
at a definite rate during the time that the overload relay has the high
voltage turned off, or a slow-return synchronous timer which integrates
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the number of overloads per unit time in a similar way. When the
number of allowable overloads per minute is exceeded, the integrator
permanently disconnects the high voltage and sounds an alarm.
The preferred type of overload relay is the so-called “slow-action,
slow-release” slug relay, which has a heavy short-circuited turn at the
armature end of the coil. Th&e relays can operate on about 5 ma or
more, with an operating delay of a few hundredths of a second and a
release or reclosing delay of as much as 0.3 sec. The slow-action relay
is preferred to the rapid-action, slow-release type, because the rapidaction relay is too sensitive to small transient overloads that actually do
no harm. The slow-action type, on the other hand, trips only on overloads of sufficient duration to be serious. It also ensures that the slug
has sufficient circulating current to hold the relay open for its normal
length of time following the overload.
Because, in large beacons, it is
desirable to keep the high voltage off for more than 0.3 sec following each
overload, the slug relay is used to release a quick-return timer which
delays the reclosing of the high voltage by about 3 sec. This synchronous-motor timer, in addition to releasing the high-voltage primary
relays, applies power to the overload integrator during each 3-see return
period. If 10 overloads take place within a period of approximately 30
see, the integrator trips and removes the high voltage until it is reset
manually.
A power-control system illustrating the use of such overload
devices is described in Sec. 15.8.
Cathode Preheating. —Preheating of cathodes is necessary with a number of the higher-voltage vacuum tubes used in beacons, and especially
with some of the large constant-current modulator tubes like the 715C.
These tubes spark over badly unless the cathode is heated for 3 to 5
min before applying plate voltage.
Gas-filled tubes, like those used
in low-impedance modulators, also must be preheated properly to avoid
damaging the cathode by applying the plate voltage too soon.
Small beacons that use gas-filled modulator tubes have either manual control of filament and plate voltage, or, better, automatic time
delay. Time-delay relays for direct current are not entirely satisfactory.
Another safety device used consists of a small relay whose coil is placed
in series with the receiver plate supply in order to delay application of
the modulator plate voltage until the receiver cathodes are hot. This
method is not completely satisfactory, because the modulator-tube
cathode usually requires a longer preheating time than the receivertube cathodes do, and so it is not sufhciently heated when the relay closes.
One type of small d-c timer is the thermal time switch; commercial models
are often unsatisfactory.
Alarms.—Alarm circuits for beacons, used on large ground and ship
beacons for sounding an alarm whenever any fuse or relay of the power-
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control circuits opens, consist of a pair of normally closed contacts on the
high-voltage primary relay. This relay is connected in such a way that
if any fuse blows or any overload relay trips, or if any access door is
opened, the high voltage is turned off and the alarm circuit is completed.
The circuit is usually used to control a remote battery-operated bell.
Power-saving Circuits. —Beacons that must operate long hours with
only an intermittent traffic load can make use of a device that disconnects
all power except the receiver and the cathode heaters of the other components during periods of no interrogation.
Such circuits use a relay that
operates from the receiver output.
The relay turns on the rest of the
beacon for a period of 1 or 2 min for each single pulse received.
One
such circuit is shown in Fig. 15.2.

I

I .-.,

I

Ry. 1
I

W

I 1 I

I

.

-Bias FIG. 15.2.—A circuit which disconnects the power from the plates of circuits beyond
the receiver when no interrogations are being received.
R, C–time-delay network; RC
is about 10 sec.

Here, a single received pulse triggers the biased multivibrator, which,
in effect, “stretches” the pulse to operate relay Ry. I; this in turn cuts
off a resistance-capacitance
tinwdelay relay tube, which hums on the
power by means of Ry. 2. If interrogations continue to arrive, the beacon
remains on. If they stop coming, the RC tube will turn the power off
after a minute or two.
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The general specifications and details of the power supplies and
control circuits of four representative beacons are described below.
16.8. AN/CPN-O:
A Large A-c 3<m Beacon for Ground or Shipboard Installation.-This
microwave radar beacon is designed for use
with airborne radars. A photograph is shown in Fig. 15.11, Sec. 15.12.
The beacon requires 2 kva of power at 115 or 230 volts, 50 to 70 cps,
single phase.
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The circuit diagram of the low-voltage supply is shown in Fig. 15.3.
An inspection of this diagram will show that it is a very common type
of regulated supply, except, perhaps, for the feedback resistor labeled
2.2 M. This positive feedback improves the regulation with respect to
fluctuating line voltage.
The medium-voltage
supply is similar to the low-voltage supply,
except that it is used at higher voltages and lower currents. Its circuit is
shown in Fig. 15.4. The only unusual thing about this supply is the
multiplicity of output voltages: eight d-c voltages are available.
The high-voltage circuit is a conventional voltage-doubler circuit.
This circuit is shown in Fig. 15.5. The power supply incorporates a
o i-t dates
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-150 v

“0+
ES-@

Six filament windings

Fxc+.15.3. —Low-voltage

supply of alarge3-cm
a-c-operated
Capacities areinpf.

ground beacon (AN/CPN-6).

tapped bleeder to supply a voltmeter.
Also, the 7500-ohm modulator
plate-load resistor is built into the power supply proper. Note that the
special condenser is built into one can with three terminals insulated and
with internal balancing resistors around each section of the condenser.
The power-control circuit is shown in Fig. 15”6. In this circuit,
when the high-voltage switch is on “automatic”
and the main switch is
closed, all filaments, blowers, and heaters, and all power supplies except
the high-voltage supply, are turned on. After 120 see, the timer Ry-1
supplies voltage to the 2-see timer Ry-2.
Two seconds later, RY-2
energizes Ry-3, which turns on the high voltage.
When a high-voltage
overload occurs, the slug-type overload relay Ry-4 opens and dkconnects
Ry-2 and Ry-3 for 0.3 see, thereby turning off the high voltage.
During
the 0.3 see, Ry-2 drops back to zero. When the overload relay RY-4
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FIG. 15.5.—High-voltage
(15 kv) supply for a large 3-cm a-c-operated ground
(AN/CPN-6).
The 7500-ohm resistor is the modulator plate-load resistor.
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recloees after disconnecting the high voltage, Ry. 2 starts its 2-see cycle.
During this 2-see period, the 20-wc slow-return timer Ry. 5, the overload
integrator, is energized, but advances only 10 per cent of its total travel.
If the overload continues, the cycle is repeated, each time advancing the
20-sec timer Ry. 5, until after 10 to 15 overloads, Ry. 5 breaks its contacts,
thereby releasing Ry. 2 and disconnecting the high-voltage power until
the manual reset button is pushed.
.,=

Trans.
cabkret h
blower

r

H-v reset
I

I
,h ---

Rec. cabinet blowers

1

10 amp “-v To alarm
Ian switch
A
! 6 -------

T

‘Iv

-------

r —-----------------

_

1

*15kv;
I
t
1
I
I
‘15kv!@

L ------

A

Note: Relays and switches are
m “oft” position.

FIG. 15.6.—Power-control
circuit for a
(AN/CPN-6).
Ry. 1 = 120-sec. sync. timer,
rapid return; Ry. 3 = power contactor;
Ry.
Ry. 5 = 20-sec. sync. timer, slow return; Ry.

~ -------

=

_______

J,

large 3-cm a-c-operated
ground beacon
rapid return; Ry. 2 = 2-see. sync. timer,
4 = slug-type slow-release overload relay;
6 = sensitive relay, operates S to 10 ma.

Note that if any of the seven fuses blows, the high voltage will be
disconnected and the alarm sounded.
The manual high-voltage switch
is provided to make it possible to bypass all relays.
A-c
10-cm
Ground
Beacon.—
15.9. AN/uPN-2
: Lightweight
AN/UPN-2
weighs 50 lb, exclusive of antenna and prime power source.
The power required by the beacon is 150 va at 115 or 230 v & 10 per
Its high-voltage and low-voltage
cent, 50 to 2400 cps, single phase.
The
power supplies are combined.
The circuit is shown in Fig. 15.7.
high-voltage supply is a conventional
electronic regulating circuit,
making use of the VR-tube output voltage of the low-voltage supply as
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a reference voltage.
The overload relay is of the rapid-action slug type
discussed in Sec. 15”7. The low-voltage supply is a conventional VRtube supply with a “floating negative” to supply bias voltages.
The
lighthouse-tube (2C40) filament supply uses an iron-filament ballast
tube. The complex resistor network is necessary to adjust the regulator

I

3

Rec., coder
filaments

IL
6v

15v 1.5amps

+

m

Amperite

1O-4B
6.9 V to 2C40
fdament

*

RGtod”cmotor

FIG. 15.7.—Complete

power supply of a lightweight 10-cm a-c-operated
(AN/UPN-2).
Capacities are in pf.

ground beacon

With this network, it is possible
and filament for optimum regulation.
to adjust the voltage applied to the regulator and to shunt either the
ballast tube or the lighthouse-tube filament to obtain the best possible
regulation over the desired f 10 per cent voltage range.
16.10. AN/UPN-4:
A Battery-operated
“Lightweight”
Beacon.—
This 3-cm beacon is probably the most complex battery-operated beacon
designed and produced to date (1946).
Its power supplies, therefore,
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are good examples of recent design. The lead-acid battery supplies 50
watts at 12 volts to the power supplies for aproximately
5 hours. The
power supplies are required to deliver 250 volts at 30 ma, 300 to 400
volts adjustable, 300 volts regulated, 2,300 volts at 3.5 ma, and various
fixed bias voltages from O to – 100 volts.
Because the total power and
r
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–_________;
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■
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Fm. 15.9.—High-voltage

-____J

power supply for a lightweight
(AN/UPN-4).

battery-operated

3-cm beacon

number of voltages exceed the capacity of a single vibrator, two separate
supplies are used in this beacon.
The low-voltage supply circuit is shown in Fig. 158.
This multipleoutput supply makes use of the conventional self-synchronous circuit
for the unregulated 250-volt high-current output.
The regulated outputs
are obtained from a separate winding which supplies a selenium bridge
rectifier. These rectifiers (Federal Tele~hone and Radio No. 23D1 182),
rated at 5 ma average at 65°C ambient and 1 kv peak inverse, are ~ in.
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in diameter and 1+ in. long. The bridge output supplies a resistor VRtube voltage divider and regulator network.
This power supply exclusive
of VR tubes is completely enclosed in an aluminum shield can 3 in. by
7 in. by 9; in. The entire low-voltage supply weighs 7 lb and operates
at 60 to 65 per cent efficiency.
The high-voltage supply, shown in Fig. 15.9, makes use of the same
type of vibrator as the low-voltage supply but does not utilize the synInstead, a voltage doubler \vith Federal
chronous rectifying contacts.
Telephone and Radio h-o. 23D 1101 selenium rectifiers is used. These
rectifiers are also rated at 5 ma average at 65”C, but the peak inverse
voltage is increased to 4 kv by increasing the number of disks. These
rectifiers are ~ in. in diameter and 42 in. long. The high-voltage supply
is enclosed in a tight aluminum shield 4 in. by 7 in. by ~ in. and weighs
5 lb. The efficiency at full load is 60 per cent. Because the high-voltage
supply causes less radio interference than the low-voltage unit does, it is
unnecessary to use a capacitor-type bushing for the high-voltage lead.
15.11. AN/APN-19:
A D-c-operated
Airborne 10-cm Beacon.—
This beacon is a small unit designed especially for installation in aircraft
Circuit
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FIG. 1510.-Power

supply for a small 10-cm airborne beacon (AN/.kPN-l9).

and use with ground radars. It operates from the 26-volt d-c aircraft
supply and requires approximately 150 watts. The power supply is a
carbon-pile-regulated
dynamotor with a dual output.
The circuit diagram of this supply is shown in Fig. 15.10.
Although the supply, as shown in the diagram, is very simple, some
difficulties ~vere experienced with it. Among them was brush sparking,
which caused radio interference.
This can be ameliorated by adding a
to the 19.5-volt
lead to the dynamosmall choke and a bypass condenser
tor. Also, the time-delay relay Ry-1, ~~hich closes when the receiver
begins drawing plate current, does not give adequate heating time for
In addition, operation of 6.3-volt
the 2D21 gas-filled modulator tubes.
tubes in series of three across 19.5 volts did not prove very satisfactory.
Because of these difficulties, a special dynamotor power supply J~M
designed by Bendix.
This dynamotor, with a third outpllt of 6.3 volts
for parallel heaters and with a shunt-field type of carbon-pile regulation,
is a much better power supply for this type of beacon.
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15.12. Monitors snd Test Equipment.-In
order to adjust the various
controls of a beacon and to ascertain whether its performance is satisfactory, certain auxiliary apparatus is required.
If this apparatus
supplies continuous information, it is called a “monitor”;
if not, it is

L

.. . .

.... . ,.. .A’..

—

.—

—., -i

FIG. 15.12 .—AN/Cl’N-8,
a 10-cm ground beacon.
The built-in test equipment,
called the mOnitOr unit, is shown in Fig. 15.13 and does not appear in this photograph.
It is inserted in place of the blank panel.
called
“test
equipment. ” A monitor is usually built into the beacon.
Whether test equipment is built in or not depends largely on the allowable
weight and bulk of the beacon.
The two approaches are illustrated in
Figs. 15.11 and 15.12. Building the test equipment into the beacon
cabinet provides several important advantages: over-all compactnew,
convenience, and assurance that the test equipment is available.
The
last is the most important of the three. If a pair of beacons is installed,
one to act as stand-by, some saving might result from using a single set
of test equipment for both.
Since, however, expensive and complex items
of test equipment, like the synchroscopes and signal generators described
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below, are vital to the daily maintenance of the beacon, and are at least as
liable to failure as the beacon, it isdesirable to provide spares. On the
whole, it is certainly advisable to build inasmuch
of the specialized test
equipment (as opposed to general-purpose test equipment like tube
testers, etc.) as is consistent with over-all size and weight limitations on
the individual packages.
Figure 15.13 shows the so-called “monitor”
unit of the AN/CPN-8,
It contains an r-f signal generaa medium-power 10-cm ground beacon.
tor, an r-f wattmeter for setting the signal generator level and for measur-

FIO. 15,13,—The

“ monitor”

umt of the AN/CPN-8,

ing the transmitted power, a standard cavity for setting the transmitter
frequency, and a synchroscope and trigger generator for viewing waveforms throughout the beacon.
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The Signal Generator or “Test
erator for testing beacons contains—
16.13.

Set.’’—The

usual signal gen-

1. A low-power oscillator tube, tunable over the frequency range of
the receiving and transmitting bands of the beacon.
1 The actual design of test equipment

wave Measurements,

Vol. 11, Radiation

is discussed
Laboratory

in detail in Technique of Micro-

Series.
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A circuit
for pulsing the oscillator tube, driven either by an externally supp~led trigger or by an internal trigger source.
Provision for coding the output pulse in accordance with the
interrogation codes used in the system, so that the operation of
the beacon decoder can be tested.
A device, such as a thermistor bridge, for absolute measurement
of r-f power at low levels, and a power-adjustment control to
enable the pulse power output to be adjusted to a standard level.
A wide-range calibrated attenuator for adjusting the pulse power
output over a range suitable for testing the beacon receiver.
A frequency meter for use in setting the frequency of the output.
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ing plates. Many synchroscopes containa crystal detector that can be
coupled to the vertical-deflection plates through a moderate-gain broadband video amplifier.
This accessory, called an “envelope viewer,”is
Figure 15.15 shows
useful for observing the shape of pulse envelopes.
the TS-143/CPM-1,
a synchroscope designed for use with beacons.

FIG. 15.15.—The

1

TS-143/CPM-1,

a synchroscope

designed for beacon use.

15.15.
The
Spectrum
Analyzer.—The
high-frequency
spectrum
analyzer is essentially a superheterodyne receiver with a frequencyswept local oscillator and a narrow-band i-f amplifier.
The output
of thereceiver produces a vertical deflection on an oscilloscope, while the
horizontal sweep on the oscilloscope is the same sawtooth wave that
sweeps the frequency of the local oscillator.
The pattern on the oscilloscope iscreen is therefore a graph of output voltage as a function of fre-
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The distribution of power in a ~ulse of any given shape can be
quency.
By examining the r-f pulse with a
calculated by Fourier analysis.
spectrum analyzer, it can be determined whether the actual shape
approximates the desired shape, and, in particular, whether the r-f pulse
shape is approximately rectangular, whether its width is correct, and
whether the frequency of the pulse is centered at the proper value. A
spectrum analyzer is a convenience for beacon operation but not a
necessity; the necessary functions it performs can be carried out by other
means. Figure 15.16 shows a 3-cm spectrum analyzer.
16.16. Wavemeters and Reference Cavities.-Ultrahigh
frequencies
can be measured by means ot a heterodyne wavemeter, which consists of
a variable-frequency oscillator, a detector amplifier, and a pair of headphones. The detector amplifier permits the operator to adjust to zero
beat between the oscillator and the signal by matching the oscillator
The oscillator is carefully calibrated,
frequency to the signal frequency.
and the calibration can be checked by beating the oscillator against a
harmonic of a low-frequency (5-kc) crystal-controlled oscillator, which is
built into the equipment.
The high-frequency oscillator can also be
used as a signal generator for other tests. Thk technique can be uspd
at microwave frequencies when very high precision is required.
At microwave frequencies, the coaxial wavemeter is less accurate bpt
very useful. In the reaction-type coaxial wavemeter, a small amouM
of power is coupled through a probe into a section of coaxial line, shortcircuited by a plunger. By means of a precision screw, the plunger can
be moved along the line until resonance causes a change in the output
The distance
voltage of a crystal rectifier connected to the probe.
between two successive resonating positions of the plunger is half a
wavelength.
In transmission-type
coaxial wavemeters, the cryst~l
detector is connected to a separate probe, and its output voltage is zero
except when the plunger is at or close to one of the resonating positions.
An advantage of the reaction type is that its output voltage is different
from sero whenever the oscillator is functioning, but the transmission
type exhibits a greater change in output voltage when the plunger passes
Fluctuations in oscillator output are
through a position of resonance.
therefore less likely to mislead the operator if a transmission-type wavemeter is used.
Coaxial wavemeters are most useful in the wavelength range from
about 5 to about 50 cm; rough measurements at shorter wavelengths are
possible.
In the l-cm to lo-cm region, resonant cavities with adjustable tuning
plungers are used as wavemeters in conjunction with crystal detectors.
Both reaction and transmission types are available.
Their operation is
similar to that of coaxial wavemeters, but they are superior in applica-
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tions requiring temperature compensation, high selectivity, or high precision, and are more convenient to use because only one reading is
required.
Cavities with dials reading directly in frequency or wavelength are available.
No tunable wavemcter has yet been able to meet the requirement of
fixing the beacon frequency in the 3-cm range to about + 1 part in 10,000.
Transmitters in beacons operating in this range are, therefore, monitored
by fixed-tuned resonant cavities with Q’s of about 2000, which have
negligible temperature coefficients and are hermetically sealed to prevent
the resonant frequency from changing with humidity.
For protection
and convenience, such reference cavities are usually built into the beacon.
A fixed probe or a directional coupler takes a small fraction of the transmitter power, which passes through the standard cavity and is detected
by a crystal.
The output of the crystal is sometimes connected to a
meter through a d-c amplifier.
More commonly, however, the connection is through an audio amplifier which covers the range of the pulserepetition frequencies.
The local oscillator in microwave beacon receivers is usually set to
the proper frequency with the aid of a standard cavity; when possible,
this should be accomplished by AFC.
If AFC is not feasible, the standard cavity is used in the same \Yay as the transmitter reference cavity.
In this case the amplifier may be unnecessary, because the local oscillator
is not pulsed and the average input po~ver to the crystal is large enough
to give a reading on a milliammeter connected directly to the crystal.
The local-oscillator frequency need not be adjusted with the precision
required in the case of the transmitter frequency, because the i-f band
coverage usually can be made enough broader than the required coverage
to allow for some inaccuracy in centering.
15.17. Measurement of R-f Power.—At microwave frequencies, r-f
power is almost always measured by means of its heating effect. The
most direct method for high power levels is to measure the temperature
rise of a stream of water in which the power is absorbed; this method is
widely used in the laboratory but seldom in the field.
The most common devices for use outside of the laboratory are based
on the change of resistance of a suitable material with temperature.
A
thermistor, or other bolometer, in one arm of a Wheatstone bridge can
be matched into a waveguide or other transmission line so that it absorbs
practically all of the poiver in the line. The r-f power is measured by
comparing it with the d-c power required to maintain the thermistor at
the same temperature.
Present thermistors operate in the range from
10 pw to 10 mw. Higher powers are measured by interposing a calibrated attenuator between the oscillator and the thermistor.
It is possible to measure the power in a waveguide without absorbing
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much of it by using a Johnson meter, which consists essentially of a
Radio-frequency
short section of waveguide made of thin constantan.
power transmitted through the guide is, in part, dissipated in the poorly
conducting constantan, thereby heating it. The temperature rise in the
constantan is measured by means of a resistance thermometer and is
proportional tothepolver transmitted through the~vaveguide.
Average
powers of a fewtenths of a watt of 3-cm radiation can remeasured; the
meter is less sensitive at longer wavelengths.
Since the special section of
waveguide absorbs only a small fraction of the power in the guide, it can
be installed as a permanent part of the r-f line. The Johnson meter has
the further advantage of being rather insensitive to frequency change
because no matching is necessary, but this advantage is not likely to be
significant in beacon applications.
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power. Since these test points should incorporate fixed and
known attenuation, directional couplers are ~vell suited for the purpose.
They need not be built into a beacon designed for maximum portability
provided the antennas are readily removable so that the test equipment
The receiver-input
can be applied directly to the antenna connections.
test point can be used to introduce into the receiver, by means of a signal
generator, an r-f signal that is initiated by the synchroscope trigger and
is therefore in the proper phase with the synchroscope sweep. The
synchroscope is then applied to the various test points.
It is convenient to locate all the test jacks in one accessible location,
but care must be taken to prevent undesirable interaction of the leads.
The lead from the receiver output must not place enough capacitance
across the output terminals to distort the pulse, and must not feed any
Isolating this lead
of the output voltage back into the input terminals.
by means of a cathode follower is sometimes desirable.
The viewing of the current pulse in the magnetron is accomplished
by placing a suitable resistor (10 to 100 ohms) between the anode and
transmitter
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ground.
The test lead runs to the magnetron anode through a suitable
matching resistor. The trouble of insulating the anode from ground will
usually be well compensated for by the ease and assurance with which
both magnitude and duration of the puke of current in the magnetron
can be adjusted and observed.
Any malfunction of the magnetron
resulting from aging, mismatch in the antenna system, or other cause, is
indicated unmistakably by the appearance of the current pulse.
A resistor placed in the cathode lead of a hard switch-tube will produce
a pulse of voltage which can be correlated rather directly with the magnetron pulse. This method can be used when it is essential to ground
the anode of the magnetron.
15.19. Audio Monitors. -Because
pulse-repetition frequencies used
in interrogators lie in the audible range, it is possible, with the aid of
audio amplifiers, to monitor the operation of the beacon aurally.
The
information may be made available at the beacon and at remote monitoring points.
Monitoring the receiver or coder output enables one to
determine whether pulses are reaching the beacon and whether they are
interrogating it. A crystal detector used with a resonant circuit permits
aural monitoring of the transmitter frequency.
When the coder is operating, the blanking gate provides a signal of
relatively high power level, because both the voltage and the duration of
the gating pulses are considerable.
A cathode follower driven by the
blanking gate will often give sufficient power to operate a headset.
If
there is no coder, the blanking gate for the receiver can be used, but some
amplification before the cathode follower may then be necessary.
The signal from the crystal detector of a transmitter monitoring
cavity is necessarily weak, because the crystal will burn out unless there
is considerable attenuation
between it and the transmitter.
This
signal must, therefore, be amplified perhaps as much as 30 db. It is
desirable to approach a match of the crystal detector to the grid of the
first amplifier tube by using a stepup transformer of high ratio. A
microphone input transformer with a stepup ratio of 1:20 to 1:50 is often
satisfactory.
Because the resistance of the crystal is lowered by the r-f
signal, a condenser in parallel with the crystal charges rapidly with the
pulse and discharges slowly after the pulse. This widens the voltage
pulse on the grid of the first tube, and therefore increases the average
power available in the amplifier output.
The input circuit must be
carefully shielded to minimize pickup of video signals from the modulator
or elsewhere, and to prevent r-f power from entering the crystal detector
without passing through the resonant cavity.
The frequency characteristic of the amplifier does not have to be very flat, because only the fundamental—and
perhaps the first few harmonics—of
the interrogating
pulserepetition
frequency need be amplified.
If the monitor is to be
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switched successively to different test points in the beacon, padding
should reintroduced
to bring all of the output signals to approximately
the same level when the beacon is functioning properly, to prevent inconvenient variations in the output level when the monitor is switched from
one test point to another.
A milliammeter in the output circuit of the
amplifier is sometimes useful to provide a visual indication.
There should be sufficient decoupling in the input circuit so that the
The poweramplifier will not affect the circuits that it is monitoring.
Careful grounding,
supply leads to the amplifier may require decoupling.
perhaps through a common ground, may be needed to avoid pickup and
regeneration arising from currents circulating in the chassis

+4 +z50
FIG. 15.17.—An

-20

+2

+ 220

audio monitor for a portable beacon.

Figure 15.17 shows the circuit of an audio monitor for a portable
beacon.
15.20. Other Test Facilities.
Built-ifi Meters.—It is desirable to
show the power-line voltage, the high voltage for the modulator, and the
transmitter current, on built-in panel meters. As mentioned above, it
will often be convenient to read the output signal of the audio monitor
on a meter.
Other Test Equipment. —Items
of test equipment that are not built in
but should be available for maintenance work, include the following:
a well-matched dummy load which can dissipate the maximum transmitter power, for use when the antenna mismatch is suspected or for
tests on the beacon transmitter when it is not desirable to radiate high
power; a capacity-voltage divider, if one is not built in, for viewing the
transmitter voltage pulse; and standard items such as a volt ohmammeter, tube tester, and a fluxmeter (if the beacon uses a magnetron).
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The third step, assembly of the beacon, is the test of the adequacy
of the major component specifications, for it is here that over-all delay,
interaction of components, and radio noise problems first appear.
It is a
rare designer indeed whose beacon immediately functions properly at
this step.
After the components have been made to work together properly by
modification of the circuits, shielding, filtering, and so on, the fourth step
] Sections16.1to 16.9by B, W. Pike.
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is to package the components into an integrated beacon.
M.er a packaged prototype is built, new problems of component interaction, noise,
packaging, and the like, usually arise. The final step is the correction
of these unforeseen difficulties.
After all these steps have been taken, it is usually found that the
beacon meets performance specifications, but is just a little larger and
heavier than originally planned.
16.2. Interaction of Components.—The subject of component interaction, exclusive of radio noise, will be discussed by considering each
major interconnection of components and pointing out the known interactions and their cures. Cross interactions will be considered later.
Receiving Antenna 10 Receiver.—Difficult y is experienced here when a
tuned receiver input is affected by the reactance of a mismatched antenna.
This effect is aggravated when the antenna-to:receiver
line is many
wavelengths long, because small temperature changes can then cause
changes in the line length which may result in considerable detuning of
the receiver. The obvious cure is a well-matched antenna and line. If
necessary, a phase shifter can be adjusted manually to present the
desired impedance at the receiver.
Receiver to Decoder.—Few troubles are met here if the output circuits
of the receiver were designed with the decoder in mind. The designer
should be sure that a signal of adequate amplitude and shape from a
Care
source of the proper internal impedance is delivered to the decoder.
must be taken to prevent reaction on the receiver from the decoder when
signals are rejected.
Decoder-video reaction from accepted signals is
not important.
Because decoders are often quite sensitive to supply
voltages, the receiver should not affect the power supply of the decoder
in any way.
Decoder to Blanking Gate and Coder.—The possibility of interaction
among these components is small, because the blanking gate and coder
go into action only after the decoder has completed its work. The end
of the blanking-gate pulse, however, must not be allowed to react on the
decoder.
Coder and BlankiW Gate to Modulator. —Here again it is important to
match the coder output to the required modulator input, remembering
that the modulator must be capable of responding to the closely spaced
pulses of the code. Although coder circuits are relatively insensitive,
there is a possibility that video pulses from the modulator or transmitter
r-f pulses at the beginning of the code can interfere with the formation
of the remainder of the code. Also, the trailing edge of the blanking-gate
pulse must not be allowed to reenergize either the coder or the modulator.
Modulator
to Transmitter.—The
major precaution required here,
assuming proper matching of the modulator output to the transmitter
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tube, is the necessity for providing for the very large transient voltages
or currents produced by spark-over of either the modulator tube or the
transmitter tube. If the transmitter is not matched to the modulator,
reflection of the modulator pulse may occasionally produce a second
unwanted transmitter pulse.
Transmitter to Antenna. —Here a problem similar to that encountered
in the antenna-to-receiver link exists. It is usually more serious in
transmitters, because a mismatch can pull the oscillator frequency enough
to cause serious trouble.
As in the antenna-to-receiver link, the designer
can match the load and line or use a phase shifter. With transmitters,
control of the frequency by an AFC system or a stabilizing tuner helps
to minimize this difficulty.
Cross-interactions:
Transmitter
Antenna to Receiver Antenna. —This
linkage can cause two types of trouble.
The first occurs when enough
power is coupled into the receiver from the transmitter antenna to damage
crystal detectors.
This problem is solved by proper design and location
of antennas or by duplexing when a single antenna is used. The second
difficulty arises when the strong transmitted signal blocks the receiver,
or when reflected transmitter signals return to the receiver after a delay
long enough to allow them to reinterrogate the beacon.
The reinterrogation problem is solved by the methods described in Sec. 6“9. The
problem of receiver blocking must be taken care of in the design of the
receiver; when a blankhg gate is used, the receiver is allowed some time
to recover.
Miscellaneous
Cross Interactions.—Common coupling through power
supplies can cause difficulties.
For example, in an airborne beacon whose
transmitter and receiver are supplied by a dynamotor, the receiver
sensitivity may exhibit an oscillatory variation caused by a drop in its
plate voltage when the modulator is triggered.
Elimination of any common power-supply impedance, such as a common filter choke, usually
solves this problem.
Some receivers and transmitters are microphonics. Care must therefore be taken to see that blower motors and the like do not cause interfering vibrations.
From the above, it can be seen that troubles with component interaction are likely to arise from problems which are obvious in retrospect
but are sometimes overlooked in design.
OVER-ALL CONTROL OF THE DELAY
16.3. General Considerations. —Beacon delay may be defined for
convenience as the time lag between the reception of an r-f interrogating
pulse and the transmission of the first r-f reply pulse by the beacon
In the case of coded interrogations, the r-f interrogating
antennas.
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pulse is taken to be the one which elicits the response; it is usually the
one which triggers the range circuits of the interrogator.
Beacon delay
exists because of the finite time required by circuits used in beacons to
respond to pulses impressed upon them and because of time for propagation in transmission lines.
Good beacon design, in general, keeps the absolute over-all delay
from r-f reception to r-f transmission at a minimum.
In addition, variation or change in delay with such factors as signal strength of the interrogating pulse, or line voltage fluctuations, should be kept at a minimum.
Pulse-to-pulse changes in delay, wklch are evidenced as jitter in the
reply pulse of the beacon, should also be minimized.
The exact amounts of over-all delay, variation in delay and jitter
that can be tolerated will depend largely on the application of the system,
In many cases, it
and the precision of the range information required.
is more desirable to have a considerable over-all delay that is known and
constant than to have a comparatively short delay which exhibits such
In normal
variation or jitter as to make its precise value uncertain.
beacon navigation, a delay of about 5 psec is of small consequence, even
though it constitutes an error of ~ mile in range. Not only is this
small in comparison to any but the shortest sweep length on a typical
airborne radar, but it can be allowed for readily.
Here, too, as much as
0.25-w3ec jitter goes unnoticed by the radar operator.
16.4. Magnitude of Delay.—An estimate of the magnitude of the
time delays to be expected from various circuits used in beacons is given
below. This should make clear the nature of the problem presented and
indicate where the greatest delays and delay variations are to be expected.
Receivers.
1. Wideband Video ( = 1.5 Me/see).
The delay introduced is small
for all signal strengths (O.1 ~sec). This applies to all receiver
types.
2. Narrowband Video.
For very weak signals, the delay introduced
here may equal the width of the interrogating pulse width.
The
delay occurs because the beginning of the receiver output pulse is
not steep. This results in a variation with signal strength in the
time required to reach some threshold value. When signal level
is about 6 db or more above the minimum for triggering the delay
decreases considerably, to about 0.5 psec.
Superregenerative receivers are subReceivers.
3. A’uperregenerative
ject to a variable delay which takes any value between zero and
the quench period.
(See Sec. 8.6. ) This delay is different in a
random way from pulse to pulse, and thus constitutes a jitter as
well.
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4. Low Intermediate Frequency.
In some beacon receivers, very low
intermediate frequencies, down to 1 or 2 Me/see, are used. The
effect of this is similar to that produced by the quench frequency
in a superregenerative receiver. Both delay and jitter of an
amount that is an appreciable fraction of one period in the intermediate frequency are introduced.
Decoders.—The

delay depends upon the type, as follows.

1. Pulse-width
discriminator
to reject pulse over 2 psec long. This
necessarily produces a delay of about 2 ~sec, sometimes slightly
more.
2. Pulse-width discriminator to reject pulse over 5 psec long. The delay
is equal to the pulse width for some designs. It is maintained at
a constant value of 5 ~sec for other designs.
3. Coincidence.
The delay depends on the circuit but is generally
quite small (less than 0.25 psec).
4. Double-pulse.
The delay is usually less than 0.25 psec with respect
to the second pulse.
Duty-ratio Limiting Gate (Blanking Gate) .—This circuit normally produces a delay less than 0.2 psec. The circuit can cause serious jitter, if
poorly designed, particularly near the maximum duty ratio.
Blocking
Oscillators
and MultiviEn-ators. -The
delay is small here,
being about 0.1 to 0.2 psec, including the regeneration and pulse rise
time, if the circuits are properly designed.
If, however, even a welldesigned blocking oscillator is fired by a small or insufficiently sharp
trigger, the regeneration or starting time may increase to 0.5 to 1.0 ~sec,
although the time of rise from 10 to 90 per cent of full voltage of the
output waveform may still be under 0.2 psec. In general, multivibrators
produce somewhat less delay than blocking oscillators.
Modulators.—The

delay depends on the type, as follows

1. Hard-tube.
This type normally produces a small delay.
2. Gas-filled Tube.
This type produces a considerable delay, from
0.5 to 1.5 ~sec, depending on the amplitude of the trigger used
for the gas-filled tube and on the type of tube.
Transmitter.—The

delay depends on the type as follows.

1. Magnetron.
Magnetrons generally have a negligible inherent
starting time (O.1 ~sec or less). Frequently, however, the modulator pulse is purposely sloped to help the magnetron start oscillating
in the proper mode. The over-all delay of the applied pulse plus
the magnetron starting time is then about 0.1 to 0.25 psec.
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oscillators.
The delay caused by the build-up time is
about 0.1 to 0.3 psec. Use of an applied pulse which is too F,mall
may increase this figure.

2. Triode

R-f lines.—The delays in r-f lines are usually small enol,=n to be
negligible except for high-precision ranging systems.
The delay is
readily calculated from the length of line and the group velocity of
propagation in it.
Despite the manifold causes of beacon delay, it is quite possible to
keep over-all delays to as little as 1 psec by suitable design.
More
important, the delay jitter can be kept less than 0.1 psec for accurate
ranging. Thk requires wideband video circuits, and is accordingly
expensive in power and weight.
16.5. Intentional Delays.—In some beacons a known and constant
delay of comparatively great magnitude is intentionally introduced for
various reasons, as follows.
1. Airborne beacons frequently must have suppressors by which
they are prevented from replying to a radar in the same aircraft.
A fixed delay is introduced before the circuit to be suppressed in
order to give the suppressor time to work.
2. Coders and decoders generally involve intentional delay circuits,
such as delay lines, gates, sloping triggers, or other delay devices
(see Chaps. 9 and 10).
3. Over-all beacon delay, radio frequency to radio frequency, may
purposely be made any desired value greater than the minimum
inherent delay, by adding delay by various devices described below.
Added delay may be required to bring the over-all beacon delay to
some fixed predetermined figure, which is monitored and accurately
maintained.
Fixed precise delays are needed in systems in which ranges
to the beacon are measured with great accuracy for precision navigation.
Herewith are enumerated the various methods of achieving the intentional delays referred to above.

i
I

1. Electronic delay circuits, such as multivibrators, phantastrons, and
so on, may be used to induce an intentional delay. The principle
here is to use a pulse to initiate a delay circuit which produces an
output signal after proper delay.
The output signal is then used
to form a sharp pulse by differentiation.
An obvious example is
the production of the second, third, and following code pips in a
beacon.
The same methods can be used to delay the first pip if
desired. These methods are best suited for delays greater than
5 psec.
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2, Delay lines in various arrangements are frequently used for delays
of a few microseconds.
Whereas the first method mentioned
above offers a continuously variable adjustment by the use of a
gate whose length is continuously variable, this method offers
adjustment of delay in steps by use of a tapped delay line. It is
best suited for delays less than 10 psec.
devices can be used for very long delays.
Suitably
3. Supersonic
designed supersonic delay lines provide delays of the order of
milliseconds, with a precision of fractions of a microsecond.
4, Sawtooth voltages also offer continuous control of delay.
Here the
bias on a stage triggered by a sawtooth waveform is controlled and
varied, thus varying the time it takes to trigger the stage.
16.6. Summary.-The
causes of delay and variation of delay are
tabulated below.
Causes of jitter are listed separately, although in most
cases they are distinctly related to delay itself.
1. Causes of delay and delay variation:
a. Rise time in narrowband circuits.
b. Propagation time in r-f and video lines.
c. Time required for decoding.
d. Sloping waveform reaching some threshold point.
e. Regeneration time in regenerative stages.
f. Build-up time in oscillators.
g. Rise time in very-low-frequency i-f amplifiers.
h. Intentional delays, using delay lines or other devices.
2. Causes of Jitter:
a. Uncertainty of threshold levels.
b. Uncertainty in regeneration times.
c. Uncertainty in build-up time in oscillator.
d. Use of low-frequency i-f amplifiers.
e. Use of superregenerative receivers.
Both delay and jitter are cumulative from stage to stage, and their
They can be
“cure” is obvious from the causes enumerated above.
eliminated by the use of fast-rise-time waveforms, strong triggers for
regenerative stages, and the use of correct voltages and loads for oscillators. As a general rule, circuits with more inherent delay have more
inherent jitter and more inherent variation of delay due to supply voltage
changes and other parameter variations.
PREVENTION OF RADIO NOISE
16.7. Noise Triggering and Noise Radiation.—The
designer of a
radar beacon is concerned with two aspects of the radio noise problem.
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The first is the protection of the beacon from triggering by radio interference, coming from outside the beacon or generated by some component
within the beacon itself. Second is the prevention of noise generated
by the beacon from being of sufficient strength to interfere with adjacent
electronic equipment.
l’hc first problem is merely a part of making a beacon that operates
properly, but the second has often been neglected, with unfortunate
results. The armed services have published general specifications
which may serve as guides to the allowable amount of noise that may be
radiated or conducted into or away from the equipment.
The major
points of these specifications are summarized below:
1. Conducted noise, as measured across any two terminals, including
ground, shall not exceed 50 PV from 0.150 to 20 Me/see.
2. Radiated noise shall not exceed 5 pv from 0.150 to 150 Me/see
when measured with an approved noise meter at 3 ft from the
equipment.
3. Any device intended to be nonradiating, such as a receiver, shall
not feed more than 400 ppw of r-f energy into its antenna.
(This requirement is unnecessarily severe, and is often impossible
to meet.)
4. The conducted noise susceptibility ratio (antenna input/any other
input) required of any receiver shall be 1000 to 1 over the entire
receiver frequency band.
5. Radiated noise susceptibility shall be such that no interference
shall result from a field of I volt per meter of any frequency or
type of modulation likely to be encountered as a result of operation
near other electronic equipment.
16.8. Elimination of Noise Produced by Beacons.—Pulsed
radar
beacons are inherently prolific sources of radio interference because of
the high-porn cr video pulses generated by their modulators.
The corresponding radiated energy must be confined to the beacon enclosure.
‘~he noise from other sources in beacons, such as d-c motors, vibrators,
and so on, not only must be confined to the beacon cabinet, but also
must be kept out of the beacon receiver.
Obviously, the receiver should be shielded and filtered to prevent
noise from reaching it. The remaining components, including all noise
sources, should be placed in other shielded and filtered enclosures to prevent the escape of noise energy. This procedure, although it is simple
in principle, is not always easv to follow, as it is difficult to filter connect1U. S. Navy Dep’t Specification,RF; 13A 554 ~;, Aug. 25, 1944.
U. S. Arm-yAir Force SpwificationNo. 71-854,Gm’1 Spec. for Aircraft Electronic
Equipment, Sheet No. 30,
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ing leads adequately over the required frequency range without introducing numerous large and complex falters. Also, in some cases, shielding
of the required excellence interferes with proper dissipation of heat.
The preferred method is to concentrate on each individual generator
of noise in order to decouple it from other circuits by careful placing of
components, conductors, grounds, and shields. When RC or LC filtering
is used with each noise generator, the noise level within the beacon
cabinet should be low enough to allow the use of ordinary shielding and
filtering of the receiver. When the level of internal ambient noise is low,
ordinary shielding and filtering of the beacon as a whole will suffice to
The following points will serve as a guide
prevent excessive radiation.
to these preferred methods of eliminating noise.
Circuit Design.—Waveforms
with changes of slope that are more
abrupt than necessary for proper performance should not be generated
because they involve radiation of unwanted high frequencies.
In general,
video waveforms that have components of appreciable strength at frequencies above 10 Me/see are not needed in beacons and should be
avoided.
The usual modulator with pulses from 0.5 to 1 ,asec long
generates most noise energy between 0.2 and 4.o Me/see.
Video pulses should be generated near the point of application and
confined to a limited volume or a shielded compartment by keeping all
noise-free wires away from the pulse-carrying circuit.
Wires placed
close to the pulse circuit must be shielded or filtered. Putting a noisefree wire in a cable with even as little as a few inches of “hot” wire results
in pickup of noise. The chassis should not be made a part of a highcurrent pulse circuit because the ground current is likely to induce noise
in circuits that would otherwise be noise free. Insteadj the pulse circuit
should be completed in a coaxial line or a wire loop having the smallest
possible area consistent with permissible capacitance, and grounded to
Care should be taken to see that currents
the chassis at only one point.
are not induced across joints in shields or chassis or in noise-free wires
by this pulse loop.
Obviously, care should be taken to prevent corona discharge and
Full use should be made of the
sparking in high-voltage d-c circuits.
isolation properties of circuit elements, such as an electrostatic shield in
a transformer, the inductance of the series field of a d-c motor, the shielding action of grounded leaves in relay spring piles, and so on.
Shielding.-For
levels of internal noise less than 150 pv as measured
with a l-in. electrostatic probe, an enclosure should be complete except
for louvers, with all mating surfaces paint free and bolted or springclipped together at intervals of a few inches. If the noise is greater than
150 Pv, all openings should be screened and all joints should have continuous high-pressure contact by means of MultiFinder spring contacts or
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electric gaskets. These requirements are sometimes difficult to meet in
pressure-tight containers.
The sealing gaskets must not be placed
between mating surfaces but should be pressed against the edges or backs
of mating parts after electrical contact is made.
When a flexible ground
is required, a strap is to be preferred to a braid.’
FiZtering.-Commerical
noise filters having a wide range of attenuation characteristics are available.
When the noise frecmencies that must
be attenuated are known, a filter can usually be found to serve. It is
important however, that the filter be properly installed, preferably with
one terminal projecting through the shield wall in the form of a bushing,
and with the filter case firmly grounded to the shield wall. In fact, the
feed-through capacitors of the bushing type, with a low series inductance,
are excellent filters for higher frequencies especially when a resistor can
be used in series with the lead inside the shield to form an RC-filter.
It has been found that for the noise frequencies generated by radar
modulators, single L-section low-pass filters are adequate.
In many cases
they are superior to II-sections because of the difficulty of grounding the
II-capacitors without a common impedance.
Such filters, when designed
by the simple theory which assumes pure lumped elements, should have a
10-db safety factor at the critical frequency.
Single L-section filters
designed in this way give 40 to 50 db attenuation from 0.2 to 20 Me/see
and, sometimes, with excellent grounding and shielding, as high as 70 db.
For attenuations of 60 to 100 db, two-section filters must be used. A line
filter that has been found to be very useful consists of a 60-ph inductor
with a l-uf capacitor.
In using L-section LC filters, it is preferable to connect the capacitor
to the noise source. With the reverse connection, it is sometimes
possible for the series LC’ circuit to resonate and actually increase the
noise voltage across the condenser.
Noise sometimes escapes from the beacon cabinet by way of the
antenna itself. This can be minimized by use of a filter in the antenna
circuit which narrows its pass band to just the amount required for the
received and transmitted pulses. This can be done by using tuned stubs
as filters, by using waveguide, or by making the antenna itself appear as
For ungrounded open-wire
a short circuit at the noise frequencies.
transmission lines, in addition to stubs for short-circuiting off-frequency
noise components, inductive coupling with a Faraday shield is desirable
to prevent the line from acting as an antenna against ground at noise
frequencies.
Cabling.-External
puke cables can cause much trouble by poor
In general, double-braid
contact of the outer conductor at connectors.
I A good discumionof shieldingprinciplescan be found in E. E. Zepler, Tezhnigues
of Radio Dew”gn, Wiley, New York, 1943, Chap. 8.
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shielded cable should be used, with well-soldered coupling of the braid to
the connector or a reliable mechanical coupling of high quality.
A
common mistake is to connect a shielded wire to a shielded pulse circuit
m receiver by passing the wire through a grommet and grounding the
braid to a point inside the shield. This makes the shield of the cable
become an excellent inductively coupled antenna.
The correct technique is to ground the braid completely to the outside of the shield to
prevent this.
Flexible cables carrying high-power pulses often emit too much leakage radiation and must, therefore, be run through rigid metal conduits
for shielding.
General.—The suggestions given above, though general, can be applied,
by trail-and-error methods and experience, to a successful elimination of
the radio interference caused by beacons.
An example that shows the
possible effectiveness of good circuit design and shielding, is a 200-kw
pulse power modulator designed by the modulator group of the MIT
Rdktion
I.aboratory.
It gave less than 50 pv of conducted noise from
0.15 to 20 Me/see without the use of filters.
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second kind. First, the receiver circuit itself can be made as insensitive
to noise as possible.
The crystal-video receiver has a broad r-f pass band
and is also very sensitive to video-frequency interference.
The amplifier
should be designed to have good low-frequent y rejection to prevent
amplification of microphonics and ripple from the power-supply.
It
should not have a video pass band that is wider than necessary for the
required reproduction of puke shape. The broadband superheterodyne
beacon receiver, though approximately one hundred times more sensitive
than the crystal-video receiver, does not present very much more di5culty because the high sensitivity is confined to a relatively narrow band.
Second, the interference must be kept out of the receiver, either by
shielding the filtering the receiver completely or by attenuating the noise
In general, it has been found necessary
sources by shielding and filtering.
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to shield and filter both the receiver and the noise sources that cannot
be eliminated.
Methods of filtering and shielding the antenna circuit
are discussed in Sec. 16.8.
Adequate shielding and filtering of noise sources within the beacon is
sometimes very difficult.
High-voltage corona, commutators, slip rings,
vibrators, and, to a lesser extent, gas-filled and vapor-filled switch or
rectifier tubes should, if possible, be avoided in the original design.
Fortunately, the modulator, the largest single source of noise within a
beacon, does not cause much trouble because it operates only after the
receiver has been interrogated, and the receiver usually is given time to
recover by the blanking gate. If large video or r-f signals reach the
various receiver grids, bias blocking may result from grid currents.
However, normal shielding of the receiver is usually sufficient to prevent
such blocking.
The shielding of the receiver from the transmitter does
not have to be as good in a beacon as in a radar set because the beacon
receiver does not have to receive within a few microseconds after the
modulator has been triggered.
A sufficiently large video or r-f signal from the first pulse of the transmitter can interfere with the proper formation of the remaining pulses
by the coder. The coder, however, is relatively insensitive and little
trouble is to be expected.
If normal precautions are taken to confine
the transmitter video and r-f energy, shielding of the coder will not be
necessaryaxcept,
perhaps, to confine video noise generated by the coder.
If noise sources like d-c motors or vibrators are present in the beacon,
however, effective shielding and filtering of the receiver maybe necessary.
For example, an airborne beacon was triggered by noise from d-c blower
motors, in spite of filtering of the motors and grounding of a shielded i-f
lead from the crystal mixer to the amplifier.
It was finally found that
this shield was improperly grounded.
Changing the grounding of the
i-f lead eliminated the trouble completely, after all attempts to filter the
motors had failed.
A device that greatly facilitates the location of leaks in shielded
receivers is a concentrated noise source. Such a source can be made by
enclosing a battery-operated high-frequency buzzer in a very tight shield
can, and bringing out a shielded coaxial lead from one of the buzzer
contacts to a small exposed probe. Such a noise source can save many
hours of trial-and~rror work.
Even with a-c-operated beacons which have no moving contacts to
generate noise, precautions must be taken to prevent noise from the power
cables from getting into the receiver. With superheterodyne receivers,
it is sufficient to shield the receiver and use a power-supply transformer
that has an electrostatic shield around the primary winding.
With
crystal-video receivers filament chokes on the first video amplifier tubes
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are necessary to keep power-line noise from interrogating the beacon.
In
one early installation, video noise entering by way of the filaments of the
crystal-video receiver was eliminated only by placing a double low-pass
audb-video
iilter in the a-c line to the power supply of the receiver.
Commercial noise filters were of no use because the offending noise was
of lower frequency than they could reject.
Battery-operated beacons with vibrator or dynamotor supplies present difficult problems of protecting the receiver because both dynamotors
and vibrators are strong sources of noise over a great range of frequencies.
It is necessary to shield and filter vibrator supplies completely, and sometimes necessary to shield dynamotors, although the dynamotor case itself
is usually sufficient shield if the leads are filtered very close to their point
of exit from the dynamotor.
With battery-operated
beacons having vibrator supplies, it is not
only necessary to shield and filter the d-c outputs of the power supply
very carefully, but the a-c voltage generated in the internal impedance
of the battery by the pulsing load of the vibrator must also be filtered
out of the filaments of the receiver tubes. This is particularly important
with crystal-video receivers using filament type tubes. The filtering is
usually done with a II-filter having an iron-core inductor of several henrys
inductance and two electrolytic capacitors of 25 ~f or more capacitance
(see Fig. 158).
The brushes of dynamotors to be used at high altitudes present a
special problem.
Ordinary brushes which do not spark at sea level spark
badly at high altitudes and cause intense triggering of a beacon.
The
life of the brushes is short under these conditions.
Satisfactory brushes
for use at high altitudes are now available, but even when they are used,
the shielding and filtering of the dynamotor should be good in order to
allow for the increased sparking that will result from reduced pressures
and wear of the commutator.
In sum, the problem of radio interference in beacons is solved by
skillful application of the principles of circuit design, shielding, and
INtering. It must be admitted, however, that application of these
principles is an art and not an exact science, so that methods of trial and
error are often necessary.
16.10. Suppression.1—It is often necessary to install a beacon so close
to other radar equipment or other beacons that continuous triggering of
the beacon when the neighboring set is in operation cannot be prevented.
When such triggering occurs, it can be prevented only by using a signal
from the interfering set to suppress the response of the beacon by making
it insensitive for a short interval.
The suppression trigger is used to
generate a suppressor gate. If suppression is not used, the needless
1SeCs.16.10 and 16.11 by J, J. G. McCue and M. J. Cohen.
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responses will waste an appreciable part of the available duty ratio of the
beacon, and will clutter the screens of the interrogators that are actually
using the beacon.
The signal which suppresses the beacon may be transmitted to the
beacon either as a video pulse on a w-ire, or as an r-f pulse through space.
Clearly, the suppression signal must act on the beacon before the interfering signal produces the undesired response. Since the beacon receiver
introduces some delay, a suppressor gate triggered by the suppression
signal can usually be made to render the coder inoperative by the time
the radar signal has passed through the receiver.
If the suppression
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The suppressor pulse must satisfy the following conditions: (1) it
must make the beacon inoperative before the interfering signal triggers it;
(2) it must not itself trigger the beacon through stray capacitance; (3) it
must not interfere with normal beacon operation if the beacon has already
been triggered by a desired signal just before the suppressor signal arrives.
The suppressor pulse can be used to render inactive the tube which
triggers the coder. Figure 16.1 shows a highly satisfactory circuit, which
introduces an adjustable delay and incidentally acts as a pulse-width
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discriminator.
If the receiver already introduces enough delay, or if the
video suppression trigger from the radar is generated before the r-f pulse,
the delay circuit in Fig. 16”1 is unnecessary.
In this case Vs could be
omitted, and the pulse from Vlb could cut off a tube in the video amplifier
of the receiver.
When a video connection between the beacon and the interfering
radar is impractical, r-f pickup may be used. This system is useful, for
example, in ground beacons that are close to a maintenance base for airborne radars. It involves the use of an auxiliary receiver of low sensitivity which will detect signals from radar sets up to about 1 mile
away. The auxiliary receiver generates the suppression signal for the
beacon.
The antenna for the auxiliary receiver should have a pattern
covering only the area from which the disturbing signals are emitted.
This will minimize the unintentional suppression of responses to radars
which are trying to interrogate the beacon from close range. The
required sensitivity of the receiver depends, of course, on the antenna
used. The receiver may be of the crystal-video type, with a sensitivity
of the order of 40 db below that of the beacon receiver. Unless the
beacon contains a decoder that delays the signal received by the beacon
receiver by an appreciable amount, the video bandwidth of the auxiliary
receiver must be much wider than that of the beacon receiver.
Thk is
necessary for the suppressor gate to be generated soon enough, and is
feasible because of the lower gain of the auxiliary receiver.
The output
of the receiver is a video puke which can be used as a suppression trigger
in the manner described above.
The r-f transmission of suppression signals has not been used with
airborne sets. An airborne beacon will usually be interfered with only
by a radar in the same plane. When thk is likely to happen, video
transmission of the suppressor puke saves space and weight.
Often,
however, a radar will not interfere with a beacon in the same aircraft,
particularly if the radar and beacon frequencies are very different.
Radio-frequency filters are sometimes useful to prevent interference.
For example, a lo-cm beacon with a crystal-video receiver can be protected from a 3-cm radar in the same plane by installing a 3-cm r-f rejection filter in the beacon receiver.
(See Sec. 7.11.)
A beacon with a superregenerative receiver sometimes radiates
enough noise from the quenched oscillations to jam a near-by interrogator
receiver operating on the same frequency.
The superregenerative
receiver can then be suppre~d,
by a video p&e, for the duration of the
range sweep in the interrogator.
This is a drastic remedy, because it
puts the beacon out of action for a large fraction of the time. This
constitutes an argument againat using superregenerative receivers in
beacons operating on the same frequency as a ne~-by interrogator.
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16.11. Crystal Protection.—Cry stal detectors in microwave beacons
often are damaged by pulse powers of the order of 1 watt, and must,
therefore, beprotected against being burned outordamaged
bytheiro~vn
transmitters or by others near by.
The crystal in a beacon using a single antenna is protected by the
duplexing system.
Here the transmitter fires a gas-filled TR-switch
tube which places a protective short circuit in the line to the crystal.
Wldeband duplexers of current design function only on high-power pulses,
and are, therefore, not suitable for low-power beacons.
If the beacon uses two antennas, they must be so dkposed that the
leakage from one antenna to another is low enough to prevent crystal
damage.
Inaportable
or airborne set with rernovabl eantennas, the r-f
leakage may increase to an unsafe level when the antennas are removed.
This is especially true of 3-cm beacons using waveguide parts that are
adjacent to each other. A short-circui’ingp ost, automatically inserted
into the waveguide when the antennas are removed, will protect the
crystal by reflecting power that leaks into the guide. In a beacon that
operates intermittently, crystal damage can be reduced by installing in
thereceiver r-f line ashort-circuiting device called a ``crystal gate'' that
is withdrawn automatically (by a solenoid) when the beacon is turned on,
but falls back into itsprotecting position when the beacon is turned off.
The use of filters to protect crystals from damage due to neighboring
systems isdiscussedin
Sec. 7“11.

PACKAGING
BY B. W. PIKE
Packaging of the major components into a beacon is difficult because
none of the numerous configurations possible is ever entirely free of
faults. A careful study of the many possibilities, however, will yield
dividends.
The packaging of any beacon must take into account certain general considerations as well as considerations special to the unique
purposes of the beacon.
16.12. General Considerations.-The
first of these are considerations
of weight, size, and shape, which may be general enough so that the
designer can give most consideration to other factors in deciding on the
final shape. Sometimes, however, the intended use of a beacon is so
specific that rigid specifications for weight, size, and shape must be laid
down.
Another important aspect of package design is shielding.
Beacons
are usually packaged in metal to assure adequate shielding as well as
adequate mechanical strength.
One recent design uses a metal-lined
plywood cm.

I
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Weatherproofing
and Heat Dissipation.—Weatherproo fing and heat
dksipation are important but difficult aspects of beacon packaging.
Weatherproofing
includes “splashproof,”
“waterproof,”
and “pressurized” packaging.
In splashproof packaging, the components themselves are made moistureproof.
This packaging permits free access of
moisture-laden air but shields the components from direct rain or splashed
water. This type of packaging has the advantages of simplicity and of
offering a simple solution to problems of dissipation of heat; it is the type
most widely used for large and medium ground beacons.
Splashproof
packaging is illustrated by the large 3-cm ground and shipboard beacon
which is shown in the photograph, Fig. 15.11, Sec. 15.12.

FIG. 163.-AN
/APN-19,
an airborne beacon illust~ating pressure-type packaging.
Control boxes.
(b) Antennas.
(c) Transmitter,
(d) Receiver.
(e) Dynamotor.

(a)

Where the amount of heat to be dissipated permits, the preferred
packaging is the waterproof type, in which the beacon is hermetically
This type
sealed and a dehydrating agent is placed within the cabinet.
of packaging allows the use of ordinary nonwaterproof components,
which are smaller and lighter than those which have been waterproofed.
It is illustrated by a lightweight 10-cm battery beacon, AN/UPN-1,
the prototype of which is shown in Fig. 16,2,
The thh-d $ype, the high-altitude hermetic packaging, differs from
the waterproof type only in that the container must be capable of maintaining an appreciable pressure differential.
For much awborne equipment intended for high-altitude use, this type of packaging is essential,
This
even when the problem of heat dissipation complicates the design.
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type of packaging is illustrated by AN/APN-19,
an airborne lo-cm
beacon, shown in Fig. 16.3.
16.13. Vibration and Shock Mounting. -Vibration
and shock must
be considered in the packaging of any beacon.
Sometimes the beacon is
made rugged enough to operate without special mountings, but usually
it is mounted on rubber. The subject of shock and vibration mounting
is complex.
A beacon designer, therefore, will do well to consult with
experts.
Commercially available rubber shock mountings do a fairly
satisfactory job if the designer chooses the correct stiffness of disk and
places the disk correctly.
In general, a stiff mounting is desired for
protection from shock and a soft mounting is required for vibration.
The
lower the vibration frequency, the softer the mounting must be. If
possible, the disks should be placed symmetrically around the center of
gravity and should be loaded in shear. In order to accommodate
vibration or shock in all three planes, two or three sets of ordinary disks
are needed. Recently developed special mountings using sponge rubber
are very effective, but each must be custom-designed for a given device.
16.14. Other Considerations.-Miscellaneous
general considerations,
like ease of operation, ease of maintenance, and safety must be considered
in packaging design. Ease of operation can be achieved by having all
the required meters, controls, and indicators conveniently placed for
manipulation and inspection.
Ease of maintenance is more difficult to achieve.
A compromise
usually must be made between ease of maintenance and the extra space
and weight required to give easy access to all parts of the beacon.
A
method which is always used for large beacons is to install the different
major components as separate removable units. The same principle can
well be applied to small beacons in order to waste no volume in the form
of access space.
For safety from high voltages, it is advisable to use door interlocks,
warning signs, pilot lights, and guards. Bleeders, or better, automatic
door-operated grounding switches, should be used on Klgh-voltage supplies. When blowers are used to ventilate cabinets, the blower should
draw air through a filter in order to keep dust out of the beacon.
Beacons intended for specific uses usually have a few special packaging
requirements.
These will be discussed by listing various uses of beacons
with some examples.
Ground and Shipboard Beacons. -Such
beacons are usually large,
complex, Klgh-performance sets. For convenience in shipboard installation, it is preferable to have the beacon require access from the front only.
Also, the height should not be greater than about 6 ft. For convenience
in handling, the beacon should have hoisting eyes on the top and several
handles on the sides.
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For ship installation, vibration mounting is difficult because of the
low frequencies involved.
Onwarships, this problem iscornplicatedby
the very high shock of gunfire. In such cases a dual mounting of stiff
and flexible mounts insenesis usually necessary. AN/CPN-6,
shown in
thephotograph,
Fig. 15.11, of Sec. 15.12, isalarge 3-cm ship and ground
beacon which illustrates the typical packaging for sucha beacon.
It is
housed in two relay-rack cabinets, with the major components in drawers.
The transmitter, modulator, and high-voltage supply arein one cabinet.
Theother cabinet contains thereceiver, coder, and driver. Each cabinet
is equipped with thermoswitch-controlled
blowers.
Lightweight Beacons.—Beacons for portable use should be light and
easy to carry. The weight of any single package should be no greater
than about 50 lb. The shape should be such that the beacon can be
carried easily by hand or as a back pack. The beacon should also be
easy to assemble and place in operation, and because shelter is not always
available, a portable beacon should have hermetically sealed waterproof
packaging.
Also, because of the bumps and blows that hand-transported equipment receives, the beacon should be either internally shockmounted or carried in a padded case.
An example of this type of packaging is the 10-cm battery-operated
beacon, AN/UPN-1,
shown in Fig. 16.2. The beacon proper weighs
35 lb, is internally shock-mounted, and is of waterproof packaging. The
antenna, also waterproof, weighs 15 lb. The storage battery box weighs
25 lb.
Airborne Beacons. —Airborne beacons must be packaged to obtain the
lowest possible weight and volume.
Although pressure-type packaging
is usually necessary, it requires extra weight and should be avoided if
the beacon can be designed to operate satisfactorily without it. When
the beacon is being designed to fit aircraft in which space will be allotted
to it, the beacon should be built into a single container and have a single
control box built into the aircraft radio control panel. However, if the
beacon must fit into an aircraft already crowded with equipment, it may
be preferable to package it in several units which can be placed in whatever space is free.
A lo-cm airborne beacon, AN/APN-19,
is shown in Fig. 16.3. This
beacon was designed to fit into an already crowded aircraft.
The receiver
The
and transmitter are each in a pressure-tight cylindrical container.
remaining parts of the beacon are the dynamotor power supply, two
control boxes, an r-f filter, and three antennas.
This beacon weighs 35
to 40 lb installed.
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INTERROGATOR
AND SYSTEM
DESIGN
In the following chapters the design of interrogators and examples of
complete systems are trested.
Interrogator design is discussed briefly. Only features of radar sets
concerned ~vith interrogation of beacons are taken up; radar design itself
is covered in other volumes of this series. Design of interrogatorresponsors is similarly treated; only those special features which differ
from radar design are discussed.
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RADAR DESIGN FOR BEACON OPERATION
13Y

W. M.

PRESTON

It has already been emphasized in this volume that a radar beacon
and the equipment which is to interrogate it form a system and should
be designed together.
This is obviously true in the case of an interrogator-responsor unit, the sole purpose of which is to work with beacons.
The primary function of a radar set—be it sea search, fire control, early
warning, or any other—will usually take precedence in its design. It is
precisely because compromise may be necessary that the secondary
beacon function should be planned in advance, and its design correlated
with the design of the beacon itself. It seems useful, therefore, in a book
dealing with beacons, to discuss those parameters of radar equipment that
Since radars now being
concern satisfactory operation with beacons.
designed are predominantly
microwave sets, we will be considering
primarily microwave radar-beacon systems.
Power Output Control.—One radar param17.1. The Transmitter.
eter usually determined by echo considerations is the power output of
the transmitter.
With the antenna gain, it determines the maximum
range of the radar with a given beacon, as discussed in Chap. 2. The
power output also influences the minimum range at which the beacon
will be triggered on the side lobes of the antenna pattern, with resulting
loss in azimuth discrimination (see Sec. 2.11) and possible overloading of
the beacon.
The minimum range at which side-lobe triggering occurs could be
decreased if the operator could reduce the power put out by the radar
transmitter at will. Continuously variable power dividers have been
made, but they are relatively complicated and require the operator to
A compromise to be considered is a
manipulate an additional control.
fixed r-f attenuator, with an attenuation of about 20 db, to be introduced
into the transmitter line at the discretion of the radar operator by a
switch on the control panel.
In a plane homing on a beacon, the fixed r-f attenuator would be
used as soon as side-lobe triggering began, and it would reduce the range
at which it occurs by a factor of 10. The value of 20 db is suggested
because it is approximately the ratio between the power in the main lobe
If, at a particular
and that in the first few side lobes of a good antenna.
365
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range, the power in the side lobe is just sufficient to trigger a beacon, the
main-lobe intensity reduced by 20 db should be sufficient to trigger it.
Frequency
Stability and Scatter Band—Frequency
stabilit yl in the
radar transmitter is not critical when operation over a wide scatter band
is allowed.
The beacon receiver must cover the entire band; it can
usually be made somewhat broader to allow for possible frequency drift
in the radar transmitter.
In some systems, however, operation on assigned spot frequencies is
The radar must then have a
required in order to reduce interference.
tunable transmitter and provisions must be made in the field to tune it
It is desirable to make the pass band
to the correct frequency channel.
of the beacon receiver as narrow as possible in order to increase selectivity,
but before choosing a value for its bandwidth, specifications for the
frequency stability of the radar transmitter must be determined.
This
requires a study of variations of frequency with temperaturej line voltage,
and other factors, and of the tolerances that can be maintained in the
test equipment which is used in adjusting the transmitter.
Similar
tolerances are necessary for the beacon, and all must be considered
together in deciding on the pass band of the beacon receiver.
Few
decisions are more difficult to make in the early stages of design of a
system because of the large number of interrelated variables.
Width and Form oj Transmitted Pulse.—The
conditions on the transmitter pulse are not stringent in systems that do not employ pulse-width
Even when spot frequency channels are used, the banddiscrimination.
widths of beacon receivers are normally greater than the band~vidths
required to pass radar pulses of normal duration because of the tolerances
Systems demanding maximum range accuracy must
discussed above.
use transmitter pulses with steep leading edges. A beacon is triggered
when the incoming pulse reaches a certain required amplitude; if the
leading edge of the pulse slopes, the time at which the beacon is triggered
will vary ~vith strength of the signal and there ~vill be a corresponding
variation in the apparent range to the beacon.
In contrast, pulse-width discrimination requires that strict tolerances
be set on the duration of pulses from the radar transmitter.
As an
illustration, consider microwave ground beacons for aircraft navigation
and the airborne radars which operat c wit h them. The durations of
search pulses are limited to values less than 1.0 /see or greater than 5.0
~sec, while beacon interrogating pulses must be between 2.o and 3.o ~sec.
If it is decided that a tolerance of 10 per cent is the greatest that can be
held in the field, radar pulse widths should be designed for 0.9 psec or less
for search and for 2.2 psec for beacon interrogation.
Similarly, to allo!v
for setting errors, the beacon discriminator should be set at 1.9 psec.
1Generalconsiderationsof frequency choice are coveredin Chap. 4.
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Multiple-pulse
Interrogation
Coding. —Multiple-pulse
interrogation
coding is introduced into some systems in order to obtain interferencefree channels; the radar modulator must be designed accordingly.
For
example, a double-pulsed system which employs an airborne beacon and
a modified SCR-584 has been used. The latter has a crystal-controlled
timing circuit which supplies timing pips at intervals of approximately
12 psec; this rate is counted down to give the pulse-repetition frequency,
1707 cps. To obtain an 8-psec code space, each 1707-cps pulse triggers a
phantastron delay of 4 psec. The phantastron output then triggers the
modulator, forming the first code pip. .4 gating circuit selects the next
timing pulse, which occurs 8 psec later, permits it to trigger the modulator
a second time and, simultaneously, to start the range sweep. Now, the
beacon cannot reply to a double-pulse interrogation until the second
pulse arrives, but if the start of the radar range sweep is delayed until
the second transmitter pulse, the beacon signal will appear on the indicator at the proper range. The problem of the tolerances to be placed on
the spacing of the pulses in multiple-pulse interrogation systems has
been discussed briefly in Sec. 5.5.
Pulse-repetition
Frequency
of the Transmitter.—The
minimum detectable signal on the radar indicator decreases inversely with the square
root of the pulse-repetition frequency, as discussed in Sec. 26.
This
indicates the desirability of high rates of interrogation.
Even if an upper
limit on the pulse-repetition frequency is not dictated by the range
sweep used, such a limit must be set arbitrarily to prevent overloading
the beacon transmitter if high traffic-handling capacity is required.
Pulse-repetition frequencies greater than about 500 cps are rarely used for
beacon operation; values as 10IVas 200 cps arc often satisfactory.
THE

RECEIVER

17.2. Bandwidth.—The i-f band]vidth of the radar receiver is determined by the relation B = a/7, ~rhere B is the bandwidth in megacycles
per second, 7 is the beacon transmitter pulse duration in microseconds,
and a is a numerical factor Ivhich has the thmn-etical value of 1.2 for best
signal-to-noise ratio, but ]vhich in practice is found to be better taken as
1.5.
If radar search functions alone determine the i-f bandwidth, the
beacon pulse ~vidth will necessarily be chosen accordingly.
When this
was done in the past, for example, ground beacons for aircraft navigation
were limited to minimum pulse ]vidths of 0.5 psec because of the small
bandtvidths of conventional ra(lar rcmivcrs.
From the point of view of
beacon design, shorter pulses are sometimes desirable in order to decrease
the duty ratio and thus to inrmase traffic capacity.
It is ad~antageousj
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therefore, to have a broader i-f pasa band whenever the slight reduction
in receiver sensitivity entailed can be tolerated.
Radar receivers have been made with variable i-f bandwidth; a narrow
band could be used for search and a broader one for beacon reception.
A still more flexible arrangement is that of using an entirely separate
receiver for beacon reception.
It will be described below.
The beacon usually replies on a nominal spot frequency.
The local
oscillator in the radar receiver is frequently tuned for reception at this
nominal frequency by an AFC circuit.
Whether AFC is used or not, it
is necessary to allow a tolerance.
There is, therefore, a strong reason to
make the i-f bandwidth of the radar receiver somewhat greater than the
value determined by the width of the beacon pulse alone, so that optimum
reception will be obtained with due allowance for the tolerances on
beacon frequency and on tuning of the local oscillator of the radar.
R-f ban&oidth.-Until
recently, duplexing in microwave radars was
accomplished by means of gas-filled discharge tubes in relatively high-Q
resonant cavities tuned to the radar frequency.
The loaded Q’s are
between 100 and 300. The earlier airborne radar sets thus suffered a
loss up to 20 or 30 db in receiving beacons; in the worst case, the beacon
reply could differ by as much as 2 per cent from the radar frequency to
which the TR switch is tuned.
This necessitated a corresponding
increase in the power output of the beacon and made it impossible to
balance the interrogating and receiving links over the whole scatter band.
The first solution introduced was that of retuning the TR cavity.
A
magneticallyy controlled slug was adjusted so that the TR cavity was
tuned to the radar frequency when the slug was inserted, and to the
beacon frequency when it was withdrawn.
The slug was actuated
automatically by the search-beacon switch.
More recently, TR and ATR tubes which cover a 2 per cent frequency
band (or more) with a signal loss received of less than 2 db have become
available (see Sec. 7.9).
These tubes make it possible to spread radar
transmitter frequencies over a corresponding scatter band without any
need for retuning the TR and ATR cavities.
At the same time, they
eliminate most of the loss in beacon reception.
17.3. Receiver Chameling.
i%ngle-~eceiver Channel.—If the reply
frequency of the beacon differs from that of the radar transmitter and a
single receiver is used for both, either the local oscillator must be retuned
or two local oscillators must be used. Because the scatter bands of airborne radar transmitters at both 10 and 3 cm are broader than the
electrical tuning range of local oscillator tubes now available, the second
alternative has usually been chosen.
The two local oscillators usually
feed into a common mixer; it is then impossible to run both continuously
because of pickup of high harmonic beats falling within the i-f band of
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the receiver. The heaters alone are left on and the plate voltage is
switched from the search local oscillator tothe beacon local oscillatory
developments,
including
the search-beacon switch.
Recent r-f circuit
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for
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FIC. 17. 1.—Schematic representation of the r-f components in t wo types of dualchannel operation.
(a) Separate beacon and search TR cavities are used: they may be
high-Q.
(b) A single broadband TR cavity is used with an auxiliary filter for the beacon
frequency.

beacon reception, which will almost
cavity output.
“Push-button”
certainly be demanded in future systems, is thus made possible.
Details
of beacon AFC circuits can be found in Microwave Receivem, Vol. 23,
Chap. 3, Radiation Laboratory Series.
Sepa7ate Receiver Channels.—The method of reception of off-frequency
beacon response that is most flexible provides separate receiving channels
for search and beacon signals. This implies, in general, separate TR
tubes, mixers, local oscillators, detectors, and i-f amplifiers.
The signals
can be mixed after the second detector and fed into a common video
amplifier or, preferably, the y are mixed after some video amplification.
The following advantages are realized.
1. The i-f bandwidth of the beacon receiver can be chosen for optimum
reception of beacons without having to meet search requirements.
2. Separate time-varied gain circuits can be provided for search and
beacon (see Sec. 17.4).
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%~arate
controls of i-f gain :Ln(l vi(lw) (]~~tp~~tle~-el can be used;
beacon and search signals can bc presented ~~ith different intensities (see Sec. 7.4 j.

Figure 17.1 illustrates two :Lrr:lllg{lllt’ilts of the r-f comp{.ments which
In Fig. 17.1a the two r--f channels
separate receiving channels.
If the beacon and search functions are on dife complet cly scpar~te.
o,wide

-(a)

--(b)

.. .
FIG. 17.2.–-Beacon
receiver components
of a ground radar sz+t, exclusive of displ
(a ) Beacon
box.
(b) Main
chassis.
(c) VL box.
(d) I-f strip.
(e) Junction
i
~
) Beacon TR cavity.
(rr) Connector well.
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ferent spot frequencies, the two TR cavities can have relatively high
Q’s, each will offer a high impedance at the frequency to which the other
is tuned, and there will be negligible loss on either channel resulting from
the presence of the other. If the search function requires a broad scatter band, the search TR cavity will be of the low-Q type and will present
a low impedance at the beacon frequency.
As a result, beacon reception
will suffer a loss of approximately
3 db, half of the signal being lost
in the search receiver. Figure
~ To 2nd and 3rd d stages
4
17. lb shows an alternative arRecewer
Local
Cathode
rangement which employs a single
gain
follower
oscillator
broadband TR tube, and a rela‘n
lVG
tively high-Q filter in the beacon
&
Sawtooth
Attenuator
line. Its advantage over the pregenerator
vious circuit is that a filter cavity
requires

less attention

than

a TR

cavity.
Figure
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FIG. 17.3.—Block diagram of beacon receiver.
Note wide i-f pass band (S Me/see),
and
control,
adjustable
time-varied-gain
independent
video
signal level
control.
AFC of local oscillator is not shown (see
Fig. S14).

1$1).

Figure 173 shows a block diagram of the complete receiver system.
Noteworthy features are its 8-Me/see-wide i-f amplifier, the AFC of the
local oscillator, and the time-varied control of the i-f gain. The last of
these requires further discussion.
17.4. Receiver
Gain Control and Time-varied
Gain.-We
have
already mentioned, in Sec. 17.1, the loss of azimuth discrimination which
can occur at short ranges because of the presence of side lobes in the radar
antenna pattern.
The ideal solution, as pointed out there, is to reduce
the emitted power of the radar enough to prevent triggering the beacon
by side lobes at short ranges. If this is not practical, azimuth dkcrimination may be obtained by reducing the gain of the i-f amplifier in
the radar receiver.
This has the drawback that frequent adjustment of
the control is necessary for an airborne radar homing on a beacon.
An
automatic-gain-control
circuit which varies the gain during each sweep
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This system is called “time-varied
partially
overcomes this difficulty.
In TVG, the i-f gain is reduced at the start of each range sweep
gain.”1
and allowed to recover to its normal value at a predetermined range.
The ideal rate of change of gain would follow the inverse square of the
range for beacon reception and the inverse fourth power of the range
for radar search. The provision of separate receiving channels allows
optimum independent adjust ment of the TVG-circuit constants, while a
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FIG. 17.4.—(a) Circuit diagram of beacon receiver time-varied-gain
control circuit.
at numbsred points of (a). F’—tims-varied
gain range control.
PP,—Maximum
gain adjustment.
TVG amplitude control.
P,—manual gsin control.
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setting of P2. During the pulse, Cl is discharged rapidly through the
sawtooth-generator tube.
Immediately after the pulse, the voltage on
Cl begins to rise exponentially toward its former value with a time constant adjustable by means of P1. The sawtooth waveform is passed
through the cathode follower and applied as a bias voltage to the grids
of the second and third i-f amplifiers in the receiver, where it controls
the receiver gain.
With the T VG switch in the Om position, the grid of the cathode
follower is grounded, and the cathode is near ground.
Potentiometer

Range in miles
FIG. 17 .5.—Time-varied-gain

control characteristics,

Pa provides manual control of the receiver gain by controlling the bias
of the second and third i-f amplifiers.
The maximum gain adjustment
of the cathode follower
P, is adjusted so that the voltage at the cathode
is the same for both positions of the TVG switch; this results in equal
maximum values of gain for both manual and automatic gain control.
The TVG amplitude control PZ adjusts the amount of change in sensitivity and PI and Pz together control the time (or range) of complete
recovery of sensitivity.
FLgure 17.5 shows the range-sensitivity characteristics that can be obtained with several settings of PI and P2, as
well as the theoretically desired curves to compensate for the inverse
square of range.
The strength of the beacon signal received by a radar increases
inversely with the square of the range only if the product of the effective
antenna gains remains constant.
At high altitude and short range, an
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airborne radar may receive only a weak signal from a ground or ship
beacon, unless the beacon antenna has been specially designed to have
good overhead coverage (see Secs.7.3and7”4).
Time-varied gainin this
case reduces the gain most just when maximum gain is needed.
Therefore, if good overhead coverage by an airborne radar is desired, it may
bepreferable touseafixed
attenuator of thetype described in Sec. 17.1,
in the r-f line. If the attenuator is placed in the r-f line between the
antenna and the TR switch, it will reduce the strength of both the outgoing (transmitted) signal and of the incoming (received) signal. Like
the manual gain control, however, its use requires attention on the part
of the operator.
The performance of the TVG circuit will be less dependent on the
characteristics of individual tubes if the TVG is used to vary the cathode
current in the i-f amplifier stage rather than the grid bias.
ANTENNA

I
1

)
!

DESIGN

Bearrwidth and Stabilization .—Other
17.6. General
Properties.
factors being equal, the accuracy with which azimuth ma~r be read is
inversely proportional to the half-power width of the radar antenna
beam. Antenna stabilization is a virtual necessity for narrolv-beam
shipborne radars and a great help for airborne radars with narrow beamwidths.
In the latter case the added weight may be a serious factor. 1
Polarization. —Beacon antennas can be made with either horizontal
or vertical polarization.
The choice can be made for any radar set,
therefore, on the basis of optimum conditions for the radar function
alone. As we have seen in Chap. 3, nulls give less trouble with vertical
than with horizontal polarization.
However, all types of radar which are to operate with any one type
of beacon must have the same direction of polarization, because cross
polarization produces a large loss. Beacon antennas have been made
with circular polarization, but such antennas necessarily involve a loss in
signal strength of 3 db when used with plane-polarized radar sets.
Vertically-polarized
single-element beacon antennas for installation on
aircraft are often considerably more compact than horizontally polarized
antennas intended for aircraft use, so ground or shipborne radars for use
with airborne beacons are preferably polarized vertically.
Certain automatic-following
radars have used an off-axis rotating
dipole as the antenna feed for lobe switching.
This supplies continuous
information for radar search because the cross section of most targets
does not vary greatly with polarization.
For linearly polarized beacon
1 For a discussion of antenna stabilization,
refer to Radar Scannzn and Radomea,
Vol. 26, Chaps. 4 and 7, Radiation Laboratory Series.
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antennas, however, the signal strength varies as the square of the cosine
of the angle between the plane of polarization of the beacon and that of
the radar. A nutating eccentric antenna feed which maintains the plane
of polarization constant has been developed and should be more satisfactory with beacons because it will give
continuous interrogation and more nearly
constant reply signals.
Crossover Point. —Antenna lobe switching is frequently employed in radars
FIG. 17.6.—Crossover
point of
designed for getting accurate angular
lobe-switched antenna.
A and B
information.
The crossover point of the
are the directions of the main lobe
of the antenna pattern in its two
two lobes must be selected for best operaextreme positions.
The length of
tion, especially with automatic-tracking
a vector from O to any point on
either curve is proportional to the
sets like the SCR-584 (see Fig. 17.6).
power radiated in that direction.
Suppose, for example, that it is desirable
The crossover point C of the two
lobes
is, in this case, at about 75
to have the received signal strength from
per cent of maximum power in tbe
a target in the direction OC of the andirections OA or OB.
tenna axis 50 per cent of the received
signal strength when the target lies along OA or OB.
For tracking by
radar echoes, the crossover point must then be set at 70.7 per cent. The
Larget on the axis will then be illuminated with 70.7 per cent of the maximum energy, and the return signal will be reduced by 70.7 per cent, a
total reduction of 50 per cent. When tracking a beacon, however, the
crossover point must be set at 50 per cent. The strength of the beacon
signal is independent of the strength of the
interrogation pulse, as long as it is above the
threshold for triggering; the lobe-switching disA
crimination enters only into the receiving link.
It may be necessary, therefore, to use antennas
e
with
different crossover points for best operation
T
with beacons and radar echoes.
17.6. Dispersion or “Squint.’’-The
direction
o
c
of
the
beam
from
a
linear
array
varies
with
L&
B
frequency.
For this reason, an error will be made

e:’”

FIG. 17.7.—Elemcnts of z
linear-array antenna.
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In Fig.
17.7, A and B are two successive elements of a linear array,
~rith separation S. The arrows indicate the direction of the wave normal.
The wavefront AC will make the angle 0 with AB and the phase at A
and C is the same. Let us assume that A and B are dipole elements in
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a waveguide in which the wave travels from A to B, and that theil
phases are opposite.
Let k and k, be the free-space wavelength and guide wavelength,
respectively, and xo and kd, be the values of the same quantities at the
frequency

for which the antenna is designed.

Then if S = h0,/2, the

phase at A and B is the same, 0 = O, and the wave normal is perpendicular to the array at the design frequency.
At any other frequency, h # ko, and the condition for equality of
phase at A and C is
S sin 0
:+
T=;l
9
from which
sinl?=h
Using the relation

11
——.
~
~go
g

()

“=[’
-k]”’
where A. is the critical guide wavelength, we have also

‘“”=
[’-iv’
and introducing
have

a new variable 1 = A/AO and a constant 1, = hO/Ac,we
sin 8 = 1(1 – 1~)~ – (1 – lzl~)~.

Differentiating with respect to 1,
11:

cosey=(l–t:)~+

(1 – l’1:)~”

When i = Ao, 1 = 1, cos 0 = 1, and the above red~ces to
(1)
For commonly used rectangular guide, 1, = XO/kC= 0.7, and dO/dl = 1.4.
For a change 61 = 0.01, this gives M = 0.014 radian = 0.8°. Hence,
if beacon and radar signals are presented simultaneously,
there
will be a relative azimuth error of 0.8° for a 1 per cent difference in
frequency.
If a coaxial-line array is used instead of waveguide, Eq. (1)
reduces to dO/dl = 1, and the shift is correspondingly smaller.
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In electrical scanning waveguide arrays in which the scanning is
accomplished by varying the width of the guide, the azimuth error due
to off-frequency response vanes with the azimuth, being a minimum on
one side of the forward direction and a maximum at the other extreme
where the guide wavelength is very large. It appears to be impractical
to get beacon azimuth information from such a system unless the beacon
frequency happens to be very close to that of the radar transmitter.
When space and weight are not of primary consideration, as in heavy
ground radar sets, the azimuth error due to off-frequency reply can be
eliminated by using a separate beacon receiving antenna which can be
aligned independently of the radar antenna.
INDICATORS

17.7. Sweep Speed and Code Legibility. -Range
coding (see Sec.
5.12) has been used widely as a means of beacon identification.
Several
conditions must be fulfilled if this type of code is to be identified readily
on a cathode-ray-tube display.
First, if several different pulse spacings
are employed, they must be sufficiently different so that the observer can
Common practice has been to
distinguish between them quickly.
restrict the number of different spaces to two, the ratio of the longer to
the shorter having a value of about 2.5. This makes it possible to identify
a code group by means of the relativespacing alone, provided that neither
codes with long spaces only, nor those wit h short spaces only, are used.
If a greater variety of spaces is used, means must be provided on the
radar indicator for measuring the intervals.
The code must be recognizable on the slowest sweep; thus allowing
a reasonable safety factor, the smallest code space must be at least twice
the minimum spot size when the cathode-ray tube is focused carefully.
For example, for a 5-in. -diameter PPI tube, the minimum spot diameter
is about 0.016 in. If the shortest code space is 1 nautical mile, then it
1
will be resolved clearly on a sweep of
= 31 nautical miles per
2 X 0.016
inch. Long ranges may be measured by means of delayed sweeps, thus
avoiding the need for very slow sweeps.
The code cannot be identified unless the whole code is visible on the
cathode-ray tube.
For example, a fast sweep of 1 mile/in. maybe desired
for accurate ranging, while a six-pip beacon code may extend over 10 miles.
Alternative solutions are to switch to a slow sweep for purposes of identification, or to provide a separate indicator with a slow sweep. The latter
is done in the SCR-584, in which tracking is done on a l-mile sweep
J-scope and identification on a 16-mile J-scope or a PPI with 50- or 100mile sweeps.
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17s8. Signal
Intensity—The
following remarks apply to intensitymodulated indicators and particularly to airborne search radars. A
number of factors influence the intensity of beacon signals which are
considerably above noise level, without greatly changing the minimum
An intense signal is desirable
signal strength which can be detected.
because it is less tiring to detect and observe it.
It has been found that the optimum video level for beacon reception
In the latter case, a
is frequent 1y higher than that for search operation.
fixed low video level makes it possible to see weak signals close to strong
signals, thus giving maximum discrimination in land painting.
In
beacon reception, since all pips of a beacon code have the same intensity,
1

1.s;t;#eeo

.

6AC7
I

2nd det.
6AC7
0.01

Ill
Ill
Ill

20#bh

------ -

4.7k
1

w

‘+

L I.f signal

t’”””f

60k/Xf270k

=
17. S.—V]deo-stretching
circuit.
The switch S, when open, inserts the 60-k resistor
which increases the discharge time of the 20-fipf condenser.

the i-f gain control can be used to reduce signal strength if “ blooming”
causes loss of definition.
Each individual pip of a code is formed on the indicator tube by a
number of pulses, occurring on successive sweeps. In order to take
maximum advantage of the build-up on a screen that gives a persistent
That is, the displacement of the spot
image, these pulses should overlap.
corresponding to the angular rotation of the scanner between successive
sweeps should be less than the diameter of the spot of the cathode-ray
beam.
For a PPI indicator, this requires

where S is the number of scans per second over the beacon, D the useful
diameter of the tube face, N is the repetition rate, and d is the diameter
of the spot. For a given diameter of tube and repetition rate, then, the
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signal intensity will be higher if S is made small enough to satisfy this
relation.
Another method of increasing signal intensity is known as video
stretching, which is discussed in Sec. 2“8. SuppOse a range sweep of 40
nautical miles/in. is used on a PPI tube, the minimum spot diameter
If the duration of the pulse from the
being 0.016 in. at sharpest focus.
beacon is 0.5 psec, this is equivalent to 0.001 in. on the screen, so the actual
length of the signal on the screen is determined almost entirely by the
spot size. Figure 17.8 shows amodification made onastandard airborne
radar receiver to introduce video stretching.
A resistor RI is added in
the plate circuit of the second detector.
The slope of the leading edge
of an incoming signal is unaltered, but the trailing edge is considerably
extended by lengthening the time constant for discharge of condenser Cl.
This increases the effective length of an incoming 0.5 ~sec pulse by a
factor of approximately 5. There is little loss in signal definition, which
is still largely determined by the spot size, but the intensity is increased
considerably.
There is no gain in signal-to-noise ratio because noise is
also stretched in the same way.
17.9. Range Accuracy: Correction for Beacon Delay.—All beacons
return their first signal after a slight delay corresponding to the time
required for the pulse to actuate their various circuits.
In particular, a
beacon which incorporates pulse-width discrimination, accepting pulses
only if they are longer than 7 psec, must obviously have a minimum delay
greater than this. Representative figures for the total delay range from
1 to 5 psec. Variations in delay range from i 0.5 to f 0.1 psec.
Aside from this inherent delay, the accuracy with which a radar can
measure ranges to a beacon is determ~.ned by the ranging circuit and the
indicator display.
The delay in the beacon, assuming that it is constant,
can be allowed for by incorporating a delay in the starting of the radar
range sweep. Thk is best done by adding an accurate fixed delay in
the radar sweep, and using a delay ‘(trimmer” in each beacon to permit
adjust ment to the standard value. The delay in the range sweep should
be connected to the search-beacon switch, so as to be out of the circuit
on search operation.
However, in systems having dual presentation, in
which both radar and beacon signals are displayed on the indicator
simultaneously, it is necessary to introduce a delay both in the video
channel of the search receiver and in the range sweep, so that both radar
echoes and beacon signals will be accurately registered in range. The
required delays are small enough to be achieved with delay lines; these
must have adequate bandwidth.
On a J-scope indicator with l-mile circular sweep, used in some accurate ranging radars, a range setting to 0.1 ~sec (50 ft) or better is easily
possible.
Allowing for a t O.l-psec delay variation in the beacon, maxi-
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mum range errors of 100 ft or less are easily attained with precision
range circuits.
Inthe case of intensity-modulated
presentation, setting
errors are slightly greater; the “edge” of a signal is slightly less well
defined, even on an expanded scale. Expansion of the scale is worth
while up to the point at which the width of the pulse on the indicator
is considerably greater than the size of the spot.

FIG. 17.9.—Split azimuth presentation.
The sweep length is 12 miles. The sweep for
the azimuth sector containing the beacon whose code is 3-1 is delayed 114 miles.
The sweep
for the other beacon (code 1-3) is delayed 74 miles. Precise range measurements on both
beacons are thus made possible at the same time,

17.10. Split Azimuth Presentation.—In
an H-system
of navigation,
the distances to two beacons at known locations are measured by a radar
in order to obtain a fix. With PP1 presentation, range delays must be
introduced in order to get an expanded scale. In order to see two beacons
at different ranges, so-called “split presentation” has been used. Azimuth switches, tbe positions of which can be varied, are used on the PPI
to switch between independently variable accurate delays in two sectors.
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For example, suppose the positions of two beacons are 87 miles at 90°
and 133 miles at 210°. The azimuth switches might be set to switch at
150° and 300°, with delays of 85 and 130 miles in the two sectors.
Then
on a 5-mile delayed sweep, the beacons would appear at 2 and 3 miles,
respectively, and ranges could be measured much more accurately than
on a long common sweep. Figure 17.9 shows such a split, delayed
presentation.

FIG. 17. 10.—Simultaneous
beacon-radar
PPI presentation
on AN/APS-10.
The
beacon (code 2-l-1) at 21 miles, 145°, is the South Weymouth, Mass., 3-cm installation,
The radar presentation shows the coast line near Plymouth.
Range circles are at 10-mile
intervals.

Independent
vs. Dual Presentation.—In
the earlier beacon-radar
systems, a function switch gave either radar or beacon signals on the
indicator.
It was early realized that in many situations it would be advantageous to have both on the screen simultaneously.
Consider, for example, an aircraft navigating cross-country by radar, looking for an airport
near a city.
The city and its surroundings show up on radar in many
cases as a confused mass of signals.
If there is a beacon at the airport,
the operator can switch to beacon operation and home on it, but he then
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loses the benefit of radar. With both together onthescreen, the beacon
signal clearly locates the airport with respect to the radar map of the
city.
Or again, a plane may be homing on a beacon from a great distance, yet wish touseits
radar to navigate around storms or to warn of
Figure 1710 illustrates simulapproaching aircraft or mountain tops.
taneous beacon-radar reception on an airborne radar set.

Several methods have been suggested for obtaining dual presentation.
If a single receiver isuscd for both search and beacon, it impractical to
switch from beacon to search on alternate scans (as in Fig. 17.10), provided the scanning rate is neither too fast nor too slow. Another
suggestion is a much more rapid switch, either on alternate pulses or on
alternate groups of pulses. Both systems involve some presentation
loss on both radar and beacon.
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When Tvright, spare, and complexity permit, the best solution
involves sep~rtitc rmx>iversfor beacon and search functions, with mixing
after the video amplifier (Sec. 17.3). In this manner, selector-s]vit, ch
choice of search only, beacon only, or search and beacon simultaneously
is available.
‘l’he greatest benefits of this flexibility are realized with
multitone presentation.
For example, the beacon video-output signal

FIG, 17.12.—Radar

presentation

alone (same as in Fig. 17. 11).

may be limited at a value 50 per cent above that of the search receiver.
Beacon signals will then be clearly distinguishable even if superimposed
directly on search signals.
Figures 17.11, 17.12, and 17.13 illustrate dual presentation of an
airborne beacon on a ground radar set. Figure 17.12 shows the ground
echo pattern.
Frgure 17.11 illustrates dual presentation, with the signal
from an airborne beacon in among the permanent ground echoes on the
screen of a ground radar. Two-tone presentation was not used; the
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OF INTERROGATOR-RESPONSORS

BY G. O. HALL AND M. D. O’DAY, WITH CONTRIBUTIONS
BY J. R. LIEN
All interrogator-responsors include antenna systems, drivers, modulators, transmitters, and receivers, the design of which is determined
largely by the specific application intended for the device.
In some
cases it is necessary to add other elements, such as coordination circuits
and indicators.
Figure 18.1 shows a block diagram of a typical interrogator-responsor; only those components common to all units of this
type are indicated.
The similarity to a radar is evident.
If the trans,.”.
.
..
same, and u ranging cmcults
mitting and receiving frequencies are the
‘‘
and an indicator are included, the
interrogator-responsor is a radar.
The various circumstances unTransmitter
der which radar sets are used as
interrogators
and under which
I
interrogator-responsors
are used
alone or in conjunction with radar
Receiver
Modulator
_
Video
output
sets have been discussed in Part 1.
Several practical
considerations often make an interrogatorSynchronizing pulse
responsor quite different from a
Driver
tradar. The element of expense II
{
FIG. lS.1.—Block
diagram of a typical
may be important; interrogatorinterrogator-resp0n80r.
responsors will often be less expensive than radar sets. Because one-way transmission is involved, the
power of the interrogator can be less than that of a radar transmitter.
For the same reason, the transmitter of the beacon can be designed so
that the responsor can be rather simple.

I

I

INTERROGATOR-RESPONSOR USED ALONE
FOR RANGE-ONLY INFORMATION
Since applications of operation of this type usually demand precise
ranging, reduction of system delays and methods for accurate measurement of range are prime design considerations.
Accuracies greater than
~ 20 yd ( + 0.12 ~sec) are required in many cases. Unless both the
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Synchronizufion.-sy
nchronization andmethods for measuring range
accurately must receive careful consideration in design. A crystal
oscillator is the usual basic timing device used for high precision; operaWith careful design and
tional accuracies of *5o ft are obtained.
calibration, the errors can be reduced to less than +10 ft.
Two types of crystal-oscillator-controlled
ranging circuits are used
In one type the frequency of the crystal
~vith interrogator-rcsponsors.l
oscillator is divided by means of blocking-oscillator dividers to provide
accurately spaced timing pulses that are used to synchronize the transThe time interval between pulses is too
mitter and indicator circuits.
great for direct use for accurate range measurement; calibrated vernier
delay circuits such as phantastrons or delay multivibrators are utilized
to interpolate bet~veen timing pulses.
The other system utilizes sine-wave frequency division and calibrated
phase shifters to vary the time relation of selected cycles of the crystaloscillator output.
The phase-shifting type of circuit is generally more
accurate but is more complex and heavier. Selection of the synchronizing
and ranging circuit to be employed will depend upon the accuracy
demanded of the system and the limitations on space and weigh~.
Fteceiver.-A
receiver with constant delay and
18.3. The Responsor.
The
minimum distortion is a necessity for accurate range measurement.
distortion and variation in delay inherent in a superregenerative receiver
Tuned radio frequency and superpreclude its use for this application.
heterodyne receivers have suitable characteristics if properly designed.
In order to reproduce the envelope of the received pulse, adequate i-f
and video bandwidths must be provided.
The frequency of operation
will be an important factor in the choice of receiver type.
Indicator.—The
indication should be such as to make accurate
ranging easy. Since no azimuth information is required, deflectionmodulated presentations such as type A or J are employed.
In order
to obtain an accurate range measurement, the final determination of range
For high accuracy the
is performed on an expanded presentation.
expanded sweep speed should be about 1 in. per 1000 ft.
It is necessary that this expanded sweep cover the period of time
during which the beacon reply is received.
This can be accomplished
either by advancing the time of the transmitted pulse or by delaying
the start of the sweep with respect to the sine wave from the crystal
For example, if a beacon reply is being received at a range
oscillator.
of 101 miles and the expanded sweep is 2 miles long, the reply will be
visible on the scope if the transmitted pulse is advanced a time equivalent
to 100 miles or if the sweep start is delayed by 100 miles.
1For details of
69,

these syetems

7.4, and 7.11 through

716,

see lltectronic

Radiation

Instruments,

Laboratory

Series.

Vol. 21, Sees. 6.4, 6.5,
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If the transmission of intelligence along with the beacon interrogations is required, the modulation circuits can be modified by the methods
outlined in Chap. 11.
For some applications, it may be desirable to have a common location
for both an interrogator-responsor
and a beacon.
In this event, the
units can be consolidated to save space, weight, and cost.
Other Display Methods.—A
simplification of the equipment is possible
by eliminating the cathode-ray tube and using a lamp, meter, or “magic-

Biased
multivi brator
.u~pator~

Delay
adjuster
,- .
I --y
.- /

output
Delay
multivibrator

8

~~u,ating
Trigger
from
modulator

~

trigger

A lamp display is used; the lamp
FIG. 18.2.—A
simple superregenerative responsor.
lights only when the response appears at a range included within the ~hort sensitizing
gate.

eye” tube.
Such circuits permit the display of only one beacon response
at a time.
A simple responsor using a lamp to locate a beacon in range is shown
in Fig. 182.
The superregenerative receiver is biased to a point at
which it is insensitive to incoming replies. A sensitizing pulse overcomes
this bias and thus makes the receiver sensitive for the duration of the
pulse. If a reply is received during the sensitizing pulse, the superregenerative tube will oscillate and plate current will flow through the lamp
in its cathode.
Each time an interrogating pulse is transmitted, the
synchronizing pulse triggers a delay multivibrator, which in turn triggers
a delayed sensitizing pulse. The length of the delay is determined by

1
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the position of a calibrated range dial. Aswitch isemployed to change
the constants of the multivibratorso
that there is produced along sensitizing pulse for searching (this waveform is not shown in the diagram)
for beacons.
This pulse extends from the end of the synchronizing pulse
for a time sufficient to sensitize the receiver for the maximum operating
range of the system.
In order to secure proper sensitivity for the
receiver, the output pulses from the delay multivibrator are adjusted in
amplitude by the level-adjusting circuit, which can be a clipping diode
or a voltage-dividing potentiometer.
Operation of the equipment is rather simple.
With the recei~-er
tuned to the proper frequency and the switch on “range,” the sensitivity
of operation
on
control is adjusted until the lamp is on the threshold
noise.
this

The

range
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18.4.
range-only
that

dial

adjustment

the

Combined
systems,
same

Interrogator-responsor-beacon.—In
it is possible

and

economical

lightweight
system

so

can be used as either an interrogator-responsor
by throwing a switch.
The equality of transmitter
sensitivity thereby attained assures a balanced
systems of the kind, weighing less than 25 lb,
ground-to-ground use in surveying.

equipment

or as a beacon simply
powers and receiver
system.
Lightweight
have been built for

INTERROGATOR-RESPONSOR
AND AZIMUTH

USED ALONE
INFORMATION

FOR

RANGE

Present applications for operation of this type do not demand accuracies in ranging comparable to the accuracies demanded of interrogatorresponsors for range-only information.
The less rigorous requirements
allow simplification of the design with resulting economy.
18.6. Antenna.-The
direction of a beacan being interrogated can
be determined by the use of a single directional antenna or by lobe
switching.
The choice of the antenna system will depend upon frequency, allowable weight and size, azimuth accuracy demanded, and
any special design characteristics imposed by the application.
In
general, lobe switching will give greater azimuth accuracy than a single
directive antenna of the same bea,mwidth.
For ground or mobile installations, the antenna must be rotatable,
with suitable azimuth-indicating
equipment to show the direction in
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On aircraft, the antennas may be fixed
which the array is pointing.
and the aircraft rotated to alter the directions in which the array is
pointing.
Azimuth information can then be obtained from the aircraft
compass, and special azimuth-indicating equipment will not be needed.
A fixed antenna array pointing dead ahead reduces the weight, complexity,
and cost of the system.
If the frequency is low, an array producing a narrow beam will hat-e
large physical dimensions; such an array is permissiLongitudinal
ble for most ground installations but impractical for
I axis of plane
airborne equipment.
When the frequency is high,
a suitable directive antenna for aircraft is generally
of moderate size and the use of lobe switching or
two antennas is not required unless extreme accuracy
of azimuth is required.
Lobe-switching
Systems.—0ne airborne system,
operating at the comparatively low frequency of 200
Me/see, avoids the large size of a single highly
directional antenna by using two small directional
The two antennas are attached rigidly
antennas.
FIG. lS3.-Directo the aircraft and so oriented that the antenna
tion-finding by lobeswitcbing in an airradiation patterns overlap with the line of equal
interrogator.
borne
signal strength coincident with the longitudinal axis
The two overlapping
antenna
radiation
of the plane, as shown in Fig. 18.3. Transmission
patterns have equal
and reception are alternated between the two
intensities only in one
direction, usually the
antennas at about 15 cps by means of a motorlongitudinal
axis of
driven switching unit. Azimuth accuracy is about
the plane.
~ 3° for 45° half-power widths.
Airborne lobe-switching systems with fixed antennas suffer from one
serious defect, however.
In the presence of cross wind, the ground
track of the aircraft is not along the direction of the aircraft heading.
In homing, the object of the aircraft navigator is, of course, to find a
heading such that the ground track of the aircraft will pass through the
beacon.
If the heading of the aircraft differs from the ground track,
which is the case when any component of the wind exists at right angles
to the ground track, the two pips obtained by lobe switching will not be
equal in amplitude when the aircraft has the correct ground track.
Figure 184a shows the appearance of the L-scope when the aircraft
has the heading that will make its ground track pass through the beacon.
Figure 18.4b shows what happens if the navigator flies a course such that
the two deflections are equal. If the plane is continually oriented to keep
the deflections equal, the course flown will be a spiral of continuously
decreasing radius of curvature.
Homing under these circumstances is
dMicult, and sometimes impossible.

ANTENNA
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can be cured either by the use of suitable procedures of
the use of a movable antema system, as shown in Fig.
navigational procedure with fixed antennas requires
find and keep a heading at which the deflections are
o Beacon

o Beacon

Dnfi
angle

R
Ground
track

Aircraft
heading

Cross wind

(t)(i)
(a)

(b)

o Beacon

~

Awcraft
heading

(c)
FIG. 18.4.—The effect of cross wind on homing with airborne lobe-switched antennas.
In (a) the unequal deflections, resulting when the aircraft heading differs from the ground
track, are shown.
In (b) isshown theground track resulting from anattemptto
home by
matching pips. Acurefor
this diffimdty, the installation of movable lobe.switched antennas, gives the result shown in (c), where the antennas are displaced through the drift
angle.
In case (c) alone is homing by pip matching possible.

unequal, but their ratio remains constant, as shown in Fig. 18.4a. This
is difficult in practice.
A movable-antenna system permits the use of
equal deflections to give the proper heading, as in Fig. 18”4c. In this
case, the navigator rotates the movable array through an angle equal to
the drift angle. The proper course is then indicated by equal deflections
on the scope.
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Although movable antennas are more complicated and more difficult
to install than fixed antennas, satisfactory homing under conditions of
In addition,
strong cross wind is almost impossible without them.
movable antennas make it possible to obtain fixes in range and azimuth
on other beacons off course. The best solution available is, of course,
the use of a rotating microwave antenna which gives a map display.
18.6. Interrogator.
ModuZutor.-Becauee
only moderate range accuracy is required, the shape of the r-f interrogating pulse is not critical.
Any one of a wide variety of modulation methods may be employed.
Inasmuch as a constant pulse-repetition frequency is not essential, a
simple and economical method for modulation is self-pulsing of the oscillator. Figure 18.5 shows the basic elements of a self-pulsed oscillator 1
with accompanying grid and cathode waveforms.
Each time the tube oscillates, the plate current produces a voltage
drop across the cathode resistor Rk, and synchronizing pulses are obtained
s+

--PC
1
KY
Ck

c!,

Rk~

Synchronlzlng
pulses

@
FIG. 1S.5.—Self-pulsed

oscillator.
ROCOdetermines the repetition period.
not square, but decrease in amplitude.

as shown by the cathode

The pulseB are

voltage waveform.
The condenser ck is of
small size so that it will bypass the r-f. The r-f pulses produced by a
self-pulsed oscillator are more or less rounded in shape, but provide
leading edges accurate enough for most applications.
The r-f components
are omitted from Fig. 18.5 because any triode oscillator can be self-pulsed
in this way.
More power output can be obtained from the triode oscillator if it is
plate-pulsed; most triodes will operate with about 50 per cent higher
plate voltage when plate-pulsed than when grid-pulsed.
The addition
of another tube operating as a free-running blocking oscillator with
pulse-transformer output can be used to provide plate-modulation pulses
for the oscillator, as shown in Fig. 18.6. The pulse transformer in the
plate of the blocking oscillator can often have a stepup ratio and thus
reduce the high-voltage requirement.
The grid condenser and resistor,
Co and R,, determine the puls~repetition frequency and pulse width for
the system in the same way as for the self-pulsed oscillator.
The require1Suoh

an oscillator

is mmetirnes

called a ‘‘ squegging”

oscillator.

I
I
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ment that the blocking oscillator tube handle both the power necessary
for the triode oscillator and the power for supplying its own losses must be
taken into consideration in selecting a tube for this purpose.
With a
good puk transformer, the shape of the r-f output pukes will be better
than those delivered by a self-puked oscillator.
Synchronizing pulses
for the indicator equipment can be obtained from a resistor placed either
in the blocking oscillator or in the r-f oscillator cathode.
Tranzmittcr.-The
r-f oscillator must be stable in frequency and provide adequate power output.
The required range of operation and
characteristics of the beacons t o be interrogated will determine the degree
of frequency stability required and the power output needed. The pass

outputtotransmitter

FIG. 18.6.—Simple

blocking-oscillator

modulator.

band of the beacon receiver will determine the frequency deviation
allowable for a given power in the interrogating pulses. The power
output from the interrogator should be sufficient to trigger a beacon
consistently at the maximum range required for the system.
18”7. Responsor.
Receiver.—The receiver may be of any type
suitable for reception of pulses. Its sensitivity will be dictated by the
signal voltage obtained from a beacon at the maximum range of the
system.
When high range accuracy is not required, the receiver may be
very simple.
The superregenerative receiver is a simple, low-cost receiver suitable
for many applications.
Gains of the order of 10’ can be obtained by a
single stage; its comparatively
small size and light weight make it
particularly desirable for airborne installations.
Indicator. —Either an A-scope or an L-scope, depending upon the
method for obtaining directivity with the antennas, is suitable for
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displaying
the beacon replies. For a low-cost system, the expense of a
cathode-ray tube and its associated circuits can be avoided by the
use of a range-gated indicating device, such as a bell, lamp, or meter
(as described in Sec. 18.3) with, however, the corresponding sacrifice
of the ability to see more than one beacon at a time.
Some applications for interrogator-responsors
may demand that
communications be transmitted along with or by the interrogating pulses.
Thk is discussed in Chap. 11.

RANGE-ONLY INTERROGATOR-RESPONSORS USED

WITH

RADARS

It is often desirable to display beacon replies and radar echoes on the
same indicator in order to associate a specific beacon reply with the
radar echo from a particular ship or plane. Since a beacon system replies
on a fixed frequency and radars may operate over a wide range of frequencies, an interrogator-responsor may be employed to challenge the
beacons if the system is to be used with many different radars.
To simplify the interrogator-responsor,
an omnidirectional antenna
may be utilized.
Because the correlation between beacon replies and
radar echoes is by range only when an omnidirectional antenna is used,
it is essential that there be sufficient difference in range of radar echoes to
For example, three radar echoes and a beacon
resolve any ambiguity.
reply might appear at the same range and it would be impossible to
decide which of the echoes should be associated with the beacon.
If the
echoes represent three airplanes, however, their ranges will change in
a comparatively short time; the beacon-carrying plane can then be
identified.
18.8. Synchronization. —All interrogator-responsors that work with
radars must have circuits that coordinate the information coming from
the radar to the interrogator-responsor, and vice-versa.
The first function of such a circuit is to accept synchronizing pulses from the radar
for triggering the signals from the interrogator.
The pulse-repetition
frequency of the interrogator should be held under 500 cps to minimize
overinterrogation
of the beacons.
Consequently,
the synchronizing
network incorporates circuits to prevent the interrogation rate from
exceeding 500 cps, while at the same time it synchronizes the interrogations with individual radar pulses. This is accomplished by circuits
that prevent the interrogator from accepting pulses from the radar for a
given dead time after it has accepted a synchronizing pulse. Blocking
oscillators, step chargers, and multivibrators have been Ilsed for this
purpose.
As an example, it is supposed that a blocking oscillator that cannot be
retriggered for 2400 ~sec after it has once fired is employed.
It is assumed
also that this system is used with a radar set that has a repetition rate
of 2000 pulses per second.
The synchronizing pulses from this radar
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occur at intervals of 500 psec. Once the blocking oscillator has fired,
the next four pulses occur during the dead time but the fifth pulse (at
25oO PWC) arrives after the dead time and will trigger the blocking
oscillator again. Thus, theinterrogator willsend outpulsessynchronized
with every fifth pulse from the radar, that is, 400pulses per second.
In
this system the pul-repetition
frequency of the interrogator-responsor
will vary with the pulse-repetition frequency of the radar. If the radar
has a pulse-repetition frequency less than the reciprocal of the dead time,
(416.7 pulses per second in our example), the radar and interrogatorresponsor will transmit at the same pul-repetition
frequency.
If the
radar pul~repetition
frequency exceeds the reciprocal of the dead time,
the circuit will divide the pulse-repetition frequency of the radar by some
integer.
At a radar pulse-repetition frequency of 500 cps, for example,
it will divide by two.
If it is necessary for the beacon reply to occur at exactly the same
range as the radar echo from the beacon-carrying plane or ship, the
coordination circuit must compensate for the delays inherent in modulators, synchronizing circuits, and beacons.
If the synchronizing pulse is
simultaneous with the radar output pulse, there will be a delay in the
synchronizing and interrogateor circuits of 0.5 to 4 Psec, depending upon
the circuits involved.
This delay, plus the delay in the beacon, must
be taken into account to achieve range coincidence between echoes and
beacon replies. It is often possible to obtain a prepulse from the radar
synchronizer and thus to compensate for the delay by giving the interrogator-responsor system extra time. If a prepulse is not available,
the beacon replies can be displayed on a delayed sweep to obtain range
coincidence, or the radar display can be delayed by the same amount.
The use of a delayed sweep requires that the radar and responsor share
time on the radar indicator.
It can be seen that the use of a prepulse or a
delayed radar display is simpler and more satisfactory and should be
adopted whenever possible.
In some cases it may be desirable to have
a definite delay between radar echoes and beacon replies. This delay
can be incorporated in the coordination circuits.
If the interrogator-responsor is located near a beacon of the same type
that it challenges, it may be required to supply a suppression pulse to
thk beacon to prevent it from replying.
18.9. Interrogator.
Transmitter.—It is usually desirable to have the
range of the interrogator-responsor-beacon
system greater than the radar
range so that beacon replies will be received from beacon-carrying
targets at greater ranges than those at which they are detected by the
radar. The interrogator power and responsor sensitivity, therefore,
The
must be determined on the basis of maximum range requirements.
required interrogator power and responsor sensitivity may be calculated
from the considerations of Chap. 2.
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Modulu40r.-If
the pulse-repetition frequency of the interrogatorresponsor is fairly constant, a simple gas-filled tube modulator is very
satisfactory.
Modulation thatmakes plate pulsing possible ispreferable.
For frequencies below 500 Me/see, it usually is possible to attain an
oscillator plate efficiency greater than 20 per cent. The pulse power of
themodulator canusually recalculated on this basis.
18.10. Responsor.
Receiver.-Both
superheterodyne and superregenerative receivers have been used for this application.
A welldesigned superheterodyne receiver with adequate over-all bandwidth
will reproduce faithfully the pulses received from beacons.
The superregenerative receiver, however, has advantages of light weight and lower
cost which may, in some cases, outweigh its inferior performance.
It
has been used extensively in airborne interrogator-responsors.
If the output of the responsor is connected to the radar indicator
at all times, the responsor must be made inoperative except for the
sweep period after each interrogation so that interference from it will
not be displayed continuously on the radar screen. If a superregenerative receiver is used, it must be suppressed in this way even if
it is not continuously connected to the radar indicator.
Otherwise,
radiation from the receiver can enter the radar and might produce
interference.
indicator.-The
use of the radar indicator for combined display of
beacon replies and radar echoes assists materially in reducing weight
and space requirements in aircraft.
If the display is on an A-scope,
the beacon replies can be introduced into the indicator with polarity
opposite to the radar echoes. This will cause the deflections from beacon
replies to be opposite to those for radar echoes and thus make them easy
to distinguish.
Because the puls~repetition frequency of the interrogator is usually a
fraction of that of the radar, it is possible to share time on the indicator
between radar echoes and beacon replies. This reduces noise introduced
from the responsor since the responsor output is blanked while radar
information is presented.
INTERROGATOR-RESPONSOR USED
AND

AZIMUTH

WITH RADARS
INFORMATION

FOR

RANGE

The azimuth of beacon replies can be determined either by the use
of a directional antenna on the interrogator-responsor or by the employment of beacons that reply only when interrogated simultaneously by
the radar and the interrogator-responsor.
In the latter case, the directivity of the radar interrogation is used.
18.11. Design Considerations.
Antennas.—If a directional antenna
is used for fixed ground, mobile, or ship installations, the antenna is
rotated in synchronism with the radar antenna so that both antennas
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point in the same direction.
The simplest method for obtaining this
synchronism is to mount the interrogator-responsor
antenna with the
radar antenna so that both rotate together.
Because aircraft can be
oriented easily in azimuth, it is common practice in aircraft installation
to use fixed antennas that interrogate a sector directly ahead of the
aircraft.
If beacons requiring coincident interrogation are employed,
the interrogator-responsor antenna can be omnidirectional; the improvement in signal-to-noise ratio obtainable with a directional interrogatorresponsor antema, however, makes its use desirable.
In this case, the
antenna need not produce a narrow beam and a comparatively simple
array may be employed.
Synchronization.-The
problems of coordination between the radar
and the interrogator-responsor are identical with those covered in Sec.
18.8, and similar techniques are employed to prevent overinterrogation,
range errors, and so on. When coincidence beacons are employed, the
characteristics of the beacons dictate the time relation between the radar
pulse and the interrogating pulse because the beacons cannot reply unless
this time relation is correct.
If azimuth information is obtained by a directional in~errogatorresponsor antenna, it is often desirable to incorporate circuits that can
be used to operate the interrogator-responsor
self-pulsed so that the
system can be used independent of the radar by providing it with a
separate indicator.
Operation of this type is discussed in Sec. 18.6.
MocZulator.-The
modulator must be capable of delivering ample
power to the transmitter for the requisite r-f power output.
A steep
rise in the modulator pulse is essential for obtaining accurate timing for
use with coincidence beacons.
Pulse width will be determined by the
system characteristics.
Transmitter.—The power output will be determined by the range of
the radar, the directivity of the antenna, and the characteristics of the
beacons employed.
An adequate power margin should be available at
the maximum operating range to insure positive triggering.
Receiver.-A
well-designed superheterodyne receiver gives the best
performance.
For airborne interrogator-responsors
in which weight
and size are important considerations, superregenerative receivers have
been utilized, but only at the expense of loss in performance.
Indicator.-In
displaying the beacon replies and radar echoes on the
same screen, the problems are the same as those covered in Sec. 1810
and are solved by the same techniques.
If the system is designed so that it can also be used alone with its
own indicator, provision must be made for synchronizing pulses to trigger
the sweep-generating circuits.
If communication is required, the methods discussed in Chap. 11
can be employed.
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In this chapter several beacon systems of various types are described
briefly.
Most of the examples are of existing systems; where no systems of the type desired exist, hypothetical examples have been given.
The systems described will, we hope, illustrate the principles and
practices of beacon design as presented in the preceding chapters.
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Vol. 2, Chap. 6, Radiation Laboratory Series. The important characteristics of AN/APS-10
as a component of the complete radar-beacon
system are listed below.
General
Wavelength: 3 cm
Weight (installed): 150 lb, plus cables
Number of operators: one
Power supply: 340 watts a-c, 115 volts, 400 to 1600 cps; 80 watts
d-c, 27.5 volts
Packaging: five units—antenna assembly, transmitter-receiver, indicator, synchronizer, and synchronizer power supply
398
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–.—(a)

F1c+. 19.1.—Assembly
of AN/APS-10,
Antenna.
(b) Transmitter.
(c) Indicator.
supply.

Antenna

lightweight
3-cm
(d) Synchronizer.

radar components.
(a)
(e) Synchronizer power

Assembly

Type: dipole in 18-in. paraboloid modified for CSC2o coverage to
7500 ft altitude
Azimuth coverage: circular scan 360°, 30 rpm, half-power beamwidth 5°
Elevation coverage: tilt adjustment – 21° to +3°
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horizontal

Transmitter
R-f source: 2J42 magnetron
R-f scatter band (including drift): 9375 t 45 Me/see
R-f pulse power: 10 kw
Pulser: line type; 3C45 thyratron switch-tube
Pulse-repetition rate, radar: 810 pps
Pulse-repetition rate, beacon: 405 pps
Pulse duration, radar: 0.8 psec
Pulse duration, beacon: 2.2 psec
Receiver
Type: superheterodyne
Stages: six i-f, two video
I-f pass band: 5.5 Me/see
Sensitivity (minimum discernible signal): 131 dbw on search, 125
dbw on beacon
Special beacon features: separate beacon local oscillator with AFC,
slug-tuned TR cavity, broadband ATR cavity, video stretching
Indication
Type: 5-in. PPI
Sweeps: 4 to 25 nautical miles, continuously variable on search or
beacon;
50 nautical miles, search or beacon;
90 nautical miles, beacon only;
70- to ItW-nautical-mile delayed sweep; beacon only
Range marks: 2-mile range marks on 4- to 14-mile sweep;
10-mile marks on 15- to 25-mile sweep and on 50-mile sweep;
20-mile marks on 90-mile sweep and on 70- to 160-mile sweep
Azimuth marks: 10” angle marks
19.2. Ground Beacon (AN/CPN-6) .—AN/CPN+
is a high-power
ground beacon which accepts 3-cm interrogation pulses and transmits a
3-cm range-coded reply. Radar-equipped
aircraft are thus provided
A block
with range, direction, and identification of the beacon station.
diagram is shown in Fig. 19.2, and a photograph is shown in Chap. 15,
Fig. 15.11.
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19.2.—Operational

block diagram of AN/CPN-6

The important characteristics

beacon.

of this beacon are listed below.

General
Wavelength: 3 cm
Weight (installed): 1300 lb
Number of operators: none
Power supply: 2 kva 115/230 volts, 50 to 70 cps
Packaging: three major units—receiver cabinet, transmitter cabinet,
antenna assembly; dimensions of each cabinet, 27 by 18 by
43 in. high; of antenna 5 by 15 by 60 in. high
Antenna

A ssernbly

Type: separate receiving and transmitting antennas, each a linear
array of 12 slotted-waveguide elements
Azimuth coverage: 360”
Elevation coverage: half-power beamwidth of 5°, with direction of
maximum gain 1° above hori~ontal
Polarization: horizontal
Gain: 20
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Transmitter
R-f source: 2J48 magnetron
Response frequency: 9310 Me/see
R-f stability: +3 Me/see
R-f pulse power: 20 to 40 kw
Maximum duty ratio: 0.2 per cent
Pulser type: 5D21 constant current
Pulse duration: O.5psec
Blanking-gate duration: 175~sec
Overinterrogation protection: blanking gate increases from 175 to
1500 psec at high interrogation rates
Receiver

Type: superheterodyne with square-wave-modulated local oscillator
Stages: eight i-f, two video
I-f pass band: 12t047 Me/see
R-f coverage: llOMc/sec
(between9320and9430Mc/see)
Sensitivity (minimum interrogation signal) :97dbw
Coding
Interrogation: pulse-width discrimination; 2- to 5-psec pulses are
accept ed
Reply: range-coded reply of two to six pulses with long [35psec)
or short (15 psec) spaces; total number of possible codes, 62
Special Features
Power-supply control: overload and time-delay relays; automatic
reclosing (Sec. 15.8)
Beacon delay: without 5-psec discrimination, delay modification
allows establishment of fixed over-all delay at 4.3 + 0.1 ~sec
Automatic frequency control:AFC
modification allows transmitter
frequency stability of +0.5 Me/see
Test equipment: complete test equipment supplied including signal
generator and synchroscope
19.3. System Performance.-The
radar performance of AN/APS-10
is described in detail in Radar Aids to Navigation,
Vol. 2, Chap. 6,
Radiation Laboratory Series. Briefly, maximum range for land “painting” is 25 to 30 nautical miles; maximum range for cities is 30 to 50
nautical miles; radar resolution is adequate to distinguish coast lines,
lakes, and rivers. The beacon performance of AN/APS-10
operating
with AN/CPN-6 beacons is discussed below.
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Coverage.—Range coverage is limited only by the horizon or by interference nulls. Since the cosecant-squared
pattern of the airborne
antenna tends to equalize the received-signal strength, the radar can
receive beacons at different ranges on a single scan without adjustment
of the tilt or gain controls, as shown in Chap. 1, Fig. 1.14. Azimuth
coverage is uniform (within 3 db) in all directions from the beacon
Elevation coverage is uniform (within3 db) only in the region
station.
from –1.5° to +3.5°, measured from the beacon station.
High-flying
aircraft will thus lose beacon signals when directly over, or nearly over,
the beacon station.
Range.—The reliable beacon range is 160 nautical miles; it is limited
by the radar sweep length if not by the horizon.
Theoretical reliable
range calculations computed as in the example in Sec. 311, indicate
(1) that the response link is much stronger (18 db) than the interrogation
link, and (2) that the interrogation range is about 350 nautical miles.
At an actual range of 160 nautical miles, approximately 7 db are thus
available for overcoming possible interference nulls. Except in the
improbable case of the aircraft flying in a circular course around the
beacon, loss of beacon signals from interference nulls will not in general
interfere with ordinary navigation.
Minimum range is 400 yd for aircraft flying at altitudes sufficiently
low so that beacon reception is not limited by poor overhead coverage
of the beacon antenna.
Hence, a beacon station at an airport can assist
an aircraft in making its approach.
Accuracy .-Range
accuracy depends upon radar-sweep speed and
the skill of the operator.
A reasonable probable of error observation is
0.05 in. on the 5-in. PPI, or 2 per cent of the full-scale sweep. Range
error is then f 0.08 mile on the 4-mile sweep and f 1.8 miles on the
90-mile and 70- to 160-mile sweeps. Variation of t 0.1 psec in beacon
delay increases these possible range errors by ~ 0.01 mile.
Azimuth accuracy depends upon the width of the beacon signal and
the skill of the operator.
It is generally possible to reduce the width of
the beacon signals to the half-power beamwidth of 5°. With the aid
of the 10° markers provided on the PPI, an average operator can then
On the outer half
estimate the center of this 5° signal to t2° or better.
of the indicator, the azimuth error is likely to be less than flu.
T’rafic Capacity .-Traffic
capacity—the number of radars that can
interrogate the beacon simultaneously—can be estimated by the methods
discussed in Chap. 6. Assuming that 25 per cent response is adequate
for ordinary navigation, we get an estimate of 200 interrogating radars
(scanning 360°) when a six-pulse reply code is used. However, interrogation over angles larger than the 5° beamwidth by radars near the
l~eacon station reduces thk estimate by an indefinite factor.
A maxi-
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mum traffic capacity of 50 to 100 interrogating radars appears very
reasonable under most circumstances.
Coding. —Interrogation coding by pulse-width discrimination allows
the beacon channel to beindependent of the radar channel.
For response
coding, two two-pulse codes, four three-pulse codes, eight four-pulse
codes, 16 five-pulse codes, and 32 six-pulse codes (a total of 62 response
codes) are available.
Two-pulse and three-pulse codes are used for
beacons likely to be subjected to greatest interrogation and hence to
highest duty ratio.
Operational Reliability .-The
system is very reliable.
Both radar
and beacon are excellently designed and are built of high-quality components.
Inaddition,AN/CPN-6beacons
are usually installed in pairs
with automatic alarm and switch-over in case of failure. The simplicity
of operation of the AN/APS-10
and its high standard of components
and ease of maintenance are fully discussed in Radar Aids to Navigation,
Vol. 2, Chap. 6, Radiation Laboratory Series.
C’omments.-Although
airborne AN/APS-10’s
operating with AN/CPN-6 ground beacons constitute a very satisfactory navigational aid
for transport aircraft, a number of major improvements in the system
have been suggested.
These are briefly discussed below.
Wavelength
The optimum wavelength
and azimuth resolution
described operates at 3
vapor in the atmosphere
ranges (Sec. 3.6).

for airborne radar for maximum range
appears to be about 2 cm; the system
cm. Below 2 cm, absorption by water
begins to be serious for horizon beacon

Scatter band
Precision pretuning of fixed-tuned magnetrons in the manufacturing process has made the scatter band of & 55 Me/see unnecessarily large. Furthermore, tunable magnetrons are now available.
A scatter band of k 30 Me/see would simplify the beaconreceiver design because it would allow the square-wave-modulated local oscillator and 35 Me/see i-f bandpass receiver to be
replaced by an unstitched local oscillator and a 60-Mc/sec i-f
bandpass receiver (as in the AN/CPN-17
beacon, Sec. 8.12).
Tunable magnetrons minimize any possibility of radar interference by allowing a uniform distribution of radar frequencies
over the scatter band.
Range balance
The existing system is unbalanced, the response link being much
stronger (18 db) than the interrogation link. A low-voltage
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magnetron with 5- to 10-kw pulse power output, similar to that
in the air-borne transmitter, would reduce the size and weight
of the beacon considerably without any sacrifice in range performance.
The resulting loss of 3 to 6 db in the response link
is readily allowable.
A low-voltage magnetron can easily be
designed for a + to 1 per cent duty ratio, thus allowing a significant increase in the traffic capacity of the ground beacon.

Overhead coverage
Performance of the system when the aircraft is near the beacon
(e.g., airport approach) can be improved by providing improved
overhead coverage (see Sees. 7“3 and 7“4).
Simultaneous beacon-radar presentdon
Incorporation of a separate beacon receiver in the airborne radar
appears to be worth its cost in weight and complexity.
It
would allow beacon and radar signals to be observed simultaneously with beacon signals stronger and clearly distinguishable
from the radar signals (Sec. 17.3).
19,4. Lightweight Beacons.—Three
types of lightweight beacon
which operate satisfactorily with AN/APS-10
are shown in Fig. 19.3
(AN/UPN-3),
Fig. 19-4 (AN/UPN-4),
and Fig. 19”5 (an airborne
beacon).
AN/UPN+.—The
AN/UPN-3
set (Fig. 19.3) is a lightweight
navigational beacon.
It has the following characteristics:
Weight (installed): 120 lb, two 60-lb packages
Power supply: 250 watts, 115 volts, 50 to 4000 cps
Antenna:
double linear-array; azimuth coverage 360°, elevation
half-power beamwidth 10°, gain 10
Transmitter: 2J41 magnetron, r-f pulse power 300 watts, duty ratio
0.3 per cent, 3D21 hard-tube pulser
Receiver: superheterodyne with frequency-modulated
local oscillator
to cover 110 Me/see, sensitivity 90 dbw
Coding: no interrogation coding, 12 response codes
Range: 100 to 150 nautical miles with AN/APS-10
AN/UPN-4.-AN/UPN-4
is a lightweight navigational beacon which
can operate from selLcontained batteries.
It ditYersfrom AN/UPN-3 in
the following characteristics:
Weight (installed): 55 lb plus 31Mb batteries (for 5&hour operation)
Power supply: 50 watts either from batteries or from 115-volt,
50- to 400-cPs line supply
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FIG. 19.3.—A light weight 3-cm ground beacon, AN /UPN-3, set up and ready for operation.
(a) Antenna.
@) Transmitter-receiver.
(c) Power supply.
(d) Tripod.
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Receiver: crystal-video with sensitivity 77 dbw
Coding: no interrogation coding, 5 response codes
Range: 30 to 50 nautical miles with AN/APS-10

FIC. 194. -A
lightweight
up and ready for operation,
(d) Tripod,

An
power

airborne
supply

beacon

hattmy-operated
3.cm ground beacon,
(a) Al)tcnna.
(h) Tralisrrlitter-receiver.

for air ren&zvous

has been designed,

which

operates

Tt has the following

AN/UPN-4,
(c) Battery

from

set
box.

an aircraft

characteristics:

Weight: 50 lb (single package)
Power supply: 130 vatts 115 volts, 400 to 2400 cps; 50 watts, 27
volt d-c
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Antenna: double linear array with coaxial feed in streamlined housing
projecting 1 ft from aircraft
Coding: no interrogation coding, 11 response codes

FIG. 19.5.—An airborne 3-cm beacon.
The antenna, in a streamlined radome, is conA small control box is not shown.
nected to the beacon by means of flexible waveguide.
(a) Antenna.
(b) Transmitter-receiver.
GROUND-RADAR-AIRBORNE-BEACON

BY G. C.

SYSTEM

DANIELSON

The description of a ground system operating with the AN/APN-191
beacon designed for ground control of all types of aircraft follows.
It
provides range and azimuth information to the controller on the ground
and, by means of an auxiliary radio communication link, to the pilot in
the aircraft.
Under most circumstances ground control can be accomplished with radar echoes alone; beacons in the aircraft, however, afford
at least three important improvements in performance:
1. Range on all aircraft (including small single-engine aircraft) is
extended to the horizon for any altitude up to 40,000 ft.
2. Positive simple identification is available for control of heavy air
iraffic such as that encountered in the vicinity of an airport.
3. Ground and cloud “ clutter” are eliminated by the off-frequency
beacon response.
1The AN/APN-19 beaconwasaffectionatelyknownas “ Rosebud” duringthewar.
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19.6. Ground Radar.-The
ground radar described is designed for
long range, accurate azimuth determination, and height finding. A
simplified block diagram is shown in Fig. 19.6 and the complete 1ayout
on the ground is shown in Fig. 19”7. The important characteristics of
the radar as a component of the complete radar-beacon system are listed
below.
General
Wavelength: 10 cm
Weight (installed): 20 tons, not including power units or shelters
Number of operators: 25 (including communication operators)
Power supply: 40 kva, 120 volt, 60 cps, three-phase
Packaging: six shelters and antenna with tower
Antenna

assembly

Type: two fan beams, one vertical and one at 45° to vertical; in scanning, the delay between the incidence of the two beams on a target depends upon its height and slant range, and hence provides
height information
Vertical beam: 10 by 25 ft paraboloid, three feeds
Slant beam: 10 by 32 ft paraboloid, two feeds
Azimuth coverage: circular scan 360°,6 rpm, half-power bearnwidth
1°
Elevation coverage: O to 30° for radar, O to 2,2° half-power beamwidth for beacon
Polarization: vertical for vertical beam, 45° for slant beam
Gain (vertical beam): 10,000 for O to 2.2° (radar and beacon) 4800
for 2.2 to 8.2° (radar only); 2200 for 8.2 to 30° (radar only)
Transmitter

R-f source: 5 HK7 magnetrons
R-f scatter band: 3019 to 2700 Me/see
Me/see for beacon interrogation
R-f pulse power: 1000 kw (per tube)
Pulser type: rotary spark gap
Pulse-repetition frequency: 350 cps
Pulse duration: 1.0 psec
Beacon

receiver

Type: superheterodyne
Stages: six i-f: two video
I-f pass band: 8 Me/see

for radar; 2965 to 2992
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block diagram of a 10-cm ground radw set.
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{;. 19 ;. —Ground layout of a 10-cm ground radar military installation.
Six shelters are used.
(c) Vertical beam retlcctor
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(a) Antenna mount.

(b) Slant beam reflector.
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Sensitivity (minimum discernible signal): 130 dbw
Special beacon features: beacon local oscillator AFC, separate TR
cavity, time-varied gain
Indication
Type: eight 12An. PPI’s; five 7-in. B-scopes; four 12-in. height
tubes
Sweeps: 10 miles per in., displaying 45 miles; 20 miles per in.,
displaying 90 miles; 5.5-35 mile per. in., continuously variable
Sweep delay: sweep may start anywhere from O to 240 miles; offcenter operation allows expansion of any sector desired
Range marks: 10-mile range marks
Azimuth marks: 10° angle marks
Selector switch (three-position): allows presentation of radar only,
beacon only, or radar and beacon simultaneously
19.6. Airborne Beacon (AN/APN-19).—AN/APN-19
is a lightweight
airborne beacon which accepts 10-cm interrogation pulses and transmits
\
+’”B”
Recewer
control box

I
I

Transmitter
control box

I
I
I
I

/
IL _ <h~n
F
~–
,0
Chan
I

+4
Receiwng
antennas

FIG. 19. S.—Block

diagram of AN/APN-19.
Note two interrogation channels, A, B, ~th
separate antennas, and the r-f filter used in one channel.

a 10-cm range-coded reply.
It is designed to operate primarily with
ground radars. A block diagram of the AN/APN-19
beacon is shown in
Fig. 19.8; a photograph of the components is shown in Chap. 16, Fig.
16.3. The characteristics of this beacon are listed below.
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General
Wavelength: 10 cm
Weight (installed): 35 lb including cables
Number of operators: one (any crew member)
Power supply: 150 watts; 26.5 + 2.5 volts d-c
Packaging: receiver (pressurized), transmitter (pressurized), power
supply, two control boxes, three antennas (two receiving, one
transmitting)
Antennas
Type: weatherized vertical quarter-wave dipoles, ~ in. diameter and
projecting 1* in. from aircraft fuselage
Azimuth coverage: 360° unless shielded by aircraft
Vertical coverage: depends upon shape of aircraft surface: typical
installation has half-power beamwidth of 50” (+ 10° to – 40°
from horizontal)
Polarization: vertical
Gain: 1 to 3 depending upon installation
Transmitter

R-f source: triod~2C49
or 2(240 selected for plate pulsing
Response frequency: 2907 Me/see
R-f stability: f 3 Me/see
R-f pulse power: 100 watts
Maximum duty ratio: 0.4 per cent
Pulser: line-type modulator using three 2D21 gas-filled tubes
Pulse duration: 0.7 psec
Blanking-gate duration: 450 ~sec
(herinterrogation
protection: blanking gate only
Receiver
Type: crystal-video with dual input for allowing two independent
receiver channels
Stages: four 7F8 twin triodes
R-f pass band: 300 Me/see
Sensitivity (minimum interrogation signal): 77 dbw
Coding
Interrogation: r-f filter in one receiver input permits frequency
coding in that channel.
Four frequencies are used
Response: seven codes (three pulses)
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Other Features
Power supply: dual output dynamotor giving +360 volts d-c plate
supply and —100 volts d-c bias supply; carbon-pile regulator
Controls: off-standby-on
switch; response code switch (seven
positions); receiver channel switch (2 positions)
Beacon delay: 2.25 ~ 0.10 psec
Monitoring features: test jacks on receiver control box; audio output of interrogation rate available from receiver
Test equipment: AN/APM-53
(includes oscilloscope and signal
generator)
19.7. System Performance.-The
maximum reliable radar search
range is 100 miles on small aircraft and 170 miles on large aircraft.
For
height-finding, the maximum range is 70 miles on small aircraft and 120
miles on large aircraft.
Minimum radar range is 3 miles. The accuracy
of radar location is ~ 0.5 miles in range, ~ 0.5° in azimuth, and f 500 ft
in relative height.
The performance of the radar with AN/APN-19
beacons, illustrated in Fig. 19.9, is discussed below.
Coverage.—Range coverage is limited only by the horizon or by
interference nulls. Azimuth coverage is uniform (within 3 db) in all
directions from the beacon antenna, unless the antenna is shielded by a
portion of the aircraft (for example, by the wings when banking, proElevation coverage is limited to 2.2°
pellers, or auxiliary fuel tanks).
(half-power beamwidth) from the radar antenna, because only the lower
Adequate
antenna feed of the vertical beam is connected to the receiver.
coverage at short ranges is obtained from side lobes of the lower vertical
beam of the radar; elevation coverage appears inadequate, however, for
high-flying aircraft at intermediate ranges. Aircraft at 30,000 ft altitude
are not within the 2.2° half-power beamwidth when the dist ante from
aircraft to radar is less than 150 miles.
Beacon Antenna. —Linear-array feeds of some antennas possess the
property of “squint” discussed in Sec. 17.6. Accordingly, if the ground
radar has such an antenna, beacon operation is made possible by the
addition of an auxiliary beacon-receiving antenna which is so oriented
that its beam points in the same direction as the main beam.
This makes
possible the reception of beacon replies on a frequency different from the
interrogating frequency.
The gain of the auxiliary antenna is lower than
that of the main beam, but there is sufficient power margin available so
that beacon operation to horizon range is assured.
Range. —Maximum reliable beacon range is at least 270 statute miles,
Theoretical maximum range calculations,
if not limited by the horizon.
computed as in the example in Sec. 3.11, indicate (1) that the interrogation link is appreciably stronger (6 db) than the response link, and (2) that
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the reliable response range is about 800 statute miles. At an actual
maximum range of 270 miles, approximately 9 db are thus available for

PPI scope

Interrogating
radar pulse
(lO-cm band)

~

Normal radar
echo

\d

‘.

FIG. 19.9.—Beacon

operation

and target appearance
ground radar,

on indicators

of the large 10-cnl

overcoming possible interference nulls. The radar described is generally
free from interference effects, partly because of its antenna design and
partly because of the way it is usually sited.
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Minimum range for azimuth discrimination, even with the time-varied
gain feature, is 5 to 10 miles. Hence, for airport control, it is advantageous to locate the ground radar at least 10 miles from the airport.
Accuracy .-Assuming
a probable observation error of 0.05 in., the
range error is ~ 1.0 mile on the 20-mile/in. sweep, +0.5 mile on the
10-mile/in. sweep, and t 0.3 mile on the O-mile/in. variable sweep speed.
Variation in beacon delay is negligible.
The azimuth error for 1° signals (the half-power beamwidth) is
approximately ~ the distance between 10° markers over the central and
outer portion of the PPI.
This represents a probable azimuth error of
about ~ 0.5°.
Height information is obtained only by radar echoes.
The probable
error in relative height is about A 500 ft.
The maximum accuracy in range, azimuth, and height is inherently
limited by the slow rotation speed (6 rpm) of the large antenna.
Special
computing devices designed to predict the exact location of the aircraft
between scans can, however, reduce this difficulty.
Traf7ic Capacity .-Since
it is practically impossible to overload the
airborne beacon with scanning ground radars, the traffic capacity of the
system is limited only by the operational capacity of the ground equip
ment. Allowing two observations per PPI, the normal complement of
eight tubes permits plotting and following 16 aircraft (or 16 groups of
aircraft) simultaneously.
An alternative to providing more indicator
tubes is to photograph each complete scan and project it within 10 sec
on a vertical plotting board.
Such additional equipment, which allows
50 or more aircraft to be numbered, identified, and followed on one large,
illuminated, semitransparent screen, is particularly valuable for control
of heavy airport traffic.
Coding.-Since
pulse-width discrimination is omitted from the beacon
in order to lessen weight, size, and power, all 10-cm ground radars can
interrogate the beacon on every scan. The absence of interrogation
coding causes no difficulty at the beacon because of the very low duty
ratio resulting from a scanning ground radar, and no difficulty at the
radar because the three-position selector switch on each PPI can separate
beacon and radar presentations.
A total of seven response codes is availablrnne
one-pulse code, two
two-pulse codes, and four three-pulse codes.
Operational Reliability .-The
system has a high degree of reliability.
The ground radar is a high-performance device maintained at peak
performance by trained crews. The airborne beacon is built to withstand
large variations in ambient tem~erature and pressure. Special transmitter cavities give good frequency stability over these wide variations
in ambient conditions.
A serious problem with some aircraft, however,
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is the difficulty of determining a location for the beacon antennas which
will provide adequate coverage in all aircraft aspects during level flight
and during normal climbs, dives, and banks.
19.8. Comments.—The
radar-beacon system described is one of the
best currently available systems of air traffic surveillance and control for
most types of aircraft.
It provides particularly valuable navigational
assistance to single-place aircraft, which are too small to carry complete
radar equipment but are large enough to carry a 35-lb beacon.
It
does not include airport approach and landing facilities.
Some suggestions that have been made to increase the usefulness of the system
are discussed briefly below.
Antenna Coverage.—The elevation coverage of the ground radar for
beacon is nominally O to 2.2°; this hardly seems adequate.
By using
the middle antenna feed (double 60° horn, 2.2° to 8.2°, gain 4800) as
well as the lower antenna feed, the coverage at intermediate ranges and
The improved performance seems well
high altitudes becomes excellent.
worth the cost of an additional beacon receiver in the radar.
The quarter-wave dipole beacon antennas, projecting l+ in. from the
fuselage, provide good coverage for most aircraft but are entirely unsuitable for some aircraft (for example, the P-38).
For these difficult cases,
a streamlined two-element vertically polarized linear-array antenna has
been developed.
This antenna is built to project about 8 in. from the
fuselage, instead of only l+ in., and is thus more suitable for aircraft with
flat bottoms and low wings.
Range Balance.-The
system is slightly unbalanced, the interrogating
link being about 6 db stronger than the response link. In general, it is
better to have the response link somewhat stronger so that the beacon
In this system, the strength of the
signals will always appear strong.
interrogation link would be reduced, and at the same time protection
against beacon-receiver crystal damage would be increased, if slightly less
The
sensitive high-burnout crystals were used in the beacon receiver.
usefulness of such a change is, however, questionable.
Beacon Delay .—The constant beacon delay of 2.25 psec (0.2 mile),
when significant, is subtracted from a beacon-range reading.
Compensation for this constant error can be accomplished more easily by delaying
the output of the radar receivers by 2.25 psec. If desired, the magnitude
of the beacon delay can be reduced considerably.
Coding.-For
ground control of heavy air traffic, several methods of
increasing the amount of information conveyed by response coding have
been suggested.
One of the more elaborate methods suggests six-pulse
codes.
The first pulse gives range, the second gives altitude if the spacing
between first and second pulses is controlled by the aircraft altimeter,
and the remaining four pulses give 10,000 identification codes by allowing
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each space ten values.
Special decoding equipment would be needed at
the ground radar (see Sec. 5.15).
19.9. Interrogation
Channels. —AN/APN-l9
can also be used
wit h automatic-tracking
ground radars, such as the SCR-584 (see
Fig. 19. 10), if interrogation channels are provided to prevent beacon
“stealing.” 1 The simplest type of interrogation channeling is by freAN/APN-19
is already provided with a separate receiving
quency.
-. . .—
~...-— ——
—- —-————— —-.

FIG. 19. 10.—The SC R.584 automatic-trackhg
radar.
Used with the AN/APN-19,
provides very accurate control of aircraft at distances up to 100 miles.

it

antenna, an adjustable r-f filter cavity, and a separate detector and first
stage in the receiver.
By switching from one receiver input to the other
it is possible to change from wideband reception (for search) to narrowband reception (for tracking).
For aircraft installations requiring the
larger linear-array beacon antenna, it is preferable to use an r-f antenna
switch instead of the additional receiving antenna in order to minimize
drag.
A more effective and flexible solution to the problem of getting more
channels is offered by double-pulse interrogation coding (Sec. 5.5).
The
I See Sec. 6.1.
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ground-tracking radar interrogates the beacon with a double pulse of 3-,
6-, 9-, or 12-psec separation.
The beacon receiver is followed by a
decoder which allows only the appropriate double pulse to interrogate
the beacon.
Selection of any channel is accomplished in the air by a
This improvement is incorporated
simple electrical four-position switch.
in the AN/APN-19A.
SHIP INTERROGATOR-RESPONSOR–SHORE-BEACON SYSTEM
JIY P. A. DE PAOLO
19.10. Introduction.—In
the following pages, we describe a hypothetical ship interrogator-responsor–shore-beacon
system suitable for
off-shore navigation of surface vessels. By including this description,
we do not mean to imply that the system described is necessarily the
best that can now be designed for the purpose.
In fact, a microwave
system offers a number of advantages over the system to be described. 1
Hotvever, we wish to include a description of a long-wave navigational
The system
system using lobe switching for azimuth determination.
described purports to be an improvement over many such systems that
have been used.
The system described below gives line-of-sight range (or a maximum
reliable overwater range) of 75 miles. Azimuth data are obtained by
using a lobe switched antenna system on the interrogator-responsor.
The system uses off-frequency response in order to eliminate ground
clutter ~vhen ships are navigating close to land masses. The maximum
range that can be obtained with this system depends on the heights above
sea level of the beacon antenna and the interrogator antenna.
Navigation is accomplished either by homing on a particular beacon,
by taking fixes on one or more beacons, or by triangulation with respect
to several beacons.
Any of these methods requires that the navigator
have accurate maps or charts of the area to be traversed and that the
location of the beacons in this area be known accurately.
19.11. Interrogator-responsor.—Figure
19.11 is a block diagram of
the interrogator-responsor
and its display and control circuits.
The
system is divided into three packages: the antenna and lobe switch; the
transmitter and receiver; and the indicator central and ranging unit.
Timing and synchronizing are accomplished in this system by means
of a crystal-controlled oscillator operating at a frequency of 81,882 cps.
The period of this oscillator is equal to 12.3639 psec, and corresponds
to the time required for an r-f pulse to travel a round-trip nautical mile.
The sine-wave output of the oscillator is squared, formed into pips, and
I For a description
of a proposed microwave
ship radar with beacon navigation
facilities, see Radar Aids to Navigation, Vol. 2, Sscs. 10.2 to 10.5, Radiation Laboratory Series.
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amplified.
The repetition rate of the amplified output pips is first
divided by 2, then by 5, and finally by 30. The original pips give accurate
range marks for l-mile intervals; the first and second divisions give range
marks for 2- and 10-mile intervals; the output pulses of the last divider
have a PRF of 81,882/300, or 269.6 cps; after suitable amplification they
are used to trigger the modulator and the sweep circuits on the indicators.

c

c)

)

Antenna
control

w

rrl
Superereteroreceiver

I

Wz+Ezzi

Fm. 9.1 I.—Block diagram for a shipberne interrogator-re+oneor.
The antennae are
Yagi arrays with a gain of 6, switched 60 timee per sec. The reeeiver has a sensitivity of
123 dbw.
The transmitter hae a pulse pewer output of 750 watte.
The display uees a
&ln. A-scope for range data and a 2-in. L-ecope for pip-matching.
The range scope has
sweeps of 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, and 40 nautical miles with range marke of 1, 5, and 10 nautical
miles. The transmitter and receiver tune from 4S0 to 520 Me/see.

A random variation of the division ratio of the lsat frequency divider is
intentionally introduced.
This varies the pulse-repetition frequency
somewhat, without introducing any error in range, and prevents beacon
stealing (Sec. 6.1).
The indicators are of conventional design and include a 5-ii. A-scope
for ranging and a 2-in. L-scope for pip matching.
The 5-in. range scope
has a total of five sweep speeds, corresponding to total sweep lengths of
1, 5, 10, 20, and 40 nautical miles. The range marks are mixed with
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the output of the responsor and displayed simultaneously on the range
scope.
The L-scope sweep isinitiated bythe trailing edge of the pulse from
The sweep length is equal
a continuously variable delay multivibrator.
to 1 nautical mile. The delay multivibrator is adjusted so that the
desired beacon signal appears on the L-scope.
The input signals to the
L-scope are switched at 60 cps in synchronism with the antenna switch
so that the beacon signal appears on the screen alternately as a deflection
to the left and then as a deflection to the right. Azimuth data are
obtained by rotating the antenna until the left and right signals have
equal amplitudes, indicating that the beacon is being received with equal
signal strength on both antennas, as shown in Sec. 1.1, Fig. 16.
It is
important that the receiver gain be so adjusted that the receiver does
not saturate.
Unless this is done, both signals appearing on the L-scope
will have equal amplitudes over a wide arc, and incorrect azimuth data
will be obtained.
The rest of the interrogator-responsor is of simple but reliable design.
The modulator uses a hydrogen thyratron with resonance charging and
This will allow the use of a low-voltage power supply
a holding diode.
for the modulator.
The transmitter uses a 15E tube in a half-wave coaxial-line oscillator.
The main requirements for the transmitter are that it deliver adequate
power over the operating range of frequencies and that it have good frequency stability.
The receiver is of the superheterodyne type.
The first r-f stage is a
grounded-grid amplifier which is used to improve the noise figure of the
receiver.
The i-f and video systems are of conventional design.
The
receiver is equipped with time-varied gain in order to prevent blocking
when navigating close to a beacon.
In’ addition, the receiver is provided with a manual gain control for use during pip matching.
The antenna system consists of two Yagi arrays mounted on a crossarm. The antenna system is so arranged that it may be rotated 360°
in azimuth.
The position of the antenna may be controlled by means
of a simple motor drive or by a manual control.
The direction in
which the antenna is pointing is indicated by means of a selsyn motor
at the operating position.
Summary.—The
characteristics of the interrogator-responsor
are
listed below.
General
Frequency: 480 to 520 Me/see
Weight (installed): about 150 lb
Number of operators: one
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Power supply: 400 watts, 115 five, 60 cps
Packaging: 3 units—transmitter-receiver;
indicator, indicator control, and antenna control panel; antenna assembly
Antenna

Assembly
I

Type: t~vo separate Yagi arrays with r-f switch
.4zimuth coverage: 360°; half-power beamwidth
60°
Polarization: vertical
Gain: 6

for each antenna

Transmitter
R-f source: one 15E triode
Frequency range: 480 to 520 Me/see
R-f pulse power: 75o watts
Pulser type: 3C45 hydrogen thyratron
Pulse-repetition frequency: 270 cps
Pulse duration: 0.75 psec
Receiver
Type: superheterodyne
Stages: one r-f, six i-f, two video
I-f bandwidth: 2.0 Me/see
Sensitivity: 113 dbw
Special features: time-varied gain, remote gain control
Indication

Type: 5-in. A-scope; 2-in. L-scope for pip matching
Sweeps: 1-, 5-, 10-, 20-, and 40-nautical-mile
Range marks: 1-, 2-, and 5-mile
19.12. The Ground Beacon. —Figure 19.12 is a block diagram of the
The receiver uses a single r-f stage
ground beacon used in this system.
ahead of the mixer. The r-f amplifier is of the grounded-grid type.
The receiver should be designed to have good frequency stability and it
should not block when receiving interrogations at short ranges.
The output signals of the receiver are fed into the coder. The coder,
in combination with the modulator, provides 10 reply codes.
These
codes are selected by means of the code switch.
The coding is a combination of pulse-width and multiple-pulse coding.
The modulator uses thyratrons in order to cut down the stand-by
power. The multiple pulses are generated by using two thyratrons and

I
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two pulse-forming networks.
The pulse-width coding is accomplished
by changing the constants of the pulse-forming network.
The coaxial-line transmitter
uses a miniature
tube
(6F4)
which is operated well below its
maximum ratings to ensure reliability and to minimize frequency
t1
1
drift due to variation of duty
ratio. The transmitter
must
Coder
Duplexer
have excellent frequency stability
and must deliver adequate power
over the frequency
band of
operation.
,,
The antenna is a half-wave,
Super
center-fed dipole, ess e n t i a 11y
1,
heterodyne
omnidirectional,
and m a t c h e d
recewer
from 480 to 520 Me/see.
The
transmitter and receive r are
duplexed into one antenna.
Power is supplied from batI
I
1
teries that can be charged by en- I

I

Lb-r-=5

FIG. 19.12.—Block diagram of the shore
ergy from a local power line, from
beacon.
This beacon has a receiver sensimotor-generator
an automatic
tivity of 110 dbw and a power output of 100
watts.
It provides for 10 reply codes.
The
The
set, or from a wind charger.
receiver and transmitter are duplexed into a
method used will depend on local
common antenna and may be tuned from
4S0 to 520 Me/see.
conditions.
Summary .—The characteristics of the ground beacon are listed below.

General
Frequency: 480 to 520 Me/see
Weight (installed): about 40 lb (does not include batteries or
charger)
Number of operators: none
Power supply: batteries
R-f lines: flexible coaxial RG-8/U
Packaging:
three units—antenna
assembly;
transponder;
and
power supply (control box is built into the transponder)
Antenna

Type: single, center-fed, half-wave dipole
Coverage: 360° in azimuth; can be modified to suit local needs
Polarization: vertical
Gain: 2
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Transmitter
R-f source: one 6F4 tube
Frequency range: 480 to 520 Me/see
R-f pulse power: 100 watts
Pulser type: (2) 2D21 thyratron
Pulse rate: 0-5000 pps
Pulse duration: 0.75 or 1.5 psec
Receiver
Type: superheterodyne
Number of stages: one r-f (grounded-grid), sixi-f, two video
I-f bandwidth: 2.0 Me/see
Sensitivity: 105 dbw
Special features: provision to prevent c-w blocking
Coding
Interrogation: none
Reply: range- and pulse-width coding with two pulse widths (0.75
and 1.5 psec) and two pulse spacings (3 and 5 psec)
Number of possible codes: 10
19.13. System Performance. -Because
the system described above
has never been built or used, no actual data on its performance can be
From experience with similar systems, however, predictions as
given.
to the probable performance of this system can be made.
Couerage.—The range coverage of this system will be limited by the
horizon or, rarely, by interference nulls. The azimuth coverage is 360°.
However, for any given antenna setting, beacons located over at least a
90” arc will be interrogated.
This is undesirable but very difficult to
overcome unless antennas of higher resolution are used; it is one of the
arguments mentioned above for using microwaves.
Range.—The computed reliable free-space range for this system is
about 75 nautical miles. This will not be the usable range because of
the horizon limitation and because the system works over water. If the
beacon is located on high terrain (about 200 ft above sea level) and the
interrogator antenna is mounted at about 25 ft above sea level, the computed overwater range (from Eq. (4) Sec. 4.1) is about 60 miles. Since
the horizon range is only 22 miles for antennas at these heights a reliable
horizon range of about 25 nautical miles can reasonably be expected.
The system uses off-frequency response; hence the minimum range is
limited by the pulse width of the interrogator, and will be approximately
~u mile. Responses picked up by the antenna side lobes should not
appear if the responsor is operated at low gain at close ranges.
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Accuracy.-If
it is assumed that the total usable sweep length on the
5-ii. A-scope is 4 in., and that the probable observation error is 0.05 in.,
then the range error is ~ 0.01 mile on the l-mile sweep, f 0.02 mile on
the 2-mile sweep, f 0.06 mile on the 5-miie sweep, *0.12 mile on the
lo.file
sweep, ~ 0.25 mile on the 20-mile sweep, and +0.5 mile on the
~-mile sweep. It is assumed that the beacon delay is small and of
constant value.
The azimuth accuracy of this system will depend almost entirely
on the original alignment of the system and the skill of the operator.
Several radar systems with switched antennas at 500 Me/see have been
used. The azimuth accuracy of these systems was about ~ 1.00 to
* 2.0°. It is reasonable to assume the same degree of accuracy for the
system described.
It is expected that the azimuth accuracy will decrease
when the vessel is sailing in heavy seas, because the beacon signal will
vary with the pitch and roll of the vessel and more time will be required
to get a fix under these difficult conditions.
Trafi
Capm”ty.—The
system described has a high enough safety
factor in both links so that the beacon signal should be very strong at
all times. The operator should be able to get good fixes, therefore, even
Assuming
when the beacon is counting down due to overinterrogation.
that 25 per cent response is adequate, we find that about 100 interrogators can see the beacon at any one time. This figure, of course,
includes interrogators which do not use the beacon intentionally but
which interrogate it nevertheless because of their wide antenna patterns.
Saturation of the response link is likely to limit the usefulness of the
system because of “fruit” on the display.
Thk limitation, which occurs
at a traffic level that depends on the expansion of sweep used, will probably occur at a density appreciably lower than that given above for the
interrogation link.
If the shore beacon system were to be laid out carefully, and several
different beacon frequencies used, the traffic capacity of the system
would be increased manyfold.
Cornmazts.-The
ship-interrogator-responsor-shore-beacon
system
described should give good results as a navigation system.
In combination with a small radar for collision warning, it should constitute an
excellent navigation aid for coastwise shipping. 1 The receiver and
transmitter of the interrogator-responsor
may be tuned to the same
frequency and used as a radar system, which should give a radar range
of 5 miles or better on a large vessel; radar performance will obviously
be poor.
1In contrast, the microwave ship-navigation radar described in Radar Aids to
Navigation, Vol. 2, Chap. 10, Radiation Laboratory Series,provides both radar and
beacon information.
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SHORAN-A PRECISION BEACON-NAVIGATION SYSTEM
BY
A typical
produced
by

RCA

example

(except

of a precision

for the

Laboratories

G. C.

computer,

under

the

1
DANIELSON
beacon
which

sponsorship

system
is omitted
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is the
from

Shoran

system,

this discussion)

Wright

Field

Radio

Shoran is an H-navigational system which uses
an AhT/APN-3
interrogator-responsor in the aircraft, operating
P. G.
I
with two AN/ CPhT-2 beacons on
the ground.
The navigator in
the aircraft determines his posiT
R
tion accurately
by measuring
range only to the two fixed
beacons at known locations on
the ground.
The system is designed for any application
requiring precision range measurement, such as aerial mapping.
A block diagram of the Shoran
system is shown in Fig. 19.13.
19.14. Interrogator- responsor
(AN/APN-3).-The
AiN/APN-3
is designed solely for operation
with ground beacons in an H-type
system.
It indicates accurately
diagram
of
the
FIG. 19.13.—Block
ranges to two beacons and is not
Shoran navigational system.
Figures refer
to freq”enc,es
in Me/see.
R—Receiver.
required to indicate either radar
T—Transmitter.
&f—Modulator.
I—Indiechoes
1 or beacon azimuth.
.k
cater.
P.G.—Pulse generator.
photograph
of the Shoran air-

and Radar Laboratory.

n

a&

borne equipment is shown in Figs. 1914 and 19.15. Characteristics
the AN/.LPX-3
interrogator-responsor are listed below.

of

General
Wavelength: 1 m
Weight (installed): 205 lb, including cables but not bombing attachments; 280 lb with bombing attachments and inverter power
supply
Number of operators: one
Power supply: 459 watts, 27.5 volts d-c; 665 volt-amp, 115 volts,
400 to 2400 CpS
Packaging: four units; transmitter, timer-indicator, comparator,
two antennas; bombing attachments include computer, comparator, and two PDI (pilot direction indicators)
1Ground echoes are sometimesused for altitude measurement.
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(A N/APN-3)

airborne
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interrogator-responsor
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19. 15,—Transmitter

of Shoran airborne interrogator-rcsponsor

(A

AF‘N -3)
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Type: vertical coaxial dipole; separate receiving and transmitting
antennas; one antenna mounted on top, the other on bottom of
aircraft
Azimuth coverage: 360°
Elevation coverage: + 45°
Polarization: vertical
Gain: 1.5
Transmitter
R-f source: triode, (2) 4C28
Radio frequency: two frequencies (one for each beacon) separated
about 20 Me/see in the 220- to 260-Mc/sec band.
R-f stability: 0.2 per cent
R-f pulse power: 12 kw
Frequency switching rate: 10 cps (~ sec of interrogation for each
beacon separated by &-sec intervals of silence)
Pulser type: hard-tube, (2) 3E29
Pulse rate: 931 pps derived from 93-kc master oscillator
Pulse duration: 0.5 psec
Receiver
Type: superheterodyne
Frequency range: 220 to 330 Me/see
Stages: six i-f
I-f pass band: 4 Me/see
Sensitivity: 128 dbw
Indication
Type: (1) distance dials; (2) two PDI (pilot direction indicators);
one PDI indicates displacement from track (full-scale deflection
either 1000 or 400 ft) and the other PDI indicates rate of
approach to track; (3) one 3-in. J-scope
Sweeps (J-scope): l-mile time base (7 in./mile); 10-mile time base
(0.7 in./mile); 100-mile time base (0.07 in./mile).
Range measurements: beacon range corresponds to phase shift in
precision goniometers (100 mile, 10 mile, 1 mile) and is indicated
on Veeder-root counter; accuracy of l-mile goniometer is 1.5° or
22 f t; smallest dial on counter indicates 0.01 mile allowing
estimates to 0.001 mile
19.15. Ground Beacons (AN/CPN-2).—Two
are required for operation with the AN/APN-3

AN/CPN-2
beacons
interrogator-responsor.

GROUND
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(A N/CPN-2)

In the usual application, the aircraft flies a circular track around one of
the beacons (called the “drift station”) and determines its position on
this circular track by the other beacon (called the “rate station”).
The
beacons are interrogated
on different frequencies but respond on a
common frequency.
Photographs
of the Shoran ground beacon are
shown in Figs. 19.16, 19”17, and 19.18.

Fro.
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Characteristics

&-Shoran

beacon

of AN/CPN-2

(AN/ CPN-2)

receiver-monitor

unit.

are as follows.

General
Wavelength: one meter
Weight (installed): 1150 lb, including 310 lb for beacon, 460 lb for
antenna and mast, and 380 lb for two power units and fuel cans
Number of operators: one
Power supply: 0.4 kw 24-volts d-c, 1.2 kw, 115 volts, 400 cps
Antenna

assembly

Type: vertical coaxial dipole set in a corner reflector; separate
receiving and transmitting antennas mounted on a 50-ft mast
Azimuth coverage: 90°
Elevation coverage: A 45°

$30
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Polarization:
Gain: 6
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—

“mnsmdk’r

R-f source: triodes, (2) 4C28
R-f response frequency: selected in 290 to 320-Mc/sec
tunable transmitter
R-f frequency stability :O.2 per rent

ba,nd by
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(AN/C’PN-2)

R-f pulse power: 30 kw
Maximum duty ratio: 0.4 per cent
Pulser type: hard-tube, (4) 3E29
Pulse duration: 0.55 psec
Blanking gate duration: 5 ~sec
Over interrogation
protection: high-voltage
warning bell

FIO. 19.18 .—Shoran ground beacon (AN/CPN-2)

overload

relay

antenna installation.

Receiver
Type: superheterod yne (identical with AN/APN-3
Frequency range: 220 to 330 Me/see
Stages: six i-f
I-f passband: 4 Me/see
Sensitivity: 128 dbw

receiver)

and

TYPICAL
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Coding

Interrogation: frequency discrimination by narrow-band receiver
Response: no range coding; provisions in aircraft to identify
responses to its own interrogations and to distinguish drift from
rate station (one appears as outward, the other as inward pip on
circular trace in J-scope)
Special features
Power units: two PU-4/CPN-2
gasoline-power units are supplied
with each beacon; each unit is 24-volt d-c, 115-volt 400-cps,
1.7-kw supply.
Frequency monitor: provisions for monitoring both interrogation
and response frequencies
Beacon delay monitor: 3-in. A-scope with l-mile sweep allows
monitoring of delay to better than t 0.1 ~sec.
Calibration
broadcast:
pulses from a standard temperaturecontrolled crystal (93,109 t 2 cycles) are broadcast by ground
station at intervals of exactly 100 statute miles.
These pulses are used to check the time base in the airborne equipment.
19.16. System Performance.
Coverage.—Range coverage is limited
only by the horizon.
Azimuth coverage is limited to a 90° sector from
each beacon station when the corner reflectors on the beacon antenna
are used; azimuth coverage is uniform in all directions when the corner
reflectors are removed.
Elevation coverage is uniform from O to 45°.
Hence, when airborne and beacon antennas are properly mounted, the
system gives essentially complete line-of-sight coverage.
Range. —Maximum
reliable range is limited only by the horizon
(about 280 miles at 40,000 ft).
Theoretical maximum range calculations
indicate adequate reserve power for strong signals (20 db above minimum
discernible) and for interference nulls.
Accuracy .—The accuracy of the Shoran system depends as much upon
external factors, such as variations in propagation velocity, as upon
instrumental errors. By adjustment of the timing crystal with the aid of
standard frequency transmissions the crystal error can be made negligible.
With careful adjustment the errors in the equipment can be reduced to
+25 ft. at any operational distance.
This precision and the speed with
which fixes may be taken make the system the best existing one for precise
navigation for any purpose.
Trajic Capacity .-Twenty
interrogator-responsors can operate with
one pair of ground beacons simultaneously.
Coding. —Interrogation coding is by frequency channeling only and
there is no response coding.
Provisions are made in the interrogator-
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responsor to distinguish the constant-range (drift, or ‘{cat”) station from
the variable-range (rate, or’’mouse”)
station.
Operational Reliability .-The equipment is designed for just one purpose: precision navigation as an H-system.
The operation of the
airborne equipment can be made almost entirely automatic; course
information can be delivered to the automatic pilot and fixes can be
taken automatically.
Hence the period of training required to operate
the equipment is very short and the possibility of personnel errors is
reduced to a minimum.
Commenk.-Shoran
is the most accurate radar system for aircraft
navigation to horizon ranges that has been developed to date (1945).
It owes its great precision to the inherent advantage of requiring range
measurements only (because these can be determined much more precisely
than azimuth- or elevation-angle measurements) and to the excellence of
its instrumentation, which utilizes this inherent advantage by employing
devices such as expanded sweeps, tracking circuits, calibration checks,
and automatic operation.
Shoran is not adapted to any applications other than those using Hnavigation, since the equipment is not designed to indicate either radar
echoes or beacon azimuth.
Although its dipole airborne antenna has
the advantage of low drag on the aircraft, it prevents getting the large
traffic capacity associated with scanning radars even when range-coded
beacons are used with the latter.
Extensive experimental work has shown that it is possible to incorporate the H-system of navigation into the airborne radar (AN/APS-lO)ground beacon (AN/CPN-6)
system described earlier in this chapter.
It is necessary to add an accurate ranging unit (a fundamental component
of the Shoran interrogator-responsor), and provisions for a split-azimuth
indication (one-half of the PPI for each beacon, described in Sec. 17).
Sweep expansion, tracking circuits, and ground track determination (by
method) and a pilot’s direction indicator greatly
the “ pulse-doppler”’
improve the accuracy.
Such auxiliary equipment can give an H-system
of precision + 100 ft. without sacrificing the normal radar- and beaconnavigation features.
The total weight of airborne equipment is comparable with that for Shoran. No modification of the AN/CPN-6
ground beacons is necessary.
Extensive experiments by RCA have also shown that the instrumental errors of Shoran can be reduced to a value not exceeding A 10 ft.
1See Radar Aids to Naw”g~ian, Vol.

2,

Chap. 3, Radiation Laboratory Series.
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INSTALLATION,

OPERATION,

AND MAINTENANCE

BY W. M. PRESTON AND A. ROBERTS
In this chapter the installation, operation, and maintenance of beacons is discussed.
There are four main groups: heavy beacons for fixed
ground installations; heavy beacons for shipboard use; airborne beacons;
Although this classification is not
and portable and mobile beacons.
all-inclusive, the principles involved are illustrated sufficient y so that
they can be extended readily to other beacon types not specifically
included.
HEAVY GROUND BEACONS
BY W. M. PRESTON
Beacons intended as fixed navigational aids have one primary requirement, reliability.
They are frequently called upon to operate continuous y; weight and complexity are usually of secondary importance.
20.1. Choice of Site. Altitude.-It
is usual] y desirable to locate a
beacon antenna at the highest point available.
Microwave signals,
like light, neither follow the curvature of the earth nor bend appreciably
around objects that are large in comparison with a wavelength.
Therefore, if 360° coverage in azimuth is required of a beacon, it must be located
above all neighboring obstacles.
The average maximum range to the radar horizon, as discussed in
Sec. 34, is given by Eq. (3.9):
R = 1.22 ~K

+ 1.22 W@

nautical miles,

(1)

where h 1 and hz are the heights of the antennas of the beacon and interrogator, respectively, measured in feet. If a ground-based beacon is to
have maximum range for low-flying aircraft or for ships, then since h z
for the aircraft will be small, it is necessary to locate the beacon antenna
as high as possible.
Intmjerence
Nulls.—Interference between the direct beacon-to-interrogator or interrogator-to-beacon
signal and the signal reflected from the
earth’s surface has been discussed in Sees. 3.1 and 3.2. The resultant
periodic fading is nearly always noticeable on an interrogator in an aircraft flying toward a beacon or away from it. The depth of the nulls
depends on the reflection coefficient of the earth’s surface, which is
437
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usually considerably greater for water than for land.
There is, therefore,
a definite advantage in locating a coastal navigation beacon far enough
inland so that the ocean surface is not visible from the beacon antenna.
However, unless the coast is very flat, the range may be reduced by the
sky line (see below), and the decrease in depth of nulls may not be worth
the cost.
The spacing between interference nulls, for a given range and wavelength, is inversely proportional to the product h ,k2, The gain in maxi-

Fro. 20 l. —Reduction
in range due to sky-line elevation.
AB is the tangent to the
sea-level surface of the earth, from the beacon A athmght h tothe mrcraft B at height h,,
S = AC is the reduced range when the sky-line elevatlon angle is a above the sea-level
horizon.
O is the center of the earth, whose radius is R, AD is the horizontal at the
beacon.

mum range by increasing the height of a beacon antenna from 5 to 20 ft
is relatively small, but the decrease in separation of nulls by a factor of
4 may be important, as pointed out in Sees. 3.2 and 3.11.
Absorption
by Trees.—Little quantitative inf ormation is available
about the absorption of microwaves by trees, largely because of the
impossibility y of defining a ‘‘ tree unit,” although the absorption is known
to be large. Tests conducted in Florida pine woods indicate little effect
on range when a 3-cm beacon is set up in flat country in a very open
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In a dense pine forest, on the other
forest (trees 50 to 100 ft apart).
hand, the reduction in range was large, reaching 80 to 90 per cent. Thk
subject is discussed further in Sec. 20”10, below.
Sky Line: Mapping
Beacon Coverage.—The maximum range as given
by Eq. (1) will seldom be attained in practice except over the ocean or
exceptionally flat terrain. Hills, trees, or other objects on the sky line
reduce the range by intercepting the beam at low angles of elevation.
Reduced range may be computed as follows:
In Fig. 20.1, let the beacon
at A be at height h,. Let A B be a line from the beacon that is tangent
to the earth’s surface at sea level. The point B is the intersection of this
line with a plane that is a distance hj above the earth’s surface.
Then
A B is the maximum range between a beacon at A and an interrogator
If some object on the
at B in the absence of any sky-line obstruction.
sky line subtends an angle a at the beacon .4, the range in that direction
N’ote that the angle a is measured up from the
will be reduced to AC.
The problem is to find AS= A G’ in terms of
tangent to the earth, AB.
the heights h1 and h, and the sky-line angle a.
Assuming that the angle a is small,
sina=a=—

h,–y

s

and

S = AE.

(2)

Then from Eq. (1) (with all quantities in the same units)

Eliminating y and solving for S,

S = -,

– Ra + (R2a2 – 2Ra 42Rhl

+ 2Rh2)$5.

(3)

Taking R = $ the mean earth’s radius, as is commonly done to allow
for refraction, and expressing h, and h, in feet and a in degrees,
S = 1.22 A

– 80.Oa + (6400a2 – 194a fil

+ 1.46h,)~~

(4)

nautical miles.
The importance of proper selection of a permanent beacon site
justifies a careful sky-line survey from which a coverage diagram can
be constructed.
To do this, a transit should be mounted at the
same height as that proposed for the beacon antenna and close to
it. After careful leveling, the transit should be swung around in small
steps, taking readings of the elevation angle of the sky line at intervals
of a few degrees. The results can be plotted as elevation angle against
azimuth.
Figure 20.2 shows such a diagram, and Fig. 20.3 the corresponding coverage chart, for a hypothetical site in which the beacon
antenna is assumed to have an elevation of 100 ft above sea level, and
to be located on the shore with open ocean from O to 180° azimuth.
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The angles actually measured with a transit will be relative to the
horizontal at the beacon, and these are shown on the scale at the left of
+ 0.4

0.58

+0.2

0.38
0.18

0

-0

-0.2
-0.4
0

60°

120°
Azimuth

240°
180°
angle in degrees

300°

360°

The elevation of the sky line, in tenths of a degree, is
FIc. 202.-Sky-line
survey.
plotted against azimuth for an imaginary beacon site. The left-hand scale gives the elevation angle Orelative to the horizontal at the beacon; the right-hand scale gives the angle a
relative to the sea-level horizon, a = d + 0. The beacon antenna height M 100 ft.
no

180”
Fm. 20.3.-Beacon
coverage diagram, from data from Fig. 20.2.
Horizon ranges, in
nautical miles, for aircraft at the designated altitudes, are plotted as a function of azimuth
angle.

Fig. 20.2. The angles a to be used in Eq. (4) are measured up from the
sea-level horizon; they are shown on the right-hand scale. In an inland
site where no part of the sky line is at sea level. it will be necessary to
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compute the angle d (Fig. 20.1) between the horizontal and the sea-level
horizon.
This can be done by means of the formula
d = 0.018&

degrees,

(5)

where hl, the height of the beacon antema, is expressed in feet above
sea level.
The coverage diagram, Fig. 20.3, was prepared by means of Eq. (4),
using the angles a from Fig. 20.2, a beacon height hl = 100 ft, and
interrogator altitudes hz from 1000 to 10,000 ft as indicated.
Reelections.-The
discrimination of ground beacons in systems that
use interrogation coding may be greatly reduced in poor locations.
Consider, for example, an interrogator sending out I-psec signals on
ordinary search operation, and located at R in Fig. 20.4. The direct
signal RB will not by itself trigger the beacon at Bl, which we will
assume to have a pulse-width discriminator set to accept only signals

‘-

B

FIG. 20,4.—Echo stretching.
Signals from the interrogator R to the beacon B, reflected
from the object O, are delayed relative to the direct signals RB.

between 2 and 4 psec. However, if an object O, such as a building,
is located at a distance from the beacon such that the time taken by
the signal to travel from R to O to B is just 1 psec longer than the time
Together they will
from R to B directly, the two signals will overlap.
form a pulse 2 psec long, which will pass through the discriminator.
More generally, there will be many objects around a beacon which will
reflect or scatter energy toward the antenna.
With sufficient amplification the signal received at the beacon will then consist of the direct
pulse followed by a long irregular train of weaker, overlapping signals
which may continue above the background noise level for 10 or 20 times
the length of the direct signal. If the receiver sensitivity is sufficient
for triggering by an interrogator at 100 miles, the direct signal will be
40 db stronger when the interrogator is only 1 mile away; reflected pulses
have to be more than 40 db weaker than the direct signal if discrimination
is to be preserved at this range.
Shipboard installations are not troubled in this way; the uniform surface of the ocean gives no spurious pulses. Land installations in which
the beacon antenna is on top of a high, bare hill are good provided there
are no large objects near by. The small vertical beamwidth of beacon
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antennas
is helpful.
For example, with a half-power beamwidth of 5°
in elevation, objects that lie more than 5° above or below the horizontal
at the beacon antenna reflect comparative y little energy into the antenna.
The conditions for eliminating spurious interrogating pulses over land are
so stringent, however, that they cannot always be met satisfactorily.
For this reason, it is important to use receiver circuits that minimize the
effect of the secondary signals (see Sec. 8.11).
Radar Inter ference.—In
siting a permanent beacon station, an effort
should be made to avoid unintentional triggering of the beacon by radar
sets in its vicinity.
For example, if the station is located near an airport,
high-power search or ground-control radar sets or repair shops where
airborne radar sets are serviced and tested may be near by. The ground
radar sets should be operated on different frequency bands from those to
which the beacons respond, but if the radar sets are very close, it may
be necessary to install filters in the r-f lines of the beacon receiver.
Alternatively, a trigger pulse from the ground radar can be fed to a
suppression circuit in the beacon and the beacon receiver blanked for a
short interval during each radar pulse. Repair shops should be located
away from the beacon and every effort made to avoid the radiation of
strong signals during testing by use of dummy loads or absorbers over
the antennas.
Methods for suppression are treated in Sec. 16.10.

INST.4LLATION
20.2. Housing. -Housing
for ground beacons ranges all the way from
tents for temporary locations to special buildings for permanent use.
When possible, it is advantageous to allow room for a workbench for
servicing and for shelves to store spare parts and other supplies near the
beacon.
The test equipment that is essential for maintaining beacon
performance will probably suffice for most repair work; it is, therefore,
logical to plan to do all ordinary servicing at the beacon.
Provision of
adequate heat, light, and space will be repaid by better maintenance.
Beacon stations are comparable to lighthouses.
It may even happen
sometimes that beacons will be installed at lighthouses; hence, a similar
degree of self-sufficiency and a similar approach to the problems of maintenance are indicated.
Primary
Power Supply .—Heavy
ground beacons designed in the
United States usually require 60-cps single-phase alternating current at
115 or 230 volts.
Stations for intermittent operation can be supplied from
motor-driven generators; permanent sites, from central power stations.
Although beacons can be designed to work over a reasonable supplyvoltage range, their stringent frequency-stability requirements make it
wise to provide a power supply free of violent voltage fluctuations

I

I
I
I

I
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If lines must be run a long distance,
resulting from transient loads.
they must have sufficient capacity to prevent undue voltage drop at the
maximum load imposed by the beacon.
Arrangement of Associated Test Equipment .—The guiding principle in
the arrangement of external test equipment in a permanent beacon
station should be convenience.
Test equipment not built into the beacon
can be located on shelves or brackets—as shown, for example, in Fig.
1511, Sec. 15.12. Every control to be used for adjusting the reading of
a meter must be located so that the meter can be watched as the adjustment is made.
20.3. Antenna Installation. -Once a site has been chosen and housing
has been provided for the beacon, the installation of the antenna must
be carefully planned.
Masf.—Often the antenna must be mounted on a mast in order to
The mast must have adequate
clear its immediate surroundings.
strength and be strongly guyed so as to withstand the maximum wind
In high latitudes,
velocities expected, with a suitable safety factor.
further allowance must be made for ice loading.
Deicing. —Although
ice is relatively transparent to microwaves,
water absorbs them strongly.
A thin layer of ice may absorb rather
little power, but it may reflect enough to produce serious long-line
pulling of the transmitter frequency.
If no provision for heating or
other deicing is provided the antenna must be readily accessible for
manual cleaning in regions where snow and ice are encountered.
R-j Lines.—It is always advantageous to keep the r-f lines that feed
The maximum permissible length from
the antenna as short as possible.
the equipment to the antenna is determined by two factors: the power
attenuation and the danger of long-line effects, The latter depend on
the antenna match, the line length, and the transmitter-tube characteristics. A maximum allowable line length, which takes into account both
attenuation and long-line effects, should be specified by the manufacturers for each type of beacon,
Pressurizing.—The need for pressurizing air-filled transmission lines
has been set forth in Sec. 7.7. In field installations, the r-f transmission
lines and the antennas should be made a common system for gas pressure.
A pressure gauge at the beacon should be provided, and either a convenient inlet valve for a hand-operated pump, or a permanently connected motor-driven
pump.
In order to prevent condensation
of
moisture only dry gas should be introduced into the lines. Air dried by
passage through silica gel or other suitable desiccators is thoroughly
satisfactory.
In a permanent installation, automatic pressure maintenance is advisable.
This is achieved by a pressure-operated switch
]rhich is connected to the antenna lines and controls a mot,or-cfriven
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pump so as to keep the r-f lines filled with dry air between specified
pressure limits.
Multiple Installatwns
and Crystal Damage.—In many cases, a station
will consist of a number of beacons on different frequencies, with, possibly,
When uninterrupted operation is
dual installations on each frequency.
essential, a dual installation provides a complete stand-by unit which can
be switched in rapidly.
In the resulting clutter of antennas, care must
be taken to avoid damaging the receiving crystal in one beacon by the
transmitter of another.
Beacons using waveguide will ordinarily be
protected against frequencies substantially lower by the cutoff property
of waveguide; there is, however, a possibility that higher harmonics
may be present with sufficient power to cause trouble.
If there is any
doubt, a direct calculation of the power received should be made,’ as
follows :
(6)
where the notation is that of Chap. 2. It is assumed that the two
antennas are in the same horizontal plane, so that the receiver is in the
direction of maximum gain of the transmitter.
In a typical case, X = 10 cm = 0.33 ft ;PT = 10,000 watts, G= = G: = 10.
which is
For R = 25 ft, from Eq. (6) the received power P; = 1.1 watt,
just about the safe upper limit for many crystals.
The antennas, therefore, must be separated by at least 25 ft; if they must be closer, they
should be staggered in height, so that the receiver of each lies far enough
below or above the transmitter of the other to be out of the main lobe
of the pattern.
t%ekling by Masts. —With multiple-antenna installations, care must
be taken that the different antennas or their masts do not shade each
other. In Fig. 20.5, A is a beacon antenna; B is a cylindrical pole, of
metal or other material opaque to the beacon radiation.
The diameter
of B is S, and its distance from A is a.
At a distance b from the pole,
the latter will interfere with the antenna pattern over a region R, which
is at least somewhat larger than the geometrical shadow.
Let us assume that b>> a, a >> A, that A can be regarded as an
infinite line source of radiation, and that the pole B is a perfect absorber
for microwaves.
Then it can be shown by means of diffraction theoryt
I The inverse square law may be applied for distances from the antenna greater
than 2d2/A, where d is the antenna aperture.
For linear arrays, Eq. (7.1), Sec. 7.4,
gives, for the minimum distance at which the inverse square law holds, the value
G’A/2.
At shorter distances the inverse square law breaks down, the actual received
power being less than that predicted.
2 See, e.g., Jenkins and
New York, 1937, p. 199.

White,

Fundamentals of Physical

Optics,

McGraw-Hill,
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that the intensity wili nowhere be down by more than 3.5 db if

8<0.35

(7)

V&,

where k is the wavelength and S, X, and a are all measured in the same
units of length.
This gives for the case h = 3.3 cm and a = 3 meters,
AS= 0.35 <3.2 X 300 = 11 cm. At a large distance behind a pole of
this diameter, therefore, the intensity will nowhere be more than 3.5 db
below what it would be if the pole were absent.
Equation (7) can be considered only a rough guide when the assumptions are not valid.
In particular, if the pole B is of metal and relatively
close to the antenna, resonant currents may be set up on it which will
reradiate energy and modify the antenna pattern considerably, not only
behind the pole but in all directions.
It should, however, be possible to

PI
FIG. 20.5.—Antenna
shielding by neighboring objects.
A is a linear-array beacon
antenna, axis perpendicular to the plane of the diagram. B is a cylindrical pipe of diameter S
and axis parallel to A. R is the region of the diffraction pattern observed on a plane P.

eliminate resonant currents by coating metallic surfaces with a material
that absorbs microwaves. 1
20.4. Operational Check. —Following the completion of a new beacon
installation, particular y one intended as a permanent navigational aid,
it may be desirable to make an operational test of its performance.
For
an airborne-interrogator–ground-beacon
system, one or more flights can
be made to check extreme range in various directions and at various
altitudes, minimum range, and decoding.
In order to get useful quantitative information, however, a flight test of an interrogator against a
beacon must be made with great care. The characteristics of the interrogator and the beacon, such as power output and receiver sensitivity,
must be known accurately.
Otherwise, a test with an interrogator of
above-average performance will overestimate the beacon performance.
In addition, temporary conditions of anomalous propagation may result
] See Principles
Series.

of Microwave

Circuits,

Vol.

8, Chap.

11, Radiation

Laboratory
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either in abnormally large ranges at low altitudes, or sometimes in
abnormally low ranges.
Because microwave propagation under normal conditions is so nearly
rectilinear, the coverage of a beacon can be predicted accurately by the
ground-survey method discussed in Sec. 20.1. All other characteristics
of the beacon can be measured accurately by suitable test equipment at
the beacon; if these meet specifications, the beacon range can be calculated for any type of radar. In the absence of precise data on the
propagation characteristics to be expected during a test, the laws of
optics are a better guide to the range to be expected than a flight test
made at random.
For these reasons, operational flight tests seldom
serve a useful purpose.
OPERATIONAND M.UXT~X.<XC~
20.5. Local Performance
Checks.
Personnel.—The
use of heavy
ground beacons as continuously operating navigational aids for radarequipped aircraft has encouraged their design as automatic devices
requiring no operator.
Since weight is ordinarily secondary to reliability,
recycling relays are usually provided to reestablish operation following a
transient overload or power failure. Some installations include a complete stand- by beacon, and provision may be made for switching over to
it automatically if the main unit should fail. In this way, the need for
constant attendance can be eliminated.
However, continuous operation requires routine performance checks
at stated intervals, as well as regular preventive maintenance.
Since, in
addition, it is usually desirable to make all ordinary repairs at the beacon
site, a highly skilled maintenance man should be available at each beacon
installation.
This contrasts, for example, with the problem of maintaining small beacons in aircraft, in which case major equipment troubles are
frequently eliminated by replacement of the whole unit, which is then
sent to a central depot for servicing by specialized personnel.
Over-ali Check of Perfomnance.—ii
complete over-al} check of beacon
performance indicates whether or not the equipment puts out an r-f
signal (1) of power greater than the minimum specified; (2) at a frequency
within the specified limits; (3) with the proper number and spacing of
code pips, when it is triggered by an r-f signal (4) of the minimum
specified power; (5) of frequency within the receiver band; (6) with pulse
coding (if coding is provided) only within specified limits, and (7) between
the lon-er and upper limits of pulse-repetition frequency.
A satisfactory
test of this nature S1]OTVS
that the beacon is operating properly; fail~lre at,
any point indicates the need of more detailed tests to localize the trouble.
A considerable amount of test equipment is necessary to conduct
such an over-all check and it must be of high quality and good design

\
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since absolute rather than relative values of quantities are required. and
some of the tolerances are close. Finally, the simpler and more automatic
we try to make the process of measurement, the more complex the design
of the test equipment becomes.
As a result, it may be advisable, after a
stud y of the probabilities of various failures in a beacon, to devise a
simpler and less inclusive over-all check which can be carried out at more
frequent intervals.
List of Test Equiprrzent.-The list of test equipment which follolvs
includes the items needed for complete maintenance of a typical microwave ground beacon: 1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Test set or pulsed-signal generator.
Synchroscope.
Transmitter frequency standard.
Volt-ohmmeter.
Voltage divider.
Dummy load.
Local-oscillator
frequency
standard (when superheterodyne
receiver is used).
8. Standard tube tester.
9. Fluxmeter (for checking the field strength of the magnetron
magnet).
10. Aural monitor (with provision for switching to any one of a
number of test points).
Of these items, the first five are the most essential. The dummy load
is used rarely, but it is needed when antenna line mismatch is suspected
and when it is undesirable to radiate power during testing of the transThe local-oscillator standard cavity will be part of the receiver
mitter.
if the latter has local-oscillator AFC; it will be unnecessary if the frequency meter in the test set is accurate enough to check the local oscillator. A standard tube tester saves time and helps to anticipate tube
failure, but its provision may not be justified except in a large beacon
hfagnet failure is unusual, but difficult to discover without a
station.
fluxmeter.
An aural monitor may be classed as a convenience; it is
useful both for testing and for continuous monitoring.
Over-all Check.-L”sing the test equipment listed above, the complete
over-all check may be performed as follolvs:
I. Trigger the test set from the synchroscope.
Adjust the output of
the test set to a frcq(lency Ivithin the receiver band, to a pulse code
1The items themselves Ire dcscrihccl f{~nct ionally in Scrs. 1.5.12 to 1520.
.Uthough
spccia]ized units, such as the test s~,t, may be hunt into the beacon cabinets instead
of being packaged separately. their fllnctioms will hc msentiall}r thr same in Pi~hrr rase.
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that should trigger the beacon, and to the power level corresponding to the minimum specified receiver sensitivity.
Connect the
voltage pulse on the magnetron, from the appropriate test point,
to the vertical deflection plates of the synchroscope.
If a pulse is
visible, it indicates that the beacon is being triggered by the
minimum specified power.
Vary the frequency of the input signal over the whole specified
receiver band.
The beacon should be triggered continuously.
Vary the coding of the input signal. The beacon should start to
trigger at the lower limit of the pulse-coding tolerance and cease
to trigger above the upper limit.
(The synchroscope may be used
to monitor the pulse code, and the aural monitor to indicate when
triggering commences.)
On a suitable synchroscope sweep speed, check the number, width,
and spacing of the beacon code pips at the modulator-voltagepulse test point.
Trigger the beacon from the synchroscope at some convenient
point, such as the coder input.
This is done to release the test set
so that its r-f output can be connected to the r-f test point on
the transmitter line. The power monitor in the test set is now
used to measure the beacon transmitter average power. From the
repetition rate and duration of the voltage pulse of the modulator,
the pulse power can be computed.
Check the transmitter frequency by tuning it to peak the output of the standard cavity.
Then vary the triggering repetition
rate over the specified limits.
The output frequency should
remain within the required limits. Relative frequency changes
can be measured with sufficient accuracy with the frequency meter
in the test set, still connected as in the preceding paragraph.

Mention should be made here of a difficulty in making a satisfactory
over-all check which was not mentioned in the foregoing description.
It
is obviously desirable, in such a check, to introduce the triggering signal
at the receiving antenna and to check the transmitted power at the
transmitting antenna.
Only in this way will the test include the condition of the antennas and r-f transmission lines. To do this requires (1)
a pickup dipole or other device located close to each beacon antenna,
adjusted to a known coupling, and (2) r-f lines from each of the pickup
elements (in the case of systems with separate receiving and transmitting
antennas) down to the equipment.
When the antenna lines are long,
about 50 ft, the test lines themselves introduce an uncertainty at least
equal to that of the beacon lines proper. For such distances, the attenuation and general unreliability of coaxial line is generally too great to be
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tolerated at 10 cm and even more so at shorter wavelengths, and four
lines of waveguide running up to the antenna make a heavy and clumsy
installation.
Recently, duplexers of bandwidth sufficient for microwave
beacon use have become available; these switches make it possible to
have a single antenna line and a single test dipole line.
The alternative practice has been to measure receiver sensitivity and
power output at test points close to the beacon equipment.
Waveguide
losses are brought about by physical injury, which can be spotted by
careful inspection, or by dirt or water inside the guide. If the antenna
and guide lines down to the equipment are sealed off and maintained at
a pressure above atmospheric, no increases in attenuation will occur.
Operating practice has been to keep both antenna and lines pressurized
and to assume that they are in good condition.
Another method of measuring the total line losses has been used tith
some success but is applicable only to systems having separate transmitting and receiving antemaa.
A bar or other device is clamped
temporarily in a reproducible position where it increases the coupling
between the two antennas to a figure of 20 to 30 db. The receiving line
is disconnected at the beacon and connected to the test set, which is then
used to measure the average received power when the transmitter is
running. This is compared with the power from a directional coupler in
The difference, corrected for the
the transmitting line near the beacon.
coupling between the antennas and the coupling of the directional
coupler, is the sum of the losses in both antenna lines. If the coupling
between the antenna lines is not known, changes in line loss from day to
day can still be detected.
Maintenance
flclwdule.-It
is impossible to draw up a maintenance
schedule to apply to heavy beacons in general since it must be based on
a study of the performance and reliability of a particular type of equipment. It should probably call for a daily over-all check of the type
outlined above, with whatever additional checks experience might
dictate.
At longer intervals, a thorough overhaul of all components will
serve to anticipate trouble.
For example, when data on tube life are
available, it may be advisable to schedule a change of tubes shortly
before the end of their average useful life.
20.6. Remote
Performance
Checks.
Remote
Monitors.-Ground
beacons will frequently be located at or near airports, Coast Guard
The best location for the beacon may
stations, or similar establishments.
be some distance from the base-on
a neighboring hill, for example.
Since beacon equipment is automatic and requires attention tmly when
something goes wrong, a remote monitor at the base will save time by
making it possible to check operations without going to the actual
beacon site.
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In most respects, the design of a remote monitor is straightforward
and depends primarily on the complexity and expense which appear to
be justified.
The simplest monitoring can be done by means of wire
connections between the beacon site and the base. For example, a
remote indicator light can be used to give warning when the high voltage
has gone off because of power failure, overload, or other cause. A more
complicated system might contain provision for turning on the test set
described above, preadjusted to feed in an r-f signal to the receiver at a
power level approximating that corresponding to minimum receiver
sensitivity.
An aural monitor, consisting of amplifier and loudspeaker,
can serve as indicator.
Connected to the output of the transmitter frequent y standard, it would show whether or not the beacon ~vas putting
out a signal on the correct frequency, and give some idea of the relative
power output.
This would be a simplified and reasonably satisfactory
over-all check, but it would need to be supplemented by periodic and
more extensive checks at the beacon site.
Another monitoring system involves a calibrated interrogator at the
base. This requires first of all a clear line of sight from the monitor
There are, however, other limitations.
antenna to the beacon antenna.
If the beacon has a high-gain antenna and is located on a hill considerably higher than the monitoring station, the latter may be below the
main lobe of the beacon antenna pattern. As a result, an impractical
In addition,
amount of power may be required to trigger the beacon.
if the path between monitor and beacon is over water, interference
between the direct and reflected rays (Sec. 3.1) will cause large variations
in signal strength due to tidal changes in the level or var; ing surface
conditions of the water. While variations over land will be much less
because of the lower reflection coefficient, they may still limit the accuracy of the system.
This type of monitor may be built primarily from radar components.
It is probably simpler to use separate receiving and transmitting antennas; these can be relatively small paraboloids mounted so as to point at
the beacon.
The received signal is led to the receiver through a calibrated variable r-f attenuator.
The indicator may be a synchroscope
used for type A presentation.
The synchroscope is also used to trigger
the modulator.
A second calibrated variable attenuator in the transmitter line makes it possible to vary the r-f output.
With directionalcoupler test points in the receiver and transmitter lines, a test set of the
type described in Sec. 15.13 will make it possible to calibrate the power
output and receiver sensitivity and to measure the freqllency of the
monitor transmitter and of the beacon transmitter,
By decreasing the
monitor power output until the beacon ceases to trigger, the beacon
receiver sensitivity can be checked.
The bandwidth of the beacon
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receiver can be tested if the monitor has a tunable transmitting tube.
The power output of the beacon can be checked by varying the attenuator in the receiving line of the monitor until signals reach a calibrated
amplitude.
Interrogation coding may be checked by providing a suitable coder for the. monitor modulator, giving pulse codes than can be
varied above and below the specified pulse-code limits.
Quantitative Flight Checks.—It has been said above that routine fright
tests of ground beacons, using standard airborne radar equipment, are of
doubtful utility.
Beacon performance can be checked more easily and
accurately by using test equipment.
However, occasions will arise--for
example, in the design of new beacons—when flight tests will be desirable
to verify the calculated performance.
By modifying a standard airborne interrogator along the following
lines, a satisfactory airborne testing device, which can be monitored and
controlled while in flight, may be built.
1. Insert a power divider between the transmitter tube and the TR
switch.
Couple a thermistor bridge or other power-measuring
device into the transmitter line by means of a directional coupler
or similar device.
2. If the frequency is to be varied, a tunable transmitter tube is
required.
Its frequency can be measured by a frequency meter
in the line between the directional coupler and the power monitor.
3. Mount a pulsed-signal generator of the type described in Sec. 15.13
near the interrogator, and trigger it from the synchronizer.
Connect the r-f output of the signal generator to the antenna line
through a second directional coupler so as to send signals toward
the receiver.
4. Add an A-scope indicator, if the interrogator does not have one
already.
5, Replace the antenna by a smaller reflector giving a half-power
beamwidth of at least 20°. Because of the motion of the aircraft,
it is difficult to make quantitative measurements in flight if the
antenna beamwidth is small,
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measurements made with reduced radar power output and sensitivity
can be extrapolated to give reliable range by means of Eqs. (2.2) and
(2.3), Sec. 25.
The precision of such measurements is reasonably good.
An idea of
the variations to be expected can be obtained by an examination of the
dispersion of the experimental points in Fig. 2.4 about the inverse
square line to be expected from theory.
The mean of a series of careful
measurements made on a Klght should predict the system performance
with a probable error not exceeding 2 db.
SHIP BEACONS
BY

W. M.

PRESTON

Since weight and complexity are usually secondary to serviceability
and reliability, shipborne beacons of the type intended as navigational
aids are in many respects similar to the heavy ground beacons discussed
above.
Here attention will be called only to the principal differences
between installations on shipboard and those on land.
20.’7. Installation, Operation, and Maintenance.
Location oj Equipment.—As
compared with ground installations, space for beacons on
shipboard is limited.
By mounting components in drawers that pull
out and lock and by making it possible to get at all components from
the front of the cabinets, however, most beacon maintenance can be done
right at the equipment.
The equipment can be mounted close against
a bulkhead out of the way, and lateral shock-mount brackets added
where necessary.
Since the antenna is usually mounted as high on the mast as possible,
the antenna lines are long at best. Moreover, installation of the antenna
lines is frequently difficult, particular y if they must be run through one
or more decks. It is, therefore, wise to locate the equipment on an
upper deck, if space can be found, in order to keep the length of the
antenna lines to a minimum.
Antenna and Antenna Lines.—If all-round coverage is required, the
antenna must be mounted near the top of the mast. Where this is
Equation (7) may be used as
impossible, it may be put on a yardarm.
a guide in determining whether or not the mast or other vertical cylindrical structures will cause an appreciable shadow.
If other radar equipment is near by, consideration must be given to the dangers of damaging
the crystal of the beacon receiver and of picking up excessive interference.
It is usually possible to find a satisfactory solution because of the dlrectivity of the antennas, as long as they are not located on the same level.
The range of a beacon on shipboard will be given by the simple
formula, Eq. (1), since the horizon is sea level, except as the antenna
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pattern may be obstructed by masts or other elements on the ship itself.
Interference nulls will always be a prominent feature because of the high
reflection coefficient of sea water (Sec. 3.2).
Pulse stretching at sea will
ordinarily be negligible.
For wavelengths of 10 cm or less, the r-f lines will normally be waveguide, which has lower attenuation and which is far more rugged than
coaxial line. It has been common practice to
ShlPs
solder all joints or to seal them with gaskets and to
maintain a positive pressure of dry air in the lines
at all times. This prevents internal corrosion and
the losses that result from condensed moisture and
T
it also gives an indication of any break in the lines.
Beacon
Most installations will require specially fabricated
bends. Because the bending of waveguide requires
equipment and skill, it must be done by experienced
personnel.
Reelections.-When
ships are isolated, reflections
give very little trouble at sea. There are, how- >
ever, circumstances under which reflections may Interrogator
cause difficulty with shipboard beacon installations.
FK& 20.6.—The oriWhen the ‘ship carrying the beacon is close to a ~a~i~~,sr’~~fle~o~~
coast line, echoes may give rise to disturbances, just
of shipboard beacons by
reflections
from another
This, how,hip
as in the case of ground installations.
A beacon on one
ever, is a relatively trivial matter.
ship may be int.erroThe large radar cross section of ships, however,
~~~d b~ro~‘i~O\h~may cause confusing reflections when ships are andits responsemayin
turnbereflectedfromit.
within only several miles of each other. Difficulties may arise through reflection of either the interrogation or the
response, or both.
In Fig. 20.6, suppose Ship A carries a beacon, and Ship B is a few
miles away. An interrogation reflected from B may trip the beacon on
A.
The beacon response is then observed by the interrogator at an
incorrect range. It is possible also that a direct signal from the interrogator may trip the beacon, and the beacon response then may be
reflected from B to the interrogator giving incorrect range and bearing.
Finally, both the interrogation and response may be reflected from B.
The seriousness of such spurious indications depends upon the
angular discrimination of the interrogator and the geometry of the
The spurious indication will always beat a range greater than
situation.
the correct range, so that a careful operator can distinguish between
them. Angular discrimination alone is of no assistance when both
interrogation and response are reflected.
When many ships are assemmay, because of
bled, as in naval formations, spurious “beacons”
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reflections, appear on every ship in the formation at short ranges. Relative intensity and range are the parameters by which the interrogator
In practice, it
operator can distinguish true response from reflections.
is not often difficult to distinguish true from false indications.
Response coding is of great assistance in distinguishing beacon replies
from radar reflections that may break through when the interrogator is
For example, suppose an airborne or
adjusted for beacon reception.
shipborne radar used as a beacon interrogator has a maximum free-space
range of 60 miles on a large ship. At 6 miles the radar response is then
40 db above the minimum useful response.
If the selectivity of the
interrogator-receiver,
or channel rejection, between radar and beacon
signals is 40 db, the radar reflection from the ship carrying the beacon
will begin to appear on the screen at 6 miles even though the interrogator is tuned to beacon signals. If the beacon replies are uncoded this
may result in serious confusion; response coding usually will eliminate
any possibility of such confusion.
Distortion or garbling of interrogation coding by reflections is possible
in ship formations; but it is relatively infrequent, since the geometrical
On very large ships, pulseconditions for this occurrence are stringent.
width coding may give trouble, since echoes from distant portions of the
ship may act to stretch incoming pulses.
Time-varied gain of the interrogator-receiver will eliminate or greatly
The suppression of spurious
reduce spurious effects due to reflections.
pulses in the beacon receiver is of less value than with ground receivers,
since the interfering echoes come relatively long after the direct signal.
lnterjerence.—A thorough search for possible interference should be
made after installation of a beacon on a ship. The type of interference to
be looked for includes not only unwanted triggering of the beacon by
other radar or communication equipment, but interference by the beacon
with other radar and communication sets. It has been demonstrated
that it is practical to eliminate virtually all interference that does not
actually enter the antenna by proper design, involving good grounds and
shielding and filtering of power lines.
It has been the rule to set the beacon transmitter frequency in a clear
channel in order to avoid interference with radar sets, and to operate
ship radars on different bands from airborne equipment so that a beacon
intended for airborne interrogators should not be triggered by sets on
the ship. If, however, one or more ship radars cause interference which
triggers the beacon through the r-f system and which cannot be eliminated by filters, it will be necessary to use a suppression circuit (Sec. 16.10).
Operation and Maintenance.-The
operation and maintenance of
It is
shipboard beacons are similar to those of heavy ground beacons.
usually possible to mount close to the beacon all test equipment necessary
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to make a complete over-all check of operation similar to that described
in Sec. 20.5. The same adherence to a definite preventive maintenance
schedule is required if continuous, reliable operation is desired.
The
antenna and lines on shipboard are particularly liable to damage by
strain and vibration, and they are seldom readily accessible.
It is, therefore, desirable to be able to measure the over-all line and antenna losses
by means of a separate waveguide connected to a pickup probe at the
antenna, as described in Sec. 20.5.
AIRBORNE BEACONS
BY W. M. PRESTON
Airborne beacons are generally characterized by their light weight
and, in comparison with ground or ship installations, by their simplicity.
They are operated intermittently, although quite possibly for many hours
at a stretch; during operation little or no maintenance is possible.
20.8. Installation.
Location of Antenna. —Every
type of aircraft
presents a new problem in antenna installation, and the solution usually
involves compromises.
The stringent requirements of minimum aerodynamic drag must be met, and at the same time a location is required
which gives the best possible coverage and a mounting that is structurally practicable.
The lowest point of the underside of the fuselage, in
normal flight aspect, is frequently the obvious choice. This location
may be ruled out if it is shielded by external wing tanks or radomes, and
it may be relatively poor in low-wing models because the wing will
obscure the antenna when the aircraft banks.
Trials of double installations have been made, for example, with two
receiving antennas located on opposite wing tips and connected to the
receiver in parallel, and two transmitting antennas similarly located.
Although it is possible thus to insure that coverage is obtained in all
directions, the interference pattern in directions from which both antennas are simultaneously visible is complicated by many lobes. These
lobes are probably intolerable for automatic-tracking
radars like the
SCR-584 which require continuous information.
Such antenna installations may, however, be used with separate receivers for each antenna,
with mixing of the video output signals.
The mocking-up of an antenna installation in a new aircraft type is a
major undertaking, and it must be done and the testing carried out in a
well-equipped laboratory.
The approved mockup must be followed
carefully in later installations, since small changes in location may affect
the pattern.
The difficulty increases with decreasing wavelength of the
system.
Location oj Equipment.-Aircraft
beacons are usually designed with
small control boxes that can be mounted within convenient reach of the
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operator.
The equipment proper may then be located wherever space
is available, subject to the stipulation that the lengths of the antenna
lines be held to a specified minimum.
Reflections. -Airborne
beacons may be triggered by reflections of the
interrogating signals from the ground, or, more infrequently, from other
aircraft.
An interrogator in the same aircraft can trigger an airborne
beacon, even if there is a direct suppression connection, if the signal
reflected from the ground returns with sufficient intensity after the suppression period is over. Suitable choice of the suppression interval, so
that the reflected signal is too weak to trigger the beacon at altitudes for
which the reflection time exceeds the suppression interval, is necessary.
W~th ground interrogators, reflected interrogations from large objects
on the ground may reach the airborne beacon after the direct signal.
This may result in apparent double pulses being received at the beacon;
if double-pulse coding is used, codes may be simulated, so that the beacon
may be triggered by interrogators that are not meant to trigger it. If
the decoder is not suitably designed, the reflected pulse, appearing
between the two direct pulses of the code, may prevent a response.
Beacon responses to an airborne or ground interrogator can be
reflected from the ground and thus appear at incorrect ranges and
azimuths.
As in other cases, angular discrimination in the interrogator
and timevaried gain of its receiver will tend to remove these interfering
signals.
Interference.-1n
locating the beacon antenna in the mockup of a newtype aircraft, care must be taken that sufficient power from other radar
equipment to damage the receiving crystal does not enter the beacon.
This is unlikely to occur unless a radar antenna points almost directly at
the beacon antenna.
If an actual measurement of the power reaching
the beacon crystal shows it to be excessive, either an r-f filter must be
installed or the beacon antenna must be relocated.
Triggering of the
beacon by other radar equipment can be eliminated by using a suppressor
blanklng pulse.
20.9. Operation and Maintenance.
Personnel
Requirements.-The
operation of an airborne beacon is usually extremely simple and may
consist of little beyond turning it on or off. In any case, its operation
will be a minor duty of a pilot, radio operator, or other crew member who
cannot be expected to be highly trained in maintenance.
Actual maintenance will be done on the ground.
Since it is difficult
to make extensive repairs of radar equipment inside the aircraft, it is
desirable to provide for making a very simple over-all check of beacon
operation at the aircraft.
If any major difficulty is encountered, either
the troublesome component or the whole beacon should be replaced
immediately.
This check can be made by relatively unspecialized per-
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sonnel and the defective components sent to a depot to be serviced by
capable maintenance men under favorable working conditions.
Built-in Monitoring
Equipment.—For
airborne beacons, built-in
monitoring equipment is usually held to a minimum by limitations on
space and weight and may be entirely absent.
Perhaps the most useful
single test feature that may be supplied is a push-button-operated video
triggering circuit to actuate the equipment beyond the decoder and a
tuning control and meter indicator for setting the transmitter frequency.
Preflight-check
Test Equipment.—If
the maintenance organization
suggested above is followed, relatively simple test equipment for checking
a beacon in an aircraft is wanted.
The quantities to be checked are (1)
power output, (2) frequency, (3) response code, (4) receiver sensitivity,
(5) receiver band coverage, and (6) interrogation coding.
Moreover,
because of the considerable chance of injury to the antennas due to their
exposed position, or to the antenna lines due to the extreme vibration to
which aircraft are subject, an over-all check should certainly include the
antennas and their lines.
These specifications will almost certainly require a special piece or
set of test equipment designed for this purpose alone. It must fulfill
most of the major functions of the test set and synchroscope described
in Sec. 20.5, such as providing a pulsed signal of known frequency and
variable calibrated power output, measuring the frequency and power o
the beacon signal, and examining the code. Ideally, it would be battery.
operated; alternatively, it may be run from mobile engine-driven generators of the type expected to be available at airports.
It must either be
readily portable, or it must be carried by a test truck, and the latter
must be available in the required locations.
A reproducible method of
coupling the test set to the beacon antenna is required. This problem
has been solved in one case by a “black,” or completely absorbing, “hat”
to be fitted over the beacon antenna, with pickup dipoles built into it.
Bench Test Equipment.—Complete
test equipment must be supplied
for general maintenance work. If the procedure suggested is followed,
servicing will be done in a repair shop under favorable conditions.
Hence, flexibility and reliability will be required of the test equipment
and weight will be secondary.
The same set of test equipment will be
used to service many beacons and possibly other radar gear. It will be
essentially that listed in Sec. 20.5.
Remote Monitors. —Although in most cases the system of preflight
checking described above will be entirely sufficient, occasions may arise
when it is desirable to obtain an operational check of an airborne beacon
just before takeoff, or in flight, while the aircraft is still near its base.
A monitoring station for this purpose can be constructed from a modified
interrogateor. It must have a rotatable or omnidirectional antenna in
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order to follow the aircraft easily. ‘l’he extent of the modification
required depends, of course, on the completeness of the over-all check
desired. A power divider in the transmitter line, a tunable transmitter,
and an attenuator in the recei~~erline, together with a test set for calibration, will make possible rough quantitative checks on beacon power
It should be pointed out that a unit
output and receiver sensitivity.
of this type may be complicated and expensive.
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There may,
in that it is likely to be temporary rather than permanent.
therefore, be less time to survey available sites so that the best one may
be chosen.
In a temporary installation, furthermore, the erection of
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for the operator to be well acquainted with the requirements for satisfactory beacon sites and with the performance of his equipment under
conditions of unfavorable location.
The height of the beacon antenna in temporary installations is
generally determined by the antenna support supplied with the equipment. In rolling or hilly country the operator should, of course, try to
select a site on top of a hill rather than in a valley.

FIG. 2O.1O.—AII excellent beacon location.
The antenna mast is nearly as high as the
distant trees. Homing on a portable beacon may be very accurate.

The effect of interference nulls may be very noticeable for portable
beacons, even if the reflections occur on land rather than on water.
The possible height of the beacon antenna is not great and for this reason
the nulls will be relatively far apart. Location in flat, open country
favors interference nulls; location on a hilltop suppresses them.
The effect of trees on range must be well understood by the operator,
Figures 20.7 to 20.17
and this can be learned only from experience.
show portable-beacon locations of varying excellence and give an idea of
the effect of trees on reducing range. The reduction of range by trees
may result either from attenuation or from an elevated sky line. At the
lower frequencies, polarization is of importance.
Horizontally polarized
radiation will be attenuated less by trees than vertically polarized
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radiation, when the wavelength is considerably greater than the diameter
of the average tree.
Pulse stretching is not usually a problem with portable beacons
because the light weight requirements of the equipment ordinarily preclude the use of a decoder.
If there is a decoder, the requirements will
be the same as those for permanent ground beacons.
— ..._ .,
. . ..
. . . ..—.
.-,—.—
,——..---.-”- ..—,—....,.

FIG. 20,11,—A

satisfactory beacon location. The antenna is higher than near-by vegetation
and the sky line is not blocked by trees.

] ‘he sky line should be surveyed carefully by the operator before the
equipment is set up. Ordinarily no survey with a transit can be made,
and a visual inspection must suffice. A good operator will be able to
guess with fair accuracy from a visual inspection the dh-ections in which
If certain directions are more important
reduced range is to be expected.
than others, the selection of the site can be made accordingly.
The operator will be able to exercise little control over installation
problems.
These must be solved in the design of the equipment, which
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must provide for assembling, testing, and operating the equipment outdoors under unfavorable weather conditions.
Because little or no auxiliary test equipment will be available, all
checking will have to be done with built-in test equipment.
Portable
microwave beacons have often been so designed that when two beacons

were available, one could be used as a signal generator to check the other.
A rough field check can readily be obtained in this way.
20.11. Surface Beacon Systems.—Previous
sections of this chapter
have been concerned mainly with beacon systems in which either the
interrogator or the beacon was explicitly or tacitly assumed to be air-
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borne. A brief discussion of beacon systemsin which both ends of the
system are on the surface of the earth is in order because they present
some special problems of design, siting, and propagation.
Of the three
possible surface combinations—ship-to-shore,
shore-to-ship, and groundto-ground—we are particularly concerned with the last. Ship-to-shore
and shore-to-ship systems present different, rather special problems.1
relatively short ranges are
Frequencg.—In ground-to-ground systems,
required.
The beacons orinterrogators, or both, areusually light~veight

FIG. 20.14.—A

4

f

poor bsacon location.
Underbrush is high and the beacon isin aclumpof
trees.
Range will be materially reduced.

and portable.
Because of line-of-sight limitations, long ranges—30
miles ormor~require
considerable elevation at both ends of the system.
The signal path is always close to the surface of the earth and often passes
through trees or other vegetation.
The effect of obstacles of this nature
and of resulting diffraction depends on the frequency used.
Experiments show that microwave radiation impractically useless in
ground-to-ground
beacon systems unless there is a clear line-of-sight
path for the signal. Signals of lower frequency become progressively
better for nonoptical paths, and, at frequencies of 200 Me/see or less, a
fair amount of transmission through trees and nonoptical transmission
1 A discussion
19, Sees. 1910to

of a shore-beacon–ship-interrogator
1913.

system

can be found

in Chap.
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A more serious type of error is that due to coherent interference

SEC. 20.11]

Ft~, 20.16.—A

SURFACE

poor beacon location.
directions, however.

BEACON

SYS1’EMS

467

The sky can be seen through the trees in some
Range will be materiallyr educed.
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SYSTEMS

15.5

;
8.5
9.3

\
ii

K

7.(
F

4.7’%
6

3.1%

1.6%
~ 0.78%.
1111
PilJ
20

—
-lo

—

—

L
+10

+20
Error m degrees
FIG. 20.18.—Distribution
of errors in 129 azimuth determinationsat
175 Me/see bv a
lobe-witched
antenna system having a half-power beamwldth of 70” for each” anten~a.
More than hsdf the fixes were over nonoptical paths.

FIG. 20.19.—The change of pufee shape due to coherent interference.
A 5-#see pulse
took on the various appearanom shown as the path between beacon transmitter and
receiver wae varied a few feet at a time.

Z12
(a)

b&
(b)

FIO. 20.20.—Effect

(c)

of coherent interference on pip matching,
The shapes of the
pufses received by the two antennas are different; matching, and thus azimuth determination, become difficult.
(a) Antenna axis pointing at beacon.
(b) Antenna axis
swung to left.
(c) Antenna axis swung to right.
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Coherent interference can change markedly over very short distances;
moving the antenna system a few feet may alter the pulse shapes notice
ably.
(See Fig. 20”19.)
RaWe Errors. -Range
determinations suffer no systematic difficulties
Reflections can, of course, give
in ground-to-ground
beacon systems.
false indications; good operating techniques can detect most of these.
The most precise ground-to-ground measurements are made with rangeoxdy triangulation systems.
These are particularly applicable because of
the low frequencies necessary and the corresponding difficulty of obtaining good azimuth information.
In systems with excess power, azimuth
and range determinations can still be made with good accuracy for nonoptical paths, provided the signal strengths are adequate.
Except for
possible reflections, such determinations are made just as with optical
paths. The significance of the measured range is, however, sometimes
doubtful when the shortest possible path is longer than a direct optical
path.
Polarization.—At
175 Me/see, a considerable difference exists between
the characteristics of vertically and horizontally polarized signals with
respect to transmission over nonoptical paths. It is found that vertically
polarized radiation is attenuated more by trees than is horizontally
polarized radiation.
In transmission over obstacles like hills, vertically polarized radiation sometimes gives weaker signals in the diffraction region—perhaps because of the effect of the trees on the hill
(see Fig. 20.21).
In the terrain shown in Fig. 2022, the total attenuation of vertically
polarized radiation by about 100 ft of trees was 21 db, whereas horizontally polarized signals passing along the same path were attenuated
Oldy 6 db

APPENDIX
AMPLITUDE

A

MODULATION
BY

L.

A.

OF PULSES

TURNER

It is well known that an infinite sequence of rectangular pulses of
width r, spaced T seconds apart, can be represented by a Fourier series
of harmonic terms having frequencies of O, Fo, 2F0, 3F0 . , where
FO = I/T.
In particular, if zero time be taken at the center of one of
the pulses, this series has the form
N-.

s=

I

A,

. COS2uNFd.

N-O
The amplitude coefficients AN are given by
AN = hTFo .

TNFW
TNFOT ,

sin

in which h is the height of the single pulse.

Time-FIG. A. 1.—Amplitude-modulated

series of pulses.

If the pulses are made to be of an infinitesimal width At, all the
amplitudes AN become equal to hFOAt. It should be noted in passing,
since it gives a result needed later, that the pulse of width 7 can be
considered as the superposition of a whole set of the infinitesimal pulses
appropriately displaced with respect to one another.
The corresponding
Fourier terms are obtained by combining those of the thin pulses with
differences of phase corresponding to the relative displacements of the
sets of pulses. In the limit, this becomes the familiar integration
encountered in the diffraction of light by a single slit: its result is expressed
by the expression given above for AN.
If we now consider the set of pulses of width T to be modulated as
in Fig. A. 1, this can be expressed by multiplying the original rectangular
473
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pulse function by a modulating factor of the form 1 + p cos (2T FJ + 1$).
Since the rectangular pulse function and the Fourier series are completely
equivalent, the series can equally well be multiplied by this factor to get
an expression for the modulated waves. Corresponding to each of the
orginal Fourier components of frequency NFo, these will now be a triplet
of three components at frequencies NFO – F%, NFO, and NFO + F~ with
amplitudes that are respectively p, 1, and p times the amplitude of the
original component.
If, however, the pulses are still rectangular but modulated in height
as in Fig. A02, the results are slightly different. This case can be handled

Time —
FIG. A.2.—Amplitude-modulated
by

starting

modulating
The

pulses

suitable

with
factor

sets

a set

of

to them

of finite
of thin

width
pulses.

infinitesimally
as above
are

now
The

series of pulses.
thin

to get the
obtained
amplitude

pulses
same

as above
factor

and

sideband
by

applying

the

frequencies.

superposition

of

becomes

sin TFr
hFo —*
rFr

in which F is the actual frequency of any component whether it be sideband or otherwise.
The two sideband components of a given triplet
now do not have equal amplitudes, but rather amplitudes that differ in
accord with their different frequencies.

GLOSSARY
AGC.—Automatic
gain control.
AI.—Alrborne
interception.
AN/APN-3.—The
SHORAN airborne IAWEREOGATOR-RESPONSOR.
AN/APN-19A.—.k
modification
of .4 N/APAT-19 including double-pulse
coding, with four douhlc-pulse
channels.

interrogation

AN/APM-53.—Tmt
rql[lpmcnt for AX/AI’N-19
beacon.
AN/APQ-13.—A
3-c1lI humbing r[ldar; used by the Twentieth
Air Force.
AN/APS-4.—.4
3-cm airhornc radar. used both for sea search and AI.
AN/APS-15.—A
3-cm bombing radar; used by the Eighth and Fifteenth Air Forces;
MICKEY.
AN/CPN-2.—Thc

SHOEAY ground

beacon.

AN/CPN-6.—A
high-power ground or shipboard 3-cm bcawm.
AN/CPN-8.—A
medium-power
10-cm ground beacon.
AN/CPN-17.—A
high-power ground or shipboard 10-cm beacon.
AN/UPN-l.—A
battery-operatecl
lightweight
10-cm ground beacon.
AN/UPN-2.—An
a-c-operated
lightweight
10-cm ground beacon.
AN/UPN-3.—A
lightweight a-c-operated
3-cm ground beacon.
AN/UPN-4.—A
battery-operated
lightweight 3-cm ground beacon.
ASV.—Air-to-surface-vessel.
automatic
range-tracking. -The
process of obtaining
a voltage or shaft rotation
proportional
to range by using a circuit that locks on and follows a reccivcd
signal.
automatic tracking.-The
process of using range data or angular data in such a way
as to obtain error signals; these are used to drive devices that keep the system
locked to a target,
beacon. —See RADAR BEACON.
blanking gate.—A
circuit used to produce a rectangular
triggered;
it prevents further triggering for a period
TIME. —A1SO,

the

rectangular

pulse

pulse when a beacon is
of time, called the DEAD

it generates.

CCB.—Close
control bombing.
*lcat.~~—A ground station about which a circular course is flown.
“cat-mouse”
course.—A
method of bombing whereby aircraft fly a circular course
around a CAT station and release bombs at a predetermined
range from the
Mourn station.
coding.-The
provision of a special character to interrogation
or reply signals.
cone of silence.-For
a beacon, the approximately
conical volume overhead
or
beneath in which the interrogation
or reply link fails because of inadequate
antenna coverage.
For an airborne scanning INTERROGATOR, the cOnical volume
below not included in the coverage of the antenna scan.
crystal-video
receiver.—A
receiver with a crystal detector and a video amplifier.
dead

time.—The
period following reception of a signal triggering
which the beacon cannot again be triggered.
decoder.—A
device which deciphers a coded signal,
discriminator.-A
DECODER.
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drift station. -SHoRAN
parlance fOr a CAT beacon.
fmit.—In
an interrogation
display, beacon replies tOother
not synchronized and constitute a type of clutter.
GCI.—Ground
control of interception.

lNTERrcoGAToRs; they are

Gee.—A 20-100 hlc/sec hyperbolic navigation system, using pulse transmission.
Gee-H.—A
British H-system for bombing using equipment adapted from the GEE
navigation system.
H-system.—A
beacon bombing system, in which an aircraft equipped with an INTERROGATOR measures precise ranges to two beacons ontheground;
the converse of
OROE.
IFF.—Identification,
friend or foe.
inquisitor. -An
attachment
to a radar set, to enable it to interrogate beacons and
obtain their replies.
interrogation.-The
transmission of pulses designed to TRIGC+ERa beacon; the pulses
triggering a beacon.
interrogator. -,kny
device intended to ‘rmm3Ertabeacon
by means of r-f pulses transmitted through space.
interrogation
link.—The
communication
link whereby an INTERROGATORtriggers a
beacon.
interrogator-responsor.-A
tion with beacons,

transmitter
rather than asa

and receiver
radar set.

especially

designed

for opera-

leaky pipe.—A slotted coaxial-line or waveguide antenna.
limiting liik.-That
link of a beacon system which determines the reliable range.
lobe swftching.-A
type of azimuth determination.
Loran.—A low-frequency
hyperbolic navigation system using pulse transmissions.
Mickey.—The
AN/APS-15
radar.
Micro-H.—An
American H-smrEM used for bombing, using the AN/APS-15
airborne
bombing radar and AN/CPN-6
ground beacons.
Minnie.-The
AN/CPN-6
beacon.
“mouse. “-A
reference station from or by which range
flying a cA’r circle.

is measured

to an aircraft

Oboe.—A
beacon bombing system, whereby a beacon-equipped
aircraft
two interrogators
on the ground; the converse of the H-SYSTEM.

is guided

by

patternpropagationfactor lF].—Theratio of the resultantelectric-fieldamplitudeat
a point when both reflected radiation and direct radiation reach it to the value
due to direct radiation only.
PDI.—Pilot’s
direction indicator,
racon.—see
RADAR BE.4c0N.
rdnr

beacon.—A
automatically

a meter showing

a pilot in which

device that, upon reception of a suitable
responds with another pulse signal.

direction

interrogating

rate SfSffOn.-SHOLUN parkmce for a MOUSE beacon.
Rebecca-H.—A
British H-SYSTEM used for photo-recormaisaance,
Rebecca-Eureka.

to fly.

pulse signal,

adapted

from

reply .—Same as REswmrsm.
responder beacon.-see
MAR
BIIACON.
response.-The
act of the beacon in emitting a signal when triggered by an interrogation.
response link.—The link by which beacon responses are received by an INTERROC+AWM.
rfu-~o~d.-Conttiuous
to and triggers
Rosebud.—The

mutual
the other.

AN/APN-19

triggering

10-cm airborne

by two beacons,
beacon.

each of w} ich replies
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SCR-584.-A lkmfire-control radar designedfor AAuse; later adapted for control
of aircraft.
SCR-717.—A 10-cm airborne ASV radar.
Shoran.—A 250-Mc/sec H-sYsTEMused for bombing and mapping.
slow coding.-A type of responsecoding in which the responsecode occupiesa time
of the order of seconds.
“squegging”
oscillator.—A
self-pulsed
oscillator,
the pulse duration
rate of which are determined by the oscillator constants.
squint. -The
dispersion
tion of the antenna

properties of a linear array antenna,
pattern to vary with frequency.

STC.—Sensitivity-time
control—see
tangential signal.—A
signal which,
noise on an A-scope.
time-varied
a way
tra5c

mrm-vnmn
superposed

and repetition

which causes the direc-

GAm.
on noise,

appears

tangential

to the

gain. -An
automhtic variation of receiver gain with time, usually in such
as to reduce the gain immediately
following a pulse transmission,
and

bringing it back to its normal value in a predetermined
way.
capacity.-The
ability of an interrogator-beacon
system to operate
factorily when large numbers of interrogators
or beacons are operating.

satis-

transponder.-see
RAnAR BEACON.
trigger. -To
initiate a RESPONSE from a circuit; a signal which initiates such a
REsPONSE.
tripole.-A
set of three dipoles mounted in a circle and excited in phase, to give a
pattern uniform in azimuth; used as an element of linear-array
antennas.
TS-143/CPM-l.—A
synchroscope
especially designed formicrowave
beacon testing.
TVG.—See
TIME-VARIED GAIN.
wonter.—A
circuit in a double-pulse
or multiple-pulse
DECODER, which prevents
response when an extraneous pulse ispresent between twopulses with thecomect
spacing.
Yehudi.—A
triggering device used in beacon-transmitter
AFC systems, which tunes
the beacon to the correct frequency when IN’rEmioGA’rroN occurs.
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In range equations, primed quantities refer to the beacon and
unprimed quantities refer to the interrogator.
Area of antenna; antenna aperture.
A
Atmospheric absorption, in decibels.
A
Radius of the earth.
a
Video bandwidth.
B
I-f bandwidth.
B
Constant of rectification of a crystal.
b
Total capacitance of pulse-forming network.
c.
Distributed capacitance of modulator output circuit.
c,
Velocity of light.
c
E,
Supply voltage.
Pattern propagation factor; ratio of electric field to value it would
F
have under free-space conditions.
Figure of merit of crystal detector.
F
Noise factor of r-f amplifier.
F,
Noise factor of mixer and i-f amplifier.
Fz
F,, Over-all noise factor.
Maximum gain of an antenna, as referred to an isotropic radiator.
G
Height.
h
1,
Pulse current.
As subscript, refers to interrogation link.
i
Loss factor of a transmission line.
K
k
Factor for increasing earth’s radius to compensate for atmospheric
refraction.
Boltzmann’s constant, 1.38.10–23 joule/degree.
k
Transmission line loss in decibels.
L
Charging inductance for pulse-forming network.
L.
Reduction from maximum antenna gain to utilized gain, in decibels.
M
Number of possible codes.
N
Index of refraction of the atmosphere.
n
n
Number of spaces in a range code.
Noise voltage.
;
Number of pips in a range code.
P
R-f power.
QL Loaded Q of a resonant circuit.
479
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(?.
R
R
Rc
r
s
T
TR
w
w.
ZN
z,
A
P
u
7
b

LIST

OF SYMBOLS

Unloaded Q of a resonant circuit.
Range.
As subscript, refers to receiving components.
Charging resistor for pulse-forming network.
As subscript, refers to response link.
Scanning factor: the ratio of the total angle scanned to the angle
over which the beacon is interrogated.
As subscript, refers to transmitting components.
Interval between pulses; recurrence interval.
Percent response of a beacon to interrogation.
Percent response of a beacon searchlighted by n interrogators.
Characteristic impedance of pulse-forming network.
Impedance presented by primary of pulse transformer.
Wavelength.
Magnitude of the reflection coefficient of the earth.
Phase clifference between direct and reflected range.
Ratio of beacon dead time to the nominal interrogator repetition
period.
Phase change on reflection.

f ndex

ANIAPS-15, 17
AN/CPN-2, 426
AN/CPN-6, 398
power supply for, 324-327
AN/CPN-8, 332
AN/UPN-1, 358, 359
AN/UPN-2, power supply for, 327
AN/uPN-3, 405
AN/UPN-4, 405

A
<

c

Absorption,
53
atmospheric,
53–56
oxygen, 53
by rainstorm, 55
by trees, 438
water vapor, 53
A-c resonance charging,
AFC, 170, 27W278
receiver, 170-172

v

245

AFC amplifiers, 274-276
AFC discriminator,
271-274
modulated-cavity
single-crystal,
two-crystal
standing-wave,
272
AFC servomechanisms,
276-278

power supply for, 328
Antenna, beacon, 125-135
requirements for, 133
microwave,
130-133
for overhead coverage,
2-cm, 131
lo-cm, 130
Antenna design, beacon,
radar, 374-377
Antenna gain, 125

271

AI, 8
Air-to-air rendezvous,
13
Air-to-air
systems,
22
Air-@surface
systems, 20
Air-to-surface-vessel

“

,‘.4

carrier, 19
interception
322

(AI),

Alternator, engine-driven,
Amplifier, i-f, 157-158
r-f, 157
video, 177-179
AN/APN-3,
AN/APN-19,

8
314-316

Automatic
Azimuth
Azimuth

426
77, 359, 408

power supply for, 330
AN/APN-19A,
77
AN /APQ-7, 25
AN/APQ-13,
17
AN/APs4,
73
AN/AP&lO,
398
AN /APS-10
i

beacon-radar

129-135

Antenna installation,
44W45
deicing, 443
mast, 443
pressurizing, 443
Antenna patterns, 126
Arc-width control, 71
ASV, 10
Atmospheric
absorption,
53–56
Aural methods of interpretation,

(see ASV)

Airborne beacons, 12-14
choice of frequency in, 70
Aircraft
Aircraft
Alarms,

133

frequency

control

chopping, 90
discrimination,

226
(see AFC)

466

B
B-scope, 37
Bandwidth,
receiver,
Barratt, T., 87
presentation,

381
481

151, 367

Beacon
Beacon

antenna
(eee Antenna,
beacon)
art, first principles of, 28

Beacon

coverage,

mapping, 439

482
Beacon

RADAR
density,

105

Beacon design, 123-361
Beacon modulator
(see Modulator,
con)
Beacon
operation,
radar
design

Beacons, portable, operation of, 458-472
protection
of, from interference,
352beafor,

365-384
Beacon power supply (see Power supply,
beacon )
Beacon-radar
presentation,
simultaneous, PPI, 381
Beacon receiver (see Receiver,
beacon)
Beacon response, probability
of, 108-114
(See ako Response)
Beacon
signals,
distinguishability
from radar signals, 93
Beacon stealing, 105,420
Beacon synthesis, 342-361
Beacon
system,
airborne,
ground radar, 408–4 19

used

BEACONS

of,

356
radar, characteristics
nature of, 1–7

ship, installation of, 452–455
maintenance
of, 452–455
operation

uses of, 1–26
(See al.:. Airborne;
Beamwidth,
Blanking
Blocking

Burnout,
Burrows,

shore, used with ship
responsor, 419-426

Cabling,

interrogator-

antenna,

crystal,
49

Cathode

458

lightweight, 405-408
maintenance of, 437–472
mobile, installation of, 458-472
maintenance
of, 45&472
operation of, 458-472
operation of, 437–472
portable, installation of, 458–472
maintenance
of, 458-472

regulator,

R,H.

Cat-mouse

maintenance
of, 45&458
operation of, 45&458
block diagram of, &7
comparison of, witbother
navigritional
aids, 24–26
distinguishable,
number of, 92
functions of, 18-20
how used, 17-24
installation of, 437–472

176

351
320

A., 7

courses,

Cat station,
of, 455–

374

c

Carter,

Beacon transmitters,
25&312
Beacons, airborne,
installation

Relay;

Shore)

gate, 206
oscillator, 240

Carbon-pile

342-361

Ground;

Shipborne;

line-controlled,
239, 240
Blocking-oscillator
driver, 253
Bombing systems, 14–20

characteristics
of, 29
crossband,
choice
of frequency
in,
7G73
ground, used with airborne radar for
air navigation,
398–408
microwave bands for, 76
navigation,
precision, Shoran, 426–433

surface, 464–472
types of, 20-24
typical, 398–433
Beacon system synthesis,

of, 452–455

3-cm, 12, 24
lo-cm, 12
triode transmitter
for (see Oscillator,
transmitting triode)

Responder;

with

of, 26

15

15

pulsing,

289

Cavities, micr0wave,301
reentrant, 301, 304–311
cathode-tuned,
311
plate-tuned, 304
reference,

337

CCB,

77
Channel switching,

Channel width
ity, 97–99
Check,

pre6ight,

161

andrfata-handling
457

Chokes, 304
Close control, 14
Clutter, PPI, 91-93

Code, distinguishabilityof, 91
legibility of, 92, 377
reply, number of, 94-97
(Seealso Coder; Coding)
Coded operation,262
Coder, 6

capac

INDEX
~oder,

combined

pulse-width

and pulse-

spacing, 219
for equally spaced pulses, 208-210
low-power,
217
pulse, multiple-response,
206-210
pulse-spacing,
21&217
pulse-width,
206
response, 204–220
single-pulse, 206
(See also Code; Coding)
Coder-pulser combinations,
218
Coding, 6, 83-103
by amplitude modulation,
94
combined pulse-width
and pulse-spacing, 96
and data transmission,
100
interrogation,
83-89, 18&203
functions of, 83
multiple-pulse,
367
S1OW, 89
pip, 96
pulse-width,
88
range, 91–93
reply, 89–97, 204–220
reply-frequency,
74
response, 8+97, 20&220
(S.. also Code; Coder)
Coding parameters, 8.%89
reply, 89
Communication,
Communication
236

20, 97-100
systems,
beacon,

pulse, 221-236
Compass, radio, 25
Cone of silence, 41, 58
Conical scan, 56
Coordinate
fixing, 18
Coverage, 42, 57, 12&129
frequency (see Frequency
overhead, 128
Coverage considerations,
Crawford, 49
CRT-pip
generator, 217
Crystal
Crystal
Crystal
Crystal
Crystal

coverage)

57-62

damage, 444
detection,
172-177
holders, 172
mixers, 168
protection,
357

Crystal-video
receiver
crystal-video)
C-w

221-

(see

Receiver,

modulation
(see Modulation,
tinuous wave)

con-
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D
Data, of high precision, methods for
using, 102
precise,1B103
Data transmission,97–103
and ceding, 100
over systemsusingbeacons, 99
Data-handling capacity and channel
width, 97–99
D-c resonancecharging, 243
Decoder, 6
double-pulse,195-199
multiple-pulse,19%201
pulse, 84
storage,84
trigger,84
Delay, beacon, 101, 344
correctionfor, 379
in beacon receiver,152
beacon system, 101
intentional,347
interrogator,102
linearsweep,217
over-all control of, 344–348
Delay considerations,189
Delaystages,blocking-oscillator,215-217
delay-line,21o
multivibrator,211–213
overshoot,213–215
trigger,206
Detection, crystal, 172-177
Diffraction,52
Directionalcoupler, 147
Discrimination,152
pulse-width,generalcharacteristicsof,
193–195
Discriminator,6
AFC (seeAFC discriminator)
constant-delay,191
delay-line, 184-187
and integrator,comparisonof, 187–
189
integrator,180-184
phase, 170
pulse-repetition-frequency,201–203
pulse-width,18W195
to reject short and long pulses, 183,
186
to reject short pulses, 181-186
Dispersion,37$377
Display loss, 34-38
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RADAR

Double-moding,
237
Drift station, 429
Duct, 50
I)ummy load, 148
Duplexer, 138-144

Frequency-shifting,
spontaneous,
237
Frequency
stability,
256, 259-261,
303,
310, 366
Frequency
stabilization

beacon, 139-144
radar, 139–141
with r-f filter protection,

143

G

,

Gain, antenna,
GCI,

Echo, 3
Echo stretching,
195, 441
Echo suppression,
161
Eighth Air Force, 17, 74
Engineering considerations,

125

8

Gee-H, 17
Gee hyperbolic navigation
Gee system, 26
Goudsmit, S. A., 110
Grid pulsing, 288

E

Ground

119-122

Ferrell, 49
Fidelity, of beacon receiver, 152
Fifteenth Air Force, 17
Figure of merit of video crystal, 175
Filament supplies, 321
Filter, r-f, 144–146
bandpass, 144

considerations,
63-82
coverage, 151, 162, 172
modulation,
265

choice

17

of frequency

operation of, 446–452
lightweight,
l&12
lightweight micro\vave, 12
Ground control of interception
Ground-to-ground
systems, 23
Guillemin, E, A,, 80

F

band-rejection,
146
coupled-mode,
145
double-tuned
bandpass, 145
high-pass, 145
single-tuned,
144
Filtering, 351
Fine, S., 15
First principles of beacon art, 28
Fixed-channel
operation, 76-79
Flight checks, quantitative,
451
Free-space systems, 63
Frequency,
choice of, 29, 63-73
Frequency assignments, 7382
Frequency
channels for single-band
crowave systems, 75

beacon,

system,

in,

69
choice of site for, 437442
heavy, 437-452
maintenance
of, 446–452

Englund, 49
Envelope-viewer,
334
Error, range, 472
Eureka, 10

Frequency
Frequency
Frequency

(see component

stabilized)
Fruit, 75, 222

ultrahizh-freauencv.
142
without gas-filled tubes, 141
Duty-ratio
limitation,
111
Dynamotor
supplies, 320
Q..

BEACONS

(GCI),

8

,-

H
H-systems,
1$17
H-type system, 426
Hartley, R. V. L., 97
Hash, 75
Heat dissipation, 359
Housing, 442
Hyperbolic course, 16
Hyperbolic
navigation

.

system,

Gee,

1’/

.

I

mi-

Identification,
19, 30
Identification
systems (IFF), 8, 19
I-f amplifier, 157-158
Ignition noise, 85
Impedance-matching,
285
Indicators, radar, 377–384
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